
BUILD YOUR OWN TV COLOR C 

DECEMBER 

1954 

35 CENTS 

In U. S. and Canada 

'// I-/II' , 

N THIS ISSUE 

MIDGET FM TUNER 

CHOOSING YOUR HI -FI 

LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURE 

100 -WATT BANDSWITCHING 

HAM TRANSMITTER 

SINGLE -SIDEBAND 

AUDIO TEST OSCILLATOR 

A TRANSISTOR 

IBRATION AMPLIFIER 

SERVICING PRINTED WIRING 

IN TV RECEIVERS 

HOW GOOD ARE YOUR 

TV INSTALLATIONS? 

SERVICING 

GATED -BEAM DETECTORS 

!ALL- PURPOSE ENCLOSURE 

FOR 12' SYSTEMS 

HI -FI ON A TEACART I 
(See page 121) ' -.._-- r... 
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GET OFF THE SPOT 

BONDED ELECTRONIC 
TECHNICIAN PROGRAM 

Once you gain the confidence of customers, you're on your way to increased volume and 
profits. The Raytheon Bonded Electronic Technician program is designed to help you do 
just that. The Raytheon Registered Bond Certificate, the Raytheon Creed Display Decal and 
Identification Cards, featuring your bonded status and the fine Raytheon "Code of Ethics ", 
inspire customer confidence. And a recent survey proved that wherever Raytheon Bonded 

1,0,EY'Rf it/0 Technicians took full advantage of their Bonded status - used it to in- 
spire customer confidence - business improved by at least ten per cent. 

Ask your Raytheon Tube Distributor if you can qualify for this im- 
portant sales advantage. If you can, the bond is yours at no cost to you - 
it is Raytheon's investment in your future. 

RAYTHEON MA,NU.FACTURING COMPANY 
Receiving Tube Divisio 

, Mass., Chicago, III., Ati 

S RELIABLE SUBMINIATURE 

ALTNEON MAKES All THESE: 

ES 
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Learn to Service TV 
any make or model -Q 

v 

There are Plenty of Good Jobs for 

w 
h Know- hand Skill 

ry: Men with Know-how 

New ALL PRACTICE Method 

trains you at home to become 

a Professional TV Serviceman 

You learn the time saving techniques, 

methods used by top TV Servicemen 
This is 100';1 learn -by- doing, practical training. NRI supplies all necessary 
equipment, all tubes, including a 17 -inch picture tube; and comprehensive 
manuals covering a thoroughly planned program of practice. You learn how 
experts diagnose TV receiver defects quickly. You easily learn the causes of 
defects -audio and video -and how to fix them accurately. 

You get actual experience aligning TV receivers, isolating complaints from 
scope patterns, eliminating interference, using germanium crystal: to rectify 
the TV picture signal, adjusting the ion trap and hundreds of other valuable 
Professional techniques. 

17" Picture Tube, Components 

for a TV Receiver, Scope, 

Signal Generator, HF Probe - 
all included in introductory t 

price under $200 -Easy Terms 

It 11,0 Nast to go ;dares in TX serlirin_, litu 
Niii act quickly to find out what you get, what 
you practice, what you learn and how NRI's 
new course in Professional Television Serv- 
icing will help you advance through better 
technical knowledge and training. See pictures 
of equipment supplied, read what you practice 
in book offered FilEE to ambitious men with 
some knowledge of Radii. or TV fundamentals. 
Find out about this ALL PRACTICE Profes- 
sional TV Servicing Course now. 

You Learn 
By Doing 

/ e 

COUPON BRINGS IMPORTANT 

BOOK FREE 
Get this bond and judge for 

. 

, self how this course will 

tt 

further . unliliun to reach e the top in TV , icing 
or help to [mild a 

e 

re business of your own it 
Ty. Main of tomorrow's top Tv Servicemen , n.n 
who rt sery ire any make. any model. UHF. VIII' or 
Color T 

sl 
1' ... will be graduates of this training. Mail 

the coupant now. There is no obligation. 

r 

UHF and COLOR Create 

Growing Opportunities 
1o rash in on the present tIIF and the e 
ittg C01.01t TV Iss,ot vodll n.ed the kind of 
knowledge anal r,p, 

s 

\ Itl'. Course gives. 
1 onll get practice installing front -end chi i 
selector .trips in immlern 1,11 F.k Ill, receivers. 
You learn I II I servicing pmbknts and their 

.hit' . ,tacit the cou n la. u.w. Dissever how 
I\ It I's new t..ttr.r i.. l'lit)FI :SSII) \.A I.'l'F :l,K. 
VISION SEIt\ ICING meets the needs of the 
man who wants to get ahead in 'l'y Servicing. 

Not for Beginners 
If you have some knowl- 
edg of It:ulin -TV tnu 
dantenrals, or hate ha ,1 

sonie Radia Shop exit,- 
nr sottie Patti,, 

school training, tho 
line IN Folt you. 

Alait contstn today. 

National Radio Institute 
Dept. 4NET, 16111 and U Sts., N.W. 
\Vashingtun 9, D.C. 

Please send my FREE ropy of "Ilow to Reach the'1op in TV Servicing." 
I lerst:nni no salesman will call. 

Naine 

Address 

I City Zone.. ..State 

RADIO i TELEVISION NEWS Is published monthly by Ziff-Davis Publishing Company, William B. Ziff, Chairman of the Board (1940 -I0531. at 04 E. take St., Chicago 1. 111. Entered as cu d -class matter July 21. 1048. t the Post slice, Cilira,u- Ill.. under the net of Starch 3, 1870. Authorized by Post Office Depart- Uniment. Ottawa. Canada, a Bond -class matter. SUBSCRIPTION 
at 

Radio A Trlevlstun News -one sear U. S. and lausteosions. and Canada 34.00; Pan -American on countries S4.3n; all other foreign countries $5.00. Radio-Electronic Engineering Edition -one year r U. S. id Io..es.iuns. and Canada 50.00: l'an. American Union tcountries Se. 11; all other foreign countries $7.00. Postm -Please return undelivered copies under a form 3550 to 04 E. Lake St., Chicago 1, ill. 
December. 1954 

J 
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COVER PHOTO: A novel idea for the 
audiophile who likes his music wher. 
ever he is. A household teacart can 
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All Electronic Parts 

YOURS TO KEEP! 

ractíca/projects °wrilimk 
`Y/TH THESE o 

Pi4RTS,,, fti *114 
MULTIMETER 

/ - *** 
/ / » 

LP YOU LEARN AW 
liwo 

uwoo©r 
RADIO- ELECTRONICS Now ... at home in spare time you can get BOTH the very 
training and subsequent Employment Service you need to help you start earning real money in 
America's thrilling, multi- billion dollar opportunity field of Television- Radio -Electronics. Now 
that Television is coming to almost every community, here is a chance of a lifetime to prepare 
to cash in on one of Television's great expansions. 

D.T.I.'s amazingly practical home method enables you to set up your own HOME LABORA- 
TORY. You get many Electronic parts which you mount on individual bases with spring clip 
connectors. Tops for experimenting! Add or remove parts in a jiffy. No wasted hours of 
soldering and unsoldering for each project. You spend minimum time to get maximum 
knowledge of important circuits that really work. In fact, you get exactly the same type of 
basic training equipment used in our Chicago training laboratory -one of the nation's 
finest. 

Build and KEEP This VALUABLE TEST EQUIPMENT 
Your home laboratory projects also include building and keeping o versatile S inch 
Oscilloscope and precision Jewel Bearing Multi -Meter. These quality commercial test 
instruments help you EARN WHILE YOU LEARN and will prove mighty valuable, 
should you later decide to start your own full time TV -Radio service business. You 
also build and keep a quality 21 inch TV SET. 

D.T.I. Provides EVERYTHING YOU NEED to master TELEVISION 
In addition to your home laboratory and easy -to -read lessons, you even use 
HOME MOVIES -a wonderfully effective and exclusive D.T.I. training 
advantage. You watch hidden actions ... see electrons on the 
march. Important fundamentals ... become "movie 
clear," helping you learn faster ... easier ... better. 

Full time Residential training in D.T.I.'s great 
Chicago laboratories also available. MAIL COU- 

PON TODAY for all facts. (If subject to Military 
Service, you'll espe- 
cially welcome the 
information we have d 
for you.) 
D.T. I.'s Training 
is available in Canada 

Build and keep this BIG DTI 

Engineered TV set -easily 
converted to U.H.F. (DTI offers 

another home training, but 
without the TV set.) 

j 1.. "ONE Of AMERICA'S FOREMOST 
TELEVISION TRAINING CENTERS" 

DEVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
AFFILIATED WITH 

DEFOREST'S TRAINING, INC. 
CHICAGO 41. ILLINOIS 

December, 1954 

DEVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
4141 BELMONT AVE., CHICAGO 41, ILL. DEPT. RN -12 -K 

I would like your valuable information -packed publication 
showing how I can get started toward a good job or my own 
business in Television- Radio- Electronics. 

Nome Age 

Street Apt 

City Zone Stale 
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TV Antenna 

ROTORS 

model AR-2... complete AUTOMATIC rotor with thrust bearing ...and 
handsome modern design cabinet, uses 4 wire cable 

model AR -1 stme as AR -2 without thrust bearing 

model TR -12 
A special combination value 
consisting of complete rotor 
including thrust bearing. 
handsome modern cabinet 
with meter control dial, uses 

4 wire cable . 

model TR -11 
The =ame as the TR -12 without thrust 
bearing, complete with meter control 
dial cabinet, uses 4 wire cable 

model TR -2 
The heavy -duty rotor with plas- 
tic cabinet featuring "Compass 
Control ", illuminated "perfect 
pattern" dial, uses 8 wire cable 

model TR -4 
The heavy -duty rotor complete 
with handsome, modern design 
cabinet with meter control dial, 
uses 4 wire cable . 

6 

CORN E L L - D U B I L l E R 
SOUTH PLAINFIELD, N. J. 

THE RA D 1 A R T CORP. 
CLEVELAND 13. OHIO 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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The One Big Reason 

Big- Screen Color TV Sets 

are on the Market Now 

It took more than engineering promises before leading set manufac- 
turers invested in production of color TV sets. It took a practical big - 
screen color picture tube ... the CBS -Colortron "205." 
It took creative engineering to conceive this advanced design in color 
picture tubes. And it took advanced- engineering knowledge to produce 
it. 

Today, these set manufacturers are demonstrating their recognition 
of the leadership of CBS -Hytron. For they are shipping color TV sets 
and these sets are equipped with the CBS -Colortron "205." 
There can be no better evidence of the advanced- engineering knowl- 
edge of CBS -Hytron ... Advanced -engineering knowledge you can de- 
pend upon to produce the finest in television tubes ... for color or 
for black and white. 

CBS-Colortron 

205 SQUARE INCHES 

OF PICTURE AREA 

WRITE FOR FRRE BULLETIN E -227 TODAY. 
Four pages of engineering application data 
on the "205." 

CBS.COLORTRON PATENT NO.2,690, 518. OTHER PATENTS PENDING 

A member of tlw CBS family: CBS Radio CBS Television Columbia Records 

CBS Laboratories CBS -Columbia CBS International and CBS -Hytron 

December, 1954 

CBS -HYTR ON Main Office Danvers, Massachusetts 

A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. 
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Model SP8 -B Rodent 
Super -Eight. Unusual 
bass balance in 8 -inch 
coaxial speaker. 
Response 35- 13,000 cps 
±6 db. 15.20 watts. 
Imp: 8 ohms. 1 lb. 
Alnico V magnet. 51/2 
depth behind mtg. panel. 

List Price... $47.30 
Audiophile Net...$28.30 

Model SP124B Rodox 
Twelve. Full range 
12 -inch coaxial 
speaker. Response 
35. 13.000 cps f6 db. 
15 -20 watts. Imp: 
8 ohms. 1 lb. Alnico 
V magnet. 6W depth 
behind mtg. panel. 

List Price... $49.50 
Audiophile Net..$29.70 

Model SPI2 Redo. 
Super -Twelve. Amazing 

lows and highs in 12- 
inch coaxial speaker. 

Response 30- 13,000 cps 
*5 db. 25 watts. Imp: 

16 ohms. 3 lb. Alnico 
V magnet. 7yß" depth 

behind mtg. panel, 

List Price... $93.00 
Audiophile Net..$37.00 

Model SPIS Radars 
Saper- FINNn. Fullest 

range and balance in 
15 -inch coaxial speaker. 

Response 30- 13,000 
cps. f5 db. 30 watts. 

Imp: 16 ohms. S1/4 lb. 
Alnico V magnet. 

011" depth behind 
mtg. panel. 

List Price... $ 1 30.00 
Audiophile Net..$78.00 

Enjoy the Range and the Realism 
New concepts by E -V create new values 
for you in the enjoyment of sound 
reproduction. Unique Radax principle 
and built -in mechanical crossover per- 
mit design of the low -frequency cone 
and high -frequency axial radiator for 
extended optimum bass and treble re- 
sponse. Heavier "pound- rated" mag- 
nets provide more driving power and 
generous distortion damping factors. 
These and other E -V quality features 
assure more listening pleasure. 

Hear them at your E -V Distributor 
or Write for FREE Hi -Fi Bulletins 

MICH. 

410 CARROLL ST. BUCHANA bles Arlo!, 

13 E. 401h SI.. N.Y. 16, U.S.A. 

RECORD, 
B T T H E E D I T O R 

RADIO -TV SERVICE DEALERS THREATENED 

THE almost perennial headache to the 
TV service profession again threat- 

ens the dealer and the technician - 
especially in large areas like New 
York City and its environs. Because 
of persistent complaints against prices 
charged for repairs and unethical prac- 
tices by several service dealers, Mayor 
Wagner (NYC) acted to discuss the 
problem with Brooklyn's District At- 
torney who had been conducting a 
grand jury investigation of radio and 
television repair "rackets." The May- 
or's aides were told to prepare new 
legislation designed to curb unethical 
practice in the TV service -repair pro- 
fession. 

The previous "licensing bill" intro- 
duced last January was killed by the 
city council committee. At that time 
it was charged that the servicing pro- 
fession was a subject "of great abuse, 
with the result that the public has 
been and is being victimized by irre- 
sponsible sales methods, unethical and 
financially unstable service organiza- 
tions, and inferior installation, mainte- 
nance and repairs." 

The January bill proposed that all 
television service technicians be li- 
censed and that they maintain stand- 
ards set by an eight -man supervisory 
committee. This group was to be ap- 
pointed by the Mayor. It was proposed 
that violators of the license bill be 
fined amounts of from $100 to $500 
with license revocation, or six months 
in prison, or both. 

The new legislation, we are told, is 
designed (in part) against the practice 
of removing a TV set from a home, 
taking it to a shop for repair, return- 
ing the set to the owner, and charging 
him for tubes and parts that are not 
replaced, etc. 

Such legislation, in our opinion, 
would arouse the public to the point 
that ALL TV technicians would be 
branded as a bunch of bandits, crooks, 
and sharpies. It would become impos- 
sible for legitimate operators to eco- 
nomically handle major repair jobs at 
their service shops where essential 
(and bulky) test equipment is required 
for proper analysis and alignment. 

This bill, if passed, would have seri- 
ous repercussions on the entire service 
profession and would spread its ugly 

seeds to every city in the country. 
Legitimate service dealers would be 
forced to purchase a full set of shop 
test equipment for each technician, to 
be hauled out in expensive trucks to 
the customer's home and to his living 
room for major TV repair work. 

Can you visualize this "shop" set up 
in a consumer's home with the attend- 
ant mess that will result ? Even worse, 
it would only serve to further encour- 
age the unethical service technician 
(and the bill won't stop him) to put 
on an "extravaganza" performance for 
the customer to witness as he tears a 
complicated TV receiver apart on the 
living room rug while performing his 
sleight -of -hand. It would be just as 
simple to replace a bad tube with a 
second -hand duplicate right before the 
customer as it would in his shop if 
this was his practice. And what could 
possibly prevent him from replacing 
components (at will) in the set right 
before the eyes of the customer? Some 
characters would really take advan- 
tage of the alleged "protection" of 
their license. 

We know, from several years of ra- 
dio servicing experience, that the av- 
erage housewife resents repair work 
on anything in her home that causes 
mess, noise, or commotion. Little Jun- 
ior takes care of those details without 
any trouble. 

This new bill -if passed -would re- 
sult in severe inventory problems for 
the small service dealer. Field tech- 
nicians would have to chase back and 
forth for transformers, picture tubes, 
et al like a plumber, or would require 
a truckload of replacement compo- 
nents. Either would result in higher 
charges to the consumer. Who wins? 

As we see it- nobody gains but the 
cash register of the city fathers. Do 
these same people license the car 
dealer and make him send a mechanic 
to our homes to rebuild the transmis- 
sions in our cars? Do they force the 
jeweler to send a watchsmith to our 
homes to fix crystals on our Inger- 
solls? The answer, of course, is ob- 
vious. But these same industries have 
escaped legislation for policing -even 
though they have had their share of 
shady characters. So why electronics? 
. O.R. 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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free 
1955 ACKED ALLIED 

308 -PAGE CATALOG 

the only COMPLETE 

catalog for Everything 

in TV, Radio and 

Industrial Electronics 

SEND FOR IT TODAY 
Get ALLIED'S 1955 Catalog -308 pages packed 
with the world's largest selection of quality 
electronic equipment at lowest, money -saving 
prices. Select from the latest in High Fidelity 
systems and components; custom TV chassis, TV 
antennas and accessories; AM and FM receiving 
equipment; P.A. Systems and accessories; 
recorders and supplies; Amateur receivers, 
transmitters and station gear; specialized 
industrial electronic equipment; test instruments; 
builders' kits; huge listings of parts, tubes, 
tools, books -the world's most complete stocks of 
quality equipment. ALLIED gives you every 
buying advantage: fastest shipment, expert 
personal help, lowest prices, assured satisfaction. 
Get the big 1.955 ALLIED Catalog. Keep it handy 
-save time and money on everything in 
Electronics. Send for your FREE copy today. 

All TV and Radio Parts 
All Electron Tube Types 
Test and Lab Instruments 
High Fidelity Equipment 
Custom TV Chassis 
AM, FM Receiving Equipment 
Recorders and Supplies 
P. A. Systems, Accessories 
Amateur Station Gear 
Builders' Kits & Supplies 
Equipment for Industry 

ALLIED RADIO 

Send for the 
leading Electronic 

Supply Guide 

World's Largest Electronic Supply House 

EASY -PAY TERMS 
Use ALLIED'S liberal Easy Pay- 
ment Plan -only 10% down, 
12 months to pay -no carry- 
ing charges if you pay in 60 
days. Available on Hi -Fi and 
P. A. units, recorders, TV 
chassis, test instruments, 
Amateur gear. etc. 

MI -FI SPECIALISTS 
To keep up with the latest and 
best in High Fidelity, look to 
ALLIED. Count on us for all 
the latest releases and largest 
stocks of Hi -Fi equipment. We 
specialize, too, in TV supply -and are foremost in the field 
of Builders' Kits. 

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 1 -M -4 

100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Illinois 

Send FREE 308 -Page 1955 ALLIED Catalog 

Name 

Address 

ultra- modern facilities for the FASTEST SERVICE IN ELECTRONIC SUPPLY City 

December, 1954 

Zone State 
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UNI VE R SAL 
Replacement Selenium Rectifiers 

1. l 'se the through bolt or machine screw 
that previously held the replaced rectifier. 

2. Use the special locating lug and mounting 
stud supplied with every Sarkes Tarzian rectifier. 

3. Sarkes Tarzian rectifiers are 
equipped with "plug -in" type lugs 
to accommodate even the most 
modern sets. 

A Sorties Tarzian exclusive on 
the replacement market. 

p Quo A a,. Anitzt a 

COMPAIIE 
THESE DIMENSIONS* WITH THOSE OF ANY 
OTHER RECTIFIER ON THE MARKET: 

S.T. RATING LENGTH PLATE SIZE 
MODEL MA DC (MAX.) (MAX.) 

300X 300 1 I ti" I 5/8"SQ. 
350X 350 1 11/32" 1 5/8" SO. 

400X 400 I 1/B" 2"SQ. 

500X 500 1 11/32" 2" SQ. 

*SMALLEST OVERALL SIZE FOR FULL RATING 

S E E Y O U R D I S T R I B U T O R F O R T R U L Y 

UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENT RECTIFIERS 

4arkes 
Ta rzi a n... 

10 

"MODERNIZE OLD TV SETS WITH 
THE NEW "PLUG -IN" CONVERSION 
CHASSIS NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR 
DISTRIBUTORS. 

Rectifier Division 
DEPT. R6, 415 NORTH COLLEGE AVE. BLOOMINGTON. IND. 

In Canada: 700 Reston Rd., 7 uronto 9, Í'el. Murruy 75,15 . Export -:Id. Auríernu, lnc., N. Y. C. 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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Potent Nos 2.566.787 2.670.531 2..655,599 other patents applied for. 

Trade marks of the Finn 
575, 

Registration No's. 559,104 

FINCO 400 -SA 

FEATURING FULL DIMENSIONAL SCREEN 

The engineering masterpiece of the antenna industry! The sensational, new Finco 

400 -SA eliminates rear signal interference (adjacent and co- channel), ghosts and 

electronic noise - delivers famous Finco high gain for clear, sharp pictures in the 

SUPER fringe area on all channels, UHF and VHF. The special electronic FRO -BAC 

screen has 80 sq. ft. of highest efficiency, FULL LENGTH reflector surface. Pre - 

assembled for quick installation. 

WEN 

FINCO 200 -A 

The ideal antenna for "in- between areas" ... (too far out to use "Local" type 

antenna, too close to warrant use of a super -fringe antenna). The new Finco 200 -A 

combines basic, double CO- LATERAL* design with exclusive Finco electronic patents to 

deliver unbeatable gain and performance in the Semi- Fringe area on all channels, 

UHF and VHF. Completely pre -assembled. 

gm. 

FINCO 200 -SA 

The Finco 200 -SA was engineered specifically for the "in- between ", semi -fringe areas 

where a FRONT -TO -BACK problem exists. The special FRO -BAC full dimensional screen elim- 

inates rear signal interference, ghosts and electronic noise. This antenna delivers recep- 

tion power that cannot be matched by ordinary antennas. Completely pre -assembled. 

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE 

Cnr o 

The FINNEY 
Company 

Dept. TN -174 
4612 ST. CLAIR AVENUE CLEVELAND 3, OHIO 

December, 1954 

MODEL 14 -S 

CONVERSION KIT 

FRONT -TO -BACK PROBLEM IN 
YOUR AREA ? ?? MANY FINCO 

400 -A INSTALLATIONS ??? 

This kit contains special electronic 
FRO -BAC screen and stainless 
steel hardware for quick con- 
version of models 400 -A and 
400 to model 400 -SA. 

11 
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K.THRU THE FRINGE BAR 
- -" - ECTIONS Ya 

mer 
NEW PATENTED RABAR ANTENNA 
53 CLAIMS GRANTED IN 5 U. S. PATENTS - = 2,585,670 - =2,609,503 - = 2,625,655 - = 2,644,091 - = 2,661,423 

OPENS NEW HORIZONS TO TV VIEWERS 
74rae ale de 7e4414sc4 "ay ette ..Rcuceha" POLAR PATTERNS 

ac. 4 p7 de modt peoeiVteei ?/q7 aategora 
co the t1ta7-¢et today/ 
I. Utilizes 16 elements 60" long, '2" diameter. 
2. Utilizes a specially designed, extra low loss four conductor air -dielectric 

POLYMICALENE transmission line which has up to 50 °o less loss when 
wet than the finest conventional transmission lines. 

3. The "Riviera" encompasses an electro- magnetic capture volume of well 
over 650 cubic feét, many times more than conventional antennas. 

4. The antenna works on the revolutionary principle that the approaching 
wave front is elliptically rather than horizontally polarized. 

5. The new specially designed 9 position electrcnic orientation switch, 
aside from changing directivity, maintains a consistently better imped- 
ance match over the entire UHF -VHF spectrum. 

6. The above features combine to give the "Riviera" antenna greater 
usable gain at the TV set antenna terminals than the best of any com- 
petitive antennas using rotor motors. 

This new wonder antenna, called the "Riviera ", is already making history. 
Beyond any question of a doubt, and on an unconditional money back 
guarantee, it will positively outperform in the field under actual installa- 
tion conditions, any and all competitive antennas on the VHF channels, 
with or without rotor motors. 

ALL CHANNEL ANTENNA CON'. 
47 -39 49th STREET, WOODSIDE 77, N. Y. EXETER 2 -1336 

Price includes: 
Complete Stacked 
Array Stacking 
Bars 9 Position 
Switch Switch - 
to -set Coupler 
2 Stand -offs, 7'/2" 
Complete instructions 

The polar directivity response patterns show the major lobes 
of the "Riviera" antenna on VHF. It shows the fullness of 
coverage in oll directions of this remarkable, patented an- 
tenna as it is turned'through each of the nine switch positions. 
Each degree of shading constitutes a different switch position. 
This excellent directivity response, which can be switched at 
will, plus the extremely high gains, clearly indicate why the 
Riviera is such a superior performer. 

IN UHF -VHF DISTRICTS . .. USE 

74 NEWsu,teit 60 
100 MILES VHF 60 MILES UHF 
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C.` 

14, iN d A 
4pb -4¡4'4 : 4/A s 

HF& VHF 
SAD -IN 

Thousands of separately sealed 
tiny cells, filled with inert gas, make 
this waterproof cable stable and 
efficient electrically. 

/ 410 
Aft 
e .eir Á'' 

A 

. 

e 

# %. 
,%i i;` A 

ANNA" 

P tI w A4.41° 

w . + 

w .,, ,. . ,. *+w 1 all 
.""jK e 

4.411.7211P 

ADVANTAGES: 

1 to s est losses at UHF and 
VHF frequencies. 

2 Great abrasion resistance and 
mechanical strength. 

3 No time- consuming end seal 
required; easy to install. 

4 No Internal moisture to cause 
signal loss. 

5 No kinking when used with 
antenna rotors. 

6 Resistant to snow, ice, rain, 
and wind. 

7 Resistant to ultraviolet rays 
from the sun. 

8 Uses Belden Weldohm con- 
ductorforlong conductor life. 

9 Can be clamped tightly in 
stand -off insulators without 
crushing. No special fittings 
required. 

10 Conductor spacing is constant 
even when the lead -in is 
transposed. 

11 No stripping problem for at- 
taching the conductor. 

This heavy wall of brown virgin 
polyethylene protects the cable 
against mechanical abuse and 
damage from ultraviolet sun rays. 

SIGNAL LOSS 
This completely new 300 -ohm line results from the development 
of a new cellular plastic core where each separate cell is filled 
with an inert gas to make an efficient cable with the lowest 
possible losses at both UHF and VHF frequencies. With this 
absolutely waterproof cable, no sealing of the ends is necessary. 
Celluline cable can be fixed in stand -off insulators without 
crushing. The thick outer wall of polyethylene serves to protect 
the cable from abrasion and sun damage. 

By fusing only virgin polyethylene, the wall can be made 
smooth -absolutely free from rough spots -to prevent the 
adherence of dust and other impurities which would increase 
the losses. 

The copper -covered steel strands, which make up the con- 
ductors, assure 49% greater resistance to breaking from flexing 
or stretching than any all- copper conductor. 

8275 CELLULINE 
T R A N S M I S S I O N L I N E 

by 
WIREMAKER FOR INDUSTRY 

agNolok-q4411 

41 den 
December, 1954 13 
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SHAV -PAK 
NEW, LOW PRICE! 

Ss? wnwMng 

SHAVE IN THE COMFORT 

OF YOUR CAR, 

Boat or Plane! 

Plugs into 
Cigarette Lighter LIST 

$995 
Receptacle on Dash PRICE 

Specially Designed for 
Operating Standard A.C. 

Electric Shavers in 
Automobiles, Buses, 
Trucks, Boats, and 
Planes. 

TYPE 

INPUT 

D C. 

VOLTS 

A C. 

OUTPUT 

60 cram 
OUTPUT 

WATTAGE 

LIST 

PRICE 

6 -SP6 

12SPR 

6 

12 

115 tolto 

115 

15 

IS 

995 

995 

MIGHTY MIDGET 
/044«eINVERTER 

WITH GREATER OUTPUT 
DICTATE REPORTS ACCURATELY -PROMPTLY! 

make your car, boat or plane 

a `(rolling office" 
with ATR INVERTERS 

TiS'r , i, for changing your 
storage battery 
current to A. C. 

ELECTRICITY 

Plugs into ,n your own car! Cigarette Lighter 
Receptacle on Dash 

1995 AND UP l \ -..2.I, 
LIST PRICE) 

ATR INVERTERS . . 

especially designed for operating 
standard 110 volt A. C... 

DICTATING MACHINES TAPE RECORDER 
ELECTRIC RAZORS WIRE RECORDERS 

TYPE 

INPUT 

0.C. 
VOLTS 

A C. 

OUTPUT 

60 CYCLES 

OUTPUT 

WATTAGE 

LIST 

PRICE 

6 -DME 
6HDME 

6 

6 

115 volts 
115 volts 

30.40 
60.75 

19.95 
29.95 

Above Inverters also available for 12 -volt operation. 

Set yeas jaGGei es write óaetesy today 
óos eusrjlclt c4e7n4444 

AMERICAN TELEVISION d RADIO CO. 
1931 

SAIMtul I, MINNESOTA- u.S.A. 
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* Presenting latest information on the Radio Industry. 

By RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS' 

WASHINGTON EDITOR 

THE FCC, officially without a chairman 
since early summer, in view of Com- 
missioner George Sterling's retire- 
ment; now has one, George C. McCon- 
naughey, former chairman of the Re- 
negotiation Board. Named by the Pres- 
ident, he will serve as a recess ap- 
pointee until January, when Congress 
convenes. At that time, his nomina- 
tion will be submitted to the Senate 
for confirmation; if approved he will 
remain on the Commission until June 
30, 1957, for the unexpired portion of 
Sterling's term. 

The new headman, a 58 -year old at- 
torney, has had extensive experience 
as an administrator on a number of 
government Commissions. For six 
years he was with the Public Utilities 
Commission, serving as a member and 
then as chairman. For several years, 
he was also chairman of the War 
Transportation Commission of Ohio. 

Notification of the appointment was 
made by Presidential Assistant Sher- 
man Adams, who phoned McCon- 
naughey from the summer White 
House in Denver, Colorado. The oath 
of office was taken in the executive 
offices of Adams in the White House; 
it was administered by Supreme Court 
Justice Harold H. Burton, a fellow 
Ohioan. 

Technically, the new FCC chief suc- 
ceeds Rosel H. Hyde. who had been 
named chairman by the President on 
April 18, '53, for a one -year term. 
Hyde remains on the Commission and 
will complete his term. 

ALTHOUGH THE RESIGNATION of 
Sterling had been expected for months, 
because of ill health, it was hoped that 
he would remain on the Commission. 
However, upon recommendation of his 
physician and at the request of his 
family, he decided to retire. 

Everyone in Washington and through- 
out industry will miss the keen intel- 
lect of this brilliant engineer and able 
administrator. His career in Washing- 
ton was an outstanding one. Before 
his appointment to the Commission, he 
served as chief engineer of that body. 
and during World War II, he organized 
the Radio Intelligence Division, and 
guided its operation. In addition, he 
served as the official security officer of 
the Commission. It was his familiarity 
with the broadcast industry and its 

engineering capabilities that made it 
possible to set up the efficient radio - 
silence system, known as Conelrad, in 
collaboration with the Office of Civilian 
Defense. 

The genuine admiration of his col- 
leagues was expressed in a glowing 
resolution and accompanying scroll, 
tendered during a special ceremony. 
Said the scroll, in part : 

"This scroll commemorates the re- 
tirement of a beloved associate, who 
has proved unfailing in his loyalty to 
the public trust, and in his sympathy 
and understanding of his fellow man. 

He brought to that office (the 
Commission and other Federal posts) 
an unprecedented experience in radio, 
which had its beginning in 1908, and 
as operator, engineer, author. and 
policy maker has played a prominent 
role in the development of the radio 
art.... His warmth, sincerity, and 
fundamental sense of fairness have 
earned him the respect and affection of 
all, and his distinguished career long 
will be an inspiration and example in 
the organization he served." 

AN INGENIOUS ULTRASONIC pho- 
tographing device, that may eventually 
accomplish what x -ray and fluoroscope 
cannot do, produce well- defined pic- 
tures of cancer and other diseases of 
the body's internal soft organs and 
tissues, has been invented by Dr. 
Douglass H. Howry, former Veterans 
Administration resident in radiology 
and now an instructor in radiology at 
the University of Colorado Medical 
School. 

Known as the "Somascope," the in- 
strument, in its present stage of de- 
velopment, can detect masses such as 
goiters, cysts, and tumors in the body's 
internal organs. In some cases, it has 
been found, the device helps distin- 
guish between tumors which are dan- 
gerous or of no consequence to the 
patient's health. 

The principles of sonar, radar, and 
TV have been combined in this out- 
standing development. From sonar, 
the unit borrows the principle of send- 
ing sound waves through the water 
and receiving echoes, or the up -and- 
down principle of ultrasonic sound 
transmission. From radar, the basis 
of back -and -forth scanning has been 
taken, and from television, the medical 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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NEVER THOUGHT WE COULD 6ET PICTURES 
WITH SO MUCH PUNCH 'TIL WE HAD 
THOSE SPRAGUE CAPACITORS PUT /N. 

Accept no substitutes. 
There is o Sprague 
Distributor in every 
sales area in the 
United States. Write 
for the name of your 
nearest source of sup- 
ply today. 

Trademark 

Don't Be Vague.0 Insist on SPRAGUE 

Insist on Sprague 

CERAMICS 

Tiny, tough, dependable ... 
in every application . . . 
whether discs, plates, buttons, 
or door knobs. And there's a 
Sprague ceramic capacitor to 
meet every service need. You 
give your customers depend- 
able service, guard yourself 
against costly call- backs, 
when you use only Sprague 
Ceramic capacitors. 

Insist on Sprague 

TWIST -LOK':. 'LYTICS 

Sprague TVL's fill the top 
performance bill in the tough- 
est TV circuits. High tem- 
peratures, surge voltages, rip- 
ple currents won't faze them. 
Like all Sprague capacitors, 
Twist -Lok 'Lytics are your 
first line of defense against 
expensive call-backs. 

SPRAGUE 
December. 1954 

Insist on Sprague 

BLACK BEAUTY TELECAPS' 

The most imitated capacitor 
Sprague ever introduced. But 
you get Sprague performance 
only when you insist on 
Sprague Telecaps. Hundreds 
of millions are in use today 
as first choice of quality con- 
scious manufacturers and 
servicemen. It's the premium 
molded tubular at no extra 
cost. 

Get your copy of Sprague's latest radio and TV 
service catalog C -610. Write Sprague Products 
Company', 51 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 
*Distributors' Division of Sprague Electric Company 

WORLD'S LARGEST 
CAPACITOR MANUFACTURER 
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From NEWCOMB'S 
Big, NEW HI -FI LINE 
The two new Compacts, with amplifier, preamplifier and control unit 
all in one...the new Classic 200 FM -AM Tuner, the answer to years 
of demand ... just three of the twelve all new components in the 
Newcomb line -a line which offers an amplifier for every hi -fi need. 
All twelve reflect the engineering leadership for which Newcomb 
has been famous since 1937. Visit your dealer ... see and hear the full 
Newcomb line - priced from $59.50 to $297.50. You'll understand why 
Newcomb is your best buy in hi -fi! 

r 

L. 

only 

$9950 
audiophile net 

HI -FI COMPLICATED? EXPENSIVE? 
NOT WITH NEWCOMB'S COMPACT 121 
Newcomb offers every music lover authentic high fidelity with a minimum of 
expense and trouble in the new Compact 12. Provides unequalled flexibility 
and range of sound control. Needs no cabinet. Just plug it in, connect it to a rec- 
ord changer and speaker. But if you prefer to use cabinetry, it includes Newcomb's 
exclusive "Adjusta- Panel" feature for easy installation. Simple to move - ideal 
for apartments! U/L approved. 
Compact 1O- Asimpli- 
fied 10 -watt version of exceptional 
performance at only $7950 

audiophile net 

Compact 12 Specifications 

12 -watt high fidelity amplifier -preamplifier - control unit 
. less than 1% distortion at 12 watts response * 1 db 20 
to 20,000 cyclesseparate crossover and rolloff controls give 
36 different recording curves Input selector and rumble 
filter . 7 inputs . mike input tape input . output to tape 
wide range separate bass and treble tone controls, bass range 
-15 db to +18 db, treble range -18 db to +16 db hum 
balance control new level control advanced design loud 
ness control . size only 41/2" high x 121/2" x 9 ". 

FOR SUPERIOR RADIO RECEPTION 
NEW Classic 200 -2 knob FM -AM Tuner 
For years now, satisfied Newcomb amplifier 
owners have asked for a tuner by Newcomb. Here 
it is -the Classic 200 high fidelity tuner to deliver 
the utmost to a fine amplifier! It, too, is compact 
in size. 
Designed for use with any amplifier having its own controls. 
Fully enclosed, beautifully finished to use as is, or the ex. 
clusive "Adjusta -Panel" makes cabinet installation simple. 
U/I. approved. Output is 10 volts at less than r/a %. 1 volt at 
less than 4/100 %. Effective to 200 feet from amplifier. Many 
new circuit advances in both FM and AM sections. Results: 
30 db of quieting with only 11 microvolts input on FM. 1 

microvolt AM sensitivity for 1 volt output. Only 63b" high x 
111/2 "x111 ". 

$16950 
audiophile net 

"Hi -Fi Is For Everybody" Explains the how and why of authentic 
high fidelity How to buy and install economically Informa- 
tive and thoroughly illustrated Not a catalog 

N E W C O M B®SINCE 1937 
High Fidelity Amplifiers and Tuners 

riri Here's 25c for new book, 
I "Hi -Fi Is For Everybody." 

0 Please send free catalog 
of Newcomb's complete 
line of 12 new hi -fi prod- 
ucts, plus name of my 

nearest Newcomb dealer. 

NEWCOMB, Dept. F -12 
6824 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, California 

Name__ 

Address 

City Zone State 

1 

aid has borrowed the principle of de- 
fining these up- and -down and back - 
and -forth impulses on a TV screen. 

Since sonar requires water to func- 
tion properly, the human subject is 
placed in a tub of water where ultra- 
high sound waves are produced. With 
the instrument aimed at the internal 
organ to be photographed, the flip of a 
switch produces a short impulse of 
electrical energy, almost as powerful 
as that coming from a 50.000 -watt 
transmitter, but lasting only a quarter 
of a millionth of a second. 

This high -voltage energy passes into 
a sound head of the instrument. which 
contains a barium -titanate ultrasonic 
crystal. Here the electrical energy is 
converted into sound waves which 
travel 5000 feet a second. 

By the use of ultrasonic sound lenses. 
these waves are concentrated into a 
narrow beam of inaudible sound, one - 
sixteenth of an inch wide to improve 
definition, and are directed through 
the water into the object to be 
examined. 

As these water -borne sound waves 
strike the surface of the object, the 
VA medical- electronics expert pointed 
out, an echo is reflected back to the 
sound head. The remainder of the 
sound pulse penetrates the object, and 
further echoes are reflected back by 
different tissues or other objects. with 
an intensity in proportion to the densi- 
ty of these structures. These echo 
waves are then picked up by the sound 
head, converted back into a train of 
electrical signals which are amplified 
and passed into the picture tube, pro- 
ducing a line of bright spots on the 
screen face. As soon as all of the 
echoes have returned, another elec- 
trical blast sends another series of 
sound waves out, and the process is 
repeated with another line on the TV 
screen. Thousands of pulses are gen- 
erated in this manner every second. 

The "Somascope's" under - water 
sound head, mounted on a revolving 
screw and sweeping back and forth 
across the object to be photographed. 
causes the sound beam to scan the ob- 
ject from rapidly -changing positions. 
This radar -scanning motion causes 
each pulse of waves to take a slightly 
different path through the object or 
tissue to produce a series of lines. one 
next to the other. In that manner. a 
two -dimensional picture is drawn in 
the exact shape and dimensions of the 
object being studied. 

It was also disclosed that tissues 
with different consistencies have a 
marked difference in reflecting sound 
waves as, for example, fat; whereas 
x -ray best differentiates bone or air - 
filled organs, like the lungs. 

Another advantage of this new in- 
strument, it was revealed, is that it 
can rotate the picture on the TV 
screen from zero to ninety degrees. 
This makes it possible to see the tissue 
being studied as if it were a trans- 
parent block -like segment, viewed 
from any desired angle from above or 
from the front. 

(Continued on page 135) 
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LOADED WITH CAREER -BUILDING FACTS - IT CAN 

LEAD YOU TO A BIGGER JOB, BETTER PAY, SECURITY 

AND SUCCESS IN RADIO - TV - ELECTRONICS 

YOUR FUTURE IN THE NEW WORLD OF ELECTRONICS" - 
contains a proved plan for your successful career in: 

* BROADCASTING * TELEVISION 
* MANUFACTURING * COMMUNICATIONS 
* SERVICING * AERONAUTICAL ELECTRONICS 

* ARMY, NAVY, AIR FORCE, COAST GUARD ELECTRONICS 

A PROVED CAREER -PREPARATION 

PLAN THAT WORKS! 

This free book has brought success 
home to thousands of men just like you! 
They are now enjoying responsible jobs, 
good pay and the good things of life. So 
can you! In less time than you drink! 
We tell you how you can carve out a 
bigger better -paying job. Our proved career - 
preparation plan works because it was 
written by authorities who know exactly 
what the varied electronic industries want, 
need and expect from you! 

ELECTRONICS' FUTURE CAN BE 

YOUR FUTURE 

You can't keep up with the tremendous 
changes in the electronic industries. What's 
predicted for next year becomes outdated 
in a few months! All phases of the elec- 
tronic industries are experiencing phenom- 
enal growth. There are thousands of career 
openings, big ones. Industry can't find 
enough trained manpower to fill them -in 
manufacturing. testing, servicing, broad- 
casting and telecasting. 

TAKE TV FOR EXAMPLE! 

Four hundred and six stations are on 
the air! Many more are building or in 

CAPITOL RADIO 
ENGINEERING 

INSTITUTE 
Accredited technical curricula. 

Founded in 1927. 
3324 -16th Steet, N.W. 

Washington 10, D. C. 
CREI also offers resident instruc 
tion: at the same high technical 
level, day or night, in Washington, 
D.C. New classes start frequently 
during the year. If this type of in- 
struction meets your requirements, 
check the coupon for Residence 
School catalog. Qualified residence 
graduates may earn the degree of 
Associate in Applied Science. 

INFORMATION FOR VETERANS 
If you were discharged after 

June 27, 1950 -let the new G.I. 
Bill of Rights help you obtain resi- 
dent instruction. Check the coupon 
for full information. 

December, 1954 

the plans stage; 32,859,915 sets are in use. 
Color TV is just starting to really come 
alive! This same phenomenal growth pic- 
ture is repeated in every phase of business 
employing electronics - crime prevention, 
aeronautics, fire -fighting, communications, 
to name but a few. CREI has the plan to 
keep you moving upward, to help you as- 
sume your rightful place! 

CREI GRADS ARE IN DEMAND! 

The big companies know CREI men have 
what it takes! CREI grads are at work in 
America's biggest corporations, in positions 
ranging from technicians to engineers to 
top management. Companies such as United 
Air Lines, Canadian Broadcasting Corpor- 
ation, Trans -Canada Airlines, Sears -Roe- 

Act NOW ! 
TAKE THAT FIRST BIG STEP! 

NO OBLIGATION 

buck and Co., Bendix Products Division. 
All- American Cables and Radio. Inc., and 
Radio Corporation of America, are now 
paying for CREI training for their own 
technical staffs. Our placement bureau has 
more requests for CREI- trained men than 
we can presently supply. 

CREI GRADS EASILY PASS FCC EXAMS! 

You start feeling the benefits of CREI 
training right away. either with your pres- 
ent connection, or with a future employer. 
You'll have all the training you need to 
secure your FCC commercial license. 

ACT NOW! TAKE THAT FIRST BIG STEP! 

Fill out and mail the coupon. When 
you do, you'll be on the way to higher 
pay. a better job and complete career 
security. Act right away. Send for your 
free hook today. 

THOUSANDS LIKE YOU HAVE SUCCEEDED WITH CREI'S PLAN! "CREI TRAINING IS BEST" 

-/ chose CREI training upon rec- 
ommendation of two top engineers. 

I had completed the course 
nI 

became transit' chief of a 5 KW 
station. I am now rmploved as a 

technician at m, Inn KW TE station, 
and in spar 

n 
time have good TV 

sales and ...rim. . business. Anyone in 
wrested in his electronic future should 
have CREI training." . . -Arlie D. 
Patton, San Antonio, Texas 

--I know / n. ahi,./, n ,who ,ppbI 
himself d completed 

in 
CREI n failed to 

Letter himsel promotion 
course 

+ ease i 
.5,,,,,,. . . . - x emboli L. Error,. . ,.r Diego_ Cd'I. 
"-CREI has raised me to professional status as 
radioman. Thanks to sour instructors who alwu,s 
gave me needed help." -1'ittor Mentzer. Wilmington, 
Dad. 

"-I have been in radio and electronics for 24 
years. I fully recommend CREI as she best school 
I lean. s..n. -L. 11c Van us, .tlonrnnl, Canada 

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
Dept. 1112 -A, 3224 16th St., N. W., Washington IO, D. C. 

Please send me your course outline and FREE Illustra- 
Booklet "Your Future in the New World of Electronics" . 

describing opportunities and CREI home study courses in 

Practical Electronics Engineering. 
Practical Radio Engineering 
Broadcast Radio Engineering 
Practical Telev's'on Enginee 

Aeronautical EEng 
TV FM & Advanced AM Servicing 

(AM, FM, TV) 
FIELD OF 
GREATEST Electronics 

Television ring 

INTEREST 
u nearing 

ervicing 

Name 

Street 

City Zone State 
CHECK: Residence School Veteran 

To help us answer your re- 
quest intelligently, please give 
the following information: 
EMPLOYED 
BY 

TYPE OF 
PRESENT WORK 

SCHOOL 
BACKGROUND 

ELECTRONICS 
EXPERIENCE 

IN WHAT BRANCH OF ELECTRONICS 
ARE YOU MOST INTERESTED? 
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Pickering 

Audio 

Components... 

18 

In every field of endeavor ... manufacturing, 
the theatre, concert or contest ... 

there is always one standout. 

In HI -FI equipment the standout is Pickering... 
pioneer in this field, responsible 

for the development and introduction of outstanding 
components for highest quality performance; 

every product bearing the Pickering name 

is engineered to conquer the challenge of 

optimum performance ... in their manufacture 

the most stringent quality controls are 

exercised to assure and maintain the "Ne Plus Ultra" 

reputation for products featured by the ® emblem. 

SYNONYMOUS WITH HIGHEST QUALITY 

lDesigii...111aiiii facture...Performance 

It's with good reason that professionals use 

Pickering Audio Components ... they know 

the values built into Pickering equipment. 

INVESTIGATE and you too will use Pickering 

components for your HI -FI system... . 

You'll thrill to new listening experiences ... 
you'll have the same high quality performance 

as leading FM /AM good music stations, network 

and recording studios ... REMEMBER, leading 

record companies use Pickering Components 

for quality control. 

PICKERING and company incorporated 

PICKERING PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

¡¡ 

L1G(JafG Il!/ Zl%/GO' caw LIGr/ 

Oceanside, L. L, New Zórk 

... Demonstrated and sold by Leading Radio Parts Distributors everywhere. 
For the one nearest you and for detailed literature; write Dept. C -6 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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A 

i 

J. E. SMITH 
President 

National Radio 
Institute 

Washington. D.C. 
40 years of success 
training mel at 
home in spare time. 

I Will TrainYou at Home 
for Good Pay Jobs, Success in 

RADIO -TELEVISION 

Practice Broadcasting 
with Equipment I Send 

es 
As part of my Communications 
Course I send you kits of parts to 
build the low -power Broadcasting 
Transmitter shown at. the left. 
You use it to get practical experi- 
ence putting a station "on the air," 
performing procedures demanded 
of Broadcasting Station Operators. 
An FCC Commercial Operator's 
License can be your ticket to a 
better job and a bright future; 
my Communications Course gives 
you the training you need to get 
your license. Mail card below and 
see in my book other valuable 
equipment you build. 

i1 

Television is Growing fast 
Making New Jobs, Prosperity 

More than 25 million homes now have Television sets 
and thousands more are being sold every week. Well 
trained men are needed to make, install, service TV sets. 
About 200 television stations on the air with hundreds 
more being built. Think of the good job opportunities 
here for qualified technicians, operators, etc. If you're 
looking for opportunity get started now learning Radio - 
Television at home in spare time. Cut out and mail 
postage free card. J. E. Smith, President, National Radio 
Institute, Washington, D. C. OUR 40TH YEAR. 

Nothing takes the place of PRAC- 
TICAL EXPERIENCE. That's why 
NRI training is based on LEARN- 
ING BY DOING. You use parts I 
furnish to build many circuits com- 
mon to Radio and Television. With 
my Servicing Course you build a 
modern Radio (shown at right). You 
build a Multitester which you use to 
help fix sets while training. Many 
students make $10, $15 a week extra 
fixing sets in spare time starting a 
few months after enrolling. All 
equipment is yours to keep. Card 
below will bring book showing other 
equipment you build. 

AVAILABLE TO 

VETERANS 
UNDER G.I. BILL 

r 

1 

Good Jobs, Good Pay, Success 
MI10111111111111V OTHER SIDE 

CUT OUT AND MAIL THIS CARD NOW 
Sample Lesson & 64 -Page Book 

Both FREE 
This card entitles you to Actual Lesson on Servicing 
shows how you learn Radio -Television at home. You'll 
also receive my 64 -Page Book, "How to Be a Success 
in Radio -Television." Mail card now! 

NO STAMP NEEDED! WE PAY POSTAGE 

Mr. J. E. SMITH, President, 
National Radio Institute, Washington 9, D.C. 
Mail me Lesson and Book, "How to Re a Success in Radio - 
Television." (No Salesman will call. Please write plainly.) 

NAME 

ADDRESS. 

CITY 

VETS write in date 
of discharge 

AGh: 

ZONE. STATE ... .. 
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Train at Home to JumpYour Pay 
as a RADIOTY Technician 
Get a Better Job-Be Ready for a Brighter 
Future in America's Fast Growing Industry 
Training PLUS opportunity is the PER- 
FECT COMBINATION for job security, 
good pay, advancement. When times are 
good, the trained man makes the BETTER 
PAY, GETS PROMOTED. When jobs are 
scarce, the trained man enjoys GREATER 
SECURITY. NRI training can help assure 
you and your family more of the better 
things of life. 

Radio -Television is today's opportunity 
field. Even without Television, Radio is 
bigger than ever before. Over 3,000 Radio 
Broadcasting Still ions on the air; more than 
115 million home and Automobile Radios 
are in use. Then add Television. Television 
Broadcast Stations extend from coast to 
coast now with over 25 million Television 
sets already in use. There are channels for 
1,800 more Television Stations. Use of 

Start Soon to Make 
$10 to s15 a Week 

Extra Fixing Sets 

Keep your job while training. Many 
NRI students make $10, $15 and more 
a week extra fixing neighbors' Radios 
in spare time, starting a few months after 
enrolling. I start sending you special 
booklets that show you how to fix sets, 
the day you enroll. The multitester you 
build with parts I furnish helps discover 
and correct troubles. 

SEE OTHER SIDE 

Aviation and Police Radio, Micro -Wave 
Relay, Two -way Radio communication for 
buses, taxis, trucks, etc. is expanding. New 
uses for Radio -Television principles coming 
in Industry, Government, Communications 
and Homes. 

My Training is Up -to -Date 
You Learn by Practicing 

Get the benefit of my 40 years experience 
training men. My well -illustrated lessons 
give you the basic principles you must have 
to assure continued success. Skillfully de- 
veloped kits of parts I furnish "bring to 
life" the principles you learn from my les- 
sons. Read more about equipment you get 
on other side of this page. 

Naturally, my training includes Tele- 
vision. I have, over the years, added more 
and more Television information to my 
courses. The equipment I furnish students 
gives experience on circuits common to 
BOTH Radio and Television. 
Find Out About the Tested 

Way to Better Pay 
Read at the right how just a few of my 
students made out who acted to get the 
better things of life. Read how NRI stu- 
dents earn $10, $15 a week extra fixing 
Radios in spare time starting soon after 
enrolling. Read how my graduates start 

I heir own businesses. Then take the next 
step -mail card below. 

You take absolutely no risk. I even pay 
postage. I want to put an Actual Lesson in 
your hands to prove NRI home training is 
practical, thorough. I want you to see my 
64 -page book, "How to Be a Success in 
Radio- Television" because it tells you 
about my 40 years of training men and 
important facts about present and future 
Radio- Television job opportunities. You 
can take NRI training for as little as $5 
a month. Many graduates make more than 
t he total cost of my training in two weeks. 
Mailing postage free card can be an im- 
portant step in making your future success- 
ful. J. E. Smith, President, National Radio 
Institute, Washington 9, D. C. OUR 40TH 
YEAR. 

J. E. Smith, President 
National Radio Institute 

'l'he men whose messages are published 
below were not horn successful. Not so 
long ago they were doing exactly as you 
are now ... reading my ad! They decided 
they should KNOW MORE ... no they 
could EARN MORE . . . no they acted 
Mail card below now. t 

I TRAINED THESE MEN . 

F 
Consultant on 

Antenna Systems 
"I resigned as Chief En- 
gineer. Now 1 am on mÿ 
own as consultant on 
private and commercial 
antenna systems." R.J. 
Bailey, Weston, W. Vs. 

Control Operator, 
Station WEAN 

. I received uq' I r,u. 
and worked n hips. 
Now with WEAN 

ndrol oir. Nit! opt-nut-tr. 
Is complete " It 

Arnold. Rumford. it I 

Radio -Television 
Service Chief 

A m chief Radio end Tele- 
,e w vision epair for 

Inge pair chop. Pay 
very good; 'sorting con- 
ditions pleasant." P. G. 
Brogan, Louisville, Ky. 

My Training 
BROADCASTING 
Chief Technician 
Chief Operator 
Power Monitor 
Recording Operator 
Remote Control Operator 

SERVICING 
Home and Auto Radios 
P.A. Systems 
Television Receivers 
Electronic Controls 
FM Radios 

IN RADIO PLANTS 
Design Assistant 
Transmitter Design 

Technician 

lo MIN ==== ===== ====== 
FIRST CLASS 

Permit No. 20 -R 

(Sec. 34.9, P.L.& R.) 

Washington, D.C. 

BUSINESS REPLY CARD 
No Postage Stomp Necessary If Mailed In The United States 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 

16th and U Sts.,N.W. 

Washington 9, D. C. 

J K L 

$10 a Week 
In Spare Time 

"Before finishing. I 

earned 
as much as BIB 

sek In Radio servic- 
ing.ln my spare time. 
recommend NRI ". S. 
J. Petruf, Ttlmmt. Fla. 

Xas Own 
Radio -Television Shop 

Doing Radio mod 
Alp to Television servicing full 

time. Have my own x shop. I owe my success 
to NRI." ('unis :Rath. 
Fort Madison. lows. 

Oot First Job 
Thew NRI 

'My first Job was with 
K 111.R. Now Chief 
Engr. of Radio Equip- 
¡tent for Pollee and 
Fire Dept." T. Norton. 
Handlton, Ohio. 

Leads to Jobs Like These 
Service Manager 
Tester 
Serviceman 
Research Assistant 

SHIP AND HARBOR 
RADIO 

Chief Operator 
Assistant Operator 
Radiotelephone Operator 

GOVERNMENT RADIO 
Operator in Army, 

Navy, Marine Corps, 
Coast Guard 

Forestry Service 
Dispatcher 

Airways Radio Operator 

AVIATION RADIO 
Plane Radio Operator 
Transmitter Technician 
Receiver Technician 
Airport Transmitter 

Operator 

TELEVISION 

Pick -Up Operator 
Voice Transmitter 

Operator 
Television Technician 
Remote Control 

Operator 
Service and Maintenance 

Technician 

POLICE RADIO 
Transmitter Operator 
Receiver Serviceman 

eBe a success 
in lux 

crl!"0 Alt 

Have Your Own Business 
Many NRI trained men start 
their own successful Radio - 
Television sales and service bus- 
iness with capital earned in 
spare time. Joe Travers, a grad- 
uate of mine, in Asbury Park, 
N. J., writes: "I've come a long 
way in Radio and Television 
since graduating. Have my own 
business on Main Street." 

RADIO-TV 
SLRvICQ 
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tt 

Giving 
coils 

a high 

IQ... go =64 so 10 
DELCO RADIO CAREFULLY CONTROLS THE PRODUCTION 

OF ORIGINAL AND REPLACEMENT RF AND IF COILS 

.a: .. p22'4"4 

Each RE and IF roil is :round under the super - 
vision of a skilled operator, and each is testd at 
several points along the production line. This 
painstaking care is what gives a high I Q t. 
Delco Radio Coils. 

DELCO 
RADIO 

'l. \BUILT QUALITY. The "Q" of a coil affects its per- 
formance in the circuit, and is of vital importance to the 
radio engineer. The "I Q" of all RF and IF coils used for 
servicing is of equal importance to you, and can mean real 
customer satisfaction. To assure high I Q, Delco Radio care- 
fully controls the production of all RF and IF coils -both 
original equipment and replacement coils. 

If you could visit the Delco Radio plant, you would see 
skilled operators sitting at expensive specially designed ma- 
chines winding high- quality coils. On the production line, 
these coils are assembled with their powdered iron cores and 
shield cans. By controlling all steps of the production, Delco 
Radio gives its coils not only the required Q, but also the 
highest possible I Q- Inbuilt Quality. Delco Radio parts are 
available through your UMS Delco Electronics Distributor. 

DISTRIBUTED BY ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE 

DELCO RADIO 
a GINtR MOTORS PRODUCT ..,.,.. ̂ O1A UMITIO MOTORS UN[ CI'ISION OF GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION, KOKOMO,INDANA 

December. 1954 21 
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= SERIOUS SERVICEMEN= DRAW A BEAD ON QUALITY,= 

=OFFER PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT AND AVOID RHUBARBS.= 

They combine dependable 
products with skilled workmanship. 

They know they can depend 

on Du Mont Teletrons 

to do more for their service. 

Replacement Sales, Cathode -ray Tube Division, 

Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., Clifton, N. J. 

22 RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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ADVANCE! Raise your earning power -learn 
RADIO-TELEVISION= ELECTRONICS 
by SHOP- METHOD 
HOME TRAINING 

GOOD JOBS AWAIT THE 
TRAINED RADIO -TV TECHNICIAN 

There is a place for you in the great Radio- Television- 
Electronics industry when you are trained as National 
Schools will train you at home! 

Trained technicians are in growing demand at good pay 
-in manufacturing, broadcasting, television, communica- 
tions, radar, research laboratories, home Radio -TV service, 
and other branches of the field. National Schools Master 
Shop- Method Home Training, with newly added lessons 
and equipment, trains you in your spare time, right in 
your own home, for these fascinating opportunities. 
OUR METHOD IS PROVED BY THE SUCCESS OF 
NATIONAL SCHOOLS TRAINED MEN, ALL OVER 
THE WORLD, SINCE 1905. 

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN 
Many National students pay for all or part of their train- 
ing with spare time earnings. We'll show you how you can 
do the same! Early in your training, you receive "Spare - 
time Work" Lessons which will enable you to earn extra 
money servicing neighbors' and friends' Radio and Tele- 
vision receivers, appliances, etc. 

1. PHASES: 
Shop-Method Moster ShOin9 from 

Nome 
Training 

on 
Estobli School 

t ii , ,. Resident ticol Training 
. 

( fill with its yeors of 

olrnOSt 
SD 

s Men. 

Laboratories, 
Studios ning Ambttiou 

r.0 

ShoPs `ab Experience 
in Training To lout 

Successful ationo Se 

Vie grin9 N 

You also 
receive this 
Multitester 

V 
T.R.F. Receiver 

Signal Generator Audio Oscillator 

National Schools Training is All- Embracing 
National Schools prepares you for your choice of many 
job opportunities. Thousands of home, portable, and auto 
radios are being sold daily -more than ever before. Tele- 
vision is sweeping the country, too. Co -axial cables are 
now bringing Television to more cities, towns, and farms 
every day! National Schools' complete training program 
qualifies you in all fields. Read this partial list of opportu- 
nities for trained technicians: 

Business of Your Own Broadcasting 
Radio Manufacturing, Sales, Service Telecasting 
Television Manufacturing, Sales, Service 
Laboratories: Installation, Maintenance of Electronic Equipment 
Electrolysis, Call Systems 
Garages: Auto Radio Sales, Service 
Sound Systems and Telephone Companies, Engineering Firms 
Theatre Sound Systems, Police Radio 
And scores of other good jobs in many related fields. 

TELEVISION TRAINING 
You get a complete 
series of up- to -the- 
minute lessons cov- 
ering all phases of re- 
pairing, servicing and 
construction. The same 
lesson texts used by resi- 
dent students in our 
modern and complete Television broadcast studios, lab- 
oratories and classrooms! 

December, 1954 

o 
FREE! RADIO -TV BOOK 
AND SAMPLE LESSON! 
Send today for 
National Schools' new, 

illustrated Book of Oppor- 
tunity in Radio- Television- 

Electronics, and an actual 
Sample Lesson. No cost - 

no obligation. Use the 
coupon now -we'll 

answer by return 
airmail. 

441"" 
.. 

Superheterodyne Receiver 

LEARN BY DOING 
You receive and keep all the 
modern equipment shown 
above, including tubes and 
valuable, professional qual- 
ity Multitester. No extra 
charges. 

APPROVED FOR 
VETERANS 

AND 
NON -VETERANS 

Check coupon below 

Both 
Resident and 
Home Study 
Courses Offered! 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA ESTABLISHED 1905 
IN CANADA:811 W. HASTINGS STREET, VANCOUVER, B.C. 

1111.111 m ens cl ape ur paste ard) 
NATIONAL SCHOOLS, Dept. RH 124 

4000 S. Figueroa Street 323 West Polk Street 
Los Angeles 37, Calif. or Chicago 7, III. 
Send FREE Radio -TV Electronics book and FREE sample 

lesson. No obligation, no salesman will call. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

BIRTHDAY 19 

CITY ZONE STATE 

Check here if interested in Resident School Training at Los Angeles. 
VETERANS: Give Date of Discharge 

23 
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A NEW LOW COST 

POLYMETER 
The 

TyPE 303 
"the ultimate in pre- 
cision test equipment" 

for only $5450 
Engineered by Sylvania - styled by Sundberg.Ferar 

An outstanding POLYMETER of compactness and 

quality that was engineered for your every day 
use. This new low cost instrument is "a must" for 
all who are skilled in the field of electronics. 

FEATURES THAT YOU NEED! 
Designed to aid the serviceman in 

"on- location" servicing 

Six DC Ranges. 

V Six AC Ranges. 

Six Resistance Ranges. 

Permanently Attached Leads. 

10 Megohm Input Resistance. 

1/ High Tolerance Components. 

1/ Utility Size. 

Vit Clear Plastic Meter Case. 

Sylvania again leads the nation with a complete line 

of Polymeters to meet your every need. The Type 

303, the "mighty- mite" of the line is a compact, port- 

able unit in every sense. It was designed when the 

need of a highly accurate, low cost and extremely 

readable meter was called for by those who are daily 
engaged in making measurements on electronic 
equipment. This modestly priced instrument with per- 

manently attached leads and clear plastic meter case 

assures speedy, accurate workmanship. The Type 303 

is professionally styled to inspire customer confidence 
in your equipment and service. 

Available through your 
SYLVANIA RADIO TUBE DISTRIBUTOR 

SYLVANIA 
TEST EQUIPMENT V Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 1221 W. Third St., Williamsport, Po. 

In Canodo Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd., University Tower Bldg., 
St. Catharine St, Montreal, P. O. I 

RADIO TELEVISION LIGHTING ELECTRONICS 

24 RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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VETERANS! 

NGE YOUR ENTIRE LIFE 
THREE COURSES TO TRAIN YOU 
FOR THE JOB YOU WANT 

RADIO -FM- TELEVISION TECHNICIAN 
COURSE - No previous experience necessary. You 

earn y practicing with the professional equipment 

I send you. Many of my graduates now have good SSO' 

paying technician jobs with such firms as RCA, NBC -TV, 

Dumont TV and numerous other TV Studios and plants. 

FM -TV TECHNICIAN COURSE - Previous 

training or experience in radio required. You can save 

months of time if you have previous Armed Forces or 

civilian radio experience! Train at home with kits of 

parts, plus equipment to build BIG SCREEN TV RECEIVER. 

ALL FURNISHED AT NO EXTRA COST! 

EXTRA TRAINING IN NEW YORK CITY AT NO ADDITIONAL 
COST - After you finish your home study training in either of these two 

courses, you get two weeks, 50 hours, of intensive Laboratory work on modern 

electronic equipment at our associate school in New York City, Pierce School of 

Radio & Television. THIS EXTRA TRAINING IS YOURS AT NO EXTRA COST 

WHATSOEVER. My courses are complete without this extra training, but it gives 

you added opportunity for review and practice. 

TV CAMERAMAN AND STUDIO TECHNICIAN COURSE - Ad- 

vanced training for men with radio or TV training or experience. I train you 

at home for an exciting high pay job as the man behind the TV camera. 

Rï', 

Sp 

'y sc oo u y approve to train eterans uner New Korean G. I. 
Bill. Available only to Veterans discharged after August 20, 1951. 
If eligible, CHECK COUPON! 
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN - Almost from the very start you can earn 

extra money while learning by repairing Radio -TV sets for friends and neighbors. 

Many of my students earn up to $25 a week ... pay for their entire training 
from spare time earnings ... start their own profitable service business. 

FREE FCC COACHING COURSE - Important for BETTER PAY JOBS 

requiring FCC License. You get this training AT NO EXTRA COST. Top TV jobs go 

to FCC -licensed technicians. 

TO SET UP YOUR 

OWN HOME 

LA 

With the equipment t send you as part of your course 

you BUILD and KEEP a professional GIANT SCREEN TV 

RECEIVER complete with big picture tube (takes any 

size up to 21 -inch) . also a Super -Het Radio Receiver, 

AF RF Signal Generator, Combination Voltmeter-Ammeter- 

Ohmmeter, ( -W Telephone Transmitter, Public Address 

System, AC -DC Power Supply. Everything supplied, inelad 
ing all tubes. My practical, easy -tounderstand lessons 

have brought success to hundreds of men. You, too, can 

train for o better.paying job or set up a business 
of your own if you act NOW! 

Super Hel 

odio levi,,. 

Just by clipping the coupon below and 
sending it to me today, you can open 
up a whole new future for yourself 
'n America's fastest -growing field - 

adio- Television -Electronics. 

he very day I receive your coupon I will send to you 
ree a Sample Lesson and my New 36 -page Book 
howing you "How to Make Money in Television, 
adio, Electronics" by STUDYING AT HOME IN 
OUR SPARE TIME. 

t absolutely no cost or obligation you can see for 
ourself how you can begin now to prepare yourself 
or a better -paying career os a TV repairman, studio 
echnician, cameraman or any one of the many 
romising jobs in the field that is bringing success 

nd security to hundreds of men - many of them 
ith no more than grammar school education and 

no experience whatsoever. 

If you think I was exaggerating when I said, "My Fr 
- ., -nge Y_ r Entire 

come u. abo 

"WA training 

gave me the skill 

and know-how 
to 

do the work 1 love 

best and enioY bet., 

lei things in life. 

Harold Gimlen 

Flint, Michigan 

"If it had not been for you your 
inslrucrors 

and the 

would 1- 
I never 

have hod this 
RaPortunity 

J. A. Irwin 
Radio -TV Repairman 
Coburg, 

On t., Canada 

'I knave I would 

not have achieved 

this progress if it 

weren't for the 

help and guidance 

from RIM- 
Edward Breault 

(hiel Radar Operator 

Naticnal Guard 

Central Falls, R.I. 

oöm that .rougrit goo .öpportunTtïe 
raduotes is still on with no sign of let 

p. Don't let opportunity pass you by. Write to' 
or your Sample Lesson, new 36 -page book, TV Job 
pportunities List, and 48 -state list of future TV 

fions - ALL FREE! 

Public 11. - 
Sptem Mr. Leenoni C. lane. President D o. T.IZ 

RADIO- TELEVISION TRAINING ASSOCIATION 
S7 East lath Street, New Yeth 3. N. T 

Dear Mr lane Mail me coy¡ NEW FIFE 1001, FREE SAYPSF IESSON, eM 
flee aids (het in she. me h w I ten mane 116 MONET IN IEtKVISIDY i l 
ondentend 1 em ppd., no ehlieetin end ne salesman will tall. 

(PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY( 

2 'n i 
adio ©1,6ioian Qhaúnvnq R 

Eombinmien Venmeh 
Ammetet-0hmmelel 

IN Signat 

Generaor 

A uv eIeC.E. L-W r V 

52 EAST 19th STREET NEW YORK 3, N. Y. 
Licensed by the State of New York Approved for Veteran Training 

Zone Shine 

transmiIter I AM INTERESTED IN: 

l' IedieFWTY TNhniden Coyne V I T E I A N S I 

FY.SV Tethni,ien Emile 
(haT hoe (] 

o let Training under NEW 
SY (=roman S SNP* inimical Coyne 6.1 lilt N IN - - - - - ===== I 

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL! 

I 
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He's using the telephone 

that lends an extra hand 

"Sure ... I'm looking up the figures right nowl" From busy executives to clerks, people in business can 
work more easily and efficiently with Bell's new Distant Talking Telephone. Small white rectangle is the loudspeaker 

For people who want to keep both 
hands free when they telephone, Bell 
Telephone Laboratories engineers 
have devised a new telephone with a 
sensitive microphone in its base. 

To use it, simply press a button. The 
microphone picks up your voice and 
sends it on its way. Your party's voice 
comes to you through a small loud- 
speaker. Both hands are left free. 

The volume can be adjusted to suit 
yourself. If privacy is needed, you 
simply lift the handset; this shuts off 

the microphone and loudspeaker and 
you talk just as you would on a regular 
telephone. 

This new development of Bell Lab- 
oratories increases the number of ways 
your local Bell telephone company can 
serve in businesses and homes. 

Bell Telephone Laboratories 
Improving telephone service for America provides careers 

for creative men in scientific and technical fields. 

26 

Pencil points to microphone in base of new 
telephone. Left -hand button controls volume, 
center one turns set "on" and lights up while 
in use. The third is an "off" button. 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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Y 

/. 

Co,77 n7 
ertia/ R ad;o 

Operator 

WE GUARANTEE 
TO TRAIN AND COACH YOU AT HOME IN SPARE TIME UNTIL YOU GET 

YOUR FCC 
LICENSE 

If you have hod any practical e 

perience -Amateur, Army, Navy, 
radio, repair, or experimenting. 

Here is your guarantee 

/Iwo 

TI/ Engineering 
If you fall to pas your Commercial License exam alter 
completing our course, we guarantee to continue your 

inins without additional cost of any kind, until you 
fully obtain your Commercial license. provided 

you first sit for this examination within 90 days after 
<omelet your course. 

/NC(, UDED //V puR rRA/N/NG AND 
COACH/NO- 

your 

OUR AMAZINGLY EFFECTIVE JOB- FINDING 
SERVICE HELPS CIRE STUDENTS GET BET- 
TER JOBS. HERE ARE JUST A FEW RECENT 
EXAMPLES OF JOB -FINDING RESULTS: 

GETS CIVIL SERVICE JOB 
"Thanks to - i my 2nd phone license 
and am now errrp lor..,: by C d Service at Great Lakes 
Naval Training Station as an Equipment Specialist." 

Kenneth R. Leiser, Fair Oaks, Mtd. Del., McHenry, III. 
GETS STATE POLICE JOB 

"I have obtained my 1st class ticket (thanks to your school) 
and since receiving same I have held good jobs at all 
tines. I am now Chief Radio Operator wit, : the Kentucky 
State Police." Edwin Healy 264 E. 3d St., London, Ky. 

GETS BROADCAST JOB 
"I wish to 1L , . ling Service for the help in 
securing for I - of transmitter Operator here 
at WCAE, in P,:: 

Walter Kosc - - Isle Ave., N. Braddock, Pa. 

GETS AIRLINES JOB 
"Due to your Job . ,..rvice, I have been gettino: 
many offers from country, and I have tak l 

a lob with Capital A..,.nes in Chicago, as a Radio 
Mechanic." 

Hurry Clore, 4537 S. Dr, -eel Blvd., C'Jca in III. 

HERE'S PROOF FCC LICENSES ARE OFTEN SECURED 
IN A FEW HOURS OF STUDY WITH OUR COACHING 
AT HOME IN SPARE TIME: 
Name and Address License Lessons 
Lee Worthy, 
22101/2 Wilshire St., BakersficlJ, C.,I. 2nd Phone 16 
Clifford E. Vogt. 
Box 1016, Dania, Fla 1st Phone 20 
Francis X. Foereh, 
38 Beucler Pl., Bergenfield, N. J 1st Phone 38 
S /Sgt. Ben 14. Davis. 
317 North Roosevelt, Lebanon, III. 1st Phone 28 
Albert Schoen, 
110 W. t 11h Sr. E- eo,d. In C1l 2nd Phone 23 

CARL E. SMITH, E. E. Consulting Engineer, President 
CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS 

Desk RN -71, 4900 Euclid Bldg., Cleveland 3, Ohio 

December, 1954 

EMPLOYERS MAKE JOB OFFERS LIKE 
TO OUR GRADUATE'_ EVERY MONTH! 

,r II,1 ii I,,llal :idlelliemelll Ì1l I1 ,I , 1111111'1 ill 91'a11terl- 
<uue1ilneadelil ul l'ulula lllllraliun. . . . Salary 
e1r6.l1i per Im,nn,. 
Letter from nut ionalls -knob n airplane manufacturer. '"e need omen glib electronic tl'a 111 ilia Or experieneu 
In radar mminnnauee Im lurhn ul uluraliunal check- 
out ur radar and oilier electronics .systems ... Mart- 
ina .salary . , . auunmllili. to 3,- ...,. per month. 
Letter from nationally- I:noun Ail lines, "We are cans 
liquidating ulacin. . . au .\irlin, Cruluul ltadlu 
19.911449.' Sinithi, .:Jars #::c, per found,. 
These are lust a few of the examples 
of the job offers that come to our once 
periodical:y. Some licensed radioman 
filled each of these jobs; it might have 
been you! 

Ours is the only home study 
course which supplies FCC - 
type examinations with all 
lessons and final tests. 

THESE 

NOW 

cet 
ALS 3 

FREE 
FCC Ticket i cog. 

'led by most employert in 
the electronic mele as proof 
ul your technical ability. 

MAIL COUPON NOW/ 

B 

Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics 
Desk RN -71 -4900 Euclid Bldg., Cleveland 3, Ohio 

(Address to Desk No. to avoid delay) 
I want to know how I can get my FCC Ticket in a minimum 
of time. Send nie your FREE booklet. "Now to Pass FCC 
License Examinations" (does not cover exams for Amateur 
License), as well as a sample FCC -type exam and the amazing 
new booklet. "Money- Making FCC License Information." 

Be sure to fell me about your Television Engineering C 

Name 

Address 

City Zone... State.. ......... 
FOR 

a Special tuition o ate.p to member of the U.S! Armed d Forces 
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HERE'S Fast, Easy 

Picture Tube 
and Receiver 

Testing 
1, FOR ALL 

BLACK 

AND WHITE 

SETS. 

ADAPTABLE 
TO COLOR. 

BOLAND 

& BOYCE 
DYNAMIC 

C.R.T. TESTER 
Model 701 
Tests tubes in net 
under r 
own power out 
of net with handy 
plug -in power 

supply. 

Take the guess- 
work out of C -R 
tube testing and 
TV trouble- 
shooting! New 
Boland & Boyce 
C -R Tube Tester 
tests all mag- 
netic picture 
tubes dynami- 
cally -under the 
receiver's own 
power. Tells in- 
stantly whether 
tube or set is at 
fault. 600 V. d -c 
range extends to 
30 or 60 KV by 
HV Probe. 
Separate plug - 

in power supply available for in- carton 
tube testing. Prices include 2 cabled leads 
and instruction manual. KIT -$29.95. 
FACTORY WIRED & TESTED -539.95. 
Sold by leading distributors. 

B&B BIAS BOX Speeds Alignment and 
AGC Troubleshooting 

Supphes steady, accurately ad- 
justable bias voltages from 0 to 17 
volts d -c to substitute for receivers' 
normal automaticgain- or automat- 
ic- volume -control circuits. A "must" 
for radio and TV alignment. Clips 
and grounds to chassis apron; pow- 
ered by receiver's 6.3 v. heater 
supply. KIT -only 59.95. FACTORY 
WIRED & TESTED -512.95. 

UNIVERSAL HV PROBE 
Extends range of any 
VTVM, or any multimeter 
or voltmeter having sensi- 
tivity -' of 10,000 ohms -per- 
volt or more. Supplied with 
complete set of plug -in 
precision resistors and in- 

structions to accurately match any meter . any range 
10KV, 30KV, 60KV, and others. Clear, high- dielectric probe 
body shows resistors in use. Includes shielded cable with 
Amphenol connectors and phone tips. $1 2.95 net. 

Write for Brochure Describing B&B Products 

BOLAND & BOYCE, INC. 
Dept. RN -124, 236 Washington Avenue 

Belleville 9, N. J. 
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INDUSTRY 
NATHANIEL B. NICHOLS, manager of 
Raytheon's research division, has been 
appointed assistant 
vice-president of 
the firm. 

Mr. Nichols, an 
authority in t h e 
fields of servomech- 
anisms and electron- 
ics automation. 
joined the Waltham 
firm in 1951. He 
helped to develop several of the com- 
pany's unusual products, leading his 
scientific group through the investiga- 
tive phases of work that eventually 
made possible the mass production 
of transistors. 

He is a member of the IRE. Instru- 
ment Society of America, American 
Physical Society, American Chemical 
Society, AIEE, and other professional 
groups. 

DOUGLAS Y. SMITH has been elected 
vice- president and general manager of 
RCA's Tube Division. He was formerly 
general marketing manager of the di- 
vision . . . RONALD E. VEDDER is the 
new supervisor of sales training for the 
radio and television division of Sylvania 
Electric Products Inc. .. . The ap- 
pointment of J. J. LANGLOIS as general 
sales manager has been announced by 
General Dry Batteries, Inc. of Cleve- 
land. He was formerly associated with 
Remington Rund, Inc. for 28 years . . . 

GENE MILLER has been named to the 
post of advertising and sales promo- 
tion manager for V -M Corporation, 
phonograph, record changer, and tape 
recorder manufacturer . B. V. K. 

FRENCH has been appointed to the post 
of service manager for the Regency 
Division of I.D.E.A., Inc. He will be 
in charge of all technical writing and 
correspondence on service problems 

DR. V. K. ZWORYKIN, television 
pioncer and inventor, has retired as 
vice- president and technical consultant 
for RCA Laboratories and has been 
elected as the first honorary vice - 
president in the Corporation's history 
in recognition of his epoch -making 
achievements in the fields of television 
and electronics. He was associated with 
Westinghouse before joining RCA in 
1930 . . . CARROLL W. HOSHOUR has 
been named products manager for 
Magnecord, Inc. He will be in charge 
of sales engineering, quality control, 
product service, and technical sales 
promotion for all divisions of the com- 
pany. He was formerly associated with 
Raytheon . ARNOLD E. LINTON has 
been appointed manager of the RCA 
tube manufacturing plant in Wood- 
bridge, N.J. He joined the company in 

1934 ... JACK MOORE has been named 
sales manager of Skyline Mfg. Co., 
Cleveland antenna manufacturer . . , 

RALPH L. PALMER is the new director 
of engineering for International Busi- 
ness Machines Corporation. He was 
formerly manager of the company's en- 
gineering laboratory at Poughkeepsie 

Krylon, Inc. has named DONALD K. 

BAXTER to the post of sales manager. 
He was formerly a manufacturer's rep- 
resentative for the firm in the middle 
Atlantic states . . . P. R. Mallory & 

Co. Inc. has appointed DOUGLAS M. 
CONSIDINE to the post of sales promo- 
tion and merchandising manager. He 
was formerly associated with Minne- 
apolis- Honeywell Regulator Company 
for fourteen years . . . DOUGLAS H. 
CARPENTER, chief antenna engineer for 
JFD Manufacturing Company. has 
been named chairman of the RETMA 
Antenna Committee . . . WILLIAM A. 
GOTHARD has been named president 
and general manager of Gothard Manu- 
facturing Company. succeeding his 
father. R. W. GOTHARD, as active man- 
ager. The founder of the firm will 
supervise the firm's West Coast activi- 
ties . . . JULIAN K. SPRAGUE, president 
of Sprague Electric Co., has been 
named chairman of the Advisory Group 
on Electronic Parts of the Department 
of Defense . FRANK ADAMS has 
been named sales manager of the Mid - 
Atlantic division of ORRadio Industries 
with headquarters at 547 Hermitage 
Street in Philadelphia .. . HAROLD J. 
ADLER has been named chief engineer 
in charge of the color TV development 
program at Lion Manufacturing Corp. 
of Chicago. He was formerly associated 
with Edu'in I. Gallium)! & Co., Inc... . 

JOHN J. TRAVIESAS has been upped to 
the post of general service manager of 
United Motors Service. succeeding C. E. 

REINHARDT who has retired. 
s e 

ELMER O. WILSCHKE has resigned his 
post as operating manager of Alter. 
Service Corporation 
to become vice -pres- 
ident in charge of 
operations for Fine 
Sound. Inc. 

Mr. Wilschke 
joined Electrical Re- 
search Products. 
Inc. in 1928 follow- 
ing an association 
with Western Electric Company. Dur- 
ing the early days of sound motion 
pictures he served in various capaci- 
ties in this country and abroad. Upon 
formation of Alter in 1937 he became 
manager of the company's division of- 
fice in Philadelphia. 

From 1941 to 19-16, he was plants 
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Aar 

Home Study Courses in 

TELEVISION SERVICING 
offered by 

RCA INSTITUTES 
Li - 

Study Television Servicing -from the very source of the latest, up -to- 
the- minute TV and Color TV developments. Train under the direction 
of men who are experts in this field. Take advantage of this oppor- 
tunity to place yourself on the road to success in television. RCA 

Institutes, Inc. (A Service of Radio Corporation of America), 
thoroughly trains you in the "why" as well as the "how" 
of servicing television receivers. 

FIRST HOME STUDY COURSE 

IN COLOR TV SERVICING 

Now you can train yourself to take advantage of the big 
future in Color TV. RCA Institutes Home Study Course 
covers all phases of Color TV Servicing. It is a practical 
down -to -earth course in basic color theory as well as how-to - 
do-it servicing techniques. 

This color television course was planned and developed 
through the combined efforts of instructors of RCA Institutes, 
engineers of RCA Laboratories, and training specialists of 
RCA Service Company. You get the benefit of years of RCA 
research and development in color television. 

Because of its highly specialized nature, this course is 
offered only to those already experienced in radio -television 
servicing. Color TV Servicing will open the door to the big 
opportunity you've always hoped for. Find out how easy it 
is to cash in on color TV. Mail coupon today. 

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET 

Mail coupon in envelope or paste on 
postal card. Check course you are Inter- 
ested in. We will send you a booklet that 
gives you complete information. No sales- 
man will call. 

HOME STUDY COURSE IN 

BLACK -AND -WHITE TV SERVICING 

Thousands of men in the radio -electronics industry have 
successfully trained themselves as qualified specialists for a 
good job or a business of their own -servicing television 
receivers. You can do this too. 

This RCA Institutes TV Servicing course gives you up -to- 
the- minute training and information on the very latest 
developments in black- and -white television. 

As you study at home, in your spare time, you progress 
rapidly. Hundreds of pictures and diagrams, easy-to- under- 
stand lessons help you to quickly become a qualified TV 
serviceman. 

There are ample opportunities in TV, for radio servicemen 
who have expert training. Mail coupon today. Start on the 
road to success in TV Servicing. 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
A SERVICE Of RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
350 WEST FOURTH STREET, NEW YORK 14, N.Y 

MAIL COUPON NOW 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
Home Study Dept. RN -1254 
350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y. 
Without obligation on my pan. please send me 
copy of booklet on: 

E Home Study Course in TELEVISION SERVLCitvc. 
Home Study Course in COLOR TV SERVICING. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

(please print) 
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to magnecorder- 
the finest gift 
you can 
listen to! 

or the most exacting 
hi -fi enthusiast, or 

the home user who 

simply wants the finest, there 
is no substitute for a Magnecorder. Made 

under the same exacting standards of 

quality that make Magnecorders 
the most widely used professional 

and broadcast tape recording 

equipment in the world. 

30 

agnecord 
teG ÿteetrsuassee Toe 

Magnecord dealers are listed under "Recorders" in the classified telephone directory. 

'71c79' r, e cord, ir,c. 
1101 SOUTH KILBOURN AVENUE CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS 

tt¡ 
D s? . epo,iment RT12 

manager for Altec Lansing Corpora- 
tion in Los Angeles, returning to the 
Serrice Corporation in 1946 as assist- 
ant to the vice- president. 

EUGENE E. BROKER has been named 
manager of the Sylvania radio tube 
plant at Shawnee. 
Oklahoma, succeed- 
ing Charles W. Hos- 
terman who recent- 
ly was named to the 
newly - created post 
of assistant general 
manager of the 
company's electron- 
ics division. 

Mr. Broker joined the company in 

1929 and served in various supervisory 
capacities in the filament department 
at the company's division headquarters 
in Emporium. Pa. until 1942 when he 
became supervisor of a feeder plant 
at Galeton, Pa. 

He is a member of the American 
Management Association and a 25 -year 
club member of the company. He will 
make his headquarters in Shawnee. 

s e a 

BLONDER- TONGUE LABORATORIES, INC. 

of Westfield, N.J. has expanded its pro- 
duction capacity with the opening of a 

second plant nearby. The company 
now has a total of over 50,000 square 
feet of space for the production of its 
master TV antenna systems and u.h.f. 
converters... CONRAC. INC. is building 
a new addition to its main manufactur- 
ing plant at Glendora, California. The 
new facility will provide 20 per -cent 
more production space for the com- 
pany's line of custom TV receivers . . 

THE RADIO APPARATUS CORP. has 
moved to new quarters at 7900 Pendle- 
ton Pike in Indianapolis. The corn - 
pany, which makes communications 
equipment, is an affiliate of I.D.E.A., 
INC. . . . SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO. of 
Chicago has purchased a 4 -story build- 
ing at 4307 W. Lake Street in Chicago. 
The new plant provides over 100,000 
square feet and will he used for the 
manufacture of the company's new 
color TV test equipment and suspen- 
sion type meter ... BOGUE ELECTRIC 
COMPANY has opened a west coast of- 
fice at 13415 Ventura Blvd., Sherman 
Oaks, California. Wm. J. Hopkins will 
head the new office . RAY R. HUT - 
MACHER ASSOCIATES. INC. has moved 
into new and larger quarters at the 
Chicago International Building located 
at 6647 N. Oliphant. The firm was for - 
merly at 644 N. Michigan . . GENERAL 
CEMENT MFG. CO. and TELEVISION 
HARDWARE MFG. CO. of Rockford, Ill. 
are completing two new plant additions 
which will add 10,000 and 25,000 square 
feet to their plants #1 and #2 respec- 
tively . . . SERVOMECHANISMS. INC. 
has broken ground for the construction 
of its seventh plant at 12500 S. Avia- 
tion Blvd. at the Los Angeles Inter- 
national Airport. The plant will be 
ready for operation in the Spring . . . 

Two new buildings totaling 6000 square 
feet have been added to the Metuchen, 
N.J. plant of GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC. 

(Continued on page 1581 
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A new standard in 

electrical and mechanical 

perfection in all Ea 
new YAGI antennas 

Model =4165. 
10 element 

broadband Yogi. 

Walsco's exclusive 

"umbrella" snap-out 

design provides perfect 

element alignment 
instantly. 

Featuring the new 

WALSCO "Octopus" 
Model #4110. 

A combination 
Yagi- conical for 

superlative all- channel 
reception. 

' J t 
"futurized" 

YAGIS 

reach 

everywhere 

! 

0 

311. . , ,. k1 ..... .,.... I . .. '.I L.I.' I... ...Ir SIM ..J...1 
, MOM '.... .I.. ,.... 

.- -u.- -- 

Model #4160 
series. 

5 element, single 

channel Yogis. 

NOW . . a complete line of 32 "futurized" Yagi 

antennas with superlative performance ... for 

fringe and ultra- fringe areas; for black and white 

and color on all present and future channels. No 

loose hardware ... completely pre -assembled 

using Walscó s exclusive "umbrella" snap -out 

design. Nothing compares at any price! 

Write for complete information 
on all 32 "futurized" Yogi models 

111rMil1tt MM271'04 
3602 Crenshaw Blvd. Los Angeles 16, California 

Overseas Distributor: 
Ad Auriema, Inc. 89 Broad St., New York 4, N.Y. 
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for 

SERVICE 

EXPERIMENTAL 

INDUSTRIAL 

and MILITARY 

Applications 

Leading Distributors 

Stock Them! 
Now, for the first time, you can get these famous original equipment favor- 
ites in lots up to 1,000 -fast and economically from local parts distributors. 
Previously sold to the world's leading manufacturers only, in huge pro- 
duction quantities, these Stackpole components are now available from 
selected distributors in the saine quality that has made them favorites for 
over 25 years. 
Every Stackpole component is produced under full quality control -from 
raw material to final test. Each is fully proved through years of field 
service in the most exacting applications -military, service replacement, 
and commercial. 
Write for bulletin on any type and name of nearest distributor. 

Variable Resistors 

Iron Cores 
Low Cost Slide Switches 

DISTRIBUTORS' DIVISION Fixed Resistors 
STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY 
26 Rittenhouse Place, Ardmore, Pa. 

(Plants .n S? Marys und Kane, Pu 
1 
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STOP WATC 
Pinpoint control system is u 
racy of indication. Stops antenn 
of desired position. No drift or 

CURACY 
consistent accu - 
ithin %: degree 

2 SMARTLY STYLED CONSO 
WITH PIANO TUN 

The striking control console is 

in mahogany or 

sign 
ith the 

abinet. 

ORY SEALED 
IT 
ormer need of dis 

imply loosen 3 
Sealed power drive un 
mantling the antenna wh- 
screws to remove the sealed u 

4 POWERFUL INLINE DESIGN 
Supports direct dead weight load of largest stacked 
Resists downthrust and bending moment. Built -i 
bearings. No extra parts to buy. No breakable offs 

V 
5 
Safely p 

L" CARTON 
route . . eases on- the -job 

. comes in handy in the shop or 
me. A JFD merchandising extra at no 

cost. 

6 AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE 
COMPENSATION 

Advanced circuitry achiev 
voltage compensation fo 
exactness of indication d 
age fluctuations. 

IC 

uy and 
te line volt- 

tolerance 3200:1 reverted gear 
drive (within .002 in. tolerance) effi- 
ciently transmits 100% of developed 
power. N 

8 t , ; . ROTATION 
390 cg est traverse range 
now in use -spee plities station 
selection beyond stana .60 

ee revolution. 

Model Style List 

RT 100 -M Mahogany $44.95 
RT100 -IV Ivory $44.95 

te for 8- 

'JFD 

e Roto -King 
hure No. 288. 

óok to jF 

FACTUR 
ering Leadership! 

6101 16th AVEN 
INTERNAI ZONAL DIVISION: 15 Moore Stt 

LYN 4, N. Y. 
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X -RAYS SHOW THE DIFFERENCE 

-OEM ED 

ES 
Cost no more 

Have longer life 

Improve TV performance 

Cut servicing call -backs 

Interchangeable with 
prototypes 

See your G -E tube distributor today! Tube Dept., 
General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, New York. 

PROVED 

PACE SETTERS- 

G.E.'s FIRST 6 

SERVICE -DESIGNED 

TUBES! 

NEW 1B3 -GT 
Does a superior ¡ob 
for longer. Special lead 
glass wards off elec- 
trolysis and air -leak- 
age. New ring around 
filament stops "bow- 
ing" and the filament 
burnouts that result. 

NEW 5U4 -GA 
Huskier. New mica sup. 
ports, at both top and 
bottom. New straight - 

side glass bulb. New 
double -fin plate, new 
button -stem base with 
the many advantages 
of this construction. 

NEW 5Y3 -GT 
New sturdiness, new 
long life. Mica sup- 
ports now brace tube 
structure at both top 
and bottom. Double - 

fin heat -dissipating 
plate construction. New 
button -stem base. 

NEW 6B06 -GA 
Runs far cooler, be- 
cause of larger bulb. 
Handles higher pulse 
plate voltages. High - 
melting -point solder 
keeps cap -terminal in 

place when removing 
tube for testing. 

NEW 251106-GA 
Runs cooler. Handles 
higher pulse plate volt- 
ages. Same extensive 
improvements as new 
6B06-GA, including 
larger bulb, high -melt- 
ing -point solder for 
cap -terminal, etc, 
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NEW SERVICE- DESIGNED 12SN7 -GTA 
Side -by -side X -ray pictures at 
right show that G.E.'s new 
SERVICE - DESIGNED 12SN7- 
GTA is smaller (28% less bulb 
height) than ordinary 12SN7- 
GT's ... sturdier ... with the 
many advantages which button - 
stem base construction offers. 

Comparison with the proto- 
type's pressed -stem base, shows 
that the tube leads now pass 
through individual seals at bot- 
tom of envelope. Prevents loose 
bases ... gives shorter leads and 
better lead separation ... and 
brings about better heat con- 
duction, reducing electrolysis 

and tube leakage. You get a 
longer -lived tube than ever before. 

Tube ratings have been sub- 
stantially increased. Compare 
below: 

Old New 
12SN7 -GT 12SN7 -GTA 

Max plate voltage 300 v 450 v 
Max plate dissip. 

per plate 31/2 w 5 w 

And the new 12SN7 -GTA is 
specially tested for dependable 
operation in all synchro -guide 
and other circuits! Every tube 
gets a "chopper" pulse test, 
made at the lowest TV line volt- 
ages that will be encountered. 

NEW SERVICE -DESIGNED 6AX4 -GT 
1. A new "pigtail" winding 
guards against heater -cathode 
shorts by interposing a separate 
insulated barrier between heater 
wire and cathode. This is much 
more efficient than other insu- 
lating methods used before. 
Tube failures are greatly reduced. 
2. Two design features cut down 
on plate -cathode arc -overs. The 
plate is notched to avoid any 
contact with mica spacers in 
the critical plate- cathode areas. 
Also, micas are slotted to set up 
barriers to electrical conduc- 
tion. Result: fewer fuse blow -outs 
in horizontal- deflection circa its- 
a common cause of call- backs. 

3. Edge of the late now is flat- 
tened out to dissipate electro- 
static charge under high -voltage 
conditions. Stabilizes perform- 
ance- prevents erratic opera- 
tion of the tube. 
4. New button -stem base adds 
strength, shortens tube leads, 
and improves heat conduction 

. increasing tube life. Helps 
to make possible a new bulb 
18% shorter, more compact. 
ANOTHER PLUS: new SERVICE - 
DESIGNED 6AX4 -GT's are 
specially tested for arc -overs at 
maximum ratings. Every tube 
gets this important test! 

NEW SERVICE -DESIGNED 6BX7 -GT 
1. New "flipper" (criss- cross) 
apertures in the mica spacers 
apply a firm 4- corner grip to 
the grid legs -keep grids locked 
in place top and bottom. This 
greatly reduces microphonics 
that result from changes in tube 
inter -element spacing ... helps 
prevent vertical picture jitter. 
2. Covered "penthouses" (box 
enclosures) now shield cathode 
and heater from getter contam- 
ination that causes electrical 
leakage, disturbing the relation. 
ship of tube elements. 

3, 4. Special slots in mica spac- 
ers, and notched plate design, 
further ward off inter- element 
arc -overs and leakage. 
S. Barrels of the plates now are 
flared out at ends to avoid dis- 
turbing delicate grid wires when 
tube is assembled. Helps assure 
uniform tube performance. 
ALSO: gold- plated grid wires 
minimize grid emission, a cause 
of picture shrinkage and fold - 
over ... arc -over test of every 
tube assures dependability of 
SERVICE- DESIGNED 6BX7-GT's. 

NEW 65N7 -GTA 
Redesigned to give top 
performance in all syn- 
chro -guide and other 
TV circuits. Every tube 
gets "chopper" pulse 
test at low line volt- 
ages. Ratings substan- 
tially increased. 

INSIDE STORY of more compact 
design, new button -stem base! 

OLD 12SN7 -GT NEW 12SN7 -GTA 

INSIDE STORY, why shorts and 
arc -overs are reduced. 

INSIDE STORY, why electrical 
performance is improved. 

Progress /s Our Most important Product 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
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BUILD YOUR OWN 

TV COLOR 

CONVERTER 
arTa 

By JAY STANLEY 

Fig. 1. Receiving a color show on a 
large -size movie screen using the 
color converter described in this 
article with a black- and-white set. 

WI IEN black- and -white TV first be- 
came a reality, the whole thing was 
something of a deep, dark mystery 

to most radio service technicians of the 
era. But a few brave souls took the 
plunge, built their own sets, and had 
the thrill of getting out ahead of most 
of their competitors and in on the 
ground floor of a tremendous industry. 

Color TV is off to a better start. 
Many manufacturers are offering 
courses and a lot of articles have been 
written about the subject so that the 
studious can, in a fairly short time, ac- 
quire some knowledge of color TV. 
But, as in all things, there is no sub- 
stitute for experience with actual 
equipment on which you have no 
qualms about experimenting. The cost 
of present -day color TV sets is high 
enough to discourage a lot of service 
technicians (and most consumers) 
from owning such a receiver. 

This article is a practical answer to 
that problem. Here is step -by -step 
data for building a color television 
system. Actually, the original chassis 
was designed and built by two Denver 
service engineers; Larry Costa and 
Paul Dontje. 

The unit described in this article is 
a color converter which can simply be 
hooked onto a conventional (but care- 
fully selected) black- and -white TV set. 
It can be used to drive a three -unit 
projection system, or with a bit more 
circuitry, a three -gun color picture 
tube. 

A look at the block diagram in Fig. 
2 and the circuit diagram of the color 
converter in Fig. 3 will reveal that it 
is surprisingly simple when compared 
to many color TV sets. The secret 
lies in the fact that the set uses a 
narrow -band system, with .6 mega- 
cycle bandpass limiting. This is possible 
because demodulation is on the R -Y 
and B -Y axes instead of the alterna- 
tive I and Q axes. The I and Q system 
is a wide -band one. 

Thanks to the narrow -band system, 
circuitry is much simpler. Likewise, 

December. 1954 

Part 1: This color TV converter can be used with 

three projection units or a three -color picture 

tube and a second -hand black -and -white chassis. 

setup, adjustment, and servicing are 
also much easier. Don't let the "nar- 
row band" worry you. Color quality 
is impaired so little that it can only 
be discerned when a narrow -band and 
a wide -band set are operated side -by- 
side -and even then it is difficult to 
see the difference. 

Before covering actual construction 
of the color chassis, let's trace a signal 
through this circuit to get an over- 
all idea of how it works. As a starting 
point, we'll begin with the signal 
which normally drives the grid of the 
picture tube in the TV set -a signal 
which is the composite video output, 
carrying both the black- and -white and 

the color information. This signal 
can be supplied by any really good 
black- and -white set which has an i.f. 
bandpass of 4.1 megacycles or more - 
and maintains this bandpass right 
through the video amplifier stages. 
Many of the older TV chassis, built 
from 1947 to 1949 (split -sound sets), 
were capable of this bandpass when 
carefully aligned. The set used here 
was a Philco 1001 chassis, but an RCA 
630 or an Admiral 30A1 (and some 
others) will work just as well. These 
are obtainable second hand from many 
TV dealers. 

The composite signal goes to the 
grid of V,, the first video amplifier on 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the 
color TV converter. The outputs 
may be fed to 3 projector units. 
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R,- 18,000 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R2-2.2 megohm. 1/2 w. res. 
Rs, Rs, Rs. -330 ohm. 1/2 w. res. 
Rs- 10,000 ohm, 2 w. res. 
Re, R,., R., Rao, Rs., Rol, R.0 -1 5,000 ohm. 1/2 

w. res. 
Roo, Pax, Ras, Rso, Ros, Re.. Ro,. 14.6.-1 00 

ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R0- 82,000 ohm. 1 w. res. 
Ro-12.000 ohm, I w. res. 
R1o, R,a. R1r 220,000 ohm, E/2 w. res. 
Ru -220 ohm. 1 w. res. 
R12-2200 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R.,, Ras -100.000 ohm pot 
R.:, Roo, R.S., Rar -1000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
Rs,- 10,000 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R:-22,000 ohm. 2 w. res. 
R1 -2200 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R x-l50.000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R:cs- 70.000 ohm. 1/2 w. res. 
Rol-18,000 ohm, 2 w. res. 
R:n- 100,000 ohm. 1/2 w. res. 
Rr -500 ohm pot 
Ras, Rio, Rra -2000 ohm pot 
Roo, R:a- 10,000 ohm, 5 w. res. 
Rag, Rra -4700 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R:o- 22.000 ohm. 1/2 w. res. 
R,,- 39.000 ohm, 1/2 se. res. 
Ro,- 33.000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R,,- 500,000 ohm pot 
R45- 15,000 ohm. 1 w. res. 
Rte. Rs -1 megohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R4. -150 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
Roo -1500 ohm pot 
R00 -8200 ohm. I w. res. 
Roo. R X700 ohm, I w. res. 
Ro.. Res-8200 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
Re -550 ohm, 25 w. adj. res. (Adjust to give 

250 r. from power supply "B +" output.) 
Cs, Cu, Css-.I pfd.. 400 v. rand. 
Cs, C2.5-.01 pfd. button ceramic tond. 
Cr.. C.o. C:.- 20/20/60 µtd., 350'350/450 r. 

LU V. 36 

elect cond. (Sprague TVL 3725) 
Cs-4.7 µpfd. ceramic cond. 
C6 -150 ppfd. ceramic tond. 
Ce-22 ppfd. silver mica tond. 
C:, C16. C17, Cxe. Cr, Cs. Cr. Cr.. (*se. 

pfd. disc ceramic rond. 
CR, C,. -47 ppfd. silver mica tond. 
CT. -470 ppfd. mica tond. 
C10 -.00I pfd., 1600 v. paper cond. 
Cn, C1 ,-250 ppfd. silver mica tond. 
C12 -14.7 ppfd., made up of two condensers: 

a IO ppfd. and a 4.7 ppfd. ± 5% ceramic 
cond. 

C14-2 pfd., 150 v. else. cond. 
C1e -3.S to 20 ppfd. midget -type variable tuna. 

(Phase control) 
Cps-I0 ppld. silver mica cond. (In trans. can) 
Cm. Cso -.0/ pfd., 400 v. cond. 
Cx1 -IO ppfd. silver mica tond. 
C.-.02 pfd. paper cond. 

pfd., 400 r. paper cond. 
Co, -2.2 ppfd. ceramic NPO rond. ±5% 
Cv. -S ppfd. NPO cond. ±5% 
C,o. Car--100 ppfd. silver mita cond. 
Co -47 ppfd. ceramic NPO cond. ±5% 
Cx1 -500 ppfd. silver mica cond. ±10% 
Ces-27 ;told. silver mica cond. (In trans. can) 
Ce -.002 pfd., 600 r. cond. 
Cso -100 ppfd. silver mica cond. ±10% 
COR -100 wild. silver mica cond. (1n trans. can) 
Cao -390 ppfd. silver mica cond. (In trans. can) 
Css, Ct1 --.1 told, 400 v. paper tond. 
Cho, Co,, Cra-40 /10/80 pfd., 450 r. elec. cond. 

(Sprague TVL 3792) 
Xtal -3579.5 he. crystal (Peterson PR Z.2) 
L1 -See text 
L,-20 phy r.j. choke 
L:. -90 t. t 36 en. closer smnd on Miller 1470A 

Cao 

ford. (Cross.° L.6) 
Ls -103 s. #36 en. elosewouna on Cambridg. 

Thermionic 1/2 x 2" form (Cromco L -1) 
Ls-4.5 mc. trap, 75 t. #36 en. closewound on 

Miller 14704 form (Cromco L -5) 
Le, L1e -120 phy. peaking coil 
Lr-29 t. #30 en. scramblewound 3/16" on 

1/4" Cambridge Thermionic form (Cromco 
L -2) 

Ls, L,--78 t. # 36 en. scramblewound 3/16' 
on Cambridge Thermionic 3 /s" r 1" form 
(Cromco L -3) 

L,o, L.,. L,, -1000 uhy. peaking coil (Cromco 
P -1000) 

L,,. LIS. Ls'. -500 phy. peaking coil (Cromco 
P -500) 

CHI -1 hy., 300 ma. filter choke 
Ts -90 t. #40 d.s.c universal wound, 552" wide 

(pri.); 60 L. each. universal wound, 5íç' 
wide (sec.) wound on coil form from Miller 
1466 i.f. trans. (Cromco T -1) 

T,-18 t. #30 en. closewound (pri.); 90 t. 
#36 en. closewound (sec.) wound on form 
from Miller 1466 i.j. trans. ( Cromco T -3) 

Ts-60 t. #30 en. closewound (pré.); 26 t. 
#26 d.c.c. and en. closewound (sec.) wound 
on form from Miller 1466 i.f. trans. (Cromco 
T -4) 

Ts -Power trans. 370.0.370 v. @ 275 ma.; 
6.3 v. @ 7 amps.; 5 v. ® 3 amps. (Stanca, 
P.6315 or equiv.) 

Delay Line -See text 
V,. V,,. VIO, Vu, VIx -6CL6 tube 
VO. Vs -6C86 tube 
Vs -6.4L5 tube 
V6. Ve-6U8 tube 
VT, V.. -6456 tube 
V.., -5Y3G tube 

Fig. 3. Complete schematic diagram and parts list for the TV color converter designed to be used with a black -and-white set. 

the color chassis. See Fig. 3. The 
luminance or Y signal is picked up at 
the plate of the first video amplifier 
in the color chassis, passes through a 
3.58 megacycle trap (L0 C0), and is fed 
to a 1.3 microsecond delay line, which 
insures that the luminance informa- 
tion and the color signals arrive at the 
output at the same time. From the 
delay line, the signal goes to the grid 
of the Y output tube (V9). From the 
plate of this tube, the signal goes 
through the matrix resistors, R:.,, R.I, 
and Re., where the Y signal and the 
color- minus -Y signals are mixed to 
provide green, red, and blue output. 

The color -burst signal is also ob- 
tained from the plate of V, and is fed 

38 

to the grid of the burst amplifier, V,. 
This tube is keyed on only during re- 
trace, the keying being accomplished 
by means of a 10 -turn coil wound on 
the flyback transformer in the black - 
and -white TV set chassis. (See Fig. 4.) 
By this means, the color burst, which 
is on the back porch of the horizontal 
sync pulse, is amplified -but no other 
3.58 megacycle signals get through. 

The output of the burst amplifier 
goes to the phase discriminator trans- 
former T,, the secondary of which is 
also supplied with a comparison signal 
from the plate of the 90- degree ampli- 
fier, V... The output of the phase de- 
tector is a d.c. correction voltage which 
is fed to the reactance tube, V52; this 

tube, in turn, controls the frequency 
and phase of the 3.58- megacycle oscil- 
lator, V08. In this way, the local 3.58 
mc. oscillator is locked in exact phase 
and frequency with the transmitted 
color burst to supply the synchronous 
demodulators with the missing color 
subcarrier, the sidebands of which only 
are transmitted -the carrier being 
suppressed at the transmitter. 

From the cathode of the 3.58 mega- 
cycle oscillator, the signal takes two 
paths. A signal directly from the 
cathode goes to the 90- degree ampli- 
fier which shifts its phase 90 degrees 
for proper demodulation in the R -Y 
demodulator. The secondary winding 
of transformer T2, however. feeds the 
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B -Y demodulator directly with no 
phase shift. 

The B -Y demodulator and the R -Y 
demodulator receive their color signals 
from the bandpass amplifier (V,) and 
filter, which has a bandpass of 1.2 
megacycles ( from 2.9 mc. to 4.1 mc.) 
and passes only the color subcarrier 
sidebands. This automatically drops 
out the low- frequency Y signal. 

In the R -Y and B -Y demodulators, 
the missing carrier is restored and de- 
modulated to produce the R -Y and B -Y 
signals. The B -Y signal, taken directly 
from the plate of V, goes to the grid 
of the B -Y output tube, V,.. The out- 
put of this tube, in combination with 
some of the Y signal, supplies blue. 

The R -Y signal from the plate of 
the R -Y demodulator goes to the grid 
of V,,, which, in similar fashion to that 
of the B -Y output stage, supplies the 
red output signal. 

The output of the R -Y and B -Y de- 
modulators is fed to the grid of the 
green adder, VAR, through a set of re- 
sistors. This tube is simply a phase 
inverter at which the negative signals 
from the demodulators combine in 
proper proportion and invert to form 
the positive green -Y signal. This is 
fed to the G -Y output for addition 
with the luminance signal as described 
previously for the other two colors. 

The outputs terminate in jacks 
along the end of the chassis, making 
the three color signals and the Y sig- 
nal readily available for different ex- 
perimental hookups. Most of the con- 
trols are inserted on the rear of the 
chassis since many of them are setup 
controls which are left alone once ad- 
justed. Two controls, chroma and 
phase, are used for minor adjustment 
during reception, and it is desirable to 
make them readily available. No "col- 
or killer" controls or circuits are 
needed -simply turning down the 
chroma control puts the set in shape 
to receive black- and -white. 

In actual construction of the con- 
verter, the first step is to round up the 
needed parts. The careful builder can, 

by following the data given in the 
parts list, "roll his own" coils. A real 
help in doing this is the setup shown 
in Fig. 5 which provides approximately 
the same loading as the converter cir- 
cuits. This allows the coils to be wound 
with considerable accuracy without 
actually inserting them in the cir- 
cuit. The signal generator should 
preferably be a 3.58 -mc. crystal oscil- 
lator. A standard d.c. voltmeter will 
give a clear -cut indication of reson- 
ance. This circuit, however, will in- 
dicate when the signal generator is 
tuned to one -quarter or one -half of 
the resonant frequency, so if a varia- 
ble frequency oscillator is used, always 
switch to the next higher band to make 
certain that you are actually on the 
fundamental. The physical layout for 
the windings of T, is shown in Fig. 6. 

For those who want to buy coils al- 
ready wound, the designers of the color 
converter, Costa and Dontje, will sup- 
ply coils, and their part numbers are 
given in the parts list under Cromco. 
Write to Cromco, in care of P. Dontje 
at 7020 W. 38th Ave., Wheatridge, Colo. 

The color chassis measures 10 x 14 x 
3 inches. The layout is purposely 
crowded in order to keep leads short 
and point -to- point. No trouble has 
been experienced from stray capacity, 
even though some of the signal carry- 
ing leads are longer than were desired. 

The chassis illustrated in Figs. 7 and 
8 has a cut -out for a Norelco video 
amplifier chassis, to allow use with a 
single -projection unit and a color 
wheel. The chassis will eventually be 
used in this fashion although, at pres- 
ent, three Norelco projection units are 
utilized. There are a couple of other 
extra holes on the chassis for parts 
which circuit development later proved 
unnecessary. 

In building, all transformers and 
tube sockets were mounted first, also 
terminal strips, filter condensers, and 
controls. Following usual construc- 
tion practice, heaters were wired in, 
and then "B +" voltage leads complet- 

(Continued on page 91) 

1111 

.1110" w 
Fig. 4. A ten-turn winding on trie flyback 
transformer keys the burst amplifier on 
for the proper operation of the 3.58 
megacycle color synchronizaticn circuits. 

Fig. 5. A test setup which is useful in 
preparing the coils used in converter. 

3/e' SLUG 
RANGE-e 

RIO 

C20 Ci9 

Fig. 6. The physical layout of the phase 
discriminator t r a n s t o r m e r windings. 

Fig. 7. Top view of the color converter. Note where the crystal Fig. 8. Bottom view of the converter chassis. The black cable 
is mounted so as to minimize temperature variation offsets. running around the cutout is the delay line in the Y circuit. 
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Top chassis view of the 4" x 4'2" 
x 3' z" tuner with parts identified. 

RADIO listeners in most of the larger 
cities are missing a lot if they have 
no means of receiving some of the 

excellent programs to be found exclu- 
sively on our FM band. There is little 
need to mention here the noise -free, 
wide -range reception possible with this 
method; one has only to compare the 
relative fidelity of the AM and FM 
channels of some of the stereophonic 
musical programs being broadcast in 
many cities to hear the difference. 

For those who would like to build 
a tuner for FM, here is a little unit 
which will be ideal for any of the fol- 
lowing applications : 

1. An FM tuner for use with present- 
ly owned high -fidelity amplifier and 
speaker systems. 

2. FM reception in an automobile. 
3. Use with a tape recorder as a 

source of wide -range programs and 
good music. 

4. Connection to an existing AM -only 
radio receiver to permit FM reception. 

5. Connection to a TV set for FM 
reception. 

6. Use with a music system in a store 
or restaurant to provide background 
music. 

Perhaps even more applications will 
occur to readers after perusing this 
article. 

The entire tuner, shown in the pho- 
tographs, measures only 4 by 4ls by 
31/2. inches high, enabling it to be 
tucked away within the cabinet of ex- 
isting equipment. Construction is sim- 
ple and no special mechanical or elec- 
trical parts are required. The total cost 
for parts should be about thirty dol- 
lars. The power supply is not included 
on this chassis, since, in many cases, 
power may be taken from the asso- 
ciated amplifier or radio. Power re- 
quirements are fairly modest as the 
tuner draws about 30 milliamperes at 
150 volts d.c. and 1.65 amperes at 6.3 

40 
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By 

ROBERT J. LARSON 
Design Engr., Jensen Mfg. Co. 

Construction details on a unit which can be used with 

a car radio, AM or TV set, hi-fi system, or in p.a. work. 

volts for the heaters. When adding 
this tuner to an AM receiver it is 
usually possible to switch off all but 
the audio tubes and use the additional 
power supply current thus made avail- 
able to energize the FM tuner. This 
has been done successfully with the 
author's automobile receiver. More 
about this later in the article. Many 
hi -fi amplifiers have the extra power 
available for use with preamplifiers. 

For those applications in which the 
extra power cannot be robbed from 
accessory equipment a suggested 
power supply is shown in the inset 
diagram of the schematic. The com- 
ponents for this supply will easily fit 
on another chassis the same size as 
that used for the tuner. The alumi- 
num chassis used for the tuner meas- 
ures 4 x 4', x 1 inch and is made by 
ICA. Since two sides of the chassis 
are open the builder may decide to 
bend his own if materials and tools 
are available. The tuner uses five high 
gain tubes : a 6CB6 is used as a pen- 
tode r.f. amplifier, feeding a 6X8, 
which contains a pentode mixer and 
triode oscillator. Two more 6CB6's are 
used as 10.7 mc. i.f. stages, followed 
by a 6AL5 ratio detector. The tuner 
employs automatic gain control, caus- 
ing the plate current to vary between 
15 and 30 milliamperes, depending 
upon the signal strength of the station 
tuned in. 

The cathode bias resistor in the 
6CB6 r.f. stage is purposely left un- 
bypassed in order to quell a tendency 
of the stage to oscillate. The r.f. stage 
is used mainly to isolate the oscillator 
from the antenna to minimize radia- 
tion, and to reduce the presence of 
images. In the 6X8 mixer, note that 
the suppressor grid and screen and 
plate bypass connections are made to 
the cathode. This causes the oscillator 
voltage to appear effectively only on 

the signal grid, resulting in a highly 
efficient mixer stage. The use of a 
single tube here saves valuable space 
on the small chassis. 

Midget 10.7 mc. i.f. transformers 
made by Miller are used in the i.f. 
stages. These little coils give ade- 
quate bandwidth without the use of 
swamping resistors across the trans- 
former windings, resulting in a high 
gain per stage. The ratio detector 
provides, in addition to about one volt 
of audio, a negative voltage which is 
used for automatic gain control on all 
preceding stages of the tuner. About 
five volts are developed on local sta- 
tions. R and C:,, form a 68- micro- 
second roll -off network to equalize the 
pre- emphasis broadcast by all FM 
stations. Ideally, this time constant 
should be 75 microseconds, but it was 
desired to incorporate a slightly rising 
high- frequency response in the tuner 
to compensate for the attenuation 
caused by the shielded cable used to 
connect the tuner to the amplifier. 

The parts layout, as shown in the 
top chassis photo, provides for short 
leads and allows the shaft of the tun- 
ing capacitor to be centered on the 
front panel. No volume control is in- 
cluded since in most installations this 
control is found on the associated 
equipment. The tuning dial used will 
depend on the space available. It is 
suggested that a dial with a large 
tuning ratio be used, as tuning is more 
critical than with AM tuners. When 
installing this little tuner in an AM 
receiver cabinet it may be possible to 
arrange the dial cable to turn both 
the AM and FM tuning capacitors 
simultaneously. 

Shields should be used on all tubes 
to minimize interference of signals en- 
tering at the 10.7 mc. intermediate fre- 
quency. A grounding lug is used under 
one of the screws securing each tube 
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socket and should be soldered to the central 
grounding post on the tube socket; all grounds 
associated with each stage should then be made 
to this central connection. Mica -filled sockets 
were used on the first two stages of the tuner 
to increase gain and minimize drift. 

Underneath the chassis a sheet copper parti- 
tion is used between the r.f. and oscillator /mixer 
sections of the tuner. One end of the partition 
is soldered to the grounding lug near the tube 
socket and the other end is soldered to one of 
the tuning capacitor ground lugs which projects 
through the chassis. In addition to shielding. 
this partition provides a low inductance con- 
nection between the capacitor and the coil, which 
is soldered directly to the copper partition. The 
r.f. coil, L_, and the three trimmer capacitors are 
mounted on top of the variable tuning capacitor. 
The antenna coil. L, is placed adjacent to the 
grounded end of L, and is supported by a termi- 
nal strip fastened to the back of the tuning dial. 

Like all equipment used at very high fre- 
quencies, this tuner requires some special wir- 
ing techniques. All leads should be as short as 
possible -point to point wiring is used. The new 
.001 pfd. disc ceramic capacitors are excellent 
since the two leads are only about 3/16 -inch apart 
and fit nicely onto the miniature tube sockets. 
None of these capacitors should have leads over 
% -inch long. Buy a few extra disc ceramics 
because it is sometimes necessary to bypass both 
ends of certain long runs of wire on the chassis. 
This procedure is taken up again later. 

The converter filament choke, RFC_ and RFC, 
is made by winding number 26 enameled wire 
over an Ohmite Z -144 choke. Notice the direc- 
tion of winding on the choke and wind the num- 
ber 26 wire over it in a single layer in the same 
direction. The extra winding is cemented in 
place with 912 -B coil dope or Duce cement. Two 
Z -144 chokes may be used in the filament cir- 
cuit; this bifilar winding saves space. 

Probably the most interesting part of this 
project is the final alignment and adjustment. 
You will need a vacuum -tube voltmeter and a 
signal generator. The author used Heathkit in- 
struments. For the initial tests, connect the 
tuner to a suitable power supply. A quick check 
should show about 2 volts at the cathode of each 
stage except the ratio detector. Then connect 
the v.t.v.m. to measure the a.g.c. voltage (across 
R,e). Inject a 10.7 mc. unmodulated signal to 
the grid of the mixer stage and peak the inter - 
stage i.f. transformers for a maximum v.t.v.m. 
reading. If a reading cannot be obtained, try 
connecting the signal generator to the grid of 
the first i.f. tube in order to peak up T3 and T. 
After these two transformers are aligned it will 
be possible to obtain a reading by reconnecting 
the signal generator to the mixer grid. The ratio 
detector is aligned by using the zero center fea- 
ture of the v.t.v.m. and connecting to one end of 
R,:. The ground lead of the v.t.v.m. is con- 
nected to the tuner chassis. Adjust the top 
slug of T, so that the voltage across C. (or CO 
is zero at 10.7 mc. and adjust the bottom slug 
so that an equal voltage swing is obtained on 
each side of 10.7 mc. as the signal generator dial 
is rocked back and forth across the intermediate 
frequency. These two adjustments interact with 
each other so this procedure will have to be re- 
peated several times. 

If the a.g.c. voltage remains at several volts 
when the signal generator is disconnected, one 
of the stages is oscillating. This occurrence is 
to be expected, and is nothing to become ex- 

Schematic diagram of Midget FM Tuner. An op- 
tional power supply is shown within the dotted box. 
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cited about. Here is where those ex- 
tra disc ceramic capacitors are useful. 
Experiment with placement of these 
bypasses. In the author's tuner, oscil- 
lation of the first i.f. amplifier was re- 
moved by placing a bypass at both 
ends of the lead running from the 
screen to terminal 3 on T. Try by- 
passing both sides of the filament to 
ground. Try bypassing both ends of 
C, to ground. It's safe to bypass any- 
thing except a grid or plate lead. If 
all else fails, try removing the capa- 
citor between cathode and ground. 
This introduces degeneration and re- 
duces the gain, however. 

Alignment of the r.f. stages is easy 
if there is a station in your area at 
each end of the FM band. If not, the 
signal generator can be used. Since 
signal generator output in the 88 to 
108 mc. range is usually a harmonic 
of some lower frequency signal, the 
dial calibration should be checked 
against some accurately calibrated re- 
ceiver which tunes the 88 to 108 mc. 
FM band. Connect an amplifier sys- 
tem or earphones to the audio output 
jack and the antenna to L. Connect 
the v.t.v.m. to read the a.g.c. voltage 
developed across R. If the coils have 
been wound correctly you should be 
able to tune in some stations. Adjust- 
ment of C. should bring the stations 
to their proper place on the dial. If 
the FM band is crowded into too few 
degrees of tuning dial rotation, spread 
the turns of the oscillator coil, L., 
apart and realign with C5,. Conversely, 
to decrease the bandspread squeeze 
the turns of L. together and decrease 
the capacitance of C.. 

When a satisfactory spread of sta- 
tions is obtained, the mixer and r.f. 
stages may be adjusted. The author 
has found the following method of 
tracking adjustment to be useful in 
many v.h.f. receivers. Tune in a signal 
at the high frequency end of the dial 
and adjust the mixer trimmer, C. for 
maximum a.g.c. voltage. Then tune in a 
signal at the low end of the dial and 
readjust the trimmer for maximum 
signal. If it was necessary to increase 
the capacitance at the low end of the 

band, squeeze the turns of the mixer 
coil, Ls, together and try the high and 
low frequency signals again. A de- 
crease in capacitance indicates that 
the coil turns should be spread apart. 
The process is repeated several times 
until maximum output is obtained at 
both ends of the dial with one setting 
of the trimmer. The same procedure 
is used in adjusting C. and L. in the 
r.f. stage. 

After alignment, the tuner may be 
connected to the amplifier or radio in 
its permanent connection. When con- 
necting to an AM radio, connect the 
output of the tuner across the volume 
control of the radio in order to be able 
to control the volume of the tuner as 
well. An automobile installation is 
complicated by the extra noise reduc- 
ing procedures which are usually re- 
quired. The antenna is somewhat of a 
problem also, as a horizontal FM di- 
pole exhibits directional characteris- 
tics which sometimes cause the station 
to fade as the automobile turns a 
corner. After some experimentation 
the author found the best antenna to 
be the regular whip used by the car 
radio in spite of the fact that the 
transmitting and receiving antennas 
are cross polarized. Best reception 
occurred with the whip extended about 
two feet. Ignition noise, which was 
troublesome on some of the weaker 
FM stations, was considerably reduced 
by the use of resistor type spark plugs. 
If the tuner is to be used exclusively 
in an automobile, it is helpful to re- 
duce the capacitance of C.- to 10 mi- 
crofarads. This decreases the recovery 
time of the a.g.c. on the rapidly vary- 
ing signals encountered when the auto- 
mobile is in motion. The high fidelity 
FM transmissions may be heard to 
greater advantage by the use of a 
better speaker on the car radio. Al- 
though the usual oval automobile 
speaker is adequate for AM listening, 
better bass and treble response can be 
quite simply obtained by using one of 
the new compact loudspeaker cabinets 
which are now available. The author 
uses a Jensen "Portable Duette" in the 
rear seat of his car. The speaker is 

Under chassis view. Disc ceramics are used to conserve space. 
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provided with about forty feet of cable 
so that it may be used at a distance 
from the car at the beach or on picnics. 
This arrangement also provides enter- 
tainment while washing the car since it 
is not necessary to keep the windows 
open to hear the radio. 

An interesting use of this tuner is 
made when it is used to receive the 
FM portion of stereophonic radio broad- 
casts. Several of our leading radio sta- 
tions are now broadcasting musical pro- 
grams in this manner. On WMAQ, in 
Chicago, two microphones are used in 
the studio, one being connected to their 
AM transmitter and the other to their 
FM. In the listener's home, two tuners, 
two amplifiers, and two speakers are 
used to recreate the original acoustical 
atmosphere. For those interested in 
receiving these broadcasts, it may be 
advantageous to include an AM tuner 
circuit on the same chassis with the 
midget tuner described here. 

In spite of its low cost and small 
size, this little tuner will give many 
hours of enjoyment. The author's 
tuner has been in service for over a 
year, and stations over 50 miles away 
have been received with the use of a 
simple indoor folded dipole antenna. 
Local reception is fully as good as that 
normally provided by many commercial 
tuners. 

Those builders who live more than 
50 miles from an FM station may have 
better reception if an outdoor antenna 
is used. Usually, if a television signal 
is receivable in your area, successful 
FM reception is also possible. For real 
DX, one of the commercial yagi type 
FM antennas should be used. These an- 
tennas are installed and oriented in the 
same manner as TV antennas. If a spe- 
cial FM yagi is not readily available, a 
channel 6 TV antenna may be modified 
by cutting down all of the elements to 
85 per -cent of their original length. Re- 
move an equal amount of tubing from 
both ends of each element, of course, 
and flatten the ends with a hammer. 
This cut -down TV antenna will reso- 
nate at the middle of the FM band, but 
will be broad enough in its response 
to be useful over the entire band. -30- 

Over -all view of the tuner which uses standard parts throughout. 
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s 
THE BROADCAST 

RECORDER 

Over -all view of the new 
Berlant BB -i broadcast re. 
corder with the company's 
MCM -2 mixer shown at right. 

tep 

ANEW professional tape recorder, 
designed to meet the specialized 
requirements of broadcast and re- 

cording studio engineers as well as the 
advanced audiophile, has recently made 
its appearance. 

Since the keynote of the design was 
dependability and freedom from main- 
tenance problems, all clutches, belts, 
pulleys, idlers, and similar components 
have been eliminated in the construc- 
tion of this recorder. 

To achieve the requisite simplicity, 
the two reels had to be mounted di- 
rectly on the capacitor start -and -run 
induction torque motors which were 
designed to perform the spooling op- 
erations with maximum efficiency. In 
addition, the tape drive capstan had 
to be constructed as an integral part 
of the synchronous drive, with no de- 
coupling to introduce errors of timing 
or motion. 

The main panel, upon which all me- 
chanical components are assembled, 
was designed for pressure die casting 
in aeronautical aluminum alloy to 
combine rigidity, stability, dimension- 
al accuracy, smooth finish, and high 
impact strength. 

The recorder's "Unisync" drive is an 
innovation in the field of tape meter- 
ing accuracy. This combination of 
drive capstan, two -speed (600 and 1200 
rpm) hysteresis synchronous motor, 
flywheel, and cooling blower is engi- 
neered as a single integrated unit. The 
capstan is the exposed end of a pre- 
cision- ground shaft supported in line - 
bored, self -lubricated bearings mounted 
in a flanged aluminum mounting 
sleeve. 

On the outside of this bearing mount 
is fixed the field structure (stator) of 
the motor. The nickel cobalt hystere- 
sis rotor ring is shrunk -fit into a die - 
cast housing designed for maximum 
flywheel effect and ribbea to act as a 
blower. Because the diameter of the 
rotor is outside the field, efficiency is 
high and an extremely cool running 
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By 

E. E. BERLANT 
Berlant Associates 

Technical details on a recently- introduced professional 

unit that eliminates clutches, pulleys, idlers, belts, etc. 

mechanism results. The entire rotor 
construction is dynamically balanced 
as a unit and mounted solidly to the 
main panel by four bolts. 

Each reel- moving assembly is 
mounted directly on the motor and con- 
tains a 3 -inch diameter steel brake 
drum. A brake arm, pressure die -cast 
of Zamak III alloy, brings a thick 
white long- staple felt pad against the 
drum. Both brakes are actuated by a 
common tension spring, with differen- 
tial to keep the tape taut in braking 
established by the self- energizing ac- 
tion of the brakes. Wear of the pads 
increases clearance and does not re- 
quire readjustment. 

The tape is stripped from the reels 
over ball- bearing metal rollers with 
the tension arms concentrically pivoted 
to bear against the back of the tape. 
A Microswitch, mounted behind the 
panel, serves as a power cut off switch 
in the event of tape run -out or failure. 
The tension arms swing to a lock posi- 
tion for straight -line loading of the 
tape through the head assembly, then 
unlock to provide filter action. 

The transducers, or heads, are 
mounted on a precision pressure die - 
cast ribbed mount which has provision 
for positioning and adjusting five 
heads with accurate guides for locat- 
ing the tape's course through the as- 
sembly. The mount is fastened to the 
main panel by three clamp screws. 
Electrical connection to the heads is 
by means of individual slip connectors. 
The added flexibility offered by the 
provision for two additional heads can 
be indicated by a few examples. An 
extra playback before the usual combi- 
nation of erase, record, and playback 
heads permits the simultaneous play- 
ing of a delayed broadcast while eras- 
ing the tape and recording an incoming 

signal -thus permitting one recorder 
to do the work of two. Or, a combina- 
tion of single- and dual -track erase and 
record heads gives a choice of dual - 
track recording for library require- 
ments or single -track master record- 
ing with instant switch selection. Other 
possible combinations provide a choice 
of single track or stereo- binaural re- 
cording and use of multiple playback 
heads for echo and reverberation ef- 
fects. 

Tape contact with the heads is ac- 
complished by a pressure die -cast 
Zamak shield mount that wraps the 
tape into an arc contact with the pole 
faces of the heads. A hum shield is 
mounted in close contact on the head 
shield of the playback heads. The 
shields are held in place by tapered 
spiral coil springs and snap lock re- 
tainer clips. No pressure pads are 
used in normal audio work. In fast - 
forward and rewind position the tape 
clears the heads, close enough for au- 
dible location of selections, but with- 
out contact to cause excessive wear. 
Movement of this mount is automati- 
cally controlled by the operation of 
the control levers. 

All controls for the drive mechanism 
are included in one coaxial lever sys- 
tem located in the center of the panel. 
The tape drive lever moves to the right 
for "Run." This closes the head pres- 
sure mechanism, wrapping the tape 
into contact with the heads. Moving 
the lever to the left from "Stop" to 
"Cue" also wraps the tape around the 
heads but does not close the pressure 
roller against the capstan. Since the 
brakes are released and the spooling 
motors powered, the reels may be 
freely rotated to locate any desired 
point for cueing or editing. Swinging 

(Continued on page 132) 
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HOW GOOD ARE YOUR 

APROFESSIONAL, well -planned an- 
tenna installation is important not 
only for the sake of satisfying your 

customers and providing the best pos- 
sible reception -it is also the criterion 
by which prospective customers and 
fellow service technicians (possibly 
future employers) judge your com- 
petence. 

You should be familiar with the 
points of good installation practice 
described in this article if you are 
furnishing good installations. If not, 
this review should prove helpful. 

1. Anchor the ?mist properly. Don't 
use haphazard mounting straps or 
clamps which rust or stretch. Use 
pipe clamps or bracket mounts if the 
antenna mast is to be installed on a 
wood, stone, or brick wall, or mounted 
on one side of the house. Use special 
chimney straps if the chimney is to be 
used for support. 

2. Use guy wires. These are import- 
ant from the standpoint of safety and 
rigidity. Storms is New York and 
other TV areas have shown the im- 
portance of proper guying. Use guy - 
wires in all cases where the mast ex- 
tends more than 5 to 8 feet above the 
chimney or other support. Three guy 
wires are recommended for masts 10 
to 15 high; six for masts 15 to 25 feet 
high, and nine or more guys for great- 
er heights. 

Where high winds are encountered, 
it is best to use a self -supporting or 
guyed tower instead of the usual hol- 
low mast. The cost is greater but the 
initial investment will guarantee 
your customer far greater protection 
against collapse and possible damage 
during storms or high winds. 

For the guy wires, use No. 6 or No. 
8 stranded steel wires (or solid gal- 
vanized clothesline). Break the wires 
at odd lengths and insert strain in- 
sulators to prevent reflections or in- 
teraction with the antenna. (If seri- 
ous ghosts result from some odd com- 
bination of guy lengths, try the small 
plastic- covered clothesline for guying. 

This particular type is waterproof, will 
give in high winds without undue 
stretching, and is sufficiently strong 
for most 10- to 15 -foot masts.) 

3. Use solid anchor points for the 
guy wires. Ordinary screw -type an- 
chors with a hook or eye in one end 
are satisfactory if the wood beams, 
rafters, etc. are solid. For anchoring 
to brick or concrete walls, use wing - 
type bolts or special expansion plugs. 
Space the anchors evenly around the 
mast if possible (about 120 degrees 
apart) so the mast will have equal 
support from all directions. Make sure 
the anchors are bolted or screwed 
securely to the supporting surfaces. 

The Down Lead 
4. Use ring lugs. These lugs clamp 

on to the lead -in for connecting to the 
antenna terminals. They insure good 
electrical contact and take some of the 
strain off the leads. Wrapping the 
bared wires around the antenna ter- 
minal screws may cause a weak signal 
later when the terminals become loose 
or the wires corrode and cause poor 
contact. 

5. Secure the lead -in. Whether the 
transmission line is twin -lead or coax- 
ial, use a stand -off insulator every 4 
feet or so to keep the lead -in taut and 
to prevent its swaying in the wind. 
Crimp the outer ring of the insulator 
just enough to provide firm, positive 
contact. Excessive pressure does not 
improve the grip and may result in 
damage to the wire or insulation. Al- 
low enough slack between the antenna 
and the first stand -off insulator to al- 
low for wind movement or for the full 
rotation of the electric rotator if one 
is used. 

Rotator control wires should be run 
at least 2 or 3 feet away from un- 
shielded twin -lead, all the way to the 
receiver. Ghosts or a smeared picture 
will result if these wires are too close 
together. The same applies if more 
than one lead -in line is used. 

Note: It is not necessary to mount 
the rotator control wires on insula- 
tors. Insulated staples are satisfactory 
as long as the wires are not damaged 
nor the insulation punctured. 

6. Keep twin -lead away from metal. 
Drain pipes, down -spouts, roof flash- 
ing, gutters, sheeting, vent pipes, 
metal conduit, electrical or telephone 
wiring, etc. will greatly attenuate the 
signal and may introduce serious re- 
flections. Protect the line at roof edges 
with stand -off insulators, leaving just 
enough slack to keep the line from 
rubbing against the roof or other ob- 
jects. Do not tape unshielded lead -in 
to the mast or other metal object, and 
avoid running it near or inside con- 
duit. A wet lead -in touching or taped 
to a grounded water pipe will amount 
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TV INSTALLATIONS? 
By JOHN B. LEDBETTER 

Are your TV antenna installations getting sloppy? 

Check the methods you are now using against this 

brief review of good TV installation procedures. 

almost to a short- circuit of the signal, 
especially at the higher frequencies. 

7. P rot e c t twin -lead front the 
weather. Don't run twin -lead for long 
lengths horizontally if you can help it. 
This can spoil reception in rainy or 
winter weather by allowing rain. snow, 
or ice to collect on a large part of the 
lead -in. Run the wire under the eaves 
or straight down as much as possible 
so that a minimum area will be ex- 
posed to the elements. 

Note: Where the antenna mast is 
mounted on an unused chimney, run 
the lead -in down through the inside. 
This w'Il provide the shortest possible 
run aml give best weather protection. 
Use stt nd -off insulators on the chim- 
ney to relieve strain on the line. Run 
the le: .d -in into the basement and 
bring is up through the floor to the 
receive , or bring the lead -in out 
througi the fireplace if this is more 
convenient. 

If the chimney is actire. run the 
lead -in down the outside as usual and 
install a metal baffle plate on the 
chimney' to keep soot from collecting 
on the antenna terminals and insula- 
tor. A heavy collection of soot will 
short -cicuit the antenna insulator in 
damp or rainy weather. See a tin- 
smith, furnace dealer, or hardware 
store for th? baffle. 

8. Use a good ground. For adequate 
protection against lightning and elec- 
trical storms, run a ground wire from 
the antenna mast to a cold -water pipe 
or a 3 -foot rod driven into the ground. 
No. 14 copper wire is adequate in most 
cases, but No. 6 is recommended for 
tall masts or where exceptionally long 
lengths of ground lead are used. Be 
sure the connections at all points are 
clean and tight. The ground wire can 
be stapled to one corner of the house 
and painted. 

9. Use a lightning arrestor with 
twin -lead. Electrical codes in most 
cities require an approved -type light- 
ning arrestor with twin -lead (none is 
required with coaxial lead -in if the 
shield is properly grounded). Connect 
the arrestor at the point where the 
lead -in enters the house, and he sure 
its ground strap or terminal is con- 
nected firmly to the regular ground 
wire. If the lead -in is run inside the 
chimney, install the arrestor at the 
closest convenient point to the receiver 
and run a No. 14 wire to the nearest 
cold -water pipe, gas pipe, electrical 
conduit (if properly grounded), or to 
December, 1954 

an outside ground. If more than one 
lead -in is used, install a separate ar- 
restor for each line. Always clamp 
or bolt the ground rod connections, 
never solder. Avoid using fire escapes, 
vent pipes, or similar metal objects 
for grounds. These usually are painted 
or rusty and make very poor grounds. 

10. Check reception before securing 
lead -in permanently. With the lead -in 
temporarily connected to the receiver 
and antenna. check for ghosts, inter- 
ference, and picture quality. Ghosts 
may be caused by reflections from a 
metal roof, large metal pipes, hidden 
electrical wiring, etc. Passing auto- 
mobiles, trolley buses. or electrical 
equipment in the neighborhood may 
introduce serious interference. If the 
picture is good, install the lead -in 
permanently. 

11. Check the antenna's safety fea- 
tures. Be sure it is rigidly mounted 
and that all precautions have been 
taken to prevent its damaging the roof 
or falling across electric power lines. 
If electric lines pass overhead, it is 
better to reroute the lead -in to avoid 
possible contact in case one of the 
power lines should break and fall. 

Note: When installing or adjusting 
the antenna, do not use a metal ladder 
if power lines of any sort are near. Ac- 
cidental contact with a metal ladder 
usually is fatal! Use a dry, wooden 
ladder to be safe. 

Special Considerations 
12. Installing on flat roofs, sun 

porches, etc. If you do not use a reg- 
ular commercial base mount be sure 
the mounting base is strong enough 
to keep the bottom end of the mast 
from twisting during high winds or 
rainstorms. Use a block of wood un- 
der the mast to prevent damage to the 
roof. If mounting holes have to be 
made in the roof, cover these with 
pitch or caulking compound to keep 
out rain and snow. Do the same to 
all mounting -screw heads and around 
the mounting base edges. 

13. Mounting on slate roofs. A chim- 
ney mount is the most practical in this 
case, If you must walk on the slate 
to reach the chimney, use a wooden 
ladder as a catwalk to prevent dam- 
aging the roof. 

Although all the preceding points 
are essential to every antenna instal- 
lation, it is surprising how many are 
neglected -or forgotten. Can your in- 
stallations pass the test? 30- 
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By ABRAHAM B. COHEN 
University Loudspeakers, Inc. 

The cabinet to house the speaker or speakers of your 

choice must be selected carefully if maximum pleasure 

is to be derived from your high -fidelity equipment. 

LAST month the author discussed the 
criteria involved in the selection 
of speakers for high- fidelity audio 

systems ( "Choosing Your Hi -Fi Loud- 
speaker"). We will now consider the 
important factors governing the choice 
of suitable speaker enclosures. 

It is probable that there is just as 
much uncertainty in the minds of lay- 
men regarding the selection of an en- 
closure as there is in choosing a loud- 
speaker. The choice of a speaker often 
dictates the type of enclosure, and, 
conversely, the type of enclosure 
needed will often limit the type of 
speaker which can be accommodated. 

Having examined the various types 
of speakers in last month's article, we 
can now consider what types of cabi- 
nets can be used with specific speakers. 

There are two general types of cabi- 
nets. Like speakers, they are the di- 
rect- radiator type and the horn type. 
These types are depicted functionally 
in Fig. 1. The direct- radiator category 
includes bass -reflex cabinets and all 
the variations of this basic design. It 
is, essentially, a resonant device and 
usually has to be tuned to the particu- 
lar speaker with which it is to be used. 
The horn type of cabinet is anti -reso- 
nant and, while it does not need to be 
tuned, it does have to provide the 
proper loading on the speaker dia- 
phragm by proportioning the expan- 
sion of the horn and its throat area 
and rear chamber to the particular 
speaker to be used. 

A good horn -type cabinet is more 
difficult to design and build than a 

Fig. 1. Two methods of mounting a speaker within a "box" to give the effect of a direct 
radiator or a compression -type horn-loaded system. See text for advantages of each. 

CONE SPEAKER AS 
DIRECT RADIATOR 

IAi 

CONE SPEAKER AS COMPRESSION 
TYPE HORN LOADED SYSTEM 

(BI 
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direct -radiator type. This is just one 
reason for the ready acceptance of the 
bass -reflex type -its simplicity and 
economy. The principal reason for its 
popularity, however, is the compati- 
bility of this type of cabinet with any 
type of speaker or combination of 
speakers. As the name "direct radia- 
tor" implies, the speaker, when 
mounted in the cabinet, looks directly 
out at its audience. This is important 
if one is planning an integrated two - 
or three -way speaker unit. When such 
a speaker is mounted in the cabinet. 
there is no obstruction between the 
tweeter and the ear, as pointed out last 
month. Life is almost as simple when 
using a bass -reflex cabinet for a two - 
or three -way system composed of sep- 
arate units. The woofer can be mount- 
ed in the cut -out provided for it and 
the tweeter may be mounted wher- 
ever convenient by providing the prop- 
er opening for it on top of the cabinet. 

A true horn -type cabinet, suitable 
for the living room, does not lend itself 
to a coaxial type speaker. In the con- 
struction of the horn it is usually 
necessary to fold it up at least once in 
order to squeeze it into a reasonable 
physical volume. The throat of the 
horn usually gets tucked away within 
the cabinetry and out of direct line 
with the ear, as can be seen from Fig. 
1B. If the coaxial type of speaker is 
mounted at the throat of the horn, 
the tweeter would be forced to radiate 
into the base of the horn and all of its 
crispness and clarity is sacrificed. For 
this reason the tweeter must radiate 
in an unobstructed path to the ear. 

If one wishes to use the horn -type 
of enclosure, it would be necessary to 
select separate, independent, and 
matched loudspeaker units, as shown 
in Fig. 2. If you want a single inte- 
grated unit, then you must stick with 
the direct -radiator type of cabinet. 

Forgetting the matter of being able 
to select the specific components of a 
three -way system as against accepting 
the integrated package deal, is there 
any other advantage of one system 
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over the other? The answer is "yes." 
There is a psycho -acoustical advantage 
to a three -way system made up of sep- 
arate units -it is possible to achieve 
greater spatial effects which tend to 
give added realism to the music. If 
a triaxial speaker is used in a direct - 
radiator cabinet, as in Fig. 1A, the 
sound source of all three speakers 
would then radiate from a single 
point. In the case of the three - 
way horn system, the sources of 
sound are separated by the differences 
in the lengths of the horns involved so 
that there is a feeling of physical sep- 
aration. Moreover, the speakers are 
separated by the width of the cabinet, 
adding further to the illusion of acous- 
tic depth. 

There are horn variations on the 
direct -radiator baffle theme and, like- 
wise, there are direct- radiator varia- 
tions on the horn theme -and there is 
a large area of overlap between the 
two. One excellent version of a bass - 
reflex cabinet (Fig. 1A) has its port 
horn loaded which means that radia- 
tion from the port is given an addi- 
tional boost by coupling to the horn. 
This enables it to radiate more effi- 
ciently. 

In addition, there are totally "rear - 
of- speaker" horn -loaded cabinets in 
which the back of the speaker looks 
into a folded horn but the front of the 
speaker looks directly into the listen- 
ing area. Such a cabinet is compatible 
with any combination of loudspeaker 
components. 

With the horn family of cabinets 
there are several subdivisions which 
must be understood in order to facili- 
tate the intelligent selection of com- 
ponents. The prevalent horn design is 
one that uses the corner of the room 
as a part of the horn, as an extension 
of the horn, if you will. Some of these 
models use the actual walls. of the 
room to complete the horn while other 
corner models have their own integral 
side walls and do not depend upon the 
room walls. In some instances the 
corner in which you wish to place the 
cabinet may have heavy, absorbent 
drapes or other acoustical treatment 
which will deteriorate the action of the 
horn. In this case, the corner enclosure 
is made independent of the room - 
corner acoustics by building into it its 
own "corner wall." Such a complete 
horn, independent of the room walls, 
is shown in Fig. 2, along with the 

h- 

a 
I- 
D 
O 

matched components designed to be 
used with it. 

Another version of the corner -type 
cabinet has been dubbed the "corner - 
less corner horn" because it is shaped 
in such a way that it will fit into a 
corner or can be placed against a flat 
wall. These cabinets are made in both 
the horn -loaded and direct -radiator 
types. 

The size of the enclosure selected 
will, of course, be governed by the 
speaker or speakers to be used in it. 
It will be found that the speaker cabi- 
nets now on the market are adaptable 
to a wide range of component sizes. 
There are midget enclosures for 8" 
speakers, medium sized cabinets to 
house 12" speakers, and extended sizes 
for larger installations -all of which 
are available in either direct- radiator 
or horn varieties. Selection of the cabi- 
net will be rather straightforward if 
we keep in mind that, generally speak- 
ing, the larger the components, the 
better the low- frequency response and 
the more speaker components, the 
cleaner the system. Choose your ac- 
ceptable cabinet size and choose your 
system for it- unitized into parts or 
integrated into one -and your choice 
will automatically be narrowed to one 
or two cabinets. 

Now that the speakers are in the 
cabinet of your choice, there is one 
last detail in the auditory chain that 
should be covered -the listening room 
itself. The best spot for a loudspeaker 
enclosure is the corner of the room. 
The corner tends to reinforce the ac- 
tion of the cabinet just as an orches- 
tral shell reinforces the sound from 
an orchestra. Even a rectangular cabi- 

CORNER POSITION 

THE HIGHS RADIATED OVER 
THIS ANGLE COVER THE 
ENTIRE ROOM 

FROM THIS POSITION / 
THE HIGHS ONLY 
PARTLY COVER 

\ THE ROOM / 

\ / 
CENTER WALL 

POSITION 

Fig. 3. Corner placement of an enclosure 
gives better low- frequency reproduction be- 
cause the corner acts as a horn coupled to 
the speaker. A corner also provides better 
high -frequency coverage since the tweeter 
in this position "sees" all parts of room. 

net may have its performance im- 
proved when placed in a corner. Not 
only will the low frequencies be great- 
ly enhanced but the high frequencies 
will cover more floor area of the room 
when projected from a corner than 
when emanating from a cabinet placed 
against a flat wall. Fig. 3. 

The room insulation will greatly af- 
fect the quality of the reproduced 
sound. A room without any absorptive 
surfaces will make the reproduction 
too reverberant and destroy the crisp- 
ness and separation of the various 
notes. The lower notes will continue 
to roll around the room long after they 
have issued from the speaker and will 
tend to mask the following notes. In 
a completely untreated room, standing 
waves may be set up at certain fre- 
quencies, giving "hot spots" of energy 

(Continued on page 120) 

Fig. 2. Matched speakers are a "must" in a 
horn -typo of enclosure, as explained in text. 

WOOFER MID -RANGE 
UNIT UNIT 

LOWER CROSS- 
OVER POINT 
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LOWS 
December. 1954 
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All - PURPOSE ENCLOSURE 

loudspeakers in the "Fold -a -flex" enclosure and a 

FOR 12" SYSTEMS 

Part 2. Performance of some popular high-fidelity By OLIVER READ 
Editor and Asst. Publisher 

RADIO 6 TELEVISION NEWS 

description of a new, unique comparator technique. 

TIIE enclosure for loudspeakers has 
a definite effect upon the reproduc- 
tion that can be obtained from vari- 

ous systems. The damping effect on a 
moving cone of a loudspeaker has a 
direct control over the impedance 
characteristics of the voice coil. The 
amount of damping required will de- 
pend upon the behavior of a given 
loudspeaker mounted in its enclosure. 
The loading effect produced by a par- 
ticular enclosure design can and does 
act as an acoustical brake to the 
piston -like excursion of a cone in the 
low frequency range. Horn type en- 
closures provide this loading advan- 
tage. 

These are but two of the factors 
influencing the behavior of a loud- 
speaker. The leading manufacturers 

of hi -fi speakers have recognized the 
importance of the enclosure and have 
designed cabinets to meet the require- 
ments of their own loudspeakers. Such 
compatibility has resulted in some 
very fine systems and has greatly sim- 
plified the problem of choice for the 
consumer. 

The audio enthusiast, technician, and 
the serious student, to a great extent, 
like to build their own enclosures and 
to study the behavior of several loud- 
speakers before deciding which is best 
for their listening pleasure. The all - 
purpose enclosure, described last 
month, was a direct result of this 
search for a "guinea pig" cabinet that 
could meet the demands for checking 
the performance of any loudspeaker 
contained in but one assembly -but 

Fig. 1. Five distinct speaker combinations are switch.selected for demonstration 
purposes or for the study of loudspeaker behavior under various conditions. 
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MALLORY 1335L 6 SECTION SWITCH (1 SECTION NOT USED/ 

I- 1 WAY SYSTEM (MECHANICAL CROSSOVER AT 2500 CPS) 
2- 2 WAY SYSTEM 1800 CPS CROSSOVER) 
3- 3 WAY SYSTEM (800 8 3500 CPS CROSSOVER) - COAXIAL 6 TWEETER 12500 a 3500 CPS CROSSOVER/ 
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having the essential characteristics of 
the most popular enclosures: folded 
horn, infinite baffle, and bass reflex. 
The "Fold -a -flex" loudspeaker enclo- 
sure' was the result. A single cabinet 
instead of three provided the neces- 
sary housing for the experiments. 

Frequency response measurements 
were made under "free field" condi- 
tions in an outdoor area free from 
reflective surfaces. The setup included 
two calibrated microphones; a dynamic 
IE -V 655) and a crystal (Shure 98- 
99). The low impedance 655 was cou- 
pled through a high -quality broadcast 
transformer to match the 1 megohm 
input of the a.c. vacuum -tube volt- 
meter. Because the 98 -99 crystal is 
designed to feed a load of at least 20 
megohms it is necessary to use either 
a correction factor or to modify the 
circuitry. We chose the latter so that 
direct readings would result in plotting 
the curves. The 98 -99 microphone has 
an internal capacitance of 1000 µpfd. 
and the cable adds another 200 µpfd. 
The total then becomes 1200 µµEd. The 
microphone acts as a Thevenin genera- 
tor with a constant voltage propor- 
tional to the sound pressure and a 
capacitance of 1200 µµtd. connected in 
series. 

Our trusty Shure "Reactance Slide 
Rule" shows that a 1 megohm load is 
equal to the capacitive reactance of 
1200 µpfd. at 130 cycles. The response 
of the v.t.v.m. will then be down 3 db 
at 130 cycles and will continue drop- 
ping at the rate of 6 db per octave 
below 130 cycles. Measurements were 
wanted down to 30 cycles. It was 
necessary then to connect a capacitor 
of 3000 µpfd. across the microphone. 
This causes a 10 db drop in the out- 
put of the microphone but it has the 
advantage of eliminating a correction 
factor. The result is an essentially flat 
output down to 30 cycles. 

Spacing between the microphone and 
the front of the enclosure was main- 
tained at 36 inches. A Heath audio 
generator (calibrated against a Hew- 
lett Packard 200 C) was used as the 
signal source feeding a Fisher 70A 
amplifier to drive the test speakers. 

The response curves, Figs. 2 to 4. 

1 Pats. l'ettdiu_ 
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show the effect of enclosure charac- 
teristics. The advantages of a tun- 
able bass reflex port are clearly shown 
in the curves. The hump (at 150 cy- 
cles) results from cabinet resonance 
produced by an infinite baffle. Tun- 
ing the port results in a reduction 
of the hump and produces two equal 
humps of lower amplitude which is 
exactly the effect wanted. The dif- 
ference can be easily distinguished 
when heard in the living room. Mea- 
surements made in a typical living 
room all show considerable improve- 
ment in bass response. When the en- 
closure is used as a folded horn, either 
on a flat wall or in a corner, even 
greater extension of the bass range is 

w enjoyed. 
Another innovation was made to 

permit demonstration of the "Fold -a- 
flex" at the New York Audio Fair in 
October. Many of our readers will re- 
member the remote control system 
devised to show the wide difference in 
the performance of single and multiple 
loudspeakers under different condi- 
tions of baffling. 

The circuit, Fig. 1, is designed for 
manual switch selection and is self - 
contained. Relays were substituted in 
our demo unit so that each function 
could be selected from across the 
room. The following components 
make up the system: A 12" triaxial 
loudspeaker with electrically inde- 
pendent tweeter, a mid -range horn, a 
small tweeter, a crossover network 
(800 cycles) and another at 3500 cy- 
cles. The two networks should have 
a common built -in connection between 
input and output. The switch is a 6- 
section (1 not used), 5- position rotary 
type. 

Our demo unit contained an Electro- 
Voice 12TRX triaxial, a T25 driver, 
and 8HD horn and the Jensen RP302. 
The crossover networks are E -V X -8 -1 
and X -36 -1. Level controls permit 
setting the mid -range horn and the 
tweeter to best balanced listening. The 
following are the functions available 
as selected by the switch: 

Position (1) : 1 -way wide -range sys- 
tem. Here, the audio feeds directly to 
the voice coil of the 12" duo -cone. Its 
built -in mechanical crossover at 2500 
cycles affords extended single cone 
coverage. 

Position (2) : A 2 -way system. This 
shows the effect of adding a high -fre- 
quency horn to existing 1 -way systems. 
Audio feeds to the 800 -cycle network 
and utilizes the 12" cone as the woofer 
(800 cycles and below) and the horn 
for 800 cycles to the h.f. limits of the 
horn. 

Position (3) : A 3 -way system com- 
prising low frequency woofer, mid- 
range horn (800 -3500 cycles) and u.h.f. 
tweeter (3500 -15,000 cycles). 

Position (4) : Coaxial (2500 -cycle 
mechanical crossover) and tweeter 
(3500 cycles). This demonstrates the 
effect of adding a tweeter to existing 
coaxial speaker systems. 

Position (5) : Triaxial. Showing the 
advantages of single point- source 

(Continued on page 157) 
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A SEMI -AUTOMATIC TUBE CHECKER 
Fig. L Top view of tube checker. Merely 
insert tube in its proper socket. make 
one setting on the input control. and then 
ead the meter to determine tube condition. 

By 

PHIL WEISS 

Here's an extra tube checker for your home service 

calls that is easy to build and easier to operate. 

IT IS a good idea for a TV service 
technician to check all the amplifier 
tubes in every set with a tube check- 

er. From the customer's viewpoint, 
the set will give better performance 
if all the weak tubes are replaced, and 
it is usually cheaper to replace a weak 
tube than to wait until it goes out and 
have to pay an additional service 
charge. From the service technician's 
viewpoint there are many advantages: 

1. It is faster and surer to spot some 

kinds of tube defects with a tube 
checker, than by substitution - 
especially when more than one 
tube is bad. 

2. The number of callbacks is great- 
ly reduced when all weak tubes 
are replaced. 

3. Many more tubes are sold, espe- 
cially in older sets. 

4. The tube checker has great pres 
tige value in the eyes of the cus- 
tomer. 

RS 

FILAMENT 
SELECTOR 

6v 

NrJ megohrn, V2 w. res. 
R, -8 ohm pot 
Rs, Rr-30 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R,- 22 ohm. 1 w. res. 
Rs -200 ohm, 2 w. res. 
Rs -2000 ohm, 5 w. res. 
R1-4000 ohm. 10 w. wirewound res. 

R. -1 S0 ohm. 2 w. res. 
Rio-5 ohm, 1 w. res. 
Cs. Ct, Cs- 20/20/20 pfd., 150 r. elec. ca 

perisor 
Ts -Fil. trans., 12.6 r. r.t. @ 1.5 amps. (Triad 

Fig. 2. Schematic 
diagram of the 
tube checker. La- 
beled points re. 
ter to Table 1, 

r -23)( o equsr, f_ Intrrstage trans.. 1:3 ratio (Triad A -31X 
or equis.) 

Rect. t. Reu. s, Rect. s, Recs. s -Full -ware bridge 
instrument rectifier (Conant Type AI o 
equiv.) 

Rect. s -100 ma. selenium reu. (Federal 1004, 
S,- D.p.d.s. slide switch 
Se- D.p.s.t. slide switch 
Ss- S.p.d.e. spring -return, normally closed. 

tary switch (Centralab 1463) 
I -0 -1 ma. d.c. milliammeter 
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Some important disadvantages to us- 
ing a tube checker in the home are 
that many tube defects cannot be found 
with a tube checker, such as high volt- 
age breakdown; it takes a long time 
to look up each tube in a chart, and to 
manipulate all the switches; it is ex- 
pensive to provide each service techni- 
cian with a tube checker; and com- 
mercial tube checkers are easily dam- 
aged when constantly carried about. 
Also the switches give trouble when 
used constantly. 

The tube checker described in this 
article and shown in Fig. 1, was built 
to minimize these disadvantages. It 
does not attempt to check all tube 
types, but only about 100 of the most 
common tubes found in TV sets. This 
list can be enlarged or reduced, accord- 
ing to the individual preference of the 
constructor. The list does not include 
any of the power tubes, such as 6BG6 
or 6W4, since the condition of these 
t ubes is usually apparent from observ- 
ing the performance of the TV set. 

Each tube type goes into a socket 
according to its pin connections. For 
example: all 7 -pin pentodes like the 
6AG5 go into one socket, all 9 -pin tri- 
odes like the 12AU7 into one socket, 
and so on. There are 15 sockets in all. 
They are wired in parallel by wires, 
so that when any tube is plugged into 
its proper socket it operates under the 
correct conditions for that type. An 
n -c. signal, adjustable from 0 to 10 
units, is fed into the grid of the tube 
under test, and the a.c. output of the 
plate is read on a meter. The instru- 

(Continued on page 114) 
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Top chassis view of the home -built SSB 
audio test oscillator. It is very compact. 

SINGLE- SIDEBAND 

AUDIO TEST 

OSCILLATOR 

" ó 
Os 

I* 
_ 

ú 

SINGLE- SIDEBAND transmission 
needs a series of new gadgets to 
test SSB exciters. The following is 

an oscillator to use in place of the 
microphone. This makes a convenient 
way to tune up -just throw the switch 
and you have a tone with which you 
can monitor the transmitter on the 
oscilloscope. This oscillator is especial- 
ly useful when used with the l0A or 
20A SSB exciter and does not tie up 
any of your regular test equipment. It 
can also be used with any SSB exciter 
having a commercial 90 degree phase 
shift network. 

Fig. 2 is the response of the average 
commercial 90 degree phase shift net- 
work used in an SSB exciter for a 
band of frequencies 200 cycles to 3000 
cycles. It is possible to have one point 
in that range exactly 90 degrees. This 
point falls about 1225 cycles and can 
be used for alignment purposes. Some 
networks may be up or down a bit. 

Fig. 1 is a Franklin oscillator with 
three fixed frequencies of 1200, 1225, 
and 1250 cycles which would cover any 
network which might be off slightly. It 
is necessary that the oscillator have 
low output, not over .075 volt r.tn.s, to 
properly balance the SSB exciter and 
avoid distortion. Another reason for 
this small auxiliary oscillator is that 
the regular oscillators with a dial are 
hard to set exactly on 1225 cps be- 
cause they are not calibrated this 
close. It is also hard to find the same 
dial setting each time you want to 
tune up. 

The values given in the schematic 
were measured on a GR bridge and if 
followed will give the previously -men 
tioned frequencies exactly as meas 
tired on a Berkeley counter. Parallel 
ing small silver mica capacitors to ob 
tain this value will be close enough to 

(Continued on page 116) 
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By 

EDMUND H. MARRINER 

Compact test unit to he used 
with SSB exciters having 90 
degree phase -shift networks. 

Ri -I mcgohm, 1/2 w. res. R- 15,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
Rs- 120.000 ohm, V2 W. res. 
Rs- 150,000 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R:. -1000 ohm pot 
R8-250 ohm, I w. res. 
R; R..4.-1000 ohm, 1 w. res. 
C, -.0021 atilt!. mica capacitor (see test) 
C-- -.0016 661d. mica capacitor (sec test) 
Cs -.0011 pp)d. mica capacitor (see test) 
Cs -.O1 p)d., mica capacitor 
Cs-.05 dd., 200 v. capacitor 
Cs-.03 pJd., 200 v. capacitor 

Ce -8 pH., 200 v. elec. capacitor 
Recs. 1-40 ma. selenium rectifier 
L1-1.47 hy. toroidal coil (W. E. or Hycor, see 

test) 
T5 -117 v., 40 ma. ,cans. (TV booster type) 

with 6.3 s.. 1 amp. winding 
J,, J,, J,, -4 irr,,pI,or,e lack 
S, -S.p. 3 -pos. rotary switch 

"ñi 1155 Er? 

-Q,kN 
., 

-4- . 

switch 
Vs --6J6 sube 
*Optional 

Fig. 1. Complete schematic and parts list covering the SSB audio test oscillator. 

Under chassis view. The toroid is visible at far right, mounted on chassis lip. 
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Fig. 1. Pictorial of the elements of 
6BN6 tube, showing beam of elec- 
trons going from cathode to anode 
through the various grids of tube. 

Sewed-of 
GATED-BEAM 

DETECTOR CIRCUITS 
By MATTHEW MANDL 

Details on the operation of the 6BN6 limiter -detector 

which is now being used in many present -day TV receivers. 

THE 6BN6 gated -beam FM detector is 
being used with increasing regulari- 
ty in modern television receivers as 

well as FM sets. This unique tube is a 
combined limiter and frequency modu- 
lation detector and at the same time re- 
quires much less signal input than the 
conventional discriminator or ratio de- 
tector type of FM demodulator. Thus, 
only one i.f. stage is required preced- 
ing the detector instead of the usual 
two or three, and the stage of audio 
voltage amplification can be dispensed 
with since the output from the gated - 
beam detector is sufficient in amplitude 
to drive the audio output amplifier tube. 

The 6BN6 gated -beam tube has an 
internal construction which concen- 
trates the electron beam into a narrow 
stream. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the 
major elements which are brought to 
the tube base consist of the anode, pin 
number 7; the quadrature electrode, 
pin number 6; the accelerator grid, pin 
number 5; the input grid, pin number 
2; plus the cathode, pin number 1, as 
well as the usual heater terminals. 

The tube is so constructed that if 
either the input or quadrature grid has 
a fixed potential, plate current will not 
increase beyond a certain value, no 
matter how positive the other grid is 
made. If either grid is negative 
enough, plate current will be cut off, re- 
gardless of the potential on the other 
grid. Plate current cannot flow unless 
both grids are above cut -off, and a 
variation in plate current with grid po- 
tential is limited in both directions, 
particularly in the case of the input 
grid. 
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The quadrature grid (pin 6) incor- 
porates a resonant circuit tuned to the 
i.f. frequency. This quadrature grid is 
coupled to the input grid ria the space 
charge within the tube. When elec- 
trons approach the quadrature grid, 
they repel electrons in the grid wires. 
Thus, by electrostatic induction, energy 
is coupled to the resonant quadrature 
circuit. Such induced energy, however, 
must reach a maximum value before 
the interchange of energy can occur 
between the condenser and inductor of 
the resonant circuit (flywheel effect). 
Hence, a 90- degree phase difference ex- 
ists between the signal voltage at the 
input grid with respect to the quadra- 
ture grid voltage. The potentials which 
exist at the input grid and the quadra- 
ture grid are shown in Fig. 3A. 

The 90- degree phase difference be- 
tween the two signals permits the tube 
to conduct only during the time when 
both signals are above the zero refer- 
ence line as shown. Thus, the average 
tube conduction is a fixed value when 
the signal which is applied to the gated - 
beam tube is an unmodulated carrier 
(the i.f. frequency of 4.5 megacycles in 
intercarrier receivers). With normal 
operating bias, an input signal of ap- 
proximately one volt or more causes 
plate current to reach saturation im- 
mediately and the tube conduction in- 
terval shown in Fig. 3A occurs. Thus, 
a square wave of beam current is gen- 
erated and the input grid of the tube 
acts as a limiter, since an increase in 
signal amplitude, as represented by 
static, does not cause an increase in 
plate current flow. 

When the incoming signal is frequen- 
cy modulated. the change of input fre- 
quency causes a phase displacement be- 
tween the voltage at the quadrature 
grid with respect to that at the limiter 
grid. This comes about because the 
quadrature resonant circuit is still 
tuned to the center frequency and for a 
shift of the applied frequency the in- 
ductive reactance of the coil no longer 
equals the capacitive reactance of the 
condenser. The voltage at the quad- 
rature grid will, therefore, assume a 
different phase relationship with re- 
spect to the signal at the input grid. 
This is shown in Figs. 3B and 3C. Thus, 
if the i.f. carrier shifts to a lower fre- 
quency, the inductive reactance of the 
resonant circuit becomes less than the 
capacitive reactance. When the induc- 
tive reactance is lower than the capaci- 
tive reactance, the circuit is predomi- 
nately inductive since this component 
has a greater shunting effect on the 
signal. Voltage leads in an inductive 
circuit and, thus, the quadrature grid 
voltage becomes less than 90 degrees 
out -of -phase with respect to the input 
grid voltage. This is shown in Fig. 3B, 
and the result is that tube conduction 
is increased in duration. 

When the carrier frequency shifts 
higher, the resonant circuit becomes 
predominately capacitive (lower capac- 
itive reactance than the inductive reac- 
tance). Since voltage lags in a capaci- 
tive circuit, the quadrature grid 
potential is caused to lag more than the 
90 degrees, as shown in Fig. 3C. Thus 
the duration of plate current flow de- 
creases. 

Since the i.f. carrier signal deviates 
in frequency each side of the 4.5 mega- 
cycle center frequency during frequen- 
cy modulation, the audio signal ap- 
pears in the anode circuit as a varia- 
tion of average plate current. The plate 
load resistor (the volume control) of 
Fig. 2, plus the shunting .001 pfd. con - 
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denser, form an integrating network 
which averages out the amplitudes of 
the square waves of current and thus 
produces the audio signal voltage vari- 
ations. The condenser, in effect, holds 
its charge between successive valleys 
of the square waves. 

The 470 -ohm resistor in the anode 
circuit is for feedback purposes. The 
voltage drop developed across this is 
coupled via interelectrode capacities to 
the quadrature circuit to improve the 
linearity of the detection system. 

The variable cathode resistor regu- 
lates the amount of bias applied to the 
limiter grid (about 3 volts). Since this 
potentiometer is also adjusted to mini- 
mize intercarrier buzz as well as set the 
extent of limiting, it is usually desig- 
nated as the "buzz control" in television 
receiver schematics. The "buzz con- 
trol" is regulated so that the bias per- 
mits operation on the best portion of 
the characteristic curve of the tube. 
The signal to the limiter grid may reach 
amplitudes up to 5 or 10 volts which 
normally would mean a considerable 
grid current flow. This is held to a 
minimum, however, by tube design so 
that the input circuit would not be 
damped objectionably. 

Typical Circuits 
Fig. 2 is the type circuit used in 

some Crosley TV receivers. The cou- 
pling transformer between the anode 
of the 6U8 i.f. amplifier and the lim- 
iter grid is tuned to the i.f. frequency 
(4.5 megacycles in intercarrier TV re- 
ceivers, and 10.7 megacycles for FM 
receivers). The quadrature coil is tuned 
to the same frequency as the sound 
i.f. stage. 

Sometimes a separate resonant input 
circuit is employed, as shown in Fig. 4, 
which illustrates the system used in 
many late Westinghouse receivers. The 
gated -beam circuit is similar to the 
one previously discussed except for 
slight changes in component parts. 
Here, the output of the first sound i.f. 
amplifier has a separate resonant cir- 
cuit which is slug- tuned, and the signal 
is applied to the limiter grid which has 
an additional inductance to ground. The 
service notes for this receiver designate 
a cathode voltage range from zero to 4 
volts, in contrast to the 2.6 volts desig- 
nated for the Crosley receiver in Fig. 2. 
There is also a difference with respect 
to the accelerator grid voltage as well 
as the anode potential. The Westing- 
house service notes indicate 100 volts 
as normal on pin 5 of the tube in this 
circuit while Crosley suggests 110 volts. 

The latter receiver indicates 77 volts at 
the anode pin 7, while Westinghouse 
shows a range from 35 volts to 200 
volts. 

Except for such slight variations as 
cited, most other manufacturers em- 
ploying the gated -beam tube utilize cir- 
cuits which, basically, are identical. 
This is indicated in Fig. 5 which illus- 
trates the 6BN6 stage in some Zenith 
television receivers. Here a single 6AU6 
tube precedes the sound detector and 
this 6AU6 acts as a sound limiter and 
thus performs some clipping function 
as well as amplifying the signal de- 
rived from the sound take -off coil. The 
clipping action assures a greater at- 
tenuation of amplitude modulation 
variations. 

Alignment Procedures 

Since the gated -beam circuit is rather 
simple as compared to the discrimina- 
tor types of detectors which may em- 
ploy two i.f. stages besides a limiter. 
alignment procedures are much less 
complex. 

Alignment of the gated -beam circuit 
can be accomplished by using a trans- 
mitted television signal. The signal at 
the antenna terminals of the receiver 
should be reduced sufficiently so that 
limiting action in the gated -beam tube 
is prevented. At such a level, a pro- 
nounced hissing accompanies the sound 
output. A low ohm resistor can be 
placed across the antenna terminals to 
reduce the signal input. Several should 
be tried until one is found which brings 
the signal level down sufficiently. 

When the limiting action of the 
gated -beam tube no longer prevails and 
the hiss is heard, adjustments are made 
to the sound take -off coil, the trans- 
former between the sound i.f. amplifier 
and the gated -beam detector, as well 
as the quadrature coil. The buzz con- 
trol is also adjusted in conjunction with 
the slug adjustments of the aforemen- 
tioned coils, until the cleanest sound is 
produced with a minimum of buzz. Ad- 
justments should be made until the 
sound output has good quality with 
minimum buzz, even though the out- 
put level may not be at its maximum 
for minimum buzz. If the hiss disap- 
pears during adjustments of the con- 
trols, it may be necessary to reduce the 
input signal by an additional amount 
so that the hiss may be heard during 
adjustments. 

In the absence of a station with ac- 
companying sound modulation, a sweep 
generator may be employed. This gen- 
erator should be capable of producing 

Fig. 4. Sound detector circuit used in Westinghouse TV sets. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the FM de. 
tector circuit used in the Crosley chas. 
sis 426. The 6BN6 also serves as limiter. 
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Fig. 3. Current flows through the 6BN6 
only when there is a positive bias on both 
the input and quadrature grids. The length 
of time that current flows depends on 
the phase difference between the volt- 
ages on the quadrature and input grids. 

the necessary 4.5 megacycle signal in 
frequency modulated form. This can 
be applied to the input of the video am- 
plifier in lieti of the station signal. 

Servicing Factors 

If the alignment procedures fail to 
reduce the intercarrier buzz to a satis- 
factory level, the 6BN6 tube should be 
tested or a new one tried. If a new 
tube does not help, the a.g.c. system of 
the receiver may require adjustment. 
If the a.g.c. circuit is functioning prop- 
erly, the fault may be due to improper 
tuner tracking or video i.f. alignment. 
If this has been checked without re- 
ducing buzz, the component parts asso- 
ciated with the gated -beam circuit 
should be checked and compared with 
the values given in the service notes. 
Voltages should also be tested and com- 
pared with those given. 

When parts are replaced, care should 
be exercised with respect to lead- dress. 
The leads of new resistors and con- 
densers should be trimmed to the same 
length as the original components and 
the units should be placed in approxi- 
mately the same position as the old 
parts. 

A defective bypass condenser in the 
cathode circuit of the gated -beam tube 
will upset the bias on the grid and may 
increase the intercarrier buzz level. An 
improper setting will also increase the 
distortion factor. Distortions will also 
prevail if the other bypass condensers 
become defective. ---- 

detector circuit used in Zenith TV receivers. 
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Front panel view of "Globe Scout 65." 
a bandswitching ham transmitter which 
is designed for novice ticket holders. 

THE 

"GLOBE SCOUT'S 

Details on a new transmitter which covers all bands from 

10 to 160 meters. Power is 65 watts c.w., 50 watts phone. 

THE "Globe Scout 65" transmitter is 
a general -purpose, 65 -watt c.w., 50- 
watt phone, bandswitching trans- 

mitter covering 160 meters through 10 
meters and designed for the begin- 
ning or experienced amateur or as the 
"second" transmitter for the higher 
powered group of hams. 

While designed primarily as a fixed 
transmitter, it has also been used as a 
mobile unit by amateurs and CAP 
groups, since it is merely necessary 
to pull the jumper plug on the back 
of the chassis and plug in a d.c. power 
supply. We suggest the use of a 400 
volt, 200 ma. d.c. supply. 

This transmitter has a 6146 final 
tube with a 6F6 oscillator using the 
hot cathode circuit. Complete coverage 
of 160 through 10 meters is obtained 
by use of 160 -, 80 -, and 40 -meter 
crystals. The oscillator stage is easily 
driven by a small v.f.o. (such as the 
Lysco model 382). The speech ampli- 
fier consists of a 6SJ7 and a 6C5, with 
a 6L6 as modulator in a combination 
of Heising and screen -grid modulation 
which provides ample audio power to 
fully modulate the final. 

A high -impedance microphone input 
is provided. Metering is done in the 
final grid and final plate. A pi -net- 
work antenna tuner with "L" section 
is utilized in the output to match 
most types of antennas. The power 
supply is self -contained. 

All parts are standard with the ex- 
ception of the coils and bandswitch 
which may be purchased from the 
manufacturer. 

The oscillator and final coils may 
also be wound by the builder as fol- 
lows: Oscillator coil, LT--72 turns of 
#28 enameled wire closewound on 1" 
form with taps at 45 turns and 61 
turns. The final coil, L,, has 82 turns 
of #22 enameled wire on 1" form with 
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the first 60 turns closewound, tapped 
at 30th and 60th turn. Then wind 14 
turns on 3/4" space with tap at 14th 
turn, then 4 turns on %" space with 
tap at 4th turn, then another 4 turns 
on ái" space. 

Circuit Functions 
Oscillator: The oscillator circuit 

was primarily designed for crystal 
operation, although any v.f.o. with an 
output of 2 to 5 watts will work 
equally as well. The stage employs 
controlled regeneration allowing the 

By 

LEO I. MEYERSON. WOGFQ 
World Radio Laboratories 

use of standard 160 to 40 meter crys- 
tals and provides more than enough 
harmonic output to drive the final to 
full output. Bandswitching is incor- 
porated in this stage and the cathode 
keying is crisp and clear on all bands. 
On straight- through operation, the ex- 
citation to the final stage may be in 
excess of requirements; in this in- 
stance, the oscillator tuning control 
must be detuned slightly to reduce 
the amount of drive to the proper 
level. The oscillator stage is capacity 
coupled to the final amplifier. 

Rear view of transmitter. This particular unit is commercially available in kit form. 
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R.F. Poker Amplifier. This stage 
employs a 6146 tube operated as a class 
C amplifier. Two types of bias are ap- 
plied to this stage; one is cathode, or 
self bias, and the other is excitation 
bias. The cathode of this stage is 
keyed as is that of the oscillator. The 
final operates straight- through on all 
bands except 10 meters where doubling 
in this stage does not affect the out- 
put to any appreciable extent. Design 
of the plate circuit in the final stage 
utilizes bandswitching plus a pi -net- 
work. The pi- network allows matching 
into various antenna impedances. 

Speech and Modulator. The speech 
amplifier circuit is of conventional de- 
sign, utilizing a 6SJ7 tube. The am- 
plified speech signal is fed into a con- 
ventional 6C5 driver stage through 
the volume control. Latest components 
such as printed circuit "Couplates" are 
utilized; these refinements increase 
efficiency and ease of wiring. Capacity 
coupling is utilized between the driver 
stage and a modified Heising -type mod- 
ulator circuit. Modification of the origi- 
nal Heising circuit consists of heavily 
modulating the screen of the 6146, as 
well as the plate. Metering of either 
the final grid or final plate circuits is 
provided with a dual scale meter for 
constant monitoring of circuit opera- 
tion. 

Power Supply. The power supply 
utilizes a 5U4G tube as the rectifier. 
The voltage and current supplied are 
500 v.d.c. u 200 ma., which is ade- 
quate to power the complete trans- 
mitter. An auxiliary socket mounted 
on the rear of the transmitter pro- 
vides for external power such as would 
be required in a mobile installation. 
Power requirements for mobile opera- 
tion are 6 v.d.c. @ 4 amps. and 300 
to 500 v.d.c. 4-1 200 ma. 

General Information 
A two screw terminal strip (labeled 

"Antenna Relay ") on the rear of the 
chassis, provides a 115 v.a.c. source 
when the transmit switch is in the 
"on" position. This provides the neces- 
sary voltage for an antenna change- 
over and receiver disabling relay. 

Operation and Loading 
A good electrical ground connection 

to the chassis of the transmitter is 
essential to efficient operation and 
proper loading of the final stage. An 
antenna length of between 60 and 80 
feet. at least 15 feet clear of the 
ground, has been found to be almost 
ideal for all band operation. A folded 
dipole type antenna for any band, will 
match into the pi- section very well, 
needing no extra matching section. 

The extra coax connector labeled 
"Doublet" is used with doublets on the 
80- and 160 -meter bands, or with an- 
tennas on the higher bands (40 -10 
meters). 

Tune up procedure for the pi- section 
is simple, but care must be exercised 
so that you do not inadvertently tune 
to a harmonic of the fundamental sig- 
nal. The proper tuning point on the 
final tank is indicated by a sharp, 

December, 1954 

Rs. Rs- 47,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
Rs -120 ohm, 1/2 r res. 
Rs- 27,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R: 22 ohm, t/2 r. res. 
Rs -450 ohm, 10 w. wirewound res. 
Rs-Parasitic suppressor (Ohmite P -300) (See 

Ls) 56 ohm, I w. res. 
R.-56 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
Ro- 12,500 ohm, 10 w. wirewound res. 
Rs -.4 ohm meter shunt 
Rs -5000 ohm, 10 r res. 
R1s- 47.000 ohm, t/2 w. res. 
R1s -2.2 megohm, t/2 w. res. 
R1s -2200 ohm, t/2 w. res. 
Ris-500,000 ohm volume control with switch 

(Ss) 
Rss -1500 ohm. 1/2 w. res. 
R,,- 50,000 ohm, 10 w. 

r 
ewound res. 

Rs.- 22,000 ohm. 2 w. res. 
Rss- 20,000 ohm. s/2 w. res. 
Rss -220 ohm, 2 w. res. 
C -25 ppfd., 600 r. capacitor 
C -120 ppfd., 600 r. capacitor 
Cs. Cs, Cs, Cs, Co, Go, Cu -.005 pfd., 600 r. 

disc capacitor 
Cs -75 wild. rar. capacitor 
C,-33 ppfd. capacitor 
Csr -.001 pfd., 600 r. mica capacitor 
Cu, Cu -365 asstd. rar. capacitor 
Cis. Cis, Cu. Cr.-16 pfd., 350 V. elec. capac- 

itor 
Cs -25 pfd.. 25 r. elec. capacitor 

Cu.,. Cu, Cil. Cis-I0 pfd., 450 r. elec. capac- 
itor 

C:,. Cu -.008 pfd., 
CH,. CH -8 hy., 150 ma. choke 
£1-34G, 3 amp. jwc 
Js- Closed circuit key jack 
Je- Closed circuit mike jack 

Jr- Chassis type coax connector 
Ls -Osc. plate coil (See text) 
Li-Tapped osc. coil (See text) 
Ls- Pi- network final coil (See text) 
Lu -20 t. 860W #3016 
I.,-Wound on R: (9 turns #20 wire) 
PCs -Pentode Couplate ( Centralab PC -91) 
PCr- Triode Couplate (Centralab PC-8I) 
PL -6 r. pilot light 
PL -117 r. pilot light 
R£Ct. RFC -5 mhy., 50 ma. choke 
RFC,-2.5 mhy., 200 ma. r.f. choke 
Ss-Ss-Two-section, six -position bandswitch S- D.p.d.t. switch 
Si. S.- D.p.d.t. switch S- S.p.s.t. switch (on R,2) 
Ts-Power trans, 1000.1100 r. c.t. @ 200 ma., 

5 r. @ 3 amps.; 6.3 s'. @ 4 amps. (Chicago 
PCR -200) 

V -6£6 tube 
Vs -6146 tube 
V., -5U4G tube 
V, -6SJ7 tube 
Vs -6C5 tube 
V6-6L6 tube 

BAND OSC. TUNING FINAL PLATE TUNING 
10 3/4 to 
15 th t/4 

20 s/i yg 
40 °h 
80 V2 ys 

160 V2 3/4 

Complete schematic diagram and parts list covering the "Globe Scout 65 ". This 
transmitter is available in kit form or may be built from available components. 

clean and low dip in plate current with 
the plate tuning capacitor approxi- 
mately half meshed. When attempting 
to load with the antenna load control, 
do not operate with the loading capac- 
itor at minimum capacity as this pro- 
duces excessive reactance and will lead 
to excessive harmonic radiation. The 

loading capacitor should load gradu- 
ally but firmly from maximum capac- 
ity, and should show full load at half 
of its full capacity. Antenna trim- 
ming or lengthening is the obvious 
remedy for any faulty loading condi- 
tions. 

(Continued on page 113) 
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1954 TV RECEIVER SPECIFICATIONS 

MFR. 

z 
N 

Conclusion of the list of mechanical and electrical specifications 
on 1954 Television receivers for service technicians. 

CHASSIS 
TUBES I VIDEO I.F. 

IFREQ. MC.) 
I H.V. 

KV.) 
U.H.F. POWER SPECIAL 

VISION WATTS) FEA- 
URES TUNER I.F.' VIDEO' AUDIO SWEEP' P.S. CRT 

48A3 8AF4 8C136 1N64 GALS 6506, 604 1B3 17HP4 45.75 14 11 185 10 

6ßZ7 6Cß6 6AH6 6AU6 6C4. 654 5U4 21 YP4 

6U8 6CB6 6AV6 6SN7. 6SN7 

6V6 6W4 

48C3 6AF4 6CB6 1N64 6AL5 651.7. 6C4 153 24CP4A 45.75 16 11 185 10 

6CB6 6AH6 6AU6 6C4, 6CD6 SU4 24TP4 i6BZ7 

6U8 6CB6 6AV6 6.4N7, 6SN7 

6V6 6W4 

V2243 6BZ7 6CBC IN60 6AU6 6AL5, 6AU6 IB3GT 21YP4 45.75 16.5 Strips 225 10, 12, 

V2247 6X8 6CB6 or 6BK5 6AX4GT,6BQ6GT 5U4G 21FP4A 45.75 16.5 or 225 Audio 

V2263 6CB6 1N64 6BN6 6SN7GT, 12.AT7 51.740 21YP4 45.78 18.5 11 225 Noise 

V2273 6AU6 12AU7. 12BH7 21YP4 45.75 16.5 11 225 Control 
12BY7 

V2250 6BQ7A 

or 

6CB6 

6CB6 

1N60 

or 

6AU6 

6BK5 

6AL5, 6AS4GT 

6AU6, 6AX4GT 

IB3 

5Ú4G 

24CP4A 45.75 

24TP4A 

18.5 Strips 

or 

300 10, 12, 

Audic 

6BZ7 6CB6 1N64 6BN6 6BL7GT, 6C4 5Ú4G 11 Noise 

6X8 6AU6 6CD6G, 12AT7 Control 
12BY7 12AU7, 12AU7 

V2260 13807A 6CB6 1N64 6BKS 6AL5, 6AU6 1B3GT 17LP4 45.75 15 Strips 290 

or 6CB6 6BK5 6BN6 6AX4GT, 65060 5Ú4G 17VP4 or 

6BZ7 6CB6 12ÁU7, 12AU7 11 

6X8 12ßH7 

V2270 45.75 15 11 290 

19M20 6BK7A 6CB6 1N64 6AQ5 6AH4GT,8A070T 1B3GT 17LP4 45.75 14 Strips 185 S. 10, 

19M21 6U8 6CB6 12AX7" 6AU6 6AX4GT,61306GT 5U4 21YP4 or 12 

19M22 6CB6 12BY7 6BN6 6CS6, 6SN7GT 21YP4 11 

12AX7' 

20M20 6BK7A 

6U8 

6CB6 

6CB6 

1N64 

12AX7" 

6AU6 

6BK5 

6AH4GT,6AO7GT 

6AX4GT, 6CD6 

IB3GT 

5U4G 

21EP4A 

21EP4B 

45.75 18 Strips 

or 

250 5, 10, 

12. Video 

6CB6 12BY7 6BN6 6CS6, 6SN7GT 5U4G 11 Amplifier 

12AX7 Response 

Control 

20M21 6BK7A 6CB6 1N64 6AU6 6A07GT,6AUSGT 
or 

1B3OT 24CP4 45.75 18 Strips 275 5,10, 

6U8 6CB6 12AX7 6BK5 6AV5GT 51740 24CP4A or 12, Video 

6CB6 12BY7 6BN6 6CD6, 6CS6 51740 27EP4 11 Amplifier 

6SN7GT, 6V3A Response 

12AX7' Control 

1. Video i.f. tubes only. 2. Includes detector and a.g.c. 3. Includes sync section and a.f.c. 4. CRT 2nd anode voltage. S. Removable 
safety glass. 6. Local -fringe a.g.c. adjustment. 7. High -fidelity sound. 8. Aluminized picture tube. 9. TV- radio -phono combi- 
nation. 10. Built -in antenna. 11. 82- channel tuner. 12. Adjustable dial light. 'Part of tube is used in another section. 

If you would like us to publish a similar table listing the specifications on 1955 TV receivers, write to RADIO & TELEVISION 
NEWS, 366 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Tells us also which specifications you would like us to add to this table. 
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SERVICING PRINTED WIRING IN 
Two new TV chassis 
by Admiral, using 
printed wiring assem- 
blies for complete re- 
ceiver sections such 
as ip und. .f., etc. 

t 
i 

A,,L TV RECEIVERS 

By 

WALTER H. BUCHSBA 
Television Consultant 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 

ADMIRAL, MOTOROLA. and several 
other major TV manufacturers 
have recently begun to use printed 

wiring in certain subassemblies. Now 
a complete television receiver made up 
of printed wiring assemblies has been 
demonstrated by Walsco. As produc- 
tion techniques are further improved 
and circuitry becomes more standard- 
ized. the use of the printed wiring 
system in TV receivers will become 
even more widespread. This will re- 
quire a different approach from the 
point of view of the man who has to 
troubleshoot and repair TV sets. Re- 
pairs in printed wiring assemblies are 
somewhat different than for conven- 
tional chassis; this article shows how 
parts replacement and other chores 
can be handled without damaging the 
assembly. 

Before going into technical details, 
the terminology of this new method 
should be understood. Printed circuits, 
as used in hearing aids, vertical inte- 
grating networks, etc., involve the 
printing of capacitors, resistors, and 
coils on a ceramic base. Printed cir- 
cuit assemblies usually cannot be re- 
paired, but must be replaced entirely. 
Printed wiring. the type of assembly 
described in this article, uses stand- 
ard components, but in place of inter- 
connecting wires there is a thin pat- 
tern of copper foil, bonded to an in- 
sulating material. Either eyelets or 
holes in the insulating material filled 
with solder hold the components indi- 
vidually by their pigtails. Larger parts 
are mounted with straps, sockets, etc. 

December. 1954 

You will be seeing more and more printed wiring in 

TV sets; learn how to troubleshoot and repair them. 

A typical basic printed wiring plate 
is shown in Fig. 1. Here the paths of 
the conducting copper foil are clearly 
shown. 

Manufacture 

The most widely used method of 
making printed wiring sections starts 
out with a copper -clad laminate con- 
sisting of a sheet of Bakelite or simi- 
lar material bonded onto a thin cop- 
per foil. The desired pattern is trans- 
ferred from a drawing onto a printing 
matrix by means of photo -engraving 
methods. This master matrix then 
prints the pattern, with a special ink, 
on the copper surface. The ink used 
is an acid resisting material which 
covers the copper at those points 
where a conductor is desired. 

Next, the entire assembly is dipped 
into an acid bath which removes all 
the copper not covered with the spe- 
cial ink. After a neutralizing and 
cleaning bath the section is ready for 
assembly. In some instances the cop- 
per foil is plated before assembly 
which requires reverse printing and an 
acid which is more active on copper 
than on the plating material. 

Some printed wiring sections have 
conductors on both sides with holes 
as connections between the two sides. 
In many such instances the inside of 
the hole is plated through or else an 

eyelet is inserted. The practice of 
using eyelets at all holes results in a 
stronger joint and ultimately simplifies 
parts replacement. 

The original copper foil after print- 
ing, etching, and cleaning is often only 
about 0.001 inch thick and naturally 
very fragile. To connect resistors or 
capacitors to this very thin foil re- 
quires that at the junction point some 
mechanical anchorage be provided 
since the copper foil itself is insuffi- 
cient support. The usual practice is 
therefore to trim and bend the leads 
from the components to standard 
lengths and then insert them into the 
proper holes, bending them over the 
copper foil on the other side. The 
body of the component is then sup- 
ported by the insulating board and 
does not rest on the two pigtails. 

After all components are in place, 
the entire assembly is dip soldered. 
This process requires a special flux 
and a closely controlled temperature 
and timing cycle. In many places the 
dip soldering operation is done com- 
pletely by machine and this usually 
makes for a cheaper, more uniform 
product. During the soldering all 
holes should fill up with solder and all 
connections are made at one time. A 
cleaning bath to remove or neutralize 
the flux finishes the process. In some 
instances the residue of the flux is a 
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Fig. 1. Phenolic plate showing the copper clad portions which 
serve as wiring in white. The large holes take tube sockets. 

wax coating which is left on to pro- 
tect the printed wiring against mois- 
ture. Other manufacturers finish the 
assemblies by spraying them with a 
varnish or similar moisture resisting 
material. 

In order to fully utilize the printed 
wiring method, many special compo- 
nents were developed. Potentiometers, 
tube sockets, switches, and electrolytic 
capacitors are now available with 
terminals that mount on printed wir- 
ing and can be dip soldered. When 
such components become defective the 
exact replacement part must be used 
in most instances. This means that, 
as printed -wiring type receivers be- 
come more popular, the TV service 
shop must carry additional stocks of 
special parts. 

Troubleshooting 
At the time of writing only the 

Waisco TV chassis employs printed 
wiring throughout. Most other manu- 
facturers use the printed wiring por- 
tion only for certain subassemblies 
such as the audio section, or the i.f. 
section. The Waìsco model PC -9 chassis 
has a total of 25 tubes and is made 
up of 10 separate subassemblies, nine 
of which are of the printed wiring 
type. A rear view of the chassis is 
shown in Fig. 5, illustrating how con- 
ventional i.f. shield cans, capacitors, 
and other components are mounted on 
the printed wiring subassemblies. 

The service technician can use con- 
ventional TV troubleshooting methods 
to trace the defect in a receiver to a 
particular section and then proceed to 
find the defective component. If, for 
example, the entire i.f. section is 
mounted on one printed wiring as- 
sembly, the service technician can re- 
move the individual subassembly from 
the main chassis for further test. In 
locating the trouble spot or making 
various measurements, connections can 
usually be made to the different resis- 
tors and capacitors from the same side 
on which the components are mounted, 
simply by clipping directly to their 
leads. 

Although in some printed wiring 
systems the conductors and compo- 
nents are located on both surfaces, 
most TV receiver applications use only 
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Fig. 2. The method of repairing a break in printed wiring is 
shown here. A piece of hook -up wire is shunted across the break. 

one side for the actual wiring. Where 
conductors are found on both sides it 
is important to remember that the 
eyelets or solder -filled holes in the 
insulating material serve as connec- 
tions from one side to the other and 
usually hook circuit elements together. 

Another important aspect of printed 
wiring troubleshooting is the relative 
fragility of the assemblies. Never rest 
a chassis on a component or any por- 
tion of the printed wiring assembly. 
Even if no break occurs, the flexing of 
the insulating material may be enough 
to injure a connection or a lead. Gen- 
erally, it is good practice to service 
printed assemblies in the chassis or 
else lay them on a soft, non -abrasive 
surface. The use of pin type probes on 
the printed wiring should be avoided 
since even a slight slip of the test 
probe can break a conductor, loosen 
an eyelet, or otherwise damage the 
unit. Alligator or crocodile type clips 
should likewise not be hooked onto 
joints which could possibly peel off. 
Another thing to watch for in trou- 
bleshooting is to keep the printed wir- 
ing assembly away from soldering 
irons, infrared lamps, or other sources 
of heat. The solder used in the dip - 
soldering operation usually has a low 
melting point and excessive heat can 
do considerable damage. 

In troubleshooting for an intermit- 
tent defect in an ordinary TV receiver 
it is common practice to tap tubes and 
various parts, pull leads, and probe 
and scratch connections to find the 
intermittent. This method must be 
modified for the printed wiring as- 
sembly. Visual inspection is most help- 
ful in this instance. Where a broken 
wire could not be seen through the 
insulation or sleeving, the printed wir- 
ing assembly clearly shows all con- 
ductors, and breaks in them are easily 
spotted. Intermittent components are 
not as easily located, but there are 
certain typical troubles inherent in 
the assembly method of printed wir- 
ing. 

As mentioned previously, the pig- 
tails of the resistors and capacitors 
are trimmed and bent to their proper 
lengths either by machine or else in 
some kind of jig. Occasionally, some 
components have a weak spot in the 

leads or else are dislocated in the 
crimping jig, with the result that the 
lead tends to break intermittently at 
the bending or crimping point. Look at 
the junction of the individual leads and 
the body of the component when this 
type of intermittent is encountered. 

Another possible source of intermit - 
tents is at the holes through the base 
board. As can be seen from Fig. 1, 
the conducting ring around each hole 
may not be concentric due to slippage, 
shrinkage, or misregistration of the 
pattern and this may result in a faulty 
connecting joint. If the copper does 
not circle the hole. subsequent plating 
or dip soldering may also be weaker 
and with some added strain an inter- 
mittent joint may result. 

Intermittent tube pins are no more 
frequent in printed wiring than in an 
ordinary tube socket, but if one is 
found it is usually harder to repair. 

Repairs 

If troubleshooting requires no new 
technique, the repair of defects found 
in printed wiring assemblies is certain- 
ly different and often more time con- 
suming than for standard wired mod- 
els. For one thing, the unsoldering of 
the defective component is consider- 
ably more difficult since extreme care 
must be taken not to damage the 
assembly. The simplest way to remove 
a defective small component such as a 
resistor or pigtail -type capacitor is to 
cut its leads off near the body. Then, 
by carefully heating the joint with a 
small soldering iron, the loose pigtail 
wire is gently pushed through the hole 
and extracted at the other side. Never 
try to apply heat at the joint and pull 
the crimped end of the pigtail through. 

Large components are usually 
mounted by a strap in addition to the 
soldered terminals. A good example 
of this are electrolytic capacitors 
which have a mounting strap eyeleted 
directly to the printed assembly. After 
having clipped the leads of such a ca- 
pacitor and temporarily substituted a 
replacement, the mounting eyelet must 
be drilled out carefully before a new 
capacitor can be installed. In drilling 
out eyelets and rivets, the major dif- 
ficulty is the tendency of the eyelet 
to spin with the drill. One simple way 
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to avoid this is to rest the head of 
the eyelet or rivet on a piece of sand- 
paper and drill against that. The fric- 
tion of the head against the sandpaper 
usually prevents spinning and the drill 
then makes short work of the eyelet. 
Another quick method for removing 
rivets is to use a small grinding wheel 
attached to an electric hand drill. 
Grinding off the head and pushing the 
body of the rivet through with a cen- 
ter punch is often simpler than drilling 
a rivet out, but care must be taken 
that the grinding wheel does not slip 
and damage other parts. 

In addition to the use of rivets and 
eyelets, some large components are 
staked to the Bakelite board. This is 
usually done with metal tabs which 
fit into rectangular slots in the board 
and are staked or bent after assem- 
bly. The best method of removing this 
type of fastening is to carefully grind 
off all projecting metal until each 
tab can be withdrawn smoothly. Bend- 
ing or attempting to break these tabs 
off can result in breakage of the in- 
sulating board or, at least, damage to 
the mounting slots which will prevent 
replacement with the identical part. 
In replacing a staked lug or tab, the 
staking operation can be performed 
with a small chisel or sharpened 
screwdriver and a light tap hammer. 
Be sure to work against good support 
since otherwise the insulating board 
can be damaged. 

In replacing small components such 
as resistors and paper or ceramic 
capacitors, be sure to trim and bend 
the leads properly before actually 
mounting the part. Fig. 4A shows the 
correct method of mounting a com- 
ponent by its leads. Note that the 
body rests flush against the Bakelite 
board while the leads are bent over 
at the other side, resting against the 
copper foil. By leaving one or both 
of the pigtails loose, as in Fig. 4B, the 
weight of the component is made to 
rest effectively on the solder connec- 
tion. In time, it is possible to peel off 
the copper foil and, with the aid of 
vibration, a broken copper conductor 
may result. In printed wiring assem- 
blies which use an eyelet or a through - 
plated hole for each connection, the 
likelihood that the foil will peel off is 
decreased and the solder joints can 
support more weight. 

Another possible mistake in install- 
ing a replacement part is to tighten 
the bent -over pigtail too much. This 
creates a stress causing either the 
Bakelite to bend, the copper foil to 
tear, or else the pigtail to pull out 
of the component in time. A word 
should be said here about bending pig- 
tail leads on resistors and capacitors. 
Never bend a lead closer than %th 
inch from the body of a % -watt car- 
bon resistor. Make the minimum bend- 
ing radius larger as the wire thickness 
increases. For a 2 -watt carbon resistor, 
the pigtail should be bent at least Y4 

inch from the body. 
If the copper foil forming a con- 

ductor is broken, the best way to re- 
pair this is by shunting a piece of 

hook -up wire between the solder joints 
which the broken lead has connected. 
Fig. 2 shows how such a break is re- 
paired. In this instance the large 
metal area at the lower left is a 
ground strip and the broken conduc- 
tor was connected from the 2 -watt re- 
sistor to ground. A short length of 
hook -up wire has been connected in 
place of the broken piece. 

In many instances the eyelet or 
terminal hole is not readily accessible 
for repairs and then it is best to con- 
nect directly to the proper leads. Sol- 
dering on printed wiring is not the 
same as for ordinary wiring. Remem- 
ber, the solder used in printed assem- 
blies is not of the common rosin -core 
type; its melting temperature usually 
is much lower than the solder used for 
general service work. On some printed 
wiring assemblies, a protective coat of 
lacquer is sprayed on after dip solder- 
ing. Before heat is applied to such 
an assembly, scrape off the layer of 
lacquer carefully at the joint with a 
dull knife or file. Some assemblies 
have a wax coating which is part of 
the flux used in the dip soldering 
operation. This coating can remain, 
but will smoke and smell slightly when 
heat is applied. 

Fig. 3 shows a preferred method of 
soldering a new component into place. 
A small iron tip, rounded and without 
sharp points, is used. The soldering - 
iron tip is applied to the pigtail wire 
and never directly to the copper foil. 
Melt the solder, let it flow, and im- 
mediately withdraw the iron. Too 
much heat from a powerful iron can 
melt the low temperature solder in 
nearby holes and loosen some connec- 
tions. In general, the small soldering 
irons of the 25- to 50 -watt sizes are 
best for printed wiring repairs. Al- 
ways use some type of flux to help 
dissipate the heat from the soldering 
iron. The rosin flux from the new 
solder should be cleaned off, either 
with alcohol or else by wiping with a 
cloth while the joint is still warm. 

Fig. S. A vertical - 
chassis receiver con 
strutted entirely of 
printed wiring sub- 
assemblies. This set 
has a separate tur- 
ret tuner. remotely 
controlled, shown at 
the lower left side. 
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Fig. 3. When making repairs to a print- 
ed wiring board. support it as shown. 
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Fig. 4. The correct and incorrect 
way of mounting components on print- 
ed wiring boards. The result of us- 
ing excessively long component pig- 
tails 1or a repair is shown in (B). 

In the illustration of Fig. 3, the 
assembly rests on two blocks rather 
than on the component. Holding the 
printed assembly properly while work- 
ing on it is of great importance since 
otherwise it is very easy to damage 
parts and connections. One satisfac- 
tory and simple way is to put extra 
long tube shields on some of the tubes 
and rest the assembly on these shields. 
Another method utilizes a stiff card- 
board box, with the rim of the open 
box supporting the Bakelite board. 
More elaborate supports can be made 
by using long screws and nuts through 
the regular mounting holes and resting 
the board on these screws. 

The great advantages of using print- 
ed wiring in manufacturing make it 

'(Continued on page 155) 
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By BERT 

THE Christmas season is here again, a fact 
which occasions much rejoicing among high - 

fidelity enthusiasts. They can look forward 
to someone (or perhaps themselves) gifting 
them with a new amplifier or speaker. or 
perhaps a nice big batch of new recordings. 
They might even be the happy recipient of a 
shiny new tape recorder. Which brings up a 

point. Ever since I began to review pre- 
recorded tapes, I have had a succession of 
very sad, and sometimes very irate letters 
from tape machine owners. Someone had 
done them dirty, they moaned. Their plight? 
That old debbil equalization! Seems they 
had dug deep into their jeans for a copy of 
one of the new pre -recorded tapes, and 
instead of sweet music, they heard a dis- 
cordant club! Yes, they found out the hard 
way that there is a great deal of variance in 
the playback equalization of tape machines. 
In fact, the problem of differing equalization 
among the many makes of tape machines, is 
far more serious than was the recently re- 
solved case of phonograph records. You see, 
the engineering staffs of the various compa- 
nies who make tape recorders, have their own 
particular ideas on how a record and play- 
back head should be constructed and what 
kind of electrical circuitry is involved. There 

WHYTE 

is no standardization of equalization in the 
tape machine business. All that exists is a 
very tenuous and unenforceable clause in 
the NARTB "suggested standards" guide, 
which proposes certain standards of equaliza- 
tion. A few of the large professional manu- 
facturers adhere fairly close to these stand- 
ards, although they arrive at the results by 
different methods. The manufacturers who 
make the small non -professional tape ma- 
chines ignore these proposals and the result 
is chaos. However, it must be said that the 
engineers of these companies are not just 
being "pig- headed." They have plenty of 
valid reasons for their non -conformity to a 
single standard. Cost is a very big factor. 
Another thing is the desire for increased 
frequency response at the slower tape speeds. 
This is done to increase the sales appeal of 
a unit, and it carries with it the penalty of 
non- standard equalization. You may be very 
proud of your unit which gives you "12,000 
cycles at 7% in. per sec. ", but remember this 

treble equalization with anywhere from 
11 to 23 decibels of boost is necessary in 
some machines to achieve such high frequen- 
cies. When you play back a pre- recorded tape 
which was recorded on a professional ma 
chine utilizing Jar less boost, naturally al 

A CHRISTMAS RECORD BUYING GUIDE 
Gaite Parisienne 
Les Patineurs 

The Boston "Pops" conducted by Arthur Fiedler, RCA Victor LM1817 
Super -fi versions of these old favorites. Fiedler is a master with this sort of thing. 
Some terrific wood block, snare, and bass drum sounds in the "Gone"! 
Liszt Piano Recital 

Orazio Frugoni, pianist. Vox PL8800 
If you are looking for some wild and wooly piano in the grand old manner, this is 
for you. In the "Dante Sonata," and others, Frugoni whips up quite a pianistic storm. 
Good piano sound. 
Violin Concert 

Joseph Szigeti in works of Bach, Tartini, and Handel with Columbia Symphony 
Orchestra conducted by George Szell and Carlo Bussotti. pianist. Columbia ML4891 

Szigeti shows cH his fabulous skill and versatility in a pair of violin ccn;e:tcs with 
Szell and in a pair of sonatas with Bussotti. Music making of very high order and 
recording of more than uncommon merit. 
Paganini Recital 

Ruggiero Ricci, violinist with Louis Persinger. pianist. London LL -1005 

Sarasate Recital 
Ruggiero Ricci, violinist with Louis Persinger, pianist. London LL -962 

For those of you who like virtuoso violin playing, this is a rare treat. Ricci is one of 
he brightest young talents today and his technique and tone are amazing, especially 
::hen rerrcdured with the fabulous clarity cf this recording. 
Christmas Organ Music 

Fritz Heitmann. organist. Telefunken LGX66009 

One of the most astute masters of the organ plays Christmas hymns of Bach, Buxte- 
hude, and others. Telefunken has always had a great reputation for the quality 

f their organ recordings and this is no exception. Very clean -lined, luminous sound 
- t r. 'his in the right places. 
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that you get is a screechy caricature of the 
music. There are other variations on this 
theme with the results always the same . . . 

tapes recorded on one machine do not nec- 
essarily sound good when played back on a 
different machine. What can you do to cor- 
rect this situation? Not much, I'm afraid. 
The prospects for agreement among engi- 
neers for a standard equalization are pretty 
remote at this writing. If you own a pro- 
fessional -type unit which normally doesn't 
include an integral amplifier, you should 
have no trouble. They can thus be con- 
nected to the preamp of a hi -fi amplifier and 
judicious use of the bass and treble tone con- 
trols will give you a balanced sound. Most 
of the less expensive "home type" machines 
have an output jack for connection to an 
external speaker. While it is less easy of 
accomplishment, there is no good reason why 
an output jack could not be provided on 
these machines which would bypass the in- 
tegral amplifier and allow connection to a 
tone control preamp. As with the professional 
units, this would allow you to balance the 
music to your particular requirements. It 
is possible that this modification has been 
incorporated in some of the newer models 
which will be shown at the Audio Fairs. I 
will investigate and report to you what I 
find. If no help is forthcoming, maybe you 
can rise up in your collective might and peti- 
tion the manufacturers to get on the ball! 

Christmas is, of course, the season for 
giving as well as receiving. In addition to 
the usual reviews, I will list some recordings 
old and new, which you can use as a "gift 
guide" in buying for your friends, or for ... yourself. To all my friends everywhere 
. . a most joyous and Merry Christmas!! 

Equipment used this month: Electrosoaic 
cartridge, Fairchild arm; Components Cor- 
poration turntable; Fisher 50 -C preamp; Mc- 
Intosh 30 -watt amplifier, Jim Lancing D34001 
two -way horn speaker; Ampex 600 tape 
equipment. 

STRAUSS, RICHARD 
SALOJ1 E 

Christel Coltz, Salome; Julius Patzak, 
Herod; Margareta Kenny, Herodias; 
Hans Braun. Jok;u,aan; Anton Der - 
ta, Narrahoth. The Vienna Philhar- 
monic Orchestra conducted by Clemens 
Krauss. London LL1038/39. RI AA 
curve. Price 811.90. 

The things that happen in this age of LP! 
The echoes of Columbia's good but not out- 
standing "Salome" of a few months ago. 
have hardly died away, and here we are with 
a new edition from London. This recording 
is a bird of a different feather, however. It 
will take a formidable combination of solo- 
ists and orchestra and conductor to supplant 
this version. In fact, I doubt that few record 
companies will be foolhardy enough to under- 
take such a venture. This is not to say that 
this recording is faultless. Looking at the 
ever -all picture, there is room here and there 
for improvement. But, by and large, this is 
the most exciting "Salome" on records. This 
is a dramatic work and one that is terribly 
demanding of the participants. The singers 
must be superb vocalists; they must also be 
first rate in their acting. The orchestra must 
he completely at ease with the complex 
Strauss orchestration. yet their technical 
mastery should not make feeling and expres- 
-ion subsidiary. The conductor must main- 
tain a rigid discipline over all his forces. in 
a score which can destroy itself by its own 
unchecked momentum. Yet he must not be 
-o inflexible, so unsympathetic that the work 
loses its poetry and drama. That these im- 
possible conditions are fulfilled, almost to 
perfection, is as great a tribute to the record- 
ing as I can summon. Fate had Christel 
Goltz as the "Salome" of the first complete 

(Continued on page 102) 
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THE major part of design work and 
experimentation with speaker en- 
closures has been, and still is being 

devoted to efforts to get more bass 
output in a given space -or to retain a 
certain degree of output in a smaller 
space. Economic considerations and 
space limitations dictate that most 
speaker enclosures must be smaller 
than the ideal size. Reproduction of 
low frequencies down to, say, 40 cycles, 
at approximately constant efficiency 
over the entire range still requires a 
very large enclosure, and a rather ex- 
pensive one if furniture finish is 
specified. 

The battle to achieve more bass in 
moderately -sized speaker systems still 
goes on. At Jensen. a major program 
of examination, analysis, and evalua- 
tion of all the known principles of en- 
closure operation has been completed, 
and several new products have evolved. 

The end results of this activity have 
been most gratifying in the achieve- 
ment of the greatest total bass output 
possible at this stage of the art for 
cabinets of medium size. A new ap- 
proach retains the desirable features 
of back -loading corner operation in a 
simple enclosure structure. 

During this development program it 
was realized that small, compact horns 
are not capable of reproducing ex- 
treme low frequencies at high efficien- 
cy with smoothness. Inadequate mouth 
area produces reflections which create 
dips in the output, when the horn and 
driver are properly matched. As it 
must be assumed that this proper 
matching is part of the design, it fol- 
lows that a horn with a too small 
mouth area does not create peaks 
which might help offset the dips in 
total bass output heard, so the net 
effect is less bass. A small size horn 
enclosure gives attendant difficulties in 
development of the path length, as 
well. So compromises are necessary 
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THE "BASS ULTRAFLEX" 

ENCLOSURE _ - ,. 
- 

Fig. 1. "Ultraflex" enclosure 
with back removed to show 
the three -way system. It can 
also be used with a single - 
cone unit or two -way loud 
speaker systems. See text. 

By 

DANIEL J. PLACH 
and 

PHILIP B. WILLIAMS 
Jensen Manufacturirg Co. 

Both 15- and 12 -inch versions of this 

design are included in this article 

covering Jensen's new speaker housing. 

which to some degree nullify the the- 
oretical gains of horn -loading. Because 
of these factors, investigation was re- 
stricted to three types -total enclo- 
sures, bass reflex, and a new Jensen 
development called "Bass Ultraflex." 

It was determined that medium size 
total enclosures had these disadvan- 
tages: 

1. Resonant frequency of the speak- 
er is raised because of the added stiff- 
ness behind it. In the case of very 
large (infinite baffle) total enclosures, 
this would not happen, but even so, 
hangover in the speaker is still a prob- 
lem. The response shape is deter- 
mined largely by the damping factor 
of the entire system, including the 
speaker. Low -frequency performance 
is definitely limited when amplifiers 
of high damping factor drive speakers 
of high efficiency and high magnetic 
energy. Furthermore, the light low 
frequency loading may give excessive 
distortion at moderate or high power 
inputs. 

2. In general, the speaker resonant 
point is shifted upward even more 
when the speaker has a cone suspen- 
sion of high compliance, as with low 
resonant frequency speakers. This 
means that these speakers suffer the 
most, as they will be affected more by 

Fg. 2. Comparison of the performance of 
three differen types of speaker enclosures. 
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the enclosure -added stiffness than will 
a speaker with higher resonant fre- 
quency. Thus we are limited in how 
low the resonant point can he placed. 

3. Roll -off of the woofer below its 
resonant frequency is inherently and 
uncontrollably set at 12 db -per- octave, 
which severely limits output of the 
speaker below its resonant frequency. 
The infinite baffle is far from "pure" 
and basic as a standard of comparison. 
In many cases it is out -performed by 
moderate sized enclosures of other de- 
sign. 

Fig. 2 shows the effect of various 
sizes of total enclosure. The infinite 
baffle gives the lowest cut -off. Smaller 
enclosures produce a rise above cut -off 
which will increase the "thump" at 
that frequency. This "thump" effect 
is sometimes used commercially to 
give the impression .t1 more bass. 

Bass Reflex 

The bass reflex principle employs a 
total enclosure with a vent in the 
box. The vent uses the back wave by 
inversion to combine with the front 
radiation at the enclosure resonant 
frequency and somewhat above. With 
proper phasing and damping correla- 
tion of the speaker and its bass reflex 
enclosure, a gain may also be achieved 
below the speaker resonance fre- 
quency, as compared to an infinite baf- 
fle. The vent may be considered to 
add a mass and a parallel resistance 
shunting the compliance of the enclo- 
sure, the compliance being the cush- 
ioning effect of the surrounded air. At 
the anti -resonant frequency of this 
combination. the impedance is high 
and can add appreciably to the loud- 
speaker damping if its system relation- 
ships are properly chosen. All these 
factors are to the good. Furthermore, 
when large damping in the electrical 
and speaker systems is used. bass re- 
flex offers definite advantages in over- 
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Fig. 3. Mechanical details of the 15 -inch "Ultraflex" loudspeaker enclosure. For a 12 -inch version, use all those dimensions 
shown circled. The cut -out shown in baffle detail section (bottom right) is incorporated solely to permit the loudspeaker to be 
inserted or removed easily. Note particularly that the design, as presented. includes all mechanical details for a three - 
way speaker system. For this condition, the crossover controls are mounted on the side of the cabinet (cut -out detail 
for these controls is shown in the upper right -hand section). Should other variations be desired, that is, the use of 

only a single -cone speaker or possibly a two -way system. the front panel cut -outs that would not be required, could 
be omitted. If the ultra -high -frequency horn is not used. the crossover controls could be moved to the front panel instead 
of to the side. It is extremely important that all joints be well glued and screwed to obtain an air -tight enclosure. 
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coming the choking effect exerted by 
the amplifier upon the speaker cone 
movement at low frequencies. The in- 
creased loading makes possible re- 
duced distortion with increased sound 
pressure output as compared to the 
total enclosure or infinite baffle. 

Some comments have been made 
from time to time to the effect that 
bass reflex cabinets are "boom boxes." 
This may be true where the enclosure 
and the speaker are not properly 
matched. Matching does not neces- 
sarily mean that resonant frequencies 
are to be identical, and matching is 
not as simple a matter as once general- 
ly thought. It is possible to get hoomy 
response from bass reflex, especially 
when the system is not properly tuned 
and there is insufficient electrical and 
mechanical damping combined in the 
over -all system. In this case, an upper 
resonant mode (above speaker reso- 
nant frequency) is likely to appear, 
and to give a thumpy sound when ex- 
c'ted by a fundamental signal at its 
frequency, or when shock -excited by 
a different frequency. This condition 
seems to be the cause of the troubles 
encountered by experimenters who 
have not taken into consideration all 
the factors of operations of this type 
system. 

"Bass Ultraflex" is this company's 
improved version of the bass reflex. 
The principle is incorporated in the 
BL220 and BL250 enclosures shown 
in Fig. 4. Essentially, it consists 
of a compliant chamber behind the 
speaker, this chamber feeding into 
two rectangular tubes. These tubes 
add additional mass across the compli- 
ance of the chamber in such a manner 
as to make possible a lower Helmholtz 
resonance for the system for a given 
radiating area. This gives the designer 
an additional tool for controlling per- 
formance of the system. This all 
amounts to furnishing more bass at 
less distortion than bass reflex can 
give. The mouths of these tubes are 
placed, when the cabinet is in a cor- 
ner, practically flush with the two 
walls. This placement gives the great- 
est possible coupling and takes maxi- 
mum advantage of the "image effect" 
which increases the usefully applied 
radiation resistance, and thereby in- 
creases the efficiency. The advantages 
of the back loading feature of folded 
horns have been obtained with less 
critical matching and placement fac- 
tors. When the cabinet is placed 
against a wall, somewhat less output is 
produced than with corner operation. 

The end result is that matching be- 
comes less critical in regard to varia- 
tions to be found in different types of 
speakers, especially when the speakers 
are fairly efficient. Thus with speakers 
of moderate (27 ounce) magnet 
weights or larger, these advantages 
occur, compared even to bass reflex: 

1. With speakers of f.igher than rec- 
ommended resonant frequency, drop - 
off of the output is smaller below 
resonant frequency of the speaker. 

2. Transient response is improved 
at low frequencies. 
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Fig. 4. The Jensen BL250 15- 
inch (right) and BL220 12 -inch 
(below) back -loading cabinets. 
Details are given in the text. 

3. Distortion is reduced to negligi- 
ble levels at moderate powers. 

4. Smooth peak and dip -free re- 
sponse occurs down to 40 cycles with 
recommended 15" speakers. With 12" 
speakers response is similar, but with 
somewhat lower efficiency because of 
the smaller cone area and magnets in 
the usual 12" speakers. 

Fig. 5 shows the comparative sound 
pressure and distortion characteristics 
of a 15" woofer driven by a constant 
voltage source, as measured in an in- 
finite baffle and in the BL250 enclosure. 

Fig. 3 shows the dimensioning and 
construction of the BL250. This cabi- 
net can easily be constructed in the 
home workshop. Proper performance 
is assured by following several con- 
struction rules: 

1. Joints must be well secured and 
tight. 

Fig. 5. Sound pressure and relative distortion 
of the BL250 loudspeaker enclosure as com- 
pared to an infinite baffle. The BL250 is 
the 15' version described in the article 
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2. The sides of the tubes must 
interbraced in at least two spots. 

3. Inside dimensions should be held 
as closely as possible to those specified. 

4. There must be no air leaks 
through any cut -outs or control holes. 

5. The back must be tightly sealed, 
preferably with rubber gaskets. 

In the drawing of Fig. 3, a flexible 
arrangement of holes and blocking 
covers allows use of various combina- 
tions of woofer, mid -channel, and /or 
tweeter units with only the three front 
panel holes shown. Unused holes, 
which can include either or both of 
the top two front panel cut -outs, can 
be covered by a sub -panel. 

For a coaxial or "Triaxial" speaker, 
these would be omitted. 

The commercial version of this cabi- 
net is supplied with a sub -baffle, or 
panel, to permit the mounting of vari- 
ous types of mid -range and high -fre- 
quency horns. Details of this sub- 
baffle have been omitted since this 
flexibility would not be required by 
the home builder. The commercial 
unit was designed to be used with the 
company's RP102 2000 -cycle unit, or 
RP302 super- tweeter, and a mid - 
channel unit such as the 600 -cycle 
RP201. 

Fig. 1 illustrates the inside of the 
BL250 with a 3- channel system. 

When efficient speakers in these en- 
closures are driven by amplifiers of 
even moderately high damping factor, 
interior padding does not seem to be 
worthwhile. Under other conditions, 
padding on sides and top may be called 
for. When in doubt, apply sufficient 1" 
glass fiber insulation to cover the bot- 
tom and one cabinet side. -rap- - 
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A TRANSISTOR VIBRATION AMPLIFIER 
By LOUIS E. GARNER, JR. 

Transistorized and simplified 

version of a circuit first 

described in Jan. 1953 issue. 

TIII, extremely small power require- 
ments of transistors make it quite 
advantageous to "transistorize" port- 

able equipment wherever practicable. 
This is true not only of hearing aids 
and portable radios, but also of most 
types of portable test and measuring 
equipment. 

In an earlier article, the author de- 
scribed a small vibration -pickup ampli- 
fier built around a used hearing aid ( "A 
Vibration -Pickup Amplifier," January, 
1953, RADIO & TELEVISION News). A 
"transistorized" version of a vibration 
pickup and amplifier is shown in Fig. 1, 
together with the headphones used as 
an accessory. 

No attempt was made, in designing 
this transistorized version, to exactly 
duplicate the performance of the ear- 
lier unit. Rather, the instrument shown 
in Fig. 1 was designed for a somewhat 
different application. Where the earlier 
unit was used primarily to check for 
mechanical movements and vibrations 
in locks, this instrument is designed 
for checking sounds in heavier mechan- 
ical equipment, specifically, to aid an 
automobile mechanic in diagnosing 
troubles. Because of this, only one 
transistor is used Itwo tubes were 
used in the earlier version), and less 
gain is provided. 

Circuit Description 
The circuit used in the transistor 

vibration amplifier is quite simple and 
straightforward, as can be easily seen 
by reference to the schematic diagram 
given in Fig. 2. A conventional single - 
stage grounded -emitter amplifier cir- 
cuit is employed. 

In operation, mechanical vibrations 
picked up by the probe are converted 
into electrical signals by a piezoelec- 
tric crystal (an ordinary phono crys- 
tal cartridge). These signals are, in 
turn, applied to the primary winding 
of T.. 

A piezoelectric crystal has a high 
output impedance. The transistor am- 
plifier stage has a low input impedance. 
Hence, in order to match these two im- 
pedances to insure maximum signal 
transfer, a transformer (T,) having a 
stepdown turns ratio is employed. 

The signal appearing across the sec- 
ondary winding of T, is applied to the 
base- emitter circuit of the transistor 
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Fig. 1. Over -all view of transistorized vibration pickup and its amplifier. 

through coupling condenser C,. A fairly 
large capacity condenser is used here 
to prevent loss of signal level at medi- 
um and lower frequencies, which might 
otherwise occur due to introducing a 
comparatively high impedance in series 
with the low input impedance of the 
transistor. 

R. serves as the "base return" re- 
sistor, and, by providing a d.c. path 
between the power source and the base, 
establishes the base "bias" current. 
The value of this resistor determines 
the "bias" current flow and hence the 
operating characteristics of the stage. 

The collector current also varies 
with the size of R as collector current 
is directly proportional to base current. 

The audio signal is amplified by the 
transistor stage and the amplified sig- 
nal appearing in the collector circuit 
is applied to the headphones. Since 
magnetic headphones are used, they al- 
so serve to complete the d.c. path for 
collector current flow. 

A hearing -aid type battery, B,, serves 
as the power supply, and a s.p.s.t. slide 
switch, S as the power switch. 

No provision has been made for a 
gain control, as it is not needed with 
a single stage of amplification. 

Construction Hints 

Both the pickup probe and the am- 
plifier itself are assembled in a small 
Bud "Minibox." These small aluminum 
boxes may be obtained with either a 
gray hammerloid or an etched alumi- 
num finish. 

The general parts arrangement used 
by the author is apparent from the in- 
terior photograph given in Fig. 4. Lay- 
out is not critical, however, and a 
somewhat different arrangement may 
be used by the builder, if desired. 

In the author's model, the small 
transformer and the battery are held 

in place by two "Z" brackets, fastened 
in place by a single machine screw and 
nut. Connections to the battery are 
made by soldering leads directly to the 
terminals. Scotch electrical tape is used 
over the battery terminals to prevent 
accidental shorts. 

Another builder might prefer to de- 
vise a small socket arrangement so that 
the battery may be installed and re- 
moved without soldering. 

The transistor has been wired direct- 
ly into the circuit in the model shown. 
Where this is done, special care must 
be taken to avoid overheating the 
transistor leads. Like most semicon- 
ductor devices, the transistor is partic- 
ularly sensitive to heat, and may be 
easily damaged by excessively high 
temperatures. 

As an alternative, a socket might 
well be used for the transistor. An 
ordinary 5 -pin subminiature tube sock- 
et is employed (only three of the pin 
positions are required). 

Once the unit is completed, labels 
may be made up by using standard 
decals, obtainable through most whole- 
sale parts distributors. In the author's 
model, black decals were used. After 
the decals were attached, three coats 
of clear plastic were applied to protect 
both the decals and the finish of the 
case. 

Some builders may prefer to omit 
the labels, however, since they add 
nothing to the performance of the unit. 

Assembling the Probe: A detailed 
cross -sectional view of the probe as- 
sembly is given in Fig. 3 and this sketch 
is, to some extent, self -explanatory. A 
few comments are appropriate, how- 
ever. 

The probe itself is made up from an 
ice pick. The metal. point is removed 
from the handle and the blunt end 
heated in a gas flame until it changes 
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color. This process removes the temper 
and permits a standard die to be used 
for threading the end. 

Choose a die size that is appropriate 
for the diameter of the ice pick point 
used. This will vary somewhat with 
different ice picks. A 10 -32 die was used 
by the author. 

The sharp end of the ice pick should 
be rounded slightly by using a grinding 
wheel. This is done to prevent the 
point from digging into or scratching 
the surfaces against which it is held. 
Do not remove the temper from the 
point by heating, however. 

Only that portion of the probe which 
is to be treated should be re- tempered. 
For best results, the rest of the probe 
should be kept in its original state. 

When assembling the phono cartridge 
and probe point as shown in Fig. 3, 
note that the probe point and its 
mounting nut bear against the case of 
the crystal cartridge, not against the 
needle chuck! 

In operation, the case tends to vi- 
brate around and against the crystal. 
with the inertia of the crystal resisting 
this movement. This provides the nec- 
essary bending and twisting motion to 
operate the crystal so that an electrical 
signal is produced. 

Parts Substitutions: Since so few 
parts are required for this unit, and 
these are all standard, the prospective 
builder should not find it necessary to 
make substitutions. A number of sub- 
stitutions are permissible, however. 

First, a case different from the one 
employed by the author might well be 
used. In choosing another case, keep 
in mind that it should be fairly rigid - 
for this reason, a plastic case is not 
generally recommended. 

Another transformer might well be 
substituted for T,. Use any transformer 
capable of matching a high impedance 
to the low input impedance of the tran- 
sistor. A certain amount of mismatch 
will not cause difficulty. In choosing 
another transformer, make sure that 
its physical size is such that it will fit 
easily into the case chosen. 

If preferred, a somewhat smaller 
condenser may be used in place of C,. 
The author used a 10 pfd. condenser 
because of its ready availability. An 8, 
4, or even a 2 pfd. condenser should 
give equally satisfactory results. 

A toggle or rotary switch might he 
substituted for the slide switch used in 
the author's model. 

Either an open or a closed circuit 
jack may be used as JI, although an 
open circuit jack will prevent acci- 
dental current drain when the head- 
phones are removed (should the switch 
be in the "on" position). As an alterna- 
tive, the headphones could be wired 
permanently in place and no jack 
provided. 

Circuit Modification 
Only a moderate amount of gain is 

provided by the single amplifier stage 
used in the author's model. This is suffi- 
cient, however, where the unit is used 
on equipment having vibrations of large 
amplitude. 
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For some types of work, the builder 
may prefer an amplifier providing more 
gain. 

One simple technique for increasing 
the gain of the unit is to substitute 
a Raytheon type CK721 transistor 
( "p -n -p" type) for the CK722 shown 
in the schematic diagram (Fig. 2). The 
connections are the same, and it should 
not be necessary to change any parts 
values. 

Where even greater gain is desired, a 
two -, or even three -, stage amplifier 
may be used. In such cases, it will he 
necessary to provide a gain control to 
prevent overload on strong input sig- 
nals. 

For general information on multi- 
stage transistor amplifiers, as well as 
suggested gain control circuits, refer to 
Charles W. Martel's article "Transis- 
torize Your Audio Amplifiers" (March, 
1953, RADIO & TELEVISION NE's). 

The builder may find that a tone con- 
trol will be desirable for some applica- 
tions. Such a control may be added by 
connecting a .05 pfd. condenser in se- 
ries with a 25,000 ohm rheostat, and 
connecting the entire assembly between 
the collector and emitter leads of the 
transistor. This forms a simple, but 
effective, "losser" type tone control 
circuit. 

Using the Unit 
To use the transistor vibration am- 

plifier, plug a pair of magnetic head- 
phones into the output jack (J,) and 
turn the unit "on." 

The case is held in the hand and the 
pointed probe held firmly, but lightly, 
against the machinery or equipment 
being checked. Experiment with both 
the angle at which the probe touches 
the machinery as well as the exact 
point at which contact is made. 

This technique often enables the user 
to distinguish between different types 
of vibration sounds, and to pick out 
those signals of particular interest. 

If the builder has assembled a unit 
using two or more amplifier stages, 
and has provided a gain control, this 
control should be set for minimum 
gain when the probe is first placed in 
position. The gain is then gradually 
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R,-160.000 ohm, Y2 sr. res. 
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Fig. 2. Diagram of vibration pickup unit. 
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PROBE AND NU 

MINIBOX CASE 
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ICEPICK POINT 
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NUTS AND WASHER. 
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ROUND POINT 
SLIGHTLY BY GRINDING 

Fig. 3. Mechanical details for assembling 
the probe. See text for full instructions. 

increased, without moving the probe, 
until the desired signal level is finally 
reached. 

This last technique is used for two 
reasons. (1) to prevent "blasting" due 
to high signal levels, and (2) to prevent 
accidental signal overload, with result- 
ing distortion and changes in signal 
quality. A distorted signal is difficult 
to properly interpret. 

Applications 
Although primarily designed for lis- 

(Continurtl on pour 160) 

Fig. 4. Interior view of unit. Layout may be altered to suit needs of the builder. 
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Front panel view of the home -built 100-watt 
bandswitching transmitter. Controls are iden. 
tified and correspond to the schematic. The 
transmitter covers 80, 40, 20, 15, and 10 meters. HAM TRANSMITTER 
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Complete construction details on a TVI -proof transmitter 

which uses standard components and covers five ham bands. 

By 

MAURICE P. JOHNSON, W3TRR 

WARM Engineering Department 

OHM 
ACONSIDERABLE numl,. -r of ama- 

teurs are interested in a transmit- 
ter in the 100 -watt class, provided 

that such a transmitter is compact as 
well as versatile and includes modern 
design features. This interest is par- 
ticularly evident in the terrific sales 
popularity of the currently available 
manufactured units and transmitter 
kits in this power range. This article 
will discuss a somewhat similar trans- 
mitter which meets these specifications, 
yet is suitable for home construction 
without the need for complicated sheet 
metal work or for special components. 

This transmitter was designed for 
maximum flexibility in keeping with its 
compactness. Four modern tubes are 
used in the r.f. section, four tubes are 
devoted to the high -level plate modula- 
tor, while three rectifiers and a voltage 
regulator complete the tube line -up. 
The transmitter covers five bands in 
the range from 3.5 to 30 mc., yet is com- 
pletely bandswitching without plug -in 
coils. Only three tuning controls re- 
quire attention when shifting frequen- 
cy. A continuous tuning pi network 
is used for the final. All controls as 
well as the oscillator crystal are ac- 
cessible from the front panel, eliminat- 
ing the need for "digging" into the rig 
when operating. The oscillator also 
functions as a buffer amplifier for ex- 
ternal v.f.o. operation. All power sup- 
plies are integral parts of the unit, with 
a bias pack to supply fixed bias to per- 
mit excitation keying. Naturally, AM 
as well as c.w. output is available, and 
all stages are completely metered. The 
entire transmitter mounts on a 13" x 
17" x 3" chassis with an 83% " rack 
panel. 

Modern transmitter design is being 
influenced by a number of factors, 
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which, in the light of present day cir- 
cumstances, are making construction 
practices of a few years ago somewhat 
obsolete and undesirable. Perhaps the 
most important factor to be considered 
can be attributed to the rapid expan- 
sion of commercial television broad- 
casting, which has compelled amateurs 
to consider the reduction of TVI 
caused by their transmitters. The gen- 
erally accepted methods of combating 
TVI involve complete shielding and 
filtering of the rig. Sometimes these 
measures are a bit difficult to adapt 
to existing equipment, but, by con- 
sidering the problems involved at the 
onset of design, can be incorporated 
in a new transmitter without undue 
trouble. 

This attention to TVI reduction and 
its associated problems led to several 
of the design features of this rig. Be- 
cause of its marked superiority in re- 
ducing undesired harmonic output, a 
pi- network was selected for the final 
output coupling. The E. F. Johnson 
Company has made available to ama- 
teur circles, a line of components for 
pi- network construction. Their 229 -201 
rotary inductor allows the network to 
be tuned from 3.5 through 30 mc. with- 
out coil changing, and thus is perfectly 
suited to a bandswitching transmitter. 

It was reasoned that if the r.f. corn - 
ponents mounted above the chassis in 
this transmitter could be assembled in 
their own small shield box, the prob- 
lems of complete transmitter shielding 
would be greatly simplified. To avoid 
the necessity of fabricating such a 
shield box at home, some shopping 
around was done to locate a unit of 
commercial manufacture which could 
be used. Fortunately, the Bud "Mini - 
box" series met the requirements and 

a 10" x 6" x 31,r" unit, CU -3010, was 
selected as the correct size to house 
the pi- network components and the 
final amplifier tubes. 

The proper choice of output tubes 
for the transmitter was given careful 
consideration. Beam power and screen 
grid type tubes are gaining in popular- 
ity over triodes for use in ham gear. 
Undeniably, the higher power sensitiv- 
ity of such tubes permits the use of 
low driving power, and the fact that 
they can operate without neutraliza- 
tion helps to simplify circuitry. On the 
other hand, many hams recall without 
relish, the parasitic tendencies and 
unstable operation sometimes ex- 
perienced with tubes such as the 807. 
However, recent tube developments 
have resulted in a new button -stem 
construction with short internal leads 
and multiple base connections for cath- 
ode and suppressor to permit better r.f. 
grounding, as well as internal base 
shielding. This construction is used in 
the efficient 2E26, and in the 6146 beam 
power amplifier tube. This compact 
6146 has an ICAS rating of 90 watts 
input per tube up to 60 mc., so a pair 
connected in parallel, as used in this 
transmitter, is easily capable of 100 
watts r.f. output. 

Separation of the grid and plate cir- 
cuits of the final amplifier was readily 
accomplished since the 6146 is provided 
with a top plate cap. Assembling the 
plate components in the previously - 
mentioned " Minibox" shield allows the 
grid circuitry to be completely isolated 
simply by mounting these parts under 
the chassis. This has resulted in an 
amplifier which is completely stable in 
operation. 

Only two additional stages are used 
to complete the r.f. section of this 
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transmitter. This makes for compact 
construction, and has the advantage of 
minimizing the number of stages re- 
quiring attention when changing fre- 
quency. After some thought, it was 
decided to avoid the use of broadband 
circuits; instead, tuned plate loads 
were selected for their increased effi- 
ciency. Several trial constructions 
were made to investigate various tube 
combinations and circuits. Finally, the 
nine -pin miniature 5763 tube was 
chosen for both the oscillator and 
multiplier stages, and has proven to 
be suitable for both applications. 

The first stage is connected as a 
Colpitts harmonic oscillator, which is 
modified so as to allow operation as i a buffer- multiplier as well, with ex- 
citation then coming from an external 
v.f.o. A double -pole, double -throw 
wafer switch, S,, in the grid- cathode 
circuit of this stage permits this 
changeover. The screen of this tube 
is supplied with a well regulated 150 
volts, controlled by an 0A2 VR tube. 

The second 5763, V,, operates as a 
buffer -multiplier to drive the final to 
full output on all bands. Approximate- 
ly 45 volts of negative bias from the 
bias pack keeps this stage below cut- 
off without excitation, with additional 
operating bias developed across the 
grid leak by the driving signal. A vari- 
able screen voltage control functions 
as an excitation control to adjust the 
drive supplied to the final grids. The 
5763 cathode and suppressor are tied 
directly to the chassis at the socket, 
to produce effective r.f. grounding. 

The two 5763 stages are made band - 
switching, covering five ham bands 
without plug -in coils, namely 80, 40, 
20, 15, and 10 meters. On 80 meters, a 
3.5 mc. crystal is used, with the rig 
operating straight through in all 
stages. Either 3.5 or 7 mc. crystals 
may be used for 40 meter operation 
since the oscillator plate is then tuned 
to 7 mc., with the buffer and final 
again running straight through. On 
the 20 meter band, the oscillator tank 
is tuned to 7 mc.; however, the buffer 
stage now acts as a doubler to supply 
14 mc. signal to the final grids. To 
reach 15 meters, the 7 mc. output of 
the oscillator is tripled to drive the 
final on 21 mc. Finally, to reach the 
10 meter band, the 7 mc. crystal fre- 
quency is doubled in the oscillator 
tank, and again doubled in the multi- 
plier to reach 28 mc. for the final 
grid. The final stage, it will be noted, 
functions as a straight amplifier on 
all bands. 

A three -stage audio amplifier is in- 
cluded in the rig, for high level plate 
modulation of the final amplifier. A 
6BA6 is used as the first speech am- 
plifier, intended for use with a crystal 
microphone of average output. Con- 
tact bias is used to develop the slight 
bias voltage required by this stage, 
so that the cathode can be returned 
directly to ground in the interests of 
minimizing hum pickup at this input 
stage. An r.f. filter is provided in the 
grid and heavy decoupling is used in 
the plate feed. An audio gain control 
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appears at the grid of the following 
6AG5 amplifier, which is used as a 
driver for the modulator tubes. In- 
verse- feedback is added to the first 
two stages, and while the gain control 
is included in the loop, this feedback is 
desirable in improving the regulation 
of the driver. A transformer with a 
1.5:1 turns ratio is used to couple 
the driver to the grids of the modula- 
tor tubes, which are conventional 807's 
in push -pull, operating with 30 volts 
fixed bias and 300 volts on the screens. 

While economical in the number of 
stages, this audio section has been 
found more than adequate, and fully 
modulates the final with the gain con- 
trol less than half open, when used 
with an Astatic T -3 mike. It is un- 
usually hum free. and the components 
have been selected to give a restricted 
frequency response to produce clean 
crisp quality so necessary for ham 
work. 

To facilitate an accurate check on 
the operation of the transmitter, a 
complete metering system is used. A 
rather tricky metering method, as used 
in the Johnson "Viking," has been 
adapted to this rig. For an effective 
r.f. ground, the 6146 cathodes are 
grounded directly, and yet with this 
metering technique, it is possible to 
measure the final cathode current. 
This is accomplished by inserting a 
milliammeter in the high voltage sup- 
ply negative return lead, a 500 ma. 
movement being adequate in this case. 
Notice that the modulator cathodes 
are returned to the transformer center 
tap, rather than grou:td, to prevent 
their current from flowing through the 
meter. 

An additional 0 -50 ma. meter is used 
to measure the grid and plate cur- 
rents of the exciter by switching the 
meter across small resistors provided 
for this purpose in the desired leads. 
In addition. this meter is switched 

Under chassis view of transmitter. Note 

into the 807 cathodes, with a suitable 
shunt to increase the range to 250 ma., 
for checking the modulator cathode 
current. Both meters and leads in- 
volved are carefully r.f. bypassed. 

A three -deck ceramic wafer switch 
with 90 degree indexing is used to 
change the rig from c.w. to phone 
operation. One deck is used in the os- 
cillator cathode, to switch the cathode 
return from the key jack to the high 
voltage panel switch for phone stand- 
by. The other decks control the final 
screen and modulation transformer 
changeover. 

A high voltage power supply fur- 
nishes slightly over 600 volts under 
full load to the final and modulator 
stages. using a choke input filter to 
smooth out ripple. A high wattage 
bleeder is tapped at 300 volts to sup- 
ply the modulator screens during phone 
operation, and through a dropping re- 
sistor, feeds well regulated voltage to 
the final amplifier when operating c.w. 
Under phone conditions, both screen 
and plate circuits of the class C stage 
are modulated to secure 100`4 modula- 
tion. An additional resistor with a 
shorting switch is added to the r.f. 
screen circuit to reduce power output 
for tuning. 

A low voltage power supply provides 
slightly in excess of 300 volts for the 
low level r.f. and audio stages, by 
using a metal 5T4 rectifier and pi- 
section filter. The input filter capaci- 
tor is intentionally kept small to pre- 
vent soaring voltages from this sup- 
ply under conditions of no load. The 
excitation control also serves as a 
minimum bleeder across this supply. 

The bias pack uses a back -connected 
filament transformer, into a selenium 
rectifier and pi filter to produce up to 
100 volts bias. The final requires 75 
volts, the buffer 45 volts, and modula- 
tor 30 volts, available from a low re- 
sistance bleeder with three sliders 

the shielding which helps TVI -proof unit. 

411111111E A S 
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Complete schematic diagram of the bandswitching transmitter which covers 80. 40, 20, 15, and 10 meter bands. 
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RI- 100.000 ohm, 1/2 r. res. 
L-25,000 ohm, IO v. rireround res. 

Re, Rr, Re, Rm, Ro. R0; -100 ohm, I/I r. res. 
Rs- 68,000 ohm, t/1 r. res. 
Re- 25,000 ohm, 5 r. wirewound pot 
R -2700 ohm, 2 w. res. 
Ro-2200 ohm, E/1 r. res. 
Ru- 20,000 ohm, IO w. wirewound res. 

R]- 20,000 ohm, 25 w. wirewound res. 

R]r2500 ohm, 10 w. wirewound res. 

R]., Rin-47 ohm, 2 w. res. 
Le-3000 ohm, 50 w. wireround res. with 3 

sliders 
R,- 47.000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 

Rse -2.2 megohm, 1/2 r. res. 

R..-I megohm. ! 2 W. res. 
Reo- 250,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R2, -I.8 megohm, 1 w. res. 
R _- 500.000 ohm pot. 
R.- 27.000 ohm. 2 w. res. 
Res -270 ohm, 1 w. res. 
R22-2700 ohm, I w. res. 
Rrn, Rs I20 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
Ra,-.8 ohm meter multiplier shunt (to increase 

50 ma meter to 250 ma.) 
R:, -2.2 megohm, 2 w. res. 
Ra- 15.000 ohm, 100 w. wirewound res. with 

1 slider 
C1-15 ppfd. ceramic capacitor 
Ce, Ca, CR, C,o, Cu. Cu. C,.. CIT. C., Cr, Co. 

Cm, Cal, Co, C.T. Cae, C.Ir -1000 gold. ce- 

ramic capacitor 
Cs. Ca, CI.. Cm-100 pp/d. ceramic capacitor 
Cr, Cm- -700 ppfd. midget var. capacitor 
Ce-40 ppfd. silver mica capacitor 
C -.02 pfd. mica capacitor 
Cs. -.003 pfd., 1500 v. mica capacitor 
Cre -.002 pfd., 2500 v. mica capacitor 
Cso, Cm -350 µpfd. var. capacitor (Johnson 

350E20) 
pfd.. 2500 v. mica capacitor 

Cm -1250 wild., 1000 v. midget mica capacitor 

S0 g 
--o 
ó 

R3 

RELAY CONTROL 

SWITCH 
[)3 \I I I S2 1 It C33 

Co-1000 ppjd., 1000 r. midget mica capacitor 
Cm -750 ppjd., 1500 v. midget mica capacitor 
C23 -500 ppfd., 1500 v. midget mica capacitor 
Cm-250 ppfd., 3000 v. midget mica capacitor 

(two 500 'odd., 1500 v. in series) 
Cal, Cs, -30/30 pfd., 150 v. elec. capacitor 
C2.. CO.. Cu, C., -.05 pfd. bypass capacitor 
Cm -I pfd., 1000 5'. oil -filled capacitor 
C37. C. -40/40 pfd., 450 v. elec. capacitor 
Cis -10 pfd.. 1000 v. oil -filled capacitor 
C. -.00S pfd. coupling capacitor 
Ca. -250 ppfd. ceramic capacitor 
Car. -10 pfd., 50 v. elec. capacitor 

pfd. bypass capacitor 
RFC], RFC2. RFC., RFC., RFCe -2.5 mhy., 150 

ma. r.j. choke 
RFC6, RFCT -.8 ;thy., 1000 ma. r.f. choke 

(Ohmite Z -235) 
RFCs -2.5 mhy., 500 ma. r.j. choke (Millen) 
CH, -6 hy., 150 ma. filter choke 
CH -30 hy., 60 me. filter choke 
CH2-10 hy., 300 ma. filter choke (Thordarson 

T- 200561 
Li, L3-80 m. -48 t. B ß W "Miniductor' 

#3012 
L2, L2-40 m. -20 t. B 6' W "Miniductor" 

#3012 
Ls. Le-20 m. -13 s. B 6' W "Miniductor" 

#3011 
L -15 m. -6 t. B dt W "Miniductor' #3006 
L5 -10 m.-4 t. #14 bus, 'Is" did.. T /e" long 

Le- Rotary pi- network inductor (Johnson 
#229 -201) 

Ts -Power trans. 350 -0.350 v. @ 150 ma.; 5 v. 

@ 3 amps.; 6.3 v. @ 6.5 amps. (Merit 
P -3173 or equiv. Author used a now. obsolete 

trans.) 
T2. Ta-Fil. trans. 6. 3 v. @ 3 amps. 

T,-Fil. trans. 5 v.c.t. @ 6 amps. (Stancor 

P -3062) 

SI-Os GOOD 
9)a-9) -S-5.-S 

To-Plate trans. 600 v. @ 300 ma. (CCSI 
(Stancor P -8042) 

Te- Driver trans. 1.5 to 1 single plate to 

push -pull grids (Stancor A -4752) 
TT -Mod. trans. 1.6 to 1, 807's class AB to 

paralleled 807's r.f. suitable, 75 w. or more 
audio capacity 

Mt -0.50 ma. milliamsneter (Simpson type 
127) 

M -U -500 ma. milliammeter (Simpson type 
127) 

S,- D.p.d.t. ceramic wafer switch 
Sts, See -3 -pole, 2 -poi. switch made from Cen- 

traleb 90 degree index assembly and 3 ce- 

ramic wafers ( "C.W: Phone Switch ") 
Sse. S20- D.p.s.t. bat- handle toggle switch 
Sse, Sill. Sic. San-4 -pole, 11 -poi. exciter band - 

switch made from Centralab 30 degree index 
assembly and 4 ceramic "Y" sections. (Only 
5 pos. required, see text on modifications) 

S6- S.p.st. bat -handle toggle switch ("Tune - 
Up Voltage Control") 

Se -S.p 6 -pos. switch (5 -pos. required) 
S- S.p.d.t. bat- handle toggle switch ( "Relay 

Control") 
SB -D.D 6 -pos. non -shorting meter switch 
Se- S.p.s -t. bat- handle toggle switch ( "A.C. 

Line Switch ") 
Jr- Closed circuit key jack 
Js- Shielded shorting -type audio input ton. 

nectar 
SR, -75 ma. selenium rectifier 
Xtal. -See text 
Fs. F -5 amp. fuse 
S0, -117 volt utility socket 
VI, Vs -5763 tube 
Vs, Va6146 tube 
V2-0A2 tube 
Vs-5T4 tube 
VT, Vs -5R4GY tube 
V2-6B46 tube 
Vie-6AGS tube Vss, Vss -807 tube 
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which is connected across this pack. 
Because of the compactness of this 

transmitter, the layout is determined, 
to a great extent, by the sizes and 
shapes of major components. For this 
reason, it is suggested that those per- 
sons who may be interested in dupli- 
cating the rig obtain all parts before 
commencing work on the chassis. 
Needless to say, electrical equivalents 
will be satisfactory providing they are 
of comparable size. 

Construction was inaugurated by 
fitting the plate components into the 
"Minibox," and reference to the pho- 
tographs will aid in this layout. All 
mounting holes should be drilled in the 
" Minibox," and then transferred to the 
main chassis which should be drilled 
before any assembly is started. Tube 
sockets for the 6146's are mounted in 
the main chassis, with larger clearance 
holes cut in this "Minibox," but all 
other components are mounted through 
both chassis and " Minibox." 

The "Minibox" should be placed on 
the main 13" x 17" x 3" aluminum 
chassis while the high and tow voltage 
power supply and audio amplifier com- 
ponents are arranged as shown in the 
photographs. It should be noted that 
the high voltage transformer and filter 
choke mount near the rear left 
corner of the chassis with the "Mini - 
box" closely against them, to provide 
space on the front top of the chassis 
for the exciter and VR tubes. The 
counter -dial, Johnson 116- 208 -4, re- 
quires some space behind the panel, 
which should he considered in spacing 
out the tubes. Shaft bearings in both 
" Minibox" and front panel permit 
brass shaft extensions to protrude to 
the front panel. The pi- network lay- 
out which was best able to utilize the 
available space, and still result in a 
neat front panel layout, is evident in 
the photos. The plate tuning capaci- 
tor is to the right of the tubes, with 
the fixed loading capacitors and switch 
directly in front of the tubes. The vari- 
able coil is immediately to the left, 
with the variable loading capacitors in 
the remaining space, with a coaxial 
cable output lead to the rear. 

The two 5R4GY high -voltage recti- 
fiers and the low- voltage power trans- 
former occupy the rest of the back 
chassis top surface, with the 5T4, filter 
components, and the audio tubes with 
modulation transformer taking the 
space immediately to the right of the 
" Minibox." The space directly behind 
the front panel is required for the 
meters and meter switch, as well as 
audio and excitation pots. 

Viewing the panel from the front. 
the seven controls from left to right 
stretched across the center section 
of the panel, are as follows: the 
audio gain control (R.), six position 
meter switch (S.), excitation control 
(Re). plate tuning capacitor (C..), fixed 
loading switch (Sa). variable inductor 
tuning dial (L), and variable loading 
capacitor (C..). The meters are 
mounted to the front panel side by side, 
with the crystal socket located be- 
tween them and the tuning dial. The 

December, 1954 

Top chassis view of transmitter with shield cover removed to show parts location 

remaining controls are under the chas- 
sis, accessible from the front panel. 
The key jack and mike input connec- 
tor (shorting type) are to the extreme 
left. The four toggle switches are 
grouped together, and control a.c. in- 
put IS.), high voltage I S:,), reduced volt- 
age tune -up (S:.), and an additional 
switch for relay control purposes (Si), 
intended for antenna changeover, v.f.o. 
standby. etc. Next comes the c.w.- 
phone switch (S.). followed by the 
crystal- v.f.o. switch IS.), the oscillator 
tuning capacitor (C..), exciter hand - 
switch (S.1. and tuning capacitor (C,:.). 

Two fuses, shielded line cord, v.f.o. 
input jack, v.f.o. a.c. utility outlet, re- 
lay switch terminal strip, ground bind- 
ing post, and the coaxial antenna con- 
nector are on the rear chassis edge. 

The photograph of the under side of 
the chassis shows the layout of re- 
maining parts, including bleeders, fila- 
ment transformers, bias supply, and 
filter capacitors. A few comments on 
various phases of construction may be 

of assistance to builders of the trans- 
mitter. 

The bandswitch is assembled from 
four 11- position ceramic switch wafers, 
Centralab "Y" sections, and a 30 de- 
gree indexing unit. The switch is as- 
sembled on a "Z" shaped aluminum 
bracket, approximately 3 inches on a 
side with a ?x" mounting lip along 
the lower edge. The coils are attached 
to the switch before mounting to the 
chassis. Only five of the switch con- 
tacts are used per deck, in addition to 
the wiper. so the r.f. insulation was 
improved by carefully drilling out the 
rivet and removing every other con- 
tact, with increased spacing and re- 
sultant 60 degree coil indexing. The 
coils are assembled to the wafers so 
that the 10 meter coil is nearest the 
wiper, to obtain short r.f. leads on 
this band. 

A small aluminum bracket fastens 
between the bandswitch shield and the 
chassis lip to support the multiplier 

(Continued on page 155) 

Partial view of the top of the chassis with "Minibox" subchassis cover in place. 
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Compiled by KENNETH R. BOORD 

V a special DX session, your short- 
I wave editor, Ken Boord, will play a 
30- minute program of Christmas organ 
melodies over station TIFC, "The 
Lighthouse of the Caribbean," Box 
2710, San Jose, Costa Rica, Central 
America, at 0000 -0030 EST on Friday, 
December 24th, and repeated at 0000- 
0030 EST on Saturday, December 25th 
(0500 -0530 GMT on Friday, Dec. 24, 
with repeat at 0500 -0530 GMT on Sat- 
urday, Dec. 25). Listed frequencies to 
be used are 9.645 (actually 9.647), 
6.037, and 995 kc. (latter channel on 
second night only). Reception reports 
will be appreciated from t anyone any - 
where in the world. Philip B. Smith, 
director of TIFC, says all correct re- 
ports will be verified with a QSL card 
and that an IRC will not be necessary. 

. « s 

This Month's Schedules 
Albania -Radio Tirana. 7.852, noted 

1700 with news; has French session 
now 1600 -1630 (formerly was 1630- 
1700). (Cox, Dela.) DX- Radio, Swe- 
den, reports Radio Shkodra on 8.215, 
heard in Sweden 1400. 

Algeria -Radio Algerie, 6.160, noted 
1710 with Arabic session, strong level. 
(Catch, England.) Noted closing 1744A 
with "La Marseillaise." (Pearce, Eng- 
land) 

Anglo- EgyptianSudan- Latest 
schedule from Radio Onidnrntan is 
Arabic daily (except Fri.) 2315 -2345, 
1130 -1430; Fri. 0215- 0430, 0900 -1000; 

SHORT -WAVE 

Sun. 0300 -0400; English daily (except 
Sun.) 0215 -0230, 1000 -1015, and Sun. 
0215 -0245 on 6.410, 7.100. (Hardwick, 
N. Z.) 

Angola- CR6RI, 9.340, Radio Dia- 
mang, can be heard sometimes in Ja- 
pan around 1500; all- Portuguese. 
(JSWC) CR6RA, 4.869, Luanda, noted 
1620 in Portguese; closed 1630 with "A 
Portuguesa," fair strength and reada- 
bility in England. (Catch) Fait's, Eng- 
land, reports Luanda heard on 6.355 
around 1400. ( URDXC) 

Argentina -Radio Splendid, 9.310A, 
noted 2040 in Spanish, good level in 
Mo. (Kirby) LRS, 11.880, Buenos 
Aires. heard 1720 with tango music 
in Spanish transmission. (Catch, Eng- 
land) 

Australia -VLR9, 9.680, noted 0145- 
0330. (Adam, Brt. Columbia) The 
Sunday DX session from Radio Aus- 
tralia in the African beam at 0030 is 
now over 15.200; at 0247 over 9.580, 
7.280, 15.320 (and possibly 11.710) to 
Europe, South and Southeast Asia and 
South Pacific Islands, and on 9.615 to 

I Note: Unless otherwise unheated. all time is 
expressed in Ameri,all EST: add 5 hours for 
(i'T. "News" refers t nett -casts in the English 
language. In older to avoid confusion. the ':4 
hour clock. has been used in designating the 
times of broadcasts. The hours from midnight 
until neon are shown as 0000 to 11111 while from 
1 p.m. to midnight are shown as 1300 lo '341111.1 

The symbol °t "' fol!uwing a listed frequency 
indicates "varying." The station nias operate 
either ahoye or heluw the frequency given. "A" 
means frequency is approximate. 

This attractive listening post, owned and operated by Floyd Backus of Richmond. 
Va., features a National NC -98 receiver. Note Floyd's fine collection of QSL cards. 

BITT ntwt; Winn 

^ tore at 

r0 roar WeORE 
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Eastern North America 0830; is radi- 
ated to Western North America Satur- 
day 2300 over 15.200. (Radio Australia) 
VLX9, 9.660, can be heard in parallel 
with VLW11, 11.830, at 0300 -0330 fade- 
out. (Kapp, Calif.) VLM4, 4.920, Bris- 
bane, noted 0715 -0730 with music. (Pet- 
erson, Texas) VLA15, 15.200, is strong 
level 2155 -2315, news 2245, in Western 
North American beam. I Himber, Calif.) 

Austria-Blue Danube Network, 
9.617, Salzburg. noted in Sweden 0500- 
0600 with QSB. ( Astrom, Jonsson) 
Heard on 5.080 at 1245 with music. 
(Catch, England) 

Azores- CSA93, 4.865, Ponta Del- 
gada, noted at weak level 1540 in Por- 
tuguese. (Cox, Dela.) CSA92, 11.925, 
should now be on winter schedule of 
1500 -1600. (Ferguson, N. C.) 

Bechuanaland- ZNB, 8.252, meas- 
ured. is weak but in the clear around 
1310, says Fairs, England. (URDXC) 

Belgium - ORU, 15.335, Brussels, 
noted 1200 -1245 closedown, good level. 
(Ferguson, N. C.) 

Belgian Congo - OTC, 9.655, Leo- 
poldville, is good level in English to 
North America 2000 -2200. (Peterson, 
Texas, others) Radio Congo Belge, 
9.380, Leopoldville, noted 1105 with 
music, fair level in Calif. (Morgan) 
Heard on 6.295 with news in French 
0000, fair level in N. Z. (Hardwick) 

Boliria -CP5, Radio Illipiani, 5.970, 
is heard well in Denmark from 2100 to 
2300 closedown. (ISWC, London) Is 
weak level in Alberta then. (Duering) 
CP38, 9.442, La Paz, heard closing 2128 
at good level in N. C. (Ferguson) 

Brazil -Radio Cultura, 6.165A, still 
noted in English around 2300. (Ni- 
black, Ind.) PRB23, 15.135, Sao Paulo, 
is heard in Sweden 1530 -1630. (GDX- 
aren, Sweden) ZYB9, 15.155, Sao 
Paulo, noted 1814 -1825, very strong; 
QSL received. (Machajewski, N. Y.) 
PSL, 7.936, and PSH, 10.2235, Rio de 
Janeiro, noted with news in Portuguese 
1730. (Catch, England) ZYK3, 9.565, 
Recife, noted weekdays with "Brazil 
Calling" (English) 2005 -2030. (Peter- 
son, Texas) ZYC8, 9.610, Rio de Ja- 
neiro, noted 1830 -2015 at strong level. 
(Duering, Alta.) 

British, Guiana - ZFY, measured 
3.255, noted closing 2121. (Ferguson, 
N. C.) Heard on 5.981 at 0500. (Hard- 
wick, N. Z.) 

British Honduras -ZIK2, 3.300. Be- 
lize, measured 3.300, noted closing 
2231. (Ferguson, N. C.) 

Bulgaria -Radio Sofia, 7.256A, good 
(Continued on page 122) 
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NEW FM-ONLY TUNER 

FREQUENCY MODULATION broad- 
casting offers major fundamental 
advantages over amplitude modula- 

tion in the reception of wide -range 
undistorted sound with minimum in- 
terference from atmospheric noise, 
electrical equipment, etc. To realize 
the tremendous advantages of FM re- 
ception. a good receiver is needed and 
sensitivity alone is not enough. Good 
FM reception is determined largely by 
what is not picked up. In urban areas, 
strong local stations can cause a mul- 
titude of spurious responses resulting 
from cross -modulation and image in- 
terference. Impulse noise from vehicle 
ignition systems, diathermy machines, 
and interference from TV and other 
devices is high. Reflections of the sig- 
nal from buildings cause multi -path 
transmissions and consequent fading 
which often reduces the level of the 
desired signal. In rural areas, high 
sensitivity and high selectivity are re- 
quired to provide noise -free reception 
and to overcome the fading caused by 
multi -path transmission. 

The performance of a good FM re- 
ceiver is determined largely by ab- 
sence of interference and noise. Other 
desirable factors are reasonable cost, 
attractive styling, operating conven- 
ience, interstation noise suppressor 
and tuning and signal strength meter. 

In the design of the H. H. Scott 310 - 
A FM "Broadcast Monitor Tuner" 
shown in Fig. 1 every effort was made 
to avoid undesirable effects in recep- 
tion while including all desirable per- 
formance features. In many cases, ap- 
preciable departures from tradition 
and convenhional design were required, 
including an entirely new tuning drive 
and a completely enclosed case. 

In order to make the most of the 
desirable features uniquely inherent 
in FM transmission, wide -band cir- 
cuitry was used rather than the more 
common narrow -band circuits. The ad- 
vantages of wide -band design are sig- 
nificant reduction in adjacent channel, 
co- channel, and impulse noise inter- 
ference; improved capture ratio; and 
significant reduction in distortion 
caused by overmodulation, by signal 
detuning or by the inherently greater 
non -linearity of typical narrow -band 
circuits. Also, the wide -band design 
makes possible non -critical tuning and 
virtually eliminates the effects of 
minor drift as a result of tempera- 
ture or power line voltage changes or 
component aging, thereby making 
complex and troublesome a.f.c. cir- 
cuits unnecessary. The wide -band de- 
sign tunes in a fashion similar to one 
with a strong a.f.c. circuit but avoids 
the drift caused by unavoidable aging 
of a.f.c. circuit characteristics or by 

December, 1954 

FM r 

x 

TUNER 

ti 

Fig. I. Over -all view of the Model 310 -A 
FM tuner. The tuning indicator is so de. 
signed that the entire band can be swept 
with the flick of a finger. This Lucite tuning 
indicator also serves as a pilot light and a 
means of illuminating the etched dial face. 

\ 

By 

D. R. VON RECKLINGHAUSEN 
J. W. CASEY and V. H. POMPER 

Hermon Hosmor Scott, In 

Engineering design details on a new audio component which 

features an interstation noise suppression circuit, a.g.c., 

capacitor tuning of the oscillator, and 3 limiting stages. 

slight misalignment of critical a.f.c. 
adjustments. It also avoids the ten- 
dency with a.f.c. for strong stations to 
"pull" the tuning so that adjacent 
weak stations cannot be received. 

The further advantages of wide -band 
design in reduction of interference and 
noise were recognized and pointed out 
in Armstrong's early work. To pass 
without significant interference a de- 
sired signal when an interfering signal 
has an amplitude almost that of the 
desired signal, a bandwidth of at least 
2 megacycles is required in both limit- 
ers and detector. In the design of the 
310 -A, a 2 megacycle bandwidth in 
limiters and detector was found prac- 
tical, thereby providing a capture ratio 
of less than 2.5 db. Capture ratio is 
the ratio between desired signal and 
the maximum interfering signal which 
still permits good interference rejec- 
tion. Contrast this with the 300 kc. 
average detector bandwidth of a good 
narrow -band receiver, which may have 
a capture ratio as high as 20 db. 

In order that the limiters perform 
adequately, very high -speed perfect 
limiting is essential if phase and fre- 
quency distortion of the signal are to 
be avoided. In choosing limiter cir- 
cuits, the simple diode limiter was re- 
jected as ineffective. 

For true FM performance full limit- 
ing action must take place on even 
the weakest input signals. Therefore, 
three effective stages of limiting are 
used. The first is an electronic limiter, 
using a 6BN6 gated -beam tube. The 
second, a plate limiter using a 6AU6 
tube, has high output which is applied 
directly to the wide -band detector, an 

unbalanced ratio detector which also 
acts as a third stage of limiting. 

The unbalanced ratio detector offers 
several significant advantages over 
typical discriminator circuits which 
are not capable of as good co -chan- 
nel interference rejection. Distortion 
caused by non -linearity in the dis- 
criminator response is responsible for 
a significant amount of the annoying 
distortion audible in narrow -band re- 
ceivers. This cause of distortion is 
virtually eliminated by use of a wide - 
band ratio detector. 

Factors important in the design of 
the i.f. or intermediate frequency am- 
plifier stages are flatness of the pass- 
band characteristics, passband width 
and selectivity, high overload margin, 
high gain and low noise. The i.f. pass- 
band characteristic must have as flat 
a frequency response as possible to 
prevent slight variations in i.f. re- 
sponse from reversing relative 
strengths of almost equal desired and 
undesired signals, thereby increasing 
co- channel interference and degrading 
capture ratio. 

The i.f. passband width was designed 
to be flat over the full modulation 
band of 150 kc. With tuners having sig- 
nificantly narrower i.f. passbands, de- 
tuning or high modulation causes seri- 
ous phase distortion in the i.f. signal 
which cannot be eliminated and may 
cause as much as 10% audio harmonic 
distortion. The 150 kc. wide flat pass- 
band designed into the i.f.'s virtually 
eliminates such distortion. High at- 
tenuation outside of the flat passband 
is desirable to minimize interference 
caused by adjacent- channel stations. 
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Three i.f. stages with eight tuned cir- 
cuits were used to obtain maximum 
attenuation outside of the i.f. pass - 
band. This permits listening to weak 
stations located at only slight frequen- 
cy separation from strong local sta- 
tions. 

The i.f. stages were designed to have 
relatively large overload margins so 
that strong pulses riding in with the 
incoming signal will not cause stage 
overloading, with consequent degraded 
capture ratio. The i.f. stages were also 
designed with loose coupling to prevent 
undue detuning on strong signal 
strengths. 

Capacitor tuning of the oscillator 
was used rather than slug tuning since 
its basic rotary motion is mechanically 
easier, smoother, and more reproduc- 
ible, allowing greater control accuracy 
and exact tuning over the entire range. 

Also, with capacitor tuning it is 
practical to have the oscillator fre- 
quency above the carrier, which is a 
real advantage in minimizing image 
interference. With slug tuning it is 
difficult to get adequate tracking with 
an oscillator frequency higher than 
the carrier unless specially shaped 
slugs are used. 

It was considered important that the 
oscillator frequency be higher than the 
signal frequency because if the oscil- 
lator is tuned above the signal any 
possible image interference can only 
be from the aircraft control bands 
where transmitter powers are only 
several hundred watts. If the oscil- 
lator is tuned below the signal, image 
interference comes from the TV band 
where transmitter powers may be 100 
kilowatts. A reduction in possible 
image interference of nearly 30 db is 
achieved by choice of oscillator fre- 
quency. 

Another type of interference com- 
mon in FM receivers. is the result of 
cross- modulation between strong local 

signals, the oscillator signal. and other 
signals. This causes spurious re- 
sponses which show up as reception 
of the same stations at many different 
points on the dial. By careful design 
of selectivity and linearity of the r.f. 
stage it was possible to obtain a spuri- 
ous response rejection of 85 db, an out- 
standing design accomplishment, since 
sensitivity, which is usually sacrificed, 
was unaffected. 

A neutralized cascode circuit was 
chosen for the r.f. stage, providing 
high sensitivity, selectivity. and stabil- 
ity together with lowest noise. 

The high selectivity prevents over- 
loading the r.f. stage when the in- 
coming signal is off tune. The input 
impedance to the r.f. stage and its cir- 
cuits was designed to be 300 ohms so 
that a standard 300 -ohm folded -dipole 
antenna may be used with exact 
matching. The design was carefully 
chosen to be non -critical so that 75- 
ohm antennas may be accommodated 
with entirely negligible mismatch. 

Few FM tuners include automatic 
gain control or a.g.c. The typical FM 
tuner depends on the limiting action 
to present uniformly equal voltages on 
all input signals to the detector. Un- 
fortunately, if no gain adjustment is 
provided, high signal strengths may 
cause overloading of individual stages 
with consequent distortion of i.f. pass - 
band shape. This increases distortion, 
co- channel interference, cross- modula- 
tion, and impulse noise interference. 
Automatic gain control was chosen in 
order to eliminate need for a manual 
control to decrease sensitivity on high 
inputs. The a.g.c. voltage is developed 
by a diode on the output of the i.f. and 
is used to reduce the gain of the r.f. 
and first i.f. stages whenever high 
signal strengths are encountered. De- 
layed action a.g.c. is used so that tube 
noise alone does not institute control 
action. With undelayed a.g.c, even ex- 

Fig. 3. Top view with cover off, showing unique tuning drive. 
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tremely weak signals will reduce the 
r.f. gain and increase the equivalent 
noise, thereby causing weak signals to 
be received with a substantially de- 
graded signal -to -noise ratio. 

The output of the unbalanced ratio 
detector is applied to a two -stage feed- 
back amplifier which permits very low 
distortion, less than 0.1% even with 
100'; signal modulation. This circuit 
also makes possible a very low output 
impedance equivalent to that of a 
cathode follower, so that a long output 
cable may be used between tuner and 
power amplifier. 

One of the most annoying features 
of most FM reception is the loud rush- 
ing noise heard between stations. A 
dynamic action interstation noise sup- 
pression circuit was provided to elimi- 
nate this annoyance. A continuously 
variable control was provided on the 
front panel for convenient adjustment 
from maximum noise suppression to 
maximum sensitivity. 

While tuning is non -critical, a com- 
bined signal strength and tuning meter 
is provided for maximum convenience 
in tuning very weak signals and in 
orienting the antenna. The tuning 
technique is therefore similar to the 
simple and familiar AM tuning. 

Also, with high interstage noise sup- 
pression action, weak stations might 
be passed over completely. However. 
the combined tuning and signal 
strength meter provides a visual in- 
dication of the existence of a signal 
with noise suppression on, so suppres- 
sion may be reduced for receiving 
weak signals. 

To avoid laborious "cranking" of a 
tuning knob, a basic departure from 
conventional tuning drives was devel- 
oped as indicated in the photographs 
of Figs. 1, 3 and 4. The tuning indi- 
cator serves as a sturdy finger grip for 
sweeping through the entire FM band 

(Continued on page 145) 

Fig. 4. Under chassis view of unit. Note generous use of shielding. 
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TRANSISTOR 

AMPLIFIER 

FOR METERS 

Fig. 1. One set -up for carrying out the 
detailed calibration tests described in 
text. No "Calibration Meter" is needed. 

..A simple amplifier circuit which can be added to standard 
0 -1 ma. meters to increase sensitivity by a 10:1 ratio. 

FEW meters are as popular as the 
standard 0 -1 milliampere instru- 
ment. In fact, it is hardly likely 

that there is an experimenter's labora- 
tory, a ham's workshop, or a school 
or commercial laboratory where at 
least one of these meters cannot be 
found. 

But the same thing is not necessari- 
ly true of the more sensitive instru- 
ments- meters requiring 500 micro- 
amperes or less current for full scale 
deflection. Too often, however, the 
more sensitive instrument will be re- 
quired, either for conducting a series 
of experiments, for circuit development 
work, or for proving in and testing a 
new piece of electronic equipment. 

Unfortunately, the comparatively 
high cost and greater susceptibility to 
mechanical damage of the more sensi- 
tive meters may make it impractical 
for many laboratories to keep a quan- 
tity of these meters on hand. Certain- 
ly the purchase of a 0 -50, 0 -100, or 0- 
200 microampere meter represents a 

Table 1. The author's calibration table 

strain on the budget of the average 
electronics experimenter and ham. 

There is one solution, i.e., the use of 
the common and easily available 0 -1 
ma. meter together with a low im- 
pedance current amplifier to increase 
its sensitivity. The Raytheon CK722 
transistor is ideally suited for this ap- 
plication. A current amplification of 
10:1 is comparatively easy to achieve 
with this component, while at the same 
time maintaining the low impedance 
input so necessary in meter circuits. 

It thus becomes possible to increase 
the sensitivity of the average meter by 
a factor of ten to one. A 0 -1 ma. 
meter can be given a full-scale sensi- 
tivity of 100 microamperes. Where a 
more sensitive basic movement is used, 
even greater sensitivity is possible. A 
0 -500 microampere meter can be given 
a sensitivity of 50 microamperes. 

On the other hand, where a less sen- 
sitive meter is employed, not as much 
sensitivity is possible. Thus, if a 0 -2 
ma. meter is employed, a full -scale 

obtained when checking meter shown in photos. 

VOLTAGE (B) RESISTOR CALCULATED CURRENT METER READING 

1.4 volts 14,000 ohms 100 pa. 1.0 ma. 
1.4 volts 18,660 ohms 75 pa. .749 ma. 
1.4 volts 28.000 ohms 50 pa. .50 ma. 
1.4 volts 56,000 ohms 25 pa. .25 ma. 
1.4 volts 100,000 ohms 14 pa. .142 ma. 

'0 
Meter leads shorted 

0 

together. 
0 0 

sensitivity of only 200 microamperes 
is obtained. 

Because of the small size of the 
transistor and the simplicity of the 
circuit used, the entire amplifier can 
generally be assembled in the meter 
cabinet. The meter shown in Fig. 5 
calibrated 0 -1 ma., has an actual sen- 
sitivity of 0 -100 microamperes, yet the 
entire amplifier circuit used to obtain 
this sensitivity, including batteries, 
does not even partially fill the cabinet, 
as can be seen in the rear view of the 
instrument, given in Fig. 4. 

The average technician should have 
no difficulty in assembling, testing, 
and calibrating a similar instrument 
in less than an hour's time, using the 
schematic diagram given in Fig. 2. 

Circuit Description 
Referring to Fig. 2A, the CK722 

transistor has been connected as a 
grounded emitter, direct -coupled cur- 
rent amplifier, with the basic meter 
movement, M, acting as the amplifier 
load. Variable resistor R, is used to set 
the full -scale meter reading, while 
operating power is supplied by battery 
B, (An alternative connection for the 
calibrating resistor, R,, is given in Fig. 
2B, and may give better results in 
some circumstances.) 

In operation, as long as there is no 
base current flow, the emitter- collec- 
tor current flow is negligible and may 
be considered to approach "0" for prac- 
tical purposes. This condition exists 
when base ( -) and emitter ( +) leads 
are open (as shown in Fig. 2A) or 
shorted together. 

Now, when the base and emitter leads 
are connected in series in a circuit in 
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which direct current is flowing, this 
current becomes the "base current" for 
the transistor, permitting a collector 
current flow that is proportional to its 
value. As the base current increases. 
the collector current increases in di- 
rect proportion, although of much 
larger amplitude (approximately ten 
times greater). Thus, the meter read- 
ing indicates a value that is propor- 
tional to the base current flow. 

Since the maximum battery current 
drain is equal to the full -scale deflec- 
tion of the meter (in the model shown, 
1 ma.), battery life is quite long, and 
it is entirely feasible to use small cells. 

Construction H'nts 
Assembly and wiring of the meter 

amplifier is perfectly straight- forward 
and no special precautions are neces- 
sary. Since d.c. is used throughout, 
both lead length and layout are non- 
critical, and the builder may follow his 
own inclinations as to the arrange- 
ment of components. It is suggested, 
however, that standard good construc- 
tion practice be followed. 

The author used small penlight cells 
(Burgess #7) for the voltage source 
(BI, Fig. 2), wiring two in series. How- 
ever. any other suitable batteries may 
be employed, even regular flashlight 
batteries. If the larger size batteries 
are used, the builder may have to ex- 
periment somewhat with the arrange- 
ment of components within the meter 
cabinet. taking care that no leads are 
shorted. 

Crowding of parts is permissible, 
since there are no heat dissipation 
problems. 

If available locally, the builder 
should consider one of the Mallory 
mercury cells (such as types RM1090. 
RM1200, etc.), as these have a much 
longer operating life than standard 
batteries. 

Although practically any meter may 
he used in the basic circuit, the builder 
may find it necessary or desirable to 
change the supply voltage (B,). and 
the size of the calibrating resistor RI 
to obtain the best results with his 
particular instrument. Both the series 
(Fig. 2M and the shunt (Fig. 2B) 
calibration connections should be tried, 
with the final connections made using 
the circuit that gives the best results. 

In general, the meter should give a 
full sale reading for the desired hase 
current flow, and the supply voltage 
and calibrating resistor should be ad- 
justed accordingly. For example, if an 
0 -1 ma. meter is to be given a sensitiv- 
ity of 100 microamperes, full scale, 
then a reading of 1 ma. should be ob- 
tained when there is a base current 
flow of 100 microamperes. 

If the meter reading is less than 
1 ma., either the supply voltage should 
he increased or the calibration resist- 
ance decreased (using the series con- 
nection). In extreme cases, both steps 
may be necessary. 

On the other hand, should the meter 
reading be off -scale (above 1 ma.), 
with a base current of 100 microam- 
peres. then the series resistance should 

be increased, or the battery voltage 
reduced, or both. 

Thus, in this w'ay, it is possible to 
compensate for different types of 
meters and for minor variations in 
transistor characteristics. 

Calibration and Adjustment 
Once the wiring is completed and 

the meter checked for "full -scale" 
reading, detailed calibration tests may 
be carried out. The general set -up 
shown in Fig. 3 may be used. A similar 
set -up, but without the "Calibration 
Meter," is shown in Fig. 1. 

Battery B is a voltage source cap- 
able of supplying the necessary cur- 
rent; an ordinary 1tz volt dry cell is 
satisfactory for use here. A resistor 
decade box or resistor substitution box 
is included in the circuit to limit cur- 
rent flow to the values needed for 
calibration. 

The "Calibration Meter" is a sensi- 
tive meter and should have a range 
approximating the full -scale range of 
the modified meter. However, this in- 
strument is optional and may be 
omitted from the circuit if an accurate- 
ly known voltage source and precision 
resistors are used. While the resulting 
calibration will not be as accurate as 
that obtained with a meter, it is gen- 
erally satisfactory for practical work. 

Next, the current through the cir- 
cuit is varied from "0" to the full - 
scale reading of the "Modified Meter" 
by changing the series resistance of 
the decade box. Each current value, 
together with the actual meter read- 
ing, is recorded in a table. Table I 
was made up in the course of check- 
ing the meter shown in Figs. 1, 4, & 5. 

In the model, it was found that the 
calibration checks followed the scale 
reading so closely that it was only 
necessary to take the position of the 
decimal point into account when read- 
ing the meter. In many cases, this 
will be found to be true, for the opera- 
tion of the transistor is linear over 
almost the full range from zero to 
maximum collector current. 

In determining the calculated current 

Fig. 4. Rear view of meter case showing 
how amplifier circuit has been built in. 

CKT22 
VI 

B. 

a I AI+ 
ll 

(B) 

R.-I000 ohm pot 
31, -0.1 milliammefer (see feat) 
R1-3 volt battery (fro Burgess #7 penlight 

cells in series) 
r: -CK722 nun dam (Raytheon) 

Fig. 2. (A) Schematic diagram of transistor 
meter amplifier connected as a grounded 
emitter, direct -coupled current amplifier, 
with basic meter movement acting as the 
amplifier load. (B) An alterna:ive connec- 
tion for the calibrating resistor. R. of (A). 

RESISTOR CALIBRATION METER 
DECADE B0a (SEE TEXT) 

Fig. 3. Calibration set -up usirg a "Cali- 
bration Meter" and resissor decode box. 

values given in Table 1, no effort was 
made to take the internal base -emitter 
resistance of the transistor into ac- 
count. This is generally permissible 
because the impedance of the transis- 
tor will usually be low compared to 
the series resistance used during the 
calibration procedure. 

Where the meter calibration is such 
as to prevent using the printed meter 
scale directly, one of several alterna- 
tive steps may he taken. A "calibra- 
tion chart" or graph may be prepared 
for the meter, giving actual current 
values in terms of meter readings. A 
multiplying factor other than ten 
might be employed. Or a new scale 
can be drawn for the meter. 

Once the modified meter has been 
(Continued on page 1181 

Fig. 5. Front view of 0.1 ma. meter whose 
sensitivity has been increased to 0 -100 pa. 
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ELECTRONIC MEMORY 
By ED BUKSTEIN 

Northwestern Television and 
Electronics institute 

Rear panel and front views of the "electronic memory" unit. 
It is housed in a 4" x S" x 6" metal cabinet. A single 
tube is used. The time delay can be adjusted by the user. 

TIIIS "electronic memory" fits into 
a 4 by 5 by 6 inch metal cabinet 
with room to spare, and "remem- 

bers" to turn off the lights after you 
have left. The unit should eliminate 
the cause of many bruised shins and 
stubbed toes, and should be appreciated 
by anyone who has ever (1) been a 
foreman, guard, or other last -man -out 
who turns off the lights and feels his 
way out of the building, (2) parked the 
family car in the garage and then 
groped through a dark jungle of clothes 
lines, forgotten toys, lawn mowers, 
rakes, etc., (3) turned off the house 
lights and stumbled through a dark 
porch or corridor to the walk, (4) 
switched off the bedroom lights and 
groped towards the bed. 

The front panel of the memory unit 
contains a toggle switch and outlet. 

i 
A compact and simple time delay relay 

which will operate lamps and lighting 

fixtures after pre- determined time lag. 

The lamp or other lighting fixture to 
be controlled is plugged into this out- 
let. When the toggle switch is in the 
"on" position, the line voltage is avail- 
able at the outlet and the light is on. 
When the toggle is switched to the 
"off" position, a sixty- second time de- 
lay begins. During this interval, the 
line voltage is still available at the out- 
let and the light remains on. At the 
completion of the time delay interval, 
the unit turns off the light and also 
disconnects itself from the power lines 
so that no standby power will be con- 
sumed. 

As shown in the diagram, the toggle 
switch is a double -pole, double -throw 
type. The two opposite sections of the 
switch are used so that when one is 
open the other is closed (51. and S,g 
in the diagram). When the toggle is in 

Complete schematic of relay. Variations in timing intervals are possible. See text. 

117V .AG 

( 

L 

SIS 

i 
1 
s 

RL 

so 

sloe 

R3 

nsegohrn. 1/1 w. res. 
R5- 10.000 ohm, 2 v. res. 
C, -.5 Add., 200 v. capacitor 
Cí15 µfd., 150 v. elec. capacitor 
RL, -117 volt a.c. relay, d.p.s.t. contacts 
RL. ,-Plate relay, 2000 to $000 ohm coil. nor. 

many. closed contact 
T, -Fit. trans.. 6.3 v. @ 2 amp. 
S,.,, Sp,- Opposing sections of d.p.d.t. toggle 

switch (see text) 
S0,-117 v. outlet (socket) 
V, -64Q5 tube 
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the "on" position, 51., is closed and re- 
lay RL, is energized. The contacts of 
this relay apply the line voltage to the 
outlet and also to the time delay cir- 
cuit. During the half cycle of line volt- 
age when the grid of the 6AQ5 becomes 
positive, grid current charges capacitor 
Cl. 

When the toggle is thrown to the 
"off" position, S,,, closes. Capacitor C, 
is now connected between the grid and 
cathode of the 6AQ5. The polarity and 
magnitude of the charge on C, are such 
that the tube is biased beyond cut -off. 
After an interval of time, however, the 
charge on C, will have leaked off 
through the resistors connected across 
it. The 6AQ5 will now draw plate cur- 
rent and energize relay RL.. The nor- 
mally- closed contacts of this relay now 
open and interrupt the current flow 
through RL,. When RL, de- energizes, 
the outlet and the time delay circuit 
are both disconnected from the power 
lines. 

The length of the time delay is de- 
termined by the time constant C,- R1 -R,. 
For the intended application, a sixty - 
second time delay is a reasonable inter- 
val. For special applications however, 
it may be desirable to either increase 
or decrease the interval. This can be 
easily accomplished by changing the 
value of C, or of the resistance in paral- 
lel with it. Increasing either the capac- 
itance or resistance will increase the 
time delay, and rice versa. 

Almost every home has a few dark 
areas in the attic, basement, hallway, 
side entrance, etc. The "electronic 
memory" can add a new feature of 
safety and convenience to the home. It 
is easy to build and relatively inex- 
pensive. J,30- 
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CATALOG AND 

SAMPLE LESSON 
Rush coupon for toy catalog 
"How to Make Money in 
Radio -Television ". PLUS an 

actual sample Sprayberry 
Lesson without obligation -.ILL 

FREE. Mail coupon NOW! 

/he mew! 3Years in Development 
--411 -NOW RFNVFaRyav! 

A+1%,.. 01 I 

-h , n tae new l 
Spreyberrr training 
T.l evacon receiver. 
toit and tested In sec- 
tion tot !neatest te'. 

New Equipment! New Lessons! Enlarged Course! 
SPRAYBERRY PRACTICAL TRAINING IN 

RADIO - ELEVISION 
3 NO OBLIGATION TRAINING PLANS 

You have NO MONTHLY PAYMENT CONTRACT to sign 

...pay for this outstanding training as you learn! 

'These photos show only a small part of 
the training equipment I send my students, 

The romgdete farts are NO big and so not wrtant to any min seeking 
training in Radio -Television that 1 urge you to mail he c import be- 
low at on e for my big all -new 56 page FREE CATALOG and 
FREE Sa mole Lesson. Get the full story of this remar :able new 

Frank L Sprayberry and up -to- the -second '!'raining flan. You'll read abaft my 3 NO 
President. Soreyborry OIILIGA11t)N PLANS or "packaged unit" instru.-.ior, for both 
Academy of Radio beginners and the experienced man. You'll learn how I can now 

prepare you in as little as lU \YON FIIS to take your place in this fast moving big mumcy 
industry as a Trained Radio-Telex isfon Technician. You'll see that you tc Le no risk in 
enrolling for my Training because ori 1)0 NOT SIGN A BINDING TIME PAYMENT 
CON1'ItAC l'. I have been training successful Radio -TV tell ions for 22 years ... 1 ran 

prepare you, too, to get into your own profitable Servire Shop or a good paying job, 
even if you leave no knowle t ge of Radio -Television. Mail the roll ... 1 rush full 
information FREE and without obligation. (No salesman will call.) 

NEWEST 

DEVELOPMENTS 

Your training cov- 

ers U H F, Color 
Television, F M, 

Oscilloscope 
Servicing, High 
Fidelity Sound 
and Transistors. 

ou w - -u - $ powerful short wove 
and broadcast superheat rodio receiver 
for valuable shop instructions. 

PRACTICE AND TRAIN AT HOME 
WITH 25 NEW KITS OF EQUIPMENT 
yon get valuable practical experience In construction. test- 
ing and shop practice. You build a Powerful 2 unmet silnerhrt 
radio. the all -new IS range $prayberry ru iltfest, r. the now 
Moray berry Training Television receiver. signal generator. 
signal tracer and many other projects. All equipment Is 

yonn to Ilse and keep ... and you have practically every- 
thing urrdwl to set up a Rod la= Felcvielon Service Shop. 

Nil your training Is IN YOUR HO:I E u. spare hours. 
Kemp nm with your present lob and Income whit. learning. 
I help you earn extra spare time money while you learn If 
you expert to be In the armed forces later. there is no Letter 

preparation than practical $prayherry Itadke- Television 
training. hush coupon below for all the facts -FEES! 

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO 
111 NORTH CANAL STREET. DEPT. 25 -S, CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS 

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FREE I 
FACTS AND SAMPLE LESSON 

December, 1954 

Dept. 25.5, 111 N. Canal St.. Chicago 6, Ill. 
Please rush all information on your ALL -NEW Radio -Television Train- 
ing Plan. I understand this does not obligate me and that no sales- 
man will call upon me. Include New Catalog and Sample Lesson FREE. 

Name Age 

Address 

City Zone State 
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MAC'S RADIO 

SERVICE SHOP 
By JOHN T. FRYE 

AFREEZING RAIN during the 
night had turned the out -of -doors 
into a crystal fairyland. Every tree 

was an immobile fountain of ice; the 
eaves of every building wore gleam- 
ing, sparkling fringes of icicles. 

However Amanda Perkins, secre- 
tary, office manager, customer buffer, 
and Chief Worrier of Mac's Radio 
Service Shop, was oblivious to all this 
congealed beauty outside. Seated at 
her desk with her back to the win- 
dows, she was playing a staccato tune 
on the typewriter as she engaged in 
her daily little game of trying to get 
through all the correspondence by 
lunch time. 

That was why she did not see the 
door open stealthily behind her to 
admit the curly red head of Barney, 
the shop's service technician, j.g. The 
boy stepped inside and closed the door 
behind him with a quietness that was 
amazing coming from one who was 
usually about as quiet and gentle as a 
bulldozer. Holding a small icicle deli- 
cately between thumb and forefinger, 
he tiptoed across the room and gently 
dropped it down the back of Miss 
Perkins' dress. 

Instantly she gave a loud shriek, 
exploded out of her chair, and began 
frantic movements of her body as she 
tried to dislodge the melting bit of 
ice. 

Mac, who had watched the whole 
procedure through the open door of 
the service department came rushing 
into the office brandishing a length of 
pipe mast and demanding, "Where's 
the mouse, Amanda? Just show him 
to me, and I'll clobber him for you!" 

Barney, wearing a look of shocked 
surprise on his face during all this 
pandemonium, finally said, "Why, 
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CALLING ALL INVENTORS 

Amanda; 1 didn't know you could 
rhumba; or is that a new hula you 
are showing us ?" 

At this Miss Perkins suddenly he- 
came ominously quiet as she glared 
at her tormenters. Then she walked 
deliberately over to her desk and 
picked up a heavy paper weight. That 
was all the hint Mac and Barney 
needed. With one accord they leaped 
through the door of the service de- 
partment and slammed it behind them. 

Mac grinned at Barney leaning 
weakly against the door and asked 
in his best imitation of the "Life With 
Elizabeth" announcer, "Aren't you 
ashamed ?" Barney was still laug % - 

ing too hard to do more than shake 
his head vigorously. 

"Well, then I'd better find an oat - 
let for some of this surplus energy 
of yours," Mac said as he picked up 
a small pamphlet from the service 
bench. "As a person who is always 
eager to think about anything except 
work, you should find this right up 
your alley. Ever hear of the National 
Inventors Council ?" 

"Don't think so." 
"It was created in 1940 by the Secre- 

tary of Commerce with the concur- 
rence of the President to establish a 
means by which the natural inventive 
talent of the American people could be 
used to aid the war effort. The chief 
function of the Council is to receive 
and evaluate ideas and inventions that 
may be of use to the military forces. 
In this capacity it welcomes sugges- 
tions from inventors on practically 
everything from 'toothpicks to tanks.' 
Since the Council has been in business 
during the past fourteen years, the 
public has submitted more than 300.- 
000 proposals, some of which have re- 

suited in tremendous aavings in men, 
materiel, time, and money. 

"In order to channel inventive think- 
ing somewhat, the Council periodically 
issues lists of military problems that 
are current. I have such a list here. 
Hoping to concentrate your inventive 
genius still further, I have gone 
through the list and checked off those 
items that would seem to lie in the 
domain of electricity and electronics." 

"Fine, fine!" Barney said smugly. 
"Toss a couple over the plate." 

"Often I hear fellows who are study- 
ing for a commercial radio license 
gripe about the questions devoted to 
batteries on the grounds that batteries 
are pretty much out of date. Apparent- 
ly the army does not know about this, 
for a lot of their inventive needs are 
connected with batteries. For example 
they say they need a battery with a 
very long shelf life and one that will 
give a constant power output over a 
widely varying range of temperature; 
and to the army that means a range 
of from -100° F to 160° F above zero. 

"They are particularly interested in 
a battery that will perform well at ex- 
tremely low temperatures. For ex- 
ample, they would like a new electro- 
lyte that could be substituted for the 
one ordinarily found in an automotive 
(lead -acid) battery that would have a 
low viscosity at -65° C and that 
would work well at this temperature 
without any damage to the battery. At 
the same time they would like to have 
a new miniature battery that would 
provide more service life per unit of 
volume and weight." 

"How about the RM cells and the 
low- temperature batteries I've read 
about ?" 

"These are mentioned. It is stated 
the initial production of RM cells was 
spotty and that while some batteries 
gave good performance. others did 
not provide any useful life at all be- 
cause of defects. My dad. who wears 
a hearing aid using these batteries, 
strongly seconds this opinion. He says 
that when you put in a fresh battery 
you can never be sure whether it is 
going to last two hours or two weeks. 
Low temperature batteries provide 
some life at -40° F, but not sufficient 
life to be of practical value. Incidental- 
ly, the army is willing to approach 
this problem from another direction. 
If you can think up a good way to 
heat drycells so that the full output 
can be obtained in extremely cold 
regions, the army would like to hear 
about it. They have already tried 
using heat tablets, activated charcoal 
blocks, sterno -type and chemical heat.. 
ers without much success. 

"How about the new solar and 
atomic batteries ?" 

"They show promise but are not 
suitable to field applications at their 
present stage of development. The 
army would very much like to have a 
new, efficient, compact, light, and quiet 
source of power to replace heavy bat- 
teries and noisy internal- combustion. 
engine -driven generators for front 
line use." 
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i 

VA/ PRINTED 
CIRCUITS 

One of the many tremendous 
im- 

provements in the new 1955 Heath - 

kits is the use of an etched metal 

process printed circuit 
sed) 

in rHealhkit 
I. 

circnits 
whenever 

will will affet 
construc- 

tion 
whenever lification. performance 

r n.te stab sirop 

instrument 
r 

and lend 
w for the 

r 

kit 
design. Now 

company offers 

time a kit tag'um f modern, printed 

the advantages 
of 

construction 
tech - 

instrument 
the 

eltirstr time considera- 

tion been 
n 

given toward reducing 
has my tic' Also this is the 

kit assembly 
time 

time. 
Mist lime that 

1 o ed 
circuit 

a volume 
base. 

Offered 
ham Heathk,t. the 

basis. leader in kit ins 
pioncer a 

design. 

"leeti PEAK -TO -PEAK 
CIRCUIT VTVM 

Now RAL, full l tier in A(' input rircuitrlier- mits full sente poak.to-IKak measurements. Seven ranges - Upper limits 4000 volis penk-to-tlimit Just the thing you 
needed 

servi<c- mon have needed in mak- ing TV circuit voltage cheeks. Precision resistor voilage divider limits A(' ItMS level to 15o volts. Prevents overloading the rectifier -extends upper limit AC IUMS ronges to Lí00 volts --furl her pro- tects bel er and circuitry arcing. AC flash -cuver cur arcing. Another definite example of cant inuinpg 
in the kit instgrument <fieltl. 

Now l'.I.ii Heath- 
kits feature rom- 
plete panel rede- 
sign. Sharp white 
lettering applied to 
the beautiful char- 
coal gray panels. i 
provide a new high 
Its readability. 
Lettering is easy- 
to -read open style r 

--- 

atnl panel calibrai ` 

t ions are vividly 
clear against the 
pleasing soft gray backgromid. New knots 
of esclusive fleathkit design. 

The 11óN' 3 :r01,, Is a :. :os - 

teat- for the well rounded II., tP 
of llrathkit instruments. Sia l l 

in size, I Is,' deep liná wi.1. 
!Ii x' high, yet big in lerforw- t -á sise. Just think of the valor' 
an Oscilloscope for 
Brilliant intensity. sharp boo - 

using. wide positionitlg ranee- 
An ideal portable Scope for tlo 
TV serviceman- a second slop 

. :_ _ 
scope -modula l ion monitor 
for you hams (deflection plate 

terminals in rear of cabinets. 
Performance to share for all 

general sente applications. See specification. 
on following liage. 

Wel.41 STYLING 
hew COLOR 

New styling awl color- 
slug is reslsiisihlc tar 

tremendous improve- 
ment in 111atlrklt alp 
pnrauee. The new ii- 
stninent colons 

combination is high 
definition white letter- 
ing in soft r'bareual 
Riley s'aglit r feather 
gray. The sal in gold ra 

baked enamel cabinet 
for Ihr \\'. \ -I"? l'ream- 
paccs` 

tlilligttrend nirllr:rthk¡Ilstyhug.ni pari 

Q I 

hew SCOPE SWEEP CIRCUIT 

10 CYCLES - 500 KC Ffeatlikil 
New 1`.155 fea- 
Model 0 -10 Scope 

lures a new wale fre- 

yuencY range sweep g 
n- 

orator covenng 10 
cycles 

to 51NI0° cycles. 

covernRC is nvallablc in 

live virtually decading 

we ranges and is five 
s 

times 

et' 
greater than the 

weep frequency ranKe 
s 
usun 1Y nvailalle. 1.scel- 

lent retrace 
; 

m e chlres s 

tthei tf 
time 

0 KC' 

urea of the iteerunnng 
Heath circuit oovidilita y 
larger f sHbeath 

- 

Scope performance. 

lIV 
PROGR 

E'hExPANSIO 
feutur'r'sr"odin N 
/inn nre the / ;rr°vomr'nr.. pr li :r 

hR 
oe z o/ le a 

krclenuingsuA/w .4 A. 
a <essi 

Rrrearl 
ÇHca ̀  urtlreéN !' .. 

kifgat7 t jhescnla the w.o icfl 
1955 

he inno ?/* Noel is 
arid . 

/i ne are catfona 
' 

rr'rie 
ulerlrf°nai new Pnfan /'e 

y<urs 
or re/case 7°418 cti f 

SEE THE INSTRUMENTS 
ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES 
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ELECTRONIC 
SWITCH 

KIT 

T4 rlald 

\j'1/^0 swlttchÏ 
gTics h¿iyl 

'9,1'.'t'!'1.- ranc tta<ct 2uW , 1._ ,,, 

Uaaridual 
Inni . 

The 
Electronic Switch Kit is to permit se, treqúeto 

simultaneous oscilloscope observa- r9.1Te,ky `control. 

lion of two separate traces which ircu 

can be either separated or super- Tr 
imposed for individual study. This / t: vo,.m 
is accomplished through the use of 4,404,710 oxhó 0 

two individually controlled inputs t a2rh Ur V/a, 
working through amplifier, multi- orhe.41 r/ 
vibrator, and blocking stages. The ev¿¡p 
output of the Electronic Switch is 
connected directly to the vertical 
input of the Oscilloscope. A typical example of useful- 
ness would be simultaneous observation of a signal or 
waveform as it appears at both the input and output 
stages of an amplifier. 
APPLICATIONS 
An Electronic Switch has many applications to increase 
the over -all operating versatility of your oscilloscope. 
It can be used to check amplifier distortion -audio 
crossover networks -phase inverter circuits -to measure phase shift -special 
waveform study, etc. The instrument can also be conveniently used as a square 
wave generator over the range of switching frequencies, often providing the 
necessary wave form response information without incurring the expense of 
an additional instrument. Ownership of this instrument will reveal many entirely 
new fields of oscilloscope application and will quickly justify the modest cost of 
the Electronic Switch Kit. 

qiecagea 
VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR 

KIT I 

MODEL VC -2 I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

$1150 
pg. WI. 4 ibs 

Another w,eíul oscilloscope 
accessory particularly in circuit develop- 
ment work and in TV and radio service 
work. The Voltage Calibrator provides a 
convenient method for making peak -to -peak 
voltage measurements with an oscilloscope, 
by establishing a relationship on a compari- 
son basis between the amplitude of an un- 
known wave shape and a known output of 
the voltage calibrator. Peak -to -peak voltage 
values are read directly from a calibrated 
panel scale without recourse to involved 
calculations. 
FEATURES: 
To off -set line voltage supply irregularities, 
the instrument features a voltage regulator 
tube. A convenient "signal" position on the 
panel switch by- passes the calibrator com- 
pletely and the signal is applied through the 
oscilloscope vertical input, thereby eliminat- 
ing the necessity for constantly transferring 
test leads. 
RANGES: 
With the Heathkit Volt- 
age Calibrator it is pos- 
sible to measure all types 
of complex waveforms 
within a voltage range of 
.01. to 100 volts peak -to- 
peak. Build this instru- 
ment in a few hours and 
enjoy the added benefits 
offered only through com- 
bination use of test equip- 
ment. 

ceci tli 
L O W C A P A C I T Y 

PROBE KIT 
No. 342 

$350 
Shpg- Wt 1 Ib. 

An oscilloscope accessory, the 342 Low 
Capacity Probe permits observation of 
complex TV waveforms without dis- 
tortion. An adjustable trimmer pro- 
vides proper matching to any conven- 
tional scope input circuit. Excellent for 
high frequency, high impedance, or 
broad bandwidth circuits. l'he attenu- 
ation ratio can be varied to meet in- 
dividual requirements. 

I Wear/14t 
ISCOPE DEMODULATOR 

PROBE KIT 

I 
Shpg. Wt. 1 Ib. 

I :x t end the usefulness of your ose il- 
Iloscope by observing modulation 
envelopes of HF or IF carriers 
found in TV and radio receivers. 

IThe Heathkit Demodulator Probe 
will be helpful in alignment work. 
as a gain analyzer and a signal 

Itracer. Easy construction with the 
new modern printed circuit board. 
Voltage limits are 30 volts HMS 

and 500 volta D.C. 

No. 337-C 

5350 

HEATH company 
BENTON HARBOR 15, 

MICHIGAN 

"What else do they need ?" 
"Well, as an old treasure -locater 

builder, you may be interested to know 
the army still wants a device or tech- 
nique that will positively detect the 
presence of explosives, as such, buried 
beneath the earth's surface. I don't 
think they would be much interested 
in that gadget you built that goes out 
after 'pieces -of- eight' and comes up 
with a roll of rusty fence wire. Along 
the same line they would like to have 
a rapid method by which they can 
determine the density of surface lay- 
ers of soil to a depth of three feet in 
six -inch increments without taking 
actual samples. All attempts to do 
this electronically so far have failed. 
On a little different tangent, they 
would like to have a blasting cap that 
cannot be initiated by electromagnetic 
or radar waves." 

"Anything else ?" 
"A lot else. There is need for a 

recorder that will work over a fre- 
quency range of from 5 to 1000 mega- 
cycles. A non -heterodyning type of 
frequency divider is wanted. So is a 
high voltage power supply that will 
put out 40,000 volts at up to 50 micro- 
amperes of current and yet will be so 
small and light that it will not add 
seriously to the burden of the man 
who must carry the electronic equip- 
ment this power supply operates. A 
microwave oscillator capable of 1 kw. 
of c.w. output is needed. The army 
would like to have a 12" cathode -ray 
tube in which the glass envelope is 
much lighter in weight, shorter, and 
more rugged. A coaxial r.f. switch 
of broadband characteristics to handle 
one to ten kw. of power is on the list. 
So is a frequency insensitive rotating 
joint for coaxial and waveguide cir- 
cuitry." 

"I'd like one of those myself for my 
ten -meter beam" Barney interrupted. 

"Yes, and on Field Day you and the 
army both would like an ultra light- 
weight field antenna mast or radiator, 
say one that collapses to only 10 feet 
in length but that can be extended to 
any height up to 100 feet and that re- 
quires a minimum of guying, prefer- 
ably none at all at lower extensions. 
The army would also like to have a 
coil impregnant that is cheap, easily 
applied, and unaffected by heat or 
humidity; and one that will not, on 
the other hand, affect the "Q" or the 
physical or electrical performance of 
the coil on which it is used. The mili- 
tary thinks it would be nice if some- 
one would come up with a semi-con- 
ductor material for use in transistors 
whose color would reveal its conduc- 
tivity type: n -type being one color and 
p -type being a different color. Do you 
get the idea? 

"An indicator for carbon -monoxide 
gas is needed. So is a humidity indica- 
tor. So is a rugged, portable. light- 
weight ammeter that will be 20 to 100 
times more sensitive than the conven- 
tional D'Arsonval type; yet no exter- 
nal power supply or electron tube am- 
plifiers can be used to accomplish 
this." 
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fr ̀ il First coitli clpO, Ice Oyhh 
nnitgh 

1nt 

c1ty>yr1dtrY 

' 
c r lull 

bapd wtdth. 

NEW DESIGN: The new Heat hk it Model 0-10 lisci Iltmeope would be something 
special at any price, but is almost unbelievable at $64.50. Completely re- designed scole 
has broadband amplifiers for color TV work and pliers brilliant overall performance. 
Vertical frequency response within 5 db from 5 cos to 5 mc. Even more astounding. the 
response is down less than Itg db at 3.58 mc. the color TV sync burst frequency. It is 
essential that scows for color work have these ',midland characteristics. 
PRINTED CIRCUITS: Two {tripled circuit I torts used in this fine instrument to insure 
stable, consistent performance. Problems staved by pre-engineering of boards. :utd their 
use guarantees completed unit that will have saille characteristics as lab development 
model. Printed circuits simplify construct nut and save labor. 
NEW SWEEP CIRCUIT: Sweep circuit operates with exceptionally good linearity from 20 epos to 
over 30(1,1101 cps. :i times the usual range for scopes in this price range. An entirely new circuit intro- 

duced for the first time in any heat hkit. 
Simplified, stand- 
ardised construc- 
tion technique of 
vertical and hori- 
zontal amplifier 
construction made 
possible through 
the use of a single printed circuit 
hoard. 

('lean, open, under 
chassis construction 
and wiring. Possible 
only through use of 
pre -cabled wiring hur- 
tless. and simplified 
printed circuit 
board 

9' 2 
.. 

New electronic position- 
ing controls for Instan- 
taneous. definite posi- 
tioning without bounce 
or overshoot. 

FEATURES: Other outstanding characteristics of this professional 
oseilhncop a arc: Built -in IV task -t-peak reference for calibration of 

plastic CRT face -plate; 5 5UI'l ('1(T; push -pull hor, and vent. deflec- 
tion amplifiers; hor. trace width expandable to 3 tittles diameter of ('R 
tube to allow inspection of any small portion of the signal; deflection 
sensitivity, ,025 volts per inch; wiring harness preformed and chi led 
to save construction time and insure professional appearance and 
operation. Incorporates efficient retrace blanking. Frequency com- 
pensated step attenuatur at the vertical input. Entire tube fare use- 
able. No foldover on vertical over -hurl. Performance obtainable only 
in mach more expensive laboratory models. 

Uses 51'P1, 6.1R7, 61107. 1211H7, 6('1t6, I2.T7, 2 -12.1 1.7, I;Xl, lV2,and 6('7. Quality components used 
throughout so that outstanding performance characteristics may be maintained for years to come. Plastic 
molded condensers are used in all coupling and by-pass applications. The 'new- look" in Heathkit styling 
produces professional appearance in keeping with the professional performance of this instrument. 

N EJJW 

CCLGiIIie 
3"' PRINTED CIRCUIT 

NEW 

5' PRINTED CIRCUIT 

IOSCILLOSCOPE KIT 
OSCILLOSCOPE KIT I MODEL 0M -1 

3GP1 CR TUBE 

MODEL OL -1 

$2950 Shpg.. 
15 Ibn. 

Wl 

N ew easy -to -LU lid printed circuit board 
with high Insulation factor. 

New compact. utility Scope- light- New nient hklt Instrument styling- 
weight-portable for service work, charcoal gray panel with high reada- 

bility white lettering. 
Deflection plate terminals -ideal for 
ham transmitter modulation tnonitor- New Heath twin triode sweep getter- 
lug. ator 15- 10).000 cycle sweep. 

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE: The brand new Model O1A Utility (kcillnscotue is designed 
especially for portable applications su that outside servicemen or tersoas performing field 
lests can have the advantages of a sente available. Then too, it is ideal for hume workshop, 
the ham -shack, or as an "extra" scope for the service shop. It is compact. light in weight, 
and surprisingly versatile ont operation. An outstanding instrument for the price. 

Frost panel controls are "bench -tested" for case of operation and conveiieee. Printed 
circuit bard used for constant circuit performance. Assembly time cut in half! 
SPECIFICATIONS: Vertical amplifiers feature frequency response within 1 db from 10 
cps tu 100 kc, and within 3 dt. from 5 cos to 500 kc. Vertical sensitivity .2 volts per inch at 

1 kc, with input impedance of 12 mmfd shunting 10 teguhms. 
Horizontal response within I db tram IO cps ro 2110 ke, and within 5 tilt from 5 eas to 

500 kc. Hor. sensitivity 25 volts per inch at I kc, input impedance of 15 mmfd shunting 
10 megohms. Sweep generator covers III cps to 100.000 cps with stable positive lock -in 
circuit. Cathode follower input in loth vert. mod hoe. amplifiers; pushymlf vertical and 
horizontal deflection amplifiers; :r CRT; electronic positioning controls for wide range of 
vertical and horizontal spot deflection; provision for internal and external sync; 60 cycle 
line sweep. New modern color styling and unusual performance make this instrument an 
outstanding value. 

$3950 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Shpg. Wt. 
24 lbs. 

VERSATILE INSTRUMENT: The 
new \idyl HM -1 general purpose 
( ).scillmeupe represents an outstand- 
ing dollar value in reliable test equip- 
ment. Full 5 inch ('I(T. Printed cir- 
cuit boards for ease of assembly. 
constant circuit characteristics. and 
ntagel component mounting. Includes all the design features necessary for 
servicemen. students, experimenters, radio amateurs, etc. Frequency re- 
spnmw of amplifiers flat within 1 db from 10 cps to 100 ke, and down only 
7 db from 10 cps l0 500 ke. Sweep generator range from 21) cps to 100, )00 
cps. Also features new Heathkit color styling with charcoal gray panel and 
high definition white lettering for readability even under.sutslued lighting 

uditit 
DESIGN FEATURES: A full- size, versatileoscilhnrnpe at a price you nee 
: ilion). Other features are: adjustable spot shape control; liF connections 
t deflect ion plates; direct coupled centering controls; external and internal 
sweep and sync; 60 cycle line sync; built in 1 volt peak-to-peak purl 
terminal reference voltage; prdccsioual :u up trance of cabi,et, panel, sod 
knob styling. 

WSW 

5BP1 CR TUBE 
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MULTIMETER 
KIT 

The new Heathkit Multimeter is a 
"must" to complete the instrument 
lineup of any well equipped service 
shop. Here is an instrument packed 
with every desirable service feature, 
many of which are not found in other 
Multimeters. All of the measurement 
ranges you need or want. High sensi- 
tivity 20,000 ohms per volt DC; 5,000 
ohms per volt AC. * ADVANTAGES 
Complete portability through freedom 
from AC line power operation- provides service 
ranges of direct current measurements from ISO 
microamps up to 15 amperes -can be safely operated 
in RE' fidds without impairing accuracy of measure- 
ment. * RANGES 
Full scale AC and DC voltage ranges are 0 -1.5. 5, 50, 150, 500, 
1500 and 5,000 volts. Direct current ranges are 150 microamps. 
15 150 and 500 milliamperes and 15 amperes. Resistances are 
measured from .2 ohms to 20 megohms in 3 ranges and db range 
from -10 to +$15 db. * CONSTRUCTION 
The Heathkit MM -1 features a unique resistor ring switch 
mounting assembly procedure. With this method of assembly 
the precision resistors are wired to the rings and range switch before actual mounting of the 
switch to the instrument panel. This procedure affords the advantage of simpler construction 
yet complete accessibility of precision resistors in event replacement is ever required. Ohm- 
meter batteries were selected for convenience of replacement and only standard commercially 
available types are used. Batteries consist of 1 type C flashlight cell and 4 1 enlite cells. All 
batteries and necessary test leads are furnished with the kit. 

eatlir T 'feat ct RESISTANCE 
HANDITESTER KIT! SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT 

MODEL RI -1 

MODEL M -1 I 36 standard RTMA 1 watt 

7 
550 resistor values between 15 S 

ohms and 10 megohms with 
an accuracy of 10% are at 
your fingertips in the Model 

Shpg. Wt. 3 RS-1 Resistance Substitu- 

The Heathkit 
Model M -1 Nandi- 

ester readily fulfills 
major requirements for 

a compact. portable volt -ohm milliam- 
meter. The small size of the smooth gleam- 
ing molded bakelite case permits the in- 
strument to be tucked into your coat 
pocket, toolbox or glove compartment of 
your car. Always the "Handitester" for 
those simple repair jobs. 

RANGES: 
Despite its compact size. the Handiteater 
is packed with every desirable feature re- 
quired in an instrument of this type. At' 
or DC voltage ranges, full scale, 10, 30. 
300, 1,004) and 5,010 volts. 2 convenient 
ohmmeter ranges 0 -3,000 ohms and 0 
300,000 ohms. 2 DC milliammeter ranges 
0 -10 milliamperes and 0 -100 milliamperes. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The instrument uses a 400 microampere 
meter movement which is shunted with 
resistors to provide a uniform 1 milli- 
ampere load in both AC and DC ranges 
')'his design allows the use of but 1 set of 
1 fv precision divider resistors 
on both AC and DC and pro- 
vides a simplicity of switch- 
ing. A small hearing aid type 
ohms adjust control provides 
the necessary zero adjust 
function on the ohmmeter 
range. The AC rectifier circuit 
uses a high quality Bradley 
rectifier and a dual half wave 
hookup. Necessary test leads 
and battery are included in 
the price of this popular kit. 

82 

lion Box kit. This sturdy 
Iand attractive accessory 

will easily prove its worth 
many times over as a time 

Isaving device. Order several 
today. Shpg. Wt. 

2 lbs. 

s'lfeczelfZie CONDENSER 
SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT 

MODEL 
18 standard RTMA CS-1 
values are available 
from .0001 mfd to .22 
mfd. An 18 position 
switch set in the panel 
of an attractive bake - 
lite case allows quick changes 
without touching the test 
leads. Invest a few minutes 
of your time now and save 
hours of work later on. 

$ 550 
Shpg. Wt. 

2 lbs. 

"Looks like a spot to use transis- 
tors," Barney commented. 

"Possibly. There is also a growing 
need for something to replace our 
diminishing supply of natural piezo- 
electric quartz. One possibility is the 
development of a high quality syn- 
thetic quartz. Another is the applica- 
tion of magnetostriction units to the 
control of frequency. Whichever is 
used, it must have an accuracy equal 
to that of natural quartz oscillators: 
approximately .02% within the tem- 
perature range of -65° to +160° F. 
We also need a new high resistance ma- 
terial with a resistance of at least 100,- 
000,000,000 ohms per centimeter with a 
low temperature coefficient, good re- 
sistance to vibration and shock, cap- 
able of being formed into units with 
a resistance accuracy of 207. These 
resistors are needed for use in radia- 
tion detection instruments ?' 

"All that stuff is rather small caliber 
for an inventor of my type," Barney 
objected. "Don't they need some really 
big inventions ?" 

"Oh sure. They would like to have 
a complete new type of communication 
that does not depend on electrical im- 
pulses, electromagnetic waves, sound 
waves, or any other method known at 
present. That should hold you for a 
while. Then you can work on a new 
system for converting either light or 
heat into electrical energy. Of course 
the Bell Laboratories are kicking this 
around, too, but I am sure you like a 
little competition. On your day off 
you can play around with either a 
destructive ray that will produce death 
at 500 yards without excessive power 
input or with a device that will con- 
vert speech directly into writing. I 
think perhaps IBM has done some 
work on this, but the army wants a 
device that is simple to operate and 
is not bulky -which makes it quite a 
large order." 

"I think I'll help the army out on 
a few of these things," Barney an- 
nounced importantly. "Where do I sub- 
mit my ideas or write for more in- 
formation?" 

"Just address the National Inven- 
tors Council U. S. Department of Com- 
merce, Washington 25, D. C.," Mac 
answered; "but before you start in- 
venting, you had better figure out how 
you can get back into Amanda's good 
graces." 

"Don't worry about that; it's al- 
ready taken care of," Barney said airi- 
ly. "Tomorrow morning I intend to 
present her with the personally -auto- 
graphed picture of Liberace I managed 
to have him sign when he played in 
Center City a couple of weeks back. 
Knowing how much she likes to hear 
him play, I got it especially for her; 
but I've been waiting to give it to her 
until the right moment arrived. Now 
I think it's here! If that doesn't melt 
her down, nothing will." 

"That's my boy! ", grinned Mac. "Old 
Don Juan had nothing on you when it 
comes to being a smooth operator. I 
don't know how you do it -but six or 
sixty -the gals love it!" -30 
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eabl- 
Dllet 

Another outstanding ,':mp le of cmlhul( log livatl O'ompauy pioneering ami leadership in the kit instru- 
ment field. A new printed circuit VTV 1 T\ M. New tsak- Nopeak circuit -mew styling and new panel design. 
A prewiresl, prefabricated printed circuit board eliminates chassis wiring. cuts assembly time in half, 

coures duplieatioo of Kngimeriog pilot model specifications. :Lis! virtually eliminates possibdiq of ron- 
struetion error. 

CIRCUIT: 
A II'r I A tithe operated as a full wave :U' input rectifier permits seven teak- to-leak voltage muges with 
q q , r limits of 4000 volts P -l'. Just the ticket for you TV servicemen. Voltage divider in the 6:11.5 input 

circuit limits applied it' input tua side level. This circuitry and the isolation of 
the meter in the cathode of the 12A t'i bridge circuit ail iris a high degree of 
protection to the sensitive 200 mirrenmlere meter. 

Full wave rectifier 
In A(' input circuit. 
Read peak -to-peak 
and RAMS volts with 
upper limit of 4000 
P -Panel 1 5tu volts 
Il MS. Voltage di- 
vidrr Input circuit. 

The first kit instru- 
ment to offer a la- 
bor-saving, error - 
free printed rirrtdt 
hoard. Your Instru- 
ment an exact sir- 
ing replica of Engi- 
neering develop- 
ment model. 

eatlr4¢it AC 

RANGES: 
Seven voltage ranges. 1.S. 5, Ii, 50, 150, 510 
and I.500 volts DI' and At' HMS. Peak -to- 
peak ranges 4, 14. 411. 1411, 40(1, 1410, 40011. 
Ohmmeter ranges X1, XIII. XII0, XIINNI, 
X PIK. XI00K. XI ose. : \ddltiwr,d features 

ream se on raLMi out. InrorpP aw.ttch. 
Pow aC1el'tUr t11C 

IMPORTANT FEATURES: 
-.1 nit -transformer operated -I'; 

I _:11'7 tube -selenium power reeu- 
c.div:,:ual 1 :,m l I :r calibrlt ¡MIS- smother improved 

zero adjust control aetms, -mew tone) styling and cnlur -mew 
plaeement of pilot light -new positive contact Inttery mounting 
-new" knobs -nest leads included. 

The nett' V-7 also sets the Ince as a kit instrument .style leader. 
Smart. good -looking charcoal guy panel and .soft feather arty 
cabinet. high readability panel with sharply contrasting white 
:librations. The pleasing, eye catching, tmslerr styling is in 

harnsmious h,l:m,cc with ti,,-ììi 1<1am -ling ,`menin design improve_ 

VACUUM TUBE 1 earideit 30,000 VOLTS DC 

VOLTMETER 
KIT 
MODEL AV -2 

Shpg. Wt. 
5 lbs. 

Extreme sensitivity has been emphasized 
in the design of the Heathkit AC VTVM. 
Ten full scale RMS ranges are .01, .03..1. 
.3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, and 300 volts. Fre- 
quency response' is substantially flat from 
10 cycles per second to 50 KC with input 
impedance of I megohm at I KC. Will 
accurately measure as low as 1 millivolt 
at high impedance. Total db range is -52 
db to +52 db. An excellent kit for measur- 

ing the output of phono cartridges and the gain of amplifier stages. Use it also 
to check power supply ripple, as a aehsitive null detector, and for compiling 
frequency response data. Features one knob operation, 200 microampere 
Simpson meter and precision resistors. 

Wearlsket 

AUDIO WATTMETER KIT 
Read audio power out put directly without using external 
load resistors with the new Heathkit Audio Wattmeter. 
Built -in non -inductive load resistors provide impedances 
of 4, 8, 16, and 600 ohms. Flat response from 10 CPS to 
250 KC. Full scale power ranges are 0 -5 MW, 0 -50 MW, 
0 -500 MW, 0 -5 W and 0 -50 W. Model AW -1 will operate 
continuously at 25 watts and has a duty cycle of 3 minutes 
at 50 watts. Total db range in five positions is -50 db to 
+48 db, using the standard 1 milliwatt 600 ohms. 

December. 1954 

I PROBE KIT 
IMeasure up to 30,00(1 volts DC with the 
Heathkit VTVM and the 336 high voltage 
Probe. Precision resistor provides multipli- 

Ication factor of 100. Can be used with 
any II megohm input VTVM. Housed 
in a Polystyrene two color sleek plastic 

Iprobe body for safety of operation. 

eatliteít PEAK -TO -PEAK 

42:1 

I 

No. 338-C 

PROBE K I T 

Shpg. WI. 2 lbs. 

Peak -to -peak values not excel. ing 
80 volts at a DC level of not o ore 
than 600 volts. can now he read 
directly by using 338 -C Probe with 
previous model Heathkit VTVM's 
or any VTVM with II megohm in- 
put resistance. Probe construction 
features a modern printed circuit 
board for easy assembly. Frequency 
range 5 KC to 5 MC. 

e.riake. RF PROBE KIT I TheHeathkit RI, Probe will permit I the measurement of RF voltages up 
to 250 MC with an accuracy of 

10%. The limits are 30 volts 
IÁC and a DC level of 500 volts. - 

Designed for any 11 megohm 
A input VTVM. Modern styling, 

l'olystyrene aluminum hous- 
ing, Polystyrene insulation, 
and printed circuit board for 

easy assembly. 
No. 309-C 

5350 
Shpg. Wt. 

1 Ib. 

MODEL AW -1 

Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs. 
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eatlslett 6-12 V O L T 

BATTERY 

ELIMINATOR 
KIT 

(v p8 

rctaYsprote 
tu tJ'pp tß 

Ma to 

Here is the new 12 volt Heathkit 
Battery Eliminator so necessary for 
modern up-to -date operation of your 

Service Shop. Furnishes either 6 or 
I" volt output which can be selected 
It the flick of a panel switch. Use the 
itE -4 to service all of the new 12 volt 

,r radios in addition to the conven- 
t tonal 6 volt models. 

RANGES: 
This new Battery Eliminator pro - 
r ides two continuously variable output voltage 
binges. 0 -6 volts D.C. at 10 amperes continu- 
ously or 15 amperes maximum intermittent 
old 0 -12 volts D.0 -al 5 amperes continuously or 7.5 amperes max - 
alum intermittent. The output voltage is clean and well filtered, tu 

the circuit uses two 10,000 mfd condensers. 
'rhe continuously variable voltage output feature is of definite 

in determining the starting point of vibrators, the voltage oper- 
i ing range of oscillator circuits. etc. 

OTHER USES: 
The controllable low voltage DC supply has many other applications 
I...sides primary use in car radio service work. Can be nicely used as a battery charger, or low 

oltage DC supply for electric trains. Has applications in high gain audio work requiring 
lean DC filament supply. Can he used for low power electro- plating or as a power supply 

Per buttery powered interrommtn,ir:, t ion system.. 

t .aan 
ß Urp 

ltt o tt°1k etl qer 
t`t tvge% 

CapP, (\8. 
tot 
os° 

ott° 

MODEL BE -4 

T featls(e!t featlflee't 
VIBRATOR TESTER 

é 

IMPEDANCE BRIDGE 

KIT KIT 

MODEL VT -1 

f*. 

$1450 
Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs. 

)'Iris time -saving 
device will quickly 

pay for itself in your auto 
radio service shop. 6 volt vibrat- 
ors can be checked instantly on 

the Good -Had type meter scale. Operation 
requires only a variable DC voltage from 4 to 
6 volts at 4 amperes. Model BE -4 Battery 
Eliminator is recommended for this applica- 
tion. 

Five test sockets provide for the testing of 
hundreds of interrupter and self- rectifier types. 
)'roper starting voltage is determined easily 
and accurately. Over -all quality is then un- 
mistakenly indicated on the panel mounted 
meter. 

eat (ut VARIABLE VOLTAGE 

ISOLATION TRANSFORMER KIT 
Variable output voltage be- 
tween 90 and 130 volts AC. 
Rated at 100 volt -amperes 
continuously and 200 volt - 
amperes intermittently. The 
principle function of the Heath- 
kit Isolation Transformer is to 
isolate the circuit being tested 
from line interference being 
caused by motors, appliances, 
etc. It works backward too by 
isolating such de- 
vicesfromtheline. 
Many other uses, 
especially with 
AC -DC type cir- 
cuits. Do not con- 
fuse the Heathkit 
Isolation Trans- 
former with the Shpg. Wt. hazardous auto 10 lbs. transformer type 
line voltage boosters. 

1 

I 
I 
I 

I 
1 

MODEL IB-2 

$5950 Shpg. W,t. 

12 lbs. 

The new Heathkit Impedance Bridge 
features built -in adjustable phase shift 
oscillator and amplifier. This instru- 
ment actually represents four instru- 
menta in one compact unit. The Wheat- 
stone bridge for resistance measure- 
ments, the Capacity Comparison 
bridge for capacity measurements, 
Maxwell bridge for low Q, and Hay 
bridge for high Q measurements. 

DESIGN: 

Panel provisions for external generator 
use. A new two section CIEL dial, pro- 
vides ten separate "units." Ten sep- 

arate units switch settings and 
fractions of units are read on a 
continuously variable calibrated 
control. A special minimum capa- 
city shielded and balanced imped- 
ance matching transformer be- 
tween the generator and bridge 
circuit is automatically switched 
to provide correct load operation 
of the generator circuit. The in- 
strument uses Si % precision re- 
sistors and condensers in all meas- 
urements circuits. 

MODEL IT -1 

$165o HEATH company 
BENTON HARBOR 15, 

MICHIGAN 
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BOOIfS 
"VADE- MECUM, TELEVISION & SPE- 
CIAL TUBES ", Dr. J. A. Gijsen, ed., 
P. H. Brans, Ltd.. Antwerp. 244 pages. 
Price $5.00. Paper bound. 11th Edition. 
Available in the U. S. from Editors and 
Engineers, Ltd., Summerland, Cali- 
fornia. 

With this volume, the trilogy com- 
prising radio tube characteristics (9th 
Edition), and equivalents (10th Edi- 
tion) is complete. This book covers 
tubes for television and special pur- 
poses and includes data on cathode -ray 
tubes, crystal devices, controlled recti- 
fiers, special u.h.f. tubes, gas discharge 
tubes, phototubes, radiation counters, 
thermocouples, ballast tubes, and vari- 
ous miscellaneous tubes. 

For those not familiar with this 
work, it would be well to explain that 
the "Vade- Mecum" covers data on tube 
types manufactured by companies 
throughout the world. presented in 
tabular form, with explanatory ma- 
terial translated into German, French, 
English, Italian, Spanish. and Dutch. 

Companies engaged in the manufac- 
ture of export model radio and TV re- 
ceivers. service technicians who have 
occasion to service foreign -built equip- 
ment, amateurs converting surplus 
radio gear, etc. will all find this book 
an invaluable aid in providing equiva- 
lent tubes for all types of electronic 
circuitry. 

"ANALYZING AND TRACING TV 
CIRCUITS" by Milton S. )River. Pub- 
lished by Howard W. Sams d Co.. In- 
dianapolis. 130 pages plus 14 TV re- 
ceiver schematics. Price $3.00. Paper 
bound. 

Technicians who have found the au- 
thor's previous volumes of help in 
speeding troubleshooting and servicing 
will welcome the appearance of this 
basic and hard -hitting handbook. 

The book is especially suitable for 
the beginning technician since it covers 
basics before venturing into specific 
applications. The first chapter covers 
things that every technician should 
know about every circuit. In this cate- 
gory is information on resistors, in- 
ductances, capacitors. and tubes -what 
they do in the circuit, why they oper- 
ate as they do, plus all sorts of valua- 
ble and important data on these com- 
ponents. 

From this point of departure, the 
author buckles down to specifics and 
covers such vital topics as the differ- 
ences between schematics and the ac- 
tual sets. how to follow the d.c. power 
lines in a set. where the boost voltage 
fits in, the a.g.c. system, deflection 
systems, troubleshooting procedures in 
logical order, the unfamiliar circuit, 
etc. 

A valuable appendix which gives the 
complete schematics on 14 commercial 
television receivers, completes the 
book. Readers of this magazine are 
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N E W ..4ieatitieje 

TV ALIGNMENT 
GENERATOR 

/tee, 
eatY %/ örejl/ 

4,x47,4 ö /y 
óßr ° / 

history of the TV service industry. The basic design rfollows "1 /ye' 6'° i i ¡'` 
latest high frequency techniques which result in a combination 
of performance features not found in any other sweep generator. 
SWEEP: 
Sweep action is obtained electronically through the use of a newly 
developed controllable inductor, thereby eliminating all moving parts 

with their resultant hum, vibration, fatigue, etc. 
Frequency coverage entire! on fundamentals, is 

iei0c 

continuous from 4 MC to 220 MC at an output level t;; n.iC 
well over a measurable .1 volt. " t i v oite 

Contr111µor{w 
swec>rnt[rety on 

ment.sls. 

Trlple 
low ioi A/ 

414r 

ey In lurltÿll/f hteldg 

Triple marker 
system, 4.5 \I(1 
crystal controlled 
marker- vontin- 

ly variable 
marker- provi- 
sions for external 
marker. 

Automatic am- 
plitude control 'ircui! -Cii- 
stant output 
voltage regn- Iated power 
supply. 

MARKER: 
The same instrument incorporates a triple marker 
system with a crystal controlled reference. A variable 
marker provides accurate coverage from 19 to 60 
MC on fundamentals, and 57 to 180 MC on cali- 
brated harmonics. A separate fixed crystal controlled 
4.5 MC marker can be used for checking IF, band - 
pass, calibration, reference, etc. Provisions are also 
made for external marker use. A 4.5 MC crystal is 
supplied with the kit. 
POWER SUPPLY: 
The transformer operated Power Supply features voltage regulation for stable oscillator operation. Three sets of shielded cables are furnished with the kit. Sweep range is completely and smoothly controllable from zero up to a maximum of 50 
MC, depending upon base frequency. 

Here is a TV Sweep Generator that truly no serviceman can afford to be with- 
ma for rapid, accurate, TV alignment work. 

prlueli e.11 

lpot Na 

-t 
NEW qCaveleit 

SIGNAL GENERATOR 
KIT I 

MODEL SG -8 

I 

I 

$1950 Shpg. Wt. 
8 lbs. 

The new Heathkit service type Signal Gen- 
erator, Model SG -8 incorporates many de- 
sign features not usually found in this 
instrument price range. Frequency cover- 

age is from 160 KC to 110 MC in five ranges, all on fundamentals, with 
useful calibrated harmonics up to 220 MC. The RF output level is well in 
excess of 100,000 microvolts throughout the frequency range. The oscillator circuit consists of a twin triode tube, one -half used as a Colpitts oscillator. 
and the other half as a cathode follower output which acts as a buffer be- 
tween the oscillator and external load, thereby eliminating oscillator fre- 
quency shift usually caused by external loading. 

All coils are factory wound and adjusted, thereby completely eliminat - 
ing the need for individual calibration and the use of additional calibrating 
equipment. The stable, low impedance output, features step and variable attenuation for complete control of RF leyel. A separate 6C4 triode acts 
as a 4(10 cycle sine wave oscillator, and a panel mounted switching system pnni is choice of either external or internal modulation. 

NEW yleatl%ee BAR GENERATOR KIT 

$1450 

LABORATORY 

GENERATOR 
KIT 

The new Heathkit Laboratory type 
Signal Generator definitely estab- 
lishes n new performance standard 
for a kit instrument. An outstand- 
ing feature involves the use of a 
panel mounted 200 microampere 
meter calibrated both in microvolts 
noel percent modulation, thereby 
providing a definite reference level 
for using the Signal Generator in 
design work, gain measurements, 
selectivity, frequency response 
checks. 

DESIGN: 

MODEL LG-1 

$1950 
i- 

Shpg. t. 16 Ibs. 

Additional design features are copper plated shield enclosure 
for oscillator and buffer stages resulting in effective double 

shielding. Fibre panel control shaft extensions in RF carry- 
ing circuits, thorough AC line filtering, careful shielding of 
the attenuator network, voltage regulated B plus supply. 
selenium rectifier, etc. 
RANGES: 
Frequency coverage from 150 KC to 30 MC all on funda- 
mentals in five separate ranges. Output voltage .1 volt with 
provisions for metered external or internal modulation. Out- 
put impedance termination 50 ohms. Transformer operated 
power supply. 

Investigate the many dollar stretching features offered by 
the LG -1 before investing in any generator for Laboratory 
or Service work 

The Heathkit 116 -1 produces a series of horizontal or vertical' 
(cars on a T{ screen. Since these liars are equally spaced, 
they will quickly indicate picture linearity of the receiver ' 
under test without waiting for transmittal test patterns. 
Panel switch provides "standby -horizontal and vertical 
position.' The oscillator unit uses a I' -'AT7 twin triode for 
Oie 12F oscillator and video carrier frequencies. A neon 

relaxation oscillator provides low frequency 
for vertical linearity tests. The instrument will 
also provide an indication of horizontal and 
vertical sync circuit stability as well as overall 
picture size. Operation is simple and merely 
requires connection to the Tl' receiver antenna 
terminal. Transformer operated for safety. 

MODEL 

BG -1 

Shp, Wt. 
4 Ihs. 

HEATH company 
BENTON HARBOR 15, 

MICHIGAN 
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The new lfeathkit Visual-Aural Signal Tracer features 
a special high gain It F input channel used in conjunc- 
tion with a newly designed wide frequency range de- 
modulator probe. High RF sensitivity permits signal 
tracing from the receiver antenna input. Separate low 
gain channel and probe available for audio circuit 
exploration. Both input channels are constantly moni- 
tored by an electron rav beam indictor so that visual 
as well as aural indications may be obtained. 

NOISE LOCATOR: 
A decidedly, unusual feature is a noise locator circuit 
used in conjunction with the audio probe. With this 
system, a DC potential is applied to a suspected cir- 
cuit component and the action of the voltage in the component can be seen ss well 
as heard. Invaluable for ferreting out noisy or intermittent cundrnsers, noisy re- 
sistors, controls, IF and power transformers, etc. 

WATTMETER: 
Built -in calibrated wattmeter circuit will prove useful for quick preliminary check of total wattage consumption 
of equipment under test. Separate panel terminals provide external use of the speaker or output transformer 
for substitution purposes. Saves valuable service time by eliminating the necessity for speaker removal on every 
service job. The same Icmel terminals also provide esse access to a well filtered B plus supply for external use. 
Don't overlook the many interesting servire possibilities provided through the use of this instrument, and let 
the Siena Tracer work for you by saving tinco and to rnee 

''eater CONDENSER CHECKER KIT 

MODEL C -3 

$ i 9 5 shpg Wt. 
716s. e 

Here is a handy test instrument for any Service Shop. Unknown 
values of rapacity and resistance are quickly determined on the 
direct reading condenser checker dial. Capacity is measured in 
four ranges from .(gat mfd to 1000 mfd. Resistance in the range 
from 100 ohms to 5 megohms. 

DC polarising voltages of 25, 150. 250, 350. and 450 volts are 
available for leakage tests on all types of condensers. For electro- 
Iyt ics, a power factor control is provided to balance out inherent 
leakage and to indicate directly the tamer factor of a condenser 
under test. Proper balancing of the AC bridge is reflectel4n the 
degree of closure of an electron beam indicator tube. 

Model C -3 uses a transformer operated power supply, spring 
return leakage test switch, and a convenient combination of pool 
scales for all readings. Test leads are furnished in addition to 
precision components for calibrating purposes. Quick and easy 10 

operate, the Heathkil Condenser Checker will save valuable time 
.end ice n.. your Shop efhcir,y. 

'r eac t "Cr METER e te44c'e 
AUDIO OSCILLATOR 

KIT 
KIT 

MODEL QM -1 I 
MODEL AO -1 

$4450 I $2450 
Shpg. Wt. 14 lbs. 

The Heathkit QM -1 represents 

the nest practical popular priced Q meter available within 
the price range of schools, laboratories. TV service men, and 

experimenters. This instrument will enable the operator to 
simulate conditions encountered in practical circuits and to 

measure the performance of coils or condensers at the operat- 
ing frequencies actually encountered. All indications of value 

are read directly on the 4t.2' 50 microampere Simpson cali- 

brated meter scale. Measures Q of condensers, RF resist a 

and the distributed capacity of coils. Oscillator s. 

supplies RF frequencies 150 KC to 
IS MC in four ranges. Calibrate 
capacity with range of 40 MMF 
to 450 MIME' with vernier of ±3 
\IMF. Investigate the many serv- 
ices this instrument can perform 
for you. 

86 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Shpg. WI. 
10 lbs. 

1'hc Heathkil Audio 
oscillator will produce both sine and 
square waves within the frequency range 
from 20 ('I'S to 20 KC in three ranges. 
Thermistor controlled linearity results in 

:a variation of no more than ±1 db ln a 
lu volt (110 load) variable output level. 
1 here will be less than .0';á distortion 
from 100 ('I'S throughout the audible 
range. Low impedance 600 ohm output. 
precision 1"q resistors, used in the range 
multiplier circuits to provide accurate 

calibration. 

HEATH company 
BENTON HARBOR 15, 

MICHIGAN 

familiar with Mr. River's lucid style 
and comprehensive approach to the 
problem. This text conforms to the 
author's usual high standard of tech- 
nical excellence and understandability 
and is, therefore, recommended as a 
valuable and indispensable servicing 
aid. 

"HIGH FIDELITY" compiled by Trend 
Staff. Published by Trend Incorpo- 
rated, Los Angeles. 127 pages. Price 
$ .75. Paper bound. 

This is a non -technical discussion of 
high -fidelity equipment prepared for 
the layman -music lover. 

It represents a compilation of arti- 
cles prepared by various authorities in 
the field. There are fourteen chapters 
devoted to such subjects as high -fidel- 
ity, the cost of a hi -fi system, how hi- 
fi works, home music installations, the 
loudspeaker system, amplifiers, broad- 
cast music, magnetic recording, rec- 
ords, how to install a hi -fi system, 
modernizing radio -phonographs, avail- 
able "do -it- yourself" kits, hi -fi for the 
car, and hi -fi definitions in addition to 
all sorts of miscellaneous but im- 
portant audio data. 

The book is beautifully illustrated 
with photographs of actual installa- 
tions, available commercial equipment, 
etc. in addition to line drawings of 
suitable enclosures, system layouts, 
etc. 

Those interested in hi -fi reproduc- 
tion from a layman's point of view 
will find this book wonderfully help- 
ful and remarkably complete. 

"THE OSCILLOSCOPE" by George 
Zwick. Published by Gernsback Pub- 
lications, Inc., New York. 187 pages. 
Price $2.25. Paper bound. 

The widespread acceptance of tele- 
vision has made the oscilloscope one of 
the truly essential tools of the techni- 
cian. To fully understand this instru- 
ment and its function requires more 
of the technician than just a casual 
perusal of the instruction manual ac- 
companying his scope. 

This handbook is intended to sup- 
plement and enlarge on the material 
contained in such manuals as it covers 
the "how's" and "why's" of scope oper- 
ation and application. 

The book is divided into eight chap- 
ters, the first four of which are basic 
discussions of waveforms, the CR tube, 
sweep systems, and typical scopes. The 
balance of the book is devoted to spe- 
cific application data and covers align- 
ment, scope techniques, tests and mea- 
surements which can be made with 
the scope, and experiments using the 
scope. 

The text is written in simple, easy - 
to- understand form and is lavishly il- 
lustrated with line drawings, photo- 
graphs, and schematic diagrams. 

Those attempting to service TV re- 
ceivers without a thorough -going un- 
derstanding of their most valuable 
ally, the scope, would do well to study 
this manual carefully in order to 
derive the maximum benefit from this 
indispensable tool. 

RAD:O & TELr°11SIO'd NEWS 
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Improved smooth running 
roll chart me,hanicat action. 

Simplified 
construction 

-new harness 
type wiring - 

closer toler- 
ance resistors. 

The Heathkit TC -2 Tube Checker was primarily de- 
signed for the convenience of radio and TV servicemen 
and will check the operating quality of tubes commonly 
encountered in this type of work. Test set -up proced- 
ure is simplified, rapid, and flexible. Panel sockets 
accommodate 4, 5, 6, and 7 pin tubes, octal and foetal, 
7 and 9 pin miniatures, 5 pin Hytron, and a blank 
socket for new tubes. Built -in neon short indicator, 
individual 3- position lever switch for each tube element, spring return 
test switch, 14 filament voltage ranges, and line -set control to compensate 
for supply voltage variations, all represent features of the TC -2. 

Vlieetaeur PORTABLE 

TUBE CHECKER KIT 
The portable model is MODEL TC -2P 
supplied with a strikingly 
attractive two -tone cabi- 
net finished in rich ma- 
roon proxylin impreg- 
nated fabric covering with 
a contrasting gray on the 
inside of the detachable cover. 

$345° 
Shpg. Wt. 

15 lbs. 

ie-Gagea REGULATED 
r 

POWER I 
SUPPLY KITZ 

I MODEL PS -2 

$335,0 Shpg. Wr I 
15 lbs. 

He e is a source of regulated D.C. voltage for circuit de- 
velopment work. Power supply voltage and current drain 
to he circuit under test are constantly monitored by the 
4ii" panel mounted meter. Separate 6.3 volt at 4 ampere 
A.C. filament source available. The regulated and variable 
output voltage will be constant over wide load variations, 
and hum ripple will not exceed .012% at 250 volts under a 
50 MA load. Completely isolated circuit, standby switch, 
and other desirable features, make the Model PS -2 ex- 
tremely useful in a wide variety of applications. 

'Zsr'e412;4or 
e`tte,i, ÿ'noy 

ote; 

Results of tube tests are read di- 
rectly from the large 43" Simpson 
3 -color meter. Checks emission, 
shorted elements, open elements, 
and continuity. Wiring procedure 
has been simplified through the use 
of multi -wired color coded cable pro- 
viding a harness type installation 
between tube sockets and lever 
switches. This procedure insures 
standard assembly and imparts a "factory built" appear- 
ance to the instrument. New Construction Manual furn- 
ishes detailed information regarding tube set -up procedure 
for testing of new or unlisted tube types. No delay neces- 
sary for release of factory data. 

qeraidee TV PICTURE TUBE 

TEST ADAPTER 
The Heathkit TV Picture Tube Test Adapter 
used with the Heathkit Tube Checker Kit. will 
quickly check picture tubes for emission, 
shorts, etc. and determine tube quality. Con- 
sists of standard 12 -pin 'l'V tube socket, four 
feet of cable. octal socket connector, and data 
shwt. 

NMI 

'eatl.4it AUDIO GENERATOR KIT I 

Here is an Audio Generator with 
features generally found only in the 
most expensive instruments. Sine 
wave coverage from 20 cycles to 1 
Megacycle -response flat ± 1 db 
from 20 cycles to 400 Kc- continu- 
ously variable and step attenuated 
output. Because the output voltage 
is relatively constant over wide fre- 
quency ranges, the AG -8 is ideal for 
running frequency response curves 
in audio circuits. Once set by means 
of the attenuator, this voltage may 
be relied upon for accuracy within ± 1 db. Instrument features 
low impedance 600 ohm output circuit and distortion less 
than .4 of 1°! from 100 CPS through audible range. 

MODEL AG -8 

52950 
Shpg. Wt. I1 lbs. 

No. 355 

5450 > .'t 
`. I.. 

lea 
DECADE RESISTANCE KIT 

MODEL DR -1 

$1950 
Snp3. Wt. 

lbs. 

I 

I 

I my i itnrs .im Ir.rdcrl 
t I ohm steps to provide any 

value between 1 ohm and 99,999 
ohms. Sturdy ceramic switches 
with silver plated contacts insure 
reliable service. Use the Decade 
Resistance in bridge circuits, 
meter multipliers, calibrations, or 
any application requiring a wide 

range of precision resistance values. 

EGÁLGL 
DECADE CONDENSER KIT 

The Heathkit Decade Condenser 
provides a ready source of capacity 
values from 100 mmf to .111 mfd in- 
clusive in capacity steps of 100 mmf. 
Silver plated contacts on husky ce- 
ramic switches, assure positive con- 
tact for each switch position. Preci- 
sion silver mica coo- 

1 
densers ± 1% accu- 
racy for close 
tolerance 

Iaccurate 
work. 

MODEL DC 1 

$165° 
Shpg. Wt. 

3 lbs. 
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Here is the exciting new Heathkit Preamplifier with all of the features 
you Audiophiles have asked for and at a down -to -earth price level. 
Beautiful satin gold baked enamel finish, striking control knobs and 
arrangement, attractive custom appearance and entirely functional 
design. 
DESIGN: 
Uses three twin triode tubes in a shock mounted chassis. 2 -12AX7 and 
1- 12AU7. Features tube shielding, plastic sealed color coded capacitors, 
smooth acting controls, good filtering, excellent decoupling. low hum 
and noise level, and all aluminum cabinet. Special balancing control for 
absolute minimum hum level. Cathode follower, low impedance output 
circuit for complete installation flexibility. 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Provides five switch selected inputs, 3 high level, and two low level, 
each with individual level controls -4 position LP, RIAA, ABS, and 
early 78 equalization switch -4 position roll -off switch, 8, 12, 16 with 
one flat g position. Separate tone controls. bass 18 db boost and 12 db cut 
at 50 CIS, treble 15 db boost, and 20 ill, cut. at 15010 CPS. Power re- 

SIngle knob ba 
Wound log -pre- und colts, 

c"óVso 
(rystat ^ °wm V\1' exeltntlon VSO StiotOt aoP 
fered otreratloq - coN 

quirements from Heathkit Williamson Type 
Amplifier power supply 6.3 volts AC at 1 am- 
pere, and 300 volts DC at 10 MA. Over -all 
dimensions 12,p wide x 53i deep x 3 s i' high. 
APPLICATION: 
The new Heathkit WA -P2 Preamplifier has 
been designed to operate with any of the 
Heathkit Williamson 'l'ype Amplifiers and is 
directly interchangeable with the previous 
Model WA -P1 Preamplifier unit. Order your 
kit today and enjoy completely smooth con- 
trol over the operation of your Hi -Fi system. 
Obtain the exact tonal balance of bass and treble with the precise degree 
of equalization you want. Note that the design of the WA -1'2 accommo- 
dates the newly established RIAA curve. 

MODEL AT -1 

$Z95ó 
Shpg. Wt. 16 Has. 

7'T e,ar idee 
AMATEUR 

TRANSMITTER KIT 
'I'he Heathkit AT -1 Transmitter has 
established a high reputation and 
has been enthusiastically accepted 
by hundreds of experienced oper- 
ators as well as beginners. Power in- 
put up to 35 watts for the novice and 
suitable as a standby exciter for your 
higher powered rig later on. 

Model AT -1 can be crystal or 
VFO excited and operates on 80, 40, 
20, 15, 11 and 10 meters. The pre - 
wound coils with the oscillator and 
amplifier are switched simultaneously 

by the rugged band switch. Meter switch 
allows a reading of the final grid and plate 
current on the panel mounted meter. Mod - 
ulator input and VFO power sockets are pro- 
vided as well as a key jack for CW operation. 
Other features include a crystal socket, 
standby switch, key click filter, AC line 

filter, good shielding and a 52 ohm coaxial output. The 425 volt, 100 
milliampere power supply and 5U4 rectifier are more than adequate for 
the 6AG7 oscillator multiplier and 6L6 amplifier doubler. 

eatitleet 

GRID DIP METER KIT 
The r:duat lc urstnuw ut for Halos, str'ireMell alid 1.splirnentvrs. 
Useful ut TV service work, for alignment of tram°, filters, IF stages, 
peaking compensation networks, etc. Locates spurious oscillation, 
provides a relative indication of power in transmitter stages. Use it 
for neutralization, locating parasitits, correcting T1'I, measurutß 
('L and Q of components, and determining RI" circuit resonant 
frequencies. The variable meter sensitivity control, headphone 
jack, 500 microampere Simpson meter, continuous frequency cover- 
age from 2 MC to 250 MC'. Prewound coil kit and rack included. 

LOW FREQUENCY COILS: 
l.ow frequency range extended to 355 RC by the use of two ad- 
ditional coils. Complete with dial correlation curves. Set 311 -.\ 
for GD-IB and set 341 for GD -IA. Slow. wt, 1 Ib, Price S3.00 

-741c-o 

eleigWY '`,en 
/uoorA 
na U¡r nrr- 

NEW U/n al/nrv1 

' HEATHKIT 

IVFO KIT 
'The new Heathkit VFO is 

the perfect companion to the 
Heathkit Model AT-1 Trans- 

'mitter and it has sufficient out- 
put to drive any multi -stage 
transmitter of modern design. 
Good mechanical and electrical 

ldesign insures operating sta- 
bility. Coils are wound on 
Itable, heavy duty, ceramic forms using Litz 
or double cellulose wire coated with Poly- 
stvrene cement and baked for humidity pro- 

Variable capacitor of differential 
type construction, especially designed 
for maximum handspread. Kit is fur- 
nished with a carefully precalihrated scale 
which provides well over two feet of scale length. Smooth acting 
vernier reduction drive and illuminated dial provides easy tuning 
and zero beating. 

DC at 15 mils. Just plug it into the power receptacle provided on 
Power requirements 6.3 volts AC at .45 amperes. and 250 volts 

the rear of the AT-1 Transmitter. Seven band coverage 160 l through 10 meters with 10 volt average RF output. Uses 6ÁU6 
electron coupled Clapp oscillator and 0A2 voltage regulator. I------ - - - - -- 

vere _-- 

I RóB hrouhren 6Aó\cS\ \pn UIpu1 /n 
r,ol pgd\\a\oo\ttsge 

su\ntor. 

MODEL VF-1 

$1 950 
Shpg. Wt. 7lbs. 

Fv 

MODEL GD -1 B 

' 
I 
I 

$1950 
41bs. 

ANTENNA COUPLER KIT 
MODEL AC -1 

For the Ileatbkit AT-1 'tcrosmit ter or any comparable Amateur Trans- 
mitter. Will handle power up to 75 watts at its 52 ohm coaxial input. 
Matches a wide range of antenna impedances with its I. type tuning net - 

e O work and neon indicator. A tapped inductance provides coarse adjustment 7 nd a transmitting type variable condenser sets it "right on the nose." 
Will operate on the 10 through 80 meter bands. 

Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. 

.. 3` , , d^ ,M`^t >+&' +, .x '.8 
88 

qeatifitet ANTENNA 

*IMPEDANCE METER KIT 
MODEL AM -1 I i, termiocautel i a resonance:md 

tr:w.smtssion line surge 11111.Cd:1110`, 1111,1 m- 
reiver meut unteel:utce. Works with one - 
half and one- quarter wave lines, half wave 

Shpg. Wt. 
and folded dipoles, harmonic mobile and 

Pg beam antennas. Resistance type SW It bridge 
2 lbs, -100 microampere meter -frequency range 

0-ISO MC- impedance range 0 -600 ohms, 

$14 5,0 

I 

1 

BENTON HARBOR 15, 

MICHIGAN 
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Z LOW PRICED 
HEATHKIT SINGLE UNIT sindeed. 

easy duty, 
truetlon. assis 

con_ 

AMPLIFIER KIT sce'' x\v ox, 
á. . 

Here is the newest Ileathkit Ili -Fi Amplifier at the lowest price ever quoted for a complete Williamson Type Amplifier 
circuit. The t1 -4 Model has been designed for single chassis construction. and only for the new Chicago Transformer 
Company Model BO-13 "super range" high fidelity output transformer. This transformer, a new development in the Hi -Fi 
field, is being offered at substantial saving over transformers of comparable totality. It is outstanding in performance 
and on the basis of our tests, we find it equal in every respect to transformers used in the 1V -2 and 1V -3 Heathkit series. 

LOW PRICES: 
Through utilization of a single chassis with resultant economy obtained through elimination of duplicate sheet metal 
fabrication, connecting cables, plugs, sockets, and a new Chicago "super range" output transformer, a 20'.¡, price reduc- 
tion has been made possible without sacrificing kit quality. 

COMPONENTS: 
The new Heathkit W -4 uses the same heavy duty power transformer and choke. It has all of the features of previous 
models including individual jacks and a wire wound control to lahutre the output tubes- plastic high quality capacitors 
and the exact circuitry previously utilized in Williamson Type Amplifiers. Intermodulatìon distortion and harmonic 
distortion are both at (he same low level as in the 11 -2 and 1T -3 models. 

CONSTRUCTION: 
Here is the opportunit for even the economy minded Iii -Fi enthusiast to enjoy all of the advantages offered through 
Hi -Fi reproduction of fine recorded music. Simplified step -by -step Construction Manual completely eliminates necessity 
of electronic knowledge or special equipment. Assemble this Amplifier in a few pleasant hours. 

NEW gIeatitiCG 20 WATT 

High Fidelity AMPLIFIER KIT 

MODEL A -98 

s355o 
Shpg. Wt. 24 lbs. 

In keeping with the progressive policy 
of the Heath Company, further improve- 
ment has been made in the already fam- 
ous Heathkit High Fidelity 20 Watt 
Amplifier. Additional reserve power has 
been obtained by using a heavier power 
transformer. A new output transformer 
designed and manufactured especially 
for the Heath Company, now provides 
output impedances of 4, 8, 16 and 500 
ohms. The harmonic distortion level will 
not exceed 1% at the rated output. 

FEATURES: 
Outstanding features of the Heathkit 
20 watt Amplifier include frequency 
response of ±1 db from 20 CPS to 20 
KC. Separate (boost and cut) bass and 
treble tone controls. Four switch selected 
input jacks and a special hum balancing 

'control. Flexibility is emphasized in the in- 
put circuits and proper equalization for all input devices is incorporated. 

TUBE LINEUP: 
12AX7 magnetic preamplifier and first audio amplifier. 12A117 two 
stage amplifier with tone controls. 12AU7 voltage amplifier and phase 
splitter. Two 61.6 push -pull beam power output and 5U4G rectifier. 

'rhe Heathkit Model A -9B is excellent for custom installation and 
is designed for outstanding service at a very reasonable cost. 

qfeati4a 
W I L L I A M S O N T Y P E 

A M P L I F I E R K I T 
urn L,w l,. k,l form V1dL., m"m'fçpc t yn r,d,d, i .1mpP. _,r that L.te le- 
servolly earned highest praise from every strata of Hi-Fi music lovers. Virtually 
distortienless, clean musical reproduction, full range frequency response, and [tore 
than adequate power reserve. 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS: 
This outstanding Williamson Type Hi- Fidelity Amplifier is supplied with the fanions 
Acnsouod Ti 1-3(X) output transformer. This quality transformer features the pop- 
!liar "ultra- linear output circuit for clean maximum power level. Separate chassis for amplifier 
:rad power supply. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Frequency response within 1 db from 10 cycles to 1O0.000 cycles. Harmonic distortion at 5 watt 
onput less than .5% between 20 cycles and 220,001 cycles. IM distortion at 5 watts equivalent 
output .5'; using 011 and 3,010 cycles. Output impedances of 4, 8, or 16 obits. Overall dimensions 
for each unit 7 high x 5' z wide x 11! _ long. 

CONSTRUCTION MANUAL: 
This fine kit is supplienl with a completely detailed step-by -step Construction Manual and the 
only effort required is the assembly and wiring of the pre -engineered kit. Even the complete 
novice can successfully construct this Amplifier and have fun building it. 

xest Prtcc Isigh \ tltt,tm °cr y l 

COMBINATIONS AVAILABLE 
\- -4 \t with Chicago "super- rawer -an.a- 
former only. Single chassis main an1.1111 r 
and lower supply'. Shipping 

s39 75 weight 2x lbs. Express only 

COMBINATION 1t' -4 with Chicago 
"super- raugc" transformer only includes 
single chassis main amplifier and power sup- 
ply with WA -P2 preamplifier 

$59 .50 kit.slipg. wt .35 lbs. Express only 

geatme S I X WATT 

AMPLIFIER KIT 

MODEL A -7B 

$1550 
Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs. 

An outstanding value, this econom- 
ically priced 5 watt Amplifier is 
capable of performance expected 
only in much more expensive units. 
Only 2 or 3 watts output will ever 
be used in normal home applications 
and Model A -7B will be more than 
adequate for this purpose. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Two switch selected inputs are avail- 
able for crystal and ceramic phono 
pickups, tuner, '1'V audio, tape re- 
corder, and carbon type microphone. 
Model A -713 features separate bass 
and treble tone controls, push -pull 
balanced output stages, output im- 

pedances of 4, 8, and 15 ohms, and extremely wide frequency 
range ± 1!ßi db from 20 CPS to 20 KC. Not just a souped up AC- 
DC job. Full wave rectification, transformer operated power 
supply and good filtering, result in exceptionally low hum level. 

MODEL A -7C 
lrovides a preamplifier stage and proper compensation for the 
variable reluctance cartridge and low level microphone. $17.50 

COMBINATIONS AVAILABLE: 
\\' -,i Amplifer isO (lorludr: Main Amplh 
tier with Aerosound Output Transformer. 
Power Supply and WA-P2 Preamplifier.) 
shipping weight 37 lbs 
Shipped express only 

\V :IM Amplifier Kit (Includes Main Am- 
plifier with Aeresound Jut put Transformer 
and Power suPP1V Slipping 

s49. %S weight 29 lbs. Express only ry 
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Separale RPU Ot_ lll:uor [ube' and oIrct111. 
Continuous Melange 

C11 KC-40 NIe un 

4 Bands. 

$ 2550 
(Less Cabinet 

Shpg WI 
12 Ibs 

/shone 
-(11. r-shnn 

Pun,/ -stood? 

1e,c7 44.4 COMMUNICATIONS 

RECEIVER KIT 
An excellent example of typical Heath Company ability to produce top quality kit merchandise at 
ridiculously low prices, is the AR-2 Communications Receiver. Here is a transformer operated all - 
wave receiver with all of the desire,' features and none of the disadvantages commonly encountered 
in so-called "economy sets." 

Receiver employs high gain miniature tubes and IF transformers, chassis mounted 51,' I'M 
speaker, headphone jack, slide rule dial with Ham Bands plainly identified, and easy tuning with 
direct planetary drive. Continuous frequency coverage from 550 ht' to 35 MC on f Bands, with 
electrical landsprcad tuning and logging milks. Other features are RF gain control with AG(' on-off 
switch -hone- standby -W panel switch- prewmmd coils in a shield.' turret assembly and copper 
plated chassis assis and shielding. 

x¡ %cry Uses l2BE6 mixer -oscillator, 1213A6 IF amplifier, 122 .47'6 detector -first audio, 12A6 beam 
y power output, 12BA6 BFt) oscillator. 

coovto> 
`xch_ xr'' 4,ot rw. vide'far the iifiihilet ofeymred 

control 
cansonlcr 

.oA /r,T Ihr option:IIirathkìt cabinet featllring the putt sire 

eeae &e FM TUNER KIT featicleét 
BROADCAST BAND 

MODEL FM -2 

$2250 
Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs. 

litr an i Nl 'tuner that ran lee operated 
with your Hi -F'i Amplifier or through the 
"phono- section of the onlivary radio. Com- 
pletely AC operate' to eliminate problems 
usually encountered in "economy type" AC- 
DC tuner circuits. Features 8 tube circuit with 
separate mixer and oscillator, 3 double tuna 
IF stages followed by a limiter discriminator 
providing maximum sensitivity and selectivity 
across the full FM frequeney land of 88 MC 
to 108 MC. The tuning unit is factory assem- 
bled and adjusted thus eliminating tedious 
critical "front end" alignment problems. The 
attractive slide rule dial and vernier tuning 
combine to make the Heatlnkit FM - -2 Tuner 
simple to operate. 

RECEIVER CABINETS 
Proxylin Impregnated fabric covered plywood 
cabinet available for lilt -2 and Alt -2 receivers. 
Includes aluminum panel, flocked reinforced 
speaker grill and protective rubber feet. 
For BR-2 Receiver. Cabinet 91 -9 
Stripping weight 5 lbs $4.30 
Alt-2 Receiver. Cabinet 91 -10 
Shipping weight 5 Ibs $4.30 

RECEIVER KIT 
The Model 1;1, -. Iirade:l >; It:.:..i I;.. ..tr -,goal 
especially fur the beginner wltbuuL any sacrifice of 
quality. This receiver features a transformer operated 
power supply, high gain miniature tubes, sharply tuned 
IF transformers, new rot type built -in antenna, and a 
trouble -free planetary tuning system. Exceptional per- . 

formancc with unusually high sensitivity, good selec- 
tivity, and excellent tone quality from the 5nr PM 
chassis mounted speaker. Call be used either as a re- 
ceiver. tuner, or phono amplifier. Uses 12BE6 mixer - 
oscillator, 12BA6 IF amplifier, 12AV6 detector, 12A0 
hears power output, and 51'3 rectifier. 

MODEL BR -2 

(Less Cabinet 

Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs. 

HEATH COMPANY Benton Harbor 15, Mich. 

MAIL YOUR ORDER 

TODAY 
TO 1HE 

HEATH COMPANY 

BENTON 
HARBOR 

15, 

MICHIGAN 

O R D E R B L A N K 
72QG7d! 

WAIRut 5-1175 

QUANTITY ITEM 

(PLEASE PRINT) 

SHIP V I A 

Parcel Post 

Express 

Freight 

Best Way 

Enclosed find ( check ( ) money order for 
Please ship C.O.D. ( ( postage enclosed for pound. 

MODEL NO. I PRICE 

On Express orders do not include transportation karges -they will be collected by 
the express agency at time of delivery. 

ON PARCEL POST ORDERS insure postage for weight shown. ORDERS FROM CANADA and APO's must include full remittance. 
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TV Color Converter 
(Continued from page 39) 

ed. Finally, the r.f. wiring was put in 
place. 

Iniportu):t: All resistors carrying 
fairly heavy loads were grouped on 
terminal strips below the power sup- 
ply section, as far from tuned circuits 
as possible, to avoid the possibility 
of heat causing detuning of circuits. 
This is a vital matter in a color set 
because detuning and accompanying 
shift will cause color contamination. 

The crystal is mounted alongside the 
chassis where it is out in the open and 
"runs cool" -again to avoid frequency 
shift. 

The heavy black lead which loops 
around under the chassis is the delay 
line. Fig. 9 shows how this component 
is constructed from a 23 -inch piece of 
RG -59,U coaxial cable. As shown, the 
center wire lead, and its polyethylene 
sheath, is pulled from the cable, leav- 
ing only the metal braid and its plastic 
cover. These two pieces serve as the 
foundation of the delay line. First, 
they are slipped temporarily over a 
metal rod to provide sufficient stiff- 
ness for winding. This winding, which 
should be put on accurately with a 
lathe, is made of No. 36 enameled 
wire. It is wound for a length of 22 
inches, 128 turns- per -inch. As shown 
in the drawing, the leads connect to 
opposite ends of this coil winding. The 
winding itself is covered with a layer 
of rery thin dielectric paper (pulled 
from old condensers) and this, in turn, 
is covered with a layer of aluminum 
foil. The latter is grounded to the 
inside braid as shown in the drawing, 
being careful not to short the winding 
to the grounding foil. Tape completely. 

Wiring a set as complicated as this 
is a job in which even an expert can 

wINOWG-te 
PLASTIC 

METAL-"- 
BRAID l 

l ALUMINUM FOIL 

'1i1 I Ì111111111i1E1 Ij 

Fig. 9. Details on the construction of the 
time delay line used in the Y channel. The 
line is made from a piece of coaxial cable 
from which the center conductor has been 
removed and an external winding added. 

tINIIÍII111111tlINWNNINI1N1111111111111 

Fig. 10. Three TV projection units can be 
set up as shown here and used with the 
converter to give colored TV pictures. 

go astray. One hit of insurance is to 
tape a piece of vellum (a kind of semi- 
transparent drawing paper available 
at any art store or engineering supply 
house) over the diagram, and then 
draw in each lead with a colored pencil 
as it is done. This process is a little 
tedious -but not as tedious as trouble- 
shooting for built -in errors. Once the 
set is wired, the chassis can be given 
a rough check by comparing pin volt- 
ages with those shown in the diagram 
of Fig. 3. 

When the color chassis is completed, 
the next step is to tie it to the Norelco 
projection units. These are the stand- 
ard type, readily available from elec- 
tronic parts jobbers. The hook -up re- 
quires three. 

As shown in Figs. 10 and 11, tht 
units are mounted side by side, as 
close together as possible, with hinges 
between them. Then the chassis are 

Fig. 11. Front view of the three projection units set up for use with the color 
converter described in this article. Color filters made of Plexiglas are mounted 
directly in front of each projector. Touch-ups are provided for registration. 

December. 1954 

DON'T THROW 
OLD RADIOS 

AWAY! 

Let this big 
handbook show you 
EXACTLY HOW TO -- FIX THEM 

fast and r- i- g -h -t! 

A. A. CHIR.tRDI 

Covers every 
model made 

by 202 mfrs. 

from 1925 
to 1942 

Airline 
Apex 
Arvin 

Atwater Kent 
Belmont 

Bosch 
Brunswick 

Clarion 
C ro s ley 
Emerson 

Fada 
G -E 

Kolster 
Majestic 
Motorola 

Philco 
Pilot 
RCA 

Silvertone 
Sparton 

Stromberg 
. and over a 

wndred more! 

THE ONLY GUIDE 

OF ITS KIND! 
of axing 

old radios Iasi and profitably 
. and I: hi ra ro is big 714 -page. 

m:uuIal -size R.1014) TROUBLE- 
SHOOTER'S HANDBOOK is it! 

Nu other gu de like It ! Civess 
couuuon trouble symptoms and 
remedies for ut er 4,8110 models 
of out home receivers, aut,E 
radhts :Ind record changers. 
Contain, tube and component 
data, charts. circuits. ele., 
available from no other source. 

Even beginners can handle 
jobs slick as a whistle. Makes 
it easy to repair old sets for 
tvlliell speeitic.l:imis and how - 
to- fix -it data ale nu longer avail- 
able. Just loot: up the model 
you walla to fix. Four times out 
of í, this giant Hluulbouk lends 
you right to the trouble 
shows exactly It 1w to fix it. Na 
useless testing. So guesswork. 
You repair sets In a jilTy that 
would otherwise go to the junk 
pile because no ore knows what 
to do with theta. 

There are over TOO pages of 
troubleshooting atiti service ease 
histories. In audition, you get 
over :Pm pages of helpful I -F 
transformer data: superhet re- 
alignment data and alignment 
peaks: handy troubleshooting 
reminder charts: auto radio gear 
ratios: complete data and char - 
aeteristles on old tube types and 

'..mponents: 
nl le substitution 

I ila . and dozens of other 
un..duable service tips and ideas. 

t . PRACTICE 10 DAYS FREE! 
Dept. RN124. RINEHART 8 CO., INC. 
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

l Itora r.,r,I, ., RAI)I)) 
rm,UHI.E, MOOT/ 

RS Ii;SND 
book. 1 .'Ill then 'X, 0.1 ,$,io t,plu. 

ill I )llo-nr,. tit n n Inn. - 
n II ana owe ,YOU nothtna. 

i 
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STEVENS WALDEN Inc. 

Now CONVERT YOUR STEEL HAMMER TO A 

EASILY AND QUICKLY 

/1~11 6///l / //IIIHdllulllfl/llll/! // 

WALDEN 

HAMMERHEADS 
with COPPER, LEAD or PLASTIC INSERTS 

PATENT NOS 231543 AND 249,802 
OTHER PATS PEND 

Strong steel cup with a soft metal or plastic insert which 
can be quickly fitted to your present hammer and held 
firmly in place by taut steel coil -spring as shown. 

vipLD)E 
450 SHREWSBURY STREET - WORCESTER. MASSACHUSETTS 

MAKERS OF WORLDFAMOUS HAND TOOLS FOR OVER 50 YEARS 

TEST 

INSTRUMENTS 
lin KIT and WIRFD FORM) 

Lona Play (33 -1/3 RPM) Hi- Fidelity 

MASTERPIECES 
COMPLETE! I 

a 
t 

With professional and 
amateur alike, PRECISE 
is the foremost choice. 
PRECISE insures the 
use of the finest 
components in the finest . 
precision- engineered 
equipment. Fully 
guaranteed, PRECISE 
instruments and kits use 

more, 
e, What's 

more, kits contain 
easy-to-follow 3-color 
step-by-step 
instruction books. 

Send for complete 
PRECISE 1954 Catalog 1M 
which includes the 
amazing w111 Emission 
and Mutual Conductance 
TUBE TESTER. 

PRECISE DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
Oceanside, New York 

92 

NOT $1 EACH - 
But ALL B for $11 

Brand -new, hi- fidelity, pure 
vinyl discs encompassing en- 
tire range of human bearing - 50 to 13,000 cycles. 
World- renowned arusr s. 

NO STRINGS ATTACHED! 
Without obligation to 

ever buy another record from 
us -you may get this bar- 
gain and enjoy all advan- 
tages of trial membership. 

SCHUBERT 
'iUnlimshed" Symphony 

BEETHOVEN 
Rums of Athens 
( March. Chart ) 

BRAHMS 
Academic Festival Bvedure 

MOZART 
Prono Concerto in E 

BACH 
Toccata and Fugue in D Minor 

WAGNER 
Meistemmger, Prel. Act 

DUKAS 
Sorcerer's Apprentice 

MUSSORGSKY 
Night on Bald Mountain 

HOW CLUB OPERATES -We advise you monthly 
of new releases. Those you want are sent you for 
FREE trial. After 5 days' listening -the records you 
decide to keep are billed you at the low membership 
price of SI.S0 per disc (average playing time 40 min.). 
You save % the usual retail price! AI.i/L COI/PON 
NOW' before oiler expires. Money hack guarantee. 

The Musical Masterpiece Society, loc., Dept. 4712 
43 West 61st S , New York 23, N. Y. 

Enclosed is tl in Jul/ payment for recordings or 
8 masterpieces listed. Enroll me as trial member 
Privileges: No purchase obligation erer! Monthly 
advance notice of releases. 5 day free trial on any 
discs. I may reject records before or after receipt; 
may cancel membership at any time. For future 
l.p. discs I decide to keep, I'll pay only $1.50 each. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
Canada. address: 686 Bathurst St., Toronto 4 r. 

spring -loaded, as shown in Fig. 10, and 
adjustment screws provided so that 
the outer two projection units can be 
pointed in slightly -so that the images 
from all three units fall on top of each 
other on the screen. The fact that the 
units are some distance from the 
screen, and that the middle unit 
(green) carries 59,- of the illumina- 
tion, makes the very slight "keyston- 
ing" of the two outer units a theore- 
tical rather than a practical worry. 

Each of the units has a colored filter 
in front of it. (Colored Plexiglas was 
found to work the best -even better 
than photo filters.) The vertical and 
horizontal adjustments on the projec- 
tion units, plus the mechanical posi- 
tion of the projection housings them- 
selves, are all utilized to get the best 
possible registration of the projected 
images. 

Both vertical and horizontal sweep 
voltages for the three projection units 
are picked up from the black -and- 
white chassis. The vertical sweep is 
used to drive the vertical yokes on 
the Norelco units -and the yokes are 
connected in series. The horizontal 
yokes are driven in parallel. Doing 
this will probably require substituting 
a different output transformer for 
that originally in the set. In the re- 
ceiver described here, an RCA 231T1 
transformer is used with the proper 
tap to provide the correct impedance 
match. The grids of the Norelco units 
are driven by the color output signals 
from the color converter chassis. 

If everything checks out OK, we're 
ready for the final step -tuning up the 
chassis. Complete step -by -step instruc- 
tions will be given in next month's 
concluding article. 

(To be continued) 

SERVICING SWITCHES 
TIIE switching arrangement of a push- 
button tuned radio (with switches on 

botl side) is shown re ed from re- 
ceiver. 

On this type of switching, with springs 
and locking devices, one switch rod will 
stay in when pushed but any other rod 
will be released. 

Some push rods rotate the radio gang 
condenser directly to pre -set stations, 
while others, as shown, operate pre -set 
trimmer condensers across the antenna 
tuning circuit with the gang e Tenser 
cut oil for posh- In iatlean operation 

Switch contacts on the bolt of the 
mechanism illustrated .I Id lu cleaned 
at interval., switch cud sl Id he 
checked for binding in sluts and springs 
must be kept in good condition II. L. 

Check and clean switch contacts periodi- 
cally to insure good operation of radio. 

.0/4-1" 

RADIO 8 TELEVISION NEWS 
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G -C TUNER -KLEEN'R For every Stand- 
ard Coil tuner. Cleans both sta- 
tionary and rotary contacts at every 
twist of the channel selector. Easy 
to install, means extra profit, better 
reception. 
No. 9132 Net $1.00 

G -C SPRA -KLEEN The original power 
spray electrical contact cleaner and 
lubricant. Eliminates noises in TV 
tuners, contacts, controls, relays and 
switches. No waste, no need to 
remove parts. 
No. 8666 6 oz. can Net $1.00 

G -C PORTABLE WIRE REEL New, con- 
venient way to handle wire coiled 
on spools. Just slip spool onto reel 
and pull out what you need. No 
more twisted or tangled wire when 
you go out on a job! 
No. 9111 Net $2.40 

G -C SPEEDEX WIRE STRIPPERS New 
automatic "766" series has delayed 
return action to prevent crushing of 
fine stranded wires. Easy to use, 
with easy -grip handles for easy 
operation. Interchangeable blades. 
Specify wire size. 
Series 766 (12 models) ...Net $4.95 

Save time... Save money... Speed up your service work! 

SËRVICE AIDS 
AT LEADING PARTS DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE 

C -C DELUXE ALIGNMENT TOOL KIT 
Handy roll type case with 16 most - 
used tools. Tool tips are extra thin, 
of best grade hardened spring steel 
for long useful service. Value of 
tools sold separately $15.00. 
No. 8280 Net $7.74 

C -C GENERAL SKRATCH STIK Easy to 
use, in handy carry -with-you case. 
Removes scratches on walnut, ma- 
hogany, oak -all shades and colors. 
Avoid embarrassment on the job 

wipe Skratch Stik on that 
accidental scratch! 
No. 909 Net $0.30 

T" 

G -C "TUX" TOOL KIT Made of re- 
markable new "Alathon" polyethy- 
lene. Flexible, tough, will not lose 
shape. Keep your tools with you, 
your tape on a chain. Lightweight. 
No. 8943 Net $2.37 

G -C COMBINATION LEAD -IN TUBE AND LIGHTNING ARRESTOR 

Simplest feed -thru idea you ever saw. Drill s." 
hole, any wall up to 16" and insert. Arrestor on 

outside, wall plug inside. A new G -C exclusive! 

No. 8641 Net $2.37 

GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO. 
904 TAYLOR AVENUE ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 

G -C ILLUMINATED INSPECTICN MIRROR 

Penlight batteries make th's tool 
independent of cords or connections. 
Adjustable 1" hinged mirror mounted 
to 6" transparent lucite rod. No 
shock. On -off sw tch. Length 12%4 ". 
Bulb, less batteries. 
No. 8725 Net $1.95 

FREE Your copy of the big, illustrated 
G -C catalog. Send postcard today! 

w 
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this great all -channel antenna discovery 

is smashing sales and performance records 

in every TV area! 

Single bay 

SUPER RAINBOW 

model no. 331 

the 
CHAMPION 

brilliant black- and -white performance 

and really ready for COLOR! 

these 3 revolutionary, power -packed 

design features - found in no 

other antenna today! 

1 . New spacing formula: Radical newspacing 
arrangements between the directors and 
reflectors has, for the first time, extended 
the full efficiency and high gain of the basic 
narrow band Yagi over the full width of 
an entire VHF band. 

2. New "triple power" High Band 
directors and reflectors: Three -section 
directors and reflectors, with insulated 
segments, provide combined power of three 
High Band Yagis, operating side by side, 
in phase. 

3. New "inter -mix" design: Combine- - 

into one single antenna - two separate, 
independent sets of directors and reflects rs, 
one for High Band, one for Low Band. 
Each parasitic system operates only on its 
own band. Fullest efficiency - no 
compromise design. 
PLUS Channel Master's patented, super -gain 
TRI -POLE ... the unique triple -power 
dipole that made the Champion America's 
most wanted antenna. 

'atwr Ne. 2e91.r.0 
i.M1ar pments pend., 

Write for complete technical literature 

Stacked 

RAINBOW 

model no. 33 

CHANNEL MASTER 

creative 
engineering 

Here's how the RAINBOW out -performs the famous Champion: 

Gain Over 5, 
I -lay 
Champion 

0 0 0 1 2 .3 2.i 1 -.5 .S 1.5 7. 
DB DB DI DB DI DB DB DB DB DB DB ,.,nao- DB 

Gain 0,er 
Stacked 

Champion 

DB DB DB DB DB DI DB DB DB DI D 

I S 2 I S LS 7 4.S .5.0 O 0 I 
DI DB DB DB DB I}-W I DB DB D/ DII DI 

2 t.Sl 3 t I 43'41 1 l 2 
DB DB DI DB DI DI DB DB DB DB DI 

horizontal 
polar pattern 

(retatke 
voltage) 

for fringe and super- fringe areas: 
Super Rainbow, model no. 331 
$37$0 list 
stacked Super Rainbow, 
model no. 3.31 -2 
$7570 li,t 

for suburban and near- fringe areas: 
Rainbow, model no. 330 
$2360 use 

slacked Rainbow, model no. 330 -2 
$4860 aII 

Copyright 1954, Channl Marrar Corp 
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something new in 
indoor antennas 

for VHF 
eception 

features 
sections. 
ti 
base 
hands 

disp 

the ALL 
'all VHF .. all UHF 

the only indoor antenna 
with this "2 -Way" feature. 

model no. 381 $695 list 

3 telescoping 

roof polystyrene 
scannot tip over. 

ly packaged 

for UHF and 
improved 
High Band 
VHF reception 

the PRE -VU 
for all hannel VHF recep- 
tion 
m e no. 380 

$595 list 

ALUMast 
Aluminum Masting. 

The new idea in antenna 
masting- 

can never rust! 
in telescoping sections 
in swaged 5, 10, and 14 
foot sections 

Lightweight ALUMast is 
1/3 the weight of steel, 
making it so easy to in- 
stall - it swings right up! 
Stronger than steel, 
A UMast is easier to 
s and actually more 

-cal. 

brings you today's 
newest installation ideas 

for ... snore effective installations 
... greater customer satisfaction 
... higher profits for you! 

TV ROTATOR 
with features found in no other 

rotator today: 
flexible worm gear. built -in 
thrust bearing. 
removable motor, electrical and 
mechanical stops. 
weatherproof, lightweight, 
strong. 
straight -thru mast mourgirug. 
built -in chimney mount. 
extremely high torque. 

model no. 9521, $4995 list 
model no. 9520, without 

directional indicator, 4495 list 

SELECTENNA 

COUPLING 

SYSTEM 
permits unlimited antenna com- 
binations only one trans- 
mission line! 

for the first time, you can tie 
together an unlimited combina- 
tion of antennas, including sepa- 
rate antennas operating on the 
same; band. 
ideal' for areas currently using 
rotatqrs, manually- operated se- 
lecto1 switches, and "omni- 
directional" antennas. 

list price: 

ES42 This interlocked 
stack consists of 4 
antenna couplers 
and 1 Ili -Lo coup. 
lerjoins I antennas. 

Beautifully-styled cabinet 
has great consumer 
appeal - is smallest on 

.. market (2%" x 4"), 
Finger -tip contr 

CHANNEL MASTER CORP. fltfNVlllf, N 

WORLDS LARGEST IAANUFALTURLR OF I1.LTVISION ANTENNAS 
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ItPLACINIR 
CAPACITORS 

Hot 

Off The 

Press! 

NEW 

SANGAMO 

twist -tab 

DRY ELECTROLYTIC 

CAPACITOR 

REPLACEMENT`S 

GUIDE))( 

.s 

FILL IN AND 

MAIL THIS COUPON 

TO DEPT. SP 

the little Indian says: SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY TODAY 

LI( 
L 

PLEASE SEND ME A FREE COPY OF YOUR NEW TWIST -TAB 

REPLACEMENT GUIDE 

NAME 

FIRM 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 
scsnu 

S A N G A M O ELECTRIC COMPANY MARION, ILL. 
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HIGHLY -SENSITIVE 

LINK -COUPLED 

LOOP ANTENNA 
By L. S. HANNIBAL 

Try this loop antenna to 
pull those elusive broadcast 
signals out of the ether. 

[OR several years the writer has 
rwrestled with the problem of picking 
up an AM hi -fi San Francisco Bay area 
station which was badly blanketed by a 
local 50 kw. broadcast station -one of 
the type that, to all intents, "slobbers" 
over considerably more of the band 
than is desired. Wave traps, bandpass 
couplings, and the like were all tried 
repeatedly without much effect. None 
could give the desired 20 kc. separation 
which was necessary in this instance. 
Both regenerative ri. amplifiers and 
crystal filters were duly considered, 
but were promptly dropped when a 
link -coupled loop antenna was given a 
chance trial. 

This loop consisted of 14 turns of 
No. 20 wire, spaced with an eighth inch 
clearance between turns, on an X- 
frame, with each diagonal 16 inches 
long. A small tuning capacitor from 
an old 1924 broadcast receiver was 
used to tune the loop. A single -turn, 
link -coupling loop was wound inside 
the 14 turns with 1% inches of space 
between each coil. This single turn was 
fed by a twisted pair to a two -turn coil 
wound loosely about the first r.f. coil 
on the broadcast receiver. One leg of 
the twisted pair was grounded securely 
where it entered the chassis in order 
to reduce capacity pickup. 

In practice, tuning consists of adjust- 
ing the set and loop tuning capacitor 
for maximum desired signal. Then the 
set is detuned sufficiently to pick up 
the undesired signal. The loop is then 
rotated to a null point for the unde- 

Complete details for building loop antenna. 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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sired signal. This setting in bearing can 
be quite sharp and, in this instance, 
was less than one degree. Once the 
loop's position was established the de- 
sired hi -fi station was tuned in without 
crosstalk or scratching. 

A vernier dial will be found of value 
in tuning the loop's tuning capacitor. 
(This capacitor is mounted directly on 
the loop's X- frame. The 1?_" coupling 
between the loop and link permits the 
loop to tune quite sharply. Placing the 
link coupling nearer to the tuning loop 
reduces selectivity, but increases sig- 
nal input to the set. This also reduces 
background noise, but aggravates 
crosstalk or rasping from the local 
broadcast station. 

The effectiveness of this loop system 
can be appreciated when it is realized 
that a San Francisco Bay station of 
10 kw. power beamed on a north -south 
axis can be picked up quite satisfac- 
torily 110 miles in an easterly direction 
under the blast of a 50 kw. station 
about 4 miles distant from the writer's 
residence. -30 

440 MEGACYCLE TRANSISTOR 
IIE t' when home TV sets will use 
tiny transistors instead of a large array 

of vacuum tubes rance closer to realiza- 
tion with the announcement by Bell Tel- 
ephone Laboratories of a transistor 
which will operate at 440 me. 

Known as an "intrinsic barrier" tran- 
sistor, the new unit can increase an elec- 
trical signal a thousandfold. Frequencies 
as high as 3000 ntc. are theoretically 
possible. 

The new transistor adds a fourth layer 
to the basic "p -n -p" wafer. This in- 
trinsically pure layer acts as a "shock 
absorber" for high voltage electrical 
charges. This chemically pure part of 
the germanium crystal remains neutral 
while the three adjoining sections Le- 
conte positively or negatively charged. 
This "intrinsic" region in the amidst of 
the transistor permits the faster move- 
ment of positive charges, isolates the in- 
put and output areas, and reduces the 
stored energy to make functioning at 
higher frequencies possible. The in- 
creased separation of input and output 
areas also per s operation at higher 
voltages. -;p- 

A Bell Labs engineer uses a "dry box" to 
assemble the new u.h.f. transistor. He is 
shown placing a metal casing over the unit 
to assure long life. This assembly tech- 
nique is used to avoid any contamination. 

December, 1954 

only GOODLINE is WETPRUF tm 

Now- SILICONE "WETPRUF "O 
PROCESSED, ANOTHER GOODLINE 
FIRST, Extends useful wet service life as 

much as 400 %. 

ALL GOODLINE Low Loss Television 
Transmission Lines are now especially 
SILICONE PROCESSED to repel moisture 
AT NO INCREASE IN COST TO YOU. 

Your distributor has these SILICONE 
PROCESSED, WATER REPELLENT GOOD - 
LINE TRANSMISSION LINES in stock 

now - ready for you ... 
Ask for them by name. Insist on these 

genuine GOODLINE "WETPRUF" TELE- 

VISION LINES. 

GOODLINE AIRLEAD - 733 GA & 737 GA GOODLINE HOLO - 801 GH 

GOODLINE SHEATHLEED - 812 GS & 823 GS GOODLINE TELEAD 

ALSO THE ECONOMY NON- SILICONE GOODLINE ANGELUS 

ITS EASY TO TELL IF ITS "GENUINE GOODLINE :' All Don Good Television 
Leadlines are Quickly Identified By The Blue and Yellow Reel. 

ALL GOODLINE TELEVISION TRANSMISSION LINES ARE PURE VIRGIN 
POLYETHYLENE ESPECIALLY COMPOUNDED FOR LONG SERVICE LIFE. 

SOLD BY LEADING 
JOBBERS & DEALERS 

Send coupon NOW! 
Get samples "in your hands" 
-you'll realize why 
Don Good Products make 
the finest television 
reception possible. 

DON GOOD, INC. 
1014 Fair Oaks Ave., So. Pasadena, Calif. 
Please rush Samples and Complete Info,. 
motion covering Don Good Products. 

Nome 

Street _ 

City Stole 

NEW! FREE CATALOGUE! 
For bargains in surplus that cant be beat 

Get Your FREE Copy Today! 
MONTHLY SPECIAL: 0 -1 3 -INCH MILLI - 
AMP METER, 270° indication. By -pass 
shunt and add scale. Only $1.95. 

J. J. GLASS ELECTRONICS CO. 
1615 S. Main Sf. Los Angeles 15. Calif. 

RADIO and TELEVISION ELECTRONICS 
in all Technical Phases 
New Classes (Day and 
Evening) Start Ist of 

a \ Dec., Mar.. June. Sept. 
Free Placement Service for Graduates 
For Free Catalog write Dept. RN54 

RCA INSTITUTES. INC. 
A Service of Radio Corporation of America 
350 WEST 4TH ST.. NEW YORK 14. N. Y. 

110V. AC POWER SUPPLY 

FOR ANY 274 -N RECEIVER 
Just plug it into the rear of your 
274 -N RECEIVER any model. 
Complete kit and black metal 
case, with ALL parts and dia- 
grams. Simple and easy to build 

in a jiffy. Delivers 24 volta plus B voltage. No 
ring changes to be made. Designed especially 

for the 274 -N receiver. Only $8.95. 
Filament trans. for 274N receivers. Pri. 110V, 
60 cy. AC. Sec. 24V @ .6A. An excellent buy 
at 

excellent 
ea. 

SPLINED TUNING KNOB 
FOR 274N RECEIVERS 

An exclusive O -R item manu- 
factured for us. Fits BC -43, 
BC -454 and other 274N re- 
ceivers. This is a really hard - 
to- obtain item. Only .. 89e e,,. 

OFFENBACH -REIMUS 
1564 Market Street, San Francisco, Calif. 
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A full auton otic 
snap-out antenna -r 

rr v.ew 

l 

that rneclAtnically safe! f 
Elements are double locked in position 
and nested in channel to prevent 
dropping or falling apart. 

Manufactured and Distributed 
in CANADA by 

DELHI METAL PRODUCTS, LTD. 

DELHI, ONTARIO 

or,. 

1 

1°<°11? 

MOW. 

1 

the antenna 
for which 

all America 
has been 

waiting... 

this is the 
PROBLEM 

New TV stations by the 
score plus stepped -up 
power on existing 
stations is increasing the 
difficulty of reception 
in many areas. 
Co- channel 
interferences and the 
resulting loss of 
reception quality cannot 
be overcome by 
ordinary antennas 
now available. 

MODEL CHANNEL 
NUMBER 

RG -1 -L 2 -6 
RG -1 -H 7 -13 
RG -1 -LH 2 -13 

(RG-1 -1. and RG -I -H 

in combination) 

COPYRIGHT I95í 
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Here is the amazing KAY -TOWNES answer! 
Again... KAY -TOWNES is First with the answer! 

The new K -T REAR GUARD completely rejects 

unwanted signals from the rear and sides to 

give televiewers the best possible picture and 

sound reception in areas where co- channel 

NO interference from 
the rear 

High front to back 
ratio 

interferences present difficulties. Yes Sir! The 

new K -T REAR GUARD is ready for you now in 

arrays to suit your needs ... It's a Quality 
Antenna for Quality Reception. It's a Kay - 

Townes Antenna! 

Top quality 
reception 

Sharp definition 
Primary UHF 

RADIATION CURVE 

REPRESENTING ALL VHF CHANNELS 

WRITE TODAY FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND PRICES 

KAY-TOWN E S 
Use the K -T line 

of television 

accessories 

ten Co , I. pany . 
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TRIAD'S 'CORRECT 

REPLACEMENT 

TV GUIDE TV -55 

Triad's new TV Guide is available 

now. It is a complete up -to -date 

catalog of Triad's *Correct 
Replacement TV Transformers, 

exhaustively checked for accur- 

acy. Your jobber has copies of 

TV -55 in stock ... or write us 

direct. 

*Correct Replacement ( *CR) 

transformers are mechanically 

correct and electrically correct 

ruggedized versions of original 

manufacturers' items built to 

give a longer more satisfactory 

life. 

Triad *CR Transformers are 

listed in Sam's Photofact fold- 

ers & Counter Facts arid Riders 

Replacement Parts List. 

JL 4055 Redwood Ave., Venice, Calif. 

The products described in this column are for your convenience in keeping up- 
to -date on the new equipment being offered by manufacturers. For more com- 
plete information on any of these products, write direct to the company involved. 

TRANSISTOR OSCILLATOR 
General Radio Company, 275 Massa- 

chusetts Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass. is 

currently offering a pocket -size tran- 
sistor oscillator for audio -frequency 
testing, the Type 1307 -A. 

Completely self- contained, including 
batteries and output meter, the oscil- 
lator is small enough to be held in one 
hand. Two frequencies, 400 and 1000 
cycles, are available with a maximum 
output of at least 2 volts across a 600 - 
ohm load. The output voltage is ad- 
justable and is read on the meter. 

The unit uses a p -n -p junction tran- 
sistor in a Hartley oscillator circuit. 
The output voltage is set by an ad- 
justable resistance in series with the 
battery supply, thus conserving bat- 
tery life when only low output is 
needed. Under average conditions, bat- 
tery life is over 100 hours. 

PEAK -TO -PEAK V.T.Y.M. 
Electronic Instrument Co., Inc., 84 

Withers Street, Brooklyn 11. N. Y. has 
added a new peak -to -peak vacuum - 
tube voltmeter to its Eico line of test 
equipment in wired and kit form. 

Designed expressly for TV servicing, 
the new Model 249 comes with the 
company's dual purpose a.c. /d.c. "Uni- 
Probe" which performs all functions - 
a half turn of the probe tip selects 
d.c. or a.c. ohms. 

The circuit features stable push -pull 

triode bridge circuitry, with accuracy 
unaffected by line voltage variation. 
It reads peak -to -peak voltage of corn- 

plex and sine waveforms, r.m s. volt- 
age of sine waves, d.c. voltage and 
resistance. It provides for center -scale 
zero adjustments for TV -FM align- 
ment and for calibration from outside 
the cabinet. The 7!_" meter is elec- 
tronically protected against burn -out. 

Additional information on the Model 
249 or Model 249K (kit) is available 
from the company. 

VARIABLE CAPACITORS 
The APC and MAPC types of varia- 

ble capacitors are now available with 
extended shafts, according to The 
Hanrma rlund Manufacturing Company, 
Inc., 460 W. 34th St., New York 1, 
N. Y. 

At the request of amateurs, experi- 
menters, and electronic equipment 
builders, the line has a half -inch shaft 
extension for knob control. The APC 
trimmer is designed for applications 

where a compact air dielectric trimmer 
is required. The MAPC type is simi- 
lar to the APC except that it is a 
miniaturized version. 

ATR'S "SHAY -PAK" 
American Television and Radio Co., 

300 E. Fourth St., St. Paul 1, Minn. 
is now offering a new inverter which 
has been tradenamed the "Shav- Pak." 

The unit is especially designed for 
operating standard a.c. electric shavers 
in autos, buses, trucks, boats, and 
planes. The unit plugs into the ciga- 
rette lighter receptacle on the dash 
and is small enough to be kept in the 
glove compartment. 

A circular on the "Shav -Pak" is 
available on request. 

SINGLE -SIDEBAND GENERATOR 
A single -sideband generator especial- 

ly designed for operation with the 
company's Model 5100 transmitter has 
been announced by Barker cE William- 
son, Inc., 237 Fairfield Ave., Upper 
Darby, Pa. 

Designated as the Model 51SB, the 
generator offers SSB operation on 
all frequencies provided in the 5100. 
Tuning and operation are fast and un- 
complicated, according to the corn - 
pany. No test equipment is required. 

(Continued on page 152) 
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you Can Qufiinq 

P 

be doing 
interest 
b e work 

rotat,Is! 

A fascinating field! A great future! A good job or 
independence in a business of your own! TV is grow- 
ing by leaps and bounds -1227 new communities, 
1845 new stations have been given the "go- ahead ". 
Trained men are worth their weight in gold! 

MODERN TRAINING BY COYNE 
RIGHT IN YOUR OWN HOME 

Here is modern, up- to- the -minute Home Training 
in Television and Radio designed to meet the stand- 
ards that have made the Coyne School famous for 
many years. You get personal supervision by mem- 
bers of Coyne instruction staff -men who know 
TELEVISION AND RADIO AND KNOW HOW 

B. W. COOKE. President 
A TECHNICAL TRADE INSTITUTE 

E 
CHARTERED NOT FOR PROFIT 

Established 1899 
500 S. Paulina Dept. 94HR5, Chicago 12 

TELEVISION * RADIO * ELECTRICITY * REFRIGERATION * ELECTRONICS 

TELEVISI 
EAT SHOPS 

T CHICAGO 

TO TEACH IT -men who have helped train thou- 
sands of men and young men, Service men and 
Veterans. 

LEARN TO EARN IN SPARE TIME 
COYNE offers a most practical, down -to -earth Home 
Television Training. Simple, easy to follow step -by- 
step instructions, fully illustrated. So practical, you 
can quickly be earning money in Television and 
Radio and keep your present job while training. 

Let us show you that this is not only the newest, 
most up- to- the - minute Training in Television - 
Radio- Electronics -but also it costs you much less 
than you'd expect to pay. Send coupon today for 
details including Easy Payment Plan. 

I B. W. COOKE, President 
COYNE SCHOOL 
500 S. Paulina St.. Chicago 12 
Dept. 9411115 

Send details of your offer on training checked 
below. This does not obligate me and no salesman 
will call. I am interested in: 

Television -Radio Home Training 
Cl Electricity in Coyne Shops 

Television -Radio in Coyne Shops 

Natne 

Address . 

December, 1954 

Coyne. of course, also offers practical 
resident training in the Coyne Training 
Shops here in Chicago in the fields of 
TELEVISION -RADIO and ELECTRI- 
CITY. If you prefer to get information 
about our resident courses in either or 
both of these fields, then check on the 
coupon accordingly and mail it to us. 
Our fully illustrated 48 page Guide 
To Careers in Television -Radio and 
Electricity and complete details 
about our resident training will be 
sent you by return mail. No cost or 
obligation to you, of course, and no 
salesman will call on you. 

I_ State 

MAIL COUPON FOR 
INFORMATION 

Fill in and mail coupon TODAY. 
Paste it on a postcard if you 
wish. Complete details will 
come by return mail. No cost 
-no obligation and no 
salesman will call. 
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ikabh7ft--- 

It's New! It's Terrific! 

THE 

FISHER 
FM TUNER MODEL 

FM -80 

World's Best by I. R. E. Standards 
NEVER before in the history of Frequency Modulation has there 

been a tuner to match the remarkable, new FISHER FM -80. 
Equipped with TWO meters, it will outperform any existing 
FM tuner, regardless of price.' The FM -80 combines extreme 
sensitivity, flexibility, and micro -accurate tuning. It has an unu- 
sually compact, beautifully designed chassis. Like its renowned 
companions, the FISHER FM -AM Tuners, Models 50 -R and 
70 -RT, we predict the FM -80 will be widely imitated, but never 
equalled. Be sure; buy THE FISHER. Only $139.50 

Outstanding Features of THE FISHER FM -80 
-11\1) meters- :one to indicate sensitivity,one to indicate center- of- drannel 

for micro- accurate tuning. Armstrong system, with two IF stages, dual 
limiters and a cascode RF stage. Full limiting even on signals as weak 
as one microvolt. Dual antenna inputs: 72 ohms and 300 ohms bal- 
anced (exclusive!) Sensitivity: 1 V2 microvolts for 20 db of quieting on 
72 -ohm input: 3 microvolts for 20 db of quieting on 300 -ohm input. 

Chassis completely shielded and shock -mounted, including tuning con- 
denser, to eliminate microphonics, and noise from otherwise accumulated 
dust. Three controls - Variable AFC /Line -Switch, Sensitivity, and 
Station Selector PLUS an exclusive Output Level Control. Two bridged 
outputs. Low - impedance, cathode -follower type, permitting output leads 
up to 200 feet. 11 tubes. Dipole antenna supplied. Beautiful, 
brushed -brass front panel. Self -powered. WEIGHT: 15 pounds. 

SIZE: 121/4" wide, 4" high, 81" deep including control knobs. 

Price Slightly Higher West of the Rockies 

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS 

FISHER RADIO CORP. 21 -23 44th DRIVE L. I. CITY 1, N. Y. 
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Certified Record Revue 
(Continued from Fuge 60) 

recording of some years ago, on the 

Oceanic label. Here she is "Salome" again, 
but a more matured, more experienced, and 
vastly more effective "Salome." Hers is a 
passionate, intense, and dedicated perform- 
ance. She immerses her identity in the role 
and makes of "Salome" a terrifying and be- 
lievable creature. Her voice is a beautifully 
trained and responsive instrument. While 
she hasn't the great power of Ljuba Welils& 
the voice is strong enough for the require- 
ments of the role and she displays an infin- 
itely greater range of color and expression. 
Every nuance of the role is clearly delineated 
and in the Final Scene, the purity of her 
voice blazes forth, unsullied by bombast or 
strain. The rest of the cast sings superbly 
in this recording. I could have wished for a 
little less pontificating from the "Jokanaan" 
of Hans Braun, a minor fault. Patzak and 
Dermota were particularly effective in their 
portrayals and London has even gone to the 
expense of having such a stalwart as Ludwig 
Weber in the comparatively minor role of 
"Ist Nazarene." The Vienna Philharmonic 
has rarely sounded better, and their playing 
was a miracle of precision coupled with 
sumptuous tone. Perhaps this is a sort of 
testament to the incomparable Strauss of 
the late Clemens Krauss. Few will deny his 
particular gift for interpreting the works of 
Richard Strauss. Where others obscured .. 
he revealed. Where others conducted with 
their heads, he used his heart. This kindly 
and genial man is gone, but his Strauss will 
not soon be forgotten. The sound on this 
recording is considerably better than the 
recent Columbia, yet surprisingly, is not up 
to the very highest standards of London 
opera recording. String tone is generally 
quite good, smooth and free of annoying 
wiriness. But the dynamics are less than you 
would expect and there are inexplicable mo- 
ments when the range seems somewhat re- 
stricted. Good percussion in "Salome's 
Dance," solid bass drum and very clean 
cymbals. All in all, a most memorable and 
moving experience. A comfortable recording 
and one which can stand repeated listenings 
as well as the test of time. 

STRAUSS. RICHARD 
ALSO SPRACH ZARATHUSTRA 
DANCE OF THE SEVEN VEILS 

(St LIl 11 E) 
The Chicago ti. mphnny Orchestra con- 
ducted b. Fritz Reiner. RCA Victor 
LM1806. IiI,1A curve. Price $5.95. 

While we are on the subject of Strauss and 
"Salome," let's take a listen to this disc, the 
first in a new collaboration between Victor 
and the Chicago Symphony Orch. This is 
an extraordinary record in more ways than 
meets the eye at first glance. For one thing 
this represents a new departure in policy for 
RC.1. They are now naming the equipment 
and the recording techniques employed in 
the making of the record. What makes this 
really incredible is the fact that the informa- 
tion about the recording as printed on the 
jacket, is virtually an endorsement of the 
Mercury "Olympian" technique! As related 
on the jacket, RCA utilized a condenser mike 
(presumably a Telefunken) at the approxi- 
mate distance over the conductor's podium as 
has been Mercury's wont. The heated cutter, 
variable pitch, and other matters of tech- 
nique are also discussed. The result ? The 
best doggone sound that Victor ever turned 
out ! This is no discredit to Victor or their 
engineers. There is certainly no patent or 
monopoly in the idea of usine an overhead 
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Telejunkeu mike. Nor is this the whole story 
on the search for better sounding recordings. 
Rather this new sound shows that Victor 
made a study of various new techniques and 
was not above admitting and adopting to a 

technique previously foreign to them. There 
is certainly nothing wrong in this ... the 
best thing that could ever happen to the in- 
dustry is free competition. The sound that 
Victor obtained bears witness to this. Really 
exceptional quality. The "Zarathustra" is 

full of rip- snortin' hi -fi effects. Huge brass 
sonorities, very- solid percussion, very live 
"breathy" woodwinds, and a superb string 
tone. Dynamic range and frequency range 
are far beyond previous Victor recordings. 
Reiner is, of course, an old hand with 
Strauss. In "Zarathustra" he plays the game 
fairly close to the vest. No errant tempi for 
him, nor overblown dynamics. If the 
Clemens Krauss -London version did not 
exist, this would certainly be the recording 
of choice. But a little too much fussiness ob- 
scures the broader meanings and shadings in 
the score. and on the whole, Reiner's is a 

much more impersonal version. The London 
recording was more than hi -fi for its day, 
but in this department it is outgunned by 
this present recording. Except for the low 
C in the basses which begins a fugal develop- 
ment (and which come through with greater 
intensity in the London), this has greater 
dynamics, greater clarity and resolution. 
Transients of tympani and bass drum and 
cymbal are much cleaner and have more im- 
pact in this recording. The "Salome's Dance" 
is given a supercharged reading by Reiner 
and it is not likely to be outsounded by any 
competing version. The Chicago Orchestra 
plays magnificently for Reiner. although it 
would be unkind not to mention that part 
of this precision is certainly a legacy from 
Rafael Kuhelik. Altogether a most auspi- 
cious start for Victor with a new recording 
technique. The record conformed perfectly 
to the RIAA curve and surfaces were 
quiet. 

ltAR7'()K 
CONCERTO FOR ORCHESTRA 

apuli. S.1111)1 Orchestra con- 
ducted h. Au ial Dorati. Mercury MG 
30033. RIAA curve. Price $5.95. 

litre is an absolutely stunning perform- 
ance of what many believe to be Bartok's 
greatest work. It would be a picayune and 
biased critic who could find fault with this 
recordin_. The performance is a triumph of 
the first order for Dorati. He is white -hot 
in the intensity of his interpretation. Vet he 
never allows his obvious zeal and devotion 
to the score to obfuscate, nor to amend or 
reshape the philosophy of Bartok. It is a 

respectful performance, nowhere at variance 
with the composer's wishes or intent. This 
reverent approach is undoubtedly a reflec- 
tion of the friendship that existed between 
Dorati and Bartok. As a work by Bartok, 
the "Concerto for Orchestra" is somewhat of 
a paradox. By this I mean that although this 
is perhaps the most intricate and complex of 
all Bartok scores, with more than its share 
of dissonance and atonality, it is also the 
Bartok that is most readily assimilated by 
the public. Believe me when I tell you that 
if you've never been able to "take" Bartok, 
this is the score that can change your mind. 
In its infinitely varied color and contrasts, 
Bartok has utilized the widest resources of 
the modern orchestra. In the strings alone, 
you will hear more unusual techniques than 
in almost any other composition you can 
name. Pizzicato, spiccato, double bridging 

. the whole bag of tricky violin gym- 
nastics can be heard. The other choirs in the 
orchestra are similarly treated. The com- 
plexity of the score calls for a virtuoso or- 
chestra and the Minneapolis responds mag- 
nificently. You will find that in the course 
December, 1954 

WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE 

The Greatest Advance 
IN AMPLIFIER DESIGN 

IN TWENTY YEARS! 

FISHER 
Z -MATIC PAT. PEND. 

HE unusual, the choice - both are a regular and traditional 
1 product of our engineering laboratories. But never before 

have we offered a technological advance so obviously needed, so 
long overdue, as the exclusive FISHER Z- Matic. Regardless of 
the speaker system, be it a modest 8" unit or a giant assembly, 
the vast acoustic improvement contributed by FISHER Z -Matic 
is instantly apparent and truly astonishing. For Z -Matic has at 
one stroke eliminated the energy- wasting, distortion -producing 
mismatch that has prevented the complete union of speaker and 
amplifier ever since the advent of electronic sound reproduction. 
Z -Matic is now standard equipment on all FISHER amplifiers. 

50 -Watt Amplifier Model 50 -AZ 
1011 watts peak! \X orld's finest all-triode 
amplifier. Uniform within 1 db, 5 to 
100.000 cycles. Less than 1% distortion 
at 50 watts. Hum and noise 96 db below 
full output. Oversize, quality components 
and finest workmanship. $159.50 

What Z -Matic Does 
Multiplies the efficiency and effective audible 

range of any speaker system, regardless of size. 
The continuously variable Z -Matic control 

permits any setting, according to personal taste 
or the requirements of the speaker system. 

Eliminates need for oversize speaker enclo- 
sures and automatically corrects inherent defi- 
ciencies in speaker or speaker housing. 

Z -Matic must not be confused with tone, 
equalization, loudness balance or damping fac- 
tor controls. It is an entirely new development. 

Only FISHER amplifiers have Z- Matic. 

A Word to Our Patrons 
Your FISHER 50.A or 70 -A amplifier can be 
readily equipped with Z. Matic. A complete kit 
of parts and easy -to- follow instructions are 
available at a cost of only 52.50 to cover 
handling. Give serial number and model. 

Master Audio Control 51;12 
"Finest unit yet offered." - Radio and 
TV News. 25 choices of record equali- 
zation, separate bass and treble tone con- 
trols. loudness balance control. 5 inputs 
and 5 independent input level controls, 
two cathode follower outputs. 
Chassis, $89.50 lVith cabinet, 597.50 

25 -Watt Amplifier Model 10 -AZ 
50 -watts peak! More clean watts per dollar. 
Less than 1/2% distortion at 25 watts (0.05% 
at 10 watts.) Response within 0.1 db, 20- 
20.000 cycles; 1 db, 10 to 50,000 cycles. Hum 
and noise virtually non -measurable! S99.50 

Paces Slightly Higher West of the Rockies 

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS 

FISHER RADIO CORP. 21 -23 44th DRIVE L. I. CITY 1, N. Y. 
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eine cX /r /i /i /icie.l 
TO COMPLETE YOUR 

HOME MUSIC SYSTEM 

FISHER 
ACCESSORIES 

MIXER -FADER Model 50 -M 
NEW! Electronic mixing or fading of any two signal 
sources (such as microphone, phono, radio, etc.) No 
insertion loss. Extremely low hum and noise level. High 
impedance input; cathode follower output. 12AX7 ruhe. 
Self- powered. Beautiful plastic cabinet. Ou/) $1 9.95 

PREAMPLIFIER -EQUALIZER 50 -PR 
Professional phono equalization. Separate switches for 
I-F roll -off and LF turn -over; 16 combinations. Handles 
any magnetic cartridge. Extremely low hum. Uniform 
response, 20 to 20,000 cycles. Two triode stages. Fully 
shielded. Beautiful cabinet. Self- powered. $22.95 

PREAMPLIFIER- EQUALIZER 50 -PR -C 
WITH VOLUME CONTROL 

50 -PR -C. This unit is identical to the 50 -PR but is 
equipped with a volume control to eliminate the need 
for a separate audio control chassis. It can be connected 
directly to a basic power amplifier and is perfect for a 
high quality phonograph at the lowest possible cost. 

$23.95 

HI -LO FILTER SYSTEM Model 50 -F 
Electronic, sharp cut -off filter system for suppression of 
turntable rumble, record scratch and high frequency 
distortion - with absolute minimum loss of tonal range. 
Independent switches for high and low frequency cut -off. 
Use with any tuner, amplifier, etc. $29.95 

PREAMPLIFIER Model PR -5 
A self -powered unit of excellent quality, yet moderate 
cost. Can be used with any low -level magnetic cartridge, 
or as a microphone preamplifier. Two triode stages. 
High gain. Exclusive feedback circuit permits long out- 
put leads. Fully shielded. Uniform response, 20 to 20.000 
cycles. $12.57 

PROFESSIONAL PHONO CARTRIDGES 
America's first factory -sealed, moving coil phonograph 
cartridge. You are the first to handle the cartridge you 
buy. High compliance improves low frequency response, 
reduces record hiss and wear. Exclusively with diamond 
stylus. Model 50 -LP (33.45) or Model 50 -ST (',ti 1. 

Each ;29.75 
Prices Slightly Higher West of the Roches 

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS 

FISHER RADIO CORP. 21 -23 44th DRIVE L. I. CITY 1, N. Y 
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of a season, few orchestras will program this 
work, because of the difficulties involved. 
The Minneapolis under Dorati plays the 
work quite frequently and this experience 
accounts for the cohesive and fluent ease of 
their performance. Soundwise, this is an in- 
credible recording. It will tax your pickup 
and speaker system to the utmost. The ex- 
ceptionally clean string tone. the brilliant 
blare of weighty brass, the super -articulate 
woodwinds and the impact and accuracy of 
the very large percussion section is accented 
by the violently contrasting dynamics. One 
of the most distortion -free recordings I have 
ever heard. Everything considered. this re- 
cording is a tremendously exciting and stim- 
ulating experience and is unreservedly rec- 
ommended. The RIAA curve was adequate 
for the recording with a slight bass boost 
adding an extra fillip of balance. Quiet sur- 
faces. 

BRAHMS 
CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN AND 

ORCHESTRA IN I) 3IAJOR 
Nathan Milstein, violinist with Pitts- 
burgh Sympl Orchestra conducted 
by William Steinberg. Capitol l' -8271. 
R1AA curve. Price $5.70. 

The newest and best of the thirteen re- 
corded versions of this concerto in the LP 
catalogue. This is a pretty strong statement, 
considering such formidable competition as 
the Stern -Beecham effort on Columbia and 
the Menuhin- Furtwangler on Victor. Never- 
theless, the warm, fluent reading of Milstein 
and the sympathetic collaboration of Stein- 
berg and the Pittsburgh Symphony, justifies 
the praise. No "tempo tampering" here, no 
razzle -dazzle. Just superb straightforward 
musicianship and integrity of purpose. Cap- 
itol has furnished the recording with a warm, 
glowing sound, quite different from their 
usual technique. A splendid balance is main- 
tained between orchestra and soloist and the 
acoustic perspective gave just the right "pres- 
ence." The RIAA curve did not need ad- 
justment. Quiet surfaces. 

WALTON 
CONCERTO FOR VIOLA AND 

ORCHESTRA 
William Pr' ose, violist with The 
Royal l'hilhar Orchestra con- 
ducted by Sir Malcolm Sargent. 
HINDEMITH 

DER SCHWANENDREHER 
William Primrose, violist with Colum- 
bia Chamber Orchestra conducted by 
John Pritchard. Columbia iti1L4905. 
NARTR curve. Price $5.95. 

Here we have two prime examples of the 
artistry of the great William Primrose. To 
be sure, these works are modern and not the 
usual province of Primrose. But before you 
flee, let me hasten to add that these works 
fall into the category of "lyric or listenable 
modern." Neither the Walton nor "Der 
Schwanendreher" will assault your ear with 
very much atonality or dissonance. Through- 
out both of these interesting works, Prim- 
rose displays the virtuosity which makes him 
the premier exponent of the viola. and his 
tone in the opening movement of the Walton 
has to be heard to be believed. Rich and 
darkly resonant, it is a thing of ineffable 
beauty. Primrose gets effective and under- 
standing orchestral support from both organ- 
izations. First class sound is a feature of 
both these works, and there are some amus- 
ing and clever hi -fi effects to be heard in the 
scherzo of the Walton. Both works have 
been recorded at very high amplitudes with- 
out, however, the usual penalty of "pre - 
echo," to mar the sound. Acoustic perspec- 
tive and solo /orchestral balance are nicely 
handled. Highly recommended to the au- 
diophile of an inquiring and unprejudiced 
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mind. The NARTB curve did not require 
adjustment. Moderately quiet surfaces. 

MOZART 
SYMPHONIES #25, #29, #33 

Vienna State Philharmonia e lue ted 
by Jonel l'erlea. Vox í'L8750. NARTR 
curve. Price $5.95. 

The beginning or budget- minded audio- 
phile certainly owes a debt of gratitude to 
l'ox. For some time now they have been 
putting out super bargain records . rec- 
ords with more than 60 minutes total playing 
time. Contrast this with the early days of 
LP when some records had as little as 18 to 
20 minutes covering a 12" disc! In money 
alone, this Vox policy has been saving some 
people as much as 60'.: of the cost of acquir- 
ing certain works. Nor has Vox slighted the 
quality of the recordings with the extra time. 
As in their other issues of this type, this 
potpourri of Mozart symphonies is well re- 
corded and the performance does not need 

am' apologies. Perlen is a most versatile fel- 
low. Here he is tilting with the delicacy and 
charm of Mozart and his last record was the 
fire and thunder of Tchaikovsky's "1812 
Overture "! His readings are solid and sub- 
stantial, with little of conductorial eccentric- 
ities to quibble about. His competition is 

touch to be sure ... Beecham and von 
Karajan among others. But if they outdo 
him in polish and understanding, he has the 
edge in the better sound he is afforded. Good 
clean string tone and excellent woodwind 
reproduction characterize these symphonies, 
and the whole adds up to a most attractive 
buy. The NARTR curve was adequate. Good 
surfaces. 

BERLIOZ PROGRAM 
Orchestra des Concerts La eux con- 
ducted by Willem Van Otterloo. Epic 
LC3054. NARTR curve. Price $5.95. 

This is another good bargain record, with 
no less than seven familiar Berlioz pieces 
for your money. Included are such favorites 
as the "Trojan March." "Dance of the 
Sylphs," the "Roman Carnival Overture" 
and the "Rakoczy March." Otterloo seems to 
know his way with these scores and gives a 

competent, if not overly inspiring, reading 
of them. The orchestra plays quite well and 
the sound is the best from Epic to date. 
Good balance is maintained and the string 
tone has little of the edginess that was ob- 
jectionable in some of the previous Epic 
releases. Some nice sharp percussion, in those 
works calling for it Another good buy for 
the beginning audiophile. who is trying to 
augment his usually meagre library. The 
NARTB curve was better with a little bass 
and treble cut. Moderately quiet surfaces. 

S(:HUBERT 
SYMPHONY #9 

NBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by 
Arturo Toscanini. RCA Victor LM1835. 
RIAA curve. Price 85.95. 

The retirement of Arturo Toscanini and 
the disbanding of the late, lamented NBC 
Symphony was a severe blow to the musical 
tcorld. How great this loss is. is heightened 
and brought close to home when you realize 
there will be no further recordings like this 
great Schubert "oth." The only crumb of 
satisfaction is that we do have a brilliant new 
recording of this work, to supplant the older 
Toscanini version which was notably defi- 
cient in sonic virtues. As I have said before, 
I have not been among those who blindly 
worshipped everything the Maestro con - 
ducted. But in certain areas, he was incom- 
parable. I have always felt that his reading 
of the Schubert "0th," was the ultimate in 
our time. the model to be held up to the 
light for lesser men to see and profit there- 
from. Nor has time dimmed the luster of 
his performance in this present recording. 

December, 1054 

MODEL 7 0 - R T 

World's 

Finest 
BYI.RE. 

STANDADS 

ISHER 
.A6A,441;94,ted 

FM -AM TUNERS 
THE truest index to the quality of FISHER Tuners is the roster 

of its exacting users. An Eastern FM station chose the FISHER 
to pick up selected New York and Washington programs direct, 
for rebroadcast to its own community. Reception of FM stations 
over 150 miles distant, terrain permitting, is a regular occurrence, 
if you own a FISHER Professional FM -AM Tuner, 70 -RT or 50 -R. 

MODEL 70 -RT 
Fca tu ras exit, nit .cw,it ri "y (1.5 nw for 

'fl db of quieting): works where others fail. 
Armstrong system. adjrrstable AFC on switch, 
adjustable AM selectivity, separate FM and 
AM front ends. Complete shielding and 
shock -mounting on main and subchassis. Dis- 
tortion below 0.040 for I volt output. Hum 
level: better than 90 db below 2 volts out- 
put on radio. better than 62 db below output 
with 10 my input on phono. Two inputs. 
Two cathode follower outputs. Self- powered. 
Exceptional phono preamplifier with enough 
gain for even lowest -level magnetic pickup. 
Full. phono equalization facilities. 15 tubes. 
Six controls, including Bass, Treble, Volume, 
Channel /Phono. Equalization, Tuning and 
Loudness Balance. Beautiful Control Panel. 
S¢R: l4'i" wide, RI ," high. 9!," deep. 

MODEL 50 -R 
Identical to the 70 -RT but designed for 

use with an external preamplifier- equalizer, 
such as the FISHER Series 50.C. 

MODEL 5 0 - R 

MASTERPIECE OF TUNER DESIGN 

MODEL 7C 71- 

$1845° 
MODEL 50 -R 

$1645° 
PRICES SLIGHTLY I- HER 

WEST OF THE ROCa ES 

Write for Full Details 

FISHER RADIO CORP. 
21 -23 44th DRIVE 

LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N.Y. 
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Color's bigger than ever! 

AND THE NEW 2ND EDITION OF 

PRACTICA I. 

dr 
TELEVISN 

rer ea. wM.. e.rre 

MCA LEMYICE CYIIPAAYi INC. 

IS MORE THAN EVER A MUST 

Color television receivers at much 
better prices are due to hit dealers' 
floors any time now. And when color 
television starts moving in volume 

. every technician must be ready 
for this new, different, profitable 
field. There's not a day to lose. Get 
your copy of the brand new 2nd 
edition of PRACTICAL COLOR 
TELEVISION... and get it 
right away! 
Here is the latest practical color 
service information you can get from 
any source. Included in its 86 pages 
are: Principles of Color Television 

. Detailed Circuit Diagrams... 
Operating Instructions ... Antenna 
Requirements ... Test Recommen- 
dations ... and much, much more. 
Time - tested information ... brought 
up to the minute by RCA, pioneer 
in compatible color television. 
$2.00 a copy ... and worth far more 
in future color television profits for 
you! See your RCA Parts and Tube 
Distributor, or mail the coupon ... today. 

RCA SERVICE COMPANY, INC. 
A Radio Corporation of Americo Subsidiary 

CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY 

RCA Service Co., Inc. 
Commercial Service Section 
Camden, N. J. 

Please send me copies of "Practical 
Color Television" at $2.00 each. 

Check or Cl Money Order for $____enclosed. 

NAME 

COMPANY 

STREET 

CITY ZONE STATE 

L J 
106 

There is still the insight, the understanding. 
Still the inflexible beat and the firmness of 
purpose. Still the heaven -storming potter 
and beauty. And all this transcendental per- 
formance is cloaked in splendid wide -range 
sound. What a great pity that Toscanini 
and his men could not have been afforded 
this kind of recording over the past few 
years. The sound of the .IBC is newly re- 
vealed in clean luminous string tone, great 
brass sonorities and percussion with solid au- 
thority. Dynamic range is at last appropriate 
to the music and Toscanini's demands. We 
can be thankful that at least this once, Tos- 
canini was able to erect a sonic edifice that 
will stand as a monument to his extraordi- 
nary genius. To paraphrase a famous beer 
ad . if you like Schubert, you'll love this 
recording. The RIAA curve did not need 
adjustment. Very quiet surfaces. 

Pre -recorded Tapes 

RODGERS. RICHARD 
VICTOR AT SEA 

NBC Sntphonv Orchestra conducted by 
R. Bennett. RCA Victor pre -recorded 
tape, !6 truck, 71/4 ips. Price $14.95. 

Still more of the tape in the first Victor 
pre- recorded tape release. For me this has 
the least musical substance of what has been 
offered, but at the same time, is the most 
striking example of the superiority of tape 
over disc. The music is consciously program- 
matic, to be used as a background score for 
the superb documentary film of the same 
name. As with much of this type of music, 
it can't help but fall into the trap of too 
much bombast and cliche. There arc some 
moments where the melodic gift of Dick 
Rodgers shines through, but for the most 
part it's obscured by "mood" music. How- 
ever, this very fact makes it a good demon- 
stration tape. All sorts of colorful orchestra- 
tion is used throughout the work, and au- 
diophiles will delight in the clean, edgeless 
string tone, the soaring French horns, the 
bright punchy brass and the crisp and pre- 
cise percussion. As with the other tapes, the 
great dynamic range is the most notable 
feature. There was no evidence of over- 
load or distortion and the tape hiss level was 
barely noticeable. More next month, pos- 
sibly some of the pop material like Sauter - 
Finegan. X30; 

CHECK V.O.M. CONNECTION 
By H. LEEPER 

W 
TIEN your volt -ohmmeter seems un- 
-table or inaccurate, check the con- 

nections on the dry cells used on the low 
ranges of the ohmmeter. The operator 
of an instrument, such as the vac - 

tube meter shown, may forget about 
these batteries. 

New cells are, of course, needed at 
intervals. 

It is best to check the voltage of such 
batteries with a voltmeter other than the 
one contained in the same case, as cer- 
tain connections are stade in sonic in- 
struments which would result in meter 
damage. 

Check batteries in your instruments often. 

ALL -STEEL 
INTERLOCKING DRAWERS 

MultiDrawers are handy all. 
steel storage cabinets perfect 
for storing easily -lost small parts like con - 

densors, small tubes, switches, nuts and bolts! 
Precision -made, finished in durable two -tone 
green enamel, complete with card holder. 
Available at your dealer's in two sizes -42c 
ea. in the small size (illus.), $1.28 for the large. 

EASY TO ASSEMBLE 
'Units interlock rigidly 
at top, bottom, sides 
to fit any space. =5sß/ 

ss s '' 
SOME DEALERSHIPS OPEN 

Once again, enough steel is available to ma 

Multi- Drawers available to new dealers! Write today 

THE CINCINNATI 
VENTILATING CO. INC. 
THIRD 8. MADISON STS., COVINOTON, KT. 

NOW! YOU'LL 

REALLY 

KNOW HOW 

TO USE 

OSCILLOSCOPES! 
Here, at last. is a practical book 

that makes it easy for you to 
learn to use the oscilloscope 
FULLY on all types of AM. FM 
and TV service work- and dozens of 
arhrr applications besides! 

AIODERN OSCILLOSCOPES 
AND THEIR USES, by Jacob H. 
kit i ter, Jr. of Allen B. 1)u\lont 
I.abs contains 326 fact -jammed 
pages of just the help you need 
written so you can easily under- 
stand it. The book shows exactly 
how the 'scope works: how to use 
it on all service jobs from trouble- 
shooting to realigning: how to 
stake connections: how to adjust 
circuit components: how to set con- 
trols and how to analyze patterns. 
You get exact procedures on hew 
and where to use your 'scope . 

not just theory! 370 illustrations in- 
cluding pattern photos make things 
divbly clear. 

When, where 
why and ex- 
actly how to 
use y o u .- 

'scope. 

How to 
interpret 
patterns 

How fo handle 
tough jobs in 

less time 

10 -DAY FREE TRIAL 
Dept. RN -124, RINEHART 8 CO., INC. 
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

I St cad MODERN x tes191.I.11Sxal'li8 AND THEIR 
I 1"Sl r' fur In -day FREE EXAMINATION. It 1 de- 

ride to keep the look, 1 nip then remit $0. nn Silk a 
I few milts poi-lace iu full payment. It not, 1 sell re- 
, nun hook postpaid and one s'ou nothing, 

I NANO' 

I ADDRESS 

I CITY, ZONE, STATE 
I (OUTSIDE, U.S.A. -Price $6.50 cash with order. 

Lt 
\lumy hark it !wok k returned in la lass. 

_I 
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G. L. ELECTRONICS' NEW LOOK! 
* We have just been appointed distributors for PRECISION * I RADIATION, PENTRON, HALLICRAFTERS and other top * commercial equipment! 

* * * We will ship all items in í.12s2 two columns PREPAID! You 
pay no shipping costs! 

WANT $10,000? 
Get Government Bonus by 

Locating Uranium Ore! 
MODEL 111 -The "Scintillator" 

AEC No. SPX11A -l'. !abbe S' iotil- 
lation Counter. . :Many limes more 
sensitive than Geiger Counters. 
Liightweight. simple to operate. De- 

ets at depths of a few feet to a 
few hundred feet depending on con- 
ditions. Primarily for URANIUM de- 
tection. Shockproof, Waterproof. 
Tr,,pienlized. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
nadir size :1- x 13" 
Probe weight 21/2 lbs. 
Bass weight .1 Iba. 
Ranger 

AI It $49500 .11e, .', 2.5 and IIR 
Price complete 

f, 

MODEL 108 -"Snooper" 
Sensitive as some of tit 
larger geiger Counters. the 
1nö fits easily in hip pocket 
or pack. ' R' n° ex- 
perience l tu ,punte. lumes 
e plele with arphones 
core 
Mnkstt.ple 

and instruction 

SPECIFICATIONS 
.,1 . 3 5" 

., eight -. 11.9 Ih -. 
í'11.r amply 

MODEL 107- "Profes- 
sional Geiger Counter" 
AEC No. SGM -190 \ Geiger 

.. teil il y. 
n.. I Hie best 

s urr field 
For use in Cranium n di kuse 

leetion, Civil Defense and 
Laboratory. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Size approx. :SI _ v J l _- x f1 _' 
Weight approx. G lbs. 

$139 Ranges 20, 2. and .2 MR Illt 
Price complete 

MODEL 117 -"Special 
Scinfillafor" 

A highly s 
' 

,nit ice Scintillation 
Counter at moderate pric, e. An 
ideal held instrument because r f its 
raggedness, compaelness and 

of 

I.I. Ind ̂  -I rihl, Laboratory. or Uranium us,. 
SPECIFICATIONS 
11 _-..n.S. - _ and 5 MR, I111 

\\ 1glil ',1,.. $29950 
I'lirr- 

PROSPECTORS! Are you look- 
ing for price -or uranium! If 
uranium -stop kidding and 
order one of the really fine in- 
struments above! 
FREE! With order, 143 p. book 
with full -color illustrations on 
uranium prospecting! 

HALLICRAFTER 
SPECIALS 

We Stock the Entire 1955 Line 
and We Pay All Shipping Costs 

to Your Door! 
S -3ND Reed ,oil NC..$49.95 
S -53A Recel'.. 

- 
.ut NC, . $89.95 

S -93 Portable Re. cis 1, for SWI., 
Marine. Aircraft . .. ..$99.95 

ANI) ALI. OTIII' I{S! 

ASK FOR INFO ON OUR EASY 
TIME -PAYMENT PLAN FOR ALL 

MAJOR PURCHASES! 

The New PENTRON! 
A Miracle in Hi -Fi at Low Price! 

Sensational New 
CT -1 Recorder 

AI I I N Il AI ..Cf 11' single - 
kn,d, control! Your kids 

k it! - , and can work 
ai cites e 

" 
record 

and play hack play 
red backward (dual 

track 1, In.ia i. :automatic breaking 
h,rth rye l -. '1 ,' ' l.n,s:Mt, fast rewind. Flutter 
less than 0.5') ;t 71 v II'S. Exclusive new heads. 
Two-hour rapacity. In attractive 2 -t one le ather 
ette carrying case. Records and play- 
in ny position. even while carrying it! 59950 
Audiophile's net 

Prepaid, no shipping cost! 

Editing -Key 
Model TR -4 

Push a button to de- 
lete or old to any 
section of the tape 
while playing! Posi- 
tive interlock po - 
trols. NO alpe . i- 
age! Separate hunt 
free 

r 
e1 

record 
Flat- 

,pans.. rase nu cps. Flut- 
ter less limn mate;. Fall 
for, aril and ree 

i 

red. 2 -hour 
U n ., :? al track. rack. and 

n lies 'see. Audiophile's net.. $13950 
Prepaid, no shipping cost! 

3- Speaker 
Hi -Fi Model 

HT -225 

i.l'ar and Inli1 
t 1 w'il'l 1 - 

...In:,lledr brilliance 

T1 a St rudivari us 
of moderate t re- 
corders! 

tape - 
Vrlers! Ideal for 
oice and Music 

Teachers. Dimen- 
sional 

! 

sr, 1I I,na. 
affect Iron, 

the Iwo woofers 
red a !wee tir. Freq. response to 111,000 cps! Flut- 

ter less than ll. '; Posit ive safety interlock switell- 
ing. Editing key. Amplifier tu11om,ticalr equalizes 
for both' nd 3 inches see. 2 -hour r:r Parity. 
Fast fnrwnrd. 

and 
rewind. Signal -t,- 816875 

Tpd ratio -1 d Separate l,. Separa record- 
play 

(1 

heads. Audiophile's not 
Prepaid, no shipping cost! 

.-- New AM -FM Tuner! 

t Model AFM 
Tape -Mate 

Magnificent performance. professional guali t.'. 
vily' , se grounded-grid R.F. Stage. r,t ae, -- 

for :111 dh quieting. Armstrong IJiscrimimz- 
'I1 r AMonatit' Frmliien,y Control. with -om 
-,r itching for weak stations. Flat 20- 20.000 lip.. 
Separate hass and treble controls. Includes t'han,, 
,otn,nll With :t 14p,tiliz :lion positions. Selector 
-witch chooses In Pe. F'M, AM, 'seal plum°. or 
magnetic. ',hone. I volt ca thuds 

crystal 
output 

feed amidifier. 
volt 

l tuning . Blumf- 
aled slide-rule dial. n,nuliful panel i 

on 
for 

built -in installations. Not the cheap- 
est, 

s 

$9 east, hilt the hest tit any Mire! An $8995 
dhg,hile net 

Prepaid, no shlppinR cost! 

GIFT BUYERS! 
Order NOW to insure delivery 
before Xmas! 

NEW MODEL 
27 -C 

TESTER 

$9.95 
(Postage paid!) 

RANGES: AC arid 

2:10 °u, Ill' NIA 

o 
.1 lo 1,,°. Ohms 
-IOE. lord:. t 

` takelOe panel. m metal ease Our tests xhosa thym to 
te w'tlln leer. With test lead and standard penlight 
battery. 

HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR. 0- linear 
Ball braying end. PART OF .SPI :IIItY \Ìr ilul I. 
A.:l GYRUPn.OT. If you cad Pon. 

$1.95 Mecn.'IOcs you'll pay S1 t .nO (or 'em. 
Brand new. ONLY 

3 for 4500 

24 -HOUR TIME CLOCK SWITCH 
90 °o DISCOUNT! 

HEAVY DUTY SANOAMO MECHANISM: 113 or 
2:I0 V. ,lu cycles. UV to 3 'ON "s and ',Fr.'s. 
Skip "OFF " - any one or two days you wish. 30A 
DI'ST Switch. Connote lawn sprinklers. í5a95 signs. ham house lights, etc. With i 
Instructions. Guaranteed............ 

toeulers: true for 
SOLENOID 

disaop. t. 
3/4-INCH PIPE SIIE SOLENOID VALVE. IN o. 
21 \Ill. a. :Lt or 21V. W 12íe. U.S. or IJ t 5 

mechanism 53.95 
TRANSFORMER. ,1a 

anion 
S.. OU cycles to 2 . 

dun ü uee solenoid A many ion usee..95e 
SELENIUM RECTIFIER. au Y AL' max. 1.2.f, lull 
same. For ukase trsnauOner A soienmd...51.Ú/ 

POWER FROM THE SUN 
Brand new development. brand w ultfm !not surplus,. 
Thumbnail s SUN BATTERY nut, out 2' n into 
lU ohms In average buntighl. Series-l'arsllel them 
for greater output. with data sheet. .91.95: 3,55.00 
CRYSTAL MIKE GIVEAWAY! nsitive hearing -aid 

m 
ee capsule sealed in compact, flat `ntainr x'tn tamd 

lei.... l.. Crisp clear hi- levelutput. Ideal for 
lapel., ties, tuckawa s. Individually tested. $2.95 
guaranteed. Only s9 
JLNCTIUN TRANSISTORS. nut surplus, no rejects. 

t regular factory -tesal production with guaranteed 
AkPha of U.U. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY! 
Only $4.95 

CRYSTAL DIODE. 1569. New. J.A.N. approved. 6fí4, 
G.E. 40 ma. EACIl a7 

5 FOR 42.95 

DC ROTARY VOLTAGE CHANGER. 0 Y,C to 
12 \DC Pk lo A 12-2.1 Sill: 44 5 A.: 21.12 

fis 
ta,L marine. 

A i 0 Y! i 1 A. Suitable Pa- 
cer. ',a1t, .ul-. r ra \. '1 

al,nn '.'ai,.: ll°it, ba;,.l Wlian::e";,a"' 55.95 ralays. etc. New. each 

INVERTERS -400 CYCLE AC 
1 Phase: Continental DMt . _ " DC In 
at 5.5 m -.:A, Con t. Dut $9.50 

" 
50íA. Brawl Ne, 1 

3 
3 Phase: Leland 1050.1. Input ö :.\ 11,1,1t 
11.5V. 41In ey. 115,A. dirge alai r,. ,39.50 In1td. Cont. Duty. Like Ny ,!nand 

3 Phase: Leland 1"2X5. Input ::.-. r :oat. 
Cont. Duty'. .l !'hase Output 115Y. 4011 Cy. 75d,YA. 
I !'!rase output 2r,í'. 2 " r. ..otA nt JOIN. Yol,age 
and frequency regulated. iraml New. $89.50 Only 

B -CAST. LIGHTHOUSE, AERO 
MN -21W Remote e. r ozvigatIonal direction 
under and 01111r1111 reIwer. Manual tr' 
from 13U to Ïwuu ̀  k.'s self- contained ayn:e 

null'ly. t °ml.lel,. smllat lm,. Incasilo: nller, mtnl box. loop. us1.1,uth arsimi. lsl t. 
Right Indir: . piango. Iraq. transmission line 
Ms shafts. schemat ics. 
Receiver 4, Loop band New, with 
tubes. 1Accessorits may be used.).... $69.50 
IShlpIing wt. 75 Iha.1 

BABY WINCH ¡ - Iii.'luly -o -a]le. One n, winch, á1 earl .I lit drive. load, rota- 
tor. r any other , -e which re- 

-. 1 
: 1 T onlrf.`r :r lier seed. Itgt. torque 

co iw r r 

1 ìi :ira output drives. Doe I, 
rnle,cher 

r bed wheel. other Ix 
rsiodev dud abri drum. hinth 
rctly 

on 
,rí24 switching. 

^_J \'p(' ,t..k lins 
simple 

ru H m 24 V, , 

AC. ('r,mpletr ,with xfmldr Inxlruet !,lins. HEN'. .59.95 

HERE'S YOUR AMPLIFIER! 
Accept our years of building and testing ampl.nerx as 

olds o the best. and yet a x rlir Ling :) foes. 
Pensive amplifier. Rititlikp St,aI.l :2A. Output tubes 

-hold emir Ir:r - A:1 mrxl-m,ll! ' tCrary? No Jost 
,curly tofu lnes' :end yon will ;. ee. Low Ibn. low 
b- tortion. .lust ellogla IIterlluck ̂  An nuplll.t'r, not 

: u 
os ' 

rill to Ils. erraetluipg. ten !lite separate bass 
ao,I(reble controls. f,:los ilion trim,,, e.lalrser r 

' 
illbin p cop. choice of O inputs. Neat and omp 

pact nul allin one package! And all for 
only lAUrllol'hilr: x net, $129.99 

Prepaid, No Shipping Cost! 

$45.00 HI -FI HEADSET AT $7.95 
Uses any, dar gnawed plastic mire ,piles wi l'1 voi 

as in speakers nel Iliad ltd "e11 ;111101F e+ muds 
aural load ivet fo 

arasi music reproduction. Nun r ohms. Checked out 
with freshly laundered ear pads and Ione flexible 
fabric coal with !nom fins. 11, _. slit. 'I lbs. .57.95 

905 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 6, Calif. 
Minimum order $2.50 total. 25 °0 deposit required. 

All prices F.O.B. Los Angeles. Calif. buyers add sales tax. 

A 

ó 
G 

ir 

a 
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N E 
The Model 

TV -50 

A versatile all -inclusive GENERATOR which provides ALL the outputs for servicing: -- 
A. M. Radio F. M. Radio Amplifiers Black and White TV Color TV 

E O M T E R 

7 Signa/ Generators in One! 
)/ R. F. Signal Generator for A.M. 

)/ R. F. Signal Generator for F.M. 

)/ Audio Frequency Generator 
V Bar Generator 
V Cross Hatch Generator 

V' Color Dot Pattern Generator 

)/ Marker Generator 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

R. F. SIGNAL GENERATOR: 
The Model TV -50 Genometer provides complete coverage for 
A.M. and F.M. alignment. Generates Radio Frequencies from 100 
Kilocycles to 60 Megacycles on fundamentals and from 60 Mega- 
cycles to 180 Megacycles on powerful harmonics. Accuracy and 
stability are assured by use of permeability trimmed Hi -Q coils. 
R.F. is available separately, modulated by the fixed 400 cycle 
sine -wave audio or modulated by the variable 300 cycle to 20,000 
cycle variable audio. Provision has also been made for injection 
of any external modulating source. 

VARIABLE AUDIO FREQUENCY GENERATOR: 
In addition to a fixed 400 cycle sine -wave audio, the Model TV -50 
Genometer provides a variable 300 cycle to 20,000 cycle peaked 
wave audio signal. This service is used for checking distortion in 
amplifiers, measuring amplifier gain, trouble shooting hearing 
aids, etc. 

BAR GENERATOR: 
This feature of the Model TV -50 Genometer will permit you to 
throw an actual Bar Pattern on any TV Receiver Screen. Pattern 
will consist of 4 to 16 horizontal bars or 7 to 20 vertical bars. 
A Bar Generator is acknowledged to provide the quickest and 
most efficient way of adjusting TV linearity controls. The Model 
TV -50 employs a recently improved Bar Generator circuit which 
assures stable never -shifting vertical and horizontal bars. 

CROSS HATCH GENERATOR: 
The Model TV -50 Genometer will project a cross -hatch pattern 
on any TV picture tube. The pattern will consist of non -shifting, 
horizontal and vertical lines interlaced to provide a stable cross- 
hatch effect. This service is used primarily for correct ion trap 
positioning and for adjustment of linearity. 

DOT PATTERN GENERATOR (For Color TV) 

Although you will be able to use most of your regular standard 
equipment for servicing Color TV, the one addition which is a 

"must" is a Dot Pattern Generator. The Dot Pattern projected 
on any color TV Receiver tube by the Model TV -50 will enable 
you to adjust for proper color convergence. When all controls and 
circuits are in proper alignment, the resulting pattern will consist 
of a sharp white dot pattern on a black background. One or more 
circuit or control deviations will result in a dot pattern out of 
convergence, with the blue, red and green dots in overlapping 
dot patterns. 

MARKER GENERATOR: 

The Model TV -50 includes all the most frequently needed marker 
points. Because of the ever- changing and ever- increasing number 
of such points required, we decided against using crystal holders. 
We instead adjust each marker point against precise laboratory 
standards. The following markers are provided: 189 Kc., 262.5 Kc., 
456 Kc., 600 Kc., 1000 Kc., 1400 Kc., 1600 Kc., 2000 Kc., 2500 
Kc., 3579 Kc., 4.5 Mc., 5 Mc., 10.7 Mc. (3579 Kc. is the color 
burst frequency.) 

The Model TV -50 comes abso- 
lutely complete with shielded 
leads and operating instructions. 
Only 

$ 50 
NET 

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL 
NO MONEY WITH ORDER NO G O.D. 

Try it for 10 days before you buy. 
If completely satisfied then send 

$11.50 and pay balance at rate 
of $6.00 per month for 6 months. 

No Interest or Carrying 
Charges Added! If not com- 

pletely satisfied return unit to 

us, no explanation necessary. t 

MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO., INC. 
Dept. D -84, 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N.Y. 

Please rush one Model TV -50. I agree to pay 511.50 
within 10 days and to pay 56.00 per month thereafter. 
It is understood there will be no carrying, interest or any 
other charges, provided I send my monthly payments when 
due. It is further understood that should I fail to make 
payment when due, the full unpaid balance shall become 
immediately due and payable. 

Nome 

Address 

City Zone. ...State 
J 
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Measure 61/4" x 9'.'a" x 4t/g 

Superior's new 
Model 670 -A SUPER METER 

A COMBINATION VOLT -OHM MILLIAMMETER PLUS 

CAPACITY REACTANCE INDUCTANCE AND DECIBEL MEASUREMENTS 
SPECIFICATIONS: 

D.C. VOLTS: 0 to 7.5 IS 75 150 750 1,500 7,500 Volts 
A.C. VOLTS: 0 to 15 30. 150 300 1,500 3.000 Volts 
OUTPUT VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150.300 1,500 3,000 Volts 
D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 1.5/15/150 Ma. 0 to 1.515 Amperes 
RESISTANCE: 0 to 1.000 100,000 Ohms 0 to 10 Megohms 
CAPACITY: .001 to I Mfd. I to 50 Mfd. (Good -Bad scale for 

checking quality of electrolytic condensers) 
REACTANCE: 50 to 2,500 Ohms, 2,500 Ohms to 2.5 Megohms 
INDUCTANCE: .15 to 7 Henries 7 fo 7,000 Henries 
DECIBELS: -6 to +18 +14 to +38 +34 to +58 

ADDED FEATURE: 

Built -in ISOLATION TRANSFORMER 
reduces possibility of burning out 
meter through misuse. 

The Model 670 -A comes 
housed in a rugged, 
crackle- finished steel 
cabinet complete with 
test leads and operat- 
ing instructions. s284° NET 

Superior's new TUBE 
Model TV -11 TESTER 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
* Tests all tubes including 4, 5, 6, 7, Octal, Lock- to damage a tube by inserting it in the wrong 

in Peanut, Bantam, Hearing Aid, Thyratron, 
Miniatures, Sub -Miniatures, Novels, Sub- minars, 
Proximity tuse types, etc. * Uses the new self -cleaning Lever Action Switches 
for individual element testing. Because all ele- 
ments are numbered according to pin -number 
in the RASA base numbering system, the user 
can instantly identify which element is under 
test. Tubes having tapped filaments and tubes 
with filaments terminating in more than one pin 
are truly tested with the Model TV -II as any of 
the pins may be placed in the neutral position 

socket. * Free -moving built -in roll chart provides com- 
plete data for all tubes. * Newly designed Line Voltage Control compen- 
sates for variation of any Line Voltage between 
105 Volts and 130 Volts. * NOISE TEST: Phono -jack on front panel for plug- 
ging in either phones or external amplifier will 
defect microphonic tubes or noise due to faulty 
elements and loose internal connections. 

The model TVII operates 
when necessary. on 105.130 Volt 60 Cycles 

* The Model TV -11 does not use any combination A.C. Comes housed In a 

type sockets. Instead individual sockets are Cabinet 
hand-rubbed 

with 
ot- 

ca0inet complete with port - 
usad for each type of tube. Thus if is impossible able cover. 

EXTRA SERVICE -The Model TV-II may be later incorporated in this model will detect 
used as an extremely sensitive Condenser leakages even when the frequency is one 
Leakage Checker. A relaxation type oscil. Der minute 

150 
NET 

SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL TV -40 

C.R.T. TUBE TESTER 
A complete picture tube fester 
for little more than the price 
of a "make- shift" adapter!! 

The Mod,-0 Ts' la i.v ..dup i> 
Mete! seu-dnttamed. ¢ludln{[ iú- 
in power hu,/.1Y. t s pmturC't 

the iritis, Iraeticai': ' t cnieleniiv 
1,t such 1 that I.'ha'"the t of 
separate e which In de.itimed 

crlu 'el' 1to le.ie 
Intent 

ever Increasing 
puntl0r of picture tut,esta 

EASY TO USE: 
Simply insert line cord into any 110 

volt A.C. outlet, then attach tester 
socket to tube base (ion trap need 
not be on tube). Throw switch up for 
quality test . . . read direct on 
Good -Bad scale. Throw switch down 
for all leakage tests. 

Tests all magnetically deflected 
tubes . . . in the set . . . out 
of the set ... in the carton!! 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Tests all magnetically deflected picture tubes from 7 inch to 
30 inch types. 
Tests for quality by the well established emission method. All 
readings on "Good -Bad" scale. 
Tests for inter -element shorts and leakages up to 5 megohms. 
Tests for open elements. 

Tester 
Model 

comes 
C.R.T. Tube 

T tomes absolutely 
complete -nothing else to 
buy. Housed in round cor- 
nered, molded bakelite NET $ 1 5 case. Only 

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL 
NO MONEY WITH ORDER -NO C 0.11 

Try any of the above 
instruments for 10 days be- 
fore you buy. If completely 
satisfied then send down 
payment and pay balance 
as indicated on coupon. 
No Interest or Carry- 
ing Charges Added! If 
not completely satisfied re- 
turn unit to us. no explana- 
tion necessary. 

MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO., INC. 
Dept. D -84 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N. Y. 

Name 
l'l..:n, u,l t ihr ult.'. rin.rkr -d. I ago,- t. pas d.'.rn V.it Ole. 
0111110 lit dxt. and to pay Till' monthly balance as -husth. It is 

Addnse understood there still he no carrying, Interest or any other charges, 
prodded I send my monthly parnirnts ashen due. It is further under - 
,toaM that should I tail to make payment shell due. the full unpaid City Zone.... State 
balance shall become immediately due and payable. 

0 Model 070 -A ........Tow Price 388.40 
57.40 within 10 days. Balance a3.30 
monthly foi 6 months. 

0 Model TV.I I........Total Price 547.50 
monthly 

110y within 
for 

to ondays. Balance 58.00 
0 Model TV -40 Total Price 315.85 

83.85 within 10 days. Balance $4.01) 
monthly for 3 months. J 
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Hot Ham hews 
fro m 
hallicrafters 

CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS 

IN CANADA: BOX 27 
TORONTO 17, ONTARIO 

Model SX -96 SELECTABLE SIDEBAND RECEIVER 

Covers Broadcast 538 -1580 kc plus three S/W 

1720 kc -34 Mc, 

Full precision gear drive dial system. 

Double conversion with second oscillator crys 
tal controlled. 

Selectable side band reception of both sup- 
pressed carrier and full carrier transmissions. 

Mixer type second detector. 

CW operation with AVC on. 

Delayed AVC. 

Calibrated bandspread -"S" meter double 
superhet. 

10 tubes, 1 rectifier and voltage regulator. 

The various list logs presented In this section are for your convenience. The bulletins, unless of herwise indicated, are as ailable to all our readers. For 
prompt attention write directly to the manufacturer for this literat ore. 

MOBILE ANTENNA HARDWARE 
K -W Engineering Works, 3145 -A 

North 48th Street, Milwaukee 16, Wis- 
consin, has issued a data sheet cover- 
ing its "Universal" mobile antenna 
hardware line. 

The catalogue sheet covers mobile 
antenna base sections. antenna exten- 
sions, and accessories designed to pro- 
vide the amateur radio mobile operator 
with a complete range of base sections 
and extensions from 6 to 36 inches in 
6 inch steps, plus collets, female and 
male couplings, etc. 

SEALED PANEL METERS 
A new 2- color, 2 -page data sheet de- 

scribing its 1U: -inch sealed square 
panel meter has been released by 
DeJur -Amsco Corp., 45 -01 Northern 
Blvd., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

The publication describes features 
and gives detailed specifications, actual 
size illustrations, schematic diagrams, 
ranges, resistance, and ordering infor- 
mation on the line. The instruments 
are designed for front or rear mount- 
ing and are available with various 
scale markings. 

The Electronic Sales Division of the 
company will provide a copy of this 
data sheet, Model 152, on request. 

COLLINS TRANSMITTER 
An 8 -page booklet describing the 

company's new 17L -4 v.h.f. transmitter 
has been released by Collins Radio 
Company of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

The booklet describes in detail the 
25 -watt, 360 channel, v.h.f. transmitter 
for aircraft communication. The pub- 
lication includes a block diagram, out- 
line drawing, complete specifications, 
and performance data on the transmit- 
ter as well as details and specifications 
on associated equipment to be used 
with the unit. 

GLASS PRODUCTS DATA 
Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y., 

has announced the publication of a new 
catalogue of glass products for the elec- 
tronic industry. 

The catalogue includes descriptive 
and application information for fixed 
glass dielectric and trimmer capaci- 
tors; accurate grade, high tempera- 
ture, power, and high -frequency re- 
sistors, and other components made 
of glass. 

Also included in the new publication 
is descriptive material covering new 
compositions and production methods 
in glass such as glass -to -metal seals, 
soldering metal -to- glass, photosensitive 
glass, and fused silica. 

Copies of the new catalogue (NP -54) 

110 

are available from the New Products 
Technical Information Department of 
the company. 

MOBILE POWER PLANTS 
D. W. Onan d Sons, Inc., Minneapo- 

lis 14, Minn., is offering a special issue 
of its company publication, "Power 
Points Digest," which discusses the use 
of electric generating plants in mobile 
service. 

Many interesting mobile installa- 
tions are described in this pocket -size, 
two -color, 20 -page booklet. When writ- 
ing for a copy of this publication, 
please specify Vol. 10, No. 4, of "Power 
Points Digest." 

BACKGROUND MUSIC 
Magnecord. Inc., 1101 S. Kilbourn 

Avenue, Chicago 24, III., has prepared 
a colorful 12 -page brochure describing 
its new background music service. 

The purpose of the promotion piece 
is to present dramatically the major 
advantages of the company's back- 
ground music. Emphasis is placed on 
the scientifically blended musical pro- 
grams from the RCA Victor library of 
recorded music, and performance fea- 
tures of the new Magnecord continuous 
music reproducer. The instrument 
automatically plays eight hours of mu- 
sic, continuously or intermittently, 
without musical repetition, using mag- 
netic tape reels. 

RADIO SHACK'S CATALOGUE 
Radio Shack Corporation, 167 Wash- 

ington St., Boston 8, Mass., is now offer- 
ing copies of its 1955 electronic parts 
mail -order catalogue. 

The new edition lists and illustrates 
30,000 radio, TV, and electronic prod- 
ucts in 224 pages and has a 32 -page 
roto section devoted exclusively to hi -fi 
custom music systems. It includes a 
manufacturers' index on the front 
cover, an 18- category thumb index, and 
an extensive product listing. The front 
cover index has over 250 manufactur- 
ers and the product index lists over 
1500 items. 

The catalogue is available without 
charge upon request. 

PRINTED CIRCUIT REPAIR 
Admiral Corporation's national serv- 

ice department, 201 E. North Water 
Street, Chicago 11, Ill., has just pub- 
lished a six -page illustrated manual 
covering the service and repair of 
printed circuits used in all of the corn - 
pany's radios and in many of its TV 
receivers. 

Copies of the new printed circuit 
service manual, No. 5559, are available 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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Remember QUALITY CANNOT BE UNDERSOLD RThis 

is our 
ADIO PARTS 

34th YEAR 

DOUBLE CONYAGI 
The equivalent of 

40 dipoles 
Newest development for 
long distance TV reception. 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 
This is a BIG ANTENNA. 
Reflectors 9 feet long. Conf. 
cal elements over 10 feet 
long. Solid rugged wind 
proof Construction. 
List 
$49.95Ice $ 

1 5.95 

RADAR TYPE 
TV ANTENNA 

For UHF and VHF 
RECEIVES ALL CHANNELS 

212 miles reception recorded. 
125 miles common. This unbeat- 
able antenna has been reinforced 
to withstand 150 mile winds. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. Less 
Mast, List Price $49.95. 

Q 19x9[ 57 Your Cost $ 

CONICAL 

TV ANTENNA 
10 Element conical . . . 

rugged 
Onedlyrough. 

$3.95 

Doudble bay array, with 
stacking 
bars $1.25 
4 Bay array, with harness 
and stacking 
bars $14.95 

300 OHM TWIN LEAD 
55 Mil. $1.59 100 Il. 
1000 ii. 985 
20 Ga.. 80 Mil, 1.69 100 ft. O 

1.000 ft. 16.95 
UHF TUBULAR 300 OHM LINE 

1,000 ft. $29.50 
100 ft. $3.95 
All Channel Foam Une, 100 ft. for 
56.95. 50 ft. for $3.95. 

FOUR CONDUCTOR 

Rotor Cable Clear or Brown. Very 
Special, 
1,000 ft. 

100 ft. 

$14.95 
$1.95 

UHF BOW TIE ANTENNA 
Factory assembled, single bay $2.39 
Each ... .... 
Twoobar asar witè matching $4.59 

TV MASTS AND 
HARDWARE 

Bargain Chimney Mount Net $1.49 
Vent Mount .. $1.89 
Stainless Steel Chimney Mount. $2.50 Net spa. J 
Twin lead Ins each 3c 
Mortar nail insulator each 8c 
Mast ins . ..... each 15e 
Ten foot mast. Seamless, expanded d, 
sturdy enough for the largest arrays. 

Only each $2.39 
5 ft. DURABLE MAST, heavy gauge 1' 
dlam. with Interlocking end. Slip two sec- 
tions together for a ten -looter. 5 sections 

25 ft. Each section.. $1.25 

PREMIER Unconditionally Guarantees All Tubes For One Full Year 
VERT BEST BRANDS AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. INDIVIDUALLY BOXED. 

0846 -. .. 1.19 6AC5GT .89 

6.. 59c 6AF1 ... 1.76 oZt 
IASGT .75 6AG5... .99 
I A7GT. .79 6AG7.... 1.49 
18311 .. .95 bA66... 1.89 
1145 

M's' AK 
29c 5.. 2.89 iB1 

IHSGT 59 6886.. 1.19 
I16G 6AL5... 
ILI.T : 59c 6AQ5.... 690 
ILS ...... 1.19 6AQ6.. .79 
!LAI 119 bA97... 1.19 
ILA6 1.19 66 55.... .79 
1LC5 ... 69 6476.... .59 

LIDS_ 1.19 6AUSGT. 1.29 
I1E3_ 1.19 6A U6 .59 
ILHt 1.19 6AVSGT .89 
IL N5 1.19 6AV6 .. .59 
I9567 6A%1.. 69 
1P5GT bAXS.. 79 
IQSGT ` bA0(6 .... 69 
1R5... 6AY5GT.. .89 
154.. .95 6544 . 1.29 
155... 6BtGT.. 1.19 
1T4.. 

69c 
6BA6... .59 

1W... 6BA7.. .89 
IUS .59 68C5 .. .69 
IV ... eeeessss^,5 6BU5GT 89 
1X2A..L9c 6816... 59 
IA6.. v7 6815.. 
IA7... bBF6... 1396 

2557 89 6866G 1.89 
2E5.. .. 89 6BH6. 6en. 
2X2/879... 79 6B16.. .l 
3LF4 129 6687 1.19 
304 69 6817 79 
3Q5GT 8916Bh6 1:19 
354 
3V4 
514 
SU4G 
SVIG 
SWI 
5W4GT. 
57311 
57/G 
554G 
523 
6A7 
6A8GT 
óA84 

A551 

6F6GT. . 59c 6Y6G 
699 6F7 1.59 621/84 0 

6F8G 1.59 )AI .. .85 
bG6G .95 7A5.. .. 1.19 

611611 69';27 
c 61567 .59 788 79 

616 79 784 .. .89 
617G 69 7135 
618G 119 786. 

. .89 
.89 

6ñ6GT 59 
787. 

89c 188.. 
6K7GT 69 IG.... 1.29 
6K8Gi 119 /C5,. .BY 
615G 95 7C6.. 
6LpG... 

1.99 
7C7... ] 

6L6GA . 7E5... c 
6L7 119 7E6 

79c 6N6G 1.29 
6N7GT 119 
6PSG7 69 
6Q7GT .59 

6S4GT. 59 
6S7GT.: 

1 19 6S8G7 
6SA7G7. 

69c 6SC7 
6SD7GT... .99 
6SF5 . .59 
65F5G1 .59 

6SG7 69c tiSH7 

65117GT . .59 
6517 79 

651t7GT 
6S17GT . ` 

9c 
6SL7GT.... .69 
6SN7GT ... .79 

69 68Q6G .. 1.19. SQ1.. 
95 6806GT . 111.19 adj 59( 

1 9 6BÌ7... 1.29 6SS7G7 99 
e9 bC1 .59 618 89 

59c n6GT: 

69 :2. 69 c 49 6C66 LI C 6U7G.. 
59 668.... 129 6U8 89 

97c eQOBs 1.89 6VbGT 169 
.89 6CF6 bWIGT 59 

..1.29 6o6i7ö 1.19 6W6 69 
69 608G.. 1.19 

6X6X/ 59c 1.19 6E5. .69 SGT 

1T8N7 89 35VI... 
95C 

12577 

.89 3513.. 
1255177 119 3524... . .69 
12FSGT .693525 .. .59 
1266 .89 35 /51... .79 
12156T 

69 
36.... 

126711 YU. 37 95 
1269 88 38 D 
IZQ7GT.... 89 39/N. 00 
1218 89 11... 
12SA7G7... .69 It 
125C7 .95 43... r 
11iF5GT.....69 45.... 
12S11 85 ISZS... .69 
125G7 . 89 46..,. I25H76T 89c 1251711 
125 8711 

O 
50A5 95 

11SL7GT 5085 6ELC 
7E7... 12S97GT... .95 SOCS ,7 

7F7 .P9 12507 
FI.s 60L6G... IJ9 

7G7 1.19 12SkIGT69` 50%6... .b9 

IH7.... 95 1213 95 5076... 95 

K. 1.19 iú67 95c 59 79c 
; 69 9a8::::89c 8tdT_1.49 
7U7 .79 IICS 1.c19 IIA .1E7D 

7S7 1.19 14F7...._.95c 77 59 
7V1 .79 1/28 78/696... .95 
7A7. . 1.19 14H7 W 69 
7z6 95 1497 95 

119 7X7. 11W7 1.19 
7YI .... 79c 11X7 1.19 81/6U.... .69 
121 .89 19816...1 85 .79 

12A7 1.49 19BG6C.. .99 YR90 
12A8.. .69 19T8..__..9 VR105111 19 
12AH7 1.49 24A .. .69 VRI50 l 
12AT6_ 590 25BQ6GT.11e VT52_. 29c 
12AT7.. .89 25BQ6GT. . .11 

12AU6 .69 25L6GT.... .59 I1/L7_ .. 1.49 

12AU7 .79 251161.... .69 11767 I 89 

12AV6 .59 2525 69 II7P7 1.89 
I2AV7... .ö9 252bGT.... .69 11713... .59 
114W6 1.19 32L7GT 95 11726. ....1.19 
128X1 .69 2b 7158 5.00 
12677. .. .69 27 807 lA9 
12AY7.... 1.89 3SA5 

866A 1.49 12845... .59 
12687... 1.19 
12BE6.. 

69c 12BF6. .l 

3585. 

-5."69c 1299.. 
3516. I61B.. 

35714 .59 2051 

10% DISCOUNT ON ORDERS OF 100 TUBES OR MORE - 
500 DISCOUNT ON 50 TUBE ORDERS 

49c 
95 

a mid. 
8.8 
10- 
10.10 

Z0 -20 
30- 
30-30 
40 
40.40 
so 
60.40 
RO 
80 -40 

FILTER CONDENSERS 
FP Typo or Tubular 
with Leads -Fresh 

Stocks Always 
50V. 50V. 
450V. 
SOV. 
50V. 5oV. 30V, 5oV. 
450V. 
450V. 
S0V. 5oV. 
450V. 50V. 

.35 

.45 
.39 

.45 
.49 .5 
.59 
.49 

.69 
.89 
.69 

1.29 

10 mld. 

25- 
50- 
to0- 
20 mfd. 
20-20 
30 
30.30 
ió 20 
40-40 
50-30 

SOV. 
50V. 
50V. 
50V. 
SOV. 

I50V. 
150V. 
150V. 
150V. 
50V. 
SOV. 

I50V. 
150V. 

.19 
.19 
.25 
.29 
.35 

.45 
.49 .9 

.49 ,9 

MISCELLANEOUS BUYS 
6 -foot LINE CORD $ 1 400 
UL. 10 for s7 

TV INTERLOCK CORDS 
ea. 49c 

I. F. TRANSFORMER - 
456 Kr. 19e 

PILOT LIGHTS. Type No. 47 
10 for 39c: 100 for 52.95 

VOLUME CONTROL WITH 
SWITCH. 2" shaft. 1 meg. 

meg. I meg 34c 
SINGLE ION TRAPS 19e 
DOUBLE ION TRAPS. ea 29c 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER -for 

5016, 29c; for 6V6, 39c 

TUBE KITS 
BEST BRANDS AT 

BEST PRICES 
3V4, IT4, IRS, 155 $2.19 
394, 1T4, 1R5, 155. List Value $8.00. Tube Kit $ 1796 
only 
354. 1T4, 155, IRS. LIst Value $7.80. 4 -Tube 

$ 
1.99 

Kit 7 
IU4, 354, 155, IRS. List Value $7.80. All Four $796 
Tubes for ss77 ..77 

117Z3, JUS, 354, 1R5, 114, AC -DC Portable Kit. Q'r1A11 
All for....... ......... .............. ssD L. YY .x77 

12ÁT6. 128A6, 12BE6, 35W4, 5085. $C 
5 Tubes for.. .... ...... .. .. x77 

2,Át119 

5OL6GT, 35ZSG7, 12SQ7GT. 12SA7GT, 12SK7CT. 49 $3. 
5 Tubes for Yf .x77 

SELENIUM 
RECTIFIERS 

6$ mil.. 
75 mil.. 

100 m11.. 
150 mil.. 
250 mil.. 
300 m11.. 
350 mil.. 
400 m11.. 
450 mil.. 
500 mil.. 

.$ .69 
.79 
.89 

1.29 
1.65 
1.75 
1.95 
2.45 
2.49 
2.55 

COAXIAL SPEAKERS 
Fidelity with 

os SPEAKERS. Hint, 
íái 
COAXIAL 

Crossover .Itr alnse; d. 

LL 
20 watts; 40- 19,000 cps. response; n 
ohm Voice colt ea 

your 
coaxial speaker. 

und. 
his spec of /P O 

s 95 ma é matches and ands 
FM s un80ob This s ' 

s rakers 
of 4Ì Ì a T V 

15" COAXIAL 
when 

1 speak- 

$9.95 SPEAKER. 25 QaCe spate 
17.500 es. a. pace at watts 

REAR SEAT 
SPEAKER KIT 
Compl,ote with , y Y magnet ó PM 

a 
ker. 

sc e witch kit, witch plate and 
bracket. all w i ri n g 
naness and complete structions. 

oAll nly 6.57 
RESISTOR 

KITS 
Insulated I/ r. 1 and 
2 .watt assortment of 
most used values, 
I. R. C. Ohmlte, 
Stackpole, Speer. 

100 for $2.95 

Flyback 
Trans- 
former 
TV Hori- zontal 

output, universal 
replacement, 14,- 
500 V. 

2.49 ea. 

REGENCY RC53 
All channel UHF 
Converter. Much 
more gain than 
strips, and fits any 

onlset. y 
$14,96 .. 

P M SPEAKERS NATIONALBRANDSYIn- 
divldually Packed. 

3" ea. $1.39 8" . 3.23 
4` . ea. 1.59 l0" . 5.10 

6" Special P rice. ea. 1.79 
5 x 7, 6 volt field auto radio speaker 

ea 
ea. 5.95 

S1.139 

New WEN "Quick HOT" 
SOLDERING 

5ss Extra long narrow tips to 
h nclos spots Pracli 

<ally i tleherw ibis. 
feat tts! 
but 13s watts. 

Write for our FREE BARGAIN CATALOG 

BRAND NEW TV PICTURE TUBES 
All T, 1... H.,ve Daylmht Type Dark 'a" or '8" Faces 

512E PRICE SIZE PRICE SIZE PRICE 
tipa 1) 95 16NP4 15.... 21.95 20CP 20 ".27.95 
106PaS 10 " la 95 16LPA 16... 34.20 200P4 20 ".. 
í21P4 12' 16RP4 16 "..21.95 2ÌÁP4 sl' 29.45 

12LP46 12"'17.95 16WP4A 18" 21EP4 21'..3Ú.1U 

I4CP4A 14".:2201:9400 1 9 ISYP4A ii;;: 
2220 

21óS4 
2i ^.'31.95 

IaHV4 14 ". 1]GP4 ii "., 25.40 
21ZP4 22.1: ::36.95 

ISanaa 15 " 22.50 17N 4 17" 26.90 24ÁP4 mo. 53.95 
1671E174 16" 
ISAPaa 16 " /222.50 17LP4 17" ... 26.90 2CP4 2a "..Ls2.50 
16DP4A t8" 22.60 79ÁP411.7 

26.90 24DP4 2a ".. VL 2)E 24 78.50 
16EP4A lfi " 22.20 270P4. 

Ì9e95 7fiGPIe 1:7..24.20 
19DP4B.. 28.80 

MONTH 
27LP4. 19FP4B.. 161P4Á 27NP4. 

IS MONTH 27 RP4.' 
GUARANTEE ON ALL TYPES 

SEND 256, DEPOSIT 
AND WE WILL SHIP 

FROM STOCK IMMEDIATELY 

THESE ARE 

BRAND NEW 
PICTURE TUBES 

21" TV CONVERSION KIT 
COMPLETE WITH CABINET 

AND NEW TUBE 
j 15 Month G tee 

Ti 

Now you can make that 
-' modal cabinet etimi. 

myour bottle neck. Supplied 
plete with 21" picture tube. 70 

e yoke, gold mask and safety 
plate. fly back transformer and width 

easy to install $50.00 
and alli for 

TV CONVERSION KITS 
ALL NEW TUBES 

15 Month G tee 
Easily installed consist. 

7g 
f recta p9 ular tube, 

0 deasee . beauti- 
ful m k. Xyback trans 
former and width coil. 
27" Kit, as above, c mplete..52.95 
20" Kit. as above, complete.. 299.99 
21" Kit, as above. complet .. 34.9 
24" Kit. Rectangular 79.9 
24` flit, Round 99.95 
27 .t as bove rompt r te o9^ 9 
24" 6 275 

.a 

Rectangular Kas contai 
90v yoke. 

TERMS 

25,:, DEPOSIT with order, balance C.O.D. ALL shipments F.O.B. Chicago. ORDERS LESS THAN 55.00 -51.00 SERVICE 
CHARGE. CABLE ADDRESS: CONTULAB. These prices supersede all previously advertised prices, subject to change 

PREMIER TV RADIO SUPPLY, division of CONTINENTAL CORPORATION 
3239 West North Avenue, Chicago 47, Illinois ARmitage 6 -5550 
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21 Mot 
Marti News 
fro m 
kalikraf t ers 

CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS 

IN CANADA: BOX 27 
TORONTO 17. ONTARIO 

Model HT -30 SINGLE SIDEBAND 

TRANSMITTER /EXCITER 

Highly stable VFO with full 100:1 ratio gear 
drive system built -in. 

Stability comparable to most crystals .01%. 

Ample gain for 55 db microphone with hum 
and noise 40 db down. 

Full 40 watt lineal peak power output. 

Unwanted sideband at least 40 db down. 

Undesired beat frequency down 60 db or more. 

T. V. I. suppressed. 

Provisions for coaxial output fitting. 
Built -in voice control circuit with bias switch- 
ing for final amplifier. 

AM- CW- SSB -19 tubes plus voltage regula- 
tor and 2 rectifiers. 

without charge from all of the com- 
pany's distributors or from the service 
department direct. 

COMPONENTS CATALOGUE 
Herman H. Smith, Inc., 2326 Nos - 

trand Ave., Brooklyn 10, N. Y., has is- 
sued a new components catalogue list- 
ing its complete line of plugs, jacks, 
connectors, switches, terminals, and 
hundreds of other electronic compo- 
nents and accessories. 

The 24 -page publication includes 
schematic dimensional diagrams which 
will be of interest to the engineer as 
well as the purchasing agent. 

When writing for a copy of this pub- 
lication, please specify Catalogue No. 
55. 

WIRE AND CABLE DATA 
Chester Cable Corp. of Chester, N. Y., 

has issued a six -page folder describing 
and illustrating its line of wires and 
cables for the radio, electronic, and 
television industries. 

Included in the listings are TV lead - 
in; coaxial cables; microphone cables; 
intercom, control, and audio cable; 
twisted pairs; phono pickup arm cable; 
h.f. lead wire; antenna loop wire; tele- 
phone cable, etc. 

VARIABLE INDUCTANCES 
An informative four -page bulletin 

describing shop and laboratory appli- 
cation of a kit of eight permeability - 
tuned inductances covering a range of 
from 1 to 1000 phy. is now available 
from United Technical Laboratories of 
Morristown, N. J. 

The bulletin is a reprint of John T. 
F ryé s article "Using Calibrated Vari- 
able Inductances" which appeared in 
the August issue of RADIO & TELEVISION 
NEWS. 

NEW "RADIO'S MASTER" 
The new 1954 -1955 (19th) edition of 

"Radio's Master" has been released by 
United Catalog Publishers, Inc., 110 
Lafayette St., New York 13, New York. 

This 1440 -page catalogue, bound in 
hard covers, contains more than 85,000 
items, over 9000 illustrations -all with 
full descriptions and specifications. 

The catalogue may be purchased 
from parts distributors throughout the 
country. For a list of distributors han- 
dling this catalogue, write the publish- 
ers direct. 

"CONTROLA- TONE" FLYER 
Controla -Tone Company, 111 No. Ta- 

coma Ave., Tacoma 2, Wash., is now 
offering a small flyer which explains 
and describes its new, improved L -pad 
model remote volume control. 

This two-color folder illustrates how 
the unit can be installed and used with 
any TV receiver. 

SOLA BOOKLET 
Sola Electric Co., 4633 W. 16th 

Street, Chicago 50, Ill., has released 
copies of its latest publication, "The 
Sola Constant Voltage Transformer; 
Theory of Design and Operation." 

The 20 -page, fully- illustrated booklet 
has been written for electrical engi- 

112 

ti 
TG -34A CODE KEYER 
Self -contained automatic unit, 
reproduces code practice sig- 
nals recorded on paper tape. 
By use of huilt -in peaker, 

yn provides code -practice sig- "° naito one or more pesons 
`. at speeds from 5 to 23 WPM. 

BRAND NEW, in e in ,95 - I ..., original carton... VT 

Used. Excellent tond. $12.95 

TG -10 CODE KEYER. complete with 7 ulhes and 
elertl ie es,.. 63 Ib.. 
BRAND NEW $17.50 

FLB-A RADIO FILTER $1.59 

HEADPHONES Excellent BRAND BR, 
Model Description Used EW 
NS-23 Iüch Rnpvdance 92.25 54.35 
HS-33 I,..v Iml"'dance 1.79 4.65 
H5-30 I.kw ITT, 1eather..t.i 1.9 1.85 
H -16 U Ilo:h Inu. , nnn., 2.75 7.95 
CD-307A 0o1,1., n'iIh l'L:,:, plug and 

3k20 .lack .... .88 

MICROPHONES 
Model Description 
T -17 Cartoon hand Mike 
T -30 r'arte,,, Throat Mike 
T.45 Navy tip Mike 
85 -38 Navy Type 

Excellent BRAND 
Used NEW 
55.45 $7.95 

.33 .69 
1.25 

1.95 5.95 
3.95 

SCR -274 COMMAND EQUIPMENT 
E.,.11. 

t 
BRAND 

Typ. USED SED NEW 
B C 453 11111. -. 521.50 537.50 
B C -454 :1.1; 8.25 11.25 19.50 
11C-45, .. 7.95 10.95 15.45 
BC -4s6 ..Ia4n .. .. 2.75 4.65 

11.95 14.50 22.95 
7.95 9.75 21.95 

11.95 12.95 21.25 
B C -696 . :t -.1 Ile 18.95 27.95 ... 
BC -450 :i:.0. Control Box. .... 1.49 1.49 
3-ecei \mtr, Control Box. .... 1.25 1.49 
3-Receiver rvk .. 1.79 2.95 
2-Transmitter es Rank . 1.59 3.25 
Single Transmitter Rank .... .... 3.25 

FAMOUS BC-645 XMITTER-RECEIVER 
I noh mohile 

IÍF lar 17u.-.1111 lt. I:asS 
10 111 IIx pl11mc nr 
l'1V _'-;;n>` 1+nuhumleati11n. 
CONVERSION 111.1- 
cll.a)I tNt'I.I'DIiD. This 
xrII rig ulielnalty' elul 

$111141-yours for 
practically a -one! You 
get it all. in n igival fag- 

NEW tarin. IIItANIy 
NEW, complete Ittlh 17 tithla, le.x 
potter xupply. Nhpg. ut. 23 Iba $29.50 
PE -10IC DYNAMOTOR for Its- 043, ha. 12 -24V 
Input lea.xy l0 Convert for 0V H:Itllt', $4.85 
npnratinnl only 
UHF ANTENNA ASSEMBLY, S2í45 for Itl'.r. I:i J 
CONVERSION BOOKLET. 16 a n- S2.5Ú Inr most Useful suss /1l. ! - 

JL J 

DYNAMOTORS 
E,tmient BRAND 

Type Input Used NEW 

DM -40 14V 3.11 112v 13PA 1.953.95 
DM42A 14V 46A 515/1030 2 8 

MA 215 160 12.95 16.95 
DM43A 28V 23A 515'1030 2 8 

MA215 260 29.50 
DM-32A 28V 1.IA 250V .054 2.957.50 
0M -340 12V 2.8A 220V .080A 11.95 
DM -35D 12.5V I8.7A 625V .225A 9.95 

28V 1.4A 220V .080A 9.95 
DM-37 25.5V 9.2A 625V .225A 12.95 
0M-28 28V 224V .014 1.95 4.95 
DM53A 28V 1.40. 220V .080A 2.95 6.95 
DM -33A 28V 5A. 575V 16A 

?IV IA rV1V 25A 1.95 3.95 

GOULD 6 -VOLT 

STORAGE BATTERY 
15 Amp. Dour it Navy 
SImulmd. Black Junidur 
BRAND NEW 55.95 

WILLARD 6 -VOLT MIDGET 
STORAGE BATTERY 

t :ten'.. II,,nr. BRAND NEW. ;ins. I ' I,i" x . U.0 Standard 
I:Ieetrolytc 

x- 
only s1.11s 

WILLARD 2 -VOLT STORAGE BATTERY 
20 Amp. ,lour. BRAND NEW. Tran.!are,,t Plastic 
('ave $1.95 
1 -QUART ELECTROLYTE. enough for two cells. 

O Bale $1.45 
Please 

1 

nclude 25ee Deposit itn der -Balance 
C.O.D. MINIMUM ORDER $3.00. All Snipmenb O O h NY 

I.G&G Radio Supply Co. 
Dept. N 12 [&'e 

1 Yesey St.. New York 7. N. Y.. CO 7 -4605 
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neers and others interested in the un- 
derlying electromagnetic relations of 
the Sola constant voltage principle. It 
contains schematic diagrams, vector 
diagrams, performance curves, and 
photographs illustrating typical assem- 
blies. 

The "Globe Scout" 
(Continued from page 55) 

There are several precautions to be 
observed when tuning up the trans- 
mitter so that proper operation is 
insured. When tuning the oscillator 
on the 20 -, 15 -. or 10 -meter bands, two 
resonance points will be found. One 
point of resonance is double the 40- 
meter crystal frequency and the other 
is triple the 40 -meter crystal frequen- 
cy. The doubling resonance point is at 
approximately ?¡ full capacity, or 
when the indicator arrow is toward the 
left side of its scale. The tripling 
resonance point is at approximately 
of full capacity, or when the arrow is 
toward the right side of its scale. 

When operating on the 20- or 10- 
meter band, tune the oscillator to the 
doubling resonance point. When oper- 
ating on the 15 -meter band tune the 
oscillator to the tripling resonance 
point. 

When tuning the final plate control 
on the 160 -meter band two resonance 
points will be observed. One will be 
toward maximum capacity or when 
the arrow is toward the left side of its 
scale. This is the 160 -meter resonance 
point. The other resonance point is 
close to minimum capacity of the tun- 
ing capacitor. the arrow towards the 
right side of the scale. On the 15- 
meter band there are also two re- 
sonance points. One resonance point is 
at 20 meters and will be found at ap- 
proximately ':. of full capacity. The 
other and correct resonance point is 
at approximately % of full capacity 
or with the arrow facing towards the 
right side of its scale. 

Summing up. the tuning capacitor 
settings for each band are given in 
Table 1 with the fractions indicating 
the approximate quantity of full ca- 
pacity. 

A long wire antenna is not recom- 
mended when operating in a TV fringe 
signal area. A doublet or folded di- 
pole. half -wave antenna at the operat- 
ing frequency will give much better 
results. The long wire, or end -fed an- 
tenna, may be used only if it is ap- 
proximately r_ wave long at the oper- 
ating frequency. 

The main objective is to reduce the 
standing wave ratio on the feed line 
to a minimum; this will automatically 
reduce harmonic radiation and TVI. 
This point cannot be over- emphasized 
as it is very important in the sup- 
pression of TVI and BCI and, at the 
same time, permits a much better 
signal radiation from the antenna. A 
little extra time spent on a properly 
tuned antenna system will more than 
repay the operator in better QSO's 
and less radiated interference. -3p 

December. 1954 

.. fantastic! 

THE 

KR-5 

20" CORNER FOLDED HORN 
FOR 8" AND 12" SPEAKERS 

THE LITTLEST REBEL, The KR -5, approaches Klipschorn performance on 
light, middle bass. Heavy pipe organ bass is even more amazing with 
smooth, clean reproduction completely free horn unmusical boom and 
distracting distortion. This latest Klipsch design by Cabinart, fifth in the 
CABINART -KLIPSCH REBEL series, is available in all fine woods, utility 
birch and, for portable hi -fi, strikingly smart leatherette. 
Wall mount the Rebel 5, hang or set it in a corner. Place it on a table 
-e bench -a shelf - anywhere! Performance ...absolutely unbelievable! 
See your nearest Cabinart hi -fi dealer or write for catalogs. 

Finished $48.00 utility *3$.00 

75 North 11th Street, Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

Trade Ala.( 
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3 Hot 
Ham News 
fro in 
halikraf ters 

CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS 

IN CANADA: BOX 27 
TORONTO 17, ONTARIO 

Model SX -99 RECEIVER 
Here is everything you could wish for in a DX 
receiver. Covers Broadcast Band 540-1680 kc 
plus three short -wave bands 1680 kc -34 Mc cali- 
brated for the 10, 11, 15, 20, 40 and 80 meter 
amateur bands over a large easy -to -read dial. 
Features for the amateur -"S" meter, separate 
bandspread tuning condenser, crystal filter, an- 
tenna trimmer, one r -f, two -it plus 3.2 and 500 
ohm speaker terminals. 

Gray -black steel cabinet with brushed chrome 
trim and piano hinge top, 18%" x 81/2" x 11 ". 
Shipping weight 36 lbs. 

Seven tubes plus rectifier. 105/125 .V. 50/60 
cycle AC. $149.95 (less speaker). Use Hallicrafters 
R-46A Speaker. 

Tube Checker 
(Continued from page 50) 

ment is calibrated so that all good 
tubes read "6" on the meter with the 
proper input signal. 

The tube types to be plugged into 
each socket are printed on the instru- 
ment, together with the correct input 
for each tube. The most common tubes 
are listed on top, the others in back. For 
example: "6AU6 -3" would appear next 
to one of the 7 -pin sockets, indicating 
the 6AU6 goes there and the input con- 
trol is set at 3. 

Two other controls used are a selec- 
tor switch for 6 or 12 volt heaters, and 
a selector switch to read either half 
of a twin tube. This last switch is in- 
operative for single tubes. 

The meter has a 1 milliampere, 50- 
ohm movement. It is protected from 
accidental overload by a spring -return 
"push -to- read" switch. This normally 
shunts the meter with a 5 -ohm resis- 
tor, and reduces the reading by a fac- 
tor of 10. If the shunted reading is 
higher than 1 on a 0 -10 scale, the op- 
erator knows something is wrong, 
without banging the needle of his in- 

strument. In a later model. now un- 
der construction, a tuning eye is used 
as the indicator instead of the "push - 
to- read" switch. 

The instrument has another excel- 
lent feature. The 6AG5 socket has a 
5- megohm resistor in series with its 
grid. This has practically no effect on 
a good tube, but a gassy tube will show 
very little output. This is due to the 
excessive loss in the grid circuit of a 
gassy tube. A great many troubles in 
sync circuits and a.g.c. circuits can be 
traced to this cause. The tubes tested 
in the 6AG5 socket are very often used 
in TV receiver sync and a.g.c. circuits. 

A circuit diagram of the tube 
checker is shown in Fig. 2. The pin 
connections of the 15 test sockets are 
listed in Table 1. The letters in the 
table refer to points in the circuit dia- 
gram. 

The 6AC7 socket will also take the 
6SJ7, 6SK7, 6AG7, 6SG7. 6SH7, and 
6SS7. The 6BL7 socket also takes the 
6SL7, 6SN7, and 6BX7. The 6K6 socket 
takes the 6V6. 6J5, 6F6, 6W6, and 
6SA7. The 6BQ7 socket will also test 
the 12AT7, 12AÚ7, 6BK7, 6BX7. 
12AV7, 12AX7, and 12BH7. The 6AU6, 
6CB6, 6AH6, 6AK5, 6AK6, 6BA6, 6BC5, 

TUBE 
TYPES SOCKET 

6AC7 
6BL7 
6K6 
6H6 
6507 
7A5 
7F7 
6B07 
6T8 
6U8 
6AB4 
6AL5 
6AT6 
6AG5 
7B6 

1 

TUBE SOCKET PIN CONNECTIONS 

2 I 3 4 S 

8-pin 
8-pin 
8-pin 
8-pin 
8-pin 
loctal 
loctal 
9-pin 
9-pin 
9-pin 
7-pin 
7-pin 
7-pin 
7-pin 
loctal 

A C 
J C 
A I 
A G 
F C 
I B 
C J 
G C 

A 
G A 
C A 
C A 
I G 

6 I 7 8 9 

B D I 

C A D 
C D C 

D L 
I A D 
F C D 
K C D 
K H C 
- C F I 

C F 
F C 
- H 
- I 

B C 
H C D 

Table 1. Pin connections for the fit teen test sockets used in the checker. 

Fig. 3. Two 6 v. filament transformers can be used instead of 12 v. unit, T,. 
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Now, for the first time you can buy high- quality 
audio, test, TV, AM -FM receiving equipment at 
unheard -of low prices! 

New Approved policy eliminates percentages to 
"middlemen " -brings equipment direct from factory 
to you for buys that can't be beat ... anywhere! 

New 
Imperial V - 

12 -tube 
AM -FM Tuner Kit 

Band width -200 kc 
Tuned RF stage 

Tuning Range 88 -108 me 
Sensitivity 5-10 u v, 20 -30 db 

Iron core tuned I.F. disc. trans. 
6CB6 RF amplifier 6AB4 mixer 
6AB4 oscillator 6AU6 1st I.F. 

amplifier 6AU6 2nd I.F. amplifier 
6AU6 1st limiter 6AU6 2nd limiter 

6AL5 detector 6C4 cathode follower output 
AM tuning range 530-1650 kc 6BA6 RF amplifier 

6BE6 converter 6BA6 1st I.F. amplifier 11434 or 1N60 crystal diode 
detector Tuned RF stage Chassis dimensions: 934" long, 5" high, 8" w. 

Complete kit of parts including tubes, pictorial and $3750 
schematic diagrams 

Wired and tested. $5.00 additional 

Floated tubes to prevent tube microphomsm 3 input connectors - 
magnetic, crystal, radio Input selector switch Overall gain control 
6 position equalizer switch for GE and Pickering cartridges 
High-low tone controls approx. 15 db Tubes: 2 -7F7 
Power required: 6.3v AC or DC, .6 amp.. 180 -220v DC at 7 milliamps 

Kit with complete, illustrated instruction book $1 595 

New V -S AM Receiver Kit 

:65 selenium rectifier 
3 section variable cond. 
Tuned RF stage 

Complete kit of parts, including 
ply, tubes, pictorial and schemati 

New V -9 FM Receiver Kit 

THE BINAURAL TWINS 
Start Your Hi -Fi Installation the Economical Way 

Self- contained AC power supply 
Tuning range 530 -1650 kc 
6BA6 RF Amplifier 
6BE6 converter 
6BA6 Ist I.F. amplifier 
6AL5 detector 
6C4 cathode follower output 

Sensitivity 5 microvolts 
Iron core tuned coils throughout 
Dimensions 9a/a" o 5" s 5v /e" 

AC power sup - 
c diagrams...... 

Self- contained AC Power Supply 
3 section variable condenser 
Tuning range 88-108 me 
Band width 200 kc 
Sensitivity 10 microvolts 20 db 

Tuned RF stage 
Iron core tuned I.F. -disc 

trans. 
6C66 R F. amplifier 
6AB4 mixer 
6AB4 oscillator (temp. 
compensated) 
6AU6 1st I.F. amplifier 

6AU6 2nd I.F. amplifier 
6AU6 Ist limiter 
6AU6 2nd limiter 
6AL5 detector 
6C4 cathode follower output 
:65 selenium rectifier 
Dimensions 934" x 5" z 57'a" 

Complete kit of parts including AC power sup- 
ply, tubes, pictorial and schematic diagrams 

NOW A -465 
Field Strength Meter 

0 -100 Microvolts Full Scale 
12 Channel High Cain 
(standard coil) cascade turret 
tuning front end 
6807 -RF 
616 oscillator -mixer 
6C86 high gain 1st I.F. 
6AU6 high gain 2nd I.F. 
11434 Crystal diode (meter 

N()1,1/ A -900 
UHF Signal Generator 

450 -900 MC on Fundamentals 

rectifier circuit) 2nd detector 
6AU6 amplifier (for earphone 

or scope use) picture carrier 
only 

Signal indicator, 6" large face, 0.500 microammeter 
Self -contained power supply 115 volts, 60 cycles 
Calibrated in relative microvolts -2 scales: 0.100 microvolts and 
25- 30,000 microvolts 
UHF calibrated reference scale 
Panel mounted "Of -On" indicator 
300 or 72 ohm output 
UHF strips available on order 

Wired and tested with tubes and instruction book $5950 

Power supply: 115 -125v, 
60 cycles 
3" calibrated output 
meter, 1 volt 
1 volt minimum across the 
band 
50 ohm terminated output 

cable 
Large 6" dial, accurately 
calibrated in megacycles 
and spot channels 
Stable operation -low 
leakage 
RF attenuator 0.120 db total 
Drift after warmup negligible 
400 cycle internal modulation 

Separate modulation control 
Cavity tuning system 
Dimensions: 12" x 10" x 8" 

Wired and tested with tubes and instruction book $5950 

FREE C4T%L00 OFFER! 
Write today for free complete Approved catalog! 

December, 1954 

ORDER DIRECT FROM 

APPROVED 
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CORP. 

928 BROADWAY NEW YORK 10, N Y 
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NEW STOCK OF FIRST QUALITY 

TELTRON TUBES 
GUARANTEED! ... LOWEST PRICES EVER! 
All tubes individually boned ... unconditionally guaranteed for one year! 

GIFT OFFER! 
One 6BG6G tube 
will he shipped 
FREE with any 
order accompany 
ing this ad. 

Type Price Type Price Type Price Type Price Type Price Type Price 
A7GT ... .53 5Z3 42 6BF5 .... .48 61.6 78 12AL5 .... .43 12SA7 .... .45 
B3GT 6A8 40 68F6 . .48 607 40 12AT6 .37 12SK7 . .40 
HSGT 

... .62 

... .51 61(7 40 6BG6G ...1.18 6S4 41 12AT7 .... .71 12SL7GT.. .60 
L4 ..... .SI 6AB4 .43 661(5 .... .75 66861 ... .65 12SN7GT...56 
L1i 51 6AC7 .... .65 6816 51 IiSA7GT .. .45 12AU7 ... .58 19866G ..1.48 
LC6 49 6AG5 .. .52 6BH6 .... .51 6SK7GT ...45 12AV6 ... .42 1918 71 

N5GT 51 6AH4GT .. .65 681(7 .... .78 6SL7GT .. .60 12AV7 . .73 25Z5 55 
T4 51 6A15 96 6BN6 .... .90 12AX4GT...fi0 25Z6GT .. .36 
U4 .51 CAK5 .. .96 6607 . .. .85 6SO7GT .. .38 12AX7 ... .61 3585 48 
US .. .43 6AL5 43 6BY5G . .60 618 71 12AZ7 .... .65 35C5 48 

2A3 35 úA05 48 6C4 41 6V3 80 1284 72 35W4 .33 
2M 35 CARS 48 6CB6 .... .SI 6V6GT ... .48 128Aú 35V4 42 
304 

= 305GT 

3V4 

53 

48 

6AT6 37 
6AU5GT .. 60 
6AV5GT .. 60 
6AV6 . . 37 

6CD6G 
6CU6 
6F6 
6FSGT 

...1.63 
.... .95 

42 
... .44 

6W4GT ... .43 
6W6GT .. 53 
6X4 37 
6XSGT ... 38 

... .46 
12BA7 ... .58 
1213E6 ... .46 
12BH7 ... .61 

352567 33 = 
50A5 49 
5085 48 - 
5005 .48 - 

5V4G . .. .49 6AX5GT ...60 6H6 50 6X8 80 12BY7 ... .65 TYPE 80.. .40 
= 5Y3GT ... .30 6BC5 48 616 61 12827 .... .63 11723 ..33 

514G .... .40 613E6 46 61561 .... .49 7N7 49 121(7 40 I I7Z6GT.. .65 . . 

-FREE 57.20 list value Bonus Bon of 
three 6SN7 tubes and 25 es- ' sorted resistors with each order of 525 or more. 

SAME DAY SERVICE 
48 Hour Postal Delivery To West Coast 

°- TERMS: Save all freight and postage charges. All 
orders accompanied Ly lull remittance will be shipped 

POSTAGE PAID anywhere in the continental U.S.A. 
25 ^., deposit required on C.O. D.'s. Minimum order 
$111.110. Open accounts to rated firms only. 

Send for Free complete tube listing and 
monthly specials! Get on our mailing list. 

- SPECIAL! -till JAN. 1- 
1R5 44 6806GT .... .73 
1X2 57 6827 83 
5U4G 40 6K6GT 34 

6AF4 89 6SN7GT .... .48 
6AU6 36 6U8 65 

6AX4GT .49 12507 34 

6BA6 48 25806GT ... .75 
6BA7 49 25L6GT 37 

6BL7GT 65 50L6GT 44 

TELTRON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
428 Harrison Ave., Harrison, N. J. 

Dept. RN -12 Phone HUmboldt 4 -9848- 

Spring -Motor 
Battery- Operated 

MagneticTapeRecorder 
Now you can consistently make professional 
recordings under the most gruelling field con- 
ditions. Tapes will faultlessly play back on all 
professional and home recorders. Ruggedly 
designed for maximum dependability and top- 
notch efficiency Combines unlimited versatility 
of performance with extreme simplicity of op. 
e.otion Choke of fourteen models available 
for eery conceivable application 

Incorporates a multi -purpose VU monitoring 
meter for precise setting of recording level 
without earphone monitoring Meter also accu- 
rately indicates condition of "A" and "B" 
batteries. Five single speeds as well as two, 
three and 4 -speed models available. Units 
weigh only 19 lbs. with batteries and measure 
0/2" x 91/1' x 1414" Higher speed models 
meet NARTB standards. All recorders are 
guaranteed for One Full Year. 

Write for complete technical specifications 
and direct factory prices to Dept. RE 

AMPLIFIER CORP. of AMERICA 
398 Broadway. N. Y. 13, N. Y. 

1 N rrg u s Pot Ge. 
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For that Extra 
t Margin of Safety... 

COPPER 
PLATED 

GROUND 
RODS 

Bring Extra Profits A 

Simple! Practical! Low - 
priced! Of smooth -drawn 
steel, pointed for easy driv- 
ing and copper -plated for 
rust prevention and to as- x 

sure clean electrical con- 

tact. Available in four popular styles, 
in 4', 6' and 8' lengths, 3a ", lí" and 
Sé" diameters. Send for special 
Ground Rod Bulletin and prices. 

remax roaucts 
Division o/' Chisholm-Ryder Co.. Inc. 

5424 HIGHLAND AVENUE 
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. 

6BH6, 6BJ6. 6BE6, and 6AJ5 can all 
be checked in the 6AG5 socket. The 
6AT6 socket also tests the 6AV6; the 
6SQ7 socket, the 6SR7. In the 7A5 
socket, the following tubes may be 
checked: 7C5, 7A8, 7A4, 7A7, 7B4, 
7B5, 7B7, 7C7, 7AG7, 7G7, 7C6. 7H7. 
7J7, 7L7, 7Q7, 7S7, 7B8, 7T7, 7V7, and 
7W7. The 7F7 socket also checks the 
7H7, 7N7, and 7AF7. The 6C4 and 6J6 
may be tested in the 6AB4 socket; the 
7E6 and 7X7, in the 7B6 socket. The 
6H6, 6AL5, 6T8, and 6U8 sockets ac- 
cept no other tubes. In addition, any 
12 -volt tube can be tested in the same 
socket as its 6 -volt equivalent. -3Ó- 

SSB Audio Test Unit 
(Continued from page 51) 

the proper value as the capacity is so 
large; a few micromicrofarads only 
change the frequency a few cycles. A 
toroid coil was used because it could 
be fastened close to the chassis with- 
out changing inductance, and it is a 
very stable inductor. Toroids are avail- 
able commercially at 1.5 henrys. The 
core material is available so you can 
wind your own less expensively with a 
shuttle -and lots of patience. Besides 
saving a little of your hard earned 
cash, the project is interesting and in- 
structive. 

Varying the plate voltage over a 20 
volt range does not change the fre- 
quency more than a few cycles. The 
possibility of using the small air pi- 
wound inductors or iron inductors was 
not investigated because of the lower - 
"Q" and was assumed they would not 
be as stable as the toroid type; also 
the oscillator would be much larger 
physically. 

Owners of the SSB exciters will ap- 
preciate the simplicity of this oscil- 
lator which can either be plugged into 
the microphone jack or used with a 
toggle switch so that either the micro- 
phone or the audio signal will go to 
the output jack J:,. When the sig- 
nal of 1225 cycles is fed into the mi- 
crophone jack, the maximum audio 
output is .1 volt r.m.s.; back the gain 
knob down about a third to prevent 
overloading the SSB exciter. Ripple 
adjustments to the 20A exciter can 
now be carried out according to the 
instruction book, or you can have a 
tone signal to tune your transmitter 
controls. - 
Fig. 2. Response of the average commercial 
90 phase shift network used in SSB exciter. 

92 
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That "WARM" Feeling! 

Nothing else equals the satisfaction you get from owning and operat- 
ing the equipment of your choice -especially when Walter Ashe makes 

it so pleasantly money- saving with his fabulous "SURPRISE" Trade -In 

Allowance on used (factory -built) test or communication equipment. 

This year give yourself the best Xmas present ever. Trade used equip- 

ment now. Wire, write, phone or use the handy coupon below. 

NATIONAL NC -98. 
9 tubes, crystal filter. Less speaker. 

Net $149.95. 

r 
,6 

MA ® ..... 
HAMMARLUND HQ -140X. 
Less speaker. Net $264.50. 

JOHNSON VIKING RANGER 
TRANSMITTER- EXCITER KIT. 

Less tubes. Net $179.50. 
Wired and tested, less tubes. 

Net $258.00. 
Set of tubes for Ranger. 

Net $22.61. 

All prices f. o. b. St. Louis 
Phone CHestnut 1 -1125 

gde 
RADIO CO. 

1125 PINE ST. ST. LOUIS 1, MO. 

December, 1954 

CENTRAL ELECTRONICS MULTIPHASE 

SINGLE SIDEBAND EXCITERS 

MODEL 10B EXCITER KIT. 
10 watts peak output. Net $129.50. 

Wired and tested. Net $179.50. 

MODEL 20A EXCITER KIT. 
20 watts peak output. Net $ 199.50. 

Wired and tested. Net $249.50. 

FREE CATALOG: 
WALTER ASHE RADIO COMPANY 
1125 Pine Street, SI. Louis 1, Missouri 

Rush "Surprise" Trade -In Offer on my 

for 
(show make and model number of new equipment desired) [ Rush New 1955 Catalog. 

R-12,5a 

Nome 

Address 

City Zane State 

Send 
for 

your 
copy 

today 
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Offers You This 
Complete 

Phono -Recorder 
Line! 

Everything you need 

from one manufacturer 
to trade up from low -end 

to top models in easy 

stages ...without moving 
from brand to brand! 

7 PHONOGRAPHS 
Model 2601 Hi -Fi Portable -A super engineered luggage type 
phono with console hi-h volume. 
Model 601 "INTERMIX" Portable -A smartly styled portable with 
the only record changer that does not require "stacking" 
Modal 1601 3 -Speed Portable -A quality model portable phono 
with G" speaker. Fine for rumpus rooms. 
Modal 1600 Table Top -An excellent utility type phono with 
"INTERMIX" changer. Suitable for use anywhere. 
Model 600 Table Top -A good quality service phonograph with 
3.speed, non. intermix changer. 
Model 604 Record Ployer -A high quality player with detachable 
speaker -mounted cover for remote control operation. 
Model 1100 Record Player -A low end inexpensive 3 -speed rec- 
ord player. 

3 TAPE RECORDERS 
Model 2900 Hi -Fi 2-Speed- Combines full fidelity performance 
with simple, easy operation. Has everything ...at a price! 
Modal 9037 2 -Speed Recorder -A high quality tape recorder with 
many CRESCENT Hi -Fi features. A perfect step -up from low end 
to high end models. 
Model 903 -907 Tape Recorder -A true low end leader. Out -per- 
forms many more expensive models. 3a, IPS or 7!. IPS styles. 

3 NEW 45 RPM MODELS 
Model 453 Portable Phone -A beautiful, lightweight, portable 
phonograph made only by CRESCENT. A "must' for anyone 
selling phonos. 
Model 452 Table Phone -A favorite anywhere! Has 3 -tube ampli- 
fier and 4' x 6" speaker. 
Model 451 Plug -In Changer -Has same 45 RPM mechanism as 
ocher CRESCENT models... comes complete with A.C. cord & 
plug and phono cable and plug assembly. 

NEW! NATIONAL 
ADVERTISING PROGRAM 

Now CRESCENT tells its story to America's millions through 
CRESCENT advertising this fall and winter in the POST, 
BETTER HOMES, LOOK, NEW YORKER. EBONY! These ads... 
plus Crescent's other promotional programs ... assure you 
greater sales and profits for the critical Christmas season. 

JOBBERS! DEALERS! Never before have you 
been able to get a complete line of 3- speed, 45 
RPM phonos and record changers and tape re- 
corders from one source! Here's your chance to 
fill all your requirements through one nation- 
ally known manufacturer who also can supply 
you with mechanisms as well as proper acces- 
sories. Write for full information! 

CRESCENT Industries, Inc., 4900 West Touhy Avenue, Chicago 31, Illinois 

PLUG IN TUNERS 
AM -FM- 

e SHORTWAVE 

Connect to any TY set, HI FI or PA Amplifier, 
or Tape Recorder in a few minutes. FM unit 
(only $13.95) will work in automobile and can be 
easily connected to car radio. AM broadcast 
model $14.95. Balanced heaters no carrier hum. 
Fractional power requirements. 

Write for literature 

KUHN ELECTRONICS 
20 GLENWOOD CINCINNATI 17, OHIO 

F.C.C. LICENSE 
Get Your FCC Commercial Operator License 

Quickly 
We specialize in rapid and thorough prep- 
aration for FCC examinations. Corn._ 
spondenee 

nl 
resident training. Results 

guaranteed. Write for free booklet. 

GRANTHAM School of Electronics 
Dept. 103.C. 6064 Hollywood Blvd., 

Hollywood 28. Calif. 
(Phone HO 24411) 

MOVING? 
Be sure RADIO & TELEVISION NEW- f(lllot> t mi. Please send your 

change of address to K ono & TI .l \ 1 <10N NEWS 
Circulation Department 64 E. Lake St., Chicago 1, III. 
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Transistor Meter Amplifier 
I('ulllinued front page 75) 

calibrated and checked, the complete 
instrument may be used as an ordinary 
meter (except for the occasional bat- 
tery replacements) in most applica- 
tions calling for the more sensitive 
instrument. Thus, the instrument de- 
scribed is used as an 0 -100 microam- 
meter in experimental test work. How- 
ever, this is not the only possible ap- 
plication. 

If a sensitive meter having a full - 
range reading between that obtained 
in the modified instrument (meter and 
amplifier) and that obtained with the 
basic meter movement is desired, one 
of two methods may be used to reduce 
the sensitivity of the modified instru- 
ment. The easiest method is to sim- 
ply connect a shunt across the "meter" 
terminals of the completed instrument 
to change its range to the one desired. 

An alternative method is to connect 
a shunt resistor across the basic meter 
movement (M, in Fig. 2A). The resist- 
ance value to use in either case can 
best be determined experimentally, 
taking the desired range and the exist- 
ing full -scale range into account. 

Irrespective of the method used, 
care must be taken that the maximum 
current ratings of the transistor and 
the basic meter movement are not ex- 
ceeded. 

An instance of where it might be 
desirable to change the basic range 
of the modified meter can be given, 
using the model shown in the photo- 
graphs as an example. 

Suppose that a meter having a full - 
scale deflection of 200 microamperes 
is required for a particular series of 
tests. This range is between the range 
of the modified meter (0 -100 micro- 
amperes) and that of the basic meter 
movement (0 -1 ma.). To obtain this 
range, the modified meter would be 
used, together with a shunt resistor 
across the external terminals. 

The modified meter may also be em- 
ployed in a voltmeter circuit by using 
a series multiplier resistance. This 
makes it possible to obtain a voltmeter 
having a rating of 10,000 ohms /volt 
using a 0 -1 ma, basic movement 
(which normally will give no more 
than 1000 ohms /volt sensitivity). 

To determine the resistance required 
for a particular voltmeter range, sim- 
ply divide the voltage range desired 
by the full -scale meter current in am- 
peres. As an example, the multiplier 
resistor required to give a 5 -volt range 
to a 0 -100 microampere meter is de- 
termined as follows: 

R = 
0001 

5 
50,000 ohms. 

Another method is to consider the 
modified meter in terms of its "ohms - 
per- volt" rating and to simply multi- 
ply by the voltmeter range desired. 
A 0 -1 ma. meter has a 1000 ohms/ 
volt rating, a 0 -500 pa. meter has a 
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PHILCO 
Super Performance 

TV 
ANTENNAS 

PHILCO TWO -BAY 
SUPER CONICAL 
Strong signal pick -up on all VHF -UHF channels. 
Ideal for fringe area reception ... aluminum 
construction with dowelled elements: Part :\'o. 
45- 3096 -2. Single bay design: Part .\o. 45 -3096. 

BUILD CUSTOMER CONFIDENCE ... MORE SALES FOR YOU! 

Designed to outperform any equivalent antenna in its 
class, each Philco Super Performance TV Antenna 
provides the finest picture possible ... long life 
and ease of installation. Powerful Conical ... all - 
aluminum VHF Yagis, engineered for quick rigging 
... light weight. Stacked versions provide top -qual- 
ity fringe area reception. Only six UHF Yagis cover 
the entire UHF spectrum. Here's powerful reception 
on all channels ... the kind that builds customer 
confidence ... more sales for you ! 

GET YOUleVilltQ FREE RfflE'' 
That's right! Ride any way you like it ... or earn all of 
them! They're yours FREE with PHILCO FREE RIDE 
TICKETS ... and there's no waiting! Collect your 
selected "ride" as soon as you have the necessary num- 
ber of tickets. You can enjoy Rollfast Roller Skates; 
Radio Flyer Coaster Wagon; Rollfast Bicycle; BMC 
Juvenile Tractor; Airplane Trip for Two; t/Z Ton Panel 
Dodge Truck; Plymouth Plaza Sedan. Concentrate 
your parts and accessories purchases on PHILCO and 
make double profits ... profits through the great ready - 
made PHILCO market of PHILCO owners and PLUS 

PROFITS with these great FREE RIDES ... all at no 
extra cost to you. Don't wait . .. register NOW! Get 
started on your FREE RIDE with PHILCO! 

SEE YOUR PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR FOR DETAILS 

PHILCO 

vQUALITY V P H I L C O vJ.7. 
LL 

C O R P O R A T I O N 
A C C E S S O R Y D I V I S I O N 

"A" AND ALLEGHENY AVE., PHILADELPHIA 34, PA. 
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Become an 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 

Major in Electronics or Power 
BS Degree in 36 months 4: Prepare now for a career 

as an electrical engineer or 
engineering technician - and take 
advantage of the many opportuni- 
ties in these expanding fields. 

You can save a year by optional 
year 'round study. Previous military, 
academic, or practical training may 
be evaluated for advanced credit. 

Enter Radio and Television - courses 12 to 18 months 
You can be a radio technician in 12 
months. In an additional 6- months you 
can become a radio -television techni- 
cian with Associate in Applied Science 
degree. Color television instruction is 
included in this program. 

These technician courses may form 
the first third of the program leading 
to a degree in Electrical Engineering. 
Twenty -one subjects in electronics. 
electronic engineering and electronic 
design are included in these courses. 

Courses also offered: radio- televi- 
sion service (12 mos.); electrical serv- 
ice (6 mos.); general preparatory 
(3 mos.). 

Terms - January, April, July, September 

Faculty of specialists. 50,000 former stu- 
dents- annual enrolment from 48 states. 
23 foreign countries. Non -profit insti- 
tution. 51st year. Courses approved for 
veterans. Residence courses only. 

Ma-A 

MILWAUKEE 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 

- 
MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
Dept. RT -1754, 1025 N. Milwaukee Street 
Milwaukee I, Wisconsin 
Send FREE Illua rated booklets 

C Career In Elnvhal Engineering. 
Career In Radio- Television. 

I am interested In 
maure of morsel 

Name 

Address 

City Zone date 

It cc-ran. Indicate date of di'n Imrae 
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2000 ohms /volt rating, a 0 -200 sea. 
meter has a 5000 ohms /volt rating, a 
0 -100 pa. meter has a 10,000 ohms /volt 
rating, and a 0 -50 aa. meter has a 
20,000 ohms /volt rating. 

Using the example given, the ohms/ 
volt rating of the 0 -100 pa. meter is 
10,000 ohms /volt. For a 5 -volt meter, 
the resistor would be 5 x 10,000 or 50,- 
000 ohms. 

It should not prove too difficult to 
build a complete multimeter, including 
current, voltage, and ohmmeter ranges, 
using the basic transistor amplifier cir- 
cuit described, but adding appropriate 
selector switches, multiplier resistors, 
etc. Such an instrument might be 
called a "transistor meter" to distin- 
guish it from its blood- brother, the 
"vacuum -tube voltmeter." 

The basic transistor meter amplifier 
described is capable of considerable 
modification to suit it to particular 
needs. It may even be feasible to 
"cascade" two or more direct -coupled 
transistor amplifiers to obtain truly 
fantastic sensitivities, although the 
author has carried out no experiments 
along these lines at this writing. 

In any case, the transistor meter 
amplifier extends the usefulness of 
basic meters in another direction. In 
the past it has always been feasible to 
reduce the sensitivity of a basic meter, 
but not to increase it. This difficulty 
has now been overcome. -30- 

Choosing Your Enclosure 
(Continued jeoin page 47) 

throughout the room which will com- 
pletely unbalance the music from one 
side of the room to the other. Splat- 
tering and fluttering of high frequen- 
cies may result due to many successive 
back and forth reflections. 

At the other extreme, a completely 
"dead" room would be just as unde- 
sirable. In the bathroom with its hard, 
tiled walls, your voice will ring out. In 
a well -crowded clothes closet. your 
voice is muffled. The same thing is true 
of your music room. Too many drapes, 
curtains, or too much carpeting may 
so completely deaden the room that 
all the life and brilliance of the music 
will be lost. Good music halls require 
a small, controlled amount of rever- 
beration. So does your music room. 
Keep the draperies and other hangings 
down to a reasonable minimum. It is 
good practice to prevent parallel wall 
surfaces from being perfectly reflec- 
tive. Hard plaster surfaces should be 
partly covered by acoustical material 
so that reflections between parallel 
walls are eliminated. In general, if 
about 30 per -cent of the wall area is 
draped so that there are no opposing 
reflective surfaces, good sound repro- 
duction will result. The floor should. 
of course, be carpeted for, after all, 
it is your lining room and after going 
to the trouble of assembling a good 
sound system you want to be able to 
relax in surroundings as comforting 
to the eye as to the ear. -N- 

VIDEO 
TUBES 

ELECTRIC 

COMPANY 

AT WHOLESALE 
* 100', GUARANTEED * 

BRANDED! * SAME DAY SERVICE! 

MP .29 
A1....49 
B3 ... .59 
B4P .. .19 
C6....29 
C7 ... .29 
E1GT . .39 
F5G . . .29 
H5 ... .49 
L4 ... .49 
L6 ... .59 
1 A 6 . . . 3 9 

LC5 .. .39 
LC6 .. .39 
N5 . . . .40 
R5 ... .49 
S5 . . . .39 
T4 .. .49 
T5GT . .69 
U4 ... .49 
U5 ... .39 
X2 ... .59 

2A3 . . . .29 
2A1 . .. .29 
3AGT .. .99 
3Q4 ... .49 
3Q5 . . . .59 
3S4 . .. .49 
3V4 . . . .49 
5U4 ... .39 
5V4 . . . .49 
5Y3 ... .29 
5Y4 ... .49 
5Z3 . .. .29 
6AB4 .. .39 
6AG5 . . .49 
6A15 .. .69 
6AK5 . . .69 
6AL5 .. .39 
6AQ5 .. .49 
6AS5 . . .49 
6AT6 . . .39 
6A116 .. .39 
6AV6 .. .39 
6B1 ... .79 
6BA6 . . .49 
6BA7 . . .59 
6BC5 . . .49 

6BD5 
6BE6 
6BG6 
6BH6 
6616 
6BK1 
6611 

.59 

.39 

.99 

.49 
.49 
.69 
.69 

6BN6 . . .99 
6BQ6 . . .19 
6BQ1 . . .19 
6BY5G . .59 
6B21 . . .19 
6C4 ... .39 
6C66 . . .49 
6CD6 . . .99 
6CU6GT .99 
6F6 . . . .39 
6F1 ... .69 
616 . . . .59 
618 ... .19 
6K6 ... .39 
6L6 ... .69 
666 . . . .69 
6S4 . . . .39 
6S8 ... .59 
6SA1 . . .49 
6S01 . . .49 
6SK7 . . .49 
6S11 . . .59 
6SN1 . . .59 
6SQ1 . . .39 
6SR1 . . .49 
678 . . . .69 
6118 . . . .69 
6V6 ... .49 
6W4GT. .39 
6X4 . . . .29 
6X5 . . . .29 
1A4/XXL .39 
7A6 . . .49 
1A7 . . . .49 
1A8 .. .49 
lAK1 . . .79 
164 ... .49 
1B5 ... .49 
766 .. .49 
1BÌ ... .49 
1F1 ... .59 

1F8 .59 
111 . . . .59 
1K7 ... .59 
1115 ... .49 
1Z4 ... .39 

2AL5 . .39 
2AT6 . .39 
2AT7 . .69 
2AU6 . .39 
2AU1 . .59 
2AV6 . .39 
2AV1 . .69 
2AX1 . .59 
2BA6 . .39 
2BA1 . .59 
2BE6 . .39 
2BH1 . .59 
2SA7 . .49 
2SK1 . .49 
2SN1 . .59 
2SL1 . .59 
2SQ1 . .39 
4S1 .. .19 
9aG6 . .99 
978 . . .69 

25BQ6 . .19 
25L6GT .39 
25W4GT .39 
25Z6 .. .39 
3565 .. .39 
35C5 .. .39 
35W4 . .29 
3523 .. .29 
35Z5 . . .29 
35/51 . .29 
36 .... .29 
31 . .29 
39/44 . .29 
49 . . . .29 
5085 .. .49 
5005 .. .49 
5016 .. .49 
15 .... .29 
76 .... .29 
11 . . . . .29 
80 . .29 
I I1L1GT .99 
11123 . .29 

Surprise Package 
of Radio & TV Parts 
3 lbs. of parts in- 
cluding resistors, 
controls, coils, IF 
cans, etc. Easily 
worth $10.00 

$1.95 

FREE: with every order of 1211 or wort -tan,,. 
.'t ',tall.. magnet re .sere, drier kit. Indict.. all 

-l'hlllps head. lung handles to set in th,.., 
ti:ht .parts. rte. 7 sere,, dr lver.s In all )lay le. pot- 

outright. Lkt value $4.50 $1.99 each: 3 for 
$5.50. 

MINIMUM ORDER 57.00 
.1, posit wilt order. Balance l'OI). If loll n 

sent. pleas, include tw.tage. Ecer.. u 
1 till be irfnnded. we bare snore I Ilan 270 IN 14.- 

- ask a all liliu'.. Iirder , elllrr 11, Is al SiIn'.!c 
.,oil, or write for quotation -. quantity Il.l I. -w. 

VIDEO 
ELECTRIC 

COMPANY 

79 CLINTON PLACE 
NEWARK, N. J. 
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HI -FI ON A TEACART 
(This Month's Cover) 

BUSY housewives who enjoy 
good music of their choice 

even while performing their 
daily chores will be intrigued by 
the novel "hi -fi teacart" shown 
on this month's cover. Most 
homemakers are used to wheel- 
ing their cleaning equipment 
with them from room -to -room- 
why not do the same for the 
entertainment unit that helps to 
lighten her tasks as much as her 
vacuum cleaner or floor waxer? 

Pictured on the cover are the 
essential ingredients for a sim- 
ple, portable hi -fi system that 
can be moved from room -to -room 
with ease. The idea is of interest 
to the audio dealer as an unusual 
and salable merchandising gim- 
mick and to the audiophile as a 
convenient method of mounting 
standard components to provide 
portability to his hi -fi system. 

Before our eagle -eyed reader - 
technicians swamp us with let - 
ters pointing out the missing in- 
terconnections, may we say that 
Mrs. Audiophile has just been 
surprised with this exciting 
Christmas present from hubby 
and he refuses to hook it up un- 
til he gets outside of his turkey 
dinner. 

We were particularly im- 
pressed with the excellent color 
photography represented by this 
cover. We also felt that many 
of our readers would be inter- 
ested in the idea developed here 
and that they might wish to fol- 
low suit and mount their audio 
gear on a teacart in a similar 
manner. 

We are indebted to Regency 
for submitting an outstanding 
composition for our annual 
Christmas cover. The audio 
equipment used in this particular 
setup includes the new Regency 
HF -150 high- fidelity amplifier, 
the Webcor "Diskchanger," and 
the Jensen " Duette" reproducer. 

--C30- 

December, 1954 

Complete training in modern 
professional methods ... only 

$12...3 months to pay! 

FIX ANY RADIO OR TV SET EVER 
MADE ....easier....better....faster 

Radio 8 TV 
Receiver 

TROUBLESHOOTING 
AND REPAIR 

by Ghirardi & 
Johnson 

822 pages, 417 

illustrations 
Price $6.75 

(See special offer 
in upon, 

This big, 822 -page book brings you 
the kind of PROFESSIONAL training 
that helps you handle the toughest 
radio -television -electronic service jobs 
as slick and as accurately as you now 
do the easy ones! 

For service beginners, Radio & Tele- 
vision Receiver 

beginners, 

AND REPAIR is a complete, easily 
understood professional training 
course. For experienced servicemen, it 
is the ideal way to "brush up" on 
specific jobs; to develop better trou- 
bleshooting methods and shortcuts; 
and to find quick answers to puzzling 
service problems. 

Step by step, it takes you through 
each service procedure , . from lo- 
cating troubles quicker and with less 
testing to repairing them faster and 
better. 

You learn to deal with any kind of 
trouble in any kind of receiver. No 
guesswork. No aimless testing. 

Here are just a few of the subjects 
covered: Components ano Their Trou- 
bles; Basic Troubleshooting Methods; 
"Static" and "Dynamic" Testing; 
Practical Troubleshooting Tips and 
Ideas; AC- DC, 3 -way Portable and 
Battery -set Problems; Servicing Com- 
munications Receivers; A Complete 
Guide to Television Service; AM, FM 
and TV Realignment Maca Easy; Re- 
sistor, Capacitor, Indocto and Trans- 
former Problems; Servicing Tuning, 
Selector and Switching Mechanisms; 
Loudspeakers; Servicing Recorders and 
Record -playing Equipment . and 
dozens more. Use coupon. Read it for 
10 days at our risk. 

LEARN BASIC CIRCUITS....and watch 
service "headaches" disappear! 

Radio 8 TV 
Receiver 

CIRCUITRY 
AND OPERATION 

by Ghirardi & 
Johnson 

669 pages, 
417 illustrations 

l'ricc $(.50 
(see special offer» 

It's amazing how much easier you 
can repair radio and television sets and 
even industrial electronic equipment 
when you know all about their circuits. 
You locate troubles in a jiffy because 
you know what to look for and where 
to look. You handle jobs lots faster, 
better . . and more profitably. 

Radio & Television Receiver CIR- 
CUITRY AND OPERATION give you a 
complete understanding of basic cir- 
cuits as well as their varieties. It 
teaches you to recognize them . .. to 
understand their peculiarities . . . to 

Make your training 
library complete. Have 
ALL the latest data at 
your fingertips. Get 
both these books at 
only $12.00 for the two ... YOU SAVE $1.25. 

know their likely "troublespots" . 

and how to eliminate guesswork and 
useless testing. 

Throughout, this new book brings you 
the kind of above- average professional 
training that fits you for the bigger, 
better -pay jobs. Covers all circuits 
used in modern televisior and radio 
receivers amplifiers, phono pick -ups, 
record players, etc. 

Price only $6.50. o- see money- 
saving combination offer in coupon. 
10 -day FREE examination. 

FREE EXAMINATION ... easy terms! 
Dept. RN -124, RINEHART 8 CO., INC., 
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N.Y. 

Send hooks indicated for FREE: F :XAsIl5ATION. In 10 days. I 
nil( virile! remit mire indicated plus a fen cents p0Stase or return 
biv,k, postpaid and osre you nothing. 

Radio & TV CIRCUITRY Radio & TV TROUBLE. 
AND OPERATION (Price SHOOTING ANO REPAIR 
$6.b0) (Price $6.75) 
COMBINATION OFFER... Both hooks only $12.03 (Regular' 
price separately $53.25 .. you save 51.25) 
(Combination offer is payable at rate of ($3 plus postage) after 1 
10 days If you decide to keep books. and S3 a month thereafter 
until $12 has been paid I I 

Name 

Address 

City, Zone. State 
orT..'Inti 1..S. I. . E7.15 for TI(ol'Nl.FlsHO07'ISO AM)/ 
Itfa:1llt: B7 ou t,v Ì9R('l'IT1t)' ASI) OP8lt.lTl()S: tl.t.nn 

. . , , , t . ; n1, ì r h , , , d " . cur Ill n,, rJund,d if w,u 0 
a 
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INTERNATIONAL 

RECTIFIER 
CORP. 

Brings You A Chance to Win A 

FREE FORD V -8 
Plus 49 Other Big Prizes 

Selenium Diode 

LI 

Application Contest 

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER COR- 
PORATION'S Selenium Diode 
Application Contest is open to you. 
Here is a chance to cash in on your 
ability and ingenuity. 
Just illustrate and explain a new 
application for International Rectifier 
Corporation's SELENIUM DIODES. 

Pick up an official entry blank from 
your Parts Distributor. He has one 
or will be glad fo get one for you. 
Have the entry blank countersigned 
by your Distributor's Salesman and 
send it to us before January I, 1955. 
The entry blank will give you all the 
rules and information. 

Our Judges 
DR. LEE de FOREST 

United Engineering Labs, L. A. 

J. T. CATALDO 
Int'l. Rectifier Corp, El Segundo 

F. W. PARRISH 
Int'I. Rectifier Corp, El Segundo 

For Entry Blanks 
See Your 

PARTS DISTRIBUTOR 

Your Ability and "Know -How" 
Can Win A 

FREE FORD FOR YOU! 

GET YOUR ENTRY BLANK 
TODAY! 

CONTEST ENDS 

JANUARY I, 1955 
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International Short -Wave 
(Continuel from pr(ge701 

level 1659 with interval signal; English 
noted 1715 -1730 parallel 7.671 which 
was weaker signal. (Cox, Dela.) Heard 
opening in English to North America 
1745 on 9.700. (Pearce, England) An- 
nounces English for North America 
as 1745 -1800, 1930 -1945, 2000 -2030, 
2300 -2330. (Ferguson, N. C.) 

Burma- Rangoon, 4.777A, noted 0900 
in Burmese; 0915 started "Voice of 
Burma" session in English; fair level. 
(Morgan, Calif.) Relays BBC news 
1000 and closes 1015 with "God Save 
the Queen "; fair level but with 
CWQRM in N. Z. (Harwick) 

Canada -Montreal noted in English 
1345 -1400 over CHOL, 11.720, and 
CKCS, 15.320. (Wilcox, Mo.) 

Cape Verde Islands- CR4AA, Praia, 
noted 1645 to 1700 closedown in Portu- 
guese, when played "A Portuguesa." 
( Mathieu, Mass.) Noted opening in 
same manner 1500. (Pearce, England) 

Ceylon -Radio Ceylon, 9.520, noted 
1050 with music. (Pearce, England) 
Opening Hindi Service there 2030, with 
QRM to and from Copenhagen on same 
channel. (Morgan, Calif.) Heard on 
7.110 with VOA relay 0900. (Morgan) 
1 -leard on 11.770A at 2030 -2045. (Sut- 
ton, Ohio) 

China -Radio Peking's 2200 news is 
noted only on 15.385 now; 15.060 then 
carries Home Service in Chinese in 
parallel (at 2350) with 11.830; the 
0400 -0430 English session is generally 
audible on 6.105, 6.201, 7.500; 6.700 
(this channel varies, but transmitter 
k same one reported as on 6.800. 6.780, 
6.750, 6.746) has Home Service then. 
Noted on 15.08 at fair level 1700 in 
Chinese to as late as 2230. Home Serv- 
ice heard 0300 on 9.040, 9.080, 7.500, 
6.230, 6.200. (Balbi, Morgan, Calif.) 

I Colombia -HJKH, 5.070A, Sutaten- 
za, has fine signal 1800 -0200 sign -off 
(some days closes 0100). (Saylor, Va.) 
IIJBB, "Voz de Cucuta," 4.815, noted 
2030 at fair level; HJFC, "La Voz Ar- 
menia," 6.010, noted 2115 in Spanish. 
(Nyquist, Sweden) 

Cook Islands- ZLIZA, 6.180. 500 
watts, is scheduled Tues. and Thurs. 
2000 -2100, Wed. 2330 -2400. (N. Z. DX 
Times) 

Costa Rica-TIFC, 9.647, good in 
English from around 2200; requests 
reception reports. (McGraw, Ohio; 
limber, Calif., others) 

Cuba -COCO, measured 9.532, Ha- 
vana, noted 0710 in Spanish. (Fergu- 
son, N. C.) 

Czechoslovakia -Radio Prague, 9.550, 
noted with English to North America 
1930 -2000. (Kelley, North Shore SWL 
Club, Jacksonville, Fla.) And parallel 
over 11.760; has repeat at 2305 over 
9.550, 9.655A. (Foster, Ill.) English for 
Europe noted 1400 -1430 on 9.504. 
(Pearce, England) 

Denmark - Copenhagen broadcasts 
to the Faroe Islands on Sun. 0900 -1000 
over 9.520. (Radio Sweden) 

Dominican Republic -HI2L, 5.055A, 

Ciudad Trujillo, is good level around 
2230, announces for "Voz del Tropico." 
HI1Z, 6.112, is fair level in Spanish 
around 2130. (Foster, Ill.) Has disc 
session 1730 -1800 daily in both Spanish, 
English. (Powers, Ohio) 

Ecuador -HCJB, 9.743, noted 0600 
at fair level in Quebec. (Fleischman) 

Egypt -Radio Cairo, 9.475, noted 
with news 1330. (Crago, Md.; Young, 
N. Y., others) Has news 0800 on 17.725 
for Southeast Asia. (Pearce, England) 
Heard on 9.790A at 1715 in Arabic. 
(Morgan, Calif.) 

El Salvador -YSAXA, 11.945, San 
Salvador, noted Tues. with Spanish - 
English lesson 1915 -1930 (may be other 
days too). (Powers, Ohio) 

Ethiopia -Niblack, Ind., has logged 
Radio Addis Ababa on new 15.342AV 
at 1357 when identified in English; 
usually is buried by VOA relay at 
Tangiers on 15.345. 

Finland-Helsinki's 6.120 outlet is 
heard in Sweden QSA3 around 0900- 
1000. (DX- Radio, Sweden) 01X4, 
15.190, noted 0600 with news. (Sutton, 
Ohio) 

France -Paris, 11.700, is good level 
in English for British Isles 1500 -1600. 
(Lilley, Md.) And parallel over 6.045 
(best) and 9.625. (Sutton, Ohio) Paris, 
11.920, noted at strong level ending 
Arabic session 1400. (Niblack, Ind.) 

French Equatorial Africa - Radio 
Brazzaville noted back on 9.440 parallel 
11.970 around 1700 -2040 closedown and 
again after 2400. (Balbi, Calif.; Fergu- 
son, N. C., others) Has musical request 
sessions Sun. 0545 -0630 (should be on 
15.595, 6.025) and 1815 -1900, should be 
on 9.440, 11.970). (Catch, England, 
others) Requests should be sent to P.O. 
Box 108, Brazzaville, Fr. Equatorial 
Africa. 

French West Africa -Radio Dakar, 
4.950, is heard in Japan 1500 or 1530 to 
1600 when closes with "La Marseil- 
laise." (JSWC) Noted again on 9.562A 
with news in French 0230. 

Germany -RIAS, 6.006, Berlin, is 
solid signal at 1757; news in German 
1800. Stuttgart, 6.030. is fair level with 
news in German by man 1800. (Cox, 
Dela.) Sudwestfunk, 7.265, Baden - 
Baden, noted 1740 with dance music; 
at 0300 with news in German; NWDR, 
Hamburg, 6.075, noted 1645 with news 
in German, with light music when 
tuned 0115. (Pearce, England) 
Cologne, 5.980, noted 0130 with news 
in German; on 11.795 at 1745 with 
news in German and music. (Sander- 
son, Australia) 

Greece -Radio Athens is again using 
9.607 (instead of 11.718) for news 124.5- 
1300 closedown. (Astrom, Jonsson, 
Sweden; Pearce, England) Forces Sta- 
tion, 7.420, Athens, heard closing 1704 
with Greek National Anthem. (Pearce) 

Greenland - Astrom and Jonsson, 
Sweden, say a Greenland station is 
heard on 3.200 and 1500 kc. at 0430- 
0645. 

Guatemala - TGNB, 9.668, noted 
2240 in English. (Brooks, Kans.) Is 
again using TGNC, 11.850, in parallel. 

(Continued on page 126) 
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THE WORLD'S FINEST 3 SPEED 
AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER 

SPECIAL 
LIST PRICE 

I [.. Depth hei..s ball 2,,". Rt. 1. Ili.. Atall..hie ls Ott 

:. turnover Ceramic or O.E. Triple -Play c.lrtridg,. 
COLLARD Model 3/531 changer 29.50 
COLLARO Model 3/531 with Turnover Ceramic cartridge Net 31.50 
COLLARD Model 3/531 with G.E. Triple Play RPX -010 cartridge in- tailed Net 32.50 

45 RPM SPINDLE 
Slip? 011 iii nlare of regular apin Ile. elluilnatiug tie of renter inserr i- ItP\t I. rl 

GSA Spindle 

1200 F REEL 

Genuine 
Plastic Base 

RECORDING TAPE 
Shpg WI. If or. 

LAFAYETTE made a terrific 
deal with one of the leading 
manufacturers of reert ling lape 
to Supply UM with their rrgul,r 
tape which sells fur almost 

plus twice inir prise WE GUAR 
postage FACT ON OROYOUR MONEY 

t o a'' BACK. The finest, professinn- 
al-quallty recording tape obtalnahle. Highest performance 
for thousands of playing,. Red Oxide Base In a smooth. 
uniform coaling: greater signal strength; with maximum 
fidelity; uniform frequency response from a0. 15.000 cps 

CARDVyELI 
HF CONVERTER U s c{ 

List 4..av 
Net 13.95 ea. 

Lots of 3 

Singly 14.45 ea. 

3.23 

NEW POCKET AC -DC VOM 
MULTITESTER 

9.95 
This in of 
the be-t ' Lafa- 
ytate h.,s : r :tar, -i in 

a Ride Range AC-DC 
MULTITESTER. .tri 
ideal portable unit that 

nets the need for coins 
a. t. yet lugged lest In- 
truulent. Has ease d 'p 

eratlon usually FOUND 
ONLY IN MORE EX- 
PENSIVE INSTRU- 
MENTS. 11.,. . I.!..:. 

I, 

1":rs fill '," rert.ro- 
ead -rale l'es l'7 

\ ,nl 11.1. ro tiny caster 

. O.C, 51.5. 
I.. sime shot 

. o died C In- 
\ ..Lt for etrri 

. ,,.. .,.. r 1 i... o,ls. Shpg. \\'t. 

MODEL RW 27C omNete In Lots of :: 9,45 
si:,gl, a. 9.95 

Outstanding Value" The r .srbtr II I.. 
0rem 

entire ntire !'111' 
A14 o.:eilLtror. nail'', il 

,Node. Features prints' ! 

gain 13 tu I II ii,- I .ql. 
tuner. 25 -1 ge:l 
switch for t'IlF, S ii!- 
casa ';l x ..:. 

. , , 1.'., I:.J 
145 Us. 
CARDWELL ES -1 Concerter -Lots of 3 each 

Singly eon h 
13.95 
14.45 

3 LENS TU RRET MICROSCOPE 
IOO2200X.300X 

Preciaiee built fer 
accuracy and long lasting service. 
Triple position turret bold. I 
achromatic wlorcorr.cted objec 
fives fer magnjhcatien of 100X, 
200X and 300X power! Hay base 
and stand -- inclines through 90. 
Dual knob focusing by rock and 
pinto*. Adjustable plane cubstage 

Nigh-grade *optics mirror. 
ed throughout! Complete with 
fitted wooden carrying case and 
slide.. Shim. Wt. 4'.2 lbs. 

F10 NET 1.45 

HIGH FIDELITY 
AMPLIFIER KIT 

10 WATT - BUILT -IN 
PREAMPLIFIER For - -- 

G.E. Reluctance Cartridge Fa 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 20.20.000 CYCLES 

SARKES TARZIAN 
VHF TUNER 

L'r. 

Latest Type 
Complete 

With 2 
ua I Tubes 

Reg. price Our pre 
$14.95 

Brand new, in original Western 
Electric's jewelers case. Sup- 
plied with receiver. receiver 
cord, battery cord end plug 
(less batteries). Money back 
guarantee. Act now while they 
1.511 Uses Burgess 2C2C30E and 
SR batteries at $1.55 per set. 

W Eg? MICROPHONE 
'ELECTRIC 

MIy 

Magnetic Head 
UTC Gunter Trarsformer 

A terrific value! High impedance mike 
with -55 db output level. Compact. 
modern. slim styling. Contains W.E. 
253A magnetic head and UTC mincer. 
Silver plastic casing with detachable 
desk stand. Lightweight - only II 
ounces. Complete with O ft. cable. 

PA -23 Net 3.95 

3.95 

li..0 :" bait . li- 
cI.e shafts. Excellent gal rr injection. 

1,ßr 10 r I 

' -ltC'l and ilia tube, and d:iel 1. 
I times the prise: 
TL24 -In lot, of :1 ..,J:.... 

Singe' ew11... 
..... _ 4.45 

95 

DUAL STYLUS - TRIPLE PLAY 

n cd lar i i:I.IIL,Iio:., ttl'. 
I. I pun-I <rl,ral,. t 

I.,las 

ammisplalit 

\CI. 1-, 
r,ma. 

KT-23 sraln,lete 101111 tubes Net 19.95 

l' :lplc 

. lou IA, d , 

110 .120 talt 
with 3D Jiaau_.. 

TWIN LENS IMPORTED CAMERAS 
-. X 21.'. NEGATIVES 

With F3.5 Coated Lens 

A 69.50 VALUE! 
only at Lafayette 

Stock Ne. 
F.32 

Shpg. WI. 7 lbs. 

Built -in Flash Synchronization 
Fingertip Focusing 
Sportsfinder 
9 Speed Shutter I to 1/200 Ser. 
Double Exposure Prevention 
Matched Coated Lcnses are 
Coupled in Helical Mount 
Accepts 120 Roll Film 

29.95 

t DIAMOND and 
SAPPHIRE 

LIST S31-.9a 
Replacement for All G.E. 

RPX -050 TriplePlay Cartridges! 
Stock No. PK -29 Ne 11.95 

30 POWER TELESCOPE 

Weighs only 8 

^.. 
ounces' All mttal- chrome trimmed' 

I i 4 n hods. Ilam-i gluon.. 
:ati, h.nr. Sharp. elr.u, Irtlll í,u:ß 

in nth, s sir as tine WIN. pulir.. l',rvl 
al:entr:lg --,p 

same 
nstlning. 1nr Long ,litan 

. lo, up t (ring. "loc. 1. :ill I Ao.,-r 
11.111srp di.l eI pL,ted 'nl. for monih.p slily 

'_I Inns... - ,rl. sal l'' 

PRECISION DRAFTING SET 
I I Pieces -Fitted FltLined Case 

Made In Germany. of heavy brass. no kid 

pa 
odC polished. Instruments in. 

Compass with pencil and ve" elude S' 
and lenglhemne bar. 5' , 

older, three 3'a" sidewheel bow div,drs 
with needle point. pan point and p- nail 
point. 5" Pollee pen. extra handle Ins' 

Pc. or pencil. capsule with extra 1, 11, 
Interchangeability of these many plat 
makes this an exceptionally versatile set 

nor mane) bark -d this set is r , 

th twice our price' 
F13 ... Net 2.15 

GERMAN ARMY KNIFE 
First Time 

3.95 

At Under S8 
GI, I.. ri s 'u \\. 

..t super his' ref 
`;hurt 

l 
hl Fier 

.porting .t made' i 
'1 sa'na type blade. 1',' Viii 
Wade. tunlard N t Jrp'er. 

r 
Phtl- 

üns s r dris sr. s ronln -nnlnl 
to ch,'d ti r tane rra'un'1m'h- 
assl blade 

sa 
can °Usenet. and bort L' 

one ter. \\'ithstands the ronce.' 
treatment. Sling. SVt. I n. 

F51. ..- 3.95 

NEVER BEFORE AT THIS PRICE 

IMPORTED DIRECT 
PRISM -COATED 

LENSES 

BINOCULARS 
ALL-METAL CONSTRUCTION 
INDIVIDUAL FOCUS 
COMPLETE WITH LEATHER 

CASE L STRAPS 
F15, 7 1 35 with case . Net 22.50 
P103. 7 SO with case Net 24.95 
F -104, 12 SO with case . _ Net 32.50 

with order, Add 10r /r Fed ter 

REGAL UNIVERSAL UNDERDASH 
'l'hi wsiterel ulsmlÍng 
.mm rs.li ;I's under the 

AUTO RADIO 

IL-583 

DEPT. R L 

Include 

I \'.:. \ 

: ,\ 

I I 

vl_ 24.95 

NEW YORK,N.Y. 100 Sixth Ave. 

BRONX,N.Y. 542 E.FerdhamR 

NEWARK NJ. 

_PLAINFIELD,NJ. 

BO STO N, MASS. 110 Fedsal St. 

postage with order. 

24GRtralAve. 

139West2EdStt. 
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McGEE OFFERS $100,000 STOCK OF CUSTOM RADIO CHASSIS 
NEVER BEFORE AT SUCH LOW PRICES! EVEN SAVE ON COAXIAL SPEAKERS AND RECORD CHANGERS 

(A) HALLICRAFTERS S-78A (8) JACKSON FA8C (C) JACKSON AM9A 

11-TUBE FM-AM HALLICRAFTERS 
Regular $89.50 $6995 

McGEE's SALE PRICE LESS 
SPEAKER * HIGH FIDELITY * AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL 

(AI Hall,erafters Model S 78A, 11 tube FM -AM superhet custom chats,. Sise 73 a" x 
1242 x I1' deep. Complete with tubes. knobs. escutcheon. diagram ana mstruet,ons. 
Receives broadcast 540 to 1700 W. lus FM 85 to 138m . AFC holds FM stations in 
perfect tune. Output transformer matches 3.2 ohm or 500 Bohm. Nigh fidelity response. 
50 to 14.000 cps. Bass boost tone control. A full 11 tube transformer powered chassis 
with push -pull 6K6 audio. This chassis found in $400 to $600 radio combinations. 
Has input for crystal phono Self -powered preamplifier necessary for O.E. 
variable reluctance Cartridge, S3.95 

pickup. 

S -7811 Nellie 11 tube FM -AM chassis. Ship. wt. 22 tbs. 569.95 
S -78A Hallicrafter with our CV -14v 12" coaxial PM speaker 579.95 
S -71111 Hallicrafter with our 15 -CR 15" coaxial PM s 589.95 
3/352 Collard 3 speed record changer. lease cartridge, $38.95 extra. 
3/352 Collate changer with O.E. RPX052 Golden Treasure cartridge. $58.95 extra. 

45 RPM spindle for Collare changer, $2.50 extra. 

PICK YOUR CHASSIS FROM THESE THREE 
EACH ONE AN OUTSTANDING McGEE VALUE! 

9 -TUBE HI- FIDELITY $3995 
SPEAKER 

RECEIVES BROADCAST 550 TO 1650 K.C. 

12 Watts Audio Separate Tone Controls 
D oadcast tuner °combined, l at 12 watt 

a than 
high fidelity 

normally pay for 
and 

amplifier alone. Pushpull 6V6 output. Frequency response from 30 to 
15.000 cps. Inputs for crystal or G.E. v riable reluctance pickup 
and crystal or dynamic microphone. Separate bass boost and treble 

matches 3.2 B 
ohmphp°eaaker, Heavy' duty 150c power 

Shielded 
n or 

output 9C/aana lrllume. 

ated slide rule dial with etched glass scale. 3 gang condenser with tuned R.F. stage 
n0 loop antenna- Receives broadcast 550 to 1650 kc. Size 13" long, 6 high and 

91/2" deep. Complete with tubes: 2.6EA6. BAUS. CBES. 65N7. 6AT6, 2.6V6 and 573. 
Knobs, escutcheon. diagram and instructions included. 
Model AMSA. Hi -Fi a pl'ifie, and tuner. Ship. wt. `.9 lbs. Sale price. $39.95 
Model AM9A with our CU -145 12" coaxial PM speaker, both for $49.95. 
Model AM9A with our 15 CR IS" coaxial PM speaker, both for 559.95. 

-TUBE JACKSON FM -AM $3995 
REGULAR $59.95 VALUE- ONLY 1000 TO SELL LESS 

SPEAKER 
(B) Model FA8C, Jackson 8 tube FM -AM custom chassis. Receives broadcast 
540 to 1600 kc. and FM 88 to 108 m 

c 
. 9" etched glass slide rule dial. Chassis 

size 7" x 13" x 7" high. Full superhet circuit with AVC- Complete with tubes: 
12AT7, 68E6, 2 -68A6, GALS, 6AT6, 6AQ5 and 6X4. Output transformer matches 
3.2 or 8 ohm speaker. Input for crystal pickup with radio -phono switch on front 
of chassis. Full size "High -Q" ferrit loop stick antenna mounted on chassis. 
Separate antenna for FM. Has bass boost tone control. Knobs, escutcheon, 
diagram and instructions included. 
Model FA8C, 8 tube FM -AM radio chassis. Ship. wt- 12 lbs. Sale price $39.95. 
Model FA8C with our CU -14V 12" coaxial PM speaker, both for $49.95. 
Model FA8C with our P15.CR 15" coaxial PM speaker, both for $59.95. 

McGee's Famous 

12 AND 15 INCH COAXIAL P.M. 
HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS 

1295 $2395 
12 -Inch 15 -Inch 

Model CU -14Y Model P15 -CR 

Model CU -14Y. 12" high fidelity coaxial PM speaker. Response 
from 30 to 17,500 cps. Full 6.8 oz. Alnico V magnet in the 12" 
woofer. Special coaxially suspended high frequency tweeter. Built - 
in crossover network. Only two wires to connect to your radio or 
amplifier. Matches 3.2 to 8 ohm output. Don't confuse this 
speaker with many cheap speakers that are offered. This is a fine 
quality speaker. Stock No. CU -14Y. Sale price $12.95 each, two 
for $25.00. 
Model P15 -CR, 15" high fidelity coaxial PM speaker. Response 
down to 20 cps. and up to 17.500 cps. Full 2112 oz. Alnico V 
magnet in the 15" woofer. Specially made, coaxially suspended 5" 
high frequency tweeter. Built -in crossover network. Only two 
wires to connect. Matches 3.2 to 8 ohm output transformer. A 
regular $62.50 list speaker. Model P1S -CR, McGee's Sale Price, 
$23.95. 

REG. $48.75 COLLARO CHANGER 
3-SPEED 
IMPORTED $3895 IMPORTED FROM ENGLAND 

McGEE'S SALE PRICE 

ecord 
t Cellat 

McGee for 
35n.ly3538.95." 

i English 
on sale 

changer popular among audio enthusiasts °all imported 

10 
r America. Plays all 3 speed and alln7 ices. Intermixes 
" and 12" ret ds of the same speed. Shuts off automatically after the last record. 

Heavy duty motor and turntable gives even peed ration. Rubber pallet turntable. 
Com pensabng spring shifts weight of tone : m for LPeand standard records. 

on 
head 

can be fitted with your favorite high fidelity cartridge. Each changer shipped with a mplete 
sheet. Large 45 RPM spindle 52.50 extra. Changers , 143/.." long. 1314" w 43 ' 

above motor board and 27,e' below. Ship. Wt. 20 los. Model 3, 352 Collaro changer. 
leas cartridge $38.95. With G.E. RPX -052 Golden Treasure variable reluctance cartridge 
558.95. 

ENGLISH GARRARD CHANGERS 
RC -BO WITH GE $b851 RC -90 WITH GE RPX -052188" 

G "Triu RPX -DM del RC -80. 3 speed automatic Cre,ord 
Model 
changer. 

Al n w 3 .peed 
automatic record than 4 

All a the lop - 
automabsa'ly d nué ° ón 

Plays 
halt 3eealaa. muents. Has 

RC-80. 
adjustablea :peed éo develop- 

ments. 
y duty AC pond motor and weighted regulate speed faster or slower on all 3 Heavy 

gives constant speed. Muting itch speed settings Manual position for play,ny silences pickup during change cycle. Corn E . New pole heavy duty AC 

° Cher 
won two separate. lug -in shells for 

single 
motor and heavy turntable eliminates wow. 

c ystal r G.E. variable eluetance cart- Complete with two separate plug4in shells for 
ridge. Overall , 1314" wide, 151,,y" deep desired rtr,dge. Finishes cream and 

5and 8" high. 2t/ below motor board and brown. 151'y' long. 1312"' wide.m 5la' 
1/2- above. 105 -125 volt, 60 cycle AC. above motor board and 37e below. Ship. 

Ship- wt. 20 lbs. Large 45 RPM spindle wt. 19 lbs. Large 5 RPM spindle 53.43 
$3.43 extra. Model RC -SO G changer. extra- Model RC -90 Garrard changer. less 

Less cartridge 545 51iln 
With flip -over crystal cartridge 566.11. With flip-over crystal cart" 

052 G.E. Golden ridge 572.06. With O.E. Golden T 
T reasure ca. triage 565.51. variable reluctance cartridge 588.11. 

WALNUT RADIO -PHONO- CABINET 
Mode for 5900.00 Class Copehart 

Cost Over S200.00 to Build 

SALE! 

RADIO 
PHONO 
COMBO 

CABINETS 
For S800.00 
Class Sets 

(Pictured to 
the Left) 

$5995 
No. K -275 (left ill ion). Walnut radio-phono canmet 2" 
h. 42" w. 22" deep. Made for Capehart selling for 5900. Ra- 
dio chassis area 14" h. Ist /2" w. Changer compartment 14 "x 
26" 12" baffle o letely enclosed. Cabinet weighs approx. 
175 lbs. Ship. wt, 275 lbs. Sale price 559.95. 

WALNUT RADIO -PHONO CABINET $5995 
Made for $700.00 Class Capeharts 

8 .175 (right ill ion). Walnut radio -phono cabinet 37" h. 40' w. 21 deep. Radio rea 144z wide- Changer compart- ment 251- wide. Hinged top lifts in two sections. Baffle for 'x 

2 speakers. made for 5700 Capehart combination. Ship. wt. 160 lbs. Sale price 559.95. 

r /t 
1 

$100.00 LIST $3995 
"a10" BUICK 

AUTO RADIO 
6 AND 12 VOLT MODELS 
No. 981320. 7 tube 6 volt 
Buick radio. Custom made for 
50, '51. 52 Buick. Also '53 uick special only. Cost over $100 retail. Push -but- 

ton tuning, tone control, built -in e" PP 
6V6 audio. Ship. wt. 20 Ibo. For a limited time. 
sale priee Only $39.95. 

d e 

TELEVISION CONSOLE CABINETS AT LESS THAN FACTORY COST! 
FOR YOUR TV CHASSIS- MODELS FOR 27 INCH TO 16 INCH CHASSIS 

21" MAHOGANY FULL DOOR CAB...559.95 21" MAHOGANY CAB......... ......S24.95 
Ide No. 21 -0FM. 21" Mahogany open front. 37" h. 

2042x- e eP Chassis re 
deeps. Baffleefor. 10"::17a47.' 0" peaker. Smallw v r II, but 

Splenty big gh. for 21 et. Made for a $295 TV set. 
hip. wt. BS lbs. Sale price $24.95. 

(a) No. 27 -MA. Mahogany with full doom for 21 ". 24" 
and 27" TV. 4n" h- .01'a" w. 23" deep. Chassis area 

25 . 181a" deep. Baffle for 10" speaker. 
A beautiful cabinet that over the factory r $100. 
Made for a $600 TV set. Ship. vet, 90 lbs. Sale price 
$59.95. Blank panel $S.00 extra. 

21" 34' DOOR MAHOGANY CAB. $59.95 
(b) No. 27.34MA. Mahogany with V. doors for 21 ". 
24" and 27" sets. 43" h. 311a" w. . 22 ,' " deep. Chassis area 27í/a" W. 26W. h. 21" deep- Baffle cut 
for 2 10'4 eakers. Made for one of Ameica's largt 

over builders. Cost o r 5100. Sh 
esip. 

wt. 90 tbs. Sale 
price $59.95. Blank panel 55.00 extra. 

21" MAHOGANY FULL DOOR CAB....S44.95 
(c) No. 21FDT. 21" full door mahogany. 39" h. s e 27" w. 22" deep. Chasid area 24" w. 2142 

mahogany. 
h. IRS.. 

deep. Baffle for 12 speaker. Panel cut for 21" tube. 
Made for a $395 set by y famous ous TV factor Ship. wt. 
75 lbs. Sale price 544.95. 

No. 951323. 8 tube 12 volt 
uick d o. Custom made for 

all '53 Buiekf except the Spe- 
cial. Cost over 00 retail. 
agic Sel ctronic single push- button tu es set electronically. 

B uilt -in 8" peaker, tone con 
troll PP 12V6 audio. Ship. wt. 
20 b.. Sale p ye 539.95. 

11" MAHOGANY FULL DOOR CAB....529.95 
le) No. AN 30. Mahogany with full doors. 36" h. 
24" W. 2ISa" deep. Chassis are 22" w. 173/4" h. 
18s/4" deep. Blank pi nel. Holds 17 TV easily. Baf- 
fle 

cost 
speaker. Shi 

mous TV factory. OSale 
On es $29.9,. 

17" WALNUT V2 DOOR CABINET....$24.95 
If) No- AH -85A. Walnut with half doors. 36" h. 
20x4' w- 21t/2" deep. Chassis area 19T w. ISb'E" h. 
less" deep. Blank panel. Will hold most 17" sets. 
Raffle cut for 10" caner. Ship. wt. 65 lbs. An attrac- 
tive well proportioned cabinet on at only $24.95. 

11" TV CAB. WITH PHONO DRAWER.$19.95 
(91 No. SE 21. TV -phono comb. 40" h. 24" 181 /y" 
ChanBlank pan,. TV chassis area 19" h- 2054' 

ger drawer 193/4^ w. 13" deep. Baffle for 10" 
peaker. Mahogany finish. Ship. wt. 75 lbs. Sale price 

519.95. 

MIKE- PHONO- BROADCAST OSCILLATOR $795 
Sensational ow 1955 model micophone -phono oscillator for the 
broadcast ha d. Have own miniature radio station that broadcasts 
Only y in your own home- Plugs in to 110 volt house current- Input Jacks 

crystal m ke player, Priced with tubes 12X8 and 
70L7. Stock No. LE -3. ship, wt. 3 lbs. Sale price 57.95. Crystal 
mike and des stand $4.95 extra. 

McGEE RADIO COMPANY 
PRICES 

F 0.B. KANSAS CITY 
S D 250ó OR FULL 

REM TTANCE WITH ORDER. 
B AL. SENT C.O.D. 

OUR NEW ADDRESS IS 

1901 McGEE St., KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 
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McGEE'S YEAR END BARGAIN SALE! VALUES 

TRAVLER PERSONAL PORTABLE RADIO $1495 .+R® McGee's Xmas Special 
Model 5300. Trawler personal portable radio. Attractive two tone 

case and brown c sturdy plastic with metal grill. tube 
superhet with full s e 3" Alnico V speaker. Has lerrit stick ,pop 
anenna for added sensitivity. 'Exceptionally fine tone and good 
volume for a radio s mall. Case e. 6" 9" 2" thick. Uses 

671:2 volt '8' battery and 2 ne long style 113 volt flash 
cells for A.' Handy carrying handle folds into when not in 

Model 5300 Trawler superhet personal portable radio. Ship. wt. 
case 

lbs. Sale price 
Only 514.95. Battery kit $1.95 extra. 

50 -WATT BOOSTER AMPLIFIER 

BO 

50-WATT 
OSTER AM P. 

$3995 

2 -Mike Pre -Amp 512.95 Extra. Not a 

Kit, but a Manufactured Amp. 
A sensational value. A 50 watt booster am 

tubes. Connect to your present amplifiera a boosterltor use with (the PR' 2X o e amplifier 
to allow the use of 2 microphones and one s low level input. The amplifier has one input 

t n sf giving watts í. Amplifier a 25 potted case high fidelity outpurao mewttaa audio. 
250 hm 2 powt an. 

and SLIM) rectifier. 
` -6L6 T 8vari tone 

controls fo master volume bass boost tone ol. Chassis / 141/2-. 
Model No. Ship. lbs. Sales ste 25, 2 mike in 

put pre- 
amplifier elugs directly the PASS So watt booster amplifier. Allows use Of 2 
microphones. either crystal or dynamic and one input. Furnished with N. 
connecting cable ana plug for mote pled of the 50 watt booster. Chassis , !. 

? ¡" x 2. a', Model PR -28, Sale price, 512.9 5. 

TRUMPETS AND SPEAKERS FOR AMP 

25 Watt 
HORN AND 

DRIVER 
25 watt driver and 3,,a foot air col- 
umn re-entrant trumpet. The standard 
type outdoor trumpet and driver most 
widely used. Drivers 

le 

e 1007 
weatherproof. Trumpet is spun alu- 
minum. Offered to you at a Consider- 
able saving. Ship. wt. 20 lbs. Stock 
No. MCC -H25, Sale price $27.95. 

25 -Watt 
Weather - 

Proof 
Out -Door 
Speaker 

$2795 

12" PM AND LEATH- 

ERETTE BAFFLE, S1.95 

LOTS OF 10, $1.50 EA. 

Bel -Com 2 -Way Loudspeaker Intercom $795 
FUN FOR THE KIDS- PRACTICAL FOR ADULTS 

a `practical` intercom for 
gift 

or 
the 

office. 
ltlr as 

New Bel'Com self- powered 2 station intercom housed in sturdy one piece 
burgundy color molded ca Each unit has a carbon 

opn1uTe and ith distances up 
PM 

top 150 'ft 
Gives 

t just 
regular flashlight batteries. 

u 
No AC power required. room 

2 NO 6 dry cells may be Used for distances greater than 
ft. System 

be and`battorils. Extra wire 
etcable 2Il a te 

with 
per ft. Stock No. 8L -4, 2 station interco complete only 
57.95. Packaged in attic tuve gift carton. 

18 RPM -AMPLIFIED RECORD PLAYER $895 
.s11125P.. 3 -TUBE AMPLIFIER v / 6 x 9 Speaker, Leatherette Cabinet. Buy 

er 
at Less Than Parts Cost. Now, 

you c have a good quality low cost record play for the kids' room. 
Only 

can 
buys this 78 RPM layer. Completely wired 3 tube 

amplifier with 12ÁV6. SOBS and 38W4 tuoes. Separate tone and volume 
co controls. Leatherette covered cabinet 95,' " 12" I51.'2" hih, de 
to set on the floor. Heavy 6 x 9" speaker, crystal pickup arm and a 7e 
RPM in 'le speed phono motor. Ideal for the children's playroom. All 
you d0 fasten the speaker, phono motor, and amplifier into 
the cabinet- Cabinet is p pre -cut. no hoes to 

pickup 
a few 

ffinutes required to assemble. Complete with simple instructions. Offered at 
e than the of the parts. Stock No. CPR -78K, Ship. wt. IS lbs. 

Sales price 58.88. Shipped via Express only. 

3- STATION INTERCOM MASTER $1695 
SUB -STATIONS $3.95 EACH 

Powerful 3 station intercom master housed in a chrome 
plated metal cabinet 71/2" 6" x 5 ". Full 3 tube ampli- 

Cafier for AC -DC operation. P -to -talk switch is on top of 

binet. Volume control. off-on switch no station elector 

sublocated 
O either ide. May be used With n to three 

-stations. 
on 

is quiet except when talk-listen switch 
presses. or when all -back itch is press ed at the sub. 

Ship. wt. 10 lbs. Model MPMA3, 3 station m , $16.95. 
Matching sit b.statiOn, Model PM -A3, complete with S. 
Alnico V PM speaker and call -back switch. 53.95 e h or 
3 for $10.00. Requires 3 wire intercom cable, $1.95 per 
100 ft , 500 f - for 58.95. 

Heavy 12 "' PM speaker ker and the finest leath- 
erette red wall baffle that we have ever 
offered. New woven plastic grill. Baffle 

Convred 
with top quality tan leatherette. 

entional s inn wall type baffle with 
12 er. Stock No. CA -12, $7.95 Lots 
of 10, 57.50. 

Order From This 2 -Page Ad. 

DEALERS -SERVICEMEN 
WRITE US -For Our Big 

Catalog and Bargain Flyers! 

10 WATT 
PORTABLE 

SYSTEMP 
P.A. RADIO KIT 

10" PM SPEAKER 
CRYSTAL MIKE 

534.95 

6 -TUBE 2 BAND 

PA -12, S tube 10 watt portable P.A. sys- 
tem- Push-pull 7C5s. U.L. approved 

Inputs fer ci crystal 
a frequency 

nd phono. 
Separate volume 

microphone 
and variable 

tone control- Heavy 10" 10 in bottom Ao of ease. 
PM 

speaker. Amplifier f 
removable 

21" 
ck- 

16'. 
mplete 3with5 tubes. 

crystal mike on non-re m vable desk stand 
and e nestingg cables Stock No. PA -12. 
Snip wt 40 Ibo Sale ° only 334 95 

$149s 
6 tube, 2 
band AC -DC radio kit, 
complete with 
speaker and 
Plastic Cabi- 
net. Popular 
with schools 

fand colleges 
or training 

in radio. Re. 
Broad 

cast and 6.14 shortwave. Full 2 gang 
superhet with 5" speaker and slide rule 
dial. A complete kit with tubes: 12X8, 
2- 1251(7, 12507, SOLS and 3525. dia- 
gram and instructions. Cabinet 13" 
6x4" a 6.e ". Ship. wt. 12 lbs, Model 
ME6.2, Net $14.95. 

RADIO -TV SER VICEMEN 
FAMOUS STANDARD 
COIL CASCODE TV 

TUNERS 
S12.95 EACH 
2 FOR 525.00 

TV-2000 a Stand- 
s Coil 

L. 

Stand- 

complete with 
115 and 

Thousands of TV sets use this famous t , 

T 12 channels (2 thru 131. For 21 m 
I.F. circuit. This tuner will give 2 to 1 
better rece reception than the old pentode type. 
Many servicemen replace all ldee tuners 
with this cascode del. Available with 
either 27/a" a0 4t¡.^ shaft length. A tre- 
mendous purchase makes our low $12.95 

Staere possible. Specify shalt length desired, 
ck 

3 , TV2 ÓÓ 
3, Sale once $12.95 

NEW RCA TUNER S7.95 
rand new famous 201E1 RCA 13 channel 

tuner complete with 3 -616 tubes. Com 
pletely wired, ready t0 connect to video 
I. F. strip. Tuners are all new and have 
convertor coil for separate sound, a ed 
in the RCA 630 TV chassis. Stock 

used 

RCA -13P tuner complete with 3 -616 tubes. 
Sale price only $7.95. 

Builders -Experimenters! 
TV Tuners Less Tubes 
TV tuner. for experimenters and builder.. 
Your choice 

ene 
our Inst e rument Sto k ̀ No. 

GI -13X for only $2.95, less tubes. Type 
uses 2 -6AGS or 2 -68CS and a 12ÁT7 tube. 

e Has diameter channel sel shaft 
irid 

screwdriver adlus tment for fine tuning, 
t does not have the co 

n 
r trie fine tuning 

shalt. Sale price- less tubes 52.95. The 
01 -135. General 1 is of 
the tuning condenser type instead of coil switching 

r 
witching a angement. No tubes or con- vertor coil included. Complete with fine tuning concentric shaft and diagram. Sale 

price. less tubes only $2.95. 3 -6J6 tubes 

24 " -27" MAHOGANY TV 
CABINET S39.95 

fc°` binet r 2° face for 7 
or 24" television 
chassis. 44" high, 30.x" wide and 241 4" 
deep. Will hold a TV 
chassis 29" high, 29" 

Off-de and 23.'2" deep. ered at a fraction 
Ofthe manufacture. the 

Limited quan- 
tity ailable. Has 
room for 8" or IO- 

This cabinet 
and other TV cabinets 

listed might also be 
fidfarted t0 a high 

elily soaker baffle. 
Stock No. 11,275. Ship. wt- 90 lb. Sale 

e 539.95. Blank front panel available 
at 55.00 entra. 

STANDARD COIL 
TV BOOSTER 

S1.95 

CLASSIFIED BARGAIN LISTINGS. SPECIAL 
PRICES, MOSTLY BELOWREPLACEMENT ' 
COST. SOME AT A FRACTION OF THEIR BARGAIN LISTINGS 

PRODUCTION COST. 

Model 5 -51. standard Coil TV booster only Band new m factory cartons. Uti- 
lors 

printed circuit nigh frequency circuits moroved performance. Average gain 6 or 7 volts on low channels and S or e. v'oltts 
on high channels. One knob tuning and channel selection. Has SAKS tube. Modern design dark brown plastic cabinet 8"x45 s' sal a . For 110 ton. Ship. a ° wt. S lb. Sale`IpriceC $7.95. 
2 for $15.00. 
78 RPM phono motors with turntable, for 
110 volt, 60 cycle operation. Stock No. 
NR- .. Sale price $1.29 each. 

$5.00 S for only 
Portable cases intended for tape recorders 
of various types. Stock No. NR -2, 56.99 $2.99' each. 3 assorted for 
General Electric Model = 1201. 12", 14.5 
o z. Alnico V magnet, PM speaker. 514.95 Stock No. NR -3 
12" RCA PM speaker with 3.2 on. magnet. 
Stock No. NR -4. $3.95 each $10.50 3 for 

13th 90`esil00 sohmkefield 
°á 

Field c l type r. 

Stock No. NR-5 1.a9 
6 9", 1000 ohm field speaker. 990 
Stock No. NR -6 
8 ", 750 ohm field speaker with 6V6 99c Output transformer- Stock No. NR-7 

Kit of 50 assorted TV knobs. $1.99 Stock No- NR -10 
Kit of SO assorted Radio knobs. 79C Stock No. NR -11 
Kit of Co assorted set screw tyre $1 .x9 radio knobs. Stock No- NR -02... 
Kit of 1 pound radio and TV hardware, nn, 
nuts ana bolts. _tuck No. NR -13... íG0 
Kit of 10 assorted TV focus coils. 
Some magnet types. $4.95 Stock 'o. NR14 
Kit of 25 Television filter condensers- Alu- 
minum FP type. Lae preduc- 54.95 
lion Stock No. NR -15 
Kit f 25 Micamold tubular el lytics 
foe television, radio and amplifier 54.95 use Stock No. NR -16 sF s 
Kit f SO. 1 watt I type insulated 

castors. Good sizes. $1.49 Stock No. NR -17 
Kit of 25 Micamold ISO It tubular filter 
banks for AC.DC radios. All multiple sec- 
tion banks. All good sizes. $4.95 Stock No. NR -IS 
Kit f 100 assorted 400 and 600 volt plas- 
tic tubular bypass condensers. SA.95 .001 to .1 mfd. Stock No. NR -l9 
Kit of 10. 1' to 1 con- 
trols. All with hafts at last 

volume l. a long 
and with on-off switch. $2. Stock No. NR 20 
Kit of 25 TV voltage dividers. 20 51.A9 
to SO watt- Stock No. NR -21.. 9 
Kit of 10, 56 ke I.F. coils. Regu- 51.99 
lar and midget sizes. No. NR -22.. 

Kit of 21 ss orted radio and TV small tube 
sockets. All late production. 
Stock NO. NR -23 49c 
Kit of 10 single TV controls. Part 99 51. were und. Stock NO. NR -24... s7 s7 

Kit f loo assorted O. watt and 1 watt 
insulates r. istors. All good sic and all 
coded. Latest production. 

es 

$1.99 Stock No. NR -25 
Deal of 5 television flybacks (Horizontal 
output transformers) all for ly $7.95. 
Includes 1 Phileo flyback. 2 of our 7713 
G.E. built flyback, 1 NO. 76381 RCA fly- 
back as used o 

n 
Model 7T11fl chess 

and nd l No. PCIO120 flyback 
used by RCA, Cancha, t, Emerson and others. 

se only one of these flyback for TV serv- 
ice and you have your tment back. 
Ship. wt. 6 lbs. Stock No, MOORS 57.95 
deal of S flyback. for only 
Deal of S popular deflection yokes for TV 
service, only $7.9S. Rememoe , your cost 
on Yokes is 56.00 or more regular net. 
Now you get these top quality yokes 
for only $2.00 each and have plenty or 
hand. You get 4-70 degree cosine 

lucky 
makes this 

degree yoke. 
k value possible. Stock Sk NO WA-52 

deal of S deflection yokes 57.95 for only 
Assortment of 10 width and linearity coils 
for only $1.49. Here a. lmont 
that every TV service shops 

an 
have. 

We find that it is not hard to tell by the 
DC resi and general appearance the 

Ìcoil that you need. ur this assortment 
t10 width and linearity coils and 

ime and money. Stock No. 55 -10, 51.49 
10 width and linearity coils for only 

INDIVIDUALLY CARTONED ELECTRONIC RADIO & TV TUBES 
Ilel:ee coffers } wide seleeti,ill of meal quality TV and stadio tube t3Tms lull vi,lunl le r sneer Our private henni These are 
nut set mfg s. culls. nut carefully Inspected private line of tubes with a full li ,in. entee. Typ s listed are In stock in 
L I gaunt lty al this time. Thousands sold. Order .'.O tunas and take Ili' , O the listed Wires. 

IA76T .59 6Á05 49 616 .59 BUS .79 128117 .79 
183GT 1.09 6aU6 .49 6K6GT .69 6v6GT .59 125V7 .79 
1G4GT -59 CARS 59 65(70 59 SWGT .59 12170T .59 
1NSGT .59 GATE .49 6K76T .59 65 .39 12X8 .49 
1L4 .59 SAVE .49 6L6G I.09 6x7° .99 1207GT .59 
IRS .59 6AX4GT .89 6L6GA 1.09 6Zy50 .59 12SF5GT .59 
155 .59 6B8G .39 6PSGT -39 12A6 .49 12517M .59 
174 -59 613Á6 .49 654 59 12A8GT .49 125J7GT .59 
1750T .59 6047 .69 65RGT -89 12ALS .9 1254.701' .79 lu. .59 68C5 .59 65A7GT .59 124T6 .49 I4Á .69 
lU5 .59 6006 .49 sscicr .59 12ÁT7 .69 195066 1.79 
1X20 1.10 60E6 .59 6507137 .69 12AU6 .49 1978 .89 
3A4 .59 60F6 .59 65FSGT 49 12AU7 .69 25806GT .99 
304 .59 60060 1.29 65F7 .59 12ÁV8 .59 2516G7 .75 
354 ,59 6056 .59 6567 69 12ÁV7 .89 32L7GT .79 
3V4 .59 6036 .59 65H7GT .59 12x407 .59 3585 .59 
51146 .69 6927 -99 6517 .9 12Áe7 .69 3SCS 59 
5y3GT -49 68L7GT .99 658707 .39 12SÁ6 .59 35W4 .59 6AB4 .69 68060T .99 65L7GT .69 
6ÁF4 -99 6027 .99 65N76T .69 12887 69 35ZSGT -55 

SAIS .69 6C .39 65U7GT .69 1211E6 .59 SOBS .59 
SAKS .59 6CB6 .59 678 .79 12006 .59 SOCS 59 
SACS .49 C060 1.49 6Ú7G .69 125F6 .79 7OL7GT .99 

McGEE RADIO COMPANY 
PRICES F.O.B. KANSAS CITY 

SEND 2500 OR FULL 
REMITTANCE WITH ORDER. 

BAL. SENT C.O.D. 

OUR NEW ADDRESS IS 

1901 McGEE St., KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 

December. 1954 125 
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(Ferguson, N. C., others) "La Voz de 
las Americas," 6.950A, noted from 
around 1900 to 0200 sign -off; fair to 
weak signal, CWQRM is heavy and 
has QRM. (Saylor, Va.) TGWA, 9.760, 
is good level around 1900. (Foster, Ill.) 

Haiti -4VEH has "Listeners Post" 
at 0930 -1000 Sat. on 9.654 (actually 
measured 9.656), and Mon. 2030 -2100 
on 9.666. (Kapp, Calif.; Gates, Conn.; 
Foster, Ill.; Hicks, Ga., others) 4VRW, 
Radio Haiti. is noted on 6.165A (some 
list this one as on 6.216A) on Thur. 
2155 -2230 with "Musical Caravan" ses- 
sion in English. (Peterson, Texas) 
Radio Commerce, 6.088A, noted closing 
in French 2230. (Leon Levy, N. Y.) 

Holland -Radio Nederland, 6.025, 
Hilversum, heard ending English for 
North America 2210, fair level in N. Y. 
(Leon Levy) 

Hong -Kong - ZBW3, 9.525, noted 

alktutuk 
the 1\Je 

FAIRCHILD 
220 SERIES 
CARTRIDGE 

0445 with music and news. (Sanderson, 
Australia) 

Honduras -HRQ, "Voz de Suyapa," 
San Pedro Sula, 6.125, noted closing 
2325 with English as well as Spanish 
announcements; good level but with 
bad heterodyne. (Niblack, Ind.) 

Hungary -Radio Budapest, 11.910, 
noted with news 1705 tune -in. (Par- 
sons, Pa.) 

Iceland -TFJ, 12.175, noted Sun. 
only 1115 -1130 in Icelandic. (Nyquist, 
Sweden) Burns, Ill., says he heard this 
one on a Sun. at 1505 with music. 

India- Madras, 9.590, heard from 
1115 opening to past 1230 in native; 
peaks around 1140; Delhi is heard on 
11.620 now to Asia 0830 -0945, news 
0835A. (Morgan, Calif.) Delhi noted 
on 11.850 with news 1930. (Sanderson, 
Australia) 

Indo- China- "La Voix du Viet nrna," 

3-- 
-: An 
± 

iNLINEirirdwIXyxMatyif.f.E,c, 
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From Fairchild now comes development so st riling that it virtually 
obsoletes every other quality cartridge on the mark t. Look at the response 
curve! No peaks -completel uniform response to 17,000 cycles -and 
slow roll -off beyond -giving smooth natural sound! 

Then compare the Fairchild 220 to these other 
well -known cartridges. Peaks and jagged res- 

ponse curves mean rough sound -unnatural 
harshness even in the mid -range. 

The NEW Fairchild 220 Cartridge incorporates the famed 
moving. coil design, the only truly linear reproducing principle. 

6 
to 6 db higher output! 

Still higher compliance! 
Still lower moving mass! 
Even less record wear! 

Identify the NEW Fairchild 220 by its sparkling 
silver finish, symbolizing its peerless performance. 

Hear the NEW Fairchild 
220 Series Diamond Car- 
tridges at your audio 
dealer. You compare! 
Unequalled performance 
at only 4 37.so 

STILL AVAILABLE 
STILL UNEXCELLED 

IT CONVENTIONAL 
REPRODUCERS, 

The Fairchild 215 
Series Cartridges 

now of the lowered 
price of $ 29.75 
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Saigon, has Vietnamese 1745 -1900 (to 
0000 Sun.), 2300 -0000, 0530 -0830; 
French 1900-1930. 0000-0030, 0800-0900; 
Chinese 2230 -2300, 0430 -0530; English 
0830 -0900, on 838 kc., 1090 kc., 6.165, 
7.290, 9.620 (has French 0800 -0900 on 
838 kc., 7.290 only). Radio Dalai, 1440 
kc., 7.265, has Vietnamese 1200 -1330, 
2331 -2345,2115 -2230; French 2231 -2330; 
Moi 1331 -1430 (Sun. only). Radio Hue, 
7.205, has Vietnamese 1000 -1045, 2100- 
0000. 1500 -1530; French 0001 -0100. 
( Scheiner, N. J.) Radio France -Asie, 
15.430, Saigon, noted in English 0430- 
0515. (Sutton, Ohio) 

Iran -Radio Teheran, EPB, 15.100 
noted with news and music 1518 -1532 
sign -off at fair level. (Parsons, Pa.) 
EQO, 3.785, has been heard well in 
Britain in parallel. (ISWL, England) 

Iraq-Radio Baghdad, 3.295A, noted 
with English 1415 -1500 closedown; the 
11.705A channel is parallel, announced 
for "Overseas Listeners," while 3.295 
is intended "for local listeners." 
(Pearce, England) Heard on 11.705A 
at 0000 with Arabic news and music. 
(Sanderson, Australia) 

Israel -Tel Aviv, 9.008, still noted 
with news 1515. (Cox, Dela.; Fergu- 
son, N. C.) "Voice of Zion" session in 
English noted 1615 -1700 (or later some 
days). (Crago, Md.; George, Ont., 
others) 

Italy -Rome, 9.575A, is good signal 
2130 -2150 closedown in English. (Mc- 
Graw, Ohio, others) Rome has news in 
French 0455 -0510 closedown on 21.560. 
(NNRC) Heard with news in Italian 
on 9.630 at 1810 -1815. (Backus, Va.) 
Milan, 6.240, noted 1745 with dance 
music, very high level in England. 
(Catch) 

Japan -JOA3, 9.695. Tokyo, noted 
with news 0430, followed by native 
music. JKD21, 6.005, Tokyo, noted at 
fair level 0530 in Japanese. (Saylor, 
Va.) JOZ, 3.925, Tokyo. commercial 
outlet, heard 0430 with Western music 
and news in Japanese. (Sanderson, 
Australia) The Home Service outlets 
noted 0455 with (English) news over 
JKH, 7.2575, JKJ, 7.285. (Morgan, 
Calif.) Also over 4.910. (Cushen, N. Z.) 

Kashmir- Broadcasting stations at 
Srinagar and Jammu have been handed 
over to India for administration. (Ra- 
dio Times of India) 

Kenya Colony- Nairobi, 4.885, noted 
1300 with newscast. (Catch, England) 
Heard on 3.315 at 1330 -1500; verified 
for this channel via airmail in three 
weeks. (Collett, N. Z.) 

Kuwait -Al Kuwait, 5.000, is heard 
in Sweden 1500 -1600 closedown. (Eters- 
vep, Sweden) 

Liberia -ELBC. 6.022A, Monrovia, is 
fair in N. Z. 1500 -1530 in Arabic. (N. Z. 
DX Tints) 

Madagascar - Radio Tananarive, 
9.515, noted breaking through some 
days from 2230 opening. (Cox, Dela.) 

Malaya -Radio Malaya. 6.025, Kuala 
Lumpur. has news 0630. (Balhi, Him - 
ber, Calif.) Heard parallel on 7.200, 
Singapore. (Sanderson, Australia) 
BFEBS. 9.690, Singapore, heard with 
news 0530. (Saylor, Va.) Noted closing 
on this channel 0745; good level on 
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3 LOCATIONS FOR EVERYTHING IN ELECTRONICS! 

* 7460 VARNA AVE., NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 
(Mailing address: Box 3878 N. Hollywood, Cal.) * 2441 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS 

* 2005 EMPIRE AVENUE, BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 

All buyers of electronic equipment are invited to use our expanded 
facilities. They have been established to speed up service, save you 
money on transportation costs, and give you a greater inventory to 
choose from. 

Mail order buyers, direct your mail to either the North Hollywood 
or Chicago mailing address -whichever is closer. Western buyers 
visit our Burbank sales- showroom to inspect or purchase equipment. 

234-258 MC 
RECEIVER 

II -tube 1'111' t lnnidi 
receiter with sche- 
matic. Ilke new. 

$14.95 "L . w e,.. 
Rack $3.50 
Control Box 1.50 

ARB NAVY RECEIVER 
1115 to 911:0 1(l'. Four hauls. cxlibtapd Ulan. 
I.F'- Skip- 1ní -Km & 40 Meter -Complete with Tots_ 
and Dynamotor. For 24 Volt operation: 
converted to 110 V -12 or 0 Volt. si 

" x 1.5%". Excellent cond. With N$19.95 schematic. Weight 311 Ms D 

DUI. DIRECTION FINDER LOOP AMPLI 
FIER for All It meiver. With tube- d loop. 

Excellent ....wino. With. $ 1 9.95 seheutnt io. Wt, ln tii 

PE-101C DYNAMOTOR 
This is the Dynamotor 

6 or 12 volts. Ikons have been talking 
about! Easily adapted to 

supply 625 V. m 150 MA. and 325 V. 125 MA. at 
12 Volts -or 30 V. O11 MA. and 160 V. 110 MA. at 
6 Vi It s. BRAND NEW. Wt. 13 Ib $4.75 

COMMAND EQUIPMENT 
TI1ANSSI ITTEIIS USED 
Ill' -457 4 to 5.3 MC $ 6.95 
BC-458 5.3 to 7 MC with tubes 5.95 
The above pair 11.90 

(RECEIVERS 
1:10 to 550 EC Famous Lazy 5 Q'er 10.95 
Ill' -454 3 to 6 MI' 7.95 
BC-4.15 6 to 9.1 MC 7.95 

MN -28C CONTROL BOX. New $12.50 
MR -9B CONTROL BOX. Nerv 14.95 

220 -420 MEG. TRANSMITTER 
-711 SG', Tnuahle Tam: - 

ndtter. 10 W. output. Two 568- 
type (Ides as posh -purl oscilla- 
tors. Write hand video ampli- 
fier. Less tules. Ex- 59.95 
rrllent coed it hin . 
With tales. Wt. 45 lbs. $14.95 

SPECIAL PURPOSE 
TYPE NO. SC -M 
CURRENT RELAY 

B -Lay adjustable from 0.2 to 1.0 amps. External pns)- 
butrun reset. Enelosed in glass ease. Band $4 95 calibrated adjustments. Wt. 4 Ms. NEW. Ea. s 

2 fur $8.00 

ECHO BOX 
A hand tuned ring box with an associated dipole 
which picks up the 11F energy crut the radar 
Frequency range of 31411-36411 SIC. Ideal it tor 
experimental lab. Wt. 7 lbs. $4.95 
New Cnndlt ion 

RT- 7 /APN -1 
Transmitter- receiver unit with a frequency range of 420- 
4)1(1 pie F'SI. Ideal set for getting sta rtes in fre.uency- 
ualnIatinn theory. Tills set uses 14 tubes inch. lin,, 

I voltage regulator clrndts. counter circuit. Many 
precision resistors, relays and title sockets. Real buy 
for experimental use. LESS TUBES, DVNAMI)Ttitt 
AND R'ORBU Ia'iTO11. With schematic. Wt. $4.95 
18 lbs. Excellent condition 

COMMAND TRANSMITTER 
NEW TUBE KIT 

Consists of: 2 -1625. 1- -U:211 1 -1129. $1.19 Wt. 2 lbs. SII(r'IAI 1.1:11 1:19' 

TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER 
(complete nuit with 9 y D1' input dvnanotnr to 
supply the nitessary 450 y DI' 06 75 eta. Fret 
quoit, range 100 -211 MC. Set has 13 tubes, high 
sollage potter supply. In like new con- $ 14.95 
dition. Wt. 43 tbs. A real busy -f .7 

SOUND POWERED HANDSET. Ex. cond. Ea. $5.50 
2 for 510.00 
T -26 CH EST MIKE. New $1.45 
TA -12 50W TRANSMITTER. 40, 50 meters. Ideal 
for mobile. With tubes. Excellent und. Wt. 
65 lbs. 24.95 
MP -28 POWER SUPPLY. Excellent cone(. Wt 
^ - Rw. 14.95 
FL -8 RANGE FILTER 1.95 
FL -5 RANGE FILTER. NEW. 790: 5 for 3.00 

ARC -4 MOBILE TRANSCEIVER 
lto-144 MC. Complete with control hox, tubes. 12'21. Vtl' dynamotor with schematic. Excel. $345. Gf1 
cond. W't. . ̂ s m< LL J J 

I 

NEW HAM CIRCULAR! 
Ask for your FREE copy! 

Drastic reductions on selected hot items! 

INDICATOR SCOPE 
ID6A/APN4 

Made to operate in vo input inn : I: 

/radin ltevcoer aí11 /APN 4. luit t 

CI.11e. - scope tube. crystal MI. 
(tube,( c,aralanl uncillatur, s. 
cuits. Mather pulses. Good (uui( ii. 

WITH TUBES 
40 
k 1í11tTSTAI $ 1 9.95 

MICA CAPACITOR 
00005 SI FD. .ou V- Made by c '.moil- Duhiter Co 

ideal cap. for lab. and oxprivwvtal 11x. $2.95 Wt. 3 lbs. Neto 

UHF FM TRANSCEIVER APG -17 
2 watt FM transmitter -receper radar set, fre0w +iy 
range 1475 -1525 SIC. The antenna system consists 
of 2 dumbly -hay cylindrical patalwlas to made in 
the Mere frequency. Klect roule computer unit has 
air cooled power sutily for the transceiver. Com- 
plete installation. Brand new P U R 

A HAM'S DREAM! 
APX -2 1FF EQUIPMENT. This transa -iver Is a treas- 
ure-house of tulio sockets, coaxial fittings, resistor, 
condensers, lutht uisii it ches, amphenol conductors. and 
ails of other parts. Less tubes. $4.95 Tile whole deal. Wt. Approx. 30 lb-n 

C.A.P. 
SPECIAL BC -625 

VHF TRANSMITTER 
Freq. range 1110 -156 SIC. 
With modulation section 
and speech amplifier. Less 
tubes A 

r 
stall, with 

conversion dope. l'sed, 
good condition. (See Not '53 Cll.) $9 s 95 Wt. 17 lb- 

TG -10 CODE KEYER 
Self-Contained tutu gnat u' unit for cod, Wood ' sig- 
nals from an inked typo 'cording. Complete 

x 
ith 

- tuna's and electric eye: audio freq. output of 800 
CI'S. Size: 11 x 24 x 1834'- 110 -220 VAC 60 cy.- 
78 RPM motor can be used for a turntable--Posier 
unit can be used cor a P.A. system -wL $14.95 .'1 Ib, t'-wl. clean cone 

BC -604 35 W. FM TRANSMITTER 
For 7 SIC. bruni. Ideal for 1u -11 metal. com- 
plete with nudes, temperature controlled crystal d cen 
with schematic. Less dynamotor and en's $ 11.95 

. tacs. P:.nrl cond. Wt. Gu Its .7 iJ 

UHF TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER 
APS -13 
$395 

Freq. range 
415 -420 MC. 
5 stages of v-! 
30 MC. IF amplifier. Complete 
with R.F. and I.F. sections. Less dynamotor, 
tubes, and tube shields. with schematic. 
Excel. conti. Weight 14 lbs. 

RG -7 /U CO -AXIAL CABLE 
Co -axial RI, transmission line for military laboratory. 
police, hruadcast and other industrial purposes. 97.5 
ohms 10íp. did. .370 new cable, special in 11111 ft. 
rolls or 500 ft. Heels, 
con ft. (loll 
5110 ft. Reel 

Fn $ 3.95 
Fa. 1.95 

5BP1 5" SCOPE TUBE. Ea $1.95 
3 for 4.95 

BC -610 TUNING UNITS: TU -49 3.2-4.0 Mc; 
TU -50 4.0-5.0 Mc -Ea. 52.95. Wt. ea. 4 lbs. 
All hots. F.O.D. whse., N. Hollywood or Chicago. Calif. 
or (unau...sweats ana ales tax. ESe'o deposit required. 
Specify shipping instructions and ADD SNIPPING COSTS 
TO EACH ORDER. All items subject to p-ior sale and 

Hchange f 
or 

ice without notice. Direct all mail to N. 
ollywood Chicago mailing address. 

ARROW SALES, INCORPORATED 
Western Mailing Address 

P. 0. BOX 3878, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CAL. 
Office-Warehouse: 7460 Varna Ave., N. Hollywood, Cal. 

Phones: STanley 7 -6005, POplar 5.1810 

Visit our sales- showroom at 2005 EMPIRE AVE., 

Central Mailing Address 
2441 S. MICHIGAN AVE.. CHICAGO 16, ILL. 

Phone: CAlumet 5.9313 
(CABLE ADDRESS: ARROWSALES, N. HOLLYWOOD 
TELEGRAPH ADDRESS: WUx, N. HOLLYWOOD, CAL.) 

BURBANK, CAL. Phone: Victoria 9 -2834 
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Learn COLOR TV 

For Only $2.10! 

INTRODUCTION TO COLOR TELEVISION 

by M. Kaufman, Engineer, CBS Color En- 
gineering Labs 
and H. Thomas, Senior Project Engineer, 
Federal Telecommunication Labs 

Read this book and you'll have a good 
understanding of Color TV! Written by 
two color TV experts, it gives you the 
whole story - explains everything you want 
to know about the color system -explains 
the color TV receiver! Contains no com- 
plicated phrasing -this is a clear, under- 
standable introduction to a great new field! 
Everyone ... service technicians, students, 
engineers, experimenters ... will find this 
book invaluable! The only book that explains 
color circuitry! Special feature: 2 complete 
schematics of typical color TV receivers! 

Chapters: Introduction-Fundamentals 
of color for TV -The Color TV system - 
The color TV receiver -Adjustment of 
color 'I V receivers- Glossary -Index. 
14.1 81 "1 pp., color illfsi., only $2.10 

HIGHLIGHTS OF COLOR TELEVISION 
by John R. Locke, Radio -TV Dept., Gen- 
eral Electric Co. 

A quick, inexpensive summary of the 
main features of the color TV system, 
written for the man who is completely 
familiar with black and white TV. Gives 
you all the major points at a glance! 

Chapters: Introd uction- Colori metrv- 
The color signal -The transmitter-Col- 
or receiver -The shadow mask tri -color 
picture tube -Some receiver details - 
General Comments -Index. 
48 (5! x 8,V4") pp., illust., only 99c. 

COLOR TV DICTIONARY 
by J. Richard Johnson 

If you're stumped by the new color TV 
terms that everyone's using, this is the 
book you've been looking for! A complete 
explanation of color TV terminology- 
new words that everyone interested in color 
TV must be familiar with! Much, much 
more than a dictionary -over 5o illustra- 
tions! 

72 (5' _ c 8 % ") pp., illust., only $1.25 

Rider books are sold by parts jobbers and book 
stores throughout the country. If YOUR dealer 
doesn't have these books, mail this coupon to us! 

r 
JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC. 
Dept. RN -10, 480 Canal Street, N.Y.C. 

Please RUSH me: Color TV Diction;lt 
J Introduction to Color TV 

Highlights of Color TV 

Name 

Address 

City & State .. 

11.820 parallel 11.955 with BBC news 
relay 0800. (Boord, W. Va.) Heard on 
7.120 at 1100 -1115 with BBC news re- 
lay; CWQRM. (Sutton, Ohio) 

Mexico-XESC. 15.205, noted 1700 at 
good level; XEQQ, 9.680, heard closing 
on a Sun. 2130 (Hathaway, Ill.) XEOI, 
Radio Mil, 6.010, noted 2300 -2400 at 
fair level, all- Spanish. (Ducring. Alta.) 

Monaco -Radio Monte Carlo, 7.349, 
noted at good level 1345, some QRM. 

New Caledonia -Radio Noumea is 
scheduled 1400 -1500, 1900 -2100. 0200- 
0530 (news in French 1430, 1500. 2000, 
0300); lists 3.355, 6.035. 1 kw. each; 
heard in Maryland 0300. (Zahner) 

Nicaragua -YNWW, Radio Sport, 
Granada, has mored from 7.850 to 
5.943A. heard opening 0700A and going 
past 2030. (Stark, Texas; Niblack, 
Ind.) 

Nigeria- Lagos, 4.800, noted 1430 
with drum interval signal; another day 
at 1325 ending news, then with native 
music 1330. (Catch, England) 

Norway/ -Radio Norway is good some 
days on 9.610 and 7.210 in transmission 
to North America (East Coast) 2000- 
2100. (Saylor. Va.) And to West Coast 
on 7.210 at 2300 -2400; wants reception 
reports. (Gay, Calif.) 

Pakistan -Radio Pakistan, 15.335, 
noted with news 0300; with news on 
9.484 at 0945 -1000. (Pearce, England) 
Heard on 11.726 at 2110 with music; 
English announcement at 2129 followed 
by news 2130. (Sutton, Ohio) Now 
uses 9.545 parallel 7.010 for English to 
Turkey 1415 -1500 and to United King- 
dom 1500 -1545. (Radio Australia) 

Panama - Niblack, Ind., notes 
HORT. 6.060, Radio Balboa, at good 
level 1930. 

Paraguay/ - Radio Encarnacion, 
11.950. is heard in Sweden around 1500. 
(DX -Club Tellus, Sweden) 

Peru -Lima, 6.082. good level with 
English 2330- 2345A. (Parker, N. H.) 
Note English is now Mon. -Fri. at 2330 
(instead of 2300 as formerly). (Gay, 
Calif.; Rowell, Minn.; Sutton, Ohio, 
others) 

Philippines- -DZH7. 9.730, Manila, 
noted at fair level 0500. (Saylor, Va.) 
Tested directional antennas for first 
time over this one recently. (Radio 
Australia) 

Poland- Warsaw schedule for Eng- 
lish to North America this teinter reads 
0600 -0630. 9.570; 0715 -0745, 0745 -0815, 
11.740; 1715 -1745, 1945 -2015, 2315 -2345, 
0030 -0100, 6.025. Pearce, England, 
notes Warsaw with English 0130 -0200 
on 9.615. 6.195, and at 1430 -1500 over 
5.995. Rowell, Minn., hears Warsaw 
in Polish on 9.525 at 1400 -1500, weak 
Level. 

Portuguese Guinea -CQM4, Bissau, 
is using 7.937A now, noted closing 1800 
with "A Portuguesa." (Fairs, England, 
via URDXC) 

Roumania- Bucharest still noted in 
English. for North America on 9.570 at 
2200 -2230, 2330 -2400. (Sutton, Ohio) 
And parallel over 6.142A. (Crago. Md.) 
Good level on latter channel 1745 in 
English. (Cox, Dela.) Noted in Nor - 
way around 1700 -1800. (Kristiansand 
S. DX Club, Norway) Has English for 

s 

oF. ioxre: itcw t'Gçß?4]rOQ't:JC'C747í in C 

XMAS SPECIAL! 
RU -16 RECEIVER 

ComPnrt} t'i[h all tules and plug-In 
%,il 

unit. Fre,tuency range: 231)0-7701 ;. 
e. w úë non r eoll. $1.95 t.Amllent mJi[ion 

`::Q''-4it+4?áF>Fäiaä?ie}tiige" 
TIPS ON TUBES! 

56P1 51.9 SCPl 53.95 
]BP7 4.95 WI 3.95 
GR7 .29 1629 .19 
WESTINGHOUSE METER: 0 -15 VAC or DC 

2" Round. BRAND NEW. Speclal $2.93 
PE -101C DYNAMOTOR 

This Is the hot one! Easily adapted to on!. 023 V. r1) 150 SI{ 1 325 V. 125 MA 0a 

12 V. or 300 V. ' 
and 

and 100 V. 1 111 SI 
at 6 V. BRAND NEW. $4.50 BOXED! Only 
TG -10 CODE MEYER. Push -pull OL0 mplifier. 
Aarianle 

steed. C lete with tunes and l. 
nprox. 4. i5 Ina. Rent tond ..:514`95 

T0.34 CODE MEYER. Used. $14.95; New. $24.50 
2 -SPEED GEAR REDUCTION MOTOR. With 
aCitator arm. Ideal for hobby. photography and 
rotating small a nwnna beam. 
New. 115 VAC.. .55.50 24 VDC....54.50 

ARC -5 OR 274 -N TRANSMITTERS 
2.1 -3 mms. 

pre-tested it guaranteed! 
Brand new 

3 -4 .. With Unes 25.00 
4.3.3 mc... With tules 8.95 

T. 3ARf\1 TRANSMITTER. 
For with tules 100-156 
SIC. Crystal control ....... 

ARC -5 OR 274 - EIVERS 
Equipped with Tuning Knobs 

.10. 55 kc. 514.95 
1.5 -:1 mes. Like new 14.95 
:1.6 mes. Brand n 22.50 
:1 -0 nu,. With Lunes 7.93 
6.0.1 n s. With tules. Used... 5.95 

New0 u.so 
OC-456 27 

Excel. 
ron Less dyne. 

motor. E Arel..Orie ..... e.95 
Plus All Ant dope available for Above. 
conversion dope ayailame on request. 

CAR VIBRATOR. Standard. 4prona. O V. 
Now. I.. 51.49¡ -boxata 890 

CHROME PLATED CHEST MIKE 
I1,) horn. Has F. cotton 
ur Blantl a $1.49 

xteclal , mEa ;or 52.49 
TRY BATTERY 11 VIBRATOR POWER SUPPLY. 
Input 4 VOC. Brand new. Terrif. 4alue.$9.95 

TUNE IN ON THESE TUNING UNITS! 
BC -375: TU-7. -8 -!L- 10. Excel. ennd.S1.95 TY8: Ere9. 3.111)1) -4.500 Rc. Excel. 
cons. 3.50 
TU -26: 2110 -500 Ke. Excel. cond 3.50 

1lsv. 00 
RA -105 POWER SUPPLY 

In 
eral ranges. Parts alone worth $14.95 075.00. Special. \Yt. 150 11,5..... . 

APN -4A LORAN: Complete with Indicator. pre. toiser. tenor apply. tnmrrttr. plugs nks. 
etc. f:o,xl epndItinn. 
RPrr7 At $95:00 

TRANSFORMER -CHOKE SPECIAL! 
CHORE: 10 henry. 100 MA. And...... TRANSFORMER: Prl. 117 VAC 00 cycles. .c 
5 V C. 2 amp.: . 6.3 V. at 3 amp.: 

Sec. 

6.3 V. at 7.5 n e. 330 VDC using 51,1 rectifier. BOTH FOR 
See. 

PRICE OF $2 f1G 
ONE! NEW! L í7J 
SWINGING CHOKE: 8.25 henry, 300 M. A. 

95 
Assorted Resistors -Newl 

tone PI^ -,Nis. Amrri ran ade -not Japanese. 
Kit of 1.001). . .57.50 Kit of Inn 950 
Kit of 500.... .25 Rit of 50 650 
JENSEN J -61 PERI- DYNAMIC $3.49 . New. Boxed. Each..... 

BC669 TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER 
50 W. Freq.: 1745.4255 Ke. All tunes and 
crystals. In Chest. 1.150 new con- $99.50 tion 
NOVICE CRYSTALS AMATEUR CRYSTALS 

Ea. S 1.2! Fs, S .99 
All crystals tested for Send for FREE. Crystal 

activlty. Catalogue! 
ARB RECEIVER 

Freq. 195.9'Sn Kr. Covers Beacon. Marine 
or single 

HO. 
Dlntor driventÌ and 1s1í trit Ï1) li 

Excellent condition. Less 24 V. dynamotor 

¡l1z 
515.95 

ifer or 220 Band Variable Transmitter 
Freq. 95 -215 MC. 30 W. tput R.F. tnlns 
2 -832. 2.5R4. 2 -6C4. 1-0X5 . 1-6V11. 3- -0507. 
1 -03t phomelectrie cell. 2.24 V. motor blew - 

ttc., real giveaway. $17.95 %%W new 
C. 

. A.... 
1V 7 -Ft. Col Ìapslble Antenna ItN -75 $1.29 with 11950 

Oil- Filled Condensers All Brand New' 
.5 MED O 1.50s 

.79 4 
MED 

Q 
1.000 

2 MED Q 1.000 858 MED 
a 50C .99 000 t'1) .95 

2 MFD 0 -4.000 8 MED Q 1300 
Ynf 4.95 V'DC .89 

3x400 MED .. 1.19 
8 Vise Q 1.0001.89 

4 ÚC e 500 
49 

to i 
VDC 

e 000 
1.18 

NOTE: 0,antrn1i ' Lett tp p 1)r fa 1)m trier. lers. ñ ace. 2Á. D. 

limn, Io,lilrrl 8, AI.1. orders, balance C.O.U. 

SEND FOR NE\V' FREE CATALOGUE! 

Coeur,tbut 

s 

ELECTRONICS 
2251 W. WASHINGTON BLVD. 

LOS ANGELES 18,CALIFORNIA 

128 RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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Europe 1730 -1800 on both 6.142A and 9.570. ( Pearce, Eng- 
land) 

Sarawak -Radio Sarawak, 4.870, noted with news 0800; 
closes now 0830 with "God Save the Queen." 

South Africa -SABC, 4.895, Johannesburg, is noted in 
Japan 1400 -1600 in Afrikaans. (JSWC) 

South Korea - HLKA, 2.510, Seoul, noted 0830 -0900 in 
Korean language; "Radio Vagabond," 6.890; heard 0854 with 
talk in English, call at 0855, then music; bad QRM. (Mor- 
gan, Calif.) 

Spain -Radio Cuerto de Santa Maria has moved from 
7.210 to 7.085A, noted 1600 -1700 when left air suddenly; fair 
level, some CWQRM. (Saylor, Va.) Leon noted on 6.834 in 
Spanish 1630 -1745. (Sutton, Ohio) Madrid's listed 9.363 
channel has been "wandering" a great deal lately -reported 
as low as 9.330A, as high as 9.370A. Radio Sweden says 
Madrid is heard in Ireland on 5.990 at 0730 -1200. 

Sweden -Stockholm, 9.620, noted with English 1930 -2000. 
(Parsons, Pa.) Winter schedule for English to Western 
North America is 1600 -1615, 0000 -0015, 9.535; to Eastern 
North America 0700 -0715, 11.705; 1930 -2000, 2100 -2145, 
9.620. (Hicks, Ga., others) 

Switcerland- Winter schedule of Berne to North Amer- 
ica (East Coast) is 2030 -2215, HER3, 6.165, HER2, 6.055, 
HER4, 9.535, while uses same channels to Western North 
America at a new time of 2315 -2400. (Morgan, Calif., oth- 
ers) Leon Levy, N. Y., notes a good signal on 15.305 in 
Berne's beam to India -Pakistan 0945 -1130 in English. 

Syria- Damascus, 9.555, is good level 1700 in English. 
(Lilley, Md.) Noted with French to 1630, English news 
1645 and commentary 1715; closes 1730. (Leon Levy, N. Y.) 

Tahiti -FZP8, 6.135 Papeete, noted 2331 with man in 
Tahitian language, popular music, good level but much 
QRM; heard on 7.120 at 0018 with man in French, music 
good level. (Morgan, Calif.) (Continued on page 130) 

rid nly EICO #232 Peak -to -Peak 
VTVM has all these Advanced 
Features * 

* FOR THE FIRST TIME ALL CALIBRATION IS 
DONE WITH INSTRUMENT IN CABINET. 

* 7 non -skip ranges on every function - DC /RMS 

sine volts: 0 -1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500. 

(To 30 kv with MVP probe.) Res.: 0.2 ohms to 

1000 megs.- Uniform 3 to I scale ratio os- 

sures extreme wide -ronge accuracy. 

* Flot freq. response 30 cps to 3 mc. 

* Measures directly peak -to -peak volt- 

age of complex 8 sine waves: 0 -4, 14, 

42, 140, 420, 1400, 4200. Vital for 
TV servicing. Saves the cost of 

separate Peak -to -Peak Probe. 

* Modem styling, etched 
panel; compact, ea si l y 

portable. Size 
etc "x5 "x5". 

:re this omozing engineering 

achievement at your jobber 

today write now for FREE 

latest catalog 

December. 1954 

Excellent for your bench 
Model 249 Peak.to -Peak VIVM with Giant 75" Meter 

KIT $39.95 Wired $59.95 
Complete ,rich UNI -PROTE 

L7 E/L.O an ;O.INC. 

Y. 

Prier. r. mn,.. ,m Vi., :...: ©SA 

BUILD 15 RADIOS r- 

s ONLY o 

o AT HOME $1995 ; 
W With the New Improved 1955 1 x' 

D 
Complete 

o Progressive Radio "EDU -KIT 

c NOW INCLUDES 

High Fidelity, 
u, Signal Tracer, 

Code Oscillator 
ATTRACTIVELY GIFT PACKED- 

(n 
FREE SOLDERING IRON 

us NO ADDITIONAL PARTS NEEDED 

cg EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV 

U' 10 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 

o SCHOOL INQUIRIES INVITED 
ABSOLUTELY NO KNOWLEDGE OF RADIO NECESSARY 

a. WHAT THE PROGRESSIVE RADIO 
"EDU -KIT" OFFERS YOU 

o 
N 

X 

o 

m 

W 

1 

The Progressive Radio "EduKit" offers you a home study course at a reek 
bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio Technicians. with the basic facts m 

I Radio Theory ana Construction Practice expressed ply na clearly. You will 

f- g a knowledge of basic Radio Principles involved n Radio Reception, Radio 
T.. is n and Audio Amplification. -a na 

You a will learn how to identify Radio Symbols and Diagrams; hew to build I radios. using regular radio circuit schematics; how to mount various radio parts: xi 
how to ,vie and solder in 1 professional manner. You will learn` how to operate 

I- Receiver.rTransmitters. ant Audio Amplifiers. rou ill learn how to s 

trouble -moot rad los. You will learn cone. You will receive bain ing lori f.C.Ó 
license. will receive practical basic education in Radio, worth e.ism. orlh many 
time. the small you pay. 

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE 
,B The Progressive Radio Edu -Rit" was specifically prepared for + y person 

who has a desire to learn Radio. The Kit has been used successfully 
y 

young 
and la :n all parts of the world. 1l is not necessary that you have the 
ahghóest background in suen< ar adio. 

Radio Schools + a Clubs The Progeeand Ramo 'Edu -Rit" u ea by many 

0 this erstry and abroad. It n used for he wog ana rehabilitation of Armed 
imoos Personnel ana Veterans throughout the world. I are 

The Progressive Radio 
individually 

n instructor. All instructions 
included. All parts are lnmlved 

in 
boxed, and 

no 
identified by name, photograph 

and 
You canñ'al make 

Every 
mttaaka.volved 

i Du using these sets is carefully expla:netl. 

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD 
4 The Progressive Radio "(dufit" cem complete with instructions. These 

instructions a arranged i clear, simple and progressive . The theory 
f Radio Transmission. Radio Reception, Audio Amplification and servicing by 
mna1 Tracing i learly aplained. Every part is identified by pphotograph and 

o a :ageam. You wilc learn the function and theory o/ euere oars s d. 

'' 

The Progressive Radio Edu -Kit a the principle of Learn by Doing'' 
Therefore u will build radio., perform b,, and conduct experiments to llus- 
trato Me principles which you learn- These radios are designed ,n modern 

nn sn.ing to the best principles of present-day educational practice. You 

t beginsed. GrlduY simple radio. The hens set that you build is slightly more by 
ea. Gradually. in 

multi-tube 
progressive manner. you will find If constructing 

still more advanced ulblube radio sets, and doing work like a lone 
Radio Technician. Altogether you 11 build fifteen duos. including Rece vers. 
Transmitters, Ampbners, Code Oscillator a Signal T . These eta operate 
on sous -sas V. AC/ DC. An Adaptor for 2SÓ.230 V. AC /DC Operation is available. 

Z THE PROGRESSIVE RADIO "EDU -KIT" IS COMPLETE 
rou will ery part n ess+ry á build 15 di Nerent ratio sets. Our 

kite contain tubes. vtu be Chasue, v ,al ,e eo senors, electrolytic con- 
, mica condensers, peps, 'condensers. resi , lone cords, selenium rect:- 

Iers, tie strips. o ls, hardware, tubing, etc. 
every part that you need i included. These parts are individually packaged, 

W so that you caneasily identify every item. A soldering iron included, well 
an Electrical and Radio Tester. Complete. easy -to follow in teuctions are oviders. 

Progressive n 
dition. the "Eau -Kit.' now contains lessons for servicing with the 

bons. The "(duKit' is i complete 'Milo count., to 
high 

smalllest detail. 

TROUBLE- SHOOTING LESSONS 
Trouble -shooting and servicin included. You will be taint to . e gnioe 

r troubles. You will buá änä learn to operate . prié uionai signal rsc :. ardu .ecelve n Electrical +nil Radio T ana learn lo use :e ..a :o 
While rou are learning toi. t"1,T. ,'": Cou will be agie to tlo S 

loue ro. your -gelés a f.iemf.. e n.. 
tar red tM1e .mall coal e1 !he '[du -N l 1 

and p 

C 
f a 

s pay. for it. Our Consultation Se voce 
ill help you with any technical problems which you mW have- 

I- 

ge fees which will 
o radio quickly and easily, and have Othe` 

FREE EXTRAS 
ELECTRICAL & RADIO TESTER ELECTRIC SOLDERING O 

- IRON TV BOOK RADIO TROUBLE-SHOOTING GUIDE c 
4 CONSULTATION SERVICE QUIZZES F.C.C. TRAINING > 

Progressive 'Erin -K. _., 497 Union Ave., Dept. RN -36, Brockl,-n II, N.Y. < r___ -- -rte seew11t Rrt 

MAIL TODAY -Order shipped same day received. 
10-Day Money -Back Guarantee. Include ALL FREE EX-RAS 

Send "Edu -Kit" Postpaid. I enclose full payment of $19.95 (U.S.A. only). 
Send "Edu -Kit" Postpaid. I enclose full payment of 520.95 (Outside U.S.A.). 
210 -250 V. Adapter for "Edu -Kit'- 52.50. 
Send "Edu -Kit" C.O.D. I will pay $19.95 plus postage (U.S.A. only). 
I wish additional information describing "Edu- Kit ". No Obligation. 
Send me FREE Radio -TV Servicing Literature. No Obligation. 

-a 

Name 

Address 

PROGRESSIVE "EDU-KITS" INC. 
497 UNION AVE.. Dept. RN- 36,Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 
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SAVE! CLOSEOUT SAVE! 

COMMAND SETS 
NEVER BEFORE! ... NEVER AGAIN! 
t t 9 5 5'rs $' 0 95 

190 -550 KC 

LIKE NEW! XLNT COND. 

214N and ARC 5 

EQUIPMENT 

Type 
BC -455 Revr. 6-9 Me. Used, $3.95 
with tubes -Like New 
BC -456 Modulator. 1 .0.11 with tube, 3.95 

Sold Lee.. tubes 2.95 
BC 696 Xmtr. o . Less tubes.. 9.95 
BC457 Xmtr. 1.5.:: Me. Used. with tubes 6.95 

Sold a is. Less tubes.. . 3.95 
BC -458 Xmtr. 5.3-7 Me. Used. with toues 6.95 

Sold n is. Less tubes.. .. 3.95 
BC -459 Xmtr. Iú.1 Me. Used, with tubes 9.95 

Sold os less tubes 5.95 
BC -450 3 Rear. Control Box. Used 1.49 
BC -451 Xmtr. Control Box. Used 1.49 
3 Receiver Rack. o 

1.49 
2 Xmtr. Rack. I 1.49 

METERS- 
WESTON SANGAMO 

All New. All D.C. 2" Soso,. 
0.5 Ma 
0.15 Ma 
0 -50 Ma 
0.100 Ma 
0 -200 Ma 
0.300 Ma 
0 -500 Ma 
149 Sla $1.95 
Voltmeter. : S9. o 5. -Il- 3.29 
DC Voltmeter. .Gil -0 -3.m Volts 9V. Est. 

re.sistaure. Uomulete $3.95: 3 for 9.95 
RF Ampmeter. 2" Si. r too .5 Atop 2.95 
Am pmeter 2' nl.- u , SI, .1 uGl 2.29 
Ampmeter 2" Sy.- ot tu :....5101......$3.29: 3 for 600 
3" Rd. Meters. DI. All New. IL 

0.11111 Mills $3.95: 3Itor 9.00 
2V," Rd. 0 -::11 31111 -. to 3.95 
2" Rd. 11-:m Ma. O to a 31a. Alinement 

Each $2.95; 3 for 8.00 
Thermocouple. 2' rd. 350 31ill. 11 F 3.29 
Amp. Meter. No. On -n -Ilo .97 S' Meter Used 2.49 

$3.29 each 
or 

3 for S9.00 

GP -7 NAVY XMITTER. Pm watt master no. ran use 
ono t 11.11. 1'1,01 ir,0.9050 ke. by 11,11g Couper u102- 
in. With 1 tooting nnit 513.95 

Novice Band 
Crystals 99c 

CASH ORDER. Include 4.4, sales xa ss fr 
s 

postage. Ee 
will be refunded. Approximate shipping weight per 
unit: 15 lbs. 

SAM'S SURPLUS 
130G BOND STREET LOS ANGELES 15. CALIF. 

Taiwan (Formosa)- BED36, 7.300, 
Taipeh, noted at good level 0600 with 
news in Chinese; faded out around 
0700. (Saylor, Va.) "Voice of Free 
China," Taipeh, has English for West- 
ern North America 2200 -2230 and 2330- 
2400 and to Europe at 0230 -0330 over 
P,ED3, 11.920, BED6. 11.736. (Pearce, 
England, others) BED7, 7.130, closes 
usually around 0815 to 0830, but some- 
times is heard as late as 0915; opens 
again with VOA relay at 1000 running 
to 1030 when closes with no anthem 
nor any native announcement. The 
11.736 channel should parallel. (Mor- 
an, Calif.) BED32, 9.778A, noted 0500 

with Western music, English- Chinese 
lesson. (Sanderson, Australia) 

Tanganyika -Radio Dar -es- Salaam, 
5.050, is heard in Sweden around 1000. 
Has CWQRM. (Etersvep, Sweden ) 

Tangier -WTAN, "The Voice of Tan- 
gier," now uses 6.025 at 0800 -0830 
(Sun. 0800 -0900) instead of 7.305; has 
German each Tue. at 1530 -1600 on 
7.305, and other days uses this channel 
for other languages around that time; 
has tested recently on 7.175; wants re- 
ception reports. (VRH; Pearce, Eng- 
land) 

Thailand -HSK9, 11.670A. is noted 
in New Zealand at good level in spe- 
cial transmission to Thai Forces in 
Korea (parallel 6.001) at 0430 -0520; is 
fair in Australia with English on the 
11.670A channel from 0525. (Radio 
Australia) 

Trinidad -Radio Trinidad. 6.085A, 
noted at good level 0500; started to 
fade around 0520. (Neal, Md.) Heard 
1900 on 3.275, weak level in Dela. (Cox) 

Turkey -TAT, 9,515, Radio Ankara, 
noted with news, music 1815 -1830 in 
North American beam. (Backus, Va.) 
Radio Ankara has resumed Mailbag 
session Sun. 1615 -1700 over TAP, 9.465, 
TAS 7.285. (ISWC. London) The week- 
day English session at 1600 for West- 
ern Europe should now be on these 
channels. 

Uganda Kumpala, 5.026. is heard in 

happy medmt' 

Sweden 1045 -1215 closedown; CWQRM. 
(Etersvep, Sweden) 

USI ( Indonesia l --YDF6, 9.710, Dja- 
karta, noted with English 0930 -1030. 
(Beggs, Ariz.) Has improved signals 
in Eastern USA 0615 when has news. 
(Boord, W. Va.) Djakarta noted open- 
ing 1115 over YDF2, 11.785, with In- 
dian -type program, fair level. (Balbi, 
Calif.) YDB4, 3.377, Djakarta, heard 
opening in Indonesian language 0430, 
fair level in N. Z. (Hardwick) Radio 
Sweden lists new Djakarta outlets as 
YDF4. 17.810, YDF8, 9.865, 100 kw. 

Vatican -HVJ, 11.865, noted 1330 
ending English and leaving air. (Fer- 
guson, N. C.) And on 9.646. (Sutton, 
Ohio) 

Venezuela- Maracaibo, 4.805A, good 
level 1845 and yet at 2230 closedown. 
(McGraw, Ohio) 

Yugoslaria -Radio Belgrade, 6.100, 
noted with news 1715. (McGraw, Ohio) 
Heard opening with English for Eu- 
rope at 1330 on 6.100 parallel 7.200. 
Pearce, England) 

Press Time Flashes 
Jim Moore, Calif., advises that 

Charles Gustave Gallagher, veteran 
SWL, passed away recently. During 
World War II, "Gus," as he was affec- 
tionately known, and Fred Wolfe, now 
also deceased, copied messages from 
prisoners -of -war and relayed them to 
loved ones. Literally thousands of 
these messages were relayed, and in 
the possessions "Gus" left behind are 
cards and letters from thousands of 
grateful families, Jim writes. 

Detailed information on the new set- 
up of World Friendship Society of 
Radio Amateurs is available direct 
from the secretary, Bob Kenny, c/o 
Mrs. S. Cain, R. R. 1, Kleinburg. On- 
tario, Canada. Headquarters of this 
club was moved from Britain to Amer- 
ica this year. 

Clandestine Yugoslav Emigrant Sta- 
tion, 6.885A, noted at fair level from 
1600 tune -in to 1730 sign -off; no Eng- 

ecteAc line of high quality amplifiers. 
' 1.ch and development of the REGENCY HP1000 

in the quality of this "moderate -priced" line of 
Th > two years res 
Ensemble are reflec 
REGENCY high fidel 

50A Amplifier.. 4inrehispfaile Net $134.50 
g 35e ptiç- Aud'o hile Net $154.5Ç 

G1 JJIVISIO .A., INC. INDIABTAP.I 
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lish noted. (Saylor, Va.) AFN. 3.188, 
Frankfurt, Germany, heard 1515 with 
weather report. (Pearce, England) 
Radio Abidjan, Ivory Coast, lists pres- 
ent schedule on 4.945 with 5 kw. as 
0145 -0230. 0715 -0830, 1330 -1630; sent 
letter verification via airmail. (Pearce) 
Heard in N. Z. at 1530 in French, clos- 
ing 1600. (Hardwick) DX- Radio, 
Sweden, reports Kathmanduran, Ne- 
pal, testing on 9.856 at 0900; not con- 
firmed. 

A station announcing as "Voice of 
Vietnam," probably in Indo- China, has 
been heard in Australia at 0500 -0600 
on measured 11.904 and 15.018. (Radio 
Australia) Was first reported by Balbi, 
Calif., heard on 11.910A. At press time, 

4 Balbi, Calif., noted Radio France -Asie, 
Saigon, Indo- China, using 11.790 with 
news for Europe 1100, while the 9.755 
outlet had news in French (formerly, 
this was reversed). 

Present schedule of the Far East 
Network, AFRS, Tokyo, over a 10 kw. 
transmitter, is 0530 -1000 and 1600 -1800 
on 6.160 and 1815 -0515 on 11.750. 
(Cushen, N. Z.) JOZ2, 6.055, and JOZ, 
3.925, Tokyo, commercial stations, 
have an "economic" report in English 
daily (except Sat., Sun. and market 
holidays) 0310 -0320 which includes fi- 
nancial and market reports. (Balbi, 
Calif.) Noted with news in Japanese 
0900 and closing around 0910. (Mor- 
gan, Calif.) A Dutch speaker heard by 
Cushen, N. Z., on 3.390 around 0500 is 
believed to be Hollandia, Dutch New 
Guinea, on a new channel. 

Budapest, Hungary, has English for 
North America 1930 -2000, 2300 -2330 on 
11.910. 9.833, 7.220; English for Europe 
1500 -1530, 1700 -1730 on 11.910, 7220; 
has special English session for Britain 
on Sun. only 0600 -0630, repeated 1100- 
1130 on 9.833. (Pearce, England) Winter 
schedule of Radio Norway to North 
America is to East Coast 2000 -2100, to 
West Coast 2300 -2400 over 6.130, 7.210, 
9.610; on Sun. extends program by 20 
minutes for "Norway This Week" 
(English). (WRH) 

Radio Pakistan, 11.723A, noted 2100 
with BBC news relay. YDJ2, Indonesia, 
is closer 7.096 now than listed 7.100; 
heard 1017 with man in Indonesian 
language. DZH8, 15.300, Manila, noted 
2250 at fair level with Asian program 
and music. New NHK, Tokyo, point - 
to -point relay noted on 6.190 with QRM 
to TGWB (Guatemala) at 2345; in 
clear after TGWB closes around 2400; 
excellent when returned 0120. BCOF, 
6.105, Kure, Japan, noted fading in 
0215 at poor level with talk in English. 
(Morgan, Calif.) The 6.190 NHK out- 
let closes down 0300. (Balbi, Calif.) 

Acknowledgment 
Thanks for the FR cooperation dur- 

ing 1954, fellows! Here's wishing all 
of you the best of holiday seasons - 
and may DX galore come your way 
during 1955! Keep your reports com- 
ing to Kenneth R. Boord, 948 Stewarts- 
town Road, Morgantown, West Vir- 
ginia, U.S.A K R B 

r 

1954's MOST 

EXCITING 

CHRISTMAS GIFT 
A nationwide smash hit in only a few short 

months! 

Unsurpassed for the hobbyists, the experimenters, the 

electronics -minded friends on your gift list! 

Practical ... information -packed ... easy -to- understand .. . 

it's the only how -to- build -it, how -to- use -it, how -it -works 

magazine in the electronics field. 

Order Christmas Gift Subscriptions now for all your friends at these Special 
Low Rates: 

1st gift subscription only $3.00 

2nd gift subscription only 2.00 

Each additional gift subscription only 1.50 

And don't forget to include your own subscription! 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS 366 MADISON AVE. NEW YORK 17, N. Y. 

('lease ruler the following Christmas gift subscriptions to 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS at these special low rates: 

Name 

lddress_ 

1st gift subscription..$3.00 
Each additional 

2nd gift subserip 
gift ...$1.50 

Nance_ 

:Address 

..$2.00 

City__ _ -- - Zone State_ City_ _ Zone Slate 

Name 
D s 

name 

Address Address_ 

City- Zone_ State 

_ 
_ 

_ 

City 

_ 
- 

_ 

Zone Stale 

11-12-4 

[] I also wish to include my own subscription at the above rates. 

(Use ,rparale biet of t,air I. additional gin orders.) 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS 366 MADISON AVE. NEW YORK 17, N. Y. 
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HANDLE TOUGH 
SERVICE JOBS 

. here's 
the big book 
that SHOWS 
YOU HOW! 

as slick as you 

do the easy ones! 

The one best way to get 
ahead in Radio-Television- 
Electronic service is to 
learn to work by the latest 
PROFESSIONAL metods. 
Then no job will 'stmp.. 
you . not even the 
toughest ones. 

Radio & TV Receiver 
Truubieshuoting and Re- 
pair by Ghirardi & Mid- 
dleton is exactly that kind 
of a book. From mall° and 
'l'V alignment to puzzling 
"intermittent" troubles 
and all the molly other 

types of service, It teaches you fast, professional 
trouble shooting and repair methods. Step -by -step 
charts explain the right to do things so you 
cannot tall to understand them. Ideal as a com- 
plete training course for beginners. Top, !!!r - 

icemen Who want to -brush up" OR Spr,; 
develop faster, better methods; or 
find quick :answers to puzzling serv- 
ice problems. (took cuntaius k2_ big 
pages, 417 clear illustrations and 
hundreds of self -review test ques- 
liuns that slake thin;;, doubly easy 
In learn. 

10 -DAY 
FREE 
TRIAL 

Dept. RN -124, RINEHART 8 CO., INC., 
232 Madison Ave., New York 16. N. Y. 

Send me the 822 -page Radio & Television Re- 
,r TROUBLE-SHOOTING AND REPAIR handbook 

Re- 
ceiver 

davs free trial. I will ( either return book 
u is.nte,i,i send you eí4.75 ,plus Ponta." if 

deride to ketl' It. 

Name 

Address 

City. .one. Chale 
OC,T..If1F.' l'..'.:1.-72.5 en.. nofy. Money bnrA' k,.r,ii 1,0 : 

EVERY PRICE SLASHED!!! 
For YEAR -END STOCK CLEARANCE! 

T.V. CABINETS . 

NC14:11i nets 

ii. lu 
or makes a handsome' $5.95 12" -15" Speaker Rame 

POWER RHEOSTATS ¡,oasis °eand New' S1- 
25 Watt-75. 100. 1511. 250. 350 or :175 oho,.. ea. 69e 
au Watt -1 5 ohms 51.29: 6 55.95 i° Watt -:12 ohm. 1.49: 6 6.95 
0o Watt-1250 ohms ... .. 1.89: 3 4.95 
225 PUSH-BACK WIRE: -Ra -r. Vellow Blue ,, Black.. ,100 ft. Roll 89e:.1000 ft. 56.95 
6 l'OI.T 

Black... 
TRANSFORMER-111 V. yrl. nt' :1tß", 4 a- ... 5. 6,1,62.9,;.5t 5.00 

115 V. AC EI.KCTRO \t A(:NET -0 ut. dut'. I" O,U. x re . . 980:"8' 5.00 I2 11. \C,NET trio,: !SCE. 51t ft, $1.29; 100 ft.' 1.98 
PILOT BULBS ;,ei.,:w'' \.....117 39e; too 52.98 

.,.dC, -13, min. screw-10 39e: 100 2.98 
. TA., tinrc 1.98 

1µ.1i1 5'. r1- 'INI:l, 1A. min. hay..ea. 15e: 10 1.25 
1:1 V. -1810, 3A. min. bay ea. 12e 10 .98 
,i V., 12 Y att. O.C. lay 10 89e: 100 4.95 Ni:. is NE°N. D.C. bay . ,. 29f; 10 2.39 
111 -F1 l IIl sr I. il. \ND \IIAI: -Iii Ib in,e,,I .-I n..: 

: "I ,,.n Ide 0 i.:,k1lil, C. ì IL ..I,1,1 CIC. x3.95 
JUMBO RADIO- ELECTRONICS PARTS KIT! 

Over 10.000 Already Sold! \\'ANT TO SAVE: IREAI. MONEI ON PARTS? . WeII. 
ne es a ^Cold lune f new & surplus Invent., e eka ;i 

may.. 

9''7 ' J 
A FRACTION OF 
ORIGINAL COST!! 

17 Ft'1.1. 
1-II4. of: CIR'K- 
ETS. SWITCHES. 
CONTROLS. RF: 
S1..TOnC. CON- 
DENSERS. run- 
TOE ACTS It1A- 
r.il:\l1N ,Inr. T\, is - WIRE. COII.C, 

{ ' TltlwllF:ItC.I'I.Cs {l nnzF:NS 

i 

nt; 
OTIIEIt ITFIIC ! . 

y - /:s11 lisPx. 
wt. 2° 

$g9s 4,= ' : 

ALNICO MAGNETS!! ine mavxirpsralwaw 
. 

1uI In111.D I{:\It-0'10"x7/:12"x3':12"..-..... 
-v5 12 51.00; 100 57.50 T\'l'F:-^ N" uy^.......ea. 49e; 12 5 00 I.\I20f: "C" 

ICING Tt'PF.=2, _" 
ea. 51.39; 8: 5.95 n,D.. In-^ I.D.. Ila.' deep.. 2.59 

.\I.NIC-0 "(.'l'IP" 11AGNF:TC-sn,all Irreg. shape, Apmx O Pcs./nz on. 15 1.50 
I. TFCT AINtCO CtPPLF ENTI 

"DIRECT FACTORY SPEAKER REPAIRS SINCE 1927 u, , mr $3.00. 20có deposit rep. on all c.o.u.a. 

LETE RADIO CORP. 
67 Dey Street 

New York 7 N. Y 

'"X««.Fw.""..««««R :g"." S«S:i . .ç«G.", 

GIVE YOU THIS 

GUARANTEE 

New NC98 

National 
Cash Monthly Cash 
Down Payments Price 

SW-54 $5.00 $2.61 $49.95 
NC-88 12.00 6.54 119.95 
NC-125 20.00 10.89 199.95 
NC-1830 40.00 21.77 399.50 
HRO-60 54.00 29.00 533.50 

100% SATISFACTION 
OrYour Money8ack at end of 10d8yTrial '. 

- 

i 
nVÚ----_-_ t, 

$15o13 
DOWN 

18 monthly payments of $8.00 
Cash price $149.95 

Now for the first time, a crystal 
filter, an S- Meter, choice of 
electricol bandspread on ama- 
teur or SWL bands, an RF 

stage and 2 IF stages. 

Bob Henry, 
WOARA 

Butler, Mo. 

Ted Henry 
W6000 
Los Angeles 

Ge. 
LONG LONG TRADES 
LOW LOW TERMS 

10 DAY TRIAL 
FAST PERSONAL 

SERVICE 
We WANT you to be SATISFIED 

Ask any Ham about Henry 

We have All National Re- 
ceivers in stock for immediate 
delivery, also National parts. 

Write, wire, phone or visit either store today. 

Henry 

132 

Butler 1, Missouri 
Phone 395 

Radio Stores 
BRodshaw 2.2917 li 

11240 West Olympic Bbd Los Angeles 64 ISS -1101 1`I 

Broadcast Recorder 
(Continued front page 43) 

the lever farther to the left opens the 
head -closing mechanism wide to give 
full access to the heads and tape for 
marking or cutting and simultaneously 
brakes the motors to hold the reels. 
Actuation of the head -closing and pres- 
sure-roller mechanism is controlled by 
a die and cams solidly positioned on 
the control lever shaft by a D- shaped 
hole. The cams actuate the mechan- 
ism by means of grooved cam -follower 
rollers. The mechanism is simple, posi- 
tive, and not subject to abnormal wear. 

The tape spooling control lever of 
the coaxial system is interlocked to 
the tape drive control lever by a posi- 
tive pivot action so that neither lever 
can be operated unless the other is in 
the "Stop" position. Moving the lever 
releases the brakes and varies the bal- 
ance of torque in the spooling motors 
by means of a rheostat to give control 
of the rewind speed in either direction. 
This permits the user to rapidly shut- 
tle the tape to locate any desired point 
on the reel preparatory to utilizing 
the "Cue" position of the tape drive 
control level. 

The "Record" function is controlled 
by a rectangular push- button located 
in the lower head cover. This button 
is positively interlocked to prevent ac- 
cidental erasure of the tape. It will not 
function in the "Run" position. The 
tape drive control lever must be in the 
"Stop" position and the "Record" but- 
ton held down while the lever is moved 
to "Run." Returning the lever to the 
"Stop" position automatically releases 
the "Record" button and, since this 
must be done in order to place the re- 
corder in "Cue" or "Rewind" condition, 
this operation is virtually foolproof. 

The design of the magnetic trans- 
ducers used in this broadcast recorder 
was a direct outgrowth of the special- 
ized requirements of the motion pic- 
ture industry's rigorous requirements 
for "CinemaScope" sound, a four -chan- 
nel stereophonic system using mag- 
netic sound tracks on both sides of the 
sprocket holes. 

All of the electronic components of 
the broadcast recorder are mounted on 
a 5'4 -inch by 19 -inch relay rack panel, 
connected to the drive mechanism by 
multiple contact connectors. This am- 
plifier panel contains the power supply, 
erase and bias supply amplifiers, the 
record amplifier, playback preampli- 
fier's, and output amplifier. All low - 
level circuit filaments are filtered d.c. 

The microphone input is a three - 
contact jack, feeding a high -gain tri- 
ode stage through an octal plug that is 
adapted for a highly shielded micro- 
phone input transformer with input 
windings for 50 and 250 ohm inputs, 
balanced and unbalanced. The output 
of this stage is bridged by a bridging 
input for high -level unbalanced sig- 
nals. The record amplifier is a straight- 
forward triode cascade system with 
equalization to conform to the NARTB 
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Depend on the COMPLETE line of ROHN 
"SUPERIOR DESIGN" towers and accessories 

for LARGER PROFITS MORE SATISFACTION GREATER EASE IN HANDLING 

3 added towers to solve ALL your needs 

no. tower ¡In? 
"All-Purpose" tower- 

Fulfills "5Ç of your general 
tower needs -is structurally .is 
sturdy -set coot /.0 than ti 
'dl-known Rohn No. 10 To - 

er. Ideal for home and indus- 
trial installations. communi..i- 
non requirements .. eliminati s 

stocking many different tows. 
nwdeis. S./ /- surrwi,.,t to 50 l'. 
or poi, /P, ./20/t.: Easy to climb 
for fast. efficient servicing. Col. 
izcs -Maxie Triangle" which in. 
SUITS (di- greater strength and 
stability. Permanent hot -dipped 
g..Is.uwed coining. Dependabil 
in - a teature customers de- 
nsand - is assured with the 
Rohn No. (, Tower... de- 
signed to stand up" for years 
to the rigors of weather and 
.lunatic conditions. 

and a 

Package Tower 
"Space Saver"- cuts storage space 
300'4 or more! 
Popular PT --1S has almost 50' of 
sturdy t.,wer within a compact S' x 
20- pesk.,ge' Mugic Triangle" de- 
sign is adapted t.i .t pyramid shape 
using .t wide 19" ball with pr,...ns- 
siscly decreasing size ups.ar I De. 
creases your overhead ... . 

transport .md assemble - s 

ping .osts. (,ils.inizcd thro . 

Asada'.', in heights of 24, . 
-IS. Su and 0-4 feet!, 

Bsrb Towers Feature 

THE ROHN 
MAGIC TRIANGLE 
For structural superiority. famed wrap.arnund 
magic triangle' design is tenured in these 

all -steel towers. Towers hase full 2 'a." wide 

erugated 
. s- bracing welded to tubular 

el legs. The exclusive design assures depend 
aile strength and permanence. 

no.30 
tower 
Heights up to 200' or 
more when guyed 
Self- supporting up to 
60' 
Sturdy communication 
or 71' tower that "stands 
up" to all the stresses 
of weather and climatic 
conditions ...will with- 
stand heavy wind and 
is,- loading. Heavy 
gauge tubular steel, 
elcstrically welded 
throughout. weather 
resistant. non -corrosive 
/u4 /c coating provides 

durable finish. All sex 
Lions in 10' lengths. 
Only 2.4 manhours re. 
quires' for installing 50' 
tower! 

also 

ROHN 
Fold -over tower 
F.1r experimenters, TV service depart- 
ments and retailers. Use this kit with 
regular Rohn tower sections. Simple 
and easy to use. 

ROHN 

Telescoping 
Masts 

. hot -dipped galvan 
rcJ sa-cl tubing and rigid joints 
aye extraordinary strength. 
quick installation ... mast at. 
tached to base -antenna fixed, 
then mast hoisted quickly to 
desired height. Uti.izes special 
clamp and guy ring arrange. 
ment. Flanged interior section; 
crimped exterior section gives 
mast stability that can't he beat. 
Complete with guy rings and 
necessary erection parts. In 20, 
50, 40 and 50 ft. sizes. Bases 
end ground mounts available. 

complete line of ROHN accessories -all galvanized 

PEAK 
ROOF 
MOUNT 

Heavy duty for quick, secure 
mounting of tower to top of peak 
roof. Flanges hinged, fastened to 
roof with 2 lag screws in each 
flange. 

L_ PEAK and 
WALL 
MOUNTS 

For mounting of mast or pole to 
roof or wall. Heavy-duty steel. 
Variable sizes. Models for most 
every need. 

December, 1954 

FLAT 
ROOF 
MOUNT 

For all types flat surfaces. 3 -1' 
solid steel projections permit first 
section of tower to be mounted 
directly on roof mount by insert- 
ing usual Mt" bolts. 

?Tn 

DRIVE -IN 
BASE 

Set on top of ground... 3 -4' 
drive rods driven through base 
into ground. First tower section 
secured to rods with single bolt 
in each leg. Instant erection. 

For complete catalog and prices, 
see your authorized Rohn Repre 
sentative or Distributor; or write 
or wire direct. 

MAST 
- BASES 

Complete line of telescoping mast 
bases for every requirement, ac- 
commodating masts from l " -2'" 
diameter. Also available- drive. 
in mast bases. 

SERVICE 
TABLE 

Perfect answer for television serv- 
icing. display and storage. Truly 
one of the finest of its kind in 
economy price range. 

IIIII 
IIII 

11111 

MAST 
'N TV 
TUBING 

Ile. y- duty, hot -dipped galvan- 
ised steel tubing. Machined to 
perfection. Extra sturdy joints 

Dined fier full- perfect coupling. 

ALSO AVAILABLE 

Rotator posts for mounting rota. 
tor to tower; House Brackets; 
Guying Brackets; UHF Side Arm 
Mounts; Mounts for Additional 
Antennae on a Tower; Erection 
Fixtures; Guy Rings; Installation 
Accessories; and dozens of other 
items! 

I 
Designed and Manufactured Fsclusisel» by 

ROHN Manufacturing Company 
116 Limestone, Bellevue Peoria, Illinois 
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The Finest 

UHF 

Converter 

Ever 

Designed 

OUTPERFORMS 

ALL OTHERS 

IN THE FIELD 

$3995 
LIST 

J Precise Impedance Match 

J Higher Gain 

J Lower Noise Factor 

J Automatic 'on /off' 
J Dual Speed Tuning 

Check with your supplier today. 
Also ask about the Model '99' 
at $19.95 ... or write Dept. WM -4 

BLONDER -TONGUE LABORATORIES, INC. 

Westfield, New Jersey 
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curve effected by a selective feedback 
circuit over the last two stages. 

The erase and bias amplifier is a 
balanced push -pull Colpitts circuit, 
feeding the bias to the record head 
from a separate winding on the oscil- 
lator coil through a bias level control. 

The playback preamplifier is of all - 
triode cascade design and conforms 
strictly to the NARTB playback curve. 

The metering circuit is of the v.t.v.m. 
type, with a selective switch to meas- 
ure bias current, record current, and 
output level. The bias reading has an 
adjustment by which the meter read- 
ing is set to 100 after the proper bias 
has been determined for any given 
type of tape. This makes it possible to 
check the bias supply easily without 
reference to an arbitrary value. 

The output amplifier is fed through 
a fader control, taking its signal from 
either the input or tape playback pre- 
amplifier. This permits making A -B 
checks during a recording with no 
click to indicate switching surges. The 
output stage is a cathode follower. 
with a plug -in transformer provision 
for zero -level, 600 -ohm balanced line 
operation. 

From the foregoing details, it be- 
comes obvious that this new broadcast 
recorder offers many advantages to the 
recording engineer and the serious 
audiophile. -30- 

SHIELDED ADAPTER 
By ARTHUR TRAUFFER 

WE orra.ionali% run across amplifiers, 
preamplifiers. and other piers, of au 

dit, or test equit M. %illicit use phono 
pin -jacks for the mike input connection. 
Sine, Ole convenI al female mike eon - 
ncrtnr- do fit pl pin jacks, some 
sort of adapter is needed to make a quick 
connection. The writer made a .inside 
shielded adapter a. follow.: 

:1..huwn in photo at bottom, all you 
need i. an Ant phenol 75-PCI%1 (or 
equialent ) chas,. suait. and a common 
phono pin -plu¿. Total cost about 25e. 

The i.sembh i shown in the photo 
at the left. He alt. nut, washers, 
and lug, f the chassis unit. Insert 
the pin -plug in the hole in the chassis 
unit, a. n. and solder all around at 
the joint to make a secure assenthl.. The 
two part, can be held in a vise or Ge lamp 
while doing this soldering. Now pa., a 
short length of bare copper wire (about 
22 gauge) through the unit and solder 
at both end., as usual. You nun bane 
a shielded adapter that will fil any fe- 
male mike connector to any phono pin - 
jack. 

(Left) Method for assembling the shielded 
adapter. (Bottom) Components required. 

RSOLDER 

PASS A WIRE 
Y ALL THE WAY r.. THROUGH 

SOLDER ALL 
AROUND 

NEW EICO PROBES* 
SCOPE PROBES 

SCOPE DEMODULATOR PROBE 

KIT $3.75 WIRED $5.75 

LOW CAPACITY PROBE 

KIT $3.75 WIRED $5.75 

DIRECT PROBE 

KIT $2.75 WIRED $3.95 

VTVM PROBES 
VTVM RF PROBES 

KIT $3.75 WIRED $4.95 

PEAK -TO -PEAK PROBES 

KIT $4.95 WIRED $6.95 

Sensational High Voltage Probe 

Model HVP -2 ... ONLY $4.95 
©54 E.,oo. range of VTVMS & VOMS to 30 KV 

'pot- pend. 

Write for FREE Catalog RP -12 

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., INC. 

84 Withers Street Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 

= BRAN 
NEW 

V 
FAR 

BELOW bH = LESqLE 
Steve -El brings you Fully 
Guaranteed tubes for one year at Below 
Wholesale Prices. All tubes individually 
boxed. 

1B3 .52 6SL7 .49 12BE6 .41 

1 S5 .46 6SN7 .54 1 2SL7 .49 
1T4 .46 618 .56 12SN7 .51 

1X2A .61 6V6 .39 1918 .64 
6AG5 .51 6W4 .44 25806 .66 
6AK5 .66 6X4 .36 25L6 .38 
6AC7 .73 7C4 .49 25W4 .47 
6AL5 .39 12A6 .46 50B5 .47 
6AT6 .37 12AT7 .56 57AS .49 
6AU6 .43 12AV7 .58 575 .49 
6BC5 .47 12AX4 .52 117Z3 .39 
6BG6 1.19 12BA6 .43 807 .99 
6BQ6 .81 
6CB6 .44 
6.16 .51 
6L6 .86 

Minimum orde $5.00. 

Write Dept. RN -12 
for complete list of 
tubes and other 
bargains. 

FREE 1955 Cata og! 

STEVE -EL Electronics Corp. 
N Reade $l, New York 7, N, Y 
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Spot Radio News 
(Continued froni page 16) 

The televised picture can be photo- 
graphed with an open -lens camera to 
obtain well- defined pictures for a per- 
manent record. 

THERE ARE STILL A NUMBER of tech- 
nical problems, affecting the national 
defense, to be solved, according to the 
Department of Commerce's National 
Inventor's Council. 

Specifically, it has been revealed, 
there are about 200 problems. and 
many of them obtain in the field of 
electronics. The government reports 
that some divisions of the military 
need a coaxial r.f. switch, miniature 
hermetically - sealed transistor car- 
tridges, and a precision method for the 
growth of large single silicon crystals. 

Because of the diminishing supply 
of natural quartz, the military has 
asked that synthetic quartz and all 
piezoelectric materials which offer a 
possibility as substitutes should be in- 
vestigated. Materials now tinder study 
by the Signal Corps and a number of 
university and college labs include 
aluminum phosphate crystals. nephe- 
line, tourmaline, and various types of 
water- soluble crystals. 

Improved electronic telegraph print- 
ers are also urgently needed, Wash- 
ington says. Existing approaches have 
been on the basis of producing an elec- 
tronic printer having high speed, or up 
to 300 words -per -minute. However. it 
has been found that at these high 
keying speeds, the pulse lengths of the 
standard teletype code are so short 
that they have an inherent deleterious 
effect on high -frequency long -range 
radio operation. Some work has been 
done on schemes which seek to over- 
come this problem by using other 
types of transmission code. One type 
investigated employs multi -tone trans- 
mission of five audio frequencies. As 
with the standard teletype code, these 
five frequencies would afford thirty - 
two possible "on" and "off," or "mark" 
and "space" combinations. However, 
they would be transmitted simultane- 
ously, as a single tone, thereby per- 
mitting transmission at five times the 
speed of standard teletype signaling. 
using the same code pulse length. It 
is felt, though, that there would be a 
great disadvantage in going to an- 
other type of code, because inter -oper- 
ation with existing equipment would 
not be possible. It would be more de- 
sirable to provide an electronic printer 
that would operate from standard tele- 
type code. Definite consideration 
should be given, the council declares, 
to the provision of an electronic print- 
er to replace the existing mechanical 
printer that will operate at a speed of 
100 words -per- minute. It is believed 
that the design and development of 
such a device would result in a light- 
weight and simple printer. 

Solutions to these problems or ideas 
that might lead to solutions can be 

December. 1954 

Look for this brand mark 

-only genuine Perma -Tube 

gives you this protection 

Here's why PERMA -TUBE backs up quality service: 

1. PERMA -TUBE IS CORROSION -PROOF . . it's treated with vin - 
synite -then coated inside and outside with a metallic vinyl resin 
base. It's guaranteed to be free from rust in a salt spray test of 
500 hours minimum to an American Society of Testing Materials 
Specification BI I7 -49T. This assures long life. 

2. PERMA -TUBE IS STURDY . .. it's made of special, high- strength 
J &L Steel. 

3. PERMA -TUBE IS EASILY INSTALLED . .. it's the only mast with 
body ends of the joint machine lilted. 

Here's proof of how PERMA -TUBE resists corrosion: 

aP 
2 4 

Test samples after 1440 hours 
ASTM salt spray test 

J8L 
51ER 

1. Coated Mechanical Tubing . 
note that galvanized coating is 
gone and underlying steel is se- 
verely corroded. 

2. Coated Mechanical Tubing ... note 
that paint coating is nearly de- 
stroyed and zinc coating is cor- 
roded. 

3. Galvanized Mechanical Tubing ... 
note zinc and steel are corroded. 

4. PERMA -TUBE ... note that Perma - 
Tube is relatively unharmed. 

For further details on product and installation, 
write for a copy of the Perma -Tube booklet. 
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation, Dept. 
495, 3 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

Jarres Lauq.Fl 
STEEL CORPORATION - Pittsburgh 
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SAVE ON INSTRUMENTS! 
do better testing with your old instruments 
avoid buying new ones you don't really need 

soo., r a 'on 1,11. mw 
new test inst runent than another new 
type conies along that is supposed to be 
better. But is it? 

Almost any radio -TV man has paid 
good money for instruments lie didn't 
really need. And lots of perfectly good 
old instruments are gathering dust on 
benches because their owners don't know 
how to use them to hest advantage. 

That's why Rufus Turner's book 
BASIL' ELECTRONIC TEST INSTRI'- 
MENTS can save you money and help 
you work faster and more accurately in 
the bargain. Jr, a damn- to-earth iustru- 

The instrument 
guide for 

SERVICEMEN, 

AMATEURS, 

EXPERIMENTERS 

BASIC 
ELECTRONIC 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 
by Rohl, P. Turner 

954 Pages, 1;1 illo,., Price only $4 

Just what Instruments do you really 
need -and why? 

This great book answers your instrument 
questions . saves you money ... helps 
you work better. faster and more accurately. 
Covers all standard types from simple 
meters to capacitance checkers. oscillators. 
'scopes and dozens more. Also gives full 
details on the newer ones such as grid -dip 
oscillators; TV sweep and marker genera- 
tors: TV linearity pattern and square -wave 
generators; distortion meters and many more. 

111 _111,1, th,1t 1,111 óe111 
of ways -from showing new uses for old 
instruments --to helping you extend their 
ranges and modernize then. to explaining 
stork- saving short cuts and avoiding un- 
necessary instrument purchases. 

Over 60 types . from the latest 
TV pattern generators to special-purpose 
bridges. general- purpose instruments and 
all the old standbys . are clearly de- 
scribed and their uses explained. 

CHOCK FULL OF TIME -SAVING 
INSTRUMENT TIPS 

You see exactly how to use VO\l's, 
oscilloscopes, etc., in new timesaving 
ways. You learn to make an accurate 
bridge from old instruments: how to 
speed up and greatly s' plify T\ service 
by using power drain measurements; how 
to calibrate sl s and multipliers; how 
to mcasnre r-f impedance with a simple 
T- network; how to get the most out of 
.1 grid -dip oscillator . 

.nd ores of other 
moneysaving tips. Use 

t. nipoti today for 10 -day 
I -ltEE Tltl.\l.. 

Dept. RN124. RINEHART 8 CO., Inc. 
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 

Send T. BASIC ELECTRONIC TEST IN 
STRC\IENTS f "r It-day FREE EXA\IINATI(I\ 
If I decide to keep brook. I will then remit S4.ou pl..- 
Postage. Otherwise I s ill 1, turn -tp.id 
and owe you nothing. 

Name 

\ddress 

I 'ity. Zone. State 
nl'TS/bg l'.$..1.--Prier $1.5 9. rash onto. .tiento hark if WA' I, ',turned Psinaid ill n, J.o ............. 

SAVE HOURS OF WORK 

111.:11111110- 

i 

quickly make round, square, 
key and "D" openings with 
Greenlee Radio Chassis Punches 

In 1! z minutes or less you can make a 
smooth, accurate hole in metal, Bake- 
lite or hard rubber with a GREENLEE 
Punch. Easy to operate ... simply turn 
with an ordinary wrench. Wide range 
of sizes. Write for details. Greenlet Tool 
Co., 1892 Columbia Ave., Rockford, Ill. 

GR_ EF,/ULEE 
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New York's Radio Exchange 
AT PRICES AS NEVER BEFORE 

WHOLESALE AND EXPORT ONLY 
STANDARD BRANDS FIRST QUALITY 

FULLY GUARANTEED 
JAN and NON -JAN 

Each Each 
5000 1A7GT S .49 15000 615GT $ .35 

10000 106 .10 10000 6G6G .38 
3000 11386T .60 5000 6K6GT .45 
2000 1H5GT .39 5000 6K7G .28 
1000 1LA6 .45 5000 617G .35 
2000 1522 .45 1000 6576 .60 
5000 1N4VA .55 5000 657G .35 
5000 154 .38 2000 6SA7GT .50 
1000 2A7 .25 2000 6567 .45 

10000 387 .35 2000 6517 .45 
3000 306 .35 3000 65(17 .42 
6000 6AB7 .50 2000 6SK7GT .45 
6000 6AC7 69 8000 6557 .45 
3000 GAGS .45 1000 6U5 .55 
2000 6AK5 .70 5000 6X5GT .38 
5000 6B7 .70 5000 6Y7G .24 5000 6BA6 .42 1000 7C5 .57 2000 6BE6 .42 1000 7C7 .57 
5000 658G .29 2000 7Z4 .49 
5000 6C8G .42 1000 1215GT .38 5000 6C6 38 1000 121(8 .43 
5000 6D6 .45 5000 125C7 .46 
2000 6E5 .50 15000 1251(7 .46 
5000 6F5 .27 5000 12557 .46 
5000 6F7 .35 1000 12517 .42 
5000 6F86 .38 1000 1223 .19 
5000 6C6 .38 2000 19 .19 
5000 6H6 .33 5000 78 .49 
5000 6H6CT .27 10000 89 .06 

10000 615 .39 

IN WHOLESALE QUANTITY ONLY 
HUNDREDS OF OTHER TYPES 

Receiving, Transmitting, Radar, Nly- 
stons, Magnetrons, also Micro -Wave 

Test Equipment 

MINIMUM ORDER SI. 00 

RONICS, INC. 
135 LIBERTY STREET NEW YORK 6, N. Y, 

CABLES: TELSERUP 

sent on to the council where they will 
he examined and evaluated. 

OFFICIAL PERMISSION to start "pay - 
as- you -see" broadcasting has been re- 
quested by the prexy of Skiatron TV, 
which holds a franchise to operate 
the "Subscriber- Vision" coding and 
decoding system. In a petition filed 
with the Commission, it was said that 
subscription TV offered the best and 
most immediate method of solving the 
ultra -high problem. 

Pointing out that the FCC needs no 
further evidence of the economic plight 
of u.h.f. stations, the code -picture 
operator said that none of the recom- 
mendations made for assisting ailing 
u.h.f. stations has the inherent poten- 
tialities for the u.h.f. broadcasters that 
subscription television service can af- 
ford. 

"We believe," the brief continued. 
"that a u.h.f. station will be able to 
derive sufficient additional revenue 
from 35 hours of subscription television 
service per week to enable it to build 
an audience, and thereby compete ef- 
fectively with the established v.h.f. 
stations." 

The three -year head -start in sub - 
c-ription TV proposed, it was said, 
would furnish to each u.h.f. operator 
an opportunity to improve substantial- 
ly his economic situation. Instead of 
trying unsuccessfully to compete with 
the v.h.f.'s for the advertising dollar, 
Washington was told, the u.h.f. sta- 
tions with subscription television will 
then be able to transmit selected pro- 
grams of a type and quality not now 
available. And the sale of u.h.f. con- 
verters and adapters, now the bottle- 
neck, the petition added, will thus 
receive a direct stimulus by the Com- 
mission's adoption of the modification 
proposed; for a large segment of the 
public will then be willing to add con- 
verters to their receivers, so as to ob- 
tain a supplementary service that does 
not now exist. 

THE ARMY SIGNAL CORPS win pro- 
cure approximately two- million tubes 
during the fiscal year of '55 for its own 
use, and about two and a quarter -mil- 
lion tubes for the Air Force. About 
200 different types will be purchased 
for the Signal Corps and 130 types for 
the Air Force. 

Some of the more popular types that 
the Signal Corps will use include 1AD4, 
1N70, 155, 6AQ5, 1LH4, 1N21B, 
2D21W, 6V6GTY, 6X4W, and 1R5. The 
latter is particularly important to the 
military; for the Signal Corps will 
need 297,000 and the Air Force over 
400,000. Also high on the Air Force 
list is the 3Q4; they'll be using over 
267,000 of this type. Another key tube 
on the Air Force spec list is the 
6SL7WGT; over 75,000 will be bought. 

THERE WERE 409 TV stations in oper- 
ation, as this column was being pre- 
pared, according to official Commis- 
sion records. Three stations, two in 
Louisiana and one in Sioux City, Iowa, 
all v.h.f. units. have gone on the air 
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NUMBERS LISTED ARE FUNDAMENTAL 
FREQUENCIES IN KILOCYCLES 

lawtetateed ta addled-re ! 
2ocuc e4oíce oj OegccenCiea / 

Zaageat aeeeetia.a ca the cuazed! 

ALL CRYSTALS TESTED FOR ACTIVITY! 
1 -DAY SERVICE FOR EVERYTHING IN STOCK! 

of 10o more. 

r. 1. FT-243 of more. Ea.. 79r c 
Intl ivtdually.r r Ea. 99c 

1015 2490 2855 3150 1395 5820 6473 3 7350 7625 7860 8083 3 8310 8550 
1110 2495 2860 3155 4445 5825 6475 7358 3 1630 7866 7 8090 8316 7 8558 3 
1129 2505 2865 3160 4450 5850 6500 7366.1 7633 3 7870 8091 7 8320 8560 
1150 2510 2870 3165 4495 5860 6506 6 /3/3.3 7640 7873 3 8100 8325 8566 7 
1195 2515 2875 3170 4535 5892 5 6525 7375 7641.7 7875 8106 6 8330 8570 
1525 2520 2880 3175 4540 5900 6540 7383.3 7650 7880 8108 3 8333 3 85/3.3 
1900 2525 2885 3200 4580 5907 5 6550 7391.7 7658.3 7883 3 8110 8340 8575 
1915 2530 2890 3202 4610 5925 6573 3 7400 7660 7890 8116 7 8341 7 8580 
1930 2535 2895 3205 4620 5955 6575 7406 7666.7 /891.7 8120 8350 8583.3 
1940 2545 2900 3210 4635 5975 6600 7/06.6 7670 7900 8125 8358 3 8590 
1950 2550 2905 3220 4680 5995 6606 6 7/08.3 7673.3 7906 6 8130 8360 8591 7 

1965 2557 2910 3225 4695 6000 6625 7416.7 7675 7908 3 8133 3 8366 7 8600 
2C15 2560 2915 3230 4710 6006 6 6640 7425 7680 7910 8140 8370 8606.6 
2C17 2565 2920 3235 4735 6025 6650 7433.3 7683.3 7916 7 8141 7 8375 8608 3 
2020 2570 2925 3240 4780 6040 6740 7440 7690 7920 8150 8380 8610 
2025 2575 2930 3290 4785 6042 6773 3 7441.7 7691.7 7925 8158 3 8383 3 8616.7 
2035 2580 2935 3300 4815 6050 6815 7450 7700 7930 8160 8390 8620 
2040 2585 2910 3310 4820 6073 3 6840 7458.3 1706.6 7933.3 8163 4 8391 7 8625 
2055 2590 2945 3320 4840 6075 6873 3 1466.7 7708.3 1940 8166 7 8400 8630 
2160 2595 2950 3340 4845 6100 6906 6 1473.3 7710 7941.7 8170 8406 6 8633.3 
2065 2650 2955 3410 4852 5 6106 6 6940 7475 7716.7 1950 8I73.3 8408 3 8640 
2090 2655 2960 3420 4880 6125 6973 3 1483.3 7720 7958.3 8175 8410 8641.7 
2105 2660 2965 3455 4900 6140 7000 7491.7 7725 7960 8180 8416.7 8650 
2125 2665 2970 3465 4930 6142 7006 6 7500 7730 7966 7 8183 3 8120 8658.3 
2130 2670 2975 3500 4950 6150 7025 /506.6 7733.3 7970 8190 8425 8660 

2135 2675 2980 3510 4995 6173 3 7040 7508 3 7140 79733 8191 7 8430 86667 
2110 2680 2985 3525 5035 6175 7050 7510 7741 7 1915 8200 8433 3 8670 
2195 2685 2990 3640 5090 6185 7073 3 7516 7 7750 7980 82066 8440 8673.3 
7300 2690 2995 3655 5127 5 6200 7C75 7520 /75B.3 7983 3 8208 3 8441 7 8675 
7305 2695 3005 3680 5165 6206 6 71'0 1525 1760 7990 8210 8450 8680 
2320 2705 3010 3700 5180 6225 716 6 7530 7766 7 1991.7 8216 7 8458 3 8683 3 

2350 2710 3015 3760 5235 6235 7125 7533 3 7770 8000 8220 8460 8690 
2355 2715 3020 3800 5245 6240 7140 7540 7773 3 0006 8225 8466 7 8691.7 
2360 2720 3025 3885 5285 6250 7150 7541.7 7775 8006 6 8230 8470 8100 
2365 2750 3030 3940 5295 6273 3 7160 1550 7780 8008.3 8233 3 8473 3 8706 6 
2370 2755 3035 3955 5305 6275 7173 3 7558 3 7783.3 8010 8240 8475 8708 3 

2375 2760 3040 3980 5327 5 6300 7175 7560 7790 8016 7 8241 7 8480 8710 
2390 2765 3C45 3990 5335 6306 6 7200 7566.7 1791.7 8020 8250 8483 3 8716.7 
2415 2770 3050 3995 5385 6315 7206.6 7570 7800 8025 82583 8490 8720 

2430 2775 3055 4045 5397 5 6325 7225 7573.3 1806.6 8030 8260 8491 7 8725 
2435 2780 3060 4095 5435 6335 7240 7575 7808.3 8033 3 8266 7 8500 8730 
2440 2785 3065 4110 5545 6340 7273.3 7580 7810 8040 8270 8506 6 8733 3 

2442 2790 3070 4135 5582 5 6350 7275 1583.3 7816.7 8041 7 8273 3 8508.3 8740 

2450 2795 3075 4175 5587 5 6362 7300 7590 7820 8050 8275 8510 8741.7 
2455 2815 3095 4215 5645 6373 3 7306.6 1591.7 7825 8058 3 8280 8516 7 8150 
2460 2825 3100 4220 5687 5 6375 7308.3 7600 7830 8060 8283 3 8520 

2465 2830 3110 4255 5730 64C5 7316.7 7606.6 7833.3 8066 7 8290 8525 

2470 2835 3130 4295 5760 6406 6 7325 7608.3 7840 8070 8291 7 8530 
2475 2840 3135 4300 5775 6425 7333.3 7610 7841 7 8073 3 8300 8533 3 
2480 2845 3140 4330 5782 5 6440 7340 7616.7 7850 8015 8306 6 8540 

2485 2850 3145 4340 5800 6450 7341.7 7620 7858.3 8080 8308 3 8541 7 

FT -243 Lots of 10 or 
more. 

. F;t 

34 Lots of or 1 39c C 
Individually. Ea. 49c 

4135 4980 5660 5773 3 5880 6273 5 6400 6725 6875 7475 7673 3 7825 

4780 5030 5675 5780 5906 7 6275 6406 6 6750 6900 7506 6 7675 7873.3 
4165 5205 5700 5806 7 5940 6300 6425 6775 6925 7525 7706 6 7875 
4190 5300 5706.7 5840 5950 6325 6673 3 6800 6950 7573 3 7725 7906.6 
4280 5437 5 5725 5852 5 5973 3 6350 6675 6806 6 6975 7575 7773.3 7925 
4397 5 5485 5740 5873 5 6240 6373 3 6700 6025 7450 7606 6 7775 7973.3 
4490 5500 5750 5875 6250 6375 6706 6 6850 7473 3 7625 7806 6 7975 

CR-1A 1.,11.. of 10 or mor . F:a.... 
Lots of .1 11r 

l' 

,or `. En.. 74e 9 Individually. '. En` 7 II 9c 

,150 6510 6740 7010 7180 7670 8013 8250 8290 8374 
.1e0 6530 6750 7020 7230 7790 8155.7 8272 8308 8392 

6550 6890 7160 7550 8007 8200 8284 8340 8400 

Lot. of 111 or more. F:1. 79C Lola of 5 or more. 6u e9c 
Indiridunllyr r Fa 99c 

'123 22m, 2415 2630 3010.5 3500 3661.5 3825 3995 4255 54925 
2125 22825 2435 2665 3175 3510 3682.5 3870 4012 5 4280 6000 
2131 2290 2442.5 2725 3202.5 3520 3695 3880 4037.5 4310 6210 
2145 2300 2467 27110 3205.5 3550 3700 3945 4050 4345 7165 
2150 2305 2470 2835 3215 3562 3712.5 3950 4080 4350 7950 
2155 2320 2532.5 2911 3237.5 3569 3760 3955 4097.5 4360 8000 

1151 8 1940 2045 2191 2340 2545 2940 3250 3510 3790 3966.5 4110 4400 9200 
1562.5 2010 2065 2220 2360 2550 2967 3322.5 3580 3801.5 3970 4142 4735 9590 
1738 2030 2082 2258 2390 2557 2990 3400 3631.5 3810 3975 417/.5 5200 
1746 2040 2105 2260 2405 2582 3010 3422.5 3660 38125 3980 4245 5225 

TERMS I'NIMUM (Ill!tI ".;t` $2." i. All 
sale and rdrs MUST ̀Le accom! nied by 

a,'k, en.h or SI.(1. N'I'rl1 PAN M l:ST I\ FU I3.. No C.0.0. CAI.IF5lls IA BUYERS add 
I.NCI.UIE 4110(4\1M \ TI.I.5 'r 00:11 ('R\ STAI. FOlt t',,STAGE. 

fO I. I ItYSTAI. 1111111,11,-INDICATE SECOND CHOICE FREQUENCIES WHEREVER 
SUBSTITUTION MAY BE MADE. 

NOVICE FT -243 FUNDAMENTAL 

BAN D 
FREQUENCIES 

Lofs of 10 or more. Ea. 9 9 c 
Individually. Ea. $1.25 

YOUR CHOICE OF FREQUENCIES! 

80 METERS 3701, 3702, 3703 through 3748 
in steps of I KC. 

40 METERS 7 
176, 7177, 7178 through 7198 

in steps of I KC. 

D O U B L I N G TO 3588, 3589, 3590 through 3599 
4 0 M E T E R S : in steps of I KC. 

SINGLE SIDE BAND -FT -241 -A 
Low Frequency Crystals 79c 

Lots of 19 ur 1_4,h 
Lots of ú 

a 

. Ear h t 89 

Individually. Each 99c 

400 442 446 450 453 456 459 463 466 470 414 477 
440 444 447 451 454 457 461 464 468 472 475 479 

441 445 448 457 455 458 462 465 459 473 476 440 

MISCELLANEOUS & SHIP BAND FREQUENCIES 
81.95 K('. ()11:11 . 2.99 

v('K..-.>t: s 53.99 2.99 
11111 KC. F'T 2 I I . 1.99 - 2.99 ' I:_ I _. , .. . 

200 K( . T3 pe 11, -1:, ,. .ii i , _ ' I. .I - 2.99 
base type h1dderll . 1.98 2801 KC. In :IJ 2.99 

327.8 Kt . \o. 0-10N:142. l'tvl Ii1 1157 KC. 11l'-:1J 2.99 
TS152 AI', I 9.99 3. 1'11 4:C. 11,111 2.99 

1500 Kt'. TS IiCi1. II octal 
2117:1 Kl'. VC-34 2.99 

1:11 tuhe "177 KC. nt'-34 2.99 
hose tl'I holder 4 3.49 11113 KC'. n('-:tJ 2.99 

_5010 K('. FT-',11 1.99 .15o5 KC. L'T.21:t 1.99 
0111 KC. 110-:14 2.99 .1521 KC. n('-:14 2.99 

' 1 111 KC. 11('-:14 2.99 ot23 Kt'. 11(':14 2.99 
'!a KC. UC-:14 2.99 511.t Kl. DI -14 2.99 

.2 KC. VC-3.1 2.99 m.-,:t KC. nl':tJ 2.99 
'11 KC. U(' ]4 2.99 -.-, K('. DC-31 2.99 :1 K('. n('.:14 3.99 111 KC. F'T-21:1 2.99 

I+2 KC. nl'-:14 2.99 lll!1.1 Kl', nC:1 2.99 
.62 Kt'. FT-213 2.95 111113 K('. FT-24:4 2.99 
,i0 1(C. DC-34 2.99 111111 KC. FT-243 2.99 

o KC. FT-21'1 1.99 115:1 Kt'. FT213 2.99 
-11 Kr, nC]4 2.99 112:1 Kt'. DC-3.1 2.99 

,,17 KC. DC-:44 2.99 .112: K('. DC-34 2.99 
_'11 KC. tl('-34 2.99 :1I11 Kt'. FT-24'4 2.99 

2.99 1193 KC. n(-'11 2.99 
.:17 KC. IK'34 2.99 1103 Kt'. F'T213 2.99 

:7 KC. FT-24:1 2.99 11111 K('. FT.'. 1'1 2.99 
. 11 KC. nr:i4 2.99 1_n:t K(', l'"r"l'1 2.99 
. 11 K('. FT-243 2.99 .',005 Kr. FT-24:1 ........... 1.99 

i7 KC. F'T-21'4 
1o.0D5 Kr. T. -5 Type Sil 011ley. In 

1 hohler 1.99 

COMPLETE SETS! 
SCR -508 Set 51' SOFT- 211elyl :d$25.00 SCR 609 Srs 5f 120 FT -243 XLd..$48.00 
SCR -509 Sri u1'so FT- 2I.'rr5't :d.$32.00 SCR -610 Set 01 120 FT -243 Xtals.$48.00 
SCR -510 Set of so FT- 243 my..1iIa $32.00 TRC -1. TRC -3. TRC4 PU R 

SCR -536 Set Ilt _ FT -91:1 elyt,i. P.U.R. SCR -608 s -1 ja 17. 1"T -!11 'c1 J -.5-1S 00 

1690 1890 2090 
1705 1910 2105 
1/20 1930 2106 
1738 1950 2131 
1746 1970 2155 
1770 1990 2175 
1/90 2010 2195 
1410 2030 2202 
1830 2050 2215 
1850 2075 2220 
1870 2082 2235 

DC -34 & DC -35 CRYSTALS 99c Your Choice. Ea. only 
Pin Spacing ' Pin Diameter .1875 

2240 
2255 
2258 
2275 
2280 
2295 
2300 
2315 
2326 
2335 
2340 
2355 
2360 
23/5 
2350 
2395 

2415 2643 2894 3161 3180 3150 3905 4055 4215 4435 

2422 2665 2895 3190 3485 3760 3920 4065 4235 4440 

2435 2685 2899 3201 3500 3785 3925 4080 4240 

2446 2710 2925 3270 3520 3710 3935 4085 4255 

2466 2711 2926 3279 3540 3715 3940 4090 4275 

2467 2725 2960 3280 3550 3190 3950 4095 4280 
2478 2732 2971 3297 3575 3792.5 3960 4097.5 4305 

2491 2745 2980 3311 3580 38075 3965 4115 4310 

2500 2764 3000 3317 3610 3825 3985 4130 4325 

2510 2775 3010 3365 3830 3830 3995 4135 4335 

2527 2176 3027.5 3385 3650 3850 4012.5 4150 4345 

2540 2807 3077.5 3390 3855 3855 4015 4155 4350 

2586 2816 3095 3395 3665 3870 4020 4175 4370 
2587 2831 3117 34125 3680 3885 4030 4177.5 1380 

2605 2851 3149 3422 5 3695 3850 4035 4192.5 4397.5 

2625 2853 3155 3462 3700 3895 4050 4210 4415 

U. S. CRYSTALS, INC., 
805 S. UNION AVE., 

LOS ANGELES 11, CALIF. 
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COMPLETELY 

SERVICE... 

COLOR TV 
with only two 

NEW instruments! 

$4995 

NET 

RAINBOW GENERATOR 
Model 150 

Patent Pending 

NEW CIRCUITS incorporated in this instrument 
greatly simplify the TEST and ALIGNMENT of 
color TV circuits. NEW LINEAR PHASE SWEEP 
produces the COMPLETE PHASE RESPONSE 
CURV E,assuring greateroccurocy with fasters lign- 
ment and elimination of color bar drift problems. 

APPLICATIONS 
MASTER PHASE CONTROL test and alignment 
CHROMA DEMODULATOR test and align- 

ment (either I/O or R- Y /BYI QUADRATURE 
TRANSFORMER test and alignment MATRIX 
CIRCUIT test and alignment BURST AMPLIFIER 
test and alignment PHASE DETECTOR CIRCUIT 
alignment for reference oscillator REACTANCE 
CONTROL and REFERENCE OSCILLATOR adjust- 
ment 3.58 MC TRAP alignment TROUBLE- 
SHOOTING and PHASE ALIGNMENT in the 
home by picture patterns. 

L 

THE WHITE DOT GENERATOR ENABLES COM 
PLETE ALIGNMENT OF ALL COLOR CONVER 
GENCE CIRCUITS PLUS SWEEP CIRCUIT LINEARITY 
AND SIZE, AS WELL AS GENERAL TROUBLE. 
SHOOTING BY SIGNAL TRACING. 

APPLICATIONS 
DYNAMIC CONVERGENCE -vertical and hon. 

zontal test and adjustment DC CONVERGENCE 
-test and adjustment DEFLECTION COIL - 
positioning for best convergence BEAM 
MAGNETS -alignment for best convergence 

DYNAMIC PHASE ADJUSTMENT- vertical and 
horizontal FOCUS -test and adjustment of 
DC and dynamic focus TROUBLESHOOTING 
of oll circuits affecting convergence LINEARITY 
-test and adjustment of horizontal and vertical 
sweep linearity. 

FREE LITERATURE ON REQUEST 

INTRONI 
WINSTON ELECTRONICS, INC. 

Dept. 101, 4312 Main Street 

Philadelphia 27, Pa. 

138 

and boosted the number of commercial 
TV broadcasters. 

ANOTHER MOVE to spark u.h.f. was 
made by the Commission, when they 
issued a ruling stating that telecasters 
could now own five v.h.f. and two u.h.f. 
stations. The proposal to increase 
ownership was made a year ago and 
the network owners agreed that the 
plan would serve to stimulate interest 
in the high channels. 

Madame Commissioner Frieda Hen - 
nock dissented, asserting that addi- 
tional ownership by multiple owners 
would not serve to solve the u.h.f. 
problem. In her opinion the revised 
rule sanctioned monopoly. She also 
felt that the numerical limitation did 
not take into account locations and 
markets of singly -owned operations. 

Pending a firm decision on the high 
channels by the Senate investigating 
committee, a ruling on satellite or 
slave-stat ion operation, and other com- 
plex hearing -room actions, few au- 
thorizations were being issued to new 

telecasters. At this writing, only the 
grants shown on this page were ap- 
proved. 

THE COMMUNICATIONS ENGI- 
NEER has played a stirring role in 
American industry and he will con- 
tinue to blaze new trails that will 
benefit everyone. So viewed Merle E. 
Floegel of the Commission, during an 
address in Houston, Texas, before the 
IRE professional group on vehicular 
communications. 

Describing the progress made in 
traffic control through mobile radio, 
the FCC spokesman said that one of 
the more recent developments has been 
in the regulation of auto traffic along 
the turnpikes; the high speed toll roads 
now springing up all over the land. 
He felt that the successful operation 
of these new wide -lane roads would 
not be possible without adequate com- 
munication. 

Doctors and veterinarians, whose 
practices are in remote areas, the IRE 
audience wa, told, have also found 

NEW TV GRANTS SINCE FREEZE LIFT 
Continuing the listing of construction permits granted by FCC since 
lifting of freeze. Additional stations will be carried next month. 

FREQUENCY POWER" 
STATE CITY CALL CHANNEL (mc.) (Video) 

California Sacramento 10 192 -198 316 
Visalia 43 644 -650 22.73 Florida Tampa 13 210 -216 316 Indiana Fort Wayne 69 800 -806 99.1 Michigan Grand Rapids 23 524 -530 216 

New York Binghamton 40 626 -632 190 
Texas Ft. Worth 11 192 -198 222 Virginia Petersburg 8 180 -186 316 
West Virginia Huntington 13 210 -216 238 

NEW CALL LETTER ASSIGNMENTS 

Florida Tampa WFLA-TV 8 180 -186 
Michigan Grand Rapids KCRG-TV 9 186 -192 

ERP= (effective radiated power, kw.) . . =Call letters to be announced 

NEW TV STATIONS ON THE AIR 
(As of November 25, 1954) 

The following new stations bring the lists published in previous issues up to date. 

STATE, CITY STATION CHANNEL 
FREQUENCY VIDEO 

RANGE WAVELENGTH 
(IN MC.) (IN FT.) 

VIDEO 
POWER 

(IN KW.) 

Alabama 
Montgomery WSFA -TV 12 204 -210 4.79 316 Indiana 
Waterloo - 
Ft. Wayne WINT 15 476 -482 2.06 20.5 

Kansas 
Wichita KAKE -TV 10 192 -198 5.08 316 

North Carolina 
Chapel Hill WUNC -TVT 4 66 -72 14.61 100 

Tennessee 
Jackson WDXI -TV 7 174 -180 5.61 56.2 

Wisconsin 
Milwaukee WTVW 12 204 -210 4.79 251 
Wausau WSAU -TV 7 174 -180 5.61 89.8 

Canada 
Calgary, 

Alberta CHCT -TV 2 54 -60 17.8 100 
Saskatoon, 

Sask. CFQC -TV 8 180 -186 5.43 100 
WTOV -TV, channel 27, Norfolk, Virginia, has gone off the air. KOPR -TV, channel 4. Butte, 
Montana, has been temporarily suspended. 

The frequency of the video carrier = 1.25 + channel lower freq. limit. Total number of 
TV stations now on the air in U.S.: 410 (122 of which are u. h. f.) TEducational. 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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that radio -communication systems are extremely beneficial 
not only in serving humans, but livestock on the farms 
throughout the country. 

Motion picture companies have also found radio com- 
munication almost indispensable to their operations, the 
FCC expert continued. When shooting out -of -door scenes, 
radio contact has been found to play an important part 
in coordinating action of widely separated groups, serving 
to time appearance before the camera with split- second 
precision. 

The FCC report also disclosed that radio equipment is 
now installed on vehicles used in conjunction with the 
maintenance of buildings and grounds of large universi- 
ties, in orchards and cemeteries, on ranches, golf courses, 
and hunting clubs; and it will also be found installed on 
lift trucks used for material handling in warehouses, fac- 
tories, and refineries. Even some of the drive -in restau- 
rants have begun to use two -way for relaying orders from 
the car hops to the kitchen. 

One of the most novel applications has been in the ad- 
vertising field for skywriting, it was revealed. It's no 
longer necessary for a skywriter in a single plane to trace 
his message slowly in the sky. Instead, seven planes, flying 
at uniform speed, in straight -line formation, one along- 
side the other, can release puffs of dense white smoke at 
proper intervals and form a stream of block letters, or a 
single letter. This is done by controlling the valves in 
the smoke chambers by coded signals, which are trans- 
mitted by radio from a command plane, usually the center 
one of the seven. A separate signal automatically controls 
the valve in each plane. 

In his opinion, the FCC expert said the most important 
role of the communications engineer is that of designing 
a system that will assist in coordinating the activities of 
an organization and thereby reducing non -productive time 
to a minimum. Certainly it is evident, he stressed, the 
book shows that American engineers have met his chal- 
lenge and rung up an enviable record of achievement in 
radio- communications industrial history L.W. 

Just Out 

Atm -often-N,ai.d 

1955 - 
Television ev1e'on 

sawi 
wwwwwww 

-- New Edition 
Covers all important 1955 Sets 

.. 

lly 
Reliable 

R ea PRESCRIPTON 

FOR SICK 
CUITS 

Replace with RRco. rectifiers and diodes and insure 
long life and dependable performance ahead. Thou- 
sands of servicemen agree they're wonderful medicine! 

SELET RON 
SELENIUM 

RECTIFIERS 

GERMANIUM 
DIODES 

Millions in use in radio and 
TV ... as original equ.pment 
and replacements. 

Video Detectors 1N60 and 
1N64. U. H. F. Mixers 1N72 
and 1N110. Other R.E.T.M.A. 
types available too. 

We also manufacture germanium transistors. 

scW 

SEE YOUR FAVORITE PARTS JOBBER 

Seletron and Germanium Division 
RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY, INC. 
In Radio and Electronics Since 1922 
SALES OFFICES: 251 WEST 19TH ST., NEW YORK 11, N.Y 
FACTORIES IN BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

SUPREME 1955 TV Manual 
AMAZING BARGAIN 

The new 1955 TV nr:utual is the 
scoop of the year. Covers all im- 
portant sets of all makes in one 
giant volume. Your price for this 
mammoth manual is only $3. This 
super -value defies all competition. 
Other volumes at only $3 and $2 
each. Euch manual has a whole 
year of service material. Includes 
all data needed for quicker TV re- 
pairs. Practically tells you how to 
find each fault and make the repair. 
More pages, more diagrams, more 
service data per dollar of cost. Get 
the best for less. Get SUPREME. 

TELEVISION SERVICING COURSE 
Let this new course help you in TT servicing. 

Amazing bargain, complete, only $3, full price for 
all lessons. Giant in size, mammoth in scope, 
topics just like a $200.00 correspondence course. 
Lessons on picture fautifs, circuits, adjustments. 

short -cuts, ('111, alignment facts, hints, t 
antenna pruhiems. trouble-shooting, test T 
equipment, pieutre :m;tlpsis. Special, Md). 

Newest -, RADIO DIAGRAMS 

- N,-"w 

1954 

RA DIO 

1)1 AC; RAM. 
i 

Ilere t. sour complete s of all 
needed RADIO diamants and r. 

source 
ice data. 

t'oser. e etrilting Gon, most reteut ,alum r pre -uu IJ- liuun; hmue radio., auto 
sets, oombinatlons, changers, and port- 
ables. Sensational values. Stilt sold at 
pre -Korean prices. Only 82 for most vol- 

sc. tarry Radio manual contains large 
henrat tes, ait needed alignaient tacts. 

Salts Ibis, voltage values, trimmers, dial 
st, iugitrg, nul Islam sertie.. hilts. All 
t, lutues aie large in - ,t ri'.all illrllez, 
about l!'2laces. coupon at fictif lot a 
completa list of these low-priced manuals. 

Supreme Publications 
Sold by All Leading Parts Jobbers 

December. 1954 

COVERS ALL POPULAR SETS 
Supreme TV manuals have all needed 

service material on every popular TV set 
of every important manufacturer. Here is 
helpful, practical, factory -prepared data 
that will really make TV servicing and 
adjustment easy for you. Benefit and 
save with these amazing values in service 
manuals. These giant TV manuals have 
complete circuits, alignment facts, test 
patterns, response curves, service hints, 
all recommended changes, voltage charts, 
waveforms. and many double -page dia- 
gram blueprints. Here is your TV service material to help you do more expert work 
quicker; and priced at only $3 and $2 per 
manual covering a full year of material. 
Be ready to repair any model by having 
in your shop all nine TV volumes listed 
in coupon below. Or try the new 1955 TV 
manual to see what an amazing bargain 
you get for only $3. Send trial coupon for 
prompt shipment, or ask your jobber. 

The npa.r of any tele- 
oon set is wally simple 

m ith Supreme TV sers tee 
rsmats. Cvery set Is cor. 

l to a practical manner 
that mill simulas, trouble- 
shooting and mpai r. This is 
the help ton need to lied 
toughest faults itt a Jiffy. 
Each $3 Tt' volume covers 
a whole vear of srvlce ma- 
redit]. New Television Serv- 
icing Coursa uni Md yoit 
tu tearning Ti'. Be suis,, 
boy Supreme Manuals only 

NO -RISK TRIAL ORDER COUPON 
SUPREME PUBLICATIONS, 1760 Balsam, Highland Park, ILL. 
Radio Diagram Manuals 

MostOften- Needed 
(See full description at left.) 
7 1954 Radio Manual. $2.50 
G 1953 Diagrams 

1952 Radio 
1951 Diagrants 

G 1950 Manual 
1949 Radio 
1946 ; PRICED 
1947 31 AT ONLY 
1946 z 
1942 a 1941 0 
1940 4 
1939 ii EACH 

O 1926.1938 Manual. 52.50 
Matter INDEX oul3 25t 

EACH 

S2.50 

Ru,h today. Radio manuals checked D at left 
and TV nuuttials below. Satisfaction (;uaranteed. ] ..Vcrc 1955 Television Manual. $3. 1954 TV, $3. 

1953 TV Manual. $3. UHF Manual, $1.50 
1952 Television Manual, $3. 1951 TV. $3. 
1950 Television Manual, $3. 1949 TV, $3. 
1948 TV, $3. 194' TV 8. FM, only S2. 
Television Servicing Course, complete, Only..$3. 

I oar eneb.aing S Send postpaid. 

Send C.O.D. 1 nm enclosing $ deposit. 

name. 

Address: 
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HARVEY'S 
COMPLETE STOCK 

INSURES 
PROMPT DELIVERIES 

7) 

I S38D 
+ RECEIVER 

E i 
Smart new styling 
in this world 
wide performing 
compact receiver. 

Fine for the new amateur or as a reliable 
standby set. Communications -type controls for 
standard broadcast plus 3 short -wave bands, 
1650 kc to 32 mc. Sensitive built -in speaker. 
Headphone tip jocks. CW oscillator. Engineered 
throughout to give years of good service. 

$4995 

S -85 
RECEIVER 

S -3812, complete with tubes 

Newly styled 
10, 11, 15, 
20, 40 and 80 

meter amateur receiver, with broadcast band 
reception. Tuning 540 kc to 44 mc. Automatic 
noise limiter, code reception with 3- position 
tone control and code pitch control. One r -f, 
two i -f stages. Separate, calibrated bandspread. 
Built -in speaker, headphone jack. Controls for 
sensitivity, band selector, tuning, volume, AVC 
on /off, noise limiter en /off, AM /CW, tone, 
code pitch and standby /receive. ;Ie95 
S -85, complete with tubes......._.._... _..._ s7 

S-86, same as S.85 but AC /DC.._.._......119.95 

S -94 

& S -95 
CIVIL PATROL 

RECEIVERS 
These new high performance receivers are more 
than 10 times as sensitive as the older S -81, 
5.82. under It /3 pv. Have greatly increased 
audio power and include an adjustable built -in 
relay squelch, which completely disables the 
audio system until o signal is received. Low noise 
grounded grid r.f amplifier. Built -in speaker, 
with provision for headphones. 

S -94, covers 30 to SO mc ........ ._....._.___.___ ;5995 
5.95, covers 150 to 173 mc 59.95 

41111111 i HT -20 
100 WATT 

BANDSWITCH 

TRANSMITTER 

IVI- SUPRESSED 
All spurious outputs above 40 Inc at least 90 
db below full rated output. All stages metered 
with 6- position switch. Output tuning indication. 
Frequency range of 1.7 mc to 31 mc continuous 
on front panel control. 10- position crystal selec- 
tor switch; provision for plug -in VFO on xmtr 
power supply. 7 tubes plus S rectifiers. 

HT -20, complete with tubes ......_ ............._.. $449EE 
50 

Anywhere in the world - 
order by mail direct from Harvey. Enclose 
estimated shipping charge. Excess will b. 
refunded. 

NOTE: Prices Net F.0.8., N.Y.C. 
Subject to change without notice. 

Established 192 arvey 
RADIO COMPANY, INC. 

103 W. 43rd 1t., N. Y. 36. N. Y. JU 2.1500 
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NEW AUDIO 

EQUIPMENT 
E -V AMPLIFIER 

Electro- Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Michi- 
gan is currently marketing the Model 
A20C, a 20 -watt amplifier which com- 
bines the company's "Circlotron" cir- 
cuit with a new critical damping con- 
trol. 

All d.c. is removed from the output 
transformer permitting cool, optimum 

utilization of the output tubes. The 
damping factor control permits per- 
fect match of the amplifier output im- 
pedance to the critical damping re- 
sistance of the speaker as well as to 
the type of enclosure. 

Power output is 20 watts rated, 40 
watts on peak. Frequency response is 
20 to 20,000 cps ± .1 db at full 20 
watts. Inputs include "ultra- linear" 
phono, magnetic phono, tape or TV, 
tuner or TV, hi -Z microphone while 
the controls consist of a function selec- 
tor. record compensation, level, loud- 
ness, bass, treble, damping factor, and 
two hum adjustments on the chassis. 

SCOTT FM -AM TUNER 
Scott Radio Laboratories, Inc., 1020 

N. Rush Street, Chicago 11, Ill. is now 
offering the Model 5001X FM -AM 
tuner to the audio trade. 

The tuner features a separate power 
amplifier chassis and includes automa- 
tic frequency control, new selector 
switch for automatic level, and fi- 

quency compensation to NARTB, LP, 
"Ortho," AES, and RIAA recording 
standards. 

The chassis is chrome plated and has 
a hand -formed, genuine leather dial 
board. The tuner has seven controls, 
fourteen tubes, including the tuning - 
eye and rectifiers. 

GOV'T SURPLUS E.EB 
S/GNA(. CORPS t 

P /ELD TELEPHONE 
A onxate phone or intercom system. Easy/ - 
0 operate. Use any place that portable, 2l' u r'' 

way communication Is desired. Gives clear 
reception w to IS miles. Operates on two 
standard batteries. Severe) phones may be i 

Iused an the cone line. Set contains o ring- 
ng genwatar, leather carrying EA. W K and phone. Each r Is 
reconditioned & checkd,aut. l e4Ei\ 

Complete circuit ...Sal o12 -50 lye 

á 

Pay by Abner Order or Check. P.O.'s waisted from DB8 firms 
505 deposit wah C.O.D..s. Prices F.O.B. Los Angeles. 

WORLD'S MOST AMAZING BARGAIN CATALOG 

1954 EDITION OVER 320 PCS s 'tit. , ns i 
^ 

SAVE`"85 %BR 
WAR t ' ' SMIi..ES* ro SURPLUS E FWD Pocked with SENSATIONAL r on." VALUES in WAR SURPLUS, 

FACTORY CLOSE- OUTS and S 
pespatla 

GENERAL MERCHANDISE! 
Fully Illustrated. Pocked with - - 
thousands of Bargains In Hand & l \ Power Tools, Rodio Speakers, Ear y - - -._., 
Phones, Electronics, Gadgets, CAS -- 

...... 

Electric Attars 5 Blowers, all E. . 
..del ; 

types of leydroul,c Equipment, 
7ty.. 

---- rici---- 
. Outdoor &Sports Equip., Cameras, 'J y --1...!!!'!.,... 

Precision Instruments, Micro. 
scopo, plus many, many moan 

Sene! 50c T o vet the a Handling nd Mailing. CREDITED to your first 

2263 E. VERNON AVE..!DEPT.11-12 
PALLEY SUPPLY CO. Los Angeles 58. Cotdoenie 

Save time - Step up 

efficiency in 

ELECTRONICS 

DESIGN 
Iiere's n e lth of technical help 
for of iciently handling electronics de- 
sign prohlems -help that gives you 
answers already worked out by the 
country's top electronics ni -help 
that can n hours of research 
and experimentation! 
You'll find electronics mathematics 
and theory In concise form -design p t.[t - r 

hundreds of pieces d m f electronics equipent -an:t 
even the results of ndv mleed electronic experiments. 
Radio, television, facsimile. rind. : nd of 
other phases of electronics ,re"n a e.d -..lid vii s all 
condensed. cio.ssi li,,t. and indesed for auk h. c. use. 

ELECTRONICS DESIGN LIBRARY 
Edited by Markus and Zeluff, Electronics Magazine 

4 vols., 2151 pp., 9 s 12, 3534 illustrations 
Contains 11183 articles ctdled from recent issues 
of Electronics -the crram of information esst miel 

to design of electronics 
equipment. The 4 big 
ntes are: Elritrensids for 
Engineers. Harulbook of In- 
dustrial Electronic Circuits, 
Electronics Manual for Ra- 
dio Engineers, and Ele i tron- 
ies for Coutrnunication 
E;:r!incer.c. 

EASY TERMS! 

Special price 
saves you =6.00 

Regular cata- 
logttc price of 
hooks totals 
5.39.1111; under 
this offer. prim 
is only 
oli Ca.cy !h` 

10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION 
McGraw -Hill Book Co.. Inc.. Dept. RTN -12 
330 West 42nd St., New York 36. N. Y. 
Send me for 10 days' examination the E1LE('TItOS- 
A'S DESIGS LIIIIRARRY. In 10 days I will rem,. 
Ss.00. plus few rents delivery. then $5.00 a nnutli 
unt11 Eä3.00 Is paid. If not satisfied. 1 will retir 
books post PSld. IWe pay delivery If you remit t t.', 
this column: same return privilege) 
11'1llNTI 

Same 

.Sddress .. 

f'ity -I i, -.....:alt. 
enmpany 

Positon 
For prfre ,n,l trans ,nrrxidr U.3. write lief:raw -UM 

RTN -12 
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The separate high -fidelity power am- 
plifier is on a separate chrome chassis. 
It provides response flat from 30 to 
15,000 cps with power output of 20 
watts. A bulletin on this new unit is 
available on request. 

LOW -PRICED SPEAKERS 
A new low -priced line of 4" and 5" 

speakers is now available from Hep- 
pner Manufacturing Company of 
Round Lake, Illinois. 

The company advises that new 
manufacturing techniques permit the 
low price without impairing quality. 
Either a break or a cast magnet can 
be used in the construction with plugs, 
transformers, and /or brackets being 
supplied according to the customer's 
specifications. 

Write the company direct for details 
on this new line. 

NEW STEPHENS CABINET 
An improved and redesigned version 

of the company's "Tru- Sonic" Model 
617 cabinet with enclosed two -way 
loudspeaker system is now being mar- 
keted by Stephens Mann fact hung 
Corp., Culver City, California, as the 
"Crusader." 

The cabinet houses a complete two - 
way system consisting of the new 
103LX low- frequency loudspeaker and 
800 -cycle crossover network. In addi- 
tion, the audio system includes a 
Model 216 high- frequency speaker as- 
sociated with a 2 x 4 multicellular 

horn affording 40 degrees vertical and 
80 degrees horizontal dispersion of 
high- frequency energy. 

Constructed of birch hardwood in 
either silver hammertone or natural 
finish, the cabinet measures 201_" 
deep, 26" wide, and 36" high. It em- 
ploys a modified bass reflex using rear 
horn loading to lower the fundamental 
resonance of the low- frequency dia- 
phragm. 

"MARK 30A" POWER AMPLIFIER 
Brociner Electronics Laboratory, 344 

E. 32nd St., New York 16. N. Y. is 
in production on a new 30 -watt power 
amplifier and companion audio con- 
trol center, both using the company's 
printed circuit production technique. 

The "Mark 30A" is rated at 30 watts 
at 1 per -cent intermodulation distor- 
tion. At 20 watts the IM distortion 
drops below .2 per -cent and below this 
level is reduced to a virtually un- 
measurable level. The entire amplifier 
December, 1954 

BLOWERS: 
BLOWER AND 

HEATING ELEMENT 
110 Volt 60 cycle: Blower 100 
CFM; Heating Element can 
be turned on & oft separately 
from blower Used to pre- 
heat Transmitter Tubes. Gov't. 
Surplus -:2570 $10.95 
Price 

115 V 60 100 CFM -Single. .IC939 $ x.:'5 
115 V 60 100 CFM -Dual. r1C880 1.95 
115 V 60 108 CFM -Pancake :2C067 14.50 
115 V 60 140 CFM -Single Flange .10807 13.95 
115 V 60 275 CFM -Dual Flange .2C069 21.95 
6 VDC 100 CFM -Single. :6100 7.50 
6 VDC 150 CFM -Flange. :6150 
24 VDC 10 CFM- Min. -Single :2110 5.95 
24 VDC 20 CFM- Min. -Dual :2420 7.95 

DYNAMOTORS 
HEAVY DUTY MOBILE DYNAMOTOR: 

OM -12 -14 V. input: output 10.10 VDC -260 MA. & 
515 V. 215 MA. 'á 6 VOC. Approx. half of Volt- 
age NEW: ."12.:5 -USED: 00.95 

INPUT OUTPUT: STOCK PRICES: 
VOLTS: VOLTS: MA. No. USED: NEW: 
14 VDC 230 90 DM -21 $6.:5 
14 330 150 13D87 
14 250 50 DM-25 5 

14 1000 350 BD -77 14.95 19.95 
28 230 100 DA -IA 51.05 

24 250 60 OM -32 - 6.95 
24 575 160 DM 33 
28 210 125 DY -22 
28 1000 350 PE -73 0.95 
12 or 24 500 50 USA 0515 4.95 
12 or 24 275 110 USA 0516 4.95 
6 or 12 500 160 PE- 103 29.95 

12 230 90 PE133 4.95 6.555 

14 VDC 185 210 DM -40 2.95 4.11.5 

14 VDC 350 17$ BD -83 11.95 4.95 

PE -101 DYNAMOTOR -6 or 12 Volt. (Reprints of 
original CD conversion articles -Oct. & Dec.. '52 
Issues -furnished.) This is the Dynamotor the Hams 
have been talking about! Early adapted to supply 
625 V. a 150 MA. and 325 V. 125 MA. @ 12 Volts - 
or 300 V. 90 MA. and 160 V. 110 MA. 

NEW: 
95 

'm fi Volts NEW: 
&s 

POWER SUPPLY -24 VDC -3 Amp output; 115 Volt 
60 cycle input. Completely filtered with 0.75 VDC 
Output Meter & 2 Tungar Bulbs -Used. Tested ..rl2.n., 
GEARED HEAD MOTOR -110 Volt 60 cycle. 24 RPM. 

1 100 HP. Right Angle Drive -Size: 7'z" x 4" x 4 ". 
Shaft size: 3 16" x 1." NEW $ 0.95 

GEARED HEAD MOTOR -I10 Volt 60 cycle -1.9 RPM. 
Size: 2'2" x 254" x 214 ". Torque: 75 oz. in. 

NEW: $995 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL: 
FL -8 8 FL -5 FILTERS: BOTH For 51.59 

ANTENNA EQUIPMENT 

a 
MAST BASES- INSULATED: 

MP -22 BASE - (Illustrated) Ins. 
spring action: direction of bracket can 
be raised or lowered easily 2.95 
AN -75 Telescoping Rod, Only 714'.$90 
AN -745 Telescoping Rod. Only 8'.$1.00 
AN130 Goosenk. & Tele. Rod. 36 ".$90 
MP -S33 BASE -Insulated type with 
heavy coil spring and 5" dia. Ins. 
Requires 2" hole for mounting. Weight: 
9 lbs. 
MP -48 BASE -Insulated type ,base 
with heavy coil spring. Requires Ise" 

mounting hole. Weight: II lbs "5 
MP -37 BASE -Insulated type with heavy coil spring. 
7" dia. insulator; requires Ise" hole for mounting. 
Weight: approx. III lbs sv 95 

MAST SECTIONS FOR ABOVE BASES: 
Tubular steel, copper coated. painted in 3 ft. sec- 
tions. screw -in type. MS-53 can be used to make any 
length with MS- 52.51.50.49 for taper. Any sec- 
tion 15 50C Each 
Larger Diameter Scrt ion: MS.54 .. ..;.. 

RECORDER. SIGNAL GENERATOR - 
AMPLIFIER, & Voltage REGULATOR 

RECORDER, SIGNAL GENERATOR -AMPLIFER, 
AND VOLTAGE REGULATOR UNIT of BC -963 
TRAINER -Used tor assimilated Radar identification 
when used with BC -412 Scope. Signal Generator gen- 
erates various AC wave forms. Recorder was used to 
record difference in scope and generator wave forms as 
guided by operator. III) Volt 60 cycle operation -with 
Manual. Shipping Weight: 270 lbs. $59.5 Complete Unit NEW: D 

OR AVAILABLE AS SEPARATE ITEMS: 
SIGNAL GENERATOR- AMPLIFIER: Can be ad- 
justed for various wave forms. 110 Volt 60 cycle opera- 
tion. Voltage regulated supply 300 Volt 100 MA. 6.3, 
5 A.: 5 Volt 3 A. Power Supply. 15 Tubes: 1 7A6. 
3/7A8. 3 7FT. 3 7N7, 1 5Y3GT. and 4 VRI I50 
With Tubes and $I9 95 Manual n 

RECORDER -Complete with 115 V. 60 cycle 1/125 
HP Gear Head Motor. Vender Counter, Si 9 95 Pen, etc. and with Manual n 

CONSTANT VOLTAGE REGULATOR - $12.95 115 V. 60 cycle. 80 VA. Sola .30726 sD L J 

METERS: 
WESTON AC AMMETER: 

(Pictured.) In portable leather case, with 
Test Leads. 254 ", 0.15 AC and 55.95 
0.3 AC Scale eDJ 

DC AMMETER HOYT: In portable metal case. with 
Test Leads. 4'2". Fan. Mirrored Scale -0 -I5 ADC 

RF AMMETER IS -128: 2 %2" Rd., Flush Mtg. Cali 
brated F /Non Map. Panel. P/O BC -233 Transmit- 
ter 
0 -500 MICROAMMETER -TRIPLET. 25x" Sq... . 

0.5 MA DC WESTINGHOUSE-2./2" Sq 
D -B METER -10 to Plus 6. G.E., 3 %2" Rd 

TS291. U VOLTOHMMETER -Meter 3" Sq., 1000 ohms 
per volt. D'Arsonval Movement-0,300/600 VOC Scale 
and 0 -I Meg. Case size: 354" x 5?a" x 2Y' W, Test 
Leads P.0 1 -56 Test Set NEW: 47.:. 

Sound Powered Head & Chest Set -Used, Tested . 

Field Telephone Wire -3 Cond., 125 Ft 
TS -9 HANDSET w Butterfly Sw. Used. Tested. 
TS -13 HANDSET w Sw. Used. Tested 
TS -10 HANDSET -Sound Powered. Used, Tested 
WE -IA HANDSET -Chrome Plated. Used. Tested 
T -17 CARBON MIC. -w PL -68. Used. Tested 1, -, 
T -30 THROAT MICS. -Used. "As is " -5 for Lou 

BC -306 Ant. Tuning Unit f. BC- 375- 19l Used: $2.95 
BC -455 Comm. Rec. -6 to 9.1 MC w. Tubes Used: 7.95 
R -25, ARC -5 Rec. -1.5 to 3 MC. No Tubes Used: 10.1,5 
R -27, ARC -5 Rec. -6 to 9.1 MC. No Tuben Used: 5.95 
BC -459 Trans. -7 to 9 MC-w; Tubes Used: 9.:!5 
BC -456 Modulator -w Tubes Used: 1.91 
BC 60S Amplifier -w Tubes Used: 
BC -709 Amplifier -Used: $2.50 New: ;, 

BC -347 Amplifier -Used: $1.95 New: 5 

BC212G Amplifier -Used: $1.05 New: 2.1,5 

TRANSFORMERS -115 V. 60 CYCLE PRI.: 
600 VCT 100 MA-6.3 V/5 A.: 5 V;3 A. $4.!7 
650 VCT. 50 MA-6.3 V /2.5 A: 6.3 V /.6 (Rect. 6x5) L95 
350 VCT 40 MA -6.3 V/2.4 A: 6.3 V /.6 (Rect. 6x5) 1.75 
2500 V,.015 A; 2.5 V. 175 A: 6.3 V /.6A 5.155 
1890 V 12.6 MA Tapped 2.5 V. 2 A. 5.95 
1100 V, 80 MA.; 7.5 VCT/3.25 A. 5.05 

5 Volt CT -25 A: 10,009 V. Ins. Open Frame 87.95 
9 Volt CT-35 Amp. Tapped 4.5 V - 
12 Volt -Two separate windings-4 Amp each r..1.; 
28 Volt 8 Amp Tapped 4 Volt .'n 
5 V,2 A: 5 V/2 A: 5 V/2 A; & 5 V/6 A.......,- 2.93 

Choke 12.5 Hy 100 MA, 
Choke 12Hy 250 MA., 180 Ohm 
Choke 15 Hy 165 MA., 125 Ohm 
Choke 5 Hy, 150 MA., 85 Ohm 

BC.463 RADIO 
MODULATOR NEW ITEM 

And TRANSMITTER - -20 Watt Cryst sl controlled 
Transmitter, Freq. coverage 67 to 74 MC. Automat., 
A.F. Tone Source for Five Freq. Output Meter 0.18 e 
0.180 VDC & MA Readings. Complete with Tubes: 
I 815: 8 12J5GT: 2 12SN7: 2 6V6GT; 2,61.6; I VR150: 
& Crystal. Also 20 Watt Modulation Trans., $1 Motor, & d 6.95 Fan. Excellent Cond.-Price.... v .7J 

CORDS -CABLES- PLUGS: 
CD-605 w C -410 Trans. & PL55 F /HS30 $0.79 
CD -604 w C410 Trans. & PL54 .79 
CD -874 w. JB -47 Box & PL55 .79 
CD -265 w PL68 Ea. End 
CD -501 BC654 to PE -103 Dynamotor 
CD -280 15 Ft. Single .8 Shielded -15 Ft 1.5" 
CABLE -F /BC- 375. 191- PL -59 -64 or 61 Ea. End 

Each 2. 

CABLE -TCS -Rec. to P.S. or Trans. to PS. Each 3.90 

COAXIAL CABLE & CONNECTORS 
CD -1071 CORD -With PL -259 Plugs each end. 50 ohm 
coax 2 Ft. long. Prices: 590 Each -Or in Lots of 10 

5.55. Ea. 
PL259 -Plug. Ea. End & 32 " -RG54 U -58 ohm. -0,0 
SO -239 Chassis Conn. f /PL -259 (Removed)..3 for $1.0n 
UG -21 /U -Plug ea. end & 32 " -RG -I I, U -75 ohm.50C 
UG -22/U -With 4" Coaxial Cable 5"C 

COAXIAL CABLE: Price Per Ft. 100 500 1000 
RG8 U 51.5 Ohm (Special) 07 .5' ' 

WC -547 95 ohm -Solid Cond. - . 4'c .W 
WC549 52 Ohm -Solid Cond. .W 
WC -500 95 Ohm -Twin Solid Cond. 1 41' .tG 
RG -34 71 Ohms -145 Ft. Length.. 05.11í l'ri I.egtb. 

AS PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED 
(For complete details on these items, see r Sept. Adv.) 
TG- 34- KEYER: NEW, BOXED. $2L95. $14.95 

USED, TESTED 
TG -10 KEYER -Used. Tested 19.9!5 
BC791 RECORDER USED: 4.95 
PRACTICE TAPES -2. 8. II. or 12 Each: 1.25 

Address Dept. RN Minimum Order $5.00 
Prices F.O.B., Lima, Ohio 25% Deposit on 

C.O.D. Orders 

FAIR RADIO SALES 
132 SOUTH MAIN ST. 

LIMA, OHIO 
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TV SERVICEMEN: 
here's the help you need 

CD l 

measures 3'i" x 12" x 9 ". Adequate 
entilation is provided by the use of 

perforated metal for most of the 
chassis. 

The companion 30C audio control 
center is a self- powered preamplifier 
that provides complete facilities for 

"TV SERVICE - 
DATA BOOK" ®: e 

by MILTON S. KIVER 

Packed with 
facts you'll 
use every 
single day 

I GET IT 

TODAY 

all the data you need 
in one handy guide- 

saves valuable time 
helps you earn more 

Instant TV Servicing and Installation Reference: 
Have at your finger -tips all of the most 
frequently needed charts. tables and 
formulas you require in Television servic- 
ing and installation. Includes charts on 
fuses, color codes, attenuator pads, mono- 
chrome signal specifications, guy wire 
lengths. etc. -all the data you'll ever want 
in your daily work. Save valuable time on 
calculations by quick reference to the 
tables of mathematical constants and 
electrical formulas. Speeds your work for 
greater earnings. 
Trouble -Shooting Guide: Includes section on 
TV trouble- shooting. Lists common 
trouble symptoms and tells how to locate 
defective components. Recommends most 
effective methods for use of test probes 
and other accessory equipment. You'll 
want to keep it handy in your tube caddy 
for quick reference at the bench or in the 
field. It pays for itself in a single day's 
work. Over 100 pages. 5!_ x 8!,2 

Order from your l'ans .Jobber today. or 
write to Howard W. Sams & Co.. Inc 
2203 East 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Ind 

My (check) (money order) for S 

enclosed. Send copy lies) of "TV Service 

Data Book" (18 -1, $1.501 

Nome 

Address 

City Zone State 
(outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher) 

L J 
142 

selection of radio, TV, tape or phono 
inputs, separate turnover and roll -off 
controls for record compensation, con- 
tinuously adjustable bass and treble 
controls, and a loudness control. The 
audio control measures 3lí" x 10%" x 
6 ". Three tubes are used. 

AMPLIFIER KIT 
Tech -Must( °r Corp.. 75 Front Street, 

Brooklyn 1, New York is now offering 
a deluxe amplifier kit. based on the 
Williamson circuit with modifications, 
the TM -15A. 

This 20 -watt unit has distortion less 
than .25 per -cent at normal listening 
levels. For ease of assembly and wir- 
ing, all tube sockets and terminal 
strips come riveted in place on the 
chassis. Complete step -by -step pic- 
torial diagrams and schematics permit 
the builder to complete the construc- 
tion in record time. 

A companion preamplifier- equalizer 
kit, the TM -15P. which has four input 
channels and a selector switch for FM, 
AM, or TV, crystal or reluctance pick- 
ups, tape recorder or other signal 
source, is also available from the com- 
pany. 

SPEAKER SYSTEM 
Gramercy Sound Associates of 175 

Fifth Ave., New York 10. New York is 

now offering an 8" speaker system 
which incorporates the Goodmans 
"Axiette 101" speaker. 

The speaker, an English hi -fi unit, 
employs a hyperbolic cone with a 
stepped, plastic -impregnated linen sus- 
pension. Frequency response is 40 to 
15.000 cps, flux density is 13,500 gauss. 

The cabinet which houses this speak- 
er is made of %" wood and is avail- 
able in hand -rubbed mahogany or 

PHOTO FLASH 
100 W. SEC. STROBE OUTFIT 

LAMP A55'V 6 FLASH BULB 

t,h:H for outdoor nhop'grapily be attaching to : 
battery o t /12 or 12/24 VD(' N sod In..... 
for atudiu'Çnmpicte w /lamm ass's. Ignition coil . 

trigger housinir A 20 Ft. cord -Uses Sys!. A -IO;t. 
200 W.S. R,.il, ,SlmJar to Svvi. 4930 Una has Pore. 

RItAVD -NEW r` te ally to opera w /Instruction 
n.anal-Sh. Wt. 1 il $29.95 
INDIVIDUAL PARTS AVAI -WRITE TODAY! 

IDEAL" MODEL S C SOLDERING PLIERS A TRANS- 
FORMER-T/101 -iP carbon pliers A ro , neeliug 
cable -115 VAC 60 er 10 moos I,IDUi- ourpvT: 
3.5'4.5 V a 00 mops Int. or "t 00 anIps cm t. duly -In mend -,r )'ii :r as which a u- 1 for 
itml Is,x- 111!ÁSÌ,- N(:w_wt. approx. '25 t ú.N..524.95 
o. II ma Choke -100 ohms -2500 V Ins. 

54.95 
,IC'AS, -125 nhm Choke- New 52.96 

!a¢r- 
$3.95 

11H F. ohms 50 wait -IRC Plt -50 -Metal cam- 
. _a'.ss.. linear taper -New S1 

BC.221 TECHNICAL MANUAL -NI m' -n i-,pai 1 51.25 

LEARN THE CODE AS THE F.C.C. SENDS IT 

TG -34.4 CODE NEVER- 115/230 VAC On cycle 
-compact , 111 II /Itt x Inl_ 
15 I:i/ Irt- -Fn. Wt. 45 Ìb5. -Ilan .c,.lr cont.mu..1 
speaker-Complete w /!Ones A m. 1N 

NEW $22195 
USED. excel. 514.95 

TG -10 CODE NEVER -115 VAC GO cycle -01 .' l- 
ard metal cabinet net 1I X 24 x I, _ -_at, 
ts. -w /tubes A photo- cell- Used. excel .519.95 

lather Ken 
oscillator 

N with oriole,' paper paper tap o .t 

self contained illator for hand keyingr 
o 

WITH 
N LESSON 

CODE 
F FREE EITH R ORDER 

INDIVIDUAL TAPES for the following lessm,s -1. I. -. N., .I .o nias - .51.25 
tufs rlv ex la AMMETER ̀ 1,'. 

far portable. ' P.M. 
peter fare-4,2x 

I- X Lrather carrying 
$9.95 

0.2 ash nt per .1 V- UAr.on,nl 
- ' b,x1)'- 4x4.,axlu/ :12 eft. Ii.I $6.95 

25c, WITH ORDER. BAL. INCL. POSTAGE C.O.D 
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS ADD 30ra SALES TAX 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
ALL MERCHANDISE SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE 

AARON ELECTRONIC SALES 
3830 Chene Street Detroit 7, Michigan 

lia ca Von Secan 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS? 

Al Is loss- on %:ele! 

r- TELEVISION 
PREPARE FOR A GOOD JOB! 

1 :Rr1. \Itl'. \tT I.:X1;IN1 :I :I; 
I:LECTRONII'S RADIO NEIt\'1CIX1 

Television Servicing 

(Approved fol' Veterans) 
SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE 

BALTIMORE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
1125 1ú &'1.t s- Pl. it l {, It.tl.'r. IT, )lu. 
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blonde finishes on birch veneers. Total 
weight is 35 pounds. It measures 24" 
high, 101/2" deep, and 17" wide. 

Literature on the Model 101 is avail- 
able on request. 

WEATHERPROOF COAXIAL 
University Loudspeakers, Inc., 80 S. 

Kensico Ave., White Plains, N. Y. is 
marketing a full -range weatherproof 
coaxial loudspeaker, the Model BLC, 
which offers good reproduction for p.a. 
applications. 

The Model BLC measures 221/2" in 
diameter and 9" deep. The unit com- 
prises a low- frequency woofer that is 
coupled to a balanced compression - 
type exponential horn. The horn starts 
with a large 8" throat which extends 
to the 221/2" diameter mouth, giving 
highly efficient low- frequency response. 
Coaxially mounted, to conserve space, 
is a separate high- frequency tweeter 
with its own driver unit, coupled to a 
wide -angle horn incorporating the 
company's patented "reciprocating 
flares" principle. A built -in frequency 
dividing network provides for cross- 
over at 2000 cps. 

SHURE STUDIO MICROPHONE 
Shure Brothers, Inc., 225 W. Huron 

Street, Chicago 10, Illinois has just 
introduced a new studio microphone, 
the Model 333. 

The unit is a uni -directional micro- 
phone which features extended fre- 

quency response (30- 15,000 cps ± 21/2 
db), the company's patented "Uni - 
phase" system, small size, and slim 
design. 

The new microphone, while designed 
specifically for TV studios, motion pic- 
ture studios, radio stations, and pro- 
fessional recording studios, is suitable 
for professionals and hi -fi enthusiasts 
who want quality recording in the 
home. 

A copy of catalogue 33 describing 
this microphone is available from the 
sales division of the manufacturer. 

PREAMPEQUALIZER 
Fairchild Recording Equipment Co., 

154th Street and Powells Cove Blvd., 
Whitestone 57, N. Y. is now marketing 
its Model 240 preamplifier -equalizer. 

This completely redesigned and re- 
styled unit incorporates several new 
circuit advances, including one -knob 
control for both program selection and 
record equalization. An exclusive "Bal- 
anced Bar" control system allows tai- 
loring the tonal content to best suit 
December. 1954 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 
Or 

PHYSICS GRADUATES 

with experience in 

RADAR or ELECTRONICS 
or those desiring to enter these areas... 

The time was never more opportune than now 

for becoming associated with the field of advanced electronics. 

Because of military emphasis this is the most 

rapidly growing and promising sphere of endeavor for the young 

electrical engineer or physicist. 

Since 1948 Hughes Research and Devel- 
opment Laboratories have been engaged 
in an expanding program for design, de- 
velopment and manufacture of highly 
complex radar fire control systems for 
fighter and interceptor aircraft. This re- 
quires Hughes technical advisors in the 
field to serve companies and military 
agencies employing the equipment. 

As one of these field engineers you will 
become familiar with the entire systems in- 

volved, including the most advanced 
electronic computers. With this advan- 
tage you will be ideally situated to 
broaden your experience and learning 
more quickly for future application to 
advanced electronics activity in either the 
military or the commercial field. 

Positions arc available in the continen- 
tal United States for married and single 
men under 35 years of age. Overseas 
assignments are open to single men only. 

Hughes Field Engineer H. Heaton 
Bather (right) discusses operation of 
fire control system with Royal Canadian 
Air Force technicians. Avro Canada 
CF -100 shown al right. 

Relocation of applicant must not cause 
disruption of an urgent military project. 

Scientific 

and 

Engineering 

Staff 

HUGHES 
RESEARCH 
A N D 
DEVELOPMENT 
LABORATORIES 

Culver City, 
Los Angeles 

County, 

California 
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the acoustics of the room. In addi- 
tion, a carefully- engineered listening 
level control has been included to set 

the range within which listening is to 
be done. 

The unit features a low -noise cas - 
code -input stage and a special self - 
contained power supply which contrib- 
utes to its high gain and low noise. 

CONVERSION KIT 
Dynanzu Magnetrolics Corporation, 

21 N. Third St., Minneapolis 1, Minn. 
has developed a "conversion kit" which 
contains heads and all of the necessary 
components to convert home type and 
professional tape recorders to "studio 
quality" units. 

Complete, illustrated step -by -step in- 
structions are included covering the 
installation and electrical changes that 
are required. Currently, two kits are 
available, one for recorders using two 
heads and the other for three -head 
units. 

Pentron, Airline. Revere, RCA. Wil- 
cox -Gay, Knight, Masco. Concertone, 
Magnecoder, Magnecordet te. and Web- 
cor recorders can be converted with 
the kits. For details on the model num- 
ber conversion kit to use with a spe- 
cific recorder, write the company di- 
rect. 

PORTABLE AUDIO UNIT 
Atnpe.i Cur/gm/Non of 934 Charter 

Street, Redwood City, California has 
come up with a 25 -pound portable am- 
plifier- loudspeaker unit, the Model 
620. 

The new portable incorporates a 
specially- designed loudspeaker with a 

1 

ROCKBAR CORPORATION, DEPT. BL -5 
1 

215 East 37th Street, New York 16, N. Y. 1 

Please send complete description of the 1 

Axiom 80 and other Goodmons Loud- 

speakers. 1 
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complementary 10 -watt audio ampli- 
fier in an acoustically correct enclo- 
sure. Response of the 620, measured 
in air by accepted acoustical stand- 
ards, is essentially flat from 60 to 10: 
000 cycles. The unit is encased in a 
Samsonite luggage -type carrying case. 

"UNIVERSAL ADAPTER" 
Andak Company. 500 Fifth Ave., 

New York 36, N. Y. is introducing a 
universal adapter which permits the 

- QUARTZ CRYSTALS 
ET -243. .093" PIN DIA. -.486 PIN SPC 

POR HAN AND OENRAAL USE OUARANTaeo 

4035 5675 5940 6673 7473 1675 1925 1015 6450 7075 8050 8500 
4080 5700 5950 6675 7475 7700 7940 3735 6473 7100 8015 8525 
4165 5706 5973 6700 7500 7706 7950 3800 6475 7125 8100 8550 
1190 5725 6240 6706 7506 7725 7973 3940 6500 7150 8125 8575 
4280 5740 6250 6725 1525 7740 7975 3990 6506 7175 8150 8600 
4300 5750 6273 6750 7540 7750 8225 6000 6550 7250 8173 8625 
4397 5773 6275 6775 7550 1773 8250 6025 6573 7300 8175 8650 
4490 5806 6300 6800 7573 7775 8273 6050 6575 7306 8200 8700 
4495 5840 6325 6825 7575 7800 8275 6075 6600 7325 8340 8733 
4930 5850 6340 6850 7600 7825 8300 6100 6606 7340 8350 
5030 5852 6350 6875 7606 7840 8325 6125 6625 7350 8375 
5205 5873 6373 6900 7625 7850 8630 6140 6640 7375 8380 
5300 5875 6375 6925 7640 7873 6150 6650 7400 8400 
5385 5880 6400 6950 7641 7875 6175 7000 7425 8425 
5485 5906 6406 6975 7650 7900 6200 7025 1440 8450 
5500 5925 6425 7450 7673 7906 6440 7050 8025 8475 

49e each-10 99cea.10forWOO 
Low Frequency- FT -241A for 
SSB, Lattice Filler etc.. .093' 
Plns..406' SPC..marked in Chan- 
nel Nos. 0 to 79. 54th Harmonic 
and 270 to 389, 72nd Harmonic. 
Listed below by Fundamental 
Frequencies, tractions omitted. 

370 393 414 437 501 522,400 461 
372 394 415 438 502 523 440 462 
374 395 416 481 503 525 441 463 
375 396 118 483 504 526 442 464 
376 397 419 484 505 527 444 465 
377 398 420 485 506 529 445 466 
379 401 422 486 507 530 446 468 
380 402 423 487 508 531 447 469 
381 403 424 488 509 533 448 470 
383 404 425 490 511 534 450 472 
384 405 426 491 512 536 451 473 
385 406 427 492 513 537452 474 
386 407 429 493 514 538 453 415 
387 408 430 494 515 .454 476 
388 409 431 495 516 455 477 
390 411 433 496 518 1457 479 
391 412 435 497 519 458 400 
392 413 436 498 520 459 

CR 
IA 

SCR 

54' S 

5910 
6370 
6450 
6470 
6497 
6522 
6541 
6610 
7350 
7380 
7390 
7480 
7580 
7810 
7930 

= 1718 8aI1a: 
sy4- SPC 

2030 2220 2360 3202 2945 
2045 2258 2390 3215 3955 
12065 2260 2115 3237 3995 
12082 2282 2435 3250 
2105 2290 2442 3322 
2125 2300 2532 3510 
2145 2305 2545 3520 
2155 2320 2557 3550 

IC 744 
TUNING UNITS 

CnanneIt 10 a 12 
_foundation co 
and Con0ener for 

NS 

8,s 

Sae 

add 20c poslogo for 
very IO crystals (orless 

49c each -Il Ier 54.11;994 each ._ 10 for $8.00 
Pm -200 KC without holder -59c, 3 fer 57.91 

Soec.-200KCor500KC inFT2JIAHolder.5L79ea. 1 

Indicate second choice; subit. may be necessary 

X520 TENTH ST. N. W. -WASH. D. C., DEPT. N 

6di,Lok.z a."-L.cL &71s 
PUBLICATIONS 

BETTER TV RECEPTION 
New 2nd Edition 

IT COVERS ALL YOU WANT 
TO KNOW ABOUT 

fringe and low- signal areas 

BETTER TV RECEPTION hos 

become the standard guide 
for the installation techni. 
clon and a popular teat for 1 

reeep^ 
TV enthusiasts. 9i In Iruge and 

law Iiylld we" 

Book No E8ETR2 

$2.50 per copy 
(paperbound) at our store 

/I 

For Additional Coverage 
RADIOTELEPHONE LICENSE MANUAL. Typical 
study questions with concise answers for any 
commercial U.S.A. radiotelephone operators lie 
tense. Book No. E&E-RL1 53.75 
RADIO HANDBOOK. GIANT 13TH EDITION. A 
onevolume library of radio information with 
extensive, simplified theory. Detailed how -to 
build -it data on dozens of items of practical 
radio equipment. Book No. E &E -RH13 56.00 
SURPLUS RADIO CONVERSION MANUAL. VOL. 
1. Practical conversions. Write for list of con 
tents. Book No. E&ESM1 52.50 
SURPLUS RADIO CONVERSION MANUAL. VOL. 
2. Companion to Volume 1. 
Book No. E &E -SM2 52.50 
Plus any fax. 

BUY FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR 
00101, YO 

E D I T O R Se nNdolE N G IIN E EaR S , L t d . 

8 0 x 6 1 9s,-S.ArIN T: B A ROe A RtlA,u C A L I F. 
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company's tone arms to be used with 
practically any cartridge of any make. 

The special compass -pivoted con- 
struction, which requires no springs 
and uses only three parts, maintains 
uniform point pressure irrespective of 
climatic changes, offers practically no 
restraint upon the stylus travel, has 
virtually no frontal oscillation, and 
keeps the cartridge in full view, thus 
permitting accurate stylus -to- record 
alignment. 

FOLDED HORN CABINET 
G cE H Wood Products Co.. 75 North 

11th Street, Brooklyn 11, N. Y. has 
recently added the "Klipsch -Cabinart 
KR -5" to its line of speaker cabinets. 

This corner folded horn, designed to 
accommodate either 8- or 12 -inch 
speakers, is available in finished, un- 
finished. or leatherette -covered models. 
The cabinet performs exceptionally 
well using the University 6201, Elec- 
tro -Voice triaxial 12 ", or the Altec- 
Lansing 601A. 

The KR -5 weighs 25 pounds and 
measures 21" high, 165/4" wide, and 
14" deep. It can be wall- mounted, 
corner -hung, placed on a table, a 
bench, or a shelf. 

A.F. CURVE TRACER 

Maico Company, Minneapolis, Minn. 
recently introduced a new and im- 
proved version of its audio frequency 
curve tracer. 

The new unit features a 12" cathode - 
ray tube to make it especially suited 
for research, quality control, and pro- 
duction line testing of receivers, micro- 
phones, speakers, filters, transformers, 
and other partial or complete audio 
assemblies. -30r 

FM -Only Tuner 
(Continued from page 73) 

with a single flick of the finger. A 
fine tuning knob is provided for exact 
tuning of weak stations in the pres- 
ence of severe interference. 

The over -all dimensions of the 
tuner are but 41/2" x 13" x 10'4". The 
instrument is housed in a metal case 
which provides protection from dust, 
and is styled so that the tuner can 
be used "as is" on a shelf or table. 
If cabinet mounting is desired, this 
can be accomplished readily with a 
simple escutcheon without removing 
front panel or adding shaft extensions. 

Designed to surpass the quality re- 
quirements of the best FM transmit- 
ters and to operate without noise and 
interference under the most adverse 
conditions, this new tuner combines 
all significant technical features and 
refinements known at this stage of the 
art. The over -all circuitry is shown 
in Fig. 2. Unique operating con- 
venience, attractive styling, and mod- 
erate cost make it applicable to 
serious home music systems as well 
as to professional broadcast monitor- 
ing. -N- 
December. 1954 

modern 
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to 

maintain 

modern 

circuits 

select 

RCP.. 
for best 

test 

performance 
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Signal, Marker, and Pattern Generator for 
UHF and VHF. 

"DO -ALL" Model 750 
Versatile in concept. the RCP -:,n 
check and test alignment of flout n,1 IF's 

und and pis traps, linearity. stncs. .weePS. 
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Srs and lb' s 
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etched olu,nin dial. 
Steady horizontal bars, vertical hors and 
crosshatch pattern individually produced on 
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Only $79.30 Net 

Efp 

4e, s', 

A.i 

RCP Tube Tester Meets All Today's Needs, 
Plus Tomorrow's Color Requirements. 

PORTABLE TUBE TESTER 
Model 327P 

Greatest testing performance ever built into a 
compact instrument. Tests all tubes in rent 
radio and television receivers, as well as in color 
TV receivers: checks transmitting, Maring 'ids. 
ballasts.s gaseous rectifiers, arti tuning indica- 
tors. A .streamline approach to tube test charts 
allows for 14 mp le lind speed, "Pettit ton and 
permits a 

, 
rapid addition of n tube test 

data. Data i also given ,n current color TV 
tubes. Checks l 'It piet,ox tubes, Moth black and 
white and color, with Clt adapter cable tavail- 
able at slight additional cost I. Black and while 
picture tunes can readily be .,.activated with 
this tester. 

See Your Local Parts Distributor or WRITE DEPT. RN -12 
for LATEST RCP CATALOG 

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS COMPANY 
EASTON, PENNSYLVANIA 

Only $51.95 Net 

ENJOY 3 COLOR TELEVISION 
FILTER SCREEN NOW 

Changes dull staming black and w pictures 
IMO beautiful e r tones. Seconds to attach. No tools 

sed. Neaps eliminate glare. Order direct. Send SI 
for s e s up to 10 ". $1.25 ze 17', 51.90 

Wec 20e". 32 size 21'. $2.50 s e 24", 53 i 27 ". 
y postage except on C.O.D orders. satisfaction 

guaranteed. Inquiries from dealer, atoo welcomed. 

Lingo Products, Johnstown 19, New York 

Superaensitivel Only 1!' lbs.! Fin pocket - 
u 

ses flashlight battery. Find a fortune in ara. 
niani. Order Nowt Send S5.00, balance 
C.O.D. MONEY LACK GUARANTEE. FREE 
CATALOG- Kintillotor and larger uranium 
and metal detectors. DEALERS WANTED,' 

PRECISION RADIATION INSTRUMENTS 
2235 RT S. La Brea, Los Angeles 16, Calif. 

CORONA RADIO KITS 
EASY TO BUILD EDUCATIONAL 

EXCELLENT RECEPTION 

Broadcast 
Superhet 

Kit 

$lags 
ROCKET 115K-Latest Single Ito,. cult fur Inmate an sensitive reception. . I' ,ruai. Ily. Kit includes a'll n vary pal t.. 1 uoeed él, :,. 
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beam power 
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"SHALL 

BUY A 

TURNTABLE 

OR A 

RECORD 

CHANGER ?" 

RADIO-TV 

Service Industry News 

r 

L 

GET THE FACTS 
from one of America's 
leading manufacturers of 
professional recording 
and playback equipment. 
Plus a FREE Strobe Disc 

for checking Turntable 
Speeds. Write today. 

REK -O -KUT COMPANY, Dept. PL -l4 
38-01 Queens Blvd., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

Please send me the facts on turntables and 
record changers ... plus the Free Strobe Disc. 

Name .................. 

Address......._.... 

City 

My Dealer is 

146 

Zone ......_._._State 

7 

AS REPORTED BY THE 
TELEVISION TECHNICIANS LECTURE BUREAU 

AS THE year draws to a close it is 
both interesting and educational to 

look back and review what happened 
in the electronics industry during 1954 
and appraise the immediate and pos- 
sible future effects of the year's de- 
velopments on the fortunes of inde- 
pendent electronic service as a busi- 
ness. 

Color Television 
The Federal Communications Com- 

mission's Christmas gift to the pub- 
lic last year was the acceptance of in- 
dustry- developed standards for a sys- 
tem of compatible color television. The 
industry -wide National Television Sys- 
tem Committee (NTSC) accom- 
plished a truly remarkable achieve- 
ment in developing and proving out 
the basic standards for this color tele- 
vision system in the comparatively 
short period of time it required to ac- 
complish its objectives. 

At the outset, there were many 
optimistic reports about the number 
of color television receivers that could 
be produced during the first year of 
the life of compatible color TV. Some 
early estimates freely predicted the 
production of more than a quarter of 
a million color television sets by the 
end of 1954. 

A number of manufacturers pro- 
duced fifteen -inch sets to test con- 
sumer reaction to quality of color and 
to price. While there was a tremendous 
interest in the new medium and an 
enthusiastic response to the quality of 
color reproduction, the small screen 
sets failed to attract'many purchasers. 
About mid -year, the nineteen -inch col- 
or television receiver became a prac- 
tical reality with a twenty -one inch 
set in the offing. Now, at year's end, 
it looks as if 1955 will see the indus- 
try's aggressively competitive manu- 
facturers well on their way to mak- 
ing the general public color TV con- 
scious and hungry for sets. 

During the developmental stages of 
an entirely new product it is difficult 
to forecast the pattern that will even- 
tually he created to handle the work of 
its installation, maintenance, and serv- 
ice. However, just as monochrome 
television created entirely new servic- 
ing facilities and techniques over that 

required for radio, so will color televi- 
sion change the service picture to ade- 
quately take care of its more complex 
needs. 

The first requirement for color tele- 
vision servicing is the need for a vast 
army of trained technicians. Electronic 
and production engineers have proven 
time and time again that once the 
basic technology for a commercial prod- 
uct has been determined from prac- 
tical experience all production bar- 
riers are quickly surmounted. Because 
of this factor, it would be quite pos- 
sible for the production of color tele- 
vision receivers to outstrip the avail- 
able, trained technical manpower to 
handle the installation and servicing. 

This situation points up the tremen- 
dous educational job that faces the 
entire television industry and one that 
is of particular importance to the in- 
dependent service industry. 

Fortunately, the industry as a whole 
and individual manufacturers and 
technical book publishers have beer. 
making a wealth of technical train- 
ing material available to the independ- 
ent service industry. 

Every operator of an independent 
service business should assume some 
personal responsibility in the programs 
to train color television technicians in 
his own area or locality. Service busi- 
nessmen should take an active part 
in the formation of all -industry com- 
mittees in their communities to work 
with educational authorities to make 
the RETMA- sponsored technician up- 
grading programs available in their 
local trade schools. 

For some time to come set manu- 
facturers will have to stay in close 
touch with their receivers in the hands 
of purchasers. The best qualified esti- 
mates about the amount of service 
that will be required on the average 
color set is ten calls per year. It is 
also estimated that the average time 
required on each service call will be 
two hours. The warranty contracts 
now in force seem to be priced on the 
basis of these estimates. 

It would be unwise for any service 
business operator to accept contract 
service on color television receivers at 
current contract rates without some 
positive assurance from the set manu- 
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INY PROFIT POLICY MEANS GREATER BARGAINS 

ECORDER 
DUAL SPEED Stock No. 
33° ans 73/4" AMP -19 

PER SECOND $9999 1954 MODEL 
4A10 

Reg. $149.95 
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wall. t '0 nllrlele -you get 2 2 
ni nies witM1 'ullt -In buzzers. 2 

Iles. 2 batteries. o ft. double 
,sle. handsome Gift Carton. 

ark Guarantee if not twice 
. rGood1 as you Expected! Shpg. 

wt. 4 aha. 
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Espey HI -FI AM -FM 
RADIO CHASSIS 

Complete with 10 
Matched Tubes. Knobs, $4995 ®', 
Escutcheon, Antennas J 
and Hardware, Only STOCK NO. 

RA -168 

Espey Chassis with 12" Magnavox Espey Chassis complete with 12" Speaker -STOCK NO, AS.117- Co -allau speaker -STOCK NO. 
ONLY $52.50 A5 -118 ONLY $59.95 
sell. 

Olson nips the , ; I 0,1,. . Ili -k'1 Ilu Our tarts 
`x147.511. Olson fpm ea-.11 , s Ion could sa 

chassis 1 Quality 1n.tallat un. Ever,' nooley on the one 

a I It (0I..I rm l the \I:1 
Il 

ive Col the 
rte 

nrl 1i t'h,,t tubes ,Il:al I urns ., 'i The let of 15 Cula rerlr r, t. e 
hr'i lliam ,\VI 1.1 ratio, I all mol with hunt -ih l'r(.O11 lltiar for i.l. - low variable reluctance 01 :Ir taa1:nd Crvshr l rphnrlr) pirk- 

n ps.rr`Fa e ores special dolt , rm,en.atnr.r 11 .nl pbrmu bona. ,-must. tlnn rnuldtiaer for est record Idaehark. power :n tali liera tor p,r eerinl audio , 11d tit(' : \- Il :rrellle Íiren.a.l r oil.. l'ha..l.s finished 
In 

s 

high-lustre and re 1:1 ittr. Tau" high Lid 10" deep, 
F panel neutral 

measures 
,slop a, decor ̀ rinDeal edge Ill slide -rule 

dial 115 V. A(' GO `c' Fu11 il ,0 -ilcl' s and mounting diagrams 
Included. Shp, wt. without speaker 25 Ihs., with speascr 32 Ihs. 

Golden Classic Custom 
Hi- Fidelity Amplifier 

Stock Nu. RÁ165 

$3495 
r- 

t 6 @ 0 ,, with Kit, "shed Tubc. 

fe,1:, ...tië i,,. 
yele, le -- l'. Rolm l i,.1. 1 .., Ire) o ludo Phon. 

'ar` rid:: rl selector switch. tt hl sat r rsts. four inpets: 1 mlkr, 
.^ rn.. 1 

neun ...,: 
I 'sl tlum,. 

. Iltis 
Ihn rcllc r plum... Pu i...il1 out - eft 

ilk 
nm',. Can he taws! with any PM 

.:Srap , e.ta1. ollr113 ,r de 
AC. ide x i env 

,e er':d1. Lia . lit) cycles AC. 

12" CO-AÄi!aL SPEAKER 

d I wider 1 1 

1 featured , 

$ 

Stock No. "111y drei, nett toss :dodos -gnar- 
5 -153 of performance tl 

be 

35 lo 15.0110 cos respoll, 
is \h' \I et rin in 

:.,ofVOICE, 

COMBINATION DEAL! 
Golden Classic Amplifier & 12" Co -Axial Speaker 

Stack No. A5 -112 

Ire 1.,111e. d l'are. $4195 

GIANT TV ANTENNA KIT 
Stock No. AU24 

; I $i299 I 1 0l: t f \ rr.l \I 0i REG. 

n 
.I Ir- S]1.95 

ral 's I 1!nir' ehars, 
rrl bats. It 1 ',.l . !r. 

3110 olm-Ielnlll11. 3 . ud,df i .,dator.. r 
eye l.rnlorl.. 1 Ia.r. 1 rlrlg. ',uniting 

1 pipe strap. 
In. twits s iLl full In.trno- 

arrtler IW ^ :?;;;:.:-.15 I Ì:1e;o .'1^pg. t ,a.ich 
13 llrs. t:xpress f. 

HOW TO 

ORDER 

Get Olson's LOWER than wholesale prices o 
famous brands -brand new and Double Guaranteed 
by Olson and Manufacturer. Send for your FREE 
copy now -it's mailed bi- monthly with new low 
bargains each mailing. 
51:1i1 order. for merchandise on this page to: 

OLSON RADIO WAREHOUSE 
275 E. MARKET ST., AKRON a, OHIO 

'nil reran 
l 

e ewl iler lAttd for postage ,C for 
each woi ordered-Inc for garb dollar'. worth 
If th:wi 11111(1 mile, 1:íy. 111.80N HE- 
FCNIIS 1' : I:I11'r ('ENT' NOT 1'51:11. 11,1 : 

e'II .hip C.O.D. .nd ,0 pa. oil1, sae..mmne for tli' handi.e 'tad ..,. r ALLrrMERCHANDISE 1003/4 
GUARANTEED. PLEASE- MINIMUM ORDER $3.00. 

511 -1254 

Qu nNTITY STOCK NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 
EACH TOTAL 

NAM I TOTAL_ 
t ADD 

ADDRESS POSTAGE 

CITY ZONE STATE_ 
TO 
AM'T 

TAL - 
OLSON BARGAIN STORES TO SERVE YOU IN: 
Pittsburgh, Pa. Chicago, III. Cleve and, O. 
5916 Penn Ave. w 623 W. Randolph * 2020 Euclid Ave. 

Visit the store nearest you 

275 EAST MARKET ST., AKRON 8, OHIO) 
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WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER 
OF CUSTOM BUILT TELEVISION 

MATTISON 
SILVER ROCKET 630 CHASSIS 
Featuring Syncromatic Tuning 

NO DRIFT UHF -VHF -DX 
ONLY THE MATTISON 630 ELIMINATES 
DRIFTING APART OF PICTURE AND 
SOUND ON UHF. VHF and DX RECEP- 
TION. SELECT YOUR CHANNEL 
SOUND IS AUTOMATIC. I Syncromatic 
tuning is an exclusive Mattison 630 Cir- 
cuit) 

Tube 
Complement: 
29 tubes 

3 rectifiers 
1 CRT 

SILVER ROCKET 
630 Chassis with 

built in UHF Tuner 

tio co 

All Channel, UHF Tuner 
UHF Ca.cotte I.F. aoiplilier adds additional 
I.F. stage. Very important because UHF 
transmitters operate with moderate power and 
RECEIVER must be sensitise to sloe tan 
rotrli UHF performance. 

SILVER ROCKET 630 CHASSIS 

with TUNEABLE 

BUILT -IN BOOSTER 
for Better DX Reception 

Tube 
Complement: 
28 tubes 

3 rectifiers 
1 CRT 

Select Your 
Channel . 

SOUND IS 
AUTOMATIC! 

ß 
Tuneable.) Booster 

Ri oad band single knob control ore am pliil... 
built In to eliminate long leads which mss 
cause regeneration and attenuation of signal. 
ONLY THE MATTISON 630 CHASSIS 

HAS AN ALL CHANNEL TUNEABLE BUILT - 
IN BOOSTER THAT INCREASES SIGNAL 
STRENGTH UP TO 10 TIMES. 

ALL CABINETS MADE IN MATTISON'S OWN 
CABINET FACTORY. AVAILABLE IN EVERY 
FINISH AND STYLE. WRITE FOR COMPLETE 
CATALOG 
DEALERS! SERVICE MENI Here is your 
opportunity to become the "important' TV 
Dealer in your area for THE FINEST CUS- 
TOM -BUILT LINE OF TV RECEIVERS. FREE!! 
Write for Mattison's merchandising portfolio 
explaining the "UNASSEMBLED PLAN" and 
"S1.000.000 FLOOR PLAN." 

Manufactured with integrity 

When you buy Iron, 
Mattison you 

e only one source o: 
.upplyl You can bus 
a Mattison Cliass, s. 

a Mattison Csbulet of 
a complete Mattison 
TV Set: 

Mattison Television & Radio Corp. 
10 West 181st St., Dept. RN, N.Y. 53, N. Y. 
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facturer for subsidization if his re- 
ceivers required a higher average num- 
ber of service calls or if the service 
time required exceeded two hours on 
an average. 

Because of the need for extensive 
operational information on their sets 
and the many unknowables about the 
amount of service they will require, 
set manufacturers will maintain a 
rigid control over placement of serv- 
ice contracts and in the supervision 
of service on their receivers. It is quite 
likely that some set distributors may 
establish the personnel and facilities 
to give factory -supervised service un- 
der programs that will provide for the 
gradual shift to independent service 
firms as service requirements become 
better known. 

Good service association could speed 
the time when color TV service will 
be shifted to the independents by 
working closely with distributors and 
their color television servicing organ- 
izations. 

Association Developments 
Perhaps the most outstanding de- 

velopment in independent service dur- 
ing the year was the rapidly -widening 
interest in association activities and 
the formation of new service associa- 
tions in practically every section of 
the country. This interest in coopera- 
tion clearly reflects the growing con- 
cern among established service busi- 
nesses over the future of independent 
service in the fast -growing industry 
and the desire to stabilize the business 
of servicing on a higher plane of busi- 
ness ethics and technical proficiency. 

Studies of the memberships of new 
service associations indicate that a 
stable service industry has been cre- 
ated in the cauldron of competition. 
The members of this industry have 
come to realize that the basic prob- 
lems of service business stability can 
only be accomplished through the close 
cooperation of ethical competitors. 
There is also a recognition that tech- 
nical competence alone is not sufficient 
for the successful operation of a serv- 
ice business. The growing interest in 
management factors reflected every- 
where in the development of service 
selling programs of various types and 
in the elements of service business 
management presages a new and po- 
tent force at work in the activity of 
electronic servicing. 

Another event of interest during the 
year was the formation of another 
regional association to bring together 
practically all of the individual asso- 
ciations of various types in its area 
to formulate programs that embrace 
all of the elements of electronic serv- 
icing. The Eastern Television Service 
Conference, Inc., comprising 37 serv- 
ice associations located in states along 
the Atlantic seaboard, completed its 
organizational pattern and held its 
first full -fledged series of meetings in 
Philadelphia early in the year. 

The associations that banded to- 
gether to form the ETSC include those 
organized by service dealers, dealers 

Pu 
this Christmas... 

...GIVE the 

indispensable 

electronics 

magazine! 

Readers depend on the 

authoritative coverage, the 

important articles. the vital 

information in ecery issue 

on . . 

TELEVISION 

RADIO 

AUDIO 

MICROWAVES 

COMMUNICATIONS 

RADAR 

NEW PRODUCTS 

Its Ille l:Iiri.-1usa- gift your 

friends in electronics will 

appreciate most. 

USE THE HANDY ENVE- 
LOPE FACING THIS PAGE 

TO ORDER GIFT SUBSCRIP- 
TIONS AND YOUR OWN 
AT THESE SPECIAL RATES. 

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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with service departments, and em- 
ployed technicians. The conference 
was held in connection with a 3 -day 
color television symposium sponsored 
by the Council of Radio & Television 
Service Associations of Philadelphia. 
Officers elected by the delegates in- 
cluded Harold "Dusty" Rhodes of Pat- 
terson, N. J., as chairman; Bert Bre- 
genzer of Pittsburgh, Pa., as vice- chair- 
man; John Rader of Reading, Pa., 
treasurer; and Ferdinand J. Lynn of 
Buffalo, N. Y., secretary. Trustees of 
the corporation include Roger K. 
Haines of Haddonfield, N. J., Albert 
M. Haas of Philadelphia, Pa., and Max 
Liebowitz of New York City. 

By means of their dynamic house 
organ. the "TSA News," the Televi- 
sion Service Association of Michigan 
has succeeded in crystalizing the 
thinking of legitimate service business - 

< men in all parts of the state about 
the dire need for and effectiveness of 
cooperation through association. The 
Detroit TSA, nationally known for its 
successful efforts in combatting un- 
ethical service practices with full co- 
operation of their Better Business 
Bureau and local law enforcement 
agencies, continued to set the pace 
for tangible results from cooperative 
effort. The Greater Detroit Electronics 
Parts Show, a cooperative venture 
sponsored by twelve independent parts 
jobbers in Detroit and Pontiac, repre- 
sented the first project of its kind in 
the area held exclusively for dealers 
and service technicians. 

The annual clinic and fair sponsored 
by the Texas Electronic Associations 
brought hundreds of service business- 
men to Dallas from all parts of Texas 
and from adjoining States. The at- 
tendance far exceeded that recorded 
at the first state -wide affair held in 
Forth Worth in 1953. 

Delegates from member associations 
made tentative plans to expand the 
activities of the state association to 
interest service business operators in 
communities where local associations 
are impractical. 

The annual NATESA convention, 
held in Chicago late in September, 
brought delegates from member asso- 
ciations in all parts of the country and 
interested observers from many non- 
affiliated associations. Included among 
the observers was a service operator 
from Caracas, Venezuela, whose efforts 
may result in the broadening of 
NATESA to become an international 
association. 

The primary purpose of the annual 
NATESA convention is to permit 
committees to complete the final de- 
tails of their assignments before pres- 
entation to the membership for ap- 
proval and the election of officers for 
the ensuing year. 

The consensus among observers who 
attended the convention was that the 
organization is structurally sound and 
merits the wholehearted support of 
all service and dealer organizations. It 
was noted that there is an homogene- 
ity and enthusiasm among the present 
member associations of NATESA that 
December. 1954 

Marine or Airborne LOng RAnge Naviga- 
tional equipment! Determine the exact geo- 
graphic position of your boat or airplane) 
AN APN4 laman set. Fre,luenry range 1700 -2000 KC. 

elmçrete 
with 

I1)118uI'N4 
indicator, ROB/ APN4 re. 

Com Plete Brand New $129.50 
R- 05 /APN.D LORAN Indicator. LATEST MODEL. UNIT. 
Complete in one light weight cas. Ar,n,, :ne on a 
maximum range Of up t 1600 statu le I w lihin 
tri of the distance from the ground tra . r. The 

est unit available at any Price!! $295.00 Olt 5ND NEW. Only 
-,: S'APN.4 LORAN Indicator. Uses ti 

Tube. Ensily 'e ted to test oscit i. 
analyzer. visual counter. etc. ils:' accurate ' rate 100 RC crystal to time 

{ter pips at 2. 20. and 100 XC or 30. 500. 
mlrrusecnnds. Two parallel sweeps. Dine 
between signals. between half power points on 
ml curves. and n other scope uses. 

counter m, 
t's,1 

circuits for FM deslulatinn. or to tin,. 
shutters. etc. Douille deck chassis. SCPI 

odtd In full tube shield. lots of octal socket. 
.-,1 25 tubes,. Less small tubes. COMPETE svitli 
Pi Crystal. and schematic In cabinet 10.5".0.'s 

BRAND NEW! 
ühile they last $18.95 

160 METER RECEIVER 
High Voltage Power Supply; can be easily Converted 
for 110 VAC. 60 cycle operation, complete äa.95 
with instructions, brand new, less tubes. . ea 

0840 -6110 or 65X7 NEW 49t Ea. 
100 XC crystal NEW $4.95 Ea. 
RCA TV GENERATOR -WIt -59A. used. Exc ..559.50 
AT4'ARN -1 ANTENNA -Brand New. Esc $9.95 
MOTOROLA NEC.. XMTR.. and POWER SUPPLY. 
Type 7- 69 -20, 'i0 to 40 Mc, AM, 6VDC. $29.50 Used. good. less tubes 
RL -42 BEAM ROTATOR -Used, good- 

51.95 ea r 54.25 
3" DUAL SCALE PANEL METER -0.1 Nv $3.95 and 0 -10MA 

CORDS FOR BC360 CD -515 and 513 ea. $2.50 

SURPRISE PACKAGE 
20 II,.. of MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRONIC EQUIP. 
NEXT -WORTH MUCH MORF. THAN 95 

$1 this low price of ONLY tl e7J 

BC- 611- WALRIETALXIE- CHASSIS, complete. hot 
less tubes. outer case, and speakers, $24.95 BRAND NEW 

OIL S-8 ofd e 600 VDC ....ea. $0.98 
2 0 4000 ea. .98 
2.2.2. 4000 V. .98 
10 for .95 

TUBES -10 FOR 53.00 
6HG 957 IFS 
7193 955 
12517 9006 
154 9002 
6AXS 12507 sol 221 
954 1F4 

1625 
1626 
1629 

5ó1A 

656 
1632 
1633 
33 
616 
9004 
12A6 

SPECIAL TUBES 
5R4GY 95c 3718 95e 
6L6 (1614) 95c 720BY $9.95 
VR150 95e 307A 95c 

$1.93 each 
4 for $7.00 

5CP1. New 54.95 1 
TUBE BARGAIN 

5AP1 4API0 
58P7 5FP7 
3FP7 3CP1 

WIRE -Cotton covered. No. 22, solid $1.59 enameled 1000 ft. 
12 V. DYNAMOTOR -Output 440 V, 400 MA elf ff5 
BRAND NEW Vs7 eTJ 
B C -347 INTER -PHONE -Amp. used, 95e; $2.00 less tubes 3 for 

140 ,S N New 89c 
B C 1267 Transmitter A Receiver -154 -156 me I kw 
pulse oscillator auperhel circuit. Can e easily - 

vrted to 2 meter converter and outboard $14.95 ampllfler. Used. exc. cond. ea. 
RA -105 -POWER SUPPLY -115 V. 60 eye. Input. Out- 

transformeers. 
V. to 2400 V. Consists 

2 chokes. t 7 obi -died tercondensers A 
hundreds f other ful Items. Paris alone worth 
575.00. BRAND NEW. $14.95 Special at only 
B C 1267 RA 105 boils 

Approx. 
only 

ID°') 
525.00 

AN /APRS -An Airborne s 
u 
perhet radar search e. 

Fee,,. range 1000 to 3000 MC. Rec. has a 10 MC IF 
.end width operating from 80/113 VAC. single phase 

0O to 2000 cps. and one amp at 26 VDC. 
Coplete with tubes $250.00 m 

COMMAND EQUIPMENT 
(274N -ARCS, ATA) 

190 -550 NC 
As Is 

$7.95 
Excellent 

514.95 
3.6 me 
3.9 m c 

5.93 
5.95 

9.95 
9.95 

J -Ree Rack . 

BC 455 Transmitter 4.95 
1.50 
6.95 

459 Transmitter 7.95 9.95 
456 Modulator ... 3.95 
1. ...mote 

t 

mote t., rub box and shaft for above. per set.$2.50 
ARC'S, R -28 2 MTR RCVR -2 meter superhet. abso- 
Intel >' 1/11L. of the BEST available today: 'runt, from 
lee to 150 toes. In four crystal channels. Easily con. 
terted to coioil,, tuning.) Complete with $15.95 Ill lutes. ExTransmitt r.. .... . 8 
T-21'lt.teetwiti, 

tubes. Used. 
1.0.0.15t1 ..622.95 

APN1 Magnetic Units. Vim can build Versatile 
.weep Frequency Generator.- ,$5.95 With Instructions . . 
AN, APTS Transmitter_- operates over a free. of 300 
to 1400 Mt': output 311 Watts. The carr ier freq. is 
dense -modulated with effective random noise freq. p 
La 2 MC. $99.50 with chest .... .... 

Electric 
vilera unit with F -1 $2 39 

Western 
Portable 

IETER Transmitter 4L VA 
TO-34A Portable XEY[R 

or a r: 50 In 00 cycle, complete with futon. 
photocell and carrying case. 

Used. 
only 

A. I. 
$14.95 

Srce 
0-2 1 t Output 

375 MA 
Price 

011 -32A 28V01.1 25061611 MA....used 2.5 
0.101 275'@ 1.73 285VC -.075 amps 1.95 

fo 
Carlson Stromberg Chest Mike New 

3 
$1r 29 ,c., 

CRYSTALS 
100 assorted: FT 241, FT 243. $14.95 .,c 34. DC 35 .............. ..per IMI 

aCe34 Transceiver 380O.58u0 NC o.se. 539.95 
P5103 Excellent 24.50 
P5104 Vibrator 5 poly 9.95 
ASS RECEIVER: Fray. range: 510.555 MC. 

With tubes. New. Reduced to 
ASS TRANSMITTER: Freq range: 510 -555 

MC. Complete with lnles. Only As. POWER SUPPLY: New 
ASE SWITCHING UNIT. New 

Ilot tiny! 

9.95 
4.95 
4.95 
2.95 

SPECIAL! 
Your choice of any of these 

4 for $1000 
2 Meter Cone ..... -Easily converted to two meters 
-Used -Excellent, complete with con 

` e rs ton in- 
struct ions ea. $3.5 
2 M OUTBOARD AMPLIFIER -Easily con- 
verted orteil n, 2 meters -Used- Excellent. complete with 
RT,bon 0150 uctlunx. ... ..... a. 53.95 

34 APS 13 TRANSCEIVER -Used as a tail 
ruing radar on 15 MC. Containing a 30 MC IF 

trip and various other parts. these un.ts have 

iC1tn 
stripped of RF sections and all tunes. but are 

t excellent buy If only for parts and IF strip. 
Used d .. ea. 53.95 
R -1 ARR -1 -220 Ml' converted with mi m.r Itera- 
lionns becomes a high gain converter with two 

f ItE' a1,1plilicat.on- icomplcle with 0ta- gr stages 
,. 

of 
ea. 53.95 

B C 1033, 75 Mc RECEIVER, less tubes ea. $3.95 
BC -455, Rec.. 6- 9MC-as Is 53.95 
4 for $10.00 

MOBILE HEAVY DUTY DYNAMOTOR: 14 V. INPUT 
rotpur: 10:10 l'UC 260 MA. Tapped 515 V. 215 MA. 

last- D111.42 1. Condition 
175 MA. While 

Hh95 
New $14.95 

NAVY ARB RECEIVER 
195 XC thru 9 Mc. Include. broadcast hand. Ex- 

Ccellent 
$19.91 

omplete with tubes and 529.95 dynamotor Like New 

Bnyderó 
C 

d 
comme Controlled 

Nlver. Manual 
Direction 

DP n 
any' 

one ot th e freq. hands` 150 to 15y00 XC. 24 V. 

fion. Including receiver' control box 
Complete 

azimuth 
control. left-R g. ight Indicator. plu. loop transmlaalon 
ine nd flex. hefts. Oper. A main. manual. Ideal for 

boats. etc. um 
BRAND NEW 569.50 
MN -20 -E lamp. Brand New 5.95 
MN -52 Crank drive. New 2.50 
1IN -201.8 Receiver exc. trig. 100.1250 XC. $39.50 

2.11-6me. 

Rat-29. 
K 

Fr or 
Wonderful sub. sub. fora EE8 leas 

listen 
handseln 

-new `r $5.95 

MIKES. HEADSETS & MICROPHONES 
T -26 Telephone chest unit with P -1 Western Electric 
Transmitter $2.39 
NS -33 Lew Impedance Headset 

HS -23 Headmt. used 51.59..new 
$4.50 

CD307 Ext. d for HS -23 -33 
Like n w S .79 1.29 

Mike -T -30 new .95 
Lip Mike -Navy Type.. .95 
CW -49505 Nigh lmpedance Headset. 

98íe. Complete with headband Used s7 
T -45 Lip Mike. New....... .$1.73 
HS -30. Miniature headset. Used $1.49. new $2.45 
Receiver-55 

type 
to 

a° 
MC -Used. Good i e 5 $55.50 

Radar Indicator d Shield -Complete with 3BPt. 
7 -ASN7. 1 -2x2. l 0X5. Brand New $9.95 
Tuning Units -TU 26 and TU 10. Used. Exc. 52 25 ea. 
5C -806 Absorption type Freq. Meter 150 -225 Mc. 
Used. Ext. 514.95 

BROADCAST BAND RECEIVER 
Navy ADP Receiver DZ -1, made by RCA. Continuous 
15 to 1750 kt In 6 Lands, gar -train tuning with 

vier and Gales. broad or sharp band pass. 
-W r MCW. All controls on front panel. No head- 

ache. of mechanical o eltrical control Intereonner. 
lions. Beautifully built with 5 -gang tuning capecilr, 
shielded 

1 -41. complete with tunes, l0-606 e sup 
rl V. I7.I direction finder. complete with it tonne, 
t,.,n. c.o. x A to,. Bran, New $49.50 

ALL ITEMS F.O.B. 
CHICAGO 

25ea Deposit required 
with orders 

R W ELECTRONICS 
Dept. N. 2430 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 16. III. 

PHONE: CAlumet 5- 1281 -2 -3 

WRITE FOR NEW 
BULLETIN AND 

PRICES. 
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.T. TUBES 70% to 90% LIST 

GUARANTEE ALL NJRT TUBES ARE BRAND NEW AND 
FULLY GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR 

Type Price Type Price Type Price Type Price Type Prlc 
1A7GT .45 GALS .39 6827 .95 6W4GT .45 12V6GT .50 
1133GT .67 6AQ5 .39 6C4 .39 6W6GT .45 12X4 .35 
1HSCT .38 6AQ6 .36 6CB6 .45 6X4 .39 19BG6G 1.15 
1L4 .50 6407 .68 6CD6G 1.15 6XSGT .35 1978 .75 
1N5GT .62 GARS .45 6F6 .45 7E6 .40 25BQ6GT .75 
IRS .48 6455 .50 6H6 .53 7X6 .58 25L6GT .45 
155 .40 6AT6 .39 615 .40 7L7 .77 25 W 4GT .45 
1T4 .48 6AU4GT .70 616 .50 12AL5 .40 35A5 .49 
1U4 .48 6AUS .82 6K6GT .39 12ÁT6 .35 3585 .38 
MS .40 6AU6 .45 6L6 .62 12ÁT7 .65 35C5 .38 
1X2 .65 6AVO .39 6R7 .49 12AU6 .38 35L6GT .45 
344 .45 6AX4GT .59 654 .39 12AU7 .55 35W4 .45 
3Q4 .48 6BÁ6 .40 6S8GT .51 12AV6 .50 35Z5GT .45 
30501 .48 6847 .57 65A7GT .41 12AV7 .60 45 .53 
3S4 .48 6BCS .49 6587Y .76 124X401 .55 SOBS .41 
3V4 .50 6BD6 .45 6507 .59 124 %7 .55 SOCS .41 
SU4G .55 6BE6 .39 6SD7GT .39 12646 .40 50L6GT .59 
5Y3GT .39 6BF5 .55 6SK7GT .39 12BÁ7 .57 70L7GT 1.07 
SY4G .39 6BG6G 1.20 6SL7GT .49 1213E6 .41 76 .42 
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T.V. PIX TUBE 
BRIGHTENER $1.39 

HI -PO TV RECTIFIER TUBES 
LAST LONGER 

Makes Picture brighter, larger 
HI-PO 6578 HI.Po 567 

5U4GEPL4CE 
Si l.391 6SN7GT.... . 
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FREE MYSTERY 
SENSATIONAL 

C 
CLOCK" 

You can see through It what makes It work? List price . 

$18.15 . . . yours absolutely free with order of $75.00 or more 
. . or with orders totalling $100.00 over a period of 30 days. 

Many 7 volt types not listed. All tubes individually boxed. For 
orders under $10 add SI handling charge. Tubes offered subject 
to prior sale. Prices subject to change. All orders shipped 
F.O.B. 25% deposit on c.o.d. shipments. Make checks payable 
to New Jersey Radio and Television Tube Co. 

SEND FOR FREE TUBE LISTING. 

NEW JERSEY TELEVISION SUPPLY CO. 
NJRT 

. 
Sole Distributor of NJRT Tubes 

TUBE LB. / /,... 906B WESTFIELD AVE., ELIZABETH, N. J. EL. 5 -3900 

FACTORY REPAIRS 
ON ALL MAKES AND TYPES OF 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

1 

Sena un lts vu Parcel ost- 
will quote after inspection. 

Write for NEW FREE Catalogue 

GENERAL ELECTRONIC DIST. CO. 
,..100 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK 7, N. Y. s 

Be a "ken' roan. Learn how to send and 
andIve messages In code by telegraph 

radio. Commerce needs thousands of 

tetestinE 
Jobs. 

Learn 
Good 

home quickly 
through famous Candler System. 

quickly 
for Amateur or Commercial LI. 

cense. Write for FREE BOOK. 
SYSTEM CO. 

Dept. 20. Bon 928 Denver 1. Colo., U.B.A. 

LABORATORY DESIGNED for 

UHF and VHFI ... Its NEW, 

MOSLEY 
2 -WAY 

TV ANTENNA SWITCH 

Extremely 
low Standing Wove Ratio 

by actual test! 

Positive rotary actions 

Silvewto-silver 
contacts! 

Compact size! 
to install! 

Solda ries, - easy 

Low cost% 

Cat. No. F -40 

List Price 

51.95 

Another PREMIUM QUALITY MOSLEY Accessory 
for BETTER TV INSTALLATIONS! 

/losey 
8622 ST. CHARLES ROCK ROAD 

ST. LOUIS I4. MISSOURI 
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5., I! :nsp_re many presently nonaffili- 
ated associations to join the national 
organization as its 1954 -1955 program 
unfolds. 

Service Association Objectives 
A study of the published objectives 

of service associations released during 
the year reveals an interesting con- 
cordance in what is badly needed to 
stabilize servicing and to make it 
a worthwhile venture as a business 
enterprise. The following list repre- 
sents a cross -section of the needs of 
the industry that were specified in all 
association programs during the year. 

Public Relations -The set owning 
public is still inclined to look upon tele- 
vision receivers as comparatively s'.m- 
ple devices that are easy to repair. Also. 
there is a marked tendency to put up 
with degraded pictures rather than 
to spend money on maintenance. 

Service operators are universally of 
the opinion that a strong public rela- 
tions program in the interests of corn- 
petent electronic service is a respon- 
sibility of the over -all industry. They 
feel that the set manufacturers have 
over -simplified television in their ad- 
vertising and thus are primarily re- 
sponsible for the general set -owner at- 
titude about service and the qualifica- 
tions for handling it efficiently. They 
are of the opinion, too, that component 
manufacturers and parts distributors 
have a sufficient stake in the profitable 
sale of service that they should as- 
sume some of the responsibility for the 
badly needed public relations programs. 

It is widely felt that television broad- 
cast stations should. for the protection 
of their own investments, carry out 
regular educational programs to set - 
owners about picture quality. Televi- 
sion set -owners are the broadcast sta- 
tion's customers. The quality of the 
pictures cannot be any better than 
the reproduction that appears on 
the viewer's screen. Surveys have 
shown that almost half of the owners 
of television sets are now watching de- 
graded pictures on their screens be- 
cause they do not realize the sets need 
adjustment or service. 

Since there is no indication that 
television will replace radio as the 
major medium for information, the de- 
gree of its long -range success will de- 
pend upon its ability to attract and 
hold audiences as the major vehicle 
for entertainment. For this reason 
service people feel that continuing 
programs about picture fidelity should 
be a 71Nlst with every television broad- 
casting station. 

Elimination of Bait Adrertisillg- 
Service associations are inclined to 
essume the responsibility for fighting 
the use of bait advertising and its as- 
sociated evils in their communities. 
Wherever effective associations have 
been formed and they have gone on 
record with a code of ethics to which 
members must adhere, the local Better 
business Bureau has been highly co- 
op.ralive in helping to weed out un- 
ethical service companies. 

Tech n ¿( ja ii. Irlrll!i/ierrfiult For many 
RADIO & TELEVISION NeR.S 
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years associations have been striving 
to find some plan which would provide 
for recognition of the competent elec- 
tronic technician and make it tough 
for the pseudo- serviceman to mess up 
the industry through his fumbling ac- 
tivities. This need for some system of 
technician identification has led many 
service people to advocate the licensing 
of electronic technicians on either a 
local or state -wide basis. 

While most service business opera- 
tors have realized the need for a prac- 
tical and effective system of identifica- 
tion, the majority have feared that the 
evils of political control through any 
form of licensing would far outweigh 
any advantages that it might gain. The 
result is that plans are now underway 
both on local and national levels for 
the service industry itself to establish 
an identification plan that through 
widespread publicity would provide all 

( of the advantages of licensing without 
the dangers inherent in political con- 
trol. 

Consumer Sales -There probably is 
not one service association in the coun- 
try that did not go on record this 
year against the indiscriminate sale of 
replacement products to consumers. It 
is claimed by many service operators 
that consumer knowledge of dealer 
costs of replacement tubes and parts 
poses one of their biggest problems in 
maintaining good customer relations 
and one that is tough to handle. 

Many parts distributors have recog- 
nized the growing need for concen- 
trated selling of replacement products 
to bonafide service technicians and 
service businesses only. These distribu- 
tors have instituted systems of cus- 
tomer identification to eliminate over - 
the- counter sales to consumers. Where 
such systems have been installed the 
distributors report an enthusiastic re- 
sponse from their technician- service 
customers. 

Technician Training- Service asso- 
ciation members fear that unless some 
cooperative plan is developed for train- 
ing technicians in the practical phases 
of color television circuitry as it is em- 
ployed in production -line receiver mod- 
els, a bad state of confusion will de- 
velop. They point out that during the 
early days of monochrome TV, lack of 
coordination in the scheduling of tech - 
nical lectures by the various manufac- 
turers brought about a situation where 
as many as three different meetings 
were scheduled in the same town on 
the same night. 

Many associations now plan to offer 
set and equipment manufacturers a lec- 
ture coordination service in their areas 
to minimize the possibility of confu- 
sion and lack of attendance due to 
multiple meetings. 

As the year draws to a close it ap- 
pears as if the service industry will 
go into the new year in common 
agreement on all major objectives. 
There are strong indications that na- 
tional unity will be achieved in the 
very near future which will permit the 
independent service industry to present 
a solid front in fulfilling its programs. 

December. 1954 
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FOR IT 70DAY.r 

For the first time a Cathode Ray Tube is incorporated into a probe 
small enough to be held in the palm of a hand ... only IVe 
round by 11/2' long. The waveform is even sharper and clearer 
than on larger scopes. 
The control cabinet is small and compact occupying less than 
Si sq. foot on the bench and is connected to the Probescope by 
a 31 It. shielded cable. The back of the cabinet is provided 
with a holder for the probe and cable. 

SPECIFICATIONS: INPUT IMPEDANCE: 2.2 megohms shunted by 
cap.of 100 MMFD. with Cathode Follower Input. 

Price $77.95 r OR SENSITIVITY: 100 MV full 
scale, vertical input only. 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Flat to 
60 KC - 3 db point 

SWEEP RATE: 20 cycles to 30 
KC in 5 steps. 

SIZE: 9" w.. 6 h, 5' d. 
Model P0-I 

The Newest and Handiest 
Waveform Analyzers. 

MINIATURE OSCILLOSCOPE Model MOI 
The smallest and most compact oscilloscope on 
the market yet an industrial giant 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
INPUT IMPEDANCE: Horizontal and vertica . 2.2 

megohms shunted by approximately 15 MMFD. 
SENSITIVITY: 100 MV cert. full scale; I volt 

horiz. full scale. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Vert. 

7 cycles to 200 KC - 3 

db; Horiz. 4 cycles to 100 
KC -3 db. 

SWEEP RATE 20 cycles to 30 
KC in S steps. 

SIZE: 9' high, 6' wide. 5" 
deep. 

Price $79.95 Eel. N.Y.C. 

JPROBESCOPE C' 4405 30th AVENUE 

IONS ISLAND CITY 3. N. Y. 
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SAVE 

MORE AT 

TN- 65 /APQ -15 Makes a 

2 -METER TRANSMITTER 
Unit tunes right Into 2." tittle rewiring 
and adding modulation rrm. Push -pull IC4'e 
oscillator driving 8:12 In parallel. Mt tun- 
ing from front panel. Fits glove c. mpartment 
Wunder 

dash. With a.16. 2- 0C4's. less 832p. 
ith Schematics, conversion tDT.9J snce[ Special 95 

MICRO SWITCH BZ -7RDT normally open or losed. 
SPOT. New. Quantity discounts quest.... 
LM FREQ. METER. %Ml calib,r 
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modulated. Lens calibration hook. . ..$22.50 
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500 
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1ÓO ft. roll 

ru 
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.1125 dia. i KW rating. 85 -ft. rolls 
with P1.-173 plug at one end. New. 7.9E 

SO-153 CHASSIS PLUG to match 
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Ra -59 COAX. 25 -ft. length with PLa 
259 A at each end 1.93 

70IA XMTR. TUSES complete with dope sheet. 
Ijorre. 52.93 ench or 2 for SS 
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS for above... .52.95 
,,-ket for shone . ... .............$2.00 ppd. 
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$4alptr. lteg. list 8190. New 9.95 

SAVE ON TRANSFORMERS! 
MINIATURE LINE MATCHING 
TRANSFORMERS 

stage A han1111151 tplue 2 
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1 Ins ohms A I of Ono ohms. 
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24 V. TRANSFORMERI A 

etc 
RECTIFIER COMB., a 

basic 24 V. DC power supply of 1111 V. AC pri- 

mates intermltten Amon tod3 ore 4 amlc 52 B5 
POWER TRANSFORMER 110 V. 60 cy. primaryy, 
Secondary 24 V. 1/ amp and lIA4 V. 44 amp..51 

EXCITER UNIT FOR WILCOX XMTR. 
Contains all relays. transformer. sockets, tube 
lineup Itches not supplied/ 1852. 1852. 8117. 
813. OSN7, 643, 811. Used. %Int. $9.95 

d. Ship. wt. 30 IIlo p 
XMTR. ROTARY COIL ASSEMBLY 21 turns o 
silver -plated wire. Complete with geared prey 
cision . ter dial L knob. Rated approx. 1/O 

batts. 
Perfect for all , ntl mahile and Ingle side 

and linear. Removed from new equipment. stir 
value. Ship. wt. 6 Hal 55.95 

WESTINGHOUSE OIL CAPACITOR 
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- 
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RCA SURPLUS TV CAMERA 

$225 
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FREE E CATALOG! All shipments 
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Harjo Sales Co. 
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What's New in Radio 
(Continued from page 100) 

The 51SB includes such extras as 
voice -operated and push -to -talk con- 
trols, a speaker de- activating circuit, 
TVI suppression, and unitized con- 
struction for quick and easy removal 
of any major section. Completely self - 
contained, the 51SB requires no exter- 
nal accessories with the exception of a 
microphone. 

Complete information on this unit is 
contained in Bulletin 51SB which is 
available on request. 

TV TUBE- CONTINUITY CHECKER 
Visulite Company, 423 Broome 

Street, New York 13, N. Y. is now 
offering an inexpensive continuity 
tester which will check instantly the 

filaments of ]octal, octal, and all minia- 
ture tubes simply by plugging them 
into the sockets provided. 

In addition, the new unit checks 
filaments of picture tubes, fuses, ap- 
pliances, motors, electric circuits by 
means of the test leads provided. It 
operates on 110 volts a.c. or d.c. Built - 
in resistors prevent danger of shock or 
burning out of the items under test. 

The instrument comes complete with 
test leads and an instruction sheet. 

ROTARY RELAY 
Automatic Electric Sales Corpora- 

tion, 1033 W. Van Buren St., Chicago 
7, Ill. has developed a single can -type 
rotary relay which is said to be capa- 
ble of replacing whole banks of relays, 
or combinations of relays and stepping 
switches. 

The Series OCS is small, light, and 
resistant to shock, vibration, and tem- 
perature changes. It measures 3?!l" 
x 2 7/16" x 1 25/32" in size and weighs 
from 14 to 20 ounces, depending on 
design. 

Complete information on this unit 
which combines relay and stepping 
switch functions is available from the 
company. 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
Microtran Company, 84 -11 Rocka- 

way Beach Blvd., Rockaway Beach, 
N. Y. is now offering a push -pull driver 
and output transformer line that has 
been designed to be used with high - 
power alloy junction transistors. 

To avoid switching transient volt- 

RECORDING TAPE (Plastic Base) 
40 °0 OFF (NEW) 

12b,, tape with plastic reel included. 
r.. dually Io,xed '' u:, tir famous top quality brin 

3.20; Reeves (SPN -121 3.20; Anil,... 
Ich rill -A, 3.25: Encore 35, 

t Io -b. i i.. , ade '2111 3.30. 
FREE! A tap a ying case included with 
Purchase o 

t 

new tape:! 
* * * *it * * * * * * * * 

USED RECORDING TAPE (PLASTIC BASE) 
ATTENTION: Rollio 
Stations. electronic 
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the w 1rí 2 
mil inslar. 'smm,l. 
or 

rs "11.0. "Rapes hand 
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1 tat mylar or plastic tapes. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * 

1.99 for 7" -1200 toot 
.99 for 5 "- 900 foot 
.59 for "- 300 foot 
.29 for 3 "- 150 foot 

Plasticall reels included With 

USED "MYLAR" TAPE (I Mil) 
(Impact Strength 9 Times Greater Than Plastic Tape) 

1200 ft. (1" reel)...2.59 
1800 ft. (1" reel)...3.89 

New empty plastic reels in 
boxes for easy labeling. 3" 
1001 4" 220: 5" 24e: 7" 
Professional reel (2h4" hub) 
291 ea. EMPTY BOXES: 
3" 3e; 4" 50: 5" 50: 7" 
50 ea. 

We carry all brands of new tape. 
recording blanks, tape recorders 

at low prices. PLEASE. IN- 
CLUDE SUFFICIENT POSTAGE. 

COMMISSIONED ELECTRONICS CO. 
2503 Champlain St. N.W. Washington 9, D. C. 

ASSEMBLE A 

TRANSVISION 

=, -f TV KIT 
Pay as You Wire $ 

WE WILL HELP YOU to start 
learning TV the practical way 

-by assembling a TRANSVISION 
TV KIT in EASY STAGES. For 
only $39 you get PACKAGE #1 
(standard first pkg. for all of our 
kits). This package gives you the 
BASIC CHASSIS and over 450 TV 
COMPONENTS with complete Ins 
structions. Drawings. Photos, and 
Service Booklet. When ready. you 
order the next stage (pkg. r2). etc. Low prices make 
your complete kit a terrific tiny. 

Shows 6 Cleat TV Kits: 
EXCLUSIVE: Only Trans.. >ion II Kits 
are adaptable to UHF. Ideal for 
FRINGE AREAS. Na Previous Technical 
Knowledge required. Wide now 

TRANSVISION 
NEW ROCHELLE. N. Y r---- MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY - -- 

Educolional Director 
TRANSVISION, INC., NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. Dept. RN -12 

I 0 I'm enclosing S deposit. Send standard kit 
PACKAGE .1, with oil instruction Moleriol. Solana. C.O.D.I 

E o Send FREE copy of your new TV Kit Catalog. e 
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City State 
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ages in the class B output stages and 
to maintain good circuit balance, bi- 
filar windings are used. Frequency 
response is 200 to 4000 cycles. Power 
level is 2 watts. 

The driver transformer provides a 
suitable match to the 25 -ohm input 
impedances of the output stage. The 
output audio transformer matches a 
4 -ohm speaker load. 

MINIATURE EARPHONES 
The Fenton Company, 15 Moore 

Street, New York 4, N. Y. is now of- 
fering a line of clip -on miniature ear- 
phones for every requirement. 

Some suggested uses for these hear- 
ing -aid quality earphones are dictat- 

ing machine transcribing, monitoring, 
phone order desk, simultaneous listen- 
ing, radio communication, private sam- 
pling of recordings in music stores, 
etc. 

These new "Fen- Tone" clip -ons are 
available in 128, 1000, and 2000 ohm 
models with flesh colored plastic clasp 
or earmold. 

REPLACEMENT FLYBACKS 
Five new correct replacement fly- 

back transformers have been added 
to the TV replacement line offered by 
Triad Transformer Corporation, 4055 
Redwood Ave., Venice, California. 

All of the new units are ruggedized 
versions of original equipment and are 
electrically and mechanically inter- 
changeable with the manufacturer's 
original equipment. Three of the new 
units are designed for use in Admiral 
receivers while the other two are for 
Emerson receivers. 

A copy of the company's TV replace- 
ment guide, TV -54, contains model 
numbers and chassis for which the 
new transformers are suitable and is 
available on request. 

RENEWAL PICTURE TUBES 
The Tube Division of Radio Corpora- 

tion of America. Harrison, N. J. is now 
marketing two 70- degree TV picture 
tubes, 14" and 21" types, for replace- 
ment service applications. 

The RCA -1411P is a 14" rectangular 
glass tube with a screen size of 11a/a" 
by 8'Y'. It has low -voltage electro- 
static focus and magnetic deflection. It 
has a diagonal deflection angle of 70 
degrees, a maximum high -voltage rat- 
ing of 14.000 volts, design- center value. 
It features a spherical "Filterglass" 
faceplate. 

The RCA- 21YP4 -A is an aluminized 
21" rectangular version with a screen 
size 19!4;" by 14 ,jj,;" and a spherical 
"Filterglass" faceplate. Its other speci- 
fications are the same as the 14" ver- 
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Perfect gift to give or receive .. 
useful all year 'round. Each kit include. 

Weller 8250A Soldering Gun - 
250 watts 
Famous Kesler Solder- general 
purpose spool 
Soldering Tip -for all kinds of 
soldering 
Smoothing Tip -for mending 
and sealing 
Cutting Tip -for plastic tile, etc. 
Wrench -for tip interchange 
Instruction Booklets -handy 
soldering and homecraft hints 
Metal Case -for storage and 
carrying 

Nothing else to buy for soldering, sealing. cc' 
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PARTS DISTRIBUTORS 

SOLDERING GUN 
New, Compact Design 

Heats in 5 Seconds 
Over 100 Watts 

Trigger Switch 
Dual Spotlights // An ideal soldering tool for shop or home 

No other soldering gun or iron offers 
the professional quality, practical fea- 
tures and low price of the Weller JUNIOR. 

ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
810 Packer St., Easton, Pa. 

SOLDERING SUNS SOLDERING KITS POWER SANDERS 
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JUST ours 
Ask to See It 
800 PAGES HOW TO FIX 
ILLUS. s. 
sop i` 

ELECTRIC 
RANGES 
TOASTERS 
IRON ERS 
ROASTERS 
DRYERS 
BROILERS 
VACUUMS 
HEATERS 
WIRING 
MOTORS 
WASHERS 

new 

A Shop Companion & Ready Refer- ence for Electric & Gas Home Appli- 
ance Servicemen, Mechanics & Deal- 
ers covers Servicing & Repairs. Tells 

How to Locate Troubles, How to take 
Appliances Apart. How to Repair, 
How to Assemble & Connect. Gives 
testing methods, wiring diagrams & 
complete service data. Answers Your 
Questions. EASY To READ 

COMPLETE PAY SI A MO. 
TO CET THIS ASSISTANCE FOR 
YOURSELF SIMPLY FILL IN AND 
MAIL COUPON TODAY. 

Maiill AUDÉ S HOME APPLIANCEEY SERVICE GUIDEO S4 forrfree 
monthly until 5O.K. s id.lOtherwise. I will return book promptlÿ 

CASSEROLES 
OIL BURNERS 
PERCOLATORS 
FOOD MIXERS 
REFRIGERATORS 
ALSO MANY 
OTHER GAS 
AND ELECTRIC 
APPLIANCES 

Name 

Address 

Occupation 
Employed by RN 

LEARN ELECTRICITY -EASY AS A. D. C. 

Rulets. Cael idea[ ons and 
ineside°Informa- tric t App liançes. MOtors!WIr,'ngO1LiYl ht 

in 'Switchboards, Transformers. Rat- 
Ì6nits Armatures . 

pá°5äá zääá ion, We ldiliablMItrence.frou 
=N sd 

saying 
information. 

AUDELS 

Price $ . Let 
PRACTICAL 

l i o ELECTRICITY; RICIT, Itl ` 
trial; pay Slamonth ifsatistied.Ordertodayt /afn! 

Theo.Audel & Co.,49 W. 23d St. New York Dept. RN 

Blur- HERE IS LATE INFORMATION IN A 
HANDY FORM FOR RADIO AND TELEVISION 
REPAIRMEN, SERVICEMEN AND STUDENTS 

1 ( Ste COMPLETES A 
2 YOLS. V PAY ONLY I MD. 

AUDELS T.V. -RADIO 
SERVICE LIBRARY - 
Highly Endorsed -1001 
Facts -Over 1552 Pages - 
625 Illustrations, Diagrams 
of Parts. Presents Ilnpor 
tent Subjects of Modern 
Radio, Television, Indus- 
trial Electronics, F.M., Pub- 
lic Address Systems, Auto, 
Marine & Aircraft Radio, 
Phonograph Pick -Ups, etc. 

IT PAYS TO KNOW! 
The Basic Principles - 
Construct ion- Installation - Operation - Repairs - 
Trouble Shooting. Shows 
How to get Sharp, Clear 
T.V. Pictures. Install Aeri- 
als -How to Test. Explains 
Color Systems, Methods of 
Conversion, Terms, etc. In- 
cludes Ultra High Fre- 
quency (U.H.F.) -Valu- 
able for Quick Ready Ref- 

erence & Home Study. Tells How to Solve T.V. 
& Radio Troubles -Answers Your Questions. 

Get this Information for Yourself. 
7 DAY TEST -ASK TO SEE IT! 

vs- MAIL ORDER 
MUDS Publisher 

, 49W 21ááÁB, 
N.Y. IO, N.Y 

SS On 7 datree trial. If 0. N. I will remit SI In T days and ii moMh19 
until Se I. paid. Otherwise 1 will return them. 

Address 

Occupation __ 

Employed by 
RN 
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sion with the exception that the maxi- 
mum high -voltage rating is 18,000 
volts. 

INSPECTION MIRROR 
General Cement Mfg. Co., 919 Tay- 

lor Avenue, Rockford, Ill. is now offer- 
ing another service tool in its already 
extensive line. 

The new item is an illuminated in- 
spection mirror which is similar in ap- 
pearance to a dentist's oral inspection 
mirror. It is 12í/a" long and enables 
the technician to inspect the most in- 
accessible parts of any TV chassis. 

No external cords or connections are 
required as the unit is powered by two 
penlight cells. From its anodized alu- 
minum case, the battery illuminates 
a bulb which transmits its light along 
a 6" transparent Lucite rod to the 
hinge- mounted mirror on the "busi- 
ness end" of the tool. Shock and 
shorting are eliminated by the dielec- 
tric materials used in the construction. 

DUAL -VARIABLE CAPACITOR 
McCoy Electronics Company, Mt. 

Holly Springs, Pa. has developed a new 
miniature dual variable capacitor for 
subminiature receivers and transmit- 
ters. 

Dimensions, exclusive of shaft, are 
only 13/16" x 11/16" x 1 1/16". Ca- 
pacitance ranges up to 385 µµtd. per 

f 
section with at least 10:1 ratio from 
maximum to minimum. Both rotors 
and both stators are isolated for flexi- 
bility of circuitry. 

Other specifications include: shaft 
diameter 3/16" or tips "; standard shaft 
length, 34"; weight % ounce. Addi- 
tional details will be supplied by the 
company on request. 

SHIELD CANS 
A line of rectangular cans for use as 

high -voltage shields, transformer cases, 
capacitor housings, and similar appli- 
cations on electronic, electrical, TV, 
radio, and related equipment has been 
developed by George D. Ellis cf Sons 
Inc., American and Luzerne Streets, 
Philadelphia 40, Pa. 

Twenty -five different sizes of rec- 
tangular and square base cans from 
2 %" x ls/6r' to 71/]" x 7%" are avail- 
able and most sizes can be made to 
any required body height from 2" up 
to 9 ". A variety of access openings, 
with closures, ventilating hole pat- 
terns, fastening fixtures, etc. can be 
provided. 

U.H.F. FRINGE ANTENNA 
Clear Beam Antenna Corp., 21341 

Roscoe Blvd., Canoga Park, California 
is now offering a new antenna which 
has been specifically designed for the 
reception of fringe u.h.f. signals. 

The "Duo -Quad UHF Radar" an- 

COMPARE ON A SQUARE 

the superior transient 
response of 

Jim Lansing Signature 
extended range speakers 

A combination of tight electrical and rigid 
mechanical coupling account for the ex- 
ceptional transient response of Jim Lansing 
Signature units. 

Tight electrical coupling results from high 
flux density and close voice coil tolerances. 
Rigid mechanical coupling is achieved by 
use of a 4" voice coil with a 4" dural 
dust dome attached directly to it. Thus, 
cone area between coil and suspension is 
kept relatively small; compliance between 
coil and dome is eliminated. 

Structurally, when a 4" voice coil and 
dome are used with a curvilinear cone, 
a shallow piston assembly is made pos- 
sible. This shallow form factor permits a 

better distribution of highs than would a 

deep cone. 

Remember, only Jim Lansing Signature 
Speakers are made with 4" voice coils. 

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc. 
manufacturers of precision transducers 

2439 Fletcher Drive, 
Los Angeles 39, California 

STAN-BURN '7 sp ~ 
//`*5 

*CATHODE RAY TUBE SPECIALS: 
* One Year Guarantee * 

O. . STAN-""510.2076 * 
* 1OFpCAi 

814.95 
áááái * 12N 4A 24.45 12LP4A 11.95 

I2LP4w i11Ó1. 
í6A5 120°4 11.90* 

Dumont 31.00 á]úv[ 1á.s0* 
*áácáá! 22á.s0 14CP 25.60* 
* 15DP1rüói{ 15DP{ 17.30 

Dumont 16Np4 17.60* 
16AP4A 

322035.972555 

or A 17.30* * 16DP4A IN.U.1... IBJP{ or A 17.SC * * 16004 or 6 31.25 I SCPE or A 17.40 * 38NP4A18R01.... 
24.20 16FP4 17.50* * ,Aluminum) ... 20.33 16.P4 17.90* 

*16.11.4A 
16LP4A 

(N.U.).. 
26.50 16AO4A ]3.00* * 16 W P 4 A 26.30 16104 19.00 *16G 11.25 18EP4A 23.50* 

1)BP4A 24.25 160°4 or A 21.00* *1)9°46 30.30 15.30 4117C 74.00 17CP4A 22.60 * *í7C Aw 17GP4 22.60* 
1Aluminum) ... 38.50 19FP4 23.00* 1.30 19FPa5 24.00 

*20L04 37.50 /9Á04A 24.90* *21ÁP4 2.00 2001.4 23.95 
31.50 21 fr áásÓ* ÿÌÌ01A 49.00* 

* QUANTITY CRT USERS 
4..! We will give you DUD allowance. if you ship them* * to us Prepaid. 10 CRT' minimum shipment. WRITE 
*FOR DETAILS. 

* AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS nu on- * * al Sleet.,.. Tung Sol National Union. * 
De Wald, Regal. Automatic and 00,0,51 Motor.. * 

*Automatic Cu.tem -guilt Radios for Plymouth. Ford.* * Chevrolet and many other.. always In stock. 

* We carry a Complete line of HI- FIDELITY * 
* and sound equipment. Send us your requests. * 
*w .1.o carry late line f popular key 1* 

*Radio Tubes at 10 ems lllt. Also mane other s* 
* pial 

purpose and trans milting type.. and 11 e 
art. a d equipment at lowest prices. send u. a list* 

*l1 your puss ment. for prompt quotations. * 
' 200, With order. Balance C.O.D. All price.* 

*FeO.e.. NEW YORK Warehouse. i 

m 
i m order 59.03. 

*Write for r 1 price list andNi -Fì catalog to* 
..Dept. RN -22. 

* 

STAN -BURN 
RADIO and 
ELECTRONICS CO. 

1697 BROADWAY NEW YORK 19, N.Y. 
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tenna is composed of a four -stack bow - 
tie cross -polarized dipole fans. For 
positive ghost rejections a closely 
spaced all- aluminum reflector screen is 
utilized. 

A double- stacked version is also 
available for extreme u.h.f. fringe con- 
ditions. It is a side -by -side arrange- 
ment on a specially designed all- alumi- 
num "H" frame featuring strength and 
fast assembly. -- 

Printed Wiring TV 
(Continued from page 59) 

certain that such wiring will become 
popular in TV receivers. From the 
service technician's viewpoint, printed 
wiring techniques are not a particular 
time saver, nor are repairs greatly fa- 
cilitated. It is necessary to stock spe- 
cial new parts such as tube sockets, 
potentiometers, capacitors, etc., made 
expressly for printed wiring. Locating 
defects in printed assemblies is not 
much different from conventional 
methods except that a more uniform 
layout is usually used. The major 
drawback in servicing printed wiring 
lies in the repair or replacement work 
for any parts which are mounted on 
the printed wiring strip. Great care 
and usually a more time consuming 
procedure is required to make such 
repairs without incurring new damage. 
Although some of the manufacturers 
feature complete printed assemblies as 
replacement for defective sections, con- 
ventional parts replacement and sub- 
stitution for suspected components are 
possible and often economical. s30 

r Bandswitching Transmitter 
Continued from page 69) 

tuning capacitor. Another shield sur- 
rounds the 6146 wiring to isolate it 
from the oscillator. This shield also 
supports the low voltage input filter 
capacitor. Another shield runs between 
the speech amplifier and the 807's, and 
also supports the driver transformer. 

The bias supply components are at- 
tached to the rear chassis lip, as is the 
filament transformer for the 5R4GY's. 

Some information is in order con- 
cerning the filament wiring. The low 
voltage power transformer, TI, has a 
filament winding (X -X) which is used 
to supply the final and modulator tubes 
V,, V,, V,,, and V. as well as furnish 
6.3 volts to the back -connected fila- 
ment transformer used in the bias 
pack. An additional filament trans- 
former, T:, is used to feed the exciter 
and speech amplifier tubes. Although 
not indicated on the schematic in the 
interests of clarity, each side of the 
filament wiring is bypassed to ground 
through .005 µfd. ceramic capacitors, 
connected at each tube socket. The 
relay control leads are similarly by- 
passed by Cu and Cn, where they leave 
the chassis. Shielded cable is used for 
the key and a.c. leads. A bottom 
plate, preferably made of perforated 

December, 1 9° -4 

S 

tt 
z 

Fljlox e 
1"' 

STANCOR N 
IC 

YOUR MOST COMPLETE SOURCE OF rn 

EXACT REPLACEMENT 
TV TRANSFORMERS a 
Designed from original manufacturers Z specifications, STANCOR exact replacement o transformers faithfully duplicate the ratings 

UP and mounting styles of the original unit. 
There is no skimping on wire, insulation or 

.,r laminations. They will equal or better the 
le performance and quality of the original and 

every STANCOR transformer is individually a tested before packaging. 
Ell 

° 
pcRS 

":11 it0 osc 
OC 

NEW... and typical of STANCOR 
exact replacements is the DY- 
13A Deflection Yoke, exact re- 

placement for all Muntz 24e and 27e sets. 
There are no leads to solder -the DY -13A 
plugs into the set. Bulletin 495 listing models 
using this yoke is available from your dis- 
tributor or from STANCOR. 

Stancor 
transformers 
are listed in: 
Photofact Folders 
Counterfacts 
Radio's Master 
File -O -Matic 

CHICAGO STANDARD 
TRANSFORMER CORPORATION 
3584 ELSTON AVENUE CHiCAGO 18, ILLINOIS 
EXPORT SALES: Roburn Agencies, Inc., 431 Greenwich Street, New York 13, N. Y. 

0)1101111'S 
BUY OF THE MONTH::.:::.:! 

U.S. GOVT, COMMAND RECEIVER 

6 lo 9.1 Megacycles 
values that 

Concord Radio has everatbeenl able to otter.g Famous U.S. 

Govt. SCR 274 Command Receivers designed to operate 
use 

= by the arrmed 

meter hand ( t 
forces 

inhen la tl war andjust last extend 

Only used today by Airlines, Trucking Companies, Taxi- - cabs. Hams. etc. Uses 12SK7 R.F. Amp. 12K8 

Mixer, 2.12S1(7 I.F. Amp., 12SR7 Del. CW Amp., and 

12A6 Audio Amp. Designed to operate tram 28V DC, 

y con 
Volt 

complete e -All units are Guaranteed Operative. 
with tubes. - Removed from airplanes in almost the same excellent 

condition as when installed. Shpg. Wt. 1u5íb. _$6.95 
=_ 2$ Volt Dynamotor for above 

SURPLUS RADIO CONVERSION MANUAL VOL l$2.50 

Never Before at This LOW PRICE!! E. 

y . -. 
, aG adr. .. 

CONCORD RADIO 
Dept N12 

S3 Yeses. SI N Y y 

20% deposit with C.0 D 
MINIMUM 

OPbs sew/ NEW 1955 
CMDER 55.00 

CONCORD Catalog! NAME 

AODRE SS 

CITY 20NE STATE 

ONCORD RADIO 53 VFSEY ST. NEW YORK 7. N..Y. Ol by 9 -1132 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** 
* CHECK OUR NEW LOWER PRICES! 
* SCR -274N * : --= COMMAND * Ptltll ond 

* ¿ - 
Ir 

EQUIPMENT 
* RECEIVERS * 
* USED 

EXCELLENT 
NT NEW* 

*BC-453-190 to 550 SC 519.95 53 9.95* 
*BC-454 -310 6 MC 12.95 19.95* * BC -455 -6 lo 9 MC 9.9 5 17.95* 
*1.5ío3 19.95 * TRANSMITTERS * 

4.958 -2.1 to 3 MC 24.95 
*BC- 457 -4 to 5.3 MC 12.95 * 
*8C.458 -5.3 to 7 MC 57.95 11.95 * 
*BC459 -7 to 9 1 MC 19.95* 
*T-15 ARC 5 -500 to 800 SC 19.95* 

* 

* 

* ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT * 
*BC -156 Modulator 

. 4.95* 
*BC450 Control Boa (3 Receiver. 1.75 2.7S* 

BC -451 Control Box Transmdter .99 1.49 2.29 
*BC -442 Relay Und !ANTI 4.95* 
*Flelible Shafting with gear to fit * * receivers ..... .... 1.75* 
*3 Receiver Rack 1.49 1.99 2.75* 
*Shock Mount for Receiver Rack . .99 * * 2 Transmitter Rack _ .. 3.49* 

Smile Transmitter Rack 2.99 
*DM -33 Dynamotor for Command Set 3.9S* 

*TUBES 60 
OFF LISTI/e TUBES* 

* SPECIAL -0E- THE. MONTH! 1218 -208 ea. 0 for $1.00 * Same as 1644 tube. * 
at2B22 29 39'44 19 836 3.511 * 
2026 09 1118 .19 837 

* 2C26A 09 2154 .09 811 .19 * 3B22... .89 221A .19 843 .15 * * 3D6 .. .2 9 
3165 .19 864 .19 * 

* 6067... .49 308A .49 1626 19 * 
4114 .99 7193 . 19 * 7C4. .29 5324 .99 [1140 39 * 12C8 ... .49 /224 .79 Rk34 79 * * 1218 .20 826 .29 V592 .14 * * 1SR 35 832A ... 5.45 V1121 ... .09 * 

s*t CHECK THESE GREAT SAVINGS! T*t 

*fA- 1,APN -1 ALTITUDE LIMIT SWITCH, excel- * * lent used candid.. 51.99* 
*1D -148 /AN -1 ALTITUDE INDICATOR. .s,el- * 

lent, tvl 3.29 
*1 -85 COMPASS LEFT TO RIGHT INDICATOR, * 
*. llcnL rased .. .. ...... .. .... . 3.29* 
*1 -ásÁ 36011, -oree 5elso.ARN7.e BRAYIO d'roü'S 

INDICATI Nt. pal of AIIN.7. BRAND NE :1V 7.99* * 
* 

*019.23 high Impedance. BRAND 1,\ * * NEW with ear pads $4.69 * 
low Impedance. BRAND NEW ....115.33 

ith ear pads, cord and PL54 - . / * * with 
5.85 ii Ile . * 

*CD -307A Cords. 0 ft. 1.10 * 
*-HS -IB high impedance -used 98* 

.99 * 

* HEADSETS 

* MICROPHONE SUPER -SALE 
*T -44 MIKE- maLIeIC type consisting of Mike * 

Unit IC253. Cord CO -287. 'Plug P1.170 and * .lark JN -211 51.19* *T -5 MINE -('stipo Lip Mike 1.75* 
*T513 MIKE-Carbon-BRAND NEW W 7.95* *T- 12- Western Electric Carbon Hand Mike with 4( * Cord & PL-68 Plug. BRAND NEW 1.95* 
* BC -221 Frequency Meter _r-N_ * 
*Real Value! QUANTITY Y IS LIMITED a served. 

* Oration Charts. Range 
original l5. 20.000 

i: a Q. 
*EC with crystal heck points In all * *range.. Complete with x139.50 

v tat Ind tubes 
*Standard with AC power clip- 

f1Á9.50 * * MODULATED TYPE . ..... $179.50 * 
MODULATED TYPE with AC Power Slimly. $199.50 

*LimitedQ quantity of BRAND NEW MODULATED * 
These L reflluenty SM .. a factory treated, checked* *tor frequency alignment and GUARANTEED. 

* PRICES SLASHED!' * 
*.H5.33 HEADSET used $1.49* 
*FL 5L IRADIOY PFILTER 

5 .19*. 
*CR525a.5 CRYSTALS Ne03B.25KC, 8001.438C * 

8258.578C-arena New each .49* 

* 

Field 
Telephones 
Army 
plus, 
pletely recvm. 
dltionea and electrically 
tested, using 
2 flashlight 
cells and 
pair of Inter- connecting 

1 es.GUAIt- 
A Like Lnew' 

$1995 

* 
TELEGRAPH KEYS* 

J37 
138 
141 
145 

* * 
* * * * 

s .99* 
.99* 
.99*, 

2.99* 

SAVE! SCR -522 RECEIVERS 
less oscillator a mbly, frequency shifter and tubes. 
Contains all Coils. Transformer,. Resistors. 

ie,4 oc .0D Condensers and other valuable parts. . each 

MINIMUM ORDER 52.00 
*,Immediate delivery -send 2906 deposit on C.O.D.* 

11 end n full rem,ttance. allow for Postaq 
*ange eve C.Ó.D.. barges. All Shipments ROJ., M.Y.C.* 
*.warehouse. ,N.Y.C. residents Ada sales tax.) * 

*PLATT ELECTRONICS CORP.* 
*. D *ept. A, 125 West 11th St., N. Y. I I, N. Y 

* PHONE: CHelsea 2 -1100 * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** 
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SPECIAL! 2 for 38.00 

sheet metal should be used to com- 
pletely cover the bottom side of the 
chassis, as a ventilated TVI shield. 

The transmitter was housed in a 
cabinet originally belonging to an SX- 
42 receiver, which, with its perforated 
metal access cover, makes a very neat 
appearance, and an absolute minimum 
of TVI. Since the photographs were 
made, decals have been added to con- 
veniently identify the controls, and add 
somewhat to the professional appear- 
ance of the transmitter. 

Coaxial cable should be used to feed 
to the antenna, and a good ground 
should be made to the chassis of the 
rig. 

Operation 

A few initial checks should be made 
before operating the rig, to make sure 
that everything is functioning proper- 
ly. The low voltage power supply 
should be checked for approximately 
300 volts output, and the bias voltages 
set to the previously specified values. 
The operating bias on the 6146's will 
be about 85 volts when the proper six 
ma. of grid current flows, with 75 volts 
of this bias being obtained from the bias 
supply. Without turning on the high 
voltage, the exciter should be tuned up 
using crystal and c.w. operating set- 
tings. Only 2 or 3 ma. are obtained 
at the multiplier grid. The oscillator 
plate current should never be allowed 
to exceed 50 ma., but in this unit the 
current normally only rises to about 
40 ma. when the excitation is removed. 
The multiplier, of course, is cut off, 
and the final will standby at approxi- 
mately 50 ma. Should the plate cur- 
rents at any time be found to be ex- 
cessive, the tube should be checked 
for traces of gas. A few ohms added 
in the oscillator cathode will serve to 
hold the tube down, should it be neces- 
sary. 

The multiplier plate runs from 10 
to 30 ma. under normal operating con- 
ditions, depending upon the screen ex- 
citation control setting. Once the final 
grid is set up to draw 6 ma., the 
screen voltage can be set at the re- 
duced voltage condition by means of 
the tune -up switch, plate voltage ap- 
plied to the final and its operation 
checked, under load. The plate voltage 
will be about 650 volts, and the screen 
voltage when at full power will run 
around 150 volts. Incidentally, a 100 
watt bulb makes a good dummy load 
for testing, and its brilliance will be 
an indication of the r.f. output. The 
rig should be checked on all bands, and 
given a test run to check for any in- 
dications of overheating, and may then 
be put into operation. A final cathode 
current of about 230 ma. has been 
found to be a satisfactory operating 
value. 

Operation and adjustment is primari- 
ly a matter of becoming familiar with 
the various controls and their func- 
tions. The setup of the pi- network is con- 
ventional. A data sheet #710, available 
from the E. F'. Johnson Company, 
covers the proper settings and gives 
other design information. It should 

New TUBES Standard 
Guaranteed Brands 

PRICES SLASHED 
FAR BELOW WHOLESALE! 

Standard brand, only! One of largest in 
U.S. We ell -buy- trade. WRITE FOR PRICES 
ON ANY TUBES NOT LISTED. 

1LC6 .80 
ILN5 .80 

1N5GT 
.60 

1X24 .90 304 .70 
306 
3Q4 .50 
05GT .70 

SS4 .50 
.70 

5V4G .80 
57367 .40 
6487 50 

667 .50 
I 6L6 1.00 

SL7 .85 

654 .50 
65E5 .70 

1N235 2.00 
1N26 4.95 

11N345 .69 
IN89 .59 

65FG1 65 
65117 .50 
6557 .50 
6587 .55 
651707 .65 
6SN7GT .85 
6T5 .50 

701 A 
t $2.25 

6ÁC7 80 6V6GT .60 
SANG .80 6W4GT 65 2021 1.00 
6A85 .50 
6A86 .70 
GALS 

.50 
0 

6AL7GT 1.25 
OATS .40 
6AÚ6 .60 
6AVSGT .85 
61346 .60 

958A 
400 

3FP7 1.25 
3GP1 1.25 
4.65A 14.00 
.12SÁ 19.00 
4 81904 27.50 
5Á1 2.25 
58P4 2.25 
832A 6.50 

68060 1.60 
6856 .70 
6C4D6c 1.60 
6F6 .80 
6F7 1.00 

124 
.75 

1251N7 .90 
124T7 .85 
12407 .85 
124E4 .65 

865 .95 
866A 1.00 
872Á 1.75 
922 1.30 
923 1.30 
927 1.50 
931A 3.75 s. 

Klystrons 
Magnetrons 

All Types YP 

124Y7 1.20 
12C8 .65 
12116 .50 
125507 .50 
12101 .50 
125C7 .80 
12557 .75 

954 .30 
955 .40 
956 .40 
957 .40 
959 1.30 
1624 1.15 
162$ .29 
2050 1.10 
2051 .85 
9001 1.00 
9002 .75 
9003 1.10 

125L7GT .85 
125R7 .50 

6060 .85 25L6G7 .50 
6.5 .50 2525 .50 
6580 .90 1N210 2.00 

I SPECIAL! VACUUM CAPACITORS! 
6 =l td. 311KV 10.00 511 nuufd. 32KV 12.50 

I 12 nuufd. 32KV 12.50 50 Dunfd. 411KV 14.50 
Ty 50 mnlfd. 2111:5. 10.00 100 mmfd. 10KV 12.00 

t -k for items not listed -we have them. Prices sub- j.,. 
t Add postage Lo 

without 
MinaCalifornians 

ilea 
on 

Iÿi 
NA LES CO. 

ELECTRONICS 

Dept. 
7552 Melrose Ave. 
Los Angeles 46, 

California 

FOR THE LEASTEST . . . 

Unlimited thrills from any TV set, new 

or old. More programs, more variety, 

more pleasure from a few dollars 
invested in a Granco converter to tune 

in those local UHF stations. Install it 
yourself in a few minutes. 

$2495 

(--fin ,fin r rr 
MODEL S L U 

ASK YOUR DEALER! 
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be pointed out that, in this particular 
construction, it was found advisable 
to omit the .6 microhenry coil some- 
times added in series with the variable 
inductor, in order to obtain somewhat 
better C/L ratios, particularly at 28 
mc. 

The rig should be tuned in the c.w. 
position, and then switched over to 
AM making sure that the high volt- 
age is off while switching to avoid 
arcing. In the phone position, the 
exciter cathode is open until the high 
voltage switch is closed, which allows 
a single switch to control the trans- 
mitter for send - receive conditions. 

When shifting frequency around a 
band, such as is common with v.f.o. 
operation, it will be found that only 
the rotary inductor need be moved 
slightly to keep the output network 
tuned, and the exciter tuning capaci- 
tors are broad enough to require only 
slight readjustment when large fre- 
quency shifts are made. 

Operation is a pleasure, and con- 
siderable comment has been made as 
to the fine quality of the signal on the 
air. Anyone interested in duplicating 
the transmitter will be well pleased 
with the finished unit, besides enjoy- 
ing the satisfaction of a commercial 
appearing rig which has been "home 
made." -30- 

All- Purpose Enclosure 
(Continued from page 49) 

sound. The self -contained tweeter in 
the I2TRX is now employed. 

Thus, five different combinations of 
units are available at the turn of a 
switch. Because the "Fold -a -flex" en- 
closure may be adjusted for three 
types of baffling it is possible to hear 
and to analyze fifteen distinct per - 
fcrmance effects. 

This may seem unnecessary from a 
practical sense. It probably is -but 
such a system has its place in the 
modest hi -fi showroom for consumer 
demonstration and does reduce inven- 
tory requirements for cabinets of dif- 
ferent types. And it permits a con - 
venient means for the study of the be- 
havior of loudspeakers under widely 
varied conditions. -30 -- 

NATESA ELECTS 
AT the meeting following the opening 

day dinner of the recent 5th n al 
contention and trade .how of Ille Na- 
tional Alliance of Television & Electronic 
Service Associations (NATESA) held in 
Chicago, the following officers were 
elected for 1955: 

Frank Moch, national president ; Bert- 
ram Lewis, treasurer; Ray Neiswonger, 
secretary general; Ferdinand Lynn, vice - 
pres. eastern dit'.; Milton Klarsfeld, 
sec'y, eastern div.; Fred Colton, vice - 
pres. cast central div.; Charles Burns. 
sec'y. east central div.; Vincent Lutz. 
vice -prey. west central div.; William 
Ibiza, sec'y. west central div.; Horace 
Collins, vice -pros. ...stern div.; and Fol. 
ward Failing, sec'.. western div. --i0 
December. 1954 

For top -notch equipment: 

LOOK TO hallicrafters 
For top -notch service: 

-- LOOK TO 
V , e ?411d lXad! Pelatuca&jed 7Radle 50 ,04 rdude ' 

THE HALLICRAFTER SX -96 

ONLY $13.62 
PER MONTH 

$25.00 DOWN 
18 Mos. to Pay 
$249.95 CASH 

R -46A Speaker $19.95 

Selectable side band receiver w th im- 
proved stability through temperature 
compensation of the HF oscilla +or cir- 
cuits and use of the crystal control 
second conversion oscillators. P'ecision 
gear drive dial system on main tuning 
and bandspread dials. Includes 50 Kc 
highly selective IF system, MC -noise 
limiter and grey -black cabinet with 
brushed chrome trim. Ship. wt.: c3 lbs. 

THE HALLICRAFTER S -85 

ONLY $9.54 
PER MONTH 

$12.00 DOWN 
12 Mos. to Pay 
$119.95 CASH 

OTHER LATE MODEL 
HALLICRAFTERS 

Figure Only 10% Down 
Model Pay Per Month Cash Price 

S -38D $ 3.97 $ 49.95 
S -93 7.95 99.95 
SX -99 11.92 149.95 
SX -62A 19.07 349.95 
HT -30 19.07 349.95 
SX -88 32.40 595.00 

The receiver with the 10, 11, 15. 20, 40 
and 80 meter amateur bands and separate 
bandspread tuning condenser. Has tuned 
RF stage, two IF stages for better selec- 
tivity, BF0 pitch control, AV.C-noise 
limiter and receive /standby. Sever tubes 
plus rectifier. Broadcast band: 510-1680 
Kc. Three short wave bands: 16E0 Kc- 
34 Mc. Chrome-trimmed, grey.blacc steel 
cabinet. Shipping wt.: 36 lbs. 

SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE 

FREE CATALOG! 
and information about 

* 500 watt, band - 
switching Globe King 

* The new, low -cost 
"Plumber's Delight" 
beams 

* Our 10% down 
payment plan 

* Over 600 items of 
Reconditioned Eqpt. 

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

.Please send me New Free Catalog and full information on the 
below! Quote your top Trade -In offer for my: 

WORLD'S MOST PERSONALIZED RADIO SUPPLY HOUSE 

ta07Q/ßil4 
LABORATORIES 

fircrROKI[ 
tub0uinnl, i 

N11!I Le- 
3415 W.BROADWAY, CO. BLUFFS, IA., Mene 2.0277 

SAVE $ $ $ 
THOUSANDS OF BARGAINS 

Send Stamp for our 

GIANT CATALOG 
UNITED RADIO CO. 

58A MARKET ST. NEWARK, N. J. 

AI?I[ÁIKITs RN 
RADIOS PHONOGRAPHS TV 

TEST EQUIPMENT HI -FI 
Write for FREE Brochure 

rRADIO KITS, INC. 120 Cedar St., N. Y. 6 

R.12 
items checked 

(Name and Make Of Equipment) 

fer your 
(New Equipment Desired) 

SX -96 S -85 Other 

Globe King New WRL Beams 

Down Payment Plan Retort EOmp. List 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY & STATF 

GET INTO 

ELECTRONICS 

l !!n , -.u, LI. i ..:.b -1, Intere-Ilu_ . I. 
I h t,an .,pa d,.lep.paants d,gaa ul 

air, +1 .Inriall ,t.,' Studs all 01:4.4 radio & 
it,111'ntlii Tlxnry and prat'liee; Tv; FM; 1,11a 1- 

lug rvivina' aT ixT i,m. m:u)Il,' pnlii', ra tio. 
I v.pumth course. l'rpar' for g11011 pay. (:rad1- 

4 in demand by 1,1a)nr .mnp:m i,. II Ig11 $ehcol 
equivalent required. Begin hill.. March. June, 

s.1,t. Campus life. Write for catalog. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Dept. RD Valparaiso, Indiana 
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better merchandise 
that sells! 

I- 
I TV VOLTAGE I 

j 
REGULATOR j 

L J 
10 Volt Line Adjustor tgaZatiM 

Normal Line Volts 
10 Volts Increase 

300 Watts. . Returns full height 8 width 
S a Decrease ^ 

300 S 
Mu 

75 
of picture. Eliminates intermittent sync. LIST 

made better! 

'445 LIST 

Ì UNIVERSAL 

TV TUBE 

I BRITENER I 

L J 
Isolation type transformer gives 6.3 V 
for cathode - filament short or 7.8 V 
to increase emission. It's parallel 

Its series It's isolation It's 
electrostatic It's universal. 

made better! 

j 
HORIZONTAL BAR 

LGENERATOR 
I 

for quick TV set adjustment and alignment! 

For adjustment of vertical linearity and 
height controls 
Accurate positioning of focus coil or $ 
magnet 
Precise setting of yoke 

LIST Complete with instructions 

made better! 

s'IIST 95 

I MODEL "A" I 

BATTERY 

I ELIMINATOR I 

L______J 
for 105- 125V., 50/60 cycles 

For 1'/, volt radios with 4 to 6 tubes. 
Gives nearly constant power from 
varying line voltages. Universal 
sockets for all battery plugs. 

Available from electronic ports distributors 
Illustrated literature upon 1 

manufactured by 

ehmutplOMPANY 
4727 N. DAMEN AVE., CHICAGO 25, ILL. 

Manufacturers of electronic equipment 
since 1928 

EXPORT; Scheel 1 
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I, 4237 N. Lincoln, Chicago 17 

Within the Industry 
(Continued from page 30) 

The new facilities will be used to house 
the specifications and drafting depart- 
ment, the machine shop, and stock and 
supply areas . NORTH HILLS ELEC- 
TRIC CO., INC. has moved to 203 -18 
35th Ave. in Bayside 61, N.Y. 

e 

ALBERT A. PULLEY. manager, general 
recording, RCA Victor Records Divi- 
sion, Radio Corpora- 
tion of America, has 
been elected presi- 
dent of the Audio 
Engineering Society, 
succeeding Jerry B. 
Minter, president of 
Components C o r p. 
of Denville, N. J. 

The new president 
has been with RCA and its predeces- 
sor company since 1920 when he joined 
the test department of General Elec- 
tric Company. He was transferred to 
the radio department, working first on 
radio transmitters and then on the 
G -E disc recording system. When RCA 
assumed these interests in 1930, Mr. 
Pulley shifted to Camden, N. J. 

Col. Richard H. Ranger, president 
of Rangertone, Inc., was elected execu- 
tive vice- president of the society. Wil- 
liam J. Mahoney, Jr. of Arthur -Samp- 
son Enterprises. Inc. of Cincinnati was 
named central vice -president and Rich- 
ard F. Hastings of Ealy cE Hastings, 
North Hollywood, Cal. was chosen 
western vice- president. 

C. J. LeBel, founder and first pres- 
ident of the society was re- elected 
secretary for his fourth consecutive 
term. Ralph A. Schlegel was also re- 
named treasurer. 

OLSON RADIO WAREHOUSE. INC. with 
headquarters in Akron. Ohio, has 
opened a new store at 5918 Penn Ave., 
Pittsburgh, Pa. Leonard D. Bcrringer 
has been named manager of the new 
facility . . . DELCO RADIO DIVISION of 

Kokomo, Indiana has established a 
Semi -Conductor Division in conjunc- 
tion with its Radio Engineering De- 
partment. Dr. E. George Roka is in 
charge of the new department . . . 

The formation of a Vernistat Division 
has been announced by THE PERKIN- 
ELMER CORPORATION of Norwalk, 
Conn. The new division will manufac- 
ture a new type of precision variable - 
ratio transformer ... VIDAIRE ELEC- 
TRONICS MFG. CO. has been incorpo- 
rated and will henceforth be known as 
the VIDAIRE ELECTRONICS MFG. CORP. 
There are no changes in personnel nor 
management . . . GENERAL CERAMICS 
CORPORATION of Keasbey, N.J. has ac- 
quired ADVANCED VACUUM PRODUCTS. 
INCORPORATED of Stamford, Conn. 
which will be operated as a wholly - 
owned subsidiary . . Technical writ- 
ing service for manufacturers of elec- 
tronic equipment is being offered by a 
newly formed firm known as SANDS 
ASSOCIATES with headquarters at 533 
E. Micheltorena St., Santa Barbara, 
California. The new firm is headed by 
Leo G. Sands who has been associated 
with such firms as RCA, Philco, Bogue, 
Bendix and LmigeL'in . FEDERAL 
PACIFIC ELECTRIC COMPANY of New- 
ark, N.J. has acquired the transformer 
firm of GARDNER ELECTRIC MANUFAC- 
TURING COMPANY of San Francisco. 

JACK E. WILLSON has been appointed 
audio products manager for National 
Company, Inc. of 
Malden, Mass. 

A recipient of a 
Navy Technical De- 
velopment A w a rd 
for his development 
of bomb r e le a s e 
equipment, Mr. Will- 
son comes to his 
new post from the 
Collard Division of Rockbar Corpora- 
tion. From 1948 to 1952 he served as 
eastern sales manager for Electro- 
Voice, Inc. 

As head of the division, he will 
create new markets and build sales for 
the company's new hi -fi line. - -- 

THIRTY -FIRST BOARD DIRECTORS .:..r OrrICERS RETMA 1154-55 

9 RI 
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GREATEST 
TU BE BUYS 

Every Tube GUARANTEED 12 Months 
BRANDED -BULK PACKED IN ORIGINAL MFR'S NESTED CARTONS OR INDIVIDUALLY BOXED 

EVERY TUBE METER & CHASSIS TESTED FOR TOP QUALITY 
0A2 ...5 .87 155 . . .40 
043 1546 .48 

VR75 .97 1T4 . .46 
OA4G .60 IU4 .. .46 
082 . . .74 
083 IU5 ... .40 

VR90. .90 1X2 ... .55 
243 . . . .90 

0C3 245 ... .49 
VR105 .95 2A6 ... .49 

OD3 247 . . . .60 
VR150 .85 

024 . .58 2B7 .... .62 
1A4P .35 2X2 . . .39 
1ASGT .40 2X24 .. 1.14 

3A4 ... .44 
IA7GT .45 345 . .90 
1465 .38 
1B3GT . .67 348G7 . .59 
ICSGT .40 3B7 .. . .39 

3D6 .38 
1C7G .37 3LF4 . . .71 
1D7GT . .75 3Q4 . . .48 
1E7GT .35 
1F4 . .40 3Q5GT .48 
1F5G .44 354 .. .46 

3V4 .50 
IH4G .40 5T4 .. 1.25 
1H5GT .38 51146 .49 
1166 . . .59 
114 . . . .45 5V4G .. .76 
116 . . . . 61 5Y3G .38 

5Z3 . . .33 
1144 .59 646 .45 
1146 . .75 647 . . . .80 
11134 .77 
ILC5 . .59 648 .. .65 
ILC6 . . .75 6484 .42 

6487 .71 
ILDS . .49 6AC5GT .95 
1LE3 . .75 6ÁC7 .68 
1165 . . .75 
11H4 .. .75 64F5 .89 
ILN5 .. .55 6AF6G . .75 

6465 . .47 
IN5GT .61 6467 .. .90 
IPSGT .56 6ÁH6 .98 
IQ5GT .55 
1R4 .81 GARS .. .59 
IRS .47 6415 . . .35 

64Q5 .. .39 
154 . .55 64Q6 .. .36 

ALL merchandise offered herein is obtained from Receiver 
Manufacturers' surplus, various government agencies and 
other surplus sources. Most of this merchandise is brand new 
and the balance is removed from Government and other 
equipment. We unconditionally guarantee every tube you buy. 

64Q7GT .68 

6455 .. .62 
6476 .. .36 
6AU6 .40 
6AV5GT .79 
6ÁV6 . .36 

6AX4GT .57 
6B7 . . .93 
6686 .29 
6BA6 . . .38 
68,47 .. .55 

6BC5 .. .49 
6BE6 .. .37 
6BF5 . .69 
6BG6G . 1.15 
6BH6 .. .45 

6616 .. .41 
66K7 .89 
661767 .65 
6BN6 .79 
6BQ6CT .75 

613E17 .88 
6C4 . . .35 
6C5 . . . 

6C6 . . . 

6C8G . 

.39 

.54 
.85 

6C66 .42 
6CD6G 1.05 
606 .. .67 
6D8G .. .95 
6ES ... .76 

6F6 . .. . .45 
6F7 .. .90 
6F8G .69 

6666 .. .63 
6H6 

616 .. . 

6.17 . 

6J8G . 

6K661 

6K7G . 

6K8G . 

6L6G 
616G4 . 

6N7 .. 

6Q7 .. 

6R7 . . . 

654 ... 
657G . . . 

6547 . . . 

65C7 
6SD7GT 
65F5GT 
65F7 .. 
6567 . 

65H7 
6SH7GT 
6517 .. 
65K7 
65L7GT 

65N7GT 
65Q7 
65137 .. 
6577 
6T8 . .. 

6U7G 

.49 

.38 
.50 
.49 
.90 
.39 

.38 

.64 
.99 
.99 
.95 

.49 
.49 
.39 
.55 
.40 

.75 

.38 

.45 
.58 
.40 

.60 

.50 

.54 

.39 

.49 

.48 

.49 

.45 

.48 

.57 

.45 
6U8 . . . .59 

6V6 
. 

6W4GT . 

6W6GT . 

6X4 .. 
6X5 .. 
6X8 .. 
744 .. . 

7A5 ... 

746 ... 
747 ... 
7407 . 

7AG7 .. 
74147 . 

764 
785 
766 
7C4 
7C7 . . 

7E5 .. 
7E6 .. 
7F7 . . 

7F8 
. 

767 . 

7H7 .. 

717 .. 
7K7 .. 

717 .. 

7N7 .. 

7Q7 ... 
7R7 .. 
757 ... 
7V7 .. 

7W7 ... 

.38 

.41 

.41 

.35 

.35 

.70 

.45 

.55 

.65 

.65 
.90 
.55 
.55 

.44 

.55 

.55 

.55 

.65 

.59 
.40 
.64 
.90 
.80 

.56 

.75 

.80 

.77 

.57 

.57 

.59 

.83 

.87 

.85 

7X6 ... .57 

7Y4 .. . 

7Z4 . 

1246 . 

1247 

12AH7GT 
12ALS 
12476 
12477 
12ÁU6 

12AU7 
12AV6 
12AV7 
12AX4GT 
124X7 

124Y7 
12846 
12847 
12806 . 

126E6 . 

126147 
12C8 
12F5GT 
12H6 
1215GT . 

.40 
.45 
.49 
.98 

.85 

.40 

.35 

.62 

.36 

.59 

.44 

.64 

.55 

.55 

.72 

.47 

.59 

.46 

.45 

.60 

.34 

.35 
.45 
.39 

12J7GT . .57 
12K7 .53 
12K8 . .55 
12Q7G .57 
1258GT .60 

125A7GT .62 
12SC7 .. .68 
I25F5 . . .48 

125F7GT .68 
12567.. .70 

125H7 .70 35Z5GT .59 
12517 .55 36 .... .35 
125137GT .49 

12SL7GT .49 39.44 .. .35 
125N7GT .50 42 .... .40 
125Q7GT .53 
l25ß7 . .49 45Z3 .. .40 
1223 ... .39 

46 .. . .45 
1444 .. .65 47 . .85 
1445 .. .57 49 .38 
1447 . .53 SOL6GT .61 
14ÁF7 .59 50X6 .62 
1486 .. .45 

50Y6GT .57 
14B8 . . .63 56 ... .47 
14C5 . . .80 57 . . .53 
14C7 . . .65 58 .56 
14E6 .. .65 70L7GT 1.00 
14E7 .. .80 

714 .. .52 
14F7 . .65 
14F8 . 

.90 77 .. . .53 
14H7 . .57 
14N7 . .67 81 . . 1.10 
14Y4 .. .67 

82 .... .67 
19 .45 83 . .. . .77 
19BG6G 1.15 84 .... .52 
1978 . .75 85 .57 
22 .40 89Y ... .29 
25AV4GT .80 

II7L7GT 1.17 
25BQ6GT .75 117Z3 .38 
25L6GT .40 117Z4GT .73 
25W4GT .45 I17Z6GT .70 
2525 .60 2051 . . . .93 
25Z6GT. .40 

9001 ... 1.47 
26 .. .42 9002 . .98 
27 .37 9003... 1.30 
32L7GT .95 9006 .. .67 
35C5 .37 803 .... 2.95 
35L6GT .45 

807 . 1.25 
35W4 .59 814 ... 3 50 
35Y4 . . .44 836 7.95 
35Z3 . . .40 866A .. 1.45 

Minimum Order: $10.00. Terms: 25% with order balance C.O.D. Please include postage 
All prices subject to change without notice. F. O. B. New York City. Mail Order Division: 

TRANSAMERICA ELECTRONICS CORP. 

i 115 Liberty Street New York 6, N. Y. i 
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Now brings you a compact 

Flyback- Yoke -Continuity 
Tester . e . in I low cost unit 

THREE 
TESTERS 
IN ONE 
for only 

24" 
IA $59 valuel 

Checks low and high impedance yokes and 
flyback$. 
Detects even one shorted turn. 
An improved Continuity Checker: Checks 
condensers for opens, electrical shorts, or 
leakage. Ordinary continuity testers will not 
do this. 

TV Component Tester 

PERFORMS 

SIX 
VITAL 

FUNCTIONS 
You 5176 worth 
of Te sting and Re- 
pair Instrumenta- 
ton ot compact 
unit fr the am a 
ng ow price of 

$4995 
It's terrific as a 

PICTURE TUBE TESTER 
FLYBACK & YOKE TESTER 
SELENIUM RECTIFIER TESTER 
CONDENSER TESTER 
CONTINUITY TESTER 
PICTURE TUBE REACTIVATOR 

Try these Transvision TESTERS for 
I O d 

TRIAL: 
,, . I you sent 100 °i) satisfied, you day. 
'them. Your r purchase price, less loo. 

lour cot of handling and repacking) ,ng) will be promptly 
refunded. 

T R A N S V I S I O N, INC. 
N E W R O C H E L L E , N. Y. 

TRANSVISION, INC., New Rochelle, N. Y. Dept. RN -12 

1 I Send 

( 1 Enclosed find S deposit. Balance C.O.D. 
I accept your 10 Day Trial terms. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

My Jobber is - -- JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED - - -1 

Vibration Amplifier 
(Continued Jrom page 65) 

tening to and interpreting vibrationa 
movement in machinery, the transistor 
vibration amplifier has been found to 
have another valuable application. 

When the point of the probe is moved 
lightly across a material surface, a 
sound is produced in which the fre- 
quency depends on the number of sur- 
face irregularities encountered (and 
the speed of movement) and in which 
the amplitude depends on the degrees 
of surface irregularity. 

Used in this fashion, the instrument 
permits the operator to determine even 
very small differences in the surface 
smoothness of various materials. 

Best results are obtained when the 
probe is held at a slight angle, with 
the apex facing away from the direc- 
tion of movement. The probe tip should 
make firm. but light. contact with the 
surface of the material being checked. 

When comparing the surface smooth- 
ness of two different materials or ob- 
jects, special care must be taken to 
move the probe across each surface at 
exactly the same speed. Otherwise, the 
results are somewhat difficult to inter- 
pret. 

The user will soon discover addition- 
al applications for the transistor vibra- 
tion amplifier as he works with it. 

-3?- 

HISS REDUCTION 
By JAMES A. McROBERTS 

1G. 1 shows the partial schematic dia- 
1 of a Magnas ox r: !elector 
put circuit which has been modified to 

.e the high frequency hiss some- 
times present in F31 detector tputs. A 
5 µpfd. cersunie condenser has been 
adder) as shown by the dotted lines. The 
addition of this condenser shunts a large 
proportion of the radio frequency to 
gr I and ell' .des r.f. hiss. The 

lenser serves two other minor pur- 
poses: 

1. Further de- cnsphasiaes the audio. 
2. Removes 4.5 nu. r.f. which might 

be passed along to the remainder of the 
audio system and built up in the audio 
amplifier. only to re -enter the video and 
cause grain in the picture. 

Other makes of sets have been im- 
proved by increasing the value of this 
first condenser f 1 to 5 µµtd. Some 
sets rely on the lead dress to furnish 
the capacity and often simply dressing 
Ilse lead f the ratio transformer ter - 
tiary coil to the chassis will suffice. -301- 

Fig. 1. Partial schematic of the ratio 
detector circuit used in a Magnavox TV. 

Ti0i 

ADD 
lyyrd T 
1 

RATIO 
DETECTOR 

/2 6A15 

220 6ec 

47.6r 1i000 

T 

TO RADIO-TV- 
PHONO SWOON 

NEW ..."Self-Supporting" 
Gable Mount 

Reduces 
Installation Costs 

Increases 
Television Sales 

Eliminates 
Guy Wires 

Speeds Antenna 
Installations 

wl 

Yes, now you can reduce the cost of your 
installations and home trials more than 
75% . with MILLS handy "Self-Sup- 
porting" Roof Clamp. 

NOW ... one man can easily erect a firm- 
ly supported antenna 
from a ladder against 
the house in lust a 

few minutes. 
MILLS Gable Mount 
eliminates roof dam - 
age...often caused 
by other type instal- 
lations. 
It is sturdily con- 
structed of Cast Alu- 
minum . . . and 
proved practical and 
satisfactory . . on 
hundreds of homes. 

Send for further infor- 
mation and attractive 
dealer prices today. 

MILLS PRODUCTS CO. 
Burr Oak 3, Michigan 

Yo 
1105 

u 
Can't Afford 
To Pass Up... 

TERMINAL'S (gzsOòA/ 

"ISTAR HiFi BUY! 
Complete FM -AM Phono Radio System 
All brand new. Fully guaranteed. Ready to plug to- 
gether and play. Consisting of famous name com- 
ponents as follows: 

CRAFTSMEN CB00A De Luse FM -AM Tuner Net $159.50 

CRAFTSMEN C500A Ultra Fidelity Alepl:f e, Net $99.50 

GARRARD RCBO 3 Speed Record Changer Net $49.50 
Special "45" Spindle _... Net $3.50 

ELECTRO-VOICE 12 TRXB Triasial Speaker.. Net $59.70 

GENERAL ELECTRIC RP2.oso 
Triple Play Magnetic Pickup ... Net $0.20 

Total regular Net $379.90 

This Complete System NOW at TERMINAL 

04 
Never before such fine Hi-F: at such low cost See 
and hear it at our Sound Studios or send IOr 

,Bulletin RN -12. Write today. 

( mina! Radio CORP. 

es EORTLANDT ST NEW YORK 7, N. Y. WOrth 03311 
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1954 INDEX 
VOLUMES 51 -52 

As a service to our readers we 
are again presenting a complete 
listing of all feature articles which 
appeared in RADIO & TELEVI- 
SION NEWS during 1954. We sug 
gest you keep this for reference. 

AMATEUR 
ANTENNAS 
The Ground Plane Grows Up (Harri- 

son. W6ULD) 49 
The Inverted Ground Plane (Sem - 

kow, W7IIP) 155 
3- Bands, 1- Vertical (Harrison, 

W6ULD) 66 

CONVERTERS 
Communication Set -The Easy Way 

(Stanley) 44 

May 

Nov. 

June 

Oct. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Amateur's 4 -Tube Miniature Super - 

het (Popenoe, Jr., W6IWM) 43 Feb. 
A New Slant on TVI (Geiser, WI- 

ZEO) 130 Sept. 
A Pioneer Amateur Station (Wat- 

son) 32 July 
A Subminiature Code Practice Oscil- 

lator (Garner, Jr) 40 Feb. 
iicmdswitch Your Loading Coils by 

Remote Control (Wortman . W2- 
LJU) 50 June 

Crystal Substitute (Donald) 47 Mar. 
Junk Box "Sending Iron" (Robber - 

son) 44 Nov. 
Mobile Communications Center 

Provides Emergency Service (Mc- 
Kay, W5LIM) 39 Oct. 

New Communications Receiver 67 Mar. 
"Self -completing" Electronic Key 

(Gallagher, W5HZB) . 80 Mar. 
The Signal Bouncer (Robbersen)... 47 Apr. 

TRANSMITTERS 
A "'Basket Ch.rssis " Transmitter (Sc- 

daro, W6ZRT) 42 Jan. 
A 146 mc. Civil Defense Station 

(Pustarfi, W2HDQ & Daly, W2- 
YBZ) 35 Apr. 

Compact 100 -Watt Bandswitching 
Transmitter (Johnson. W 3TRR) 66 Dec. 

Compact 2 -Meter Rig (Smith) 63 May 
Completing "Three Tubes on 2 l.íe- 

ters" (Wels, K2AVB) 46 Aug. 
83-Meter Novice Transmitter (Bulk - 

ley, W2QUJ Ò Kirchhoff, W2FAR) 
52 J n. 

QRZ Mobile (Wortman, W2LJU) 46 Feb. 
The "Globe Scout" (Meyerson, 

WOGFQ) 54 De 
Two-in- the -H1nd (Part 1) (Wagner, 

W6WGD) 31 Aug. 
Two -in-the -Hand (Part 2) (Wagner 

W6WGD) 61 Sept. 
2 Meters in the Family Car (Rogers, 

WI DFS) 38 July 

AM -FM 
MISCELLANEOUS 
A Regcner :live Short -Wave Re- 

ceiver (Stoecker) 61 Oct. 
Fringe Area FM Antenna (Meredith, 

Jr.) 100 Oc!. 
Highly- Sensitive Link- Coupled Locp 

Antenna (Hannibal) 96 Dec. 
High Performance Headphone Ra- 

December, 1954 

Safe in gales up to 80 m.p.h. without 
ugly, hazardous guy wires 

Free -standing to 50 feet high 

No rusting, ripping or weakened holes 

Big, safe, steel gird- around ties 

Easy installation and dismantling 

Sturdy, safe ... on roof or ground 

Thick, baked -on -steel aluminum finish 

TELEVISION TOWERS 

LATERAL LOAD- BEARING JOINTS 

PATENT PENDING 

Quick -Wedge 

SCREWNOLDING 

Holds' 
the 

SCrein/ 

Drives it, too! 

SCREWDRIVER. 

ASK FOR IT AT YOUR DEALER 
ATOM. COMPANY 231 SR. SU, NAST . SALT LARc CITY I. UTAH 

No dangerous rust. Arrow -X" shows 
open -joint section. Moisture cannot 
get in tubing to cause interior rust. 

No hazardous holes. Arrow 
shows lateral load bearers lifetime 
welded to side of each section leg 
with twin l l'wrr fillets. Sections 
are bolted vertically. Bear IOOrr 
of load! No load on joints. 
No horizontal bolts to tear through. 
Nothing stronger or safer. 
Only Kuehne has it! 

KUEHNE MFG. CO. 
TV TOWER DIVISION 
MATTOON, ILLINOIS 

X /CEP, 

For catalog sheets, see your "Kee 
Nee " Man or write direct. 

MORE JOBS ;Electron¡ g 
than graduates eri,u 

Demand for er- 
ing graduate- supply. 
Effective pincement. Study in this wo-1,1 -famed 
college established 1381. Quarters st: rt lati,. 
March. June. Sept. Approved for Forant lits. 

Bach. Sci. degree in 27 months 
Complete Radio Eng. courses TV, l'HF and 
FM. Also .Mech., Civil, Elec.. Chem.. Aero. and 
Adm. Eng.; Bus. Adm., Acct. Small classes. Well - 
equipped labs. Modest costs. l'rep. courses. Write 

f' lean 3fcCarthp, llirector of Admissions 
for Catalog and Campus fire Book. 

4.1 lü 
16124 College Avenue. Anna,. Ind,,, 
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The 
UNIVERSITY 
Companion 

HI- FIDELITY 
3 -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM 

Here within the confines 
of a small, versatile enclosure 

has been engineered a high 
fidelity 3 -way loudspeaker 

system to enhance the 
spat ial qualities characteristic 
of true concert hall listening. 
Exclusive clock feature turns 
the system on or off remotely 

or automatically ... arise 
or retire with music, record 

on tape while away. 

Every Room 
e a Music Room 

The Companion is at home in 
any room ... at one's easy chair, 

on an end table, within a bookcase, 
in a functional headboard, 

in the den, or on wrought iron 
legs (optional) anywhere 

in the home. 

Exclusive University 
Diffusicone produces 

full -bodied bass and 
mid- range. "Reciprocating 

Flares" principle of 
driver- driven tweeter 

assures wide angle clarity and 
brilliance over the full range 

of the highest musical tones. 
True electrical separation 
of high, middle and low 

frequencies with professional 
inductance/capacitance 
crossover network. 

Balance control adjusts 
performance to your own 

particular taste. 

Writee 
Desk No. 35 for descriptive literature a Afkaf*LOUDSPEAKERS, INC. 

80 So. Kensico Ave. 
White Plains. N.Y. 
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dio (Gottlieb) 42 Feb. 
Midget FM Tuner (Larson) 40 Dec. 
Superregenerative Transistor Re- 

ceiver (Hughes. W9VHJ) 72 Mar. 
The C900 FM Tuner (Hermann) 82 Sept. 
The FM -Only Tuner (von Reckling- 

hausen, Casey â Pomper) 71 Dec. 
The Model FM -80 Tuner 78 Nov. 

SERVICING 
Auto Radio Service Checkpoints 

(Ledbetter) 52 Aug. 
L.itest Trends in AM Receivers(Kay) 50 Mar. 
Servicing Midget Receivers (McRob- 

erts) 48 Sept. 
Troubleshooting 3 -Way Portables 

(McRoberts) 36 July 

AUDIO 
AMPLIFIERS 
A Heavy -Duty Audio Amplifier 

(Krauss) 48 Aug. 
A Low -Powered Phono Amplifier 

(French) 42 Oct. 
A Simple -Yet Good Quality --Pre- 

amp (Finlay) 42 Nov. 
A 35 -Watt "Infinite Feedback" Au- 

dio Amplifier (Boegli) 39 July 
A Tone -Compensating Preamp 

(Daniel) 56 Oct. 
Audio Amplifier -Preamp for Home 

Use (Cheilik) 68 Nov. 
Miniature Preamp (Wiener) 40 Sept. 
Simplified Cross -Coupled Amplifier 

(Boegli) 62 May 
The "Linear Standard" Amplifier 

(Knapp) 43 May 
The "Mark 12" (Brociner) 72 Oct. 
The RCA Model SV -1 Preamp (Wort - 

man) 39 Aug. 
The Scott 99 -A Amplifier (Pomper) 66 Feb. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Acoustic Measurements for the Au- 
diophile (Fleming) 38 Sept. 

A Four -Channel Audio Mixer (Car- 
roll) 57 Nov. 

A New Line of Hi -Fi Speakers (Ol- 
son & Preston) 69 Feb. 

A Transistor Phase Inverter (Cald- 
well) 71 Sept. 

Audio- Custom Built (Mann) 51 Aug. 
Checking Your Audio System (Ko- 

fins) 59 May 
Choosing Your Hi -Fi Loudspeaker 

(Cohen) 37 Nov. 
"Concert Hall on Wheels" (Cohen) 66 Sept. 
Elimination of R.F. Interference in 

Audio Systems (Part 1) (Coriel0 56 June 
P.:imination of R.F. Interference in 

Audio Systems (Part 2) (Coriell) 44 July 
E -V Model 666 (Souther&Burroughs) 

63 Mar. 
Horns for the P.A. Technician (Co- 

hen) 43 Apr. 
Impedance Matching of Multiple 

Speakers (Hubelbank) 56 Apr. 
New Mixer -Fader 82 Nov. 
New Multichannel Mixer 71 Oct. 
Pages from a Tape Editor's Note- 

book (Part 3) (Hoefler) 40 Jan. 
Pages from a Tape Editor's Note- 

book (Part 4) (Hoefler) 50 Feb. 
Power Amplifier Output (Sodaro, 

W6ZRT) 54 Mar. 
Servicing Hi -Fi (Fidelman) 56 July 
Servicing Hi -Fi Amplifiers (Fidel - 

man) 60 Nov. 
The "Compleat Fidelity" (Part 3) 

(Drenner) 44 Jan. 
The Poor Man's "3D" Converter 

(Chernof) 50 Nov. 
"Ultra- Linear" Oi.era:ion of 6V6 

Tubes (Haller) 43 June 
Use Your Receiver for P.A. Work 

(Taylor, W8NAF) 152 Oct. 

TURNTABLE AND CHAIRSIDE CABINET 

Twenty -live pound turntable- -3 speeds- -no 
rubber idlers endless belt drive- profes- 
sional performance free of rumble and wow 
-heavy -duty constant speed motor. 

NEW: rhairside cabinet for turntable pro- 
vides record storage space in front and ade- 
(uale ventilation for amplifier in rear. 

Unique external mounting arrangement 
for remote type pre -amps at rear of cabinet. 
Roll top covers turntable during playing to 
reduce settling of dust on the delicate rec. 
ord surfaces. 

Choice of blonde or mahogany finishes. 
Users net price for turntable and cabinet 
$ 160.00. 

Write for details today 

COMPONENTS CORP. NEW JERSEY 

YOU'LL SAVE AT 

"WHOLESALE" 
Subminiature Pocket Tester 

Only 3" x 4" x 11 "4" 

Model 
A1000 

595 
I ow voi tane lester I0.1000 vous) 
\t'. BC. High voltage tenter 1111KV, 
siiinal tracer. Audio oscillator, 
t ...denser tester. AiC substitution 
.oI tngt' supply. t'isnal output 
teeter. Continuity Tester. 

Regal HI -FI AM -FM Tuner 
Built-in 10 W. HI -FI Amplifier 

lias mal nits. control. bal tr,a,lc 
control. Tc s for nigh , 

el.t l -:I 11 band, en to 1o8 , 

0 
Built in FM $49.95 0000 antenna 

SNYDER BROAD BAND YAGIS 
Higher Gain Than 
Conventional Yogis 
For Fringe 
Ultra Fringe 

11 lc sieu al hovel for 
sharp. 

' . 17 .on low band: ! 

;:,,nth tat,. '',ldete 
with unive a1 U clamps. 

ChRea 
fo 

8 S9.95 

Ch. 1'.t1,3u'O1l $4.95 

Write for FREE "FYI" Bulletin No. 201 

WHOLESALE 
11 RADIO PARTS CO., Inc. 

311 W. Baltimore St. 
BALTIMORE 1, MD. 
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PHONO 
How's Your Rumble? (Mitchell) 78 Mar. 
Let's Look at Changers (Sheneman).56 Mar. 
Reducing Turntable Rumble (Lang, 

Jr.) 72 Sept. 
Regulating the Speed of Record 

Players (Burstein) 74 Sept. 
Servicing Record Changers (Shene- 

man) 70 Nov. 

RECORDING 
A Dual Channel Recording System 

(Part 3) (Read) 62 Jan. 
Mac's Radio Service Shop (Frye) 86 Mar. 
Servicing Tape Recorders (Rockwell) 74 Mar. 
The Broadcast Recorder(Berlant) 43 Dec. 
The New "600" 51 Sept. 

SPEAKER HOUSINGS 
All- Purpose Enclosure fer 12" Sys- 

tems (Part 1) (Read) 52 Nov. 
All- Purpose Enclosure for 12" Sys- 

tems (Part 2) (Read) 48 Dec. 
Choosing Your Loudspeaker Enclos- 

ure (Cohen) 46 Dec. 
The "Bass Ultraflex" Enclosure 

(Plach & Williams) 61 Dec. 
The "Diffusicone -8" Enclosure 

(Cohen) 55 Mar. 
The DU -201 "Duette" 39 Feb. 
The Karlson Speaker Enclosure 

(Karlson) 58 Jan. 

TONE CONTROLS 
A Bass -Boost Control (Ferres) 52 July 
A Feedback Loudness Control (Wil- 

hams) 134 Mar. 
An Equalizer for FM Pickups (Mit- 

chell) 54 May 
An Outboard Bass- Booster (Ferres) 88 Sept. 
Simplified Design of Feedback 

Equalizers (Rose) 54 Sept. 
The Audio Cathode Follower (Nel- 

son) 50 Apr. 
The Auto -Tone (Miller) 54 Apr. 
The Curve that Conforms 49 July 

BOOK REVIEWS 
An Introduction to Radio and Tele- 

vision (Phillips, Grogan & Ryan) 
102 July 

Analyzing and Tracing TV Circuits 
(Kiver) 84 Dec. 

Automatic Record Changer Service 
Manual (Vol. 5) (Sams Staff) 101 July 

Basic Radio Manual (Sams Staff) 138 Apr. 
Beginning Television Production 

(White) 102 July 
Data and Circuits of Television Re- 

ceiving Valves (Jager) 124 Mar. 
Dial Cord Stringing Guide (Sams 

Stoff) 138 Apr. 
Electronic Organs (Eby) 99 Jan. 
Elements of Electrical Engineering 

(Cook ä Carr) 138 Apr. 
Elements of Mathematics for Radio, 

Television and Electronics 
(Fischer & Jacobs) 129 June 

Elements of Radio (Marcus & Mar- 
cus) 103 Aug. 

Fundamentals of Transistors (Krug - 
man) 169 Oct. 

Guide to Audio Reproduction (Fidel - 
mon) 124 Mar. 

Hi -Fi Manual (Hoefler) 182 Nov. 
Hi- Fidelity (Trend Staff) 86 Dec. 
High Fidelity Techniques (Newitt) 100 Jan. 
Highlights of Color Television 

(Locke, Jr.) 129 June 
How to Install & Service Auto 

Radios (Darr) 175 Sept. 
How to Locate and Eliminate Radio 

& TV Interference (Rowe) 169 Oct. 
How to Service Tape Recorders (Tut- 

hill) 182 Nov. 
How to Troubleshoot a TV Receiver 

(Johnson) 192 Feb. 
How to Use Meters (Rider) 86 May 
How to Use Signal & Sweep Gen- 

erators (Johnson) 99 Jan. 
December. 1154 

WORTH MORE WHEN YOU BUY THEM ... 
WORTH MORE WHEN YOU SELL THEM 

Because they're designed for better performance on 
tomorrow's more crowded bands ... because they're 

built with heavier components ... because testing is 

more rigid . . . new National receivers have always 
been the biggest values in amateur radio - 

used National receivers have always commanded the 
biggest re -sale prices. Invest wisely - in a National! 

lerwa frgerote 
a 

write Dept. RN 1251 for new receiver catalog 
National Company, Inc., 61 Sherman St., Malden 48, Mass. 

RECEIVING 

TUBES 
THREE TOP BRANDS ONLY! 
AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS OVER 

REGULAR WHOLESALE 
OTHER TUBES AVAILABLE 
SAME LOW, LOW 
Latest Code Dates Boxed 
OZ4 .62 6AK5 1.30 
I B3 .95 6A15 .63 
1%2 1.06 6A05 .76 
5U4 .63 6ÁU6 .67 
5Y3 .48 6AV6 .60 
6AB4 .80 68A6 .71 
6AC7 I.25 61G6 1.98 
6AGS .83 6BK7 1.28 
6AH6 1.40 6806 1.42 

Send for FREE catalog of 

AT 
PRICES 
Fully RIMA Guaranteed 

6807 1.42 12ÁU7 .85 
6BZ7 1.52 12BA6 .73 
6C56 .76 12BE6 .78 
616 .92 12SA7 .80 
6K6 .65 12SK7 .77 
6SN7 .85 12507 .67 
6V6GT .75 35W4 .49 
6W4 .70 3525 .51 
12AT7 1.05 50L6 .75 

additional tubes and parts 

Check These BIG BARGAIN Prices 
Brand New Pix Tubes Full One Year Guarantee 

DU MONT AND 
R.C.A. LICENSED 

wn, w,tn 
Ola Tube ola Tube 

108,4 16054 ..20.99 17.95 
..12.95 11.95 16854 ..18.95 15.95 

121.048 .14.50 11.95 176P4 ..19.95 18.95 
12054 ..12.95 11.95 17CP4 ..20.95 15.95 
348,4 ..14.9= 13.95 19AP4A .23.95 20.95 

. 15.95 14.95 208174 ..25.95 19.95 

..20.93 17.95 20141.4 .. 28.95 20.95 
19CP4A .19.45 15.95 alreo ..26.95 20.95 

.17.93 15.95 aloes .. 28.95 23.95 
1884A .20.95 17.95 ..27.95 21.95 
16i54 ..17.45 15.95 .. 59.95 44.95 

STUART ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTORS 149-09 Union T nike 
Flushing N. 

Dept. R.12 Minimum Order S10.00 OLympia 8 -3553 4352 
TERMS: 25 °o Check or Money Order, Balance C.O.D., F.O.B. New York. Satisfaction Guarcnteed 

or money back on 10 doys. 
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Unique 
Centralab plan 
provides 
4,000 dual -control 
combinations 

And your 
Centralab distributor 
has them IN STOCK 

With Centralab's new Fastatch* 
front and rear units, it's a snap 
to get the right replacement 
for practically any dual control, 
current or future (including 
color TV), See for yourself: 

Snap front unit ... 
(with outer shaft 
cut to length) 

To rear unit... 
(with blue shaft 
cut to length) 

Snap on switch 
(from Fastatch 
KB series) 

Add the knobs 
-and there's 
your custom dual 

c_ 

That's all there is to it- sounds 
easy, doesn't it" It is! 
There are no loose parts . no lugs 
to bend .. no tricky assembling. 
Fastatch front and rear units 
are completely assembled, tested, 
and guaranteed by Centralab 

Ask your Centralab distributor 
to show you Fastatch Duals. And 
send coupon for bulletin 92 -218 

Trademark 

Tear out coupon and mail today! 

Introduction to Color TV (Kaufman & 

Thomas) 130 June 
Loudspeakers (Briggs) 175 Sept. 
Most -Often- Needed 1954 Radio Dia- 

grams and Servicing Information 
(Beitman) 169 Oct. 

Most -Often -Needed 1954 Television 
Servicing Information (Beitman) 139 Apr. 

Most -Often -Needed 1953 Radio Dia- 
grams ( Beitman) 124 Mar. 

On The Air (Manvell) 86 May 
Practical Television Engineering 

(Helt) 100 Jan. 
Principles of Electronics (Agger) 102 Feb. 
Radio Amateur Question 6 Answer 

License Guide (American Elec- 
tronics Co.) 125 Mar. 

Radio Data Charts (Beatty 6 Sower - 
by) 124 Mar. 

Radio Troubleshooting Guidebook 
(Rider 6 Johnson) 88 May 

Receiving Tube Substitution Guide- 
book (Middleton, H. A ) 86 May 

Servicing TV Vertical & Horizontal 
Output Systems (Thomas) 103 Aug. 

Specialized Auto Radio Manual 
(Vol. 1 -A) (Rider Staff) 103 Aug. 

Specialized Auto Radio Manual 
(Vol. 3 -A) (Rider Staff) 175 Sept. 

Specialized Auto Radio Manual 
(Vol. 5 -A) (Rider Staff) 183 Nov. 

Specialized Home and Portable 
Radio Manual (Rider Staff) 131 June 

Technician's Guide to TV Picture 
Tubes (Ramer) 176 Sept. 

Techniques of Television Produc- 
tion (Bretz) 124 Mar. 

Television, A World Survey 
(UNESCO) 139 Apr. 

Television Servicing (Buchsbaum) 130 June 
Television Servicing Course (Beit- 

man) 131 June 
Television Simplified (Kiver) 129 June 
Television Tube Location Guide 

(Sams Staff) 99 Jan. 
The Electronic Musical Instrument 

Manual (Douglas) 86 May 
The Magic cf Electronics (Buk- 

stein) 101 July 
The Oscilloscope (Zwick) 86 Dec. 
The Oscilloscope at Work (Haas & 

Hallows) 182 Nov. 
The Radio Amateur's Handbook 

(ARRL Staff) 86 May 
The Wear and Care of Records and 

Styli (Weiler) 103 Aug. 
Transistors and Their Applications 

(Garner, Jr.) 192 Feb. 
Transistors, Theory and Practice 

(Turner) 103 Aug. 
TV Field Service Manual (Vol. 1) 

(Alsberg, ed.) 104 Aug. 
TV Field Service Manual (Vol. 2) 

(Alsberg, ed.) 183 Nov. 
TV Manufacturers' Receiver Trouble 

Cures (Vol. 5) (Snitzer) 101 July 
TV Troubleshooting and Repair 

Guidebook (Middleton, R. G) 86 May 
UHF Television Antennas and Con- 

verters (Lyle]) 125 Mar. 
Vade -Mecum (Giiscn, ed.) 84 Dec. 

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
How Is Ycur Training Program? 

(Hazlehurst) 66 Mar. 
Mac's Radio Service Shop (Frye) 68 June 
Mac's Radio Service Shop (Frye) 76 Sept. 

MI M I - M I - BI Mac's Radio Service Shop (Frye) 80 Nov. 
A Division of Globe -Union Inc. ' I Mac's Radio Service Shop (Frye) 78 Dec. 
9101. E. Keefe A , Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin Radio -TV Service Industry News...124 Jan. I Radio -TV Service Industry News..160 Feb. 

Radio-TV Service Industry News..160 Mar. 
Radio -TV Service Industry News ..156 Apr. 

I Radio-TV Service Industry News ..I36 May 
I. Radio -TV Service Industry News.. 80 June 

Radio -TV Service Industry News..112 July 

City Stole Radio -TV Service Industry News..122 Aug. 
aces(, Radio-TV Service Industry News..158 Sept. 

Bl B)i B1 B1í MI MI Radio-TV Service Industry News..170 Oct. 
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Send me free bulletin 42-218. 

Name .._ - -. 

Company - - -- 

Address. 

OUR GREATEST 
BARGAIN J. 

2-BAY 

16- ELEMENT 
CONICAL ARRAY 
with Hi -Band 

Adopters 
Sturdy rs" 

Elements 

$499 
IN LOTS 

OF 
EACH THREE 

SINGLE LOTS 55.30 

N:1111111111 it 
I ra 

- 
. IUUN 

opeWe ad o 
im purchase o. 

nier to 
al 
get 

pr 
iÌ, ní111, a .tii 'I'rTi.,'- 

ß11 
thine. 

10. 
Ncleu,i 

i.. 111 ,1111 
?ring,. reception, I:- 

..,11 111 411,1:111r aluminum el,. 
melds. hi. l'al"dapters for greater gain on 

slacking bars t aeI,na .Y'TÌ esecare packed 1ii,ié 
r. with nlle 

tons of three I O Laon mt n arrays per carton. e ln, the 
rods at SI 1.!,-. net. ear . Money hark If not sa ll shen. 
When nrrha.ed `in Ingle In-element ar- 

rays. 
:1 

separately hosed-your n,st I...5 S.30 each 
Nay Array, per Carton without Tie 

4 hay l'Itra Slodel Marking A..e,nldy 
for Ah ove- lit 1.95 set 

360 Super 
Directronic 
ELECTRONICALLY ROTATES 
IN ALL DIRECTIONS VHF. 
UHF CHANNELS 2.93. 
Powerful, 24 rlrn,rt 2 1 as 
Di t,iiy is -anied trimter h, n, 

:- position Clo. 
N, ' 

d 
, ,,,,torso clrch,r. 

tren,ely high gain. 
l'I.FT,: \ \'ITII Ii- l'tllll 
1,1111 THONIC iir:A\t 
I.r:t'TOlt. 7%' TI'HCl 
Tit t -y: CARI.E. 1'\1, r it 
U.CLAMps. Omer 
AS.:24. Money lack 

in. 

sntistìe,). 

NEW CATALOG AVAILABLE 

Alotíona/ E/e (troncs 
OF CLEVELAND 

THE HOUSE OF TV VALUES 
112 Delco Building Cleveland 3, Ohio' 

EARN MORE MONEY - 
BE A PROFESSIONAL 

Get down -to -earth practi- 
cal TV training with WTI 
experts for the top paying 
55,000.$10,000 per year 
jobs. 

UHF -COLOR -VHF SEND FOR 

Master the latest. up -to- the -minute F R E E 

TV and Color TV developments. BOOK TODAY! 

WESTERN TV offers real experience on live equip- 
ment in our BIG SHOPS AND LABORATORIES in the 
shortest practical time under expert instructors. 
Graduates are in big demand because they have 
the "field experience" necessary for immediate 
"bench" or supervisory positions. You learn every 
phase of Radio and TV servicing (AM, FM, VHF, 
UHF). WTI men win fast promotion ... can demand 
better pay ... develop highly profitable businesses 
of their own with the latest and most PRACTICAL 
PERSONALIZED TRAINING BEHIND THEM. You con- 
centrate all your time on being a PROFESSIONAL 
TV SERVICE TECHNICIAN- non -essential math and 
engineering theory omitted. YOU CAN EARN WHILE 
YOU LEARN. Special Finance Plan. 
APPROVED FOR VETERANS. Find out how you can 
get into the TOP PAY GROUP -Send for this fact - 
packed book NOW! 

WESTERN America's Leading 
TELEVISION Television 
INSTITUTE Servicing School 

Western Television Institute, Dept. R -124 
341 W. lath St., Los Angeles 15, Calif. 
Without obligation. please send FREE fully illustrated 
booklet. (No salesman will call.) 
NAME AGE-. 
ADDRESS 

,CITY ZONE__.. STATE 
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Radio -TV Service Industry Ncws 106 Nov. 
Radio -TV Service Industry News 146 Dec. 

GENERAL 
CIRCUITS (THEORY) 
Half -Wave Rectifier Circuit (Catal- 

do) 47 May 
Measuring Resistance Between 

Tube Elements (Austin) 96 Jan. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
A Citizens Band Garage Door Con- 

trol (Smith, W8VVD) 35 Feb. 
A Modern Metal Locator (Turner, 

K6AI) 35 Sept. 
A Photoelectric Contrast Control 

(Vogelgesang) 89 Oct. 
A Phototransistorized Photoelectric 

Counter (Sokol ó Seed) 52 June 
A Simple Geiger Counter (Fechter 

& Boyd) 35 July 
A Sound -Controlled Thyratrcn for 

High -Speed Photography (Vogel. 
gesang & Hilmanowski) 36 Aug. 

A Transistor Metronome (Garner, 
Jr.) 50 Jan. 

A Transistorized Applause Meter 
(Garner, Jr.) 82 Mar 

A Transistorized Light -Beam Com- 
munications System (Kenn & So- 
kol) 52 May 

A Transistor Vibration Amplifier 
(Garner. Jr.) 64 Dec. 

"Bootstrap" Interval Timer (Hillman, 
W6QHK) 52 Oct. 

Certified Record Revue (Whyte). 64 Jan. 
Certified Record Revue (Whyte) 56 Feb. 
Certified Record Revue (Whyte). 76 Mar. 
Certified Record Revue (Whyte) 68 Apr. 
Certified Record Revue (Whyte) 48 May 
Certified Record Revue (Whyte) 58 June 
Certified Record Revue (Whyte) 58 July 
Certified Record Revue (Whyte) 50 Aug. 
Certified Record Revue (Whyte) 60 Sept. 
Certified Record Revue (Whyte) 60 Oct. 
Certified Record Revue (Whyte) 62 Nov. 
Certified Record Revue (Whyte) 60 Dec. 
Electronic Memcry (Bukstein) 76 Dec. 
Headphones for Radio and TV 

(Ronne) 116 Jan. 
I Married a TV Technician 

(Kessler) 138 Oct. 
Mac's Radio Service Shop (Frye) 76 Jan. 
Mac's Radio Service Shop (Frye) 74 Apr. 
Mac's Radio Service Shop (Frye) 74 May 
Mac's Radio Service Shop (Frye) 66 July 
More Old Time Operators Report 

(Bowers) 76 June 
"Old Timer" Ormsby (Bowers) 83 Aug. 
Outdoor Soldering (Robberson) 118 Oct. 
Quartz Crystal Etching (Brizendine, 

W9ATE) 38 May 
Radio Astronomy (Smith) 35 June 
Remote Controls for Marine Radio- 

telephones (Robberson) 40 June 
Save That Rectifier (Fath) 70 July 
The Design and Construction of 

Vacuum -Tube Tesla Coils (Kaw- 
cyn & Marshall) 45 Aug. 

The Electronorgan (Part 3) (Dorf) 68 Jan. 
The Electron Tube (Watson) 66 Nov. 
The Practical Switchless Intercom 

(Dorf) 47 Nov. 
The Theremin (Moog, K2AMH) 37 Jan. 
The Universal Vibrato (Dorf) 52 Apr. 
Transistorized Moisture Detector 

(Garner, Jr.) 52 Sept. 
TV -Radio Service Technician Asso- 

ciations 85 Mar. 
Waveform Tracing Aid 

(Garner, Jr.) 64 Feb. 
Wireless Operators of Old (Bowers) 90 Mar. 
Wireless Ops of Old (Bowers) 186 Feb. 

POWER SUPPLIES 
A Transistor Power Supply 

(Garner, Jr.) 74 Nov. 
Power Supply for Reforming Electro- 

lytics (A morose) 122 Oct. 

December. 1954 

For QUALITY - PERFORMANCE - DEPENDABILITY 

Rad-r8, 
Tubes Guaranteed 
1 FULL YEAR 

79% 90% Same Day Service 

All Tubes Individually Boxed 
OFF 300 Types Always in Stock 

Type 
OA2 
0A4 
OB2 
0C3 
OD3 
OZ4M 
lA5 
1A7GT 
IAX2 
IB3GT 
105 
1E7 
1G6 
1H4 
1H5GT 
I L4 
1LA4 
1LA6 
1LB4 
1LC5 
(LC6 
1LD5 
I LE:ì 
I LG5 
ILH4 
ILN5 
1N5GT 
1 P5GT 
IOSGT 
1115 
là4 
135 
1T4 
ITS 
IU4 
11.15 
1V 
IX2A 
2A3 
2W3 
2X2 
3A4 
3B7 
3D6 
3E5 
3LF4 

3Q5GT 
384 
3V4 
5AZ4 
5T4 
5UIG 
5W4GT 

Price 
.74 
.68 
.81 
.72 
.70 
.65 
.49 
.47 
.62 
.73 
.43 
.29 
.24 
.30 
.49 
.46 
.59 
.69 
.69 
.59 
.79 
.59 
.59 
.69 
.69 
.59 
.67 
.57 
.58 
.62 

.51 

.58 

.59 

.57 

.50 
.43 
.63 
.30 
.38 
.49 
.45 
.27 
.27 
.46 
.69 
.48 
.69 
.58 

. .58 
.59 
.79 
.55 
.50 

Type 
5Y3GT 
5Y4 
5Z3 
6A6 
6A7 
6Aß4 
6AC5 
6AC7M 
6AF4 
6AG5 
6AG7M 
6AH4 
6AH6 
6AJ5 
SAKS 
6AK6 
6AL5 
6AM8 
6AQ5 
6AQ6 
6AQ7 
6AR5 

6AS6 
6AT6 
6AU4GT 
6AU5GT 
6AU6 
6AV5GT 
6AV6 
6AX4GT 
6B4 
6BA6 
63A7 
6ßC5 
6BD5 
6BD6 
6ßE6 
6BF5 
6ßF6 
6BG6G 
6BH6 
6816 
6130 
6BK7 
6BL7GT 
6BN6 
6BQ6GT 
6ßQ7 
6ßZ7 
6C4 
6C5 
6C6 
6Cß6 

Price 
.37 

.45 

.44 

.86 

.90 

.56 

.99 

.57 

.73 
.65 
.55 
.59 
.42 
.78 
.50 
.37 
.70 
.45 
.50 

1.49 
.41 
.68 
.82 
.46 
.83 
.40 
.65 
.54 
.49 
.57 
.54 
.59 
.45 
.51 
.41 
.37 

1.25 
.53 
.49 
.80 
.80 
.83 
.59 
.98 
.90 
.90 
.40 
.39 
.58 
.54 

Type 
6CD6 
6CF6 
6CS6 
6D6 
6E5 
6F5GT 
ìF6 
6G6 
6H6GT 
6JSGT 
616 
617 
61(5 
6K6GT 
61(7 
6L6 
6L7M 
6N7M 
6Q7 
6R7 
6S4 
6S7M 
6S78 
6S8GT 
6SA7GT 
6SD7GT 
6SF5GT 
6SG7GT 
6SH7GT 
6S17GT 
6SK7G7 
6SL7G7 
6SN7G7 
6SO7GT 
6SR7GT 
6SS7GT 
6T4 
678 
6U5 
6U6 
6U8 
6V6GT 
6W4GT 
6W6GT 
6X4 
6X5GT 
6X8 
6Y6G 
7A4 
7A5 
7A6 
7A7 
7M 
7AD7 

Prie* 
1.11 
.64 
.51 
.59 
.48 
.39 
.59 
.42 
.41 
.43 
.52 
.43 
.47 
.45 
.44 
.64 
.68 
.63 
.45 
.69 
.48 
.79 

1.90 
.53 
.55 
.41 
.46 
.41 
.49 
.41 
.53 
.48 
.59 
.46 
.45 
.42 
.99 
.80 
.57 
.59 
.78 
.50 
47 
.57 
.37 
.37 
.75 
.48 
.47 
.59 
.69 
.69 
.68 
.79 

Typo 
7AF7 
7AG7 
7AH7 
7B4 
7B5 
7B6 
7137 
7C4 
7C5 
7C6 
7E5 
7E6 
7E7 
7F7 
7F8 
7G7 
H7 

71(7 
7L7 
7N7 
7Q7 
7R7 
7S7 
7V7 
7X6 
7X7 
7Y4 
7Z4 
12A6 
I2A8GT 
12AL5 
12A05 
I2A76 
I2AT7 
I2AU6 
12AU7 
I2AV6 
12AV7 
12AX4 
12AX7 
12AY7 
I2AZ7 
12B4 
12BA6 
12BA7 
12BD6 
128E6 
128F6 
12BH7 
12877 
12BZ7 
12C8M 
12H6 

Price 
.53 
.69 
.79 
.44 
.45 
.69 
.49 
.59 
.69 
.59 
.59 
.30 
.59 
.79 
.79 
.89 
.59 

.69 

.59 

.69 

.66 
.89 
.79 
.89 
.54 
.70 
.69 
.59 
.54 
.61 
.37 
.52 
.41 
.72 
.46 
.60 
.39 
.73 
.67 
.63 
.69 
.59 
.60 
.49 
.60 
.45 
.51 
.39 
.63 
.65 
.65 
.34 
.56 

Typo 
1215 
12J7 
121(8 
1207 
12S8GT 
12SA7GT 
I2SC7M 
12SFS 
12SG7 
12SJ7M 
I2SK7GT 
I2SL70T 
12SN7G7 
I2SQ7GT 
12SR7M 
I2V6GT 
12X4 
14A4 
14A5 
14A7 
I4AF7 
1486 
14B8 
14C5 
14C7 
14E6 
14E7 
I4F7 
14F8 

14177 
14N7 
14R7 
1457 
14W7 
14X7 
I4Y7 
19BG6 
1978 
19V8 
24A 
2SAV5GT 
25BQ6GT 
25L6GT 
25W4GT 
25Z5 
25Z6 
26 
27 
32L7 
35 
35A5 
3585 
35C5 

Price 

.4 

.59 

.5 

.65 
.63 
.50 
.51 
.67 
.63 
.57 
.52 
.56 
.49 
.46 
.38 
.69 
.59 
.63 
59 

.63 

.63 

.79 

.79 

.75 

.88 

.65 

.69 

.59 

.30 
.84 
.79 
.89 
.30 
.69 

.62 
1.39 

.69 

.79 

.39 

.83 

.98 

.51 

.59 

.66 

.49 

.45 

.39 

.89 

.58 

.58 

.52 

.51 

TERMS: 
A 

B d all orders-balance C.O.D. 
deposit 

us 
accompany 

All 
shipments F.O.B. Irvington ware. 
house. ORDERS UNDER S10 -$1.00 
HANDLING CHARGE . . . Subject 

sale. 

PLEASE: 
Send full remittance mittance . 

allow for postage and 
save C.O .D. charge argem We 
refund all nu setl money! 
Dept. RNI2. 

Phone: 
Essex 5 -2947 

Type Price 
3SL6GT .51 
35W4 .47 
35Y4 .54 
3523 .59 

.47 
3SZ5GT .47 
36 .39 
45 .55 
45 (Spec.) .27 
45Z5 .49 
46 .69 
50A5 .55 
50135 .52 
5005 .51 
50L6GT .61 
50X6 .49 
50'(6 .49 
50'(7 .50 
55 .49 
56 .49 
57 .58 
58 .60 
70L7 .97 
75 .49 
76 .44 
77 .57 
76 .47 
80 .43 
83V .68 
84/6Z4 .46 
85 .59 
117L7 .99 
117P7 .99 
117Z3 .37 
11726 .69 
807 .99 
866A 1.39 
1274 .30 
Hi -Po -567 1.39 
1619 
1626 
1629 
615 
7193 
956 

.27 

.27 

.27 

.27 

.27 

.27 

Tubes in hold 
Type Cover 90oh 
of Demand. 

Rai tel TUBE o. 
'Integrity Is Our Chief Asset" 

115 COPT ST., IRVINGTON II, N. J. 

"1000 ELE CTRONIC 
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS" 

By R. J. Fredericks 
A new manual containing lw ins pu,Id. 
and puzzles encountered In es en t.u, Vraet teal ao: 4:. 

Chapters cover all principal top- 
ics. including Test Equipment. Ill, TV, 111 -F't. Transmitters. 
Receivers and many others. Ideal 
practice ter service and lab tech - 
nlrians, amateur. .spoinienters 
and students. ORDER TOt1AY! 
10 -day pnmey hack guarantee 

RADIO SOUND PUBLICATIONS 
Box 38. Utopia Station, Flushing 66, N.Y. 

Only 

11. 
FULL PRICE 

/MP Io ó"°e R ÉERIHGl7 MONTHS 

Itadlo l j.11Ue 1Og is a bic field. There's room for you 
in it -if lyou're gad. Get Il rt --lass training at htdiaua 
Tech. Intenshe. specialized course. including strong 
basis in mathematics and electlical engh celing. ad- 
vanced radio theory and design. Ielesis:rn. electronics. 
Modem laboratories. Low rate. Mu, B.S. DEGREE 
IN 27 MONTHS In Aernnauticnh Chemical. Chit. Elec. 

al and Mechanical Engineering. G.I. Government 
p.mrd. Enter Derenlbcr, %fault. .lune. N.pteniher. 

t !l ran ram part of your exp.'tt-r, right Ilene In Fort 
sc a sne tchile you are studying. 

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
9124 E. Washington Blvd.. Fort Wayne 2. Indiana 
Please send me free information on B.B. Engineering 
negre,. in 27 months as checked. 

RRadio -Television Aeronautical 
Civil O Mechanical Electrical 

Name 
Address 
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TUNG -SOL 

TECHNICAL DATA 
PAYS OFF IN SERVICE! 

T -58 700 pages -600 tube types 

NEW! 1954 Edition! T -70 200 pages of data on 
CR tubes, receiving and special tubes, dial lamps 

T -31 300 bkLeprint buse diagrams 
for 1100 tube types 

Here's the most practical set of tube ref- 
erence books in the industry -all the in- 
formation you need for everyday jobs! 
They're easy to read -easy to use (always 
lie flat when open). You'll get work done 
faster with Tung -Sol Technical Data 
Books. Ask your cube supplier about them. 

TUNG -SOL ELECTRIC INC.. Newark 4, N.J. 
Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Columbus, Culver 
City (Los Angeles), Dallas, Denver. Detroit. 
Newark, Seattle. 

TUNG -SOL® 
eaay aeA'e«ce 

TECHNICAL DATA 
Tung -Sol makes All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps, 
Miniature Lamps, Signal Flashers, Picture Tuba, 
Radio, TV and Special Purpose Electron Tubes 
and Semiconductor Products. 

166 

SHORT -WAVE 

Short -Wave (Boord) 73 Jan. 
Short -Wave (Boord) 76 Feb. 
Short -Wave (Boord) 84 Mar. 
Short -Wave (Boord) 73 Apr. 
Short -Wave (Boord) 70 May 
Short -Wave (Boord) 65 June 
Short -Wave (Boord) 64 July 
Short -Wave (Boord) 64 Aug. 
Short -Wave (Board) 90 Sept. 
Short -Wave (Boord) 70 Oct. 
Short -Wave (Boord) 76 Nov. 
Short -Wave (Board) 70 Dec. 

INDUSTRY 
Aerial "Private Eye" Traces TV Sig- 

nals 43 July 
From Catswhiskers to Color -An 

Editorial (Read) 31 July 
Looking Ahead (Schulman) 43 Mar. 
Magnetic Recording 1888 to 1954 

(Wortman) 59 July 
P.A. Rentals -A Profitable Sideline 

(Berliner) _ 50 July 
Parts Show Exhibitors 157 May 
Radio Servicing in South Africa 

(Holman) 71 Aug. 
Resistor Trial by Test (Entrekin) ...68 Feb. 
Sonic Liquid Level Indicator 

(Kielich) 46 June 
The ARTSNY Story 68 July 
The Convair Analogue Computer 

(Horwitz) 61 Jan. 
TV on Mt. Fuji (Kasahara) 120 Feb. 
World's Most Powerful Radio Trans- 

mitter 112 Feb. 

TELEVISION 
ANTENNAS 
A New Antenna Coupling System 

(Harris) 117 Sept. 
Antenna Antics (Margolis) 90 Oct. 
Home -Built U.H.F. Antennas (Haw- 

kins) 58 Mar. 
How Good Are Your TV Installa- 

tions? (Ledbetter) 44 Dec. 
New Approach to Conical Antenna 

Design (Wade) 76 May 
New Standards for TV Antennas 

(Carpenter) 41 Nov. 
The Continuous Evolution in TV An- 

tennas (Noll & Mandl) 64 May 
The Tri -Pole Antenna (Lo) 104 Feb. 
The U.H.F. Corner Reflector (Hurd 

& Koblor) 63 Apr. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
A Video -Magnetic Tape Recorder..120 June 
A U.H.F. Booster (Steidley, W4IYB) 35 Aug. 
Build Your Own TV Color Con- 

verter (Part I) (Stanley) 37 Dec. 
Community TV (Buchsbaum) 35 May 
Fundamentals of Color TV -Color 

Analysis (Part 1) (Kiver) 68 Mar. 
Fundamentals of Color TV -The 

NTSC System (Part 2) (Kiver) 59 Apr. 
Fundamentals of Color TV -The Tri- 

Gun Receiver (Part 3) (Kiver) 40 May 
Fundamentals of Color TV -Tri -Gun 

Receiver Circuits (Part 4) (Kiver) 
47 June 

Fundamentals of Color TV- Chromi- 
nance Circuits (Part 5) (Kiver) 60 July 

Fundamentals of Color TV -The 
Color Signal (Part 6) (Kiver) 42 Aug. 

Fundamentals of Color TV -Color 
Synchronization (Part 7) (Kiver) 

42 Sept. 
Fundamentals of Color TV- Deflec- 

tion and High Voltage (Part 8) 
(Kiver) 64 Oct. 

Fundamentals of Color TV -R -Y á 
B -Y Demodulation Systems (Part 9) 
(Kiver) 63 Nov. 

Mac's Radio Service Shop (Frye) 74 Feb. 
Mac's Radio Service Shop (Frye) 62 Aug. 
Mac's Radio Service Shop (Frye) 74 Oct. 
My Start in TV Servicing (Stanley) 66 Jan. 

WRITE FOR OUR 
LATEST CATALOG 
GENERAL RADIO 783A Output 

Power Meter Exc. $175.00 
GENERAL RADIO 720 Heterodyne 

Frequency Meter 10 -3000 m Exc. 250.00 
GENERAL RADIO 620A Hetero- 

dyne Frequency Meter Panel 
Mounting 33kC 33MC. Exc. 375.00 

1704 BOONTON Q -Meter 30MC - 

200MC Exc. 250.00 
TS -323 UR Frequency Meter 20- 

480MC. Exc. PUR, 
TS -173 UR Frequency Meter with 

I IOVAC. Supply. 90 -450 MC Exc. 350.00 
RT18 ARC1 Transmitter Receiver 

with Tubes and Dynamotor 100- 
156 MC. 10 Channel Exc. PUR 

BC -348 Receivers 200 -5001íC, 
1.5 -18MC. 28V.DC. Input Exc. 99.50 

TCS Transmitter -Receiver 1.5 -12 
MC. Complete Exc. PURS 

T67 ARCS Transceiver with J65 
Mod Dyn. Exc. PURS 

APAIO Pan Oscilloscope Receiver 
115 V AC. I.F. 405- 5055C, 
4.75 -5.75910.. 29.31MC. Exc. 150.00 

T47A ART13 Transmitter 11 
Channels 0.2.1'5, 2.18 -1 MC .New PUR 

AN APN4B with 1D6B Indicator, 
R9B Receiver -Power Supply 
Crystal, Tubes, Mounts, and 
Plugs New 129.95 

TS62 AP Echo Box Exc. 200.00 
IE -19A Test Set 100.156 MC. Exc. 200.00 
GENERAL RADIO 723A 1000 

Cycle Vacuum Tube Fork with 
Power Supply New 75.00 

PE -206 INVERTER New 14.95 
TS33 AP Test Set F y 

Range 8700.9500 MC. for 
measuring CW. Pulsed Signals 
on Radar Sets Exc. 150.00 

PUR -Price Upon Request 

WANTED! ALL TYPES OF 
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC SURPLUS 

PHOTOCON SALES 
417 N. Foothill Blvd. SYcamore 2 --1131 
Pasadena B, Calif. RYan 1 -6751 

CABLE: Photocon, Pasadena 

PUT THE HIGH IN 

HIGH FIDELITY! 

High 

Fidelity Techniques 

by John H. Newitt 
The book that 

says goodbye to 
guesswork in 
choosing. build- 
ing and servicing 
hi -fl equipment. 

512 pages 
203 pictures 
Price 57.50 

Whether you specialize 
in high fidelity service, 
custom building or simply 
want to build a top -notch 
outfit for yourself. this big 
512 -page book will guide 
you every step of the way. 

Helps you get better re- 
sults at less cost. Shows 
what to do ... what mis- 
takes to avoid. Gives you 
a full understanding of the 
many different methods. 
circuits, designs, equip- 
ment. components and 
other subjects that are de- 
bated whenever hi -fl fans 
get together. 

A COMPLETE GUIDE 

Written by one of the 
nation's leading experts, 
High Fidelity Techniques 
is complete. authentic and 
easy to understand. From 
beginning to end. it is 
chock full of how- to -do -It 
tips. service hints, custom - 
building ideas and data, 
charts and diagrams of the 
most helpful sort. 

0 -DAY FREE EXAMINATION! 
Dept. RN 124. RINEHART 8 CO., INC. 
232 Madison Ave., New York 16. N. Y. 

Send HIGH FIDELITY TECHNIQUES for 10 -d.oy 
FREE EXAMINATION. If I like hook. I will 
then promptly send $7.50 (plus a few cents post- 
age) In full payment. Otherwise, I will return 
book postpaid and owe you nothing: 

Name 

Address 

City. Zone. State.. 
01'rci,e ('.5.4.- r e.00 ea.h With order only. 
Money bark If I,,,,... rerl In In dans. 

Ii111=MMMM=IMYMN=IIM 
RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS 
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New TV Designs for 1954 (Gary) 44 Mar. 
New TV Grants Since Freeze Lift 148 Jan. 
New TV Grants Since Freeze Lift 128 Feb. 
New TV Grants Since Freeze Lift 166 Mar. 
New TV Grants Since Freeze Lift 88 Apr. 
New TV Grants Since Freeze Lift. 100 May 
New TV Grants Since Freeze Lift 98 June 
New TV Grants Since Freeze Lift 100 July 
New TV Grants Since Freeze Lift 116 Aug. 
New TV Grants Since Freeze Lift 128 Sept. 
New TV Grants Since Freeze Lift 112 Oct. 
New TV Grants Since Freeze Lift 160 Nov. 
New TV Grants Since Freeze Lift 138 Dec. 
New TV Stations on the Air 94 Feb. 
New TV Stations on the Air 132 Mar. 
New TV Stations on the Air 136 Apr. 
New TV Stations on the Air 110 May 
New TV Stations on the Air 98 June 
New TV Stations on the Air 96 July 
New TV Stations on the Air 116 Aug. 
New TV Stations on the Air 128 Sept. 
New TV Stations on the Air 112 Oct. 
New TV Stations on the Air 160 Nov. 
New TV Stations on the Air 138 Dec. 
Pictures on Tape 55 Feb. 
The CBS Patching Bay 72 Aug. 
The Chromatic Color Picture Tube 

(Buchsbaum) 52 Mar. 
TV Booster for U.H.F. (Lange) 66 Apr. 
TV Cinderella (Lucas, Jr.) 47 Oct. 
TV Stations on the Air 57 Jan. 
TV Test Equipment -How to Choose, 

How to Use (Middleton) 48 Mar. 

SERVICE NOTES 
Add Hi -Fi to TV (Buchsbaum) 73 Nov. 
An Unusual TV Phase Detector 

(Frieborn) 58 Sept. 
A Simple TV Linearity Pattern 

(Gary) 59 Aug. 
Color Receiver Alignment (Buchs- 

baum) 52 Feb. 
Economy Model TV Sets (Buchs- 

baum) 68 Oct. 
Find the Open Filament (Weiss) 156 Oct. 
Installing a Color Picture Tube 

(Buchsbaum) 46 July 
Know Your 1954 Admiral TV Re- 

ceivers (Admiral Corp. Service 
Dept.) 57 Feb. 

Know Your 1954 Motorola TV Re- 
ceivers 45 Jan. 

Know Your 1954 Stewart -Warner TV 
Receivers (Massie) 59 Mar. 

1954 TV Receiver Specifications 77 Mar. 
1954 TV Receiver Specifications 46 Apr. 
1954 TV Receiver Specifications 58 May 
1954 TV Receiver Specifications 64 June 
1954 TV Receiver Specifications 54 July 
1954 TV Receiver Specifications 58 Aug. 
1954 TV Receiver Specifications 50 Sept. 
1954 TV Receiver Specifications 56 Nov. 
1954 TV Receiver Specifications 56 Dec. 
Positive Grid Circuits in TV Receiv- 

ers (Kiver) 62 Feb. 
Receiving Tubes for Color TV 

(Buchsbaum) 38 Aug. 
Service Hints on Admiral TV Sets.188 Feb. 
Service Hints on Crosley TV Sets 73 June 
Service Hints on Motorola TV Sets. 103 Jan. 
Service Hints on Stewart -Warner 

TV Sets 158 Mar. 
Servicing Gated -Beam Detector Cir- 

cuits (Mandl) 52 Dec. 
Servicing Printed Wiring TV (Buchs- 

baum) 57 Dec. 
The Crosley "Super -V" (Youger) 59 June 
Television Troubleshooting Meth- 

ods (Frieborn) 64 Mar. 
Tracing the Waveform (Fleishman) 60 Aug. 
Troubleshooting the Turret Tuner 

(Lowe) 54 Jan. 
TVI Troubleshooting (Part 1) (Quirk) 

66 May 
TVI Troubleshooting (Part 2) (Quirk) 38 June 
TVI Troubleshooting (Part 3) (Quirk) 55 July 
TVI Troubleshooting (Part 4) (Quirk) 56 Aug. 
U.H.F. Fringe Installations (Buchs- 

baum) 40 Apr. 

December. 1954 

OUR 
mk, XM A S 

ULL *,,Z> 

STANDARD COIL BOOSTER $795 
2-13 SPEC. XMAS PRICE 

-'s- t` 
HI -FI Specials 

RADIO CRAFTSMEN 

CLEARANCE SPECIALS 

$ 41.90 10 Matta .. 
C-10 
30 .. 98.50 
C-900 

1 18.50 FM Tuner .. 
C-10 EM- i30.10 AM Tuner .. 

LIMITED QUANTITIES 
ORDER NOW 

SPEAKERS (All New) 
E SP 12 $55.00 

laI if 
E -V SP-12B 28.10 

2 
ÿ t 

TRUETONE -ül 4 -TUBE 
CLOCK RADIO 

l,tIn $i850 
aerial 

Swell for "Mom" 

coaxial 12 .. 
UTAH 

I I.25 12" coaxial .. 

3 -SPEED PHONO 
Built -in Amplifier. Single 
Record. 
Ideal or 

' !Rot h, r". 

JEWEL 5 -TUBE 
PORTABLE RADIO 
Just what 

"Pop" 
needs for 
the ball 

games 
$1595 

CUSTOM TV 
INSTALLATION 

NEEDS 

630 VI, S S 

I RLIiAL1 

ea. 
:i2 Tulles 144 up to 21"_--- 95 

11SIDE MASKSea $2 .49 

WALDON TV 
MASKS 

Elm complete conversions 
Sal et y Platte Glass. Gold 
Bezel Plate. Inside Maas k. 

CE 10M -for 16' 
Rect. S 8.25 

CE 17M -for 17" 
Reel. 8.25 

CE 211M -for 20" 
12.40 Rect. 

CE 21M -fur 21" 
1 Rect. 4.75 

TV TABLES 

ROCKET -MASTER 
1/4" DRILL SET 

A complete work shop In one 
compact plastic hest. Ideal fr Dad. The hest huy on 
todays market. Satisfaction 

Jacobs tc chuck. Underwriter 
appr. All for only 517.95. 

WROUGHT 
STRONG 

BLACK 

Mol El. 0000 Lefli..56.50 
MOI El. 
MOI El. - 

CS 
3000 C less 

6.50 

shelf 5.25 

SPEAKER CABINETS 
t'ORNER \t' \1.1, 12' F'UI.1. 
114Sì REFLEX 1V \t NI "r 
FIN. se.20 
12' BASS ID:FIIX- 111 -E1- 

VIiTTV, HI 
QUALITY-M'AI. 

BLOND 523.85 
UNFINISHED 17.85 
RECORD CHANGER. 

BASES 
Specify ChangerSMake. 

TERMS 
55.00 minimum 

25.6 Deposit with 
C.O.D. orders. 

PICTURE TUBE VALUES 
MANNFRED Super Specials 

RCA LICENSED 
GLASS TUBE PRICES (with your old dud)t 
101P4 -A 11.20 17RP4.1711P4 ,.17.15 
12124 -A 11.40 17VP4.17LP4 . -17.15 
I4CP4.I4BP4 13.30 1OFPJ.A 18.95 
15CP4 14.25 20('P4 18.95 
I 5DP4 14.25 201/'0 ..18.95 
I6DP4A 15.20 20HP4.20LP4 ..19.95 
161CP4.1611P4 .. -15.20 21EP4 19.95 
101.P4.A 15.20 21FP4. 20.95 
IIWP4A 15.20 21tVP4 19.95 
171154 í6.1s 211'54 20.95 
17FP4 17.15 2IZP4 19.93 
17 4 16.15 27EP4 -0 Mo. 
METAL TUBE PRICES (with your old dud)t 
I2UP4AB 13.60 17C.P4- 17TP4 ..19.95 
IOAi'4 -A 17.80 19Aí'4 -A -B 20.95 
101.34-A43 17.95 21 AP4 22.95 
1tlGP44A.8 17.95 21s,P4 23.93 
17CP4 18.95 2.tÁ1.4 -6 Mo. 

ELECTROSTATIC 

SYLVANIA & DUMONT 
Mannfred Dud 

Typa List Net Allowance Final 
7.154 28.00 18.50 0 18.50 
1110P4 19.25 14.25 O 14.25 
1111114 19.25 14.25 0 14.23 
12KP.lA 29.75 22.25 2.50 19.75 
121..4 A 24.25 17.95 3.00 14.95 
12QP4 81034, 31.75 22.95 3.00 19.95 
12tIP4Ñ 40.50 30.25 1.00 29.25 
14P114 26.75 19.50 1.00 18.50 
14(V4 26.73 19.50 1.00 18.50 
15131'4A I/31014 i. 35.50 26.45 3.00 23.45 
104P4A 46.00 33.5 1.00 32.45 
I011.4A 37.25 27.75 3.00 24.75 
10EP4A 51.00 36.50 1.00 35.50 
16F1.4 33.00 24.75 3.00 21.75 
1nGP48 46.00 33.45 1.00 32.45 
I0.11,4A 34.00 25.5 3.25 22.20 
10KP4 /RP4 . 31.25 22.95 .00 18.95 
10Kr4A 36.75 26.55 4.00 22.55 
101.P4A 34.00 25.45 3.25 22.20 
IGTP4 31.25 22.95 4.00 18.95 
1nwr4A 34.00 25.5 3.25 22.20 
1EZP4 . 34.00 25.5 3.25 22.20 
17A1'4 31.75 23.80 4.00 19.80 
171r4A 31.75 22.95 4.00 18.95 
I7BP4B 37.00 26.75 4.00 22.75 
17CP4 42.00 30.95 1.00 29.95 
17Gr4 51.00 37.25 1.00 36.25 
I7HP4 33.25 24.20 3.50 20.70 
174P4 31.75 23.00 3.25 19.75 
171.54 39.00 24.20 3.50 20.70 
17Qr4 31.75 23.00 3.25 19.75 
171'x4 31.75 23.75 3.25 20.50 
19AP4A 59.00 36.95 1.00 35.95 
20CP4A 40.25 31.00 6.50 24.50 
200.410 48.00 34.35 6.50 27.85 
200P4A 40.25 31.00 6.50 24.50 
2011P4A 42.00 33.45 6.50 28.95 
20H1.4C 7.25 36.45 6.50 29.95 
20MP4 42.00 33.45 4.50 28.95 
21AP4 61.00 44.50 1.00 43.50 
21 Er4A 48.00 33.45 6.50 28.95 
21FP4A 51.25 37.45 6.50 30.95 
21KP4A 51.25 37.5 6.50 30.95 
21MP4 64.00 47.50 1.00 46.50 
21M'P4A 47.75 35.5 8.50 28.95 
215.4A 49.50 37.75 8.50 31.25 
2111.4A 51.50 39.45 8.50 32.95 
217.r411 49.50 37.75 8.50 31.25 
24CP4A 78.00 59.00 7.50 51.50 

These hoe. are the lieu. Sylvania Silver Screen as 
Aluminized CRT's. 
t Ìa aroo- cracks. s 

a ...retches. ete.anti n carton. and shipped prepaid 
I1 order, 

BRAND NEW- SEALED CARTONS 

MANNFRED 
lectronics Corporatio ̀  

If Ex.trr 26000 

21 -26 36th Ave., Lone Island City 6, N.Y. 

SCHEMATICS -CONVERSIONS 
FOR SURPLUS GEAR 

NEW LIST! MANY ADDITIONS! 
Sen pea. elf sea for 

L,st C. add 250 for chart exp umrau AN 

R. E. BOX 1220 

GOODHEART BEVERLY HILLS. CAL. 

118%-1a 1111 SI1a11 
11/11-I.AIt 

1s1.1?1'TIL//N 11'`? 
Now un Salt. at 1"our 
Favoritle NPa-sdlaalPr 

EASY TO LEARN CODE 
It la easy to learn or Increase .peed 
with an instructpgraph tCo,de Teacher 
Agoras the quickest and most st pret- 
tiest method vet developed. For be- 
ginners or advanced students. Avalli. 
O le tapes from beginner's alphabet 
to typical messages on 11 subjects. 
Speed range 5 to 40 WPM. Always 
ready -no QRM. 

ENDORSED BY THOUSANDS! 
The Instruetograph Cole Teacher lit. 
irally 

takes the Hre a of an operator. 
nstructor and enables anyone to 

learn and master code without fur. 
trier assistance. Th nntatoln of successful eta-raters hate 

lulred cede" IIn the d I,'nnrn,.O 01,11 . of 
Write Soda, ter ,,. ,I n"nnnt rents nd purchase ie 1,1anc 

INSTRUCTOGRAPN COMPANY 
4711 SHERIDAN ROAD. CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS 
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STANDARD 

BRAND TUBES 
"AT THE NEW LOW PRICES" 

In /livid a all) bus rd. 
Only I st quality 

Latest Dating- 
No private label, electrical or mechanical rejects. 
No rebrands or rewashed "bargains." 

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS 
CBS- HYTRON- EIMAC -W ESTING- 

HOUSE AND OTHERS 

Tube Orders Over $25.00. with full 
remittance, PREPAID fo you in U.S.A. 

Type Net oz 50 
lASGT 80 
IA7GT ..1 00 
18307 85 
NSOT .. 75 

IL4 85 
11.6 1 10 
1LÁ4 ....1 00 
1 LAS . ..1 00 
ILSE ....1 00 
1 LCS ..1 00 
1105 ..1 00 
ILE3 ....1 00 
1105 ....1 00 ILN ....1 00 
ILNS .. 95 
INSOT 90 
1.3507 ..1 15 
IR4 100 
IRS 70 
154 90 
155 70 
1T4 70 
1T50T ..1 05 
104 

. .. 655 5 

IV2 
2X28 
2D21 
2X2 
31141 . 
3A5 
3LF4 . 

305 
354 3v 

70 

..1 15 
90 

1 00 
.75 

5R40Y ..1.55 

5W 4ÓT 
5X40 
5V3GT 

51 3G 

:: :22 

1 22 
GARN ..1.00 
6Á86T ..1.05 
6A84 .65 
GAS? 

CSGT .1.15 
6ÁC] ..1.10 
61107G ..1.45 
6 F4 . ..1.30 
Gare . ..1.20 
GAGS .75 
6A07 ..1.20 
GAH4GT.. .83 
GAME .90 
6Á15 . ..1.7S 
GA K6 
GALS 
GALT 
GANS 
GAN 
GANS 
GANS 
GA05 

6AQ7 
GARS 
GARS 
SASS 
6/1570 
GÁ16 .. .55 
6ÁÚ40T.. .95 680361..1.10 
6806 .60 
GAVSOT .1.05 
GAYS .. .55 
6AX4GT.. .80 
SAXSaT.. .75 

66Á7 ... .90 
GBCS .70 
GODS ...1.0 
6006 ... .75 
OBIG ... .70 

Type Net 
6815 .85 
68060 ..1.80 
65H6 .80 
6816 .. .70 
6885 .90 
6SK7A ..1.10 
6BL7GT .1.15 
65Q911T .1.20 
6807A ..1.20 
68X7GT .1.25 
68YSG ..1.30 
6817 ....1 25 
6C4 50 
6C58 70 
6CD60 ..1 75 
6C16 ...1 00 
BCLB ...1 10 
GCMG 90 
6C56 .. 70 
BCU6 .:.1 70 
6E5 1 00 
615 9 
6F6M ...1 00 

0 

seso ... 80 

614 95 
61s 50 
616 75 
617 95 
6K60T 60 
687M .. 80 
688 ...1 20 
6166 ..1 15 
61.eGA .1 30 
6L6M ...1 50 
61.70 ..1 25 

6Q)M ...1 05 
6070? 80 
654 so 
SSS 1 10 
6501707 .. 65 

6567 .70 
6511 . .80 
65175 .70 65870T.. .6S 
6SL7GT .. .80 
651701 .. .75 6507GT.. 60 

6T 1 30 
613 95 
SUS .90 
SUS 100 
6V3Á 1.30 
6V6GT .65 6Ve 1.30 
SWEGT .60 
6WSGT .50 
óX50T .50 
680 .:.1.900 
7A5 9S 
7A6 9S 
7A7 80 
7A5 85 
715 70 
756 75 
7C4 1 25 ICs 80 
7C6 70 
7C7 85 
7E5 1 10 
7E6 1 15 
7E7 1 20 
767 90 
788 1 30 

7J7 1 35 

717 115 

Typ 
707 :. 

Net 
.95 

1.00 
1.30 

757 1 25 
7V7 130 
]W7 1.30 lxs .85 
7X7 1.00 
714 ... 
714 

70 
70 

12ÁL5 .. 70 
12A76 . 50 
12AT7 . 1 00 
12AÚ6 . 60 
12A117 . 80 
12E96 . 55 
12E97 95 
12AWS . 85 
12AX4GT 85 
12AX7 . 80 
12ÁV7 . 1 75 
12827 .. 90 
1284 90 
128Á8 . 65 
128E7 . 95 
125E6 70 
12551 95 
12557 95 
12517 .. 1 00 
12J50T . 70 
12870T.. 90 
1210107 1 10 
12QYOT 80 
125Á70T 65 
12507 . .90 
125)47 . .95 
12517 .70 

12SL7GGT 2.00 
1257OT .80 
125(170? .60 
l4Á4 .. 1.00 
14Á5 .. 1.50 
14A7 .85 
1456 .70 
1455 .85 
1418 1.20 
1487 .. 1.35 
14N7 .. 1.00 
1407 .95 
1457 ... 1.30 

1.35 
14W7 . 2.30 
195060. 2.00 
19Th . 1.20 
25E95. 1.20 
255060T 1.30 
25150T. .65 
2SW4GT .70 
2515 . .70 
351607 . .65 
3SÁ5 .70 
3555 65 
35cs . .70 
35L6GT. .65 
35W4 .5 
351361 .5 
SOAS .70 
5055 .70 
3502 . .70 
501.60.7 . .65 

7017 1 55 
SO ..... .6o 
e] ..... 1.15 

2.S0 
117N7GT 1.55 

1.95 
11723 .70 

1.00 
1172607 1.00 
5642 1.00 
5654 1.75 
1524 . 3.80 
5681 3.00 
211 1 75 
803 1 90 
866.6 1.25 
872.Á(0E1 2.75 
1620 .50 
-AND OTTERS 

3.000 VOLT MULTITESTER 
AC: 0 -15. ISO, 750. 3000 volts. 

C: 0.15, 75, 300. 750. 3000 volts. 
DC MA: 0.15. 150. 750 
Resistance: 0- 10,000, 100.000 ohms. 

Co.plet 
with battery. test leads. Only 31/1- W 

H x 13/e" deep. Brand New p only my 59.95. 
Write for latest 1955 Handy -Order Form 
Rbowing new low price level.. 
ememberpw are the ORIGINATORS Of the 

HandyOrder Foam. 
Don't be 

"bargain" 
by tobit tors of this form 

who sell 
well ga. this Haney -Order Form an 

being imit. 
Buy With confidence from Barry. 

SPECIAL -PURPOSE TUBES 
Write for our complete listing on M O, Industrial, 
Special-Purpose pa d Crystal 0 a over 
2,000 types at excellent prices. 

TWO. COLORED TUBE CARTONS. with Safely 
Partiti ll M. Prevent. Tutee Breakage. Thlxr Super- 
Gloss fled and Black Carton la the Most Dlstlnctivc 
Box Available Today! Minimum: 100 any one nine. 
tlnntity prices On request. Boxes F.O.B., N.Y'.. N.Y. 
312E EACH 
Mini ....MAUS, GALS, etc.) 5 0 
OT 16587. 6W4. etc.) 0125 
LARGE GT....1183, 66Q6GT, etc.) 015 

0, LARGE 0 (504G. 6866 etc.) 02 
Terms: 2s % with order, balance C.o.D. 

All merchandise quarzoteed. F.O... N.Y.C. 
PHONE: REcfor 2-2562 

BARRY ELECTRONICS 
CORP. 

136-F LIBERTY ST. N. Y. 6, N. Y. 
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Classified Continued from 

Page 169 

FREE: Get our monthly electronic lists. Dick 
Rose. Everett. Wash. 

TUBES and equipment bought, sold, and ex- 
changed. For action and a fair deal write B. N. 
Gensler, W2LNI, 136F Liberty, N. Y. 6, N. Y. 
AN /APR -4, other "APR -," "ARR -,"'TS-." 
"IE -," ARC -1, ARC -3, ART -13, everything sur - 
plus; Tubes, Manuals, Laboratory equipment. 
Describe, price in first letter. Engineering Asso- 
ciates, 434 Patterson Rd., Dayton 9, Ohio. 

FORTY Complete VHF Radio Terminals. These are 
designed for telephone service in the 72 -76 mc. 
band, and are ideal for setting up a communication 
systems along a pipeline, railroad, or in moun- 
tainous or bush country. Each terminal consists 
of the following: 1 -Link Radin Type 1498T Trans- 
mitter ; I -Link Radio Type 14981' Power Supply; 
1 -Link Radio Type 149811 Receiver; 1- Budelman 
200 watt Power Amplifier; 1 -Type P1'13 Power 
Supply: 1- Federal Type 1011t V -F Ringer; 500 ft. 
-Type 1W 8U Coaxial Cable; 2- Welded steel s'agl 
Antennas -5 element ; 1- Lister Diesel- Generator 
set, 21(W. 1'. J. l'lishner, 550 Fifth Avenue, New 
York City. 
SPEAKER, New Alter -Lansing 602 -A. Foram, 3452 
Hackett, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
TELEVISION Receivers, working. $30 up. Repair- 
able, $10. W4A1'I, 1420 South Randolph, Arling- 
ton 4, Virginia. 
TV -FM antennas. All types including UHF. Mounts, 
Accessories. Lowest prices. Wholesale Supply Co., 
Dept. H., Lunenburg, Mass. 
RADIO Diagrams $1.00, Television $2.00. Give 
make, model, Diagram Service, 672 -11N, Hartford 
1. Conn. 
III Ft Bargain Collar ro 3 -532 Intermix 45 Spindle - 
dual ceramic cartridge -mounting board -$36.195 
Prepaid. Crescent Trlomatic -dual cartridge-auto- 
matic shut -off- Mounting hoard $24.95. Prepaid. 
Low Prices -Cartridges. tuners, etc. Write Today. 
Fidelity Unlimited, 63 -03 39 Ave., Woodside, N. Y. 
30 -40 MC -AM Crystal Controlled 10 tube receivers 
6 volts DC with tubes and one vibrator. Less crys- 
tal. Spera 37 -10 33 Street, L.I.C., N. Y. 
COITE -Practice oscillator kit. Complete with 
transistor and battery $14.95 postpaid. Caldwell. 
Box 6115X, 1421 Arch St., Phila. 2, l'a. 
CATHODE Ray Tubes. Sylvania 5FP14. New Orig- 
inal Carton. $5.00 Postpaid. Shore Sales Co., 
Kilgore. Texas. 
TELEVISION Sets $17.95 up. Jones Radio, 1115 
Rambler, Pottstown, l'a. 
.\1,1'11INUM Tubing. Angle and Channel Plain and 
Perforated Sheet. Willard Radcliff, Fostoria, Ohio. 
DIAGRAMS for repairing radios $1.00. Record - 
Changers $1.50. Television $2.00. Give Make. 
Model. Diagram Service, 672 -RN, Hartford 1, 
(',Inert lent. 

WANTED 
WILL buy S each ARC -3 -R77 Receivers- $125.00. 
'l'67 Transmitters $90.00. J68 Power Unit $75.00 
state condition. Purchasing Dept.- Trans -Texas 
Airways, Houston 17, Texas. 

TOI' Dollar Paid for ART -13's, dynamotors, parts 
racks and all other component parts. Write : Hallo 
Sales Co., 4109 Burbank Blvd., Burbank, Calif. 
WILL Buy All ART -13 /type T -47A $200.00. ART - 
13/type T -47 $150.00. I1C -788C $100.00. I15 /AIIN -7 
5125.110. A ItC -3 complete $250.00. BC-3 IS modified 
$:15.011. BC -348 unmodified $50.00. Altl' -1 Radio 
$150.00. 1(C:312 Receiver $40.00. BC-3-12 Receiver 
$50.00. Ship Via Express C.O.D. Subject to In- 
spection To: H. Finnegan, 49 Washington Avenue, 
Little Ferry, N. J. 

WANTED: Type It19 /TIIC -1 Receivers. Box 543, 
Radio & Television News. 

WANT : Surplus electronic equipment such as ART- 
13. Dl' -17, AI'R -4, AI'N -9, 11C -610, RC -939, BC- 
:4s, AItU -1, lITA -1 lt. Cash or trade for Viking, 
Raunger, National, Ilanuuarlund, Ehnae, Gonset, 
Ilalliera fiers, etc. Alit rouies, Box 19, Boston 1, 
Mass., Richmond 2- 11048. 

RECORDS 
25 -50yí, DISCOUNT on guaranteed factory fresh 
LI' records, and pre- recorded tape. Send 201 for 
complete LI' catalogue. Record Sales, 4710 Caro- 
line, Houston 4. Texas. 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 
USED correspondence Courses and Books sold and 
rented. Money back guarantee. Catalog free. 
(Courses bought.) Lee Mountain, Pisgah, Ala. 

December, 1954 

USED Correspondence Courses. Books Bought, 
Sold, Rented. Educational Exchange, Summerville, 
(la. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
500 l'ennil'rints $:5. Sell your idea with l'enni- 
l'r!nts. Your ink drawings, plans, forms, details, 
layouts, newspaper clippings, testimonials, elec- 
trical diagrams, reproduced 81/2 x 11. Your photos 
8 x 10 prints 2000 for $20.00. Easily folded for 
mailing. Free estimates. l'ennil'rint Co., Dept. 
21, P.O. Box 1159, Chicago 90. 

HELP WANTED 
TELEVISION Jobs -Nantes and addresses of com- 
panies to contact. $1.00. Fitzgerald, Dept. A -14, 
3038 West Wellington Avenue, Chicago 18, Illinois. 

SITUATIONS WANTED 
TELEVISION l'arts Man, Young. Thoroughly Ex- 
perienced Wishes re- locate. Preferably Florida. 
Box 544, Radio & Television News. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

BUILD amazing electronic brain which can play 
game. Details, 25c. Bernard Gott, Apt. 5 -I), 213 -02 
73 Ave., Bayside 64, N. Y. 

TEST Equipment repaired and calibrated by Fac- 
tory staff. All makes. Superior, Simpson, Triplett, 
Eke). Prompt service. Free estimate. Our nine- 
teenth year. Douglas Instrument Laboratory, 176 
Norfolk Avenue, Boston 19, Mass. 

TEST Equipment repair -Kit construction. Free 
Information. Bigelow Electronics, Beulah, Mich. 

200 UNMARKED ceramicuns. Mixed values $1.00, 
Schneider, Box 214, Seaford, N. Y. 

Me's Speaker Reenning. Low prices. 506 N. Ward 
Street, Benton, Illinois. 

ALL makes speakers repaired. Amprite Speaker 
Service, 70 Vesey St., New York City 7. 

RADIO -TV Repair, Colorado. Small shop grossing 
enough to pap' out in five months. Free pictures 
C -4174 Continental, 804 Grand, Kansas City, Mo. 

it's here! 
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II IN 

The NEW 
FAIRCHILD 240 

Balanced -Bar PREAMPLIFIER 

i 

Now from Falrahrid, world famous for professional 
studio equipment, comes an outstanding development 
for home muss systems. 

The new Fairchild 240 is the result of extensive engi- 
neering research and an elaborate series of listening rests 
designed to discover and overcome weaknesses In exist. 
ing preamplifiers. 

These theoretical and engineering studies have brought 

into reality this great new Idea ,. 114h fidelity amplifica- 
tion -THE NEW FAIRCHILD 240 BALANCED -BAR 
PREAMPLIFIER! 

Combining matchless external beauty woh a new easy. 
o.servrce intent. design, the 240 features amazing sum. 
plenty and flexibility of control. Operation Is so simple it 
seems inminente! Yet all conventional controls are 
included plus many exclusive with the 240 

BALANCED -BAR CONTROL -this great Fairchild innovation allows you to match 
tonal balance between your high fidelity system and the acoustical properties 
of your own listening room ... automatically! 

LISTENING LEVEL CONTROL - provides the most pleasant low -level listening you 
ever heard! Plus correct balance at normal listening levels -all achieved with- 
out complex adjustments or loss of control by operator. And the amazing LLC 

operates independently of volume control! 
HIGHEST GAIN- LOWEST NOISE- achieved by modifying famous radar and 

TV cascade input circuit to audio amplification and by careful design, using 
highest quality components. 

See the wonderful Fairchild Balanced -Bar Preamplifier today! 
An extraordinary achievement in performance. cabinet design 
and operating simplicity! Better 
audio dealers everywhere are 
proudly presenting the 240 ... 
greatest preamplifier ever produced ... tAr 98a) 

NA lieu forml yaTwee ! 

single knob selects channel or equalization 

lape oulput has own level control- unaffected by tone 
or volume contint, 

"studtotypi" wring and layout 

optimum input impedance for all cartridges 

complementary taper dual volume control eliminates 
need for more than one phono input 

170 db additional gain easily evadable for high level 
Input channels d needed 

ASK ABOUT raE NEW 240 POWER AMNRI. IKEMfNODU, POWER 

RI AN ExElEMEIY COMPACT "rR. 
Special features 

Include r 

I. no ranging al any level 
2. output unaffected by load power Fodor 
3. exceptional stability 
4. exclusive foolproof boronce odiustmenl 

l 

EQUIPMENT" 
aTH AVENUE ú 154TH STREET, ITESTONE, N. Y. 
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] SPEEDWAY 

!1Z-3. Vin ELECTRIC DRILL 
JACOBS GEARED 

CHUCK 
MODEL 200J 

II t.TORQIF. IP,.werfu0 UL APpy11, 2.III04PM 
115 Volt AC DC 'I r Geared Chuck & Kee. 
It flit 0 In i ..51.25 
Model 4001 1'2" L Drill 42 Itl`M. Powerful 
115V At DC Motor w to drills &easo.529.95 
Model 1000 s ;eatl Saw ,0111., Atl1450 $22.35 
HAND -SAW Finest Swedish Steel, Sa miv lk 
Grole. Cross Cut 410.05 Re $3.95 

CUMMINS DRILLS 
tk.inch Geared Chuck Drill, HITnruuo 1500 
Ill'51 115VAC Motor, w.Perm -Align Year. 
big s. 51,xlel 44 .. .. .....$23.98 
Power Saw Industrial Workhorse, tuts 2^ 
(.umber & Steel. Oa s^ Blade. Adj Cut. 
115VAC((DC. "700. 3185535v 52.25 

CHROME VANADIUM DRILLS 
29Pcs Set 1/18^ to 1t." by 04the...57.98 
60Pcs Set SI to 00 C.v- 55.95 
13Pe Set 1/10^ to 14" with Index -31.98 
12PCS Set 1/111^ to 1 ' " $2.98 
Drill Index HOOT For 2OPOS Set $1.98 
Drill Index HOOT For OOpcs Set $1.49 

NEW "LENK" 
180 Watt 

Perfect Balance 
SOLDERING GUN 

NO other soldering gun offers all these lea. 
lures at any price. I f (VAC 1511 Watt, light 
weight 28 swivel 150 deg. Korodless 
Tip. Heavy Duly Transformer. Positive Trig. 
ger -easy lion........... 57.45 

NEW FAMOUS MAKE GUNS OM 
TAS -4 soldering gun 1:155V $7.89 
7533 soldering gun 250W 8.77 
TAD.4 dual heat 1011 -150W 9.65 
TAD -3 dual heat 200.275\\' 10.93 

FILAMENT TRANS. 
2.SVCT'10A 12.5KVINS..55.90; 3 for $14 
2.5VCT /108 5KV1NS 53.59 
7.SVCT 128 15 KVINS 10.99; 2 for $17.90 
24V 1.25A ('SI)......51.98; 2 for $3.49 
.. A rmr 54.98: 2 58 3 $V /2 Sel fleet X 
PRI llo & 2209 See 10.0V/1.25A. 1..0 
\'IT /5.55 54.98; 258.00 

TRANSFORMERS 
ALL 115V SOCYC INPUTS 

25009, 20MA. 0,:1V /.0A. 2.5V 
I.75A. 4 11(412 Scope ..$7.98 
1600VCT. SMA, O.3V('T /3 A. 11.:3 
VIT, 10A. 2.5VCT.SA..$7.95 
90014,35MA, 252.55',2A Xcleut 
IHOU. Dlder. ..... . .$1.98 
775VCT 200MA, 5V A, 0.:0'('T /5A 
T110RUAIISON..$4.98; 2 for $9: 6 far $24 
770V 2.SMA. 2.5V,:IA. 115151.1) FILTER 
PARTS i /xame........53.69; 2 for $6.00 
700VCT 70MA, SVCT :IA.0.35t'T 2,5A53.95 
600VCT SOMA, 10' :tA. ID'. 1.5.A, 5V; IA 
1141.1. silt :1.1..52.49: 2 for 54.50: lO for $20 
SSOVCT 2SOMA, 5V. 2A. O.:IV(T 2.54. 12.6 
V 3.5A. RCA CSD $i.6Ú; 2,58 
42OVCT 90MA, 0.:1v 1.0.4.W INPUTS 11.12. 
24, 11 5VDC & 115 & 230 VAC Q ...$1.49 

FILTER CHOKES 
Cheek These Reduced Prices 

SOH'/ 125ma,Cad Hold .... $2.89 
21IHV 3011ma or 15 Its .100ma 8.95 
13.5 llv 1 Amp.- 17KVIns...35.00 

Dual 211v : 300ma. US5....95e: 2 for 1.49 

3ltilly 411mn 
MA 
UTC IIFreed. Q " 1 ....69c: 2 for98e 

OHy 175615 51.49; 2 52.49 
2.5 Iiv 3OL MA 00 Ohm 51.69: 2 53 

"TAB" SPECIALS 
RF CHOKE 205111 30061A 69e: 10 54 
RF CHOKE 2 ,51K 210MA 39c: 10 $2 
VEEDER ROOT ( "tinter 3 Digit 79c: 10 SS 
VEEDER ROOT I Digit 69e: 10 for 56 
SLOWER In11.5 '4VDC.....55.00; 2 $8 
CLOCK MOTOR I Iiavd,lt , yIirhro11.. 11 -111 

51 21 IlI.51 .e swltch......98C: 3 for $2 
RELAY OPOT I2VUC Telanhune..98e; 6 55 

5BP1 CRAY TOUE.... EA. Lotis sf 3 
Sold Singly $2.25 

NEWLY 
IMPORTED 

AC -DC VOM 
MODEL TS -52 
MULTITESTER 

$6.49 Ea. 
Lots of 3 

Sold Singly 56.89 
1, 1 I .1. 'ill 111ró 

Finest. Illaleur:lry 
pocket tile(. De- 
posited. l'rerisior 
nnh,r 
resktors. Jeweled 

movement. Il:. ira ílong meter scales foe easy 
Perle lie ndhu:s. 15111 Iced & Blank cali- 
brations. Titis is an t' eptl ' 1 1015 for the 

`t' s viceman. IInaI. Beginner or engineer. 
Slips lit your sit breast pocket. rira. 
only 1 D. l'1 I.. 31s" W. 1000 ohm,'per 
51,11. ranges rend as follows: At' & pl' volts: 
0.10 -250 & 51111V. 11C NIA: 0 -1 A 2511 MA. 
ohms; 0.1110K. 110111 ready to work No KID 
Model 12C pre' i siolt mferd 'ocket mixa multi- 
tester. a 1 I o'er ell for :1 r y & Irrr:a 13í1í\y 
as 'ß'I151. except for extended led scales A 

I iyle. Bead, as follows; A(' & Ul' Snus: ens loo\'. 01'51': -I- 1(1.11111 
NIA -owns: 1111 -IUK :rid 1(111 E. Case measures 
114 It. 1,s" 1.. 3r,- W. Stilb te +t 1(11,1.. 
Foch 59.89: :1 at $9,35 I. &MI Doe per 

meter shilppi`g U.S.A. Sold on money back 
uar 

for 
guarantee. lemix &rColleges,order one. 

qtv 

METER SALE 
SMA Tunh1g Meter 2"..51.29 
0-115517C 315.... 11X1). 11t35 - 
M'1r111 I(5IA 98.:13 Ilex -. 53.95 
O -SMADC :li . 11ND 3111:15 - 
W0051,t'MA/68.33 Reg.33.95 
O- IOOMADC':11_" IIND 3111í155V....53.95 
0- 800VDC sees :101 /:11 h" SQ Inuuit- 
l'er -Volt .' 1.00 1 1st .. ...58.95 
O- ISOOVDC :I LS,^ 1150/S12.95 RN0 /312.15 flog.. $5.99 

1 ,wl " 

` 
.20 O 120ADCwlhSll out; 'AN '... $498 

GTD. OIL CONDENSER 
SPECIAL 

10 MFD $1.75 ea. 
600 VDC lots of 3 
Case dimensions. not including 
Insulators 4 aH X 33402 
114"D. Smaller Quantities. 
special $1.98 
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CIRCUIT BREAKERS 
Hellmann 31:1g,í ifkr., AMPS: 20 3. 7. 0. 
12 :111, ' 5. 411 Kn. ISU....51.98: 12 520 
Klixnn Thermal lush Button I1rkr. Amt., 

10 1- 211 00 89 10 57.98: 50, 534 
CIRCUIT BREAKER FUSES 

Amps: 3. 5. 7. 10, 15. 20 
Ea. 27c: 5 51; 23 55; 100 Asstd. SIS 

Crkt Bur Fuse & 11t2 Clips,..3. 51; 20 58 

SENSATIONAL 
SlimJIm Hi -Gain 

DYNAMIC MIKE 
8 TILT STAND 

Hand, hest or table 
Compact width I3 lglh 6" weight 

Iv 7 oxs. W.E. Head 
UTC- Xmfr4, HAM. Mo. 
bile. Pa. & Recording 

1Aí1 /80 -7500 CPS 
GTD to satlsf). 
Postpaid 

$3.49 
Only Lins of a 

Sold Singly Ea. 3398 
91013116 Clamp. ...25C 

SELSYNS -SYNCHROS 
AY1Autosyn 269 400Cy E.. 53.98 
AYS Aulosyn. 269. 400CY E.P. $3.98 
C14.2 Low -In -Servo Motor E., .,..520.00 
AV20 Autosyn 28V 400Cy L.P. $4.98 
C44968 Sync Rpi, 1159 BOCy ....516.00 
C56701 Syn Rple 1159 110C 521.00 
C56776 Syn Rat. 115V 60Cy 515.00 
069406 -5 Syn RM. 1159 60Cy ., 521.00 
C76166 Voltage 7cvr 1159 60Cy 51690 
C78248 Syn Trans 1159 60Cy 516; 2 528 

C78356 Sync ',anti 3115VCsr.. 0Cy , 529.50 
50V SOC $21.00 C78670 ne Special S Y y 

7.SV 4000 Xy 2 00 2J1F1 Syn On 115 5 Y 
2.1101 Sync Gen 3759 59.00 
211Gí Syn T. 3959 400...56: 2 Sll 
220591 Gen 116 í V 605 557.00 
ICTS c Syn Mt? II, 0CV.80Cy. 557.00 
SCT Sync Tr Mf 55S, 559.00 
SCT 10111 90 BOCy 543.00 
5F MM4 MOD IV 59.00 
Sc MRI K5B 15V -609y. ..3$27 
6GS peels( n, IISV V,115V,SOl ..$49 
6G Syn Gen,MM2.MOD IV /313Ví BOCy.f19 

BROW -LITE 
A m 1st for Radio -TV 
Service. Throws light 

here yo1 want A 
FREES l,,.tp hands for 
work. Worn with t 

ithout glasses. Powerful focused 25 ft. 
beam. Adjustable angle up A down. With 
I.:llleries, Postpaid (Thin Rent only" U.S.A. 
SPECIAL $1.98; 8 Ion 511.00: 
12 lo. 520.00. 

NEW "TABTRON" SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
ENGINEERED FOR INDUSTRIAL USE 

lie 1 aOln 1:,t II re power rim illrrs ba cMir sperill'M ions. Con- 
tact ' "i'AD" for fast delivery on any rating, from one amp up 
to and above 1000 amps, 1 s' I-tion fan led. Single 
or 3 -phase to your specs. NEW LOWER PRICES. 
Full Wave Bridge. 
Max 18VAC 36VAC 72VAC" 

Amps 14VDC 2SVDC 56VDC 
1 S 1.35 5 2.35 5 4.60 
2 2.00 2.75 6.00 
4 3.50 6.50 14.50 
6 4.10 8.00 17.50 

10 5.95 11.50 25.00 
12 7,50 14.50 30.00 
20 12.00 23.00 49.00 
24 14.50 29.00 58.00 

C. T. PHASE ORC 
130VAC 144VAC 266VAC 30VAC 120VAC 240VAC 
100VDC 118VDC 217VDC 12VDC 150 DC 300VDC 

5 7.50 

22.00 
29.95 
41.50 
44.50 
72.00 
81.50 

30 18.00 34.50 72.00 110.00 
36 22.50 42.50 88.00 135.00 
50 29.75 54.50 Q 175.00 

100 56.00 99.50 Q 324.00 
NEW RECTIFIER 8 TRANSFORMER NEW RECTIFIER CHOKES 

115V 60 cy input Cí107/4 Amp '.07111' /.OIII:S /111. ...57.99 
up to 149'0(' at 12 anip5 519.98 ('111)1/12 Amp /d01í11' /.111ES/ 12_. . 14.95 

512.75 522.25 S 2.10 615.90 
630.95 

26.75 38.85 2.95 16 90 36.95 
34.75 54.85 3.25 20 90 39.95 
44.75 
54.75 

64.85 
99.65 

4.75 
5.95 

36.90 
41.90 

71.95 
81,95 L 

82.75 160.65 7.95 50.90 97.95 
94.75 190.85 9.95 89.90 159.95 

125.75 235.85 Q 117 90 225.95 
165.75 295.55 14.95 134 90 269.95 
195.75 405.85 23.95 179 90 359.95 
390.75 795.85 39.95 359 90 719.95 

up to 2Ny1K at 4 nntp 
up to 28VDC at 12 amps 29.98 
up to 211VDC at 24 anti", 
up to 2HVI)C at 50 s 117.98 
up to 20VDC at 

50 
Amps 199.00 

NEW HIGH 
(A - , CURRENT PWR 

©e SUPPLIES GTD 
Variable Re Co m 
nloay úudl. Ready to 
Go Full Wave Selenium 

3 1 Rectifier, Transformer, 
Worland Volt & Amp 

3 Na s, Switch, Terminals A Fuse. In 
11 Y Ì)1y, Steel Cannel. Standard 115V 00 

Input. 220V t order- One Year 
S ova Can inuous With 
Numbe Rating Meters 
T28V6A 0 -28VDC at 8 Amp 59.95 
T28V125 0.210/0C at 12 Amp 89.00 
7289245 -28VDC at 24 Amp 129.50 
T289 0 -28VDC at 50 AMP 239.50 
7289100I00 5 0.28V0C a 1 t 100 Am 4 89 00 P 

NEW RECTIFIER XFMRS 
Primary 1159 60 Cy. 

Sec 18- 15- 9- 0- 9- 15.18V 
116- 3018VCT Common CO 

4 Amn S 8.65 2 $15.79 
24 Amp 

12 Amp 516.65 2 529.95 
$35.75 2 569.99 i0 An. S 59.00: 2 5112 

1110 Anm $108.00; 2 5210 
18 Volt only 2 Amps $1.98 
'DUAL PRIMARY 115 G 230 VOLT. 

NEW DC POWER SUPPLY GTD 
Variable DC Power up- 
Ply. Full Wave Rertltica 
lion. OOImMfd filter 
Condenser. fused. Rated 
0.3V or 12.02 at 2 amp. 
aerates I I5V.611 

Model 211CF rat 0 
...512.98 

61x1al '1 

except ...$29.98 

C© 

TUBES 
052 $0.88 
0113 /91175 1.04 
0083 V690. 1 98 
0C3 VRIOS .92 003 V11150 .92 
1é226o16. 1.82 
1823 . 8.87 
1826 . 2.25 
1832 532512.<8 
1537 ...14.87 
1638 
1841 ...49.95 
1842 
1546 ... 1.98 
1663 .45.00 
1021 5N4. 3,89 

48 
1..35 
.98 
.78 

3.29 
59 
.54 

ILO 
I LDS 
I LNB 
154 
IRS 1U 
105 
2X25 
2C39 ..27.00 
2C39A 
2C40 
2C43 
2C44 
2C51 
2021 
2EÓ3 . 1.22 
2126 ...24.75 

2131 ...22.Óó 
2J32 ...29.48 

2134 .. .24.9R 
2138 ...69 98 
2.139 6.98 
2J42 ..1898 
ajas 
2.19 ...84.00 

2155 
281 

98 
2158 ..149.00 
211422 ...áí.áé 
21423 ...11.48 
2825 ...28,49 
2X2$/ 72389..23 8R 
21429 ...2748 
21429 22,88 
2X33 ..219.48 
2839 ..134.99 
2X41 ..126 On 2X5 
2X48 
3622 2.48 
3023 5X22 495 
3826 
3828 
3C22 
3C23 
3C33 
3C45 
30218 ... 8.15 

3022 . .13.97 
3D23 . - .90 
3E29 . 14.49 
3823 .. 349.00 

149.00 
4C39 
4021 . .1899 
4827 . .22.49 
4.122 . 129.31 
4J31 99.51 
4J52 . 199.99 
4PR6OA .42.50 
ELSBND .1599 
5C21 C6.1. 9.89 
5C22 . .36.95 
5021 .. .14.98 
SR4GY . 1.20 
5R4GYW.. 1.75 

.99 5Z3 
GAGS 
5507 
6056 
6515 
6AK5 
GARS 
GALS 
6AL70T 
6ANS 
6505 
8808 
6Á070T 
GARB . 

65570 - 

71 
. 1 .14 
. 1.40 

. .28 

. 3.27 

. 1.29 

. 3.27 

. 3.8 
644111190T . 1.10 
SAUB .58 
6AVSGT .98 
8496 .49 WANG.... 1.09 
6840 . 1.18 
8057 . 1.09 
50 07 . 1.23 
6008 
68E6 .S4 
Gars . 

6R06G . . 1.58 
6856 
6516 
68147 

68L70T 
6687 
6110607 
6007 . 
6021 . 

Ró4 

6C66 
6CD60 
C8í /5C21 
6íS 
6L6 
S LOG . 

6L6GA 
B LBGAY 
SSC? 
55,9 . 

6507 , 

6557 . 
5917 
65K70T 
6SL7GT 
855707 

I5N 
.58.00 
. 1.19 
. 2.69 
. 1.20 
. 1.65 
24.50 

.52 

.88 
1.69 
9.89 .66 
.58 

1.48 
. 1.08 
. 1.08 
. 1.98 

78 

"TAB" TESTED 
& GUARANTEED 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
WRITE FOR COMPLETE LISTING 

6507137 . .62 81 1.38 829 7.94 
6557 .62 83 1.12 8295 ....12.45 
6597 .88 53V 1,22 832 7.72 
65U7OTY .. 2.69 84 624 . .62 832A 9.92 
6T8 .98 100TH . 9.88 33* ....39.45 
61.1 .74 F0105 .. 19.48 634 5.95 
GUS .99 117L 838 5.95 
696 1.39 M707 . 1.98 837 1.42 
6960T .99 1172507.. .95 849 29.45 

6 SOT .54 FG166 .. .48.49 581 22.48 
6960 90 F0172 .. 29.00 865 1.26 
788 .68 250TH ...1897 
7C7 .76 250TL .. 17.75 
7F7 92 304TH ...12.9 Ire 1.24 304TL .. 12.49 
757 .72 31411A . .. 1.48 

757 
.$2 WI-417A... 9.48 

5842 . 18.50 
0L4345, ..12.69 

1.06 

8021 ...298 ÚO 
1286 .48 
12514707 . 1.45 
12ALS ,. .54 
12578 . .54 
121177 . .59 
128U6 . .72 1287 
2596 . S2 

125W6 . 1 :8 
12AY7 
129A8 
12887 - .94 

126E6 . .59 
12857 ... 1.29 
12541743T .68 

1.88 
125F7GT.. ..84 
12507 . .80 

12517 . .54 
1251(7 .86 
125L7GT.. .62 
1255767 .68 
125070T.- .54 

7 .. 
FGI7 
1257. .68 

. 3.90 
24G ]C24. 1,33 
2S808GT.. ,98 

23L60T ,. .67 
2255W IT .78 
25Z6GT... 58 
FG278 . . 8.24 
2807 , - 1.94 
3585 . -52 
3516 ... .67 
397 4.88 

al .72 

s65s . 

1.98 
5085 .54 
SOCS .54 
BIOtBÌOT 

.62 

%FGl 265 
F067 14.65 
14989 .98 
715 .74 
75 .64 
78 

.58 

450TH .. 
45OTL 
460/ 

5F200 
CItSO2AX 
CKSO3AX 
CR5OSAX 
CRS12A)t 
CN531DX 
531 
CK532OX 
WL532A 
CK533AX 
CK536AX 
CK53e0X 
CK539DX 
CK541DX 
CK543DX 
C14544DX 
CK546DX 
C1t571AX, 

58ee , 

CR573AX, 

49.97 
52.00 
15.95 
1.49 
1.49 
1.79 
1.a. 
1.89 
5.72 
1.89 
3.68 
1.29 
.99 
.98 

2.19 
1.99 
.99 
.99 

1.99 
2.49 
3.49 

W L876 ...34.9R 

70 75 ....14.85 
7155 4.96 
7155 

. . 

. 

7175 ,88 
719A ... 22 
7215 . 3.92 
722A 287 1.94 
723A B ..16.95 
7248 3.95 
72a8 
72614 ... 14.48 
726$ .. 31.00 
726C 
801* 
803 3.48 
805 3.22 
807 1.54 
809 3.58 
810 10.88 
812 2.19 
813 11.5 
814 

íS 9.98 
826 

9.25 

8668 ,. - 1. 

C81103 . 3.86 

181. . 1.95 
1619 
1629 
1632 
1633 
1634 
1633 
1638 
1642 
2050 
1844 

5654 
2030W 

0115672 .. 1.20 
C1t5678 -. 1.26 

C6 5702 .. 2.90 
CK5703 . 1.29 

5812 . 122.99 
5814 

40 .... 7.90 
5012 .... 3.55 
80135 ... 3.92 
0025A ... 4.68 
9001 .... 1.12 
9002 .... .62 
9003 .... 1.12 

XTAL DIODES 
1521 .30 
1N21A ... 1.55 
15219 ... 2.10 
1522 .... 1.22 
1N23 .. 1.35 
1N23A ... 1.89 
114235 ... 2.00 
1525 ... 4.98 
1526 
11127 
1534 
1535 
15385 
1N41 
1 N42 
1549 
1546 
1547 
INS1 
1N48 

1.55 
63 

1.65 
1.29 
8.95 

. 16.95 
.69 

4.00 
... .7 

1NS4A ... 1.00 
111588 ... 1.15 
11883 

0 
X63. 2.45 

Other Types in 
Stock. Write. 

CI1004124 Amp /-0041íl' /.í125R/ 20_. 29.95 

866A KIT and 
1 XFORMER 

Socket ;. \ Sockets, Trl. I, ia ,rmerr 
Rated: Prl 115V 611 

cyc 2.5\'í'T'1 n 
Amp 111 -Volt 7.5KV 
Insulation ....54.98 
NEW BATTERY CHARGER RECTIFIER 
13.0.13V WTI 100Amp Fan Cooled or :34 
Amn Air Cooled. Replacement O Volt Blunter 
('hgr. Sel. -('RIO ..... ...$10.91: 3/531 
16 -0.1614 CT, Fan Cooled 12V OtAmp and 
OV 10(Amp Booster Cher Replacement. 

12x1 ,,rlcrlsJ A Nigro. Write 
..511.916; 

or Qty Price. 

HI"FI SPEAKERS 
All B onm V.C. Alnico V 
Magnets. Inbuilt Network, 2 
wires needed for It IF 
Heaker a e. Fmous fil -FI 
Speaker Mfrs. 

25 
Coaxial PM ! S^ Twee[ - 

11225 P25CO .17500 23 
"'1 P2SC0 $23.75 

Tw er. 12 PM ! 3r' 
Tweeter. 12 

3 
55 

Spec. , ..31 
Tweeter. 

3 tat 535 
0. 8" Coaxial PM 

Model 
Ul 21 P Tweeter, ant IS 

15000 PBCO,...S51á; 2.113 
12 "NIFI PM 111W 35. í4K. 2.513 
e" HI-F1 PM 4'5 . , .s7,2m 2.513 

T 
3./12W/12.1 

/VV /- 15KC /fl'aliu.63.25 
AUDIO COMPONENTS 

GE IlPXO50 Orig. Ge Box.56.69 
GE IU'X040,78 GOhuone 55.25 
CE RPX041, MG Gold tone 55.29 
GE RPX1152 /Dual IDAS, $17.75 
GE RPXOS:1 /.001 A .003 dia. 

minds. Rea 8:14.05: 'TAB" 661.929.98 
"TAW" OTC) Phone Needle Replacements 

RPJOIO Dual ,11111 ! 1,0:1 sapphire. 51.69 
RPJ012 Dual .001 A .003 diamonds,$20.89 
RPJ,OI /78 or RP.1005 001 sapphire.51.35 
RPJ003 /78 or RPJ11114I -P dlamond,.510.59 

AI1 J0lheDualndiamond & sapphire 
512.55 

GTDO exact r'placenients. Specify 5lnd,IA= 

SIGnr78 
single osm lum..59e; 12 for $5.98 

.IG11r78 single sapphire styli SI.IS 
MC &78 dual diamond 

nd 
$20.89 

HIGH FIDELITY 
AUDIO 

You are there! Rea' C.a - 
rml, 

n througI, the NF:55 
TAIT RI -FI Linear An.11- 
Mr. 

heck these,..stan,l. ( 
5DH /20 -51/KC. OW'T 

12 watt. HUM; 801171 down. I.1uL 4 Imll 
vis. Selector and is 

' 
al ixt'r switch. Cain, 

bass & treble controls na 4. 8. & 10 Min out 
pert. Ilam l s,ole11 front panel for .torn ell 

'. 
Mo1 

1..1-3 O 409191ES watt 
$49.95 

- 

210:1. 

i 

4 1 

%, 
bass treble cou 41.90 

50.CM FISHER Master ntral, meamp 
equaliser. 4 . and 

, ...........597.50 
7057 FISHER 

M-A 
3 tenh, a.1 

perfection 
the 

111-1,1 enthusiast. 
84 

30 FS 
NER Rosie amplifier 25 watt for 

use 
se 

'it l Or 50CM d .... .....59 9.50 
RC90 GARRA RD 3'speed changer..569.50 
RC-90 GARRARD :12- 10110 

changer. 
34e amplifier 1du r 

Regular 
ItI S(1 

127. IStiee5n dual °e trdge. 2140 
8í_m15 2nrclal $nger0A 
LJ amp(, rtr 1e 110.84r 

Reg. 
changer 0 

RP ampI Al 12" coá 1teRSpec. $49.00 
LJ slap( IL" coax saki $4mp!. f OCM hanse n. 70RT tarer. 

dual 
sold(. 

$470 
changer. RPX053 cart dual dí442.93 

5J 70.08 Rea. Spec. 3442.93 
Write for HI -FI Gram 

PRECISION 
LABORATORY 

POTENTIOMETER 
55.ire wound 20.000 ohm 35," 
Diameter/4. shalt. 
special ......51.98: 2/53.50 

HELIPOT /10 Turn..57.98 
H ELIPOT 2111 1 -n tnl 1.5 10 Turn.57.98 
MICROPOT 20.51'1(1- ohm /10T, , S7.98 
HELIPOT 311.11.1 -nhrn /II.5': 110T...S7.98 
HELIPOT 50.u00- ohne /0.5-2/ lIT...57.95 

OIL CONDENSERS 
NEW WAREHOUSE LIST 

.6uo2531FD 21KV ... 54; 2 57 
.10\1FÚ /1 5K S7: 2 512 

2X. MFD 2000V 51.39: 2 for 52 
.5MFD (100V 25e: 6 for SI 
.SMFI)/ 1500V 85e: 3 for 52 
111F0 /5110V 33':4 for 31 
2MF11/000V 59e; 3 for SI _Sll,..V 59e; for 
Mr CII /30009 19.95: 2 for $39 

511F0/600V 3151.50: for $39 .0'FD/009 ... 
for 510 1 OMFD /000VÁ2' I SOa \'0C $393: 2 fer SI 

1031 F'U /6WII 2 
Quantity 

51ice 12 SIB 
WI Ile for Vuanuty rrlre 

Money Back G 
I Cost of Mdse. Only) $5 
Min. Order F.O.B. N.Y.C. 
Add Shpg. Charges or 25 ti 
Dep. Tubes Ctd. via RExp. 
only. Prices subject to 
Change Without Notice. 

Rector 2.6245 

THAT'S TAB rr 
THAT'S 
A 

BUY BUY 
DEPT. 12 -RN 111 LIBERTY STREET NEW YORK 6, N. Y., 

PRINTED IN U.S.A.. 

U. S. A. 
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HERE'S WHY IRC EXACT DUPLICATES 

ARE DOUBLE -MONEY -BACK 

GUARANTEED 

2 
C 2 THO 

13 

234 
23 FLAT 

SWITCH 3 AMPS 123V _? S T 
MIN 

B 

A 

COVER ON CONTROL OL 
INSULATED PART 

GROUNDED 
ARM INS 

NO B RESISTA 
TEO 

NC 

OBER 

ONLY IRC GUARANTEES 

SATISFACTORY MECHANICAL FIT 

AND ELECTRICAL OPERATION 

OR DOUBLE -YOUR -MONEY -BACK 

The typical manufacturer's specifications 
shown here are exactly duplicated by 
IRC Q1 -180 control. CONCENTRIKIT 
assembly includes P1 -229 and R1 -312 
shafts with B11 -137 and B18 -132X 
Base Elements, and 76 -2 Switch. 

Ulkoncuen, CGncuLt Saut -nnr 

The mechanical accuracy of IRC Exact Duplicate 
Controls or universal CONCENTRIKIT equivalents 
is based on set manufacturers' procurement prints. 
Specifications on those prints are closely followed. 

Shaft lengths are never less than the set manufacturer's 
nominal length -never more than longer. 

Shaft ends are precisely tooled for solid fit. 

Inner shaft protrusion is accurately duplicated 
for perfect knob fit. 

Alterations are never needed. 

For Exact Duplicate Controls, specify IRC. 
Most Service Technicians do. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. 
415 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia 8, Pa. 

In Canada: International Resistance Co., Ltd., Toronto, Licensee 
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The ONLY Way You Can Get 
an Fp Capacitor is to Specify 

P R MALLORY B. CO Inc 

MALLORY fo 

yea 

When you ask for 
FP Capacitors... 
be sure you get 
Mallory, not an 

imitation. 

Because Only Mallory Makes 
FP Capacitors 

They were introduced by Mallory. For over 15 

years they have set the standard of quality and 
performance in the industry. And they are avail- 
able only from Mallory. 

Imitations are available, of course. but they aren't 
FP's ... and they won't have this combination 
of features that are exclusively Mallory- 

85 °C construction 
Ability to handle high ripple currents 
Well suited for voltage doubler circuits 
Ideal for use with selen' rectifiers 
Genuine fabricated plate anode 
Corrosive impurities held to less than 
7 parts in IO million 
Long shelf life 

Long service life 

Fast, twist prong mounting 
Standardized can size 

CAPACITORS CONTROLS VIBRATORS SWITCHES RESISTORS 

RECTIFIERS POWER SUPPLIES CONVERTERS MERCURY BATTERIES 

APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS 
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